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Origin of the Project
I began listening to No Agenda toward the beginning of 2013 on the recommendation of a nowman-overboard coworker. This was in the days
of the FBI Six-Week Cycle, out-of-control TSA
shenanigans, and Constitution-hating Democrat
gun-grabbers crawling out of the woodwork in
the aftermath of Sandy Hook.
I was inspired in 2014, at the mention of – on
Show 518, I believe – summaries of the very earliest shows by KD “Bubba” Martin, to consider
doing my own series of transcripts as a way of
exploring the history of No Agenda. An early
pilot project convinced that such task would be
insurmountable via solo effort, after three hours
of work on Show 10. So I decided to shoot for a
bronze medal instead.
This project aims to be a resource that at least
partially answers the questions “when did John
and Adam play that funny clip about [insert
topic here]?”, and “how did that funny [insert
meme here] thing get started?” I’m not really
here to give you the punch line, I’m here to
tickle your memory. In simplest terms: this is
not a substitute for The Real Thing.
Suggestions and corrections will of course be welcomed. I often fail to get the timestamp for the
opening one-liner, so anyone who can cough one
of those up will be heartily congratulated.
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Show 300!

(2011-05-01)

0:00:00 Sir Geoff Smith No Agenda In the Morning acoustic version, JCD: “Hit it!”
0:03:38 ACC watching C-SPAN and shopping with Bobbi Eden and Ms. Micky in hot tub
0:06:32 “Douchebag show” White House Correspondents’ Dinner: douchebag Wolf Blitzer, ACC: “all
he was missing was a cravat”, Donald Trump set up by Washington Post, ABC guest Eric
Holder; Obama’s long-form birth certificate signed by U.K.L. Lee “ukelele”; Seth Meyers
mocking everyone but Obama: C-SPAN “one unpaid electric bill away from being a radio
station”, “everyone knows how the MSNBC party works: President Obama makes the KoolAid and everyone there drinks it”, Miss USA “will streamline their search for a Vice President”
0:18:52 Obama weekly address outtake video; Michele Bachmann “born in Canada” and Tim “Hosni”
Pawlenty, Jon Huntsman “learned English to come here”, Romney universal healthcare, “no
one is prouder to put this birth certificate matter to rest than The Donald”, “he can finally
get back to focusing on the issues that matter, like did we fake the Moon landing”, “where
are Biggie and Tupac?”; Trump pandering to “real ally” Israel in Las Vegas, “we can’t even
beat Libya”; 29% in poll as independent, “if I can’t win I’m not doing it for any other reason”,
ACC: “I think he’s in it”; gold at $1556
0:33:55 Producer Segment: high-ranking elites immune to cancer death; Sir Geoff Smith history
0:50:22 Washington Post douchebag after-party photo essay; Valerie “slum lord” Jarrett to Joe Madison on Obama’s college transcripts: “I don’t think anyone would debate his intelligence”
0:53:21 Daily Show’s John Oliver satirizes Royal Wedding: “utter fucking bollocks” vs “they’re seeing
something which is glamorous and which they aspire to”; activist Charlie Veitch arrested for
“conspiracy to cause a public nuisance”, Veitch’s girlfriend: “that’s why he uses a megaphone
and not weapons, like what you guys carry”, “that makes me feel that you’re slaves”
1:01:11 ACC walking on eggshells watching wedding with Ms. Micky; archbishop’s impressive eyebrows
1:02:26 Ask Adam: wedding party sequestered in back room, “does some sex act have to take place?”,
London bookies betting on Queen’s hat color and first to cry “John Boehner”
1:05:07 Trains Good Planes Bad: US High Speed Rail Association’s Andy Kunz to Fox Business’
Stuart Varney: “well, we have to build it, I mean I don’t know what else we’re gonna have for
a transportation in twenty years from now”, Varney cites Chinese situation “worse than the
subprime crash”, lame Iraq War cost argument; JCD on PR firms rolling out the interns
1:15:24 JCD on Obama’s Montgomery Burns praying mantis hand pose; saluted and passed a note by
military guard; Miami Dade College DREAM Act commencement speech, “I’m only going to
be president a little bit longer”; JCD: Hillary “too old to run”, ACC predicts behind-closeddoors meetings with celebrities for immigration reform; Obama disses Matt Damon
1:24:30 David Brooks: Obama “best education president”, no meetings with Paul Ryan
1:29:46 British Journal of Psychiatry article on lithium slowing onset of Alzheimer’s disease
1:32:52 Overmodulated recording of phone call to Iraqi MP from Saddam Hussein
1:34:13 Donation Segment: Obama quietly delaying don’t ask don’t tell repeal
1:51:09 Executive Order replaying Libya script with Syria; Susan Rice propagating fiction of Gaddafi
issuing soldiers Viagra so they can effectively rape women, ACC: “Muhammad! I have had
this hard-on for more than four hours!”; Washington Week in Review “follow the bouncing
ball” on career musical chairs, “General Petraeus will continue to do his job in the CIA, and,
and, and, and…”, Obama devotee Gwen Ifill, CIA “dropping bombs in Pakistan”; Libya in
danger of food crisis; Ron Paul CIA coup revisited
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2:02:41 CBC casualty estimates and “reports of unburied bodies” in Syria, Indiana Twitter user
translating YouTube videos; NPR On the Media on @JamesMTitus Twitter-bot created by
Berkeley-based Web Ecology Project
2:07:37 Debt ceiling predictions; lisping former Treasury Secretary Paul O’Neill to Bloomberg: Geithner using “financial accounting tricks”, “people who are threatening to not pass the debt
ceiling are our version of al-Qaeda terrorists”; incoherent Patty’s Mexican Table salsa entremet
2:14:23 Sony password exfiltration as grounds for stepped-up cybersecurity; haughty Lucy Napolitano
staking out “civilian side of the government and for the intersection with the private sector”,
ACC: “I bet you she dresses up at night in, like, leathers with a whip and stuff … high boots,
with a cap … whipping some guy who’s wearing a diaper”
2:17:05 Jean-Paul Pougala article on $400M North African communications satellite mostly bankrolled
by Gaddafi, undercutting $500M yearly fee to Western interests and “billions of dollars in debt
and interest that the initial loan would generate for years to come, and in an exponential manner … in order to plunder the African Continent”, Obama’s stolen assets “Libyan contribution
to three key projects”, “it is easy, then, to understand the French wrath against Gaddafi”,
Côte d’Ivoire’s “enemy of Africa” Alassane Ouattara a puppet of France, “it is increasingly
obvious that after Libya, the Western coalition will go after Algeria”
2:24:05 Upcoming Brood XIX cicada hatch; Great ShakeOut drills coincident with tornado outbreak,
FEMA twiddling thumbs; Wall Street Journal Magazine “decadent bullcrap” on restoration
of Haiti’s Iron Gate Market
2:30:08 Magic Numbers: stock market 33-month high and dollar 33-month low
2:31:01 Outro: David Brooks on destructiveness of self-esteem movement for end of show
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It’s Tiara Time!

(2011-04-28)

0:00:00 JCD: “I’ve seen the picture of the hole.” ACC: “On TV!” (1:49:33)
0:00:32 Day seven of ACC’s flu compared to DMT hangover
0:02:33 Panetta’s move from CIA to DoD made public amid major distractions Donald Trump and
Royal Wedding; wedding “who doesn’t love some royal bunting?” media idiocy compilation
0:09:11 Obama obliquely references birth certificate and Donald Trump: “we’re not gonna be able to
do it if we are distracted”, “if we just make stuff up”, “sideshows and carnival barkers”; birth
certificate Kenya vs British East Africa, 1978 hospital name change, magic 33 date sum; ACC
on state birth certificate laws and $9.1M collateral theory; Trump to John King: “I have done
a great service to the American people”, ACC: Trump playing controlled opposition role
0:20:28 Press corps unimpressed by refusal to discuss Panetta move; George W. Bush skeptical,
Panetta a Republican appointee, CIA’s heroin “pin money”
0:25:19 Producer Segment: treasury.gov donation page; terrorist Casio watches
0:45:26 Producer note on Obama’s oil price manipulation taskforce as campaign shakedown; Ben
Bernanke blames oil prices on Chinese demand, Middle East supply disruptions “as everyone
knows who watches television”, Fed unable to do anything about gas prices “without derailing
growth entirely”, JCD: “we try to solve crime … but then crime would be out of control”
0:55:36 Smokin’ hot Ayesha Gaddafi taking Hillary Clinton to task for not leaving her sleazy husband;
Egyptian revolutionary Gigi Ibrahim to Jon Stewart on her induction into the movement: “I
took a class” at American University in Cairo called “The Social Mobilization Under Authoritarian Regime”; C-SPAN journalists and Rachel Maddow disdainful of Anderson Cooper
1:07:55 Boeing CEO on Chinese plan to build 45-55 new airports in next five years, J-20 stealth fighter
1:14:21 Ron Paul posed the question “how do we get out of the war?” by Whoopi Goldberg on The
View, answer “a good president would just march home”, “both parties are war parties”; Rock
Creek Free Press on Fox News dirty tricks against Ron Paul
1:19:14 Entertainment Tonight MILF Jane Seymour, Royal Wedding night vision cameras, “and it’s
tiara time!”; Good Morning America on mybestfit clothing size body scanning kiosks: “think
TSA minus the fun patdown!”, vendor Unique Solutions’ “largest database of body measurements that reflect the true size and shape of today’s consumer”
1:29:30 Donation Segment
1:38:19 CNN California Psychics ad with pharmaceutical ad soundtrack; Abilify ad with depression
ameba and warnings on movie screen, JCD: “so if you’re gonna have impaired motor skills
and confusion, how are you supposed to call your doctor?”
1:44:44 CBC on escape of 500 Taliban fighters from Kandahar prison through underground tunnel,
Governor Toryalai Wesa: “it was a new technique, a new method”, reporter: “and what does
it look like?”, ACC: “it looks like a hole!”, tunnel passing security checkpoints and highway
unnoticed for six months, “that was a surprise for us too”; next-day follow-up for end of show
1:51:37 Ryan Gosling spokeshole for Congo with handler John Prendergast; atrocities over columbitetantalite “coltan” mineral used in electronic components
1:59:23 Alzheimer’s “vaccine” in upcoming film Rise of the Planet of the Apes; Glee pushing rubella
vaccine: “her parents are hippies who don’t believe in vaccinations”
2:04:06 The Great Central US ShakeOut FEMA drill “drop, cover, and hold on”, online “quake quiz”
2:09:09 Monsanto self-policing; George W. Bush afraid to go abroad; House moon base bill; magic
33s; Food Revolution on origin of beef; salt substitute Cardio-mate; more magic 33s
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Hot Mature Plumpers

(2011-04-24)

JCD: “There’s a wife-swapping underground of people in RVs.” (1:51:46)
ACC and Mimi’s “three-week flu” potentially extending 60 days, JCD’s “Clipapalooza”
Salinas “Eggstravaganza” Easter event “familiarizing kids with the Salinas Police Department”
Donald Trump’s ego plus election “perfect for the show”; JCD story: Billy Graham at UC
using eye lights; Franklin Graham to Christiane Amanpour: “the more you listen to him the
more you say to yourself, y’know, maybe the guy’s right”; #33 on Forbes Celebrity 100 list
Robin Leach to giddy Geraldo Rivera: Royal Wedding “schlock” waste of money, flamboyant
Marcellas Reynolds in Kate Middleton’s trendsetting black dress
Producer Segment: noagendashow.ca and hotmatureplumpers.com
Men’s Rolex-wearing clog-stomping Lucifer Clinton’s press conference with Dutch Foreign
Affairs Minister Uriël Rosenthal, “400 years of history”, incoherent Rosenthal gripes about
Gaddafi and “his cronies”, press milieu slips into British pronunciation “allies”, Hillary compares situation with 78 days of bombing in Serbia, “warehouses of materiel” destroyed; Gaddafi’s
plans for Chinese-minted gold dinar to replace US dollar
Mournful John McCain visiting Libyan hospitals; Col. Ralph Peters to Juan Williams on
“hero” McCain “trying to do the job that our runaway fraidy-cat president just refuses to do”,
rebels “not even sure” who they are; dehumanizing “boots on the ground” meme everywhere;
The Ten Commandments “the more slaves we have the more bricks we make” iso
Obama telegraphing move against Syria, British Foreign Oﬀice urging evacuation; bomb plot
in Indonesia, Justin Bieber “terima kasih”; joint US-Uganda “Atlas Drop” air exercise
Trains Good Planes Bad: National Train Day Rockin’ the Railway Concert with Gladys
Knight; former Chinese Railway Minister Liu Zhijun fired in February for embezzlement and
crippling $276bn in debt, speeds reduced 30mph for safety, JCD: “where’s Michael Moore?”
Biodiversitée: CNN’s T.J. Holmes confesses “eco-sins” for Earth Day; dreadful EPA propaganda rap song Click It – Flip It written by “certified performance nutritionist” Ted Coopwood
Donation Segment: NPR’s list of 2009 corporate sponsors; ACC’s biscuit tube injury
Erin Burnett proposes demolishing distressed properties since they are “not going to be stylish
by the time people actually want to buy ‘em”, Deutche Bank shill Joe LaVorgna and Rick
Santelli all-in; Obama proposes three-point plan for gas prices after criticizing politicians for
proposing three-point plans for gas prices, Eric Holder’s price manipulation taskforce
News package on revised Alzheimer’s diagnosis guidelines, bapineuzumab vaccine in the works,
statins linked to memory loss, on the lookout for Law & Order vaccine plots
JCD discovers wife-swapping RV clubs, Sandals Resorts ad laced with double entendres
The Onion: Director Robert Mueller admits to Congress that FBI has solved no crimes since
2001; CNN hit piece on FBI misconduct; hints from Obama about moving Leon Panetta over
to DoD; DHS VIPR terrorism drill in West Palm Beach
George W. Bush at Bill Frist portrait unveiling: “I can assure you, Bill, that we are delighted
to be here to watch you hang”; JCD: Obama’s comic timing “impeccable”
Gwyneth Paltrow slammed for “comfortable with insensitivity”, Scott Adams to the rescue
Belgium government-less for one year; France pushing for Schengen Agreement suspension in
face of mass migration from Libya, JCD on introduction of border controls after World War I
Michelle Obama employing 26 servants at cost of $1.75M per year; EU Parliament votes down
austerity for itself; study links babies crying at night with future behavioral health problems
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Obama’s Clutch Car

(2011-04-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “This show is terrible! These people should be ashamed of themselves!” (1:51:03)
0:00:34 ACC and Ms. Micky down with flu; 04/21/2011 Skynet date; JCD: Obama talking himself
out of 2012 campaign; Obama’s Facebook visit; JCD’s Rush Limbaugh style numbered clips
0:05:48 Obama’s pearls of wisdom on recovery: “I dunno if they still have clutch cars around here,
anybody ever driven a clutch car?”; Mark Zuckerberg’s shit-eating grin; Obama: “you get all
the specialists together with the primary care physician the first time you’re seen so that you’re
not paying for multiple visits as well as multiple tests”, paying hospitals for hand washing
0:14:10 Prescription drug abuse more deadly than guns; California ad against legal immigration
0:16:48 Incongruity of ratings agencies treating US government like a corporation
0:20:15 Producer Segment: GMC Birchaven on offer for touring vehicle
0:34:45 Donald Trump’s election prospects, “Heinrich” Schwarzenegger for EU position; Trump squabbles with Stephanopoulos over Obama birth certificate: “George, they have co-opted you”
0:41:55 Michele Bachmann warned by ABC leaker about Stephanopoulos exhibiting Obama birth
certificate, “that is not the main issue facing the United States right now”; Miami DHS drills
0:50:32 Obama flustered by Dallas TV interview: “why do you think you’re so unpopular in Texas?”,
“a few percentage points” corrected, “I just said that wasn’t true” non-answer, muttered
“lemme finish my answers the next time we do an interview”; Zuckerberg gushes about Race to
the Top; Obama’s pause-laden “weasel words” on Paul Ryan budget; warning about collapsed
I-35W bridge and fictitious “National Society of Engineers”; O’Biden and others nodding off
1:04:29 Lucifer Clinton at press conference with “Sweet Micky” Martelly: Haiti work “a personal goal
of me, my husband, and many of us here”, tèt kale “bald head” slogan, delight at scripted Libya
question, rebellion “spontaneous response” by “businesspeople, students, lawyers, doctors”
1:09:49 William Hague on troops “mentoring rather than training”, UN “all necessary measures” for
civilians; Democracy Now Bahrain chaos; producer Schlumberger vs Halliburton theory
1:16:25 HLN babe Natasha Curry; Pepe Escobar on “Chiners” partnering with Gaddafi, running
afoul of Pentagon AFRICOM, Syria “next domino to fall” to Saudi-backed Muslim Brotherhood, AFRICOM headquarters currently in Stuttgart; JCD on next targets Ivory Coast and
Nigeria unexpectedly in news; flammable Chinese-made US flags for sale in Middle East
1:29:29 Xbox Operation Flashpoint: Red River intro cutscene Osama bin Laden history propaganda
1:34:08 Donation Segment
1:39:58 Lucy Napolitano to Bill O’Reilly on Arizona-Mexico border security: “well, uh, I say, look”;
National Terrorism Advisory System social media and “a new website page”; to Morning Joe
“shill show” on TSA groping six-year-old girl “professionally and according to the protocols”,
douchebag “Dan” Scarborough: “remind Americans why we now check our liquids”, “a mother
was taking her baby on a plane in Britain and willing to blow up the baby and the entire
plane with the liquids”, ACC: “what??”, Lucy plugs Trusted Traveler biometric cards
1:53:39 Rep. Paul Brown on TSA SPOT and other worthless programs, “unfortunately, this is an issue
that the Committee is unable to address today because of TSA’s refusal to attend”
2:02:32 And Now Back to Real News: “Charles Manson is crazy”; wrongful death lawsuit over 2007
Amber Alert delayed by sleeping police oﬀicer; sleeping airline pilots and FAA NextGen system; Oakland sexual predator forces victim to strip and flees; idiotic morning traﬀic report
2:09:17 Industry shill Max Reid: “high fructose corn syrup and sucrose are exactly the same”
2:14:56 State Department spokeshole Mark Toner grilled about Bradley Manning for end of show
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Highway to Hubris

(2011-04-17)

0:00:00 JCD: “Yeah, yeah, it’s what we do, I mean we manipulate the media because the media’s a
bunch of idiots anyway.” (2:09:29)
0:00:37 Bogus “secretly-recorded” Obama “you think we’re stupid?” fundraiser comments bashing
Paul Ryan and White House phone system, meeting with Emir of Qatar, “reform, reform,
reform, you’re seeing it on Al Jazeera”, “there is no big move towards democracy in Qatar”,
talks himself into corner with income disparities; AMC Inside The DHS reality show
0:10:59 Obama weekly address on Republican $4T deficit reduction “at a time when other nations are
hustling to out-compete us”, elitist “people like me don’t need another tax cut”; Jay Carney’s
Libya/Syria flub followed by “Larry” Lieberman “what we’re doing … in Libya is what the
Arab world wants us to do”, JCD on Bashere Assad’s father murdering entire town of Hama,
Lieberman “slaughter” and no-fly zone narratives, “freedom fighters”, “house to house” meme
0:21:19 Paul Craig Roberts to useless Russia Today interviewer: “Syria provides the Russian naval
base in the Mediterranean”, NATO vs Russia and China, Americans “full of hubris”
0:28:49 Producer Segment
0:38:00 Uganda pipeline chaos; JCD’s Tarzan Escapes “Bwana come!”, Bill Cosby’s war on Amos &
Andy; Joy Behar to Roseanne Barr: Obama “very good president, don’t you like him?”
0:42:30 C-SPAN explores $240M Treasury Building restoration project and Gilded Dome; “no one
went to jail” meme and Levin Report, Clooney’s bailout film; Matt Taibbi to Anderson Cooper
on Lloyd Blankfein’s prison prospects; Ron Paul proposes US “intellectually blame” Federal
Reserve; Libyan rebels seeking $2bn loan; Obama’s March 21 “matter of days” revisited;
January United Nations human rights report praises Gaddafi’s human rights track record
0:58:56 Tajazzle “put some bling in your fling” infomercial
1:00:50 White House memo on 32 U.S.C. §315 allowing military to masquerade as National Guard
1:04:58 CNN on TSA “behavior detection oﬀicers” on the lookout for anyone who “displays contempt
for the screening process”, so-called “20th hijacker” Mohammed al-Qahtani described as having
“body language that appear arrogant”, JCD recommends “zombie look” and “take your sweet
time” with bins full of personal effects, ACC prone to static electric shocks from laptop
1:09:54 Author Joshua Holland asked about “right-wing Chicken Little narrative” vs China’s ownership of 9.6% of public debt, Social Security’s $2.6T “safest investment on planet earth”
1:20:28 And Now Back to Real News: Condoleezza Rice’s 30 Rock gig; Paris Hilton’s new reality show
1:22:10 WHO global vaccine sharing plan to prepare for flu pandemic; GSK relabeling Pandemrix to
cite narcolepsy danger, JCD: “when’s the last time you ever read a label of a vaccine bottle?”
1:27:14 Donation Segment: Phyllis Schlafly on feminist domination of public schools, death of sports
1:37:00 New Zealand MP Claire Curran on “truly frightening” secret Trans-Pacific Partnership on
intellectual property; leaked copy “must be stored in a locked or secured building, room, or
container”, patent and copyright “evergreening”, patents on surgical procedures
1:47:05 YouTube Copyright School Rocky & Bullwinkle ripoff: “if YouTube finds you are a repeat
offender, you’ll get banned for life!”, sped-up verbal fine print reading trivializing fair use
1:54:04 Belgian priest Roger Vangheluwe admits sexually abusing nephews while denying being a
pedophile; Ashton Kutcher and Demi Moore campaigning against sex slave traﬀicking
1:58:49 Mark Hertsgaard to Democracy Now: climate skeptics dooming “the rest of generation hot”
2:01:09 Burson-Marsteller’s Earth Hour campaign expanding to India, “evidence-based communication” and paid “E-Fluentials”, JCD: strategy ineffective; Elisha Cuthbert for end of show
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Poledancing for College

(2011-04-14)

0:00:00 ACC: “I am going to homeschool her with a stripper pole, and just move straight, just move
straight…” JCD: “So she can go straight to college!” (1:59:36)
0:00:37 In the morning to “feet in the air”; ACC’s 5:30am wakeup
0:02:04 Ashley Judd chosen to be Hollywood Congo spokeshole, ACC: “where does Angelina buy her
kids?”, Judd to Chris Matthews: “I’m a big fan of the Clinton Global Initiative”, Rethinking
Refugees committee, scripted “80% of all refugees worldwide are girls… are, are women”, “this
is more fun”; to be joined by Charlize Theron; Ban Ki-moon’s wise “invest in women”
0:12:35 Jay Carney mistakes Syria for Libya; Ron Paul on Geithner’s debt limit “apocalypse”: fearmongering “very similar to saying that Saddam Hussein had a nuclear weapon”, “they gave
the depression to the people who lost their homes”, new members of Congress powerless
0:21:57 Producer Segment: ACC postmortem “smoke me!”
0:36:00 #blackout over New Zealand’s new file sharing legislation, idiot MP Katrina Shanks claims
to be computer “sayvvy”, “it takes a bit from this box, and a bit from that box, and a bit
from that computer”, “it’s really important to remember that file sharing is actually an illegal
activity”, “quite different to copyright, where someone sends you a file, that’s different again”
0:47:55 Rick Santorum: population growth not at “replacement level” to support Social Security,
addressing homeschoolers’ conferences; five Mississippi counties rounding up homeschoolers
0:54:11 Dr. Robert Lustig labeling all forms of sugar including HFCS as toxins
0:58:20 France considering outlawing prostitution, ACC: Champs-Élysées “tranny central”
1:01:06 Pulitzer rumors for NPR tweetmonger Andy Carvin, Washington Post: ACC as “media critic
and veteran technology blogger”, objections distilled down to two sentences
1:06:47 Non-blonde new Russia Today hottie on State Department techno-expert training camps and
“panic buttons”, US military fake account generators, 5% of Libyans with internet access vs
barrage of tweets clamoring for US intervention, ACC: “Andy, make sure you retweet it!”
1:14:52 Donation Segment: NPR ad network; Matt Taibbi article on college loan scam (JCDPPotD)
1:34:04 CNN’s John King blathering at top speed about Taliban, ACC: “magnetized brain influence”;
1999 European Parliament document: “military research is ongoing on environmental manipulation as a weapon, as demonstrated for example by the Alaska-based HAARP system”;
Coast to Coast AM on auroral effect lavender sky near Fukushima, points finger at China or
Russian “Woodpecker” ELF; Rep. Peter King trying to steal 70cm amateur radio band
1:44:33 Another Atlas V launch from Vandenberg with classified NRO payload
1:46:33 Trains Good Planes Bad: Frank Lautenberg’s S.371 FREIGHT Focusing Resources, Economic
Investment, and Guidance to Help Transportation Act, JCD: “nudge nudge wink wink”
1:48:39 Viagra patent expiring in 2012; US planes dropping bombs in Libya in spite of assurances from
Robert Gates, “defensive airstrikes”; David Axelrod whines excuses for Obama’s failure to shut
down Guantánamo Bay: “there is this institution … called the United States Congress”, “we
wanted to close Guantánamo”; Pentagon having “second thoughts” about Iraq withdrawal
1:57:08 Negative effects of school Head Start Programs; O’Biden falls asleep during Obama speech
2:04:55 Donald Trump “a great job if I run, and if I win”, JCD: “red herring” with birth certificate
2:06:36 Producer note: Cisco VP Gary Bridge all-in on chipping schizophrenia patients; IRS precrime
software; Sydney “if you see something say something” signs; proposed topless sunbathing ban
2:12:18 Judge rules for “I Heart Boobies” bracelets; Seattle high school renames Easter eggs “Spring
spheres”; mother pushed aside by TSA groping her six-year-old; end-of-show Donald Trump
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Choking the Puﬀin

(2011-04-10)

0:00:00 (British accents) JCD: “Ho ho ho, very good!” ACC: “The boys at the club won’t believe me,
I keep taking the second question first!” (1:56:14)
0:00:40 American Idol ejects Pia Toscano; “budget showdown” preempting Piers Morgan, bogus
Planned Parenthood squabble, “clean air” carbon taxes, no mention of military budget
0:07:10 NewsHour on Democrats and Republicans at each other’s throats; unexplained threat of
Cherry Blossom Parade cancellation; networks scraping bottom of barrel with Tim Shriver;
people lined up for free Remote Area Medical services in Oakland Coliseum parking lot
0:12:40 April 1 memo from Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General Caroline D. Krass, ACC:
“who is either on the way for a promotion or will soon be found in a dumpster”: Obama
had Constitutional authority to invade Libya because “such use of force was in the national
interest”; “elitist bitch” UN Ambassador Susan Rice requesting $3.54bn from Congress
0:17:05 Max Keiser co-host Stacy Herbert on Wachovia’s $110M fine for laundering $178bn in Mexican
drug cartel money through casas de cambio until 2007 credit crisis; ACC’s proposed grow outfit
0:25:04 Producer Segment
0:30:28 Kane County IL considering $40 dog walking permits owners must wear around their necks
0:35:02 One-year anniversary of Smolensk incident; Russia Today vs Fox News babe hiring practices;
Russian propaganda: investigators “hagh quality organization”, “there is no question … the
captain of the Polish aircraft is to blame for this tragedy”, “transcript” of pilot’s last words
0:42:16 Susan Rice demanding $1.9bn in Libya “peacekeeping missions”; Rep. Gerald Connelly: UN
conspiracy theories “unworthy of a great power to even express”; Rep. Bradley Sherman’s “full
cost accounting”; Rep. Ileana Ros-Lehtinen demands boycott of “Durban III hatefest”; Rice
on UN mission to “post-Sudan … post-referendum Sudan”; Cass “Sunscreen” and “Stephanie”
Power, “shill alert!” jingle, They Might Be Giants Call Connected Thru The NSA
0:55:50 Guelph University “vote mob” organized on Facebook, social media’s false sense of engagement
1:01:31 Amsterdam shopping mall machine gun rampage, ACC “MKULTRA slave” false flag theory;
Aric the Shill’s “I updated my Facebook status in protest”
1:06:36 Oil trader David Greenberg to CNBC: algorithmic trading manipulating price of oil, JCD
predicts $3.20 in 18 months; May 21 Judgment Day sandwich board guys in downtown LA
1:14:30 Al Sharpton “mission accomplished” on getting advertisers to bail out on Glenn Beck
1:16:10 Donation Segment: Japan “Gitmo Nation Nattō”; JCD’s upcoming clip show
1:29:57 Icelandic referendum result: no repayment of failed bank assets, Gordon Brown’s terrorism
accusation, “Gitmo Nation Puﬀin”, JCD: “they grab ’em and they choke ’em”; IMF warns
Belgium about its 94% GDP sovereign debt, danger of “Standard’s and Poor’s” downgrade
1:37:37 Bigger, Faster, Stronger steroid documentary: “if you want drugs, go get a job”, JCD story:
International Harvester “beans” amphetamines bust, ACC “strung out” on weed
1:42:58 “Sweet Micky” Martelly on using McCain & Calderón campaign consultants, money from Bill
Clinton’s IHRC Interim Haiti Recovery Commission; no Red Cross funds for Fukushima
1:55:08 NATO’s foppish Rear Admiral Russell Harding dodges Libyan collateral damage question
1:59:44 Ask Adam: unelected “high representative” Baroness Ashton, JCD “secretly re-militarizing
Europe” theory; Wolf Blitzer outs former Rep. Curt Weldon’s Libyan spook work, former
employer Defense Solutions, oil lobbyists Payne & Ettinger; sketchy mass rape allegations
2:14:27 “Big-butt midget” Dana Perino calls out Stuart Varney’s Al Jazeera tie
2:19:08 ACC: pans The Kennedys and praises The Borgias; more Keiser & Herbert for end of show
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Self Radicalize!

(2011-04-07)

0:00:00 ACC: “No further delays!” (1:57:37)
0:00:34 Angelina Jolie “boots on the ground” on Libyan border; Glenn Beck’s predicted ouster
0:02:39 Idiot Joy Behar to Jesse Ventura on potential government shutdown: “what about babies,
and young people, who won’t get formula because their parents aren’t getting food stamps?”;
Timothy Geithner predicts “catastrophic” outcome of failure to raise debt limit
0:12:38 Ventura: US in Afghanistan for lithium, “MKULTRA doucheslave” Piers Morgan: “sounds a
bit like you’ve been on lithium”, “everybody knows” Osama bin Laden is responsible
0:17:20 Obama quietly dissolves Oﬀice of Health Reform led by industry shill Nancy-Ann DeParle
0:21:51 NPR’s Vivian Schiller gripes about hidden camera scandal: “this is not journalism”, JCD: “60
Minutes has never done that, have they?”, “you don’t entrap people with hidden cameras!”
0:24:34 Producer Segment
0:34:37 JCD on polls predicting tight election to sell more ads, Obama acting like horse race “rabbit”
0:37:25 Karma for Fukushima; icrc.org 1976 Convention on the Prohibition of Military or any
Hostile Use of Environmental Modification Techniques like earthquakes and tsunamis
0:41:45 JCD on lack of economists in Congress; Wachovia Bank fined for laundering $378.4bn in drug
money; flawed “al-Qaeda waiting on Obama timetable” narrative; Secretary of Defense “Ted”
Gates: military can stay if Iraqi government wants it, ACC: “act now while stocks last!”
0:48:58 Banker to CNBC: “the plot in Greece and Portugal sounds an awful lot like the same plot that’s
going on in the United States”; Lucifer Clinton all-in on IMF veteran Alassane Ouattara to
run Côte d’Ivoire; JCD on “slavemobile” electric cars; Sweet Micky Martelly musical interlude
1:00:06 JCD Spider-Man: Turn Off the Dark review: “ladies and gentlemen, due to technical diﬀiculties, the show will be interrupted and will resume shortly”, “the show was terrible”
1:03:36 Silvio Berlusconi hooker trial postponed due to no-show
1:04:58 Obama “shut up slave” comparison of budget debate with marriage, mysterious internet head
scar photos; Donald Trump sends birth certificate investigators to Hawaii, JCD: Trump running to boost Romney’s chances; Obama friend Bobby Titcomb arrested in prostitution sting
1:10:49 ACC on Saab sending workers home, Spyker “piece of crap” like Citroën deux chevaux
1:14:17 Ventura to Andrew Napolitano on Operation Northwoods and Gulf of Tonkin false flags; International Sports Federations insured for $100M against Olympics terrorism; Osama bin Laden
letters from Chicago threaten stashed nuclear weapons will be detonated unless American
Idol-style war crimes trials take place; JCD predicts false flag within 30 days
1:21:16 Glenn Beck to Napolitano: “I ain’t leavin’, so don’t worry about it”, JCD: “we’re watchdogs”;
Producer Maynard “in the morning” during HAARP professor interview
1:27:00 Donation Segment: Thirty-three, That’s the Magic Number jingle; JMD’s TSA run-in
1:45:32 Former New Jersey Governor Thomas Kean to Congress: 2010 “the year of the homegrown
terrorist”, “self radicalization” meme, demands “no further delays” to Real ID
1:58:34 Barbara Eden to Joy “hee-hee!” Behar on JFK sneaking phone number into her pocket, ACC:
“I think I self-radicalized watching her!”; spook Nicholas Kristof on saving South Sudan “if
was can do it in a way that doesn’t require a lot of time”; Charlie Sheen “winning!” trademark
2:04:10 UK Chantix user murders wife and two daughters, ACC and Ms. Micky back on cigarettes
2:06:18 Narcolepsy-linked Pandemrix pulled in Ireland; 1994 No Escape film 2011 Benghazi bioweapons
2:12:59 Biodiversitée: geoengineering debates; Jerry Brown colluding with Connie Hedegaard
2:15:17 Fox irked over Anwar al-Awlaki release, bogus CIA “kill or capture list”, Ali Al-Timimi meeting
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Obama Needs Water

(2011-04-03)

0:00:00 Children: “This is No Agenda with Adam Curry and John C. Dvorak.”
0:00:36 JCD in “Gitmo Nation Big Glass Buildings” New York City college-shopping with JMD,
Jerusalem play exploring “drunken British youth”; ACC’s crepes and mimosas with Ms. Molly
Wood; JCD on insular New York culture; freedom-hating Lindsey Graham on Face the Nation
0:07:25 Heavily-redacted Federal Reserve “secret” documents revealing $3.3T lent to foreign banks;
Ron Paul on impeachment vs defunding war, Libyan rebel central bank, “I wonder if they’ve
come to the discount window yet”; Washington Post reporter quizzes ACC on his disdain for
NPR tweet-collector Andy Carvin, “media deconstructionist” vs “senior strategist”
0:17:17 Producer Segment; JCD story: Eric Schmidt and “In the Morning” hottie at airport
0:32:45 JCD’s clip machine on the fritz; Russia Today’s guffawing Susan Lindauer on fact that “Libya
had nothing to do with Lockerbie”, Gaddafi seeking compensation from oil companies for
UN-imposed $2.1bn in damages; Gaddafi-CIA war, parallel with Slobodan Milošević, ACC:
“more money, more money, more money” $300M per week for Military Industrial Complex
0:43:53 CNN “dumb brunettes” try to shut down former CIA Michael Scheuer, “this is Americans
killing Muslims again and it looks like it’s for oil”, “if you listen to Mrs. Clinton and especially
rather crazed Ms. Rice at the UN”, “you’re just carrying the water for Mr. Obama”
0:50:39 9 of 22 Arab League members present for no-fly zone vote; $33bn stolen from Libya and
proposed $33bn in budget cuts; Obama address coordinated with Dancing with the Stars
0:55:47 Producer note on bogus “Trapped in City of Ghosts” Fukushima article in The Sun; Australian
radio interview with obvious computer-synthesized “reporter” Ali al-Mujahed in Yemen
1:03:27 Obama West Wing Week “hello everybody!” from MD UPS facility, “dependence on foreign
oil” meme; Ask Adam: 66% of oil imported; “it’s not just the government getting in on the
action”, Clean Fleets Partnership “driven not by government but by business”, NREL Vehicles
Technology Program, Alliance for Sustainable Energy LLC; MRIGlobal video: “ideals more
noble and more rewarding than just monetary gain”, renewable energy and vaccines, “using
humanoid robots to safeguard troops from chemical and biological weapons”, shadowy cabal
roster; JCD on sketchy “world’s most ethical company”, CH2M Hill site with Thames oil rig
1:17:06 Donation Segment
1:30:23 MKULTRA gibberish attack on Coast to Coast AM host Ian Punnett: “wow, is this really
gonna be driveway, that depends, did he threaten the Hoover, is he not put away the dishes”,
George Noory: “exactly!”; JCD on “zoology” pronunciation, Nova magnetic mind control
1:35:37 Russia Today piece “MSNBC’s Love Affair with Wars” for end of show; University of California “research” into naked body scanner radiation dose in “terms that regular people can
understand”: radiation dose “teeny-weeny-weeny”; JCD notes MIA scanners at SFO
1:40:47 DoD spokeshole Clifford Stanley: 9% of troops ready for impending don’t ask don’t tell repeal;
McLaughlin Group predicts Libyan terror; Southwest 737 “meteorite”; Pandemic board game
1:44:39 Colombian scientist’s universal infections disease vaccine and other April Fools’ Day stories
1:47:48 Australian Climate Commissioner Tim Flannery to radio hosts Andrew Bolt and Steve Price:
“if we cut emissions today, global temperatures are not likely to drop for about a thousand
years”, Bolt: “that doesn’t seem a good deal”; JCD peak oil “what’s to worry about?”
1:55:34 Belgium takes world record for longest time without a government; new Irish property taxes
1:58:42 JCD off to Spider-Man: Turn Off the Dark “biggest bust in the history of Broadway”; magic
numbers: 33 priests in St. Paul and Minneapolis Archdiocese on sexual abuse list
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Unconstitutional Botox

(2011-03-31)

0:00:00 JCD: “Going to religion culinary arts airlines food recipes else United States Africa outdoor
recreation travel tourism” (1:42:28)
0:00:39 Boots on the ground in Libya; long C-SPAN audience shot with triple teleprompter, JCD on
Obama’s chipmunk walk, seizure of $33bn let slip by Hillary, “we are naturally reluctant to
use force to solve the world’s many problems” lie, Americans “killed by Libyan agents”
0:08:37 Obama worried about bloodshed in “Benghazi, a city nearly the size of Charlotte”, Bank of
America headquarters, US Airways bullet hole at Charlotte-Douglas International Airport
0:13:20 Hillary: “imagine we were sitting here and Benghazi had been overrun … and tens of thousands
of people had been slaughtered”; C-SPAN “Libyan Invasion” with Adm. Stavro Blofeld James
Stavridis, McCain’s 2009 $40bn arms deal vs “we just want him gone, whether it be live with
Chavez, or meet Hitler and Stalin”; David Cameron on choice “to draw a line in the desert
sand”, “I think we should be in doubt, in no doubt” flub, “harassing humanitarian ships” lie;
Qatar in control of oil, rebel central bank, Al Jazeera and World Cup; Obama in 2002: “what
I do oppose is a dumb war!”; Robert Gates “no” to imminent threat question
0:28:08 Producer Segment: youwillobey.us and (now defunct) seanhannity.com
0:37:33 Dick Durbin lie: Gaddafi “said point-blank I’m going to Benghazi, I’m going house to house
and room to room and kill people”, abruptly cut off by C-SPAN; Pan Am Flight 103 and CIA
cocaine; Libyan Foreign Minister Moussa Koussa compared with jailed negotiator Rudolf Hess
0:47:08 TV announcer MKULTRA gibberish attacks on “Health Urset” Sarah Carlson, “Heavy Burtation” Serene Branson, and “Sifty-Four Eighteen” Mark McAllister, new victim Judge Judy
Sheindlin; NASA document on military use of “properly-modulated low-power microwaves”
0:57:22 Wes Clark Seven revisited; Al Jazeera reporter to Council on Foreign Relations on disregarding
“Egypt is next” litany; Radio & Television Congressional Correspondents’ Dinner journalists
congratulating themselves for starting Arab Spring, Al Jazeera worship
1:07:46 Hillary’s high school book report on her day’s activities, Resolution 1973 arms transfer lie;
Obama considering sneaking weapons via Saudi Arabia or Qatar, “a matter of days” revisited;
prediction: Libya-linked false flag as distraction from Federal Reserve bailout recipients
1:20:29 Lucy Napolitano and Mark Emmert DHS-NCAA pitch; NPR Planet Money: “think about you
as the product and the advertisers as the customers”, “which we do, we call them underwriters”
1:31:31 Donation Segment: producer working on Hot Pockets Tour RV; JCD explains sock hops
1:45:25 Belgians throwing shoes at eﬀigy of PM Yves Leterme on steps of Brussels stock exchange;
Haiku Herman’s new oeuvre for Italy; George Clooney to testify in Berluscone hooker trial
1:49:54 Mimi theory: Donald Rumsfeld Botoxed so no one will see him lying, “what is Building 7?”
1:53:34 Shadow Puppet Theater: RIAA lobbyist Beryl Howell to preside over file-sharing cases, Robert
Gibbs eying Facebook; Obama accepts transparency award in “closed undisclosed meeting”
1:57:06 MEP: “science is telling us there is no risk whatever” from cloned meat
1:59:35 Michigan Sen. Debbie Stabenow introduces new electric vehicle Cash for Clunkers
2:02:22 Vodka tampon craze in Germany; bogus eating disorder charity survey finds 16% of women
would give a year of life for a perfect body; The Young and the Restless “horrible woman”
2:07:34 HIV vaccine human trials on the horizon; Magic Numbers: stink bugs in 33 states
2:09:29 DHS oﬀicial in charge of FOIA’d documents gripes about obsessive secrecy
2:11:27 Snopes “debunks” theory of Elena Kagan and Obama birth certificate quid pro quo
2:15:27 Nature: Climate Change study blames aircraft contrails for global warming, JCD: “old news”
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Mission Accomplished!

(2011-03-27)

0:00:00 ACC: “I watch She-SPAN for a living, can I buy you a drink?” (2:02:00)
0:00:35 JCD “mission accomplished” in Libya, ACC theory: using Gaddafi to oust Chinese; Hillary:
“we would welcome Congressional support” for “internationally authorized intervention … to
enforce a humanitarian mission”, ACC: “to save people from getting killed, let’s go kill some
people!”; televangelist on Satan influencing man “to steal, and to kill, and to destroy”
0:10:20 West Wing Week Presidential teleprompter congratulates itself on Libya, military’s “unique
capabilities” meme; theory on Gaddafi activating sleeper cells worldwide; Adm. William Gortney: “we’re not communicating with the coalition on the ground” Freudian slip; Gen. Wesley
Clark to Democracy Now in 2007 on post-9/11 Iraq war plans and Wes Clark Seven: “he
said, this is a memo that describes how we’re going to take out seven countries in five years,
starting with Iraq and then Syria, Lebanon, Libya, Somalia, Sudan and finishing off Iran”
0:22:54 Producer Segment: “squirrel!” iso from Pixar’s Up
0:34:50 Hillary “Lucifer” Clinton; Donald Trump to The View: “why doesn’t he show his birth certificate?”, “terrible pail that’s hanging over him”, Whoopi Goldberg plays the race card, JCD:
“sounds like a henhouse”, Whoopi’s seven-year weight cycle, Crown Books’ Herbert Haft
0:43:07 ACC in search of an RV for eight-week Hot Pockets Across America Tour
0:46:51 Obama “you can take that to the bank” broken promise montage; American Empire Before
the Fall author Bruce Fein martial law scenario, “I think you all would agree nothing would
happen”, Congressional dereliction of duty on military action; Obama Council of Governors,
Louisville KY emergency response plan allowing property seizure; Second Circuit vs due process; Bruce Fein rant: AUMF “the first time in history that we declared war against a tactic”
1:04:17 London austerity riots and one-pence gasoline price cut; Smedley Butler’s War Is a Racket
1:10:08 The Event season finale throws Posse Comitatus Act under the bus; Reagan and Kennedy
assassination plots in the air; Gaddafi’s Obama-JFK parallel with Israeli nuclear weapons and
WMDs; Le Figaro outs Sarkozy as Mossad agent, Valerie Jarrett reveals Jewish roots; Gerald
Celente: “would the United States be in Iraq if their major export was broccoli?”
1:20:15 Donation Segment: JCD recommends ShadowStats for real unemployment number of 22.5%
1:33:54 611 Folsom Street home of AT&T’s MI6 fiber optic splitters and Exotic Escorts
1:37:57 And Now Back to Real News: Lady Gaga on Fukushima charity album; Las Vegas DA who
prosecuted Paris Hilton arrested for buying cocaine; Warner Brothers’ Alan Horn ousted
1:41:48 European Banking Authority; Obama speech to distract from Federal Reserve recipient disclosure; Nigel Farage: EU all-in on Libyan regime change; Warren Buffett hiding from Goldman
Sachs, “a lot of adjustment needed” if euro collapses, “we’re watching an interesting play”
1:57:18 No uproar over GE’s $3.2bn tax refund; more Bruce Fein for end of show; Duke Professor Bruce
Lawrence on Osama bin Laden’s fake 9/11 confession tape, al-Awlaki’s Pentagon brunch
2:03:17 Producer note on Allegra-juice interaction hype and cheaper OTC status; FedEx Chantix ban
2:05:09 UK considering raising carbon tax; Connie Hedegaard targeting oil shale; Madonna’s Malawi
girls’ school foundation implodes; Bones to explore “foots” on shore; Bank of America hacked
2:08:15 Shadow Puppet Theater: Guantánamo and Abu Ghraib Chief Psychiatrist Dr. Larry James
2:09:56 IBM Watson language understanding ad, “Jew Sorting Machine”; Paralympics profit squabble
2:14:23 Newt Gingrich’s bogus list of 18% who don’t believe in American exceptionalism (JCDPPotD)
2:17:51 Dutch politician Frank van der Vorst accidentally tweets instead of DM’s “as you throbbingly
climax for the first time I feel your juices in my mouth as if they were the nectar of love”
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Chillin’ & Killin’

(2011-03-24)

0:00:00 ACC: “All these guys, they all got tents.” JCD: “What is this tent thing all of a sudden?”
(1:37:54)
0:00:37 Obama Libya evergreen: “let me emphasize that we anticipate this transition to take place
in a matter of days and not a matter of weeks”; Joe O’Biden to Chris Matthews in 2007:
“the president has no Constitutional authority to take this nation to war against a country
of 70 million people … if he does, I would move to impeach him”; “George” McCain 2009
tweet on Gaddafi meeting: “interesting meeting with an interesting man”, Joe Lieberman “an
important ally in the war on terrorism” cable; Ralph Nader: “Barack Obama is committing
the same crimes” as Bush & Cheney; ACC: Michele Bachmann “another hottie in the race”
0:13:45 Producer Segment
0:23:31 Rachel Maddow ecstatically describes everything Obama is doing right in Libya, ACC: “he
kills people in style”, decision to “forgo the chest-thumping Commander-in-Chief theater that
usually goes with the start of a military intervention of any kind, that in itself is a fascinating
and rather blunt demonstration of just how much this presidency is not like that of George
W. Bush”; Obama in Rio for Rio premiere, JCD: “he’s chillin’ while killin’”; Ed Schultz on
keeping Gaddafi from “slaughtering his own people”, still hung up on Pan Am Flight 103
0:29:30 B-roll Libya footage “from a local resident who told us that it came from the phone of a Gaddafi
soldier who dropped it”, new “transitional government” headed by Mahmoud Jibril; Richard
Engel to Maddow: “we were with rebels today who didn’t know to load their weapons”, “one
in five of the rebels told me today that they’re fighting because they think Gaddafi is Jewish”,
leader of military defectors on vacation; Global News anchor Mark McAllister lapses into
gibberish: “now defense minister McCain, McCloud did confirm today that more than siftyfour eighteen fighter jets are spending about as much as twenty and ready to assist the six
hundred, a hundred deployed over the announce needed, now it did depend that how the no
land remerges are end while the university or the UN mission has whole received support from
all patteries in the hues of the garbins of today, excuse me”, JCD Caitlin Upton comparison
0:38:53 George Galloway to Sky News: Arab League “a collection of puppet presidents, corrupt kings,
every one of them a dictator”, “dirty little three-letter word called oil”; ACC on interview
with WWE wrestler The Miz; Anderson Cooper on Arab League support about-face; Hillary
Clinton to “presidential MKULTRA model” Diane Sawyer on rumors of Gaddafi’s sons being
killed: “we hear it from many different sources”, “some of it, we think, is exploring, y’know,
what are my options, what could I do?, and we would encourage that”; Daily Beast article
blaming Hillary, Susan Power, and Susan Rice, 3/19 same date as Iraqi invasion, Genesis 3:19
“for dust you are and to dust you will return”, Gitmo among infamous 3/19s in history
0:55:51 Shadow Puppet Theater: former Fannie Mae head Jamie Gorelick considered to head FBI,
ACC: “she looks like a Lucy!”; AT&T fiber optic splitters for NSA or MI6
1:00:27 Germany pulling out of Arab Spring, Angela Merkel near-miss with double helicopter engine
failure, ACC: “I’m thinkin’ EMP”, George W. Bush “Arab Spring” and Project for the New
American Century; JCD on Jimmy Dorsey’s 3/19 Green Eyes and Gaddafi’s Green Book
1:06:25 Ask Adam: Diane Sawyer “nail-biting time” with two planes unable to contact Ronald Reagan
National Airport, “controlled” vs “uncontrolled” definition; “Poop Police!” jingle
1:11:42 Ask Adam: Shirley Temple film collection ad played during Sean Hannity
1:14:21 Donation Segment: CVC leads minor revolt opting out of naked body scanner
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1:29:43 Iranian Zohal “flying saucer”; Dutch ham radio operator tweeting Libya observations, idiotic
“Operation Odyssey Dawn” codename, F-16 emergency landing at Schiphol; Brit Hume lets
slip Gaddafi was warned before bombing of his compound; Obama’s blue communications
tent in Rio, SCIF Sensitive Compartmented Information Facility, “mobile war room” in hotel,
ACC: “Hillary! did you get the Manolo Blahniks yet? get some for Michelle, size twelve!”
1:40:46 Zyrtec ad makes Allegra’s lowered effectiveness with fruit juice sound potentially lethal
1:44:42 Trains Good Planes Bad: CNN “test in satisfaction” comparison, man on the street “the
trains aren’t late, they’re dependable”, ditzy reporter Sandra Endo measuring seats with tape
measure, at LaGuardia “those shoes have to come off!”, “what’re you gonna do if you have
an important phone call??” (CotD); UK South West Trains downsized seats “only suitable for
commuters without elbows”
1:51:35 YouTube takes down Show 288 Louis Farrakhan video as scam; British MEP Daniel Hannan
on alternatives to EU for end of show
1:53:42 Michelle Obama and schoolchildren plant White House non-organic kitchen garden; GMOs
removed from Monsanto company cafeteria; Senators pushing for ban on DUI checkpoint apps;
prediction: “huge event” to distract from Federal Reserve beneficiary disclosure, Elizabeth
Taylor potentially killed too soon, Fed Board of Governors $1bn in hookers and blow operating
expenses, $33M for CFPB, 33 countries in Caribe Wave 11 tsunami exercise, Fukushima album
with Justin Bieber and U2; $2bn in Viagra sales vs $1.7bn in medical marijuana
2:03:42 Obama rambles about US Navy not “necessarily” enforcing arms embargo on Libya
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George W. Obama

(2011-03-20)

0:00:00 JCD: “Poop police, poop police, I got a badge, says poop police!” (2:10:19)
0:00:38 JCD: “why is Obama in Brazil and Hillary’s in Paris shopping?”, ACC: “you mean George
W. Obama?”; Hillary on UN Resolution 1973, Gaddafi called on “time and time again” to
stop violence, commission report not due until June; ICC unrecognized by US, Special Envoy
Abdul Ilah Mohammad Khatib former Jordanian Minister of Tourism and Antiquities; Hillary:
“of course we would always welcome Congressional support” for Obama’s war, “have a great
night in Paris, those of you who get to stay!”, staged “well, Jill” and “well, Matt” answers
0:18:50 Louis Farrakhan to Chicago radio station on CIA regime change, roster of Gaddafi’s achievements, “it’s white militia that are angry with their government, and they are well armed”
0:25:32 “Squirrel!” iso, Bennington Vermont squirrel attacks, Prince Charles saving red squirrels
0:26:46 Producer Segment: ACC showing Ms. Micky Team America
0:36:00 Phony CNN video of burning opposition jet “hitting the ground and blowing up”
0:39:12 Hillary’s nose-touching lie tell, “it is in America’s interests … to forge strategic partnerships
with Arab nations”, “I also had the opportunity today to engage with my Arab counterparts”
cough; female Secretaries of State like Madeline Albright calculated to piss off Arab Leaders;
Nigel Farage on Haiku Herman’s December meeting with Gaddafi: “in fact there’s a jolly nice
photograph of you and Mr. Gaddafi holding hands”, “perhaps he’s an old drinking mate”,
“your sidekick the noble Baroness Ashton”; ElBaradei pelted with rocks at Egyptian polls
0:48:28 Haitian run-off election between former first lady and “Carnival singer”, Wyclef Jean shot in
hand; cholera predicted to affect over a million people; Justin Bieber celebrity auction to save
planet, Yoko Ono Fukushima concert, Soles4Souls CEO Wayne Elsey agitating for telethon
0:53:57 Crackpot Fukushima theories blaming undersea nukes; Playboy interview with disgraced antiZionist journalist Helen Thomas: Obama promises “baloney”, Biden’s over-the-top motorcade
1:00:52 DADT update for Navy standards of conduct; Obama partying in Rio, Hillary’s Paris fashion
1:06:56 Biodiversitée: European Wind Energy Association conference for Global Wind Day; Connie
Hedegaard all-in on restrictions on nuclear power plant construction
1:09:34 Piers Morgan MIT “Mitt”; MIT’s William Lehr belabors internet regulation meme to Book
TV, JCD predicts podcast licenses; producer note on Verizon unlimited Facebook survey
1:17:50 SecurID token data exfiltrated in RSA breach; ACC’s accidental AT&T data plan; producer
note on RFID vaccine tags, US patent 7504952, Hitachi RFID for DNA samples in solution
1:23:17 Donation Segment
1:34:53 Feathered Cocaine falconry documentary placing Osama bin Laden’s in Baluchistan and Iran
1:42:03 Potential new regulation mandating $5 ATM fees, Geithner’s Dodd-Frank waivers
1:45:07 Progressive education policies vs boys and feminization of US history
1:50:09 Rapiscan awarded 2012 London Olympics contracts; Rep. John Mica to TSA shill on GAO
report: “if we could reveal the failure rate, the American public would be outraged”, “you
said that 80% of the people … accept the use of that technology even though it doesn’t work”;
Rapiscan vs Science Applications International Corporation; Darrell Issa demands travelers’
rights signage, Jason Chaffetz: “the chair will recognize that as a no”
2:05:02 The Onion: jobless rate 72% “after finding that millions … were listing podcasting as a job”
2:05:55 London Olympics food and cell phone ban; Queensland “poop police”; anti-war protesters
including Daniel Ellsberg arrested outside White House; Japanese bird flu confirmed in media
2:12:27 Berkshire Hathaway stock performance coupled with media coverage of Anne Hathaway
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Death or Worse

(2011-03-17)

0:00:00 “It’s just unbelievable, we are all so excited, so thankful for everybody … thank you for everybody
that has participated in this because it couldn’t have been done without everybody!” (1:49:01)
0:00:41 Gilbert Gottfried fired by Aflac for Fukushima tweets; Warren Buffett’s $9bn Lubrizol buy
0:05:45 McCain & Lieberman propose resolution for Libyan “provisional revolutionary government”,
“Arab Spring” meme, Bill Clinton’s “not a fair fight”, “the United States of America must
lead!”, “we could jam Gaddafi’s communications and his television!”, “they are fighting an
unevil, unequal situation”, Clapper reinterpretation, “never again” Holocaust comparison
0:18:00 Saif al-Islam Gaddafi to Euronews: Arab League’s Amr Moussa “preparing for a presidential
campaign run in Egypt”, Al Jazeera “media war”, Sarkozy “must repay Libya the money he
took for his election campaign”, ACC: “punk’d!”; Gaddafi inviting in China and Russia; McCain: National Transitional Council “even have a website!”, JCD’s libya.org masturbation
cream, ntclibya.org registered in Guilford, headed by Mahmoud Jibril
0:32:25 Producer Segment: JCD’s “In the Morning” Nexus S ringtone; spacebat.com
0:40:30 CIA’s Raymond Davis released by Pakistan after $33M blood money payment, Hillary “I have
nothing to answer to that” NPR dodge, victim’s wife suicided, JCD: “Blackwater”; Airblue
Flight 202 crash in July aimed at nuclear power plant; 38 killed in Predator drone strike
0:49:18 And Now Back to Real News: looktothestars.org tracking celebrity charity events; Letterman the only late show promoting Doctors Without Borders; “celebrity giving” rundown,
JCD: “let’s consult the Book of Knowledge”, Nelson Mandela’s 46664 charity clothing
brand, JCD: “Japan is not a third world starving country”, explanation for cluttered oﬀices
0:57:38 Europol busts international pedophile network with 100 arrests; suppressed Panorama and
Gay Krant work on Joris Demmink; Prince Andrew hanging out with Jeffrey Epstein
1:02:37 Lobbyist panel gripes about time tracking; Barbara Boxer: “the Clean Air Act prevented
160,000 cases of premature death, that’s a fact!”, “people will die!”; McCain urges saving
Libyans “from the fate that … may be worse than death”; V fake Three Mile Island scenario
1:14:20 Donald Trump to Neil Cavuto: treat Iraq as colony; We Are Change Holland civil rights
protest in The Hague; RealID going into effect May 11, TSA swabbing palms
1:21:32 “Knock three times” and 3300 dead in Fukushima, Berluscone denying 33 women
1:23:57 Donation Segment
1:34:35 Iowa bill by Rep. Annette Sweeney forbidding documentary filming of farming operations
1:37:15 Dalai Lama resigns political position, JCD on “HR personnel search” for reincarnation, “I’ve
had it with this religion … I’m gonna go whorin’ around in the Netherlands!”
1:39:24 freehollowbooks.com and new “jihadi book bombs”
1:41:13 Biodiversitée: German “climate disruption” meme; Hillary Clinton claims she will not run for
president again, JCD vice president theory; Dutch protest for eight-year Iraq War anniversary
1:46:02 New Yorkers buying iodine tablets, “and by the way, bird flu” in Japan; PBS NewsHour
introduces former CIA Kenneth Pollack from Brookings Institution hated by Nixon; another
National Reconnaissance Oﬀice launch from Vandenberg; ACC on nighttime chemtrails
1:54:30 Nuclear physicist on Fukushima dry fuel pool scenario; Reuters “out of control” headline; Joy
Behar eager to hear “such a horrific information” from Bill Nye; Anderson Cooper’s dosimeter
2:00:34 Andrew Napolitano rants about Baltimore traﬀic citations signed by dead police oﬀicer and
PJ Crowley’s ouster over Bradley Manning defense; Bill Maher: Koran “hate-filled holy book”
2:06:20 Lisa Simpson: “as a feminist, virtually anything a woman does is empowering”
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Wonton Violence

(2011-03-13)

0:00:00 ACC: (British accent) “If I eat a whole banana I might die of radiation!” (1:51:23)
0:00:36 Daylight Saving Time in force; ACC’s “the big one” earthquake prediction and Fukushima
“Gitmo Nation Shaky Island”, “100% earthquake machine”, IMF refusal and Standard &
Poor’s downgrade, IMF President in Japan; Red Cross 30333, 33-foot waves, 3:11 on 3/11/11
0:14:07 Bill Nye tries to explain nuclear reactors to Don Lemon; “expert” to Geraldo Rivera on “huge
evacuation order”, iodine tablets, “foul-smelling cuts” and water contamination, ACC: “we’ll
have more terror after these messages”; GE-Hitachi venture, falsified inspection results; Bing
retweet challenge and Lady Gaga bracelets; Ms. Micky’s Christmas Day tsunami; JCD on
Japanese floating cars and oﬀice clutter; Obama on evacuation orders: “do as you are told”
0:24:22 Producer Segment: Fukushima just in time for insurance payout; Show 300 double credit
0:31:26 “The price of a slave has actually collapsed to an historic low”; Edwin Black’s The Farhud
0:35:59 JCD on C-SPAN spooks and “serendipity approach”, All My Children “new media”
0:39:37 James Clapper predicts Gaddafi victory, Presidential Memorandum on DNI succession in case
he has “died or resigned”, ACC: “Clapper is gettin’ died”, opening for Eric Schmidt
0:44:26 Boring C-SPAN spook Bruce Riedel: no clue about al-Qaeda numbers, Chinese “all-weather
friends” with nukes for Pakistan, India “economic cornea-copia”, Iran’s hatred Taliban hatred;
Prof. James Robbins: Stuxnet “fantastic!”, ACC: “they’re saying that 4chan kiddies did this?”;
Riedel on “Mini-Me” Pakistani Taliban; Mortimer Adler’s How to Speak, How to Listen
0:57:49 Thom Hartmann’s Russia Today migration; Wael Ghonim TED Talk comparing Egyptian
“Revolution 2.0” to Wikipedia, “one of the most inspiring stories in the history of mankind”;
The Daily Bell’s Anthony Wile on Alliance of Youth Movements ties with State Department;
coked-up Hillary Clinton movements.org promo, “I can’t wait to see what all of you do next!”;
Riedel on administration’s “hope and change” vs Middle East “once it spins out of control”
1:07:40 Clooney unveils first photos of atrocities in Sudan, Biography Channel on Matt involvement
with Not On Our Watch charity, prediction: Leonardo DiCaprio up next; West Wing Week
with Melinda Gates, Julia Gillard brazenly breaking carbon tax promise, Obama picks out
Lincoln & Washington portraits, heavily-edited Obama “I used to teach Constitutional Law”
1:19:27 Donation Segment: Bieber’s new haircut; Ms. Micky “dumb chick on television” laugh
1:32:56 JCD’s random “It’s just unbelievable, we are all so excited, so thankful for everybody!”
1:33:44 Economist Charles Nenner to Fox Business News predicting “major war cycle” 5k Dow Jones
1:35:58 Obama on “largest financial seizure of assets in our history” in Libya; Gaddafi’s “wonton
violence”, “if those assets are not protected” justification, declaration of national emergency
1:43:51 TSA retesting naked body scanners due to radiation concerns; Rapiscan CTO Andreas Kotowski to The Economist podcast: “the idea is not to produce nude pictures, the aim is to
image threats and weapons”, “they cannot record the images” lie, “we think” scanners are
safe, “a quarter of a banana is roughly equivalent to one of these scans” (CotD)
1:51:56 Hillary Clinton spokeshole PJ Crowley resigns after criticizing treatment of Bradley Manning
1:52:54 Annalee Newitz: “hyper-evolved vampires” attacking sheep in Mexico; ACC recommends
Lifting the Veil documentary; Sen. Ed Markey on Upton-Inhofe bill to rein in EPA: “I’m
worried that Republicans will overturn the law of gravity, sending us floating about the room”
1:59:25 JCD’s outrageous electric bills, ACC’s $175 for water and $200 for sewer and rainwater
2:03:54 Manning Up author Kay Hymowitz on culture of male disposability, “low-IQ television dads”,
“mansplaining”; population control and BPA, Big Bang Theory & Two and a Half Men
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Terror Aperture

(2011-03-10)

0:00:00 ACC: “Nothing like lesbian MILF cops.” (1:34:58)
0:00:34 JCD’s 3-second delay; Vivian Schiller fired by NPR, “no relation” Ron Schiller attacking Tea
Party in Project Veritas undercover video, National Public Media Foundation and NPR Berlin;
RPA Regional Plan Association shilling for high-speed rail, AECOM transportation executive
Elliot G. Sander on board; Vivian Schiller at National Press Club Luncheon on “living abroad”
during 1980s, “lying to fat American tourists” in Russia, ACC: “Russian spy” like NYT editor
0:16:26 Trains Good Planes Bad: Mad Men shilling for high-speed rail, “get a bumper sticker to show
your support”; Thalys “the seats are beautiful” ad; Mad Men promo funded by U.S. PIRG,
JCD on CALPIRG “assholes … that pushed through the so-called bottle bill in California”,
website’s “featured giving opportunities”, “taking on the big corporate lobbyists” with rail
0:25:08 Gitmo prisoner review Executive Order “pusuant” to AUMF; Obama’s empty “no later than
one year from now” promise; New York Times editorial blames “congressional spinelessness”
0:29:52 Producer Segment
0:36:02 “Lesbians mad at Justin Bieber?” and “why are the Kardashians famous?” teasers
0:38:13 Russia Today on journalists living it up in Libya, Hillary’s Al Jazeera egging on crowds;
Anderson Cooper’s gunfire soundtrack, ACC gunfire skit; helmetless BBC reporter “keep your
head down!”, fake fighter jet attack, journalist’s head obscured in video; hospital footage loop,
Cooper “cannot confirm” disclaimers, Valley girl witness: “really really really stressful”
0:52:01 Ben Affleck the Hollywood shill for Congo conflict, Matt Damon waiting for assignment;
EU Health Commissioner outs media fakery; Gaddafi not allowed to leave; David Petraeus
and Robert Gates joking about bombing Libya; Rumsfeld still shilling for Karzai, “a lot of
confidence in Petraeus” not mentioning Obama; Bill Richardson’s comment on secretly arming
rebels missing from CNN transcript, pushing for no-fly zone, “get in there early”
1:04:30 Oil and gas pipeline projects in Congo and Uganda, Ocean’s Eleven cast for Africa shill
assignments; Sean Penn to Anthony Bourdain on Haitian arts and crafts operations
1:11:55 Jesse Jackson Jr. proposes Constitutional Amendments; John McCain: iPads built in US
1:16:09 Austan Goolsbee guffaws about Alan Greenspan’s economic data videos destroyed on 9/11
1:19:43 Donation Segment: Noodle Boy revisited; ACC reading Moonwalking with Shakespeare
1:31:11 Russia “OMOH” police rebranding, YouTube videos of girls kissing female cops
1:35:07 And Now Back to Real News: producer note on Charlie Sheen ziconotide painkiller theory,
based on snail toxin, ACC: “it’s his tiger blood”; Eric Schmidt potential Commerce Secretary
1:39:12 Biodiversitée: Redondo Beach sardine kill-off, ACC predicts “big one” in a week, Los Angeles
Times blames global warming; Atlanta resident’s $10k bill after smart water meter installation
1:50:34 Lucy Napolitano to Mike Huckabee on shift from pre-9/11 “massive international infiltrations
… to weaponize airplanes”, internet “accelerant”, “we don’t want to make the terror aperture
too narrow”, “multiple layers” vs box cutter fail; JCD on VIPR Gestapo on plane in Seattle
and in Tampa bus station, no naked scanners in Dubai; ACC agitates for Tuesday show
2:02:07 $50bn worth of pharmaceuticals going out of patent; massive Amsterdam traﬀic jam due to
HPV vaccinations; potential Glencorp merger with Xstrata
2:08:47 Airworthiness directive: no more lavatory oxygen, JCD story: flight attendant sliding on puke
2:12:24 Magic 33s: 133,333 Kinect sales per day, TV show identification app
2:14:32 Vancouver Island severed foot, US vs Canada “foots” totals; Kansas City Army drill with CIA
and Canadian military; British council tax protests; Greek youth unemployment at 38%
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Study says... Duh!

(2011-03-06)

0:00:00 ACC: “Bradley Manning does not exist, I just don’t believe it!” (2:09:15)
0:00:35 Justin Bieber’s trending #ITM, ACC: “probably the CIA”
0:01:50 Subtle media shift from Libya “uprising” to “rebels”, JCD on “O’Ddafi” embarrassing Obama
by winning, Syria’s extortionist role due to lack of oil; Dutch Marine helicopter crew and
British SAS “consultants” captured; scripted CNN on need for more international involvement,
Wolf Blitzer downplays Libya-Bosnia parallel, mustard gas meme, ACC looking for no-fly zone
and “surgical strikes”; Hillary’s ousted Luxembourg ambassador and link to Gaddafi finances
0:16:13 Zbigniew Brzezinski’s The Grand Chessboard and unrest for formation of NWO Middle East
Union, Al Jazeera “A Middle East Without Borders”; Mariah Carey single for human rights
0:20:37 Charlie Sheen “rhymes with winning”; Sheen’s Korner flop, New York Times hit piece
0:24:20 Producer Segment: NPR “giving levels” aggression; ACC Whole Foods “screw the planet!”
0:40:30 Gold at $1430, Utah & Tennessee considering gold-backed currencies under Tenth Amendment
0:45:32 “Just water vapor” e-cigarette ad; morning shows pushing buying homes in foreclosure, interest
rates “not gonna stay low for long”; federal government owning too much land meme
0:52:17 Greek public oﬀicials refusing to collect tolls and fines; US “domestic anarchists” meme
0:55:03 ISO International Socialist Organization, millennial “Noodle Boy” on Noodles & Company
job: “basically it’s a dictatorship there, we’re told exactly what we’re gonna cook, how we’re
gonna cook it, what time we’re gonna get there, and basically if they don’t like what they’re
doing they try to tell us what to do and if we don’t listen they get rid of us”, JCD: “the nerve
of them!” (CotD); JCD on Mevio millennial’s lazy roommates, lost tradition of summer jobs
1:02:51 Insider trading Galleon Group’s Rajat Gupta a White House regular; “Ted” Rumsfeld to
Bill O’Reilly on Afghan corruption: “how many countries in the world are corrupt … look
at the United States!”, “no indication” that calf fetus hat-wearing Karzai is corrupt, “there’s
gambling in the casino, oh my goodness!”, Mexican border “terribly dangerous thing”, “maybe
someone in his family” to succeed Karzai; Twitter “dickbar” of idiotic “trending” topics
1:14:16 West Wing Week with “slum lord from Chicago” Valerie Jarrett glued to Obama (ACCPPotD)
1:16:00 Trains Good Planes Bad: Today teaser for avoiding germs on airplanes; TSA misses box
cutters snuck aboard Jet Blue which “fell out of the passenger’s carry-on luggage”
1:19:02 Lucy Napolitano on budget for DNDO Domestic Nuclear Detection Oﬀice “securing the cities”,
“we want to add another city to it”; Lucy scolds Rep. Pat Meehan for citing GAO report critical
of $6.8bn bioterrorism preparedness program, “allegedly pointing out alleged vulnerabilities”
1:29:05 Kathleen Sebelius runs out timer after being called out for double counting Medicare cut
1:32:12 Rep. Ben Quayle on budget for 33k “detention beds” for Southwest Border, Napolitano “President Quayle”; 130 Congressional staffers former lobbyists in spite of Obama’s empty promise
1:39:08 Donation Segment: sealing wax to accompany Knight rings
1:51:45 ABC “exciting news on the vaccine front”: vaccines “seem to protect” against cancer, “a larger
study needs to be completed to further prove that theory”; JCD recommends Network News;
pertussis and meningitis vaccination laws; investments by Gates Foundation and H&HS
2:04:47 Bradley Manning aiding the enemy charge, ACC asserts Manning does not exist
2:12:19 Magic numbers: 33-month low joblessness; two NASA climate change satellite fails
2:14:25 Biodiversitée: sixth mass extinction, British coastline “havoc”; VSI water meter promo
2:20:05 GE and Intel collaborate on “Quiet Care” for high-tech spying on old people
2:24:13 History of Oﬀice of Personnel Management screwing Post Oﬀice out of billions
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Farsi Farce

(2011-03-03)

0:00:00 JCD: “Apparently they brought some hot Ukrainians with ‘em.” (0:56:04)
0:00:34 ACC’s “lines of code” insomnia; JCD’s Charlie Sheen clips
0:02:55 1997’s Wag the Dog and Libya; John Kerry welcomes “Herr Hillary” to Foreign Relations
Committee, “tools to prevent the slaughter of innocents”, “bombing” B-roll; Hillary “our
civilians” meme, “Arabian Peninsul” fail; JCD on publicizing Somali pirates: “give ‘em a boat
full of babies and puppies!”, Hillary: “it helps Haiti rebuild”, “tear down the walls” with DoD
0:14:44 Hillary’s “information war”, “I have this group of young, y’know, techno-experts who are
out there engaging on websites”, JCD: “we’re the experts at bullcrap, and I’m not gonna let
anybody else out-bullcrap us!”, no Twitter “I’m from the techno-expert team” profiles
0:26:30 Hillary on competition with China, “straight realpolitik” in Papua New Guinea, support for
Fijian dictator, “competing with Iran” meme; Pan Am 103 bombing resurrected, arrogant “I
represented New York”, ACC: “she was in college!”; Marc Rich pardon and Glencorp IPO
0:40:58 ACC on false flag crash of Dutch Lynx helicopter in Libya with wrong number of personnel
0:43:29 Producer Segment: One Day in Gitmo Nation Kindle edition; Bullshit Filter Firefox plug-in
0:52:27 Syria potentially next on the hit list; Gaddafi kids in Venezuela; Susan Rice praises suspension of Libya from Human Rights Council, Venezuelan UN representative’s rant on US
“warmongering mobilization”; Swiss freezing assets and Executive Order blocking financial
transactions, ACC “deal gone bad” theory, $30bn in private equity firms
0:59:52 Rep. Eleanor Holmes Norton epic stammer “to-to-to-to-to-to-to-to t-t-t-t-quell the stampede”
1:01:34 ACC Hollywood Whackers theory on Charlie Sheen’s business dispute with Chuck Lorre
1:05:41 And Now Back to Real News: medical experts to Stephanopoulos on Sheen’s bipolar disorder,
“pressured speech” and drug withdrawal; Sheen wackiness compilation, Alex Jones phone
appearance, “you’re fabulous” for Piers Morgan, JCD on nose job and subsequent breakage
1:15:10 Taco Bell “88% premium ground beef and 12% signature recipe”, “oats and sodium phosphate”; cornsugar.com “sugar is sugar” ad; Rep. Ted Poe on EPA regulating “particulate
matter emissions, more commonly known to you and me as dust”
1:23:25 Michael Moore to GRITtv: “there is only so much cash”, “that’s a national resource, that’s
ours”; Obama on federal employee salary freezes vs situation where “their rights are infringed
upon”; Win author Frank Luntz on “public” vs “government” workers in public opinion
1:30:23 Vodafone equipment theft knocks out network; plagiarist German Defense Minister KarlTheodor zu Guttenberg resigns; David Brooks propagating “new normal” meme
1:32:59 Biodiversitée: Weather Underground blames global warming for record snow, NOAA disagrees
1:35:56 GMail outage, JCD notified of Verizon One shutdown, GMail “tape backups”
1:38:15 Donation Segment
1:54:52 Toronto smart water meter PSA, “consumption data and a serial number”, new shutoff valves
1:57:46 Dutch internal revenue service receiving mortgage information from banks, €3800 or three
months in jail for illegally-parked bicycles; EU pushing “harmonized” minimum wage
2:02:41 Democracy Now on underreported Iraq-wide riots, “we are educated youts”
2:06:23 One UK surveillance camera per 32 people; ACC’s driving test, L1 Identity Solutions camera
2:10:17 UK used as cocaine traﬀicking hub; Enbrel arthritis drug side effect roster; lab-grown swine
& bird flu hybrids with “greater killing power”, Baxter International’s new EU flu vaccine
2:16:30 Trains Good Planes Bad: Berkshire Hathaway’s Burlington Northern acquisition; magic 33s
2:21:08 JCD on George Clooney and Gong Show’s CIA assassin Chuck Barris
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GaGa & Little Boy

(2011-02-27)

0:00:00 ACC: (whoosh!) “Nuclear bomb kills nine million in Pakistan…!” (2:08:48)
0:00:47 Red skies in the morning; JCD ditches Rino the Bearded “Streamtacular” with Doug interview
0:02:12 NPR On the Media’s Andy Carvin repeating Libya tweets as news, “nobody disputes” social
media’s effectiveness, “tirelessly, almost obsessively serving as a conduit in and out of … Libya”
0:14:12 Gaddafi: al-Qaeda drugging rebels with US help, oﬀicial: he’s “nuts”; British Navy ship vs
American “party boat” for evacuation; McCain brushes aside warnings from Robert Gates
0:19:03 Austan Goolsbee to unimpressed Jon Stewart on “win the future” chosen by “the message
people”, Goolsbee caught flat-footed with “we’re trying to kill poor people” heating oil price
0:25:53 Shadow Puppet Theater: Council of Economic Advisers membership rundown with single
Berkeley professor, ACC: “there is a definition of fascism that does not include the boots and
the guns”; Vesicare overactive bladder drug “constipated for three or more days” side effects
0:32:14 Producer Segment: “Douchebag Court”; noagenda.es
0:48:06 Louis C.K. to Donald Rumsfeld on “The Opie and Jonathan Show”: “are you a lizard?”,
Rumsfeld: “here’s the short answer: I’m in New York City”; Tosh.0 out-of-context pottery
“get your hand very wet, get this very wet”, “you might accidentally pull a piece off”
0:52:49 Timothy Geithner’s brother David to be Time Inc. executive; Soros hiring former Obama
energy bureaucrat Cathy Zoi; FDA to approve GMO fish, “genetically enhanced” meme,
labeling and First Amendment, “bullcrap” rBST-free labeling, resistant “superweed” fractal
1:00:25 And Now Back to Real News: Sheryl Lee Ralph on Oscars as “American coronation”; Newsweek
on “freelance diplomat” George Clooney, The Ides of March film promotion
1:06:12 State Department walks back denial of knowledge about Raymond Davis Pakistan incident,
John Kerry meets with President Zardari, New York Times ordered to suppress CIA background, nuclear weapon handoff theory, Times “brutally hard call” doublespeak of the week
1:12:55 Jeremy Bernard first openly gay White House social secretary; pathological liar Sen. Scott
Brown to Lesley Stahl on tell-all book: “it’s like half-truths, I’d like to just get it out there”
1:20:05 Obama signs Patriot Act surveillance extension, “non-American lone wolf suspects” language
1:22:36 Donation Segment: “assassitainment”
1:35:31 CBS on DHS Operation Gunrunner allowing firearms smuggling into Mexico, Brian Terry two
to the head, Ruby Ridge & Waco comparison, “letting the guns walk” strategy
1:46:05 Army General ordering psy-ops on senators, “illegal under any circumstances”, “attempting
to bamboozle senators”; Matt Taibbi critic Lara Logan’s “rape”; Anna Chapman story Salt
1:55:19 And Now Back to Real News: “uproar” over Lady Gaga holding hands with young boy after
“erotic” photo shoot, “Hot 97 ” host K.Foxx: “wait until you see her concert on HBO”
1:58:30 Biodiversitée: No Agenda News Network; avition “user pays”, International Nitrogen Initiative; Huﬀington Post: Climategate scientists “exonerated”; Harvard researcher Matthew
Waldor predicts cholera from global warming; NASA global warming fix: nuclear war
2:09:07 Roster of dead/jailed/missing people with Deepwater Horizon connections; Chicago Code
planted child pornography; IBM Watson for healthcare, climate change gig in the Red Book
2:14:48 Dutch electronic ID cards, military on streets, Nijmegen drones; Finnish government rootkits;
Danish alcoholic sterilization; excess Gitmo jewelry; US drones on Quebec border; Greece to
sell off billions in state assets; German Defense Minister’s plagiarized PhD; magic number 33s
2:21:37 Trains Good Planes Bad: Ray LaHood irked over Florida rejecting high-speed rail, “trains …
that are on time”, “President O’Biden”, interviewer: “why not have a higher gasoline tax?”
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Escape from Madrid

(2011-02-24)

0:00:00 JCD: “Why does three o’clock have to be four o’clock?” (1:56:08)
0:00:33 “Feisty” JCD back in Northern Silicon Valley, “I have some thoughts about Spain”
0:04:29 Earthquake machine hits Christchurch, audio from university lecture, “effects of liquefaction”,
JCD: “earthquake nut” Mimi notes extremely low activity from USGS; HAARP activity spike,
100 beached pilot whales, last-minute cancellation by Lucy Napolitano, text 333 to Vodafone
to donate $3, $60bn in oil discovered off coast; 5.9 quake in Suez Canal for Iranian warships
0:12:56 Libya’s 6M population, right-wing media agitated over Muslim Brotherhood, Google “Libya
China oil”, MSM “crazy Gaddafi” meme; G20 negotiation “bureaucratese”, “largest oil and
gas reserves in all of Africa”, China after “lottery ticket in black gold”; Mr. Oil’s The Oil Show
0:21:35 New York Times “Don’t Ask Don’t Tell Persists” article eclipsed by gay marriage distraction
0:25:08 Producer Segment: No Agenda Human Resource iOS game
0:34:43 ACC on show length creep since early days, Tuesday show idea, no-contact policy; Piers
Morgan needling Larry King; ACC’s custom “Doug” mug; JCD unimpeded at customs
0:41:21 TSA naked body scanners gathering dust; Australian scanners as alternative to hospital X-rays
for drug smuggling detection; Julia Gillard promises to “price carbon”; TSA groping children
in Savannah after getting off train; Tacoma International restaurant TSA “no eat list”
0:46:20 No GMO news in Europe, Green Party in cahoots with Communist Party; Daily Mail: more
vitamins in produce grown with pesticides; UK DEFRA okays cloned cow milk, 1bn hectares of
GMOs, Roundup Ready animal miscarriages, Monsanto Technology Stewardship Agreement
0:52:41 Supreme Court rules vaccine manufacturers cannot be sued; Ohio State researcher: oral sex
worse throat cancer offender than tobacco; NPR Marketplace on Russian flu drug Arbidol:
“then the drug got a boost that money can’t buy: the outbreak of swine flu in April of 2009”
1:02:25 Southern Poverty Law Center’s Mark Potok on “enormous expansion in radical right-wing
groups”, “especially anti-government patriot groups”, mainstreaming of “conspiracy theories”
1:11:15 Donation Segment
1:24:42 Obama’s Council of Economic Advisers picks up AOL’s Steve Case and former Charles River
Associates consultant Carl Shapiro; JCD all-in on Inside Job documentary; Austan Goolsbee
saved from internet sales tax question by Obama: “I’m sorry, did I interrupt an answer?”
1:32:58 And Now Back to Real News: Randy Quaid apparently in Canada to stay; Whoopi Goldberg irked at New York Times for not mentioning her Academy Award: “this is not some
bozo newspaper from Hoochie-Coochie Land”; new book to detail Julian Assange’s hobby of
fathering illegitimate children; The King’s Speech sabotaged with gay porno set rumor
1:40:31 Border Patrol agent killed with gun smuggled by ATF, anti-gun Andrew Traver nomination,
GOA’s Larry Pratt: “literally running guns into Mexico to jack up the numbers”, Megyn
Kelly: “we’ll decide the topics that we discuss with a guest”, ACC: “cut him off now, Megyn!”
1:49:14 Biodiversitée: British animated video for children with dying bees; lame British “if you suspect
it, report it”; push to ditch GMT for tourism, WWII-era’s four time changes, ACC on Amusing
Ourselves to Death “servants of time”, JCD on Lewis Mumford and monastery timekeeping
1:57:50 Suppressed news of Greek riots; “nutritional trace element” lithium increases life expectancy;
GPS trackers for Anaheim high school students; Jon Stewart’s “at least” thanks for Rumsfeld
2:04:51 CNN “Nancy Grace clone”: “isn’t it time for cameras on every street corner?”; Dutch bus
drivers recruited to rat out illegal African housekeepers; Posse Comitatus workaround with
Canada; British precrime via brain-scanning children; 11-year-old boy arrested for drawing
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Husslin’ for Humanity

(2011-02-20)

0:00:00 JCD: “The Twitter thing doesn’t work.” (0:13:23)
0:00:33 Low-energy JCD “pickpocketed and lost my passport”, ACC: “what was the whore’s name?”,
bumped into by “annoying old lady”, American Express open and American embassy closed,
hung up on by Delta 800 number; State Department procedure for “attempting to enter the
United States without a passport” vs oﬀicial head-scratching, ACC: “then you’ll be found in
a dumpster”; “four hours and counting” for @DeltaAssist on Twitter
0:13:40 Wisconsin collective bargaining protests “like Tahrir Square”; producer theorizes Obama stammer is The King’s Speech Oscar promotion
0:15:53 White House weekly address on location at Intel assembly line, CEO Paul Otellini chosen for
advisory panel with Immelt; West Wing Week invades middle school, “I am convinced that if
we outbuild, out-innovate, and out-educate, as well as out-hustle the rest of the world”
0:21:24 JCD: “all Hell’s breaking loose” in Libya, Bahrain Formula One race, Madrid housing protest
with “really annoying” police whistles à la The Night of the Triﬀids, all-Spain protest on 30th,
unemployment up to 40%, mostly Chinese goods at flea market
0:27:01 Producer Segment: PR Associate noagenda.ca
0:34:52 Europeans “worried sick” over New York City’s outdoor smoking ban and companies not hiring
smokers; homeless man in Belfast jail for one week; Council of Europe’s Court of Human Rights
reprimands UK for not allowing prisoners to vote
0:41:04 Inside Job documentary, Matt Taibbi Rolling Stone article “Why Isn’t Wall Street in Jail?”
0:44:49 Obama “one year from now” Gitmo closure Executive Order; Robert Gates to Sen. Kelly
Ayotte: “the prospects for closing Guantánamo, as best I can tell, are very, very low”
0:53:55 ACC: Hillary Clinton’s “then the government pulled the plug” internet freedom speech “code”,
COICA Combating Online Infringement and Counterfeits Act, right channel turned down to
cover up former CIA Veterans for Peace protestor beaten up and dragged from chamber
0:59:05 Obama dinner with Silicon Valley elites at John Doerr’s place, Microsoft absent, JCD: event
“beneath Gates”, ACC: Zuckerberg “not a reptile”; Baracka Flocka Flame shot at
1:07:24 John P. Wheeler’s widow voices two-to-the-head suspicions, JCD: “it’ll be a car accident”
1:09:09 Donation Segment
1:24:02 And Now Back to Real News: Larry King asserts Piers Morgan was oversold; trade gap
expands 33%, live rescue of 33 Chilean miners supplemented with B-roll due to “Pegasus”
malfunction, marijuana and porn in mine; 1900 guests invited to Royal “Prince Jim” wedding
1:31:54 Potential “cookie-cutter revolt” in Russia; Barclay’s sit-ins; US Army full-auto rubber bullets
1:36:59 Security firm HBGary’s social media infiltration services leaked; FBI general counsel Valerie
Caproni all-in on back doors; customs “digital inspections” on the rise
1:40:34 Propaganda “documentary” on invasion of France by Muslim immigrants, failure of multiculturalism, police “no go areas”, civil war prediction; ACC’s Mexican housekeeper, JCD story:
80 kilometers of empty Spanish toll road built with EU money
1:56:28 Propaganda speech by Salt Institute scientist on salt reduction increasing blood pressure in
some, dietary guidelines “instrument of discriminatory policy”, development of insulin resistance, “innate salt appetite” and obesity; JCD on filling up on salty Iberian ham
2:06:01 Biodiversitée: John Holdren gripes about not passing cap and trade; climate model insider on
upcoming use of IBM Watson; ACC: peak oil the perfect global warming solution
2:14:30 Evergreen Aviation promo “weather modification; No Comment TV ; G20 irked at China
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Dr. Watson I presume?

(2011-02-17)

0:00:00 Goolsbee: “They have to cross what in the business they refer to as the Valley of Death”
0:00:38 JCD in Madrid “Gitmo Nation Tortilla” at Puerta América hotel; $9.1M human resource
“human capital”; Ford Pinto human life value; birth certificate collateral theory; JCD on
Delta Elite Business class with “giant down comforter” pillows, Ford Focus rollout gig
0:08:38 Nature paper linking heavy rain to human activity; Bill Gates promoting eugenics to Charlie
Rose, JCD on Gates’ The Simpsons Dr. Hibbert sentence-end laugh, “inappropriate smile”
0:14:58 JCD on Monopoly game update fractal, tower that “issues instructions”, “something Stalin
would’ve dreamed up”; IBM Watson takes on Jeopardy! “geo-party”, Final Jeopardy miss
“with a lot of question marks which means, of course, that Watson had many many doubts”;
“deep analytics”, next version “Doctor Watson”, JCD on early 1980s medical expert systems
0:26:04 Producer Segment: Scott McKenzie’s One Day in Gitmo Nation on Amazon
0:33:27 Timothy “Leave it to Beaver” Geithner on payroll taxes: “I unfortunately have in the public
sector all my life” lie, “I do think it’s a good deal” of $67bn in tax hikes after 2013; Austan
Goolsbee “some person in their garage” meme, startup companies’ “Valley of Death”, Startup
America Initiative; Geithner dodges question with barrage of doublespeak
0:45:20 Obama stammering like Tavis Smiley “almost like a milieu”, “le-le-le-le-lemme, lemme just
speak to this generally”, ACC: “the minute he has to ad lib, smoke comes out of his ears”
0:48:01 Hillary Clinton on internet “wrongdoing on an unprecedented scale”; Budapest Convention
on Cybercrime ratification, “insulting publicly … persons for the reason that they belong to a
group distinguished by race, colour, descent or national or ethnic origin, as well as religion”,
“xenophobia” definition; 80k domains seized in error by ICE Operation Protect Our Children
0:59:10 NCIS Los Angeles “I used their VNC controller to piggyback the upload with a trojan and
corrupt the streaming data packets by initiating a stack-buffer overflow”, “I broke the internet”
1:02:29 Obama “I don’t have to make calls for Rahm Emanuel” evasion, JCD: “I don’t have to beat my
wife”; new White House spokeshole Jay Carney tries “look!” tactic, healthcare secret meetings
vs Obama “these negotiations will be on C-SPAN”, insulting “adult in the room” meme
1:10:07 Donation Segment
1:23:30 Massive solar X-flare, Comet Elenin due March 15; Tahrir Square “green horseman of the
Apocalypse” video; Brits betting on which country is next; Belgian French fries revolution
1:29:17 JCD unable to make sense of George Clooney’s The American, excised Get Shorty plane crash
1:32:40 ACC: journalists assaulted in Egypt for being part of the problem, “throw your shoe at them!”
1:35:21 Fox boos vs C-SPAN cheers in video of Ron Paul winning CPAC straw poll; Megyn Kelly
blows lid off San Diego WMD, distraction from informant Rafid Ahmed Alwan al-Janab lying
about Iraqi WMDs; FBI’s 100% chance of US bing hit with WMD; House passes Patriot Act
extension in wake of Lucy Napolitano’s hysteria; Jay Carney: two-year extension “helpful”,
“so that there’s certainty in the community going forward”, JCD: “lazy law enforcement”
1:46:58 Monsanto shill Tom Vilsack all-in on GMO corn, frost-resistant tree “frankenforest” patents
1:50:11 FCC stamp of approval for SamKnows “secret sauce” in free wireless broadband routers
1:53:23 Presidential Medal of Freedom for George H.W. Bush; Barbara Bush’s quick wit
1:54:36 Trains Good Planes Bad: Tampa-Orlando line rejected, WaPo op-ed slamming high-speed
rail, ACC: “step it up” call for Hill+Knowlton; China proposing rail to replace Panama Canal
1:58:56 Don’t ask don’t tell memo on process to “solidify the format of progress updates”
2:00:34 Speedier flu vaccine manufacturing, Gardasil stillbirths, free Chantix in Canada; magic 33s
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Pap Schmear

(2011-02-13)

0:00:00 ACC: “It’s a new test, brought to you by Nabisco.” (1:36:34)
0:00:32 JCD predicts another foot on the shore; ACC’s corporate video gig; JCD’s MIA Fresca receipt
0:04:34 Austan Goolsbee on Wireless Innovation and Infrastructure Initiative, top internet companies’
“employment … has gone up 588%!”, “there are even two kid millionaires in Finland selling
games about angry birds!”, “if we are going to win the future we need to dominate this space!”,
ACC: “we’ve gotta do the bird stuff, over here!”, nonexistent “fourth generation wireless”,
“big chunk of airwave spectrum” around 500 MHz, Wireless Innovation Fund with “some seed
moneys”, “it’s gonna take it to the next level, ‘cause that’s the American way”
0:23:27 Egyptian revolution wrapped up with military takeover in time for Grammies
0:25:40 Producer Segment: pile of producer domain redirects, stockonlinephotos.com
0:32:03 JCD on Super Bowl militarism, predicts America the Beautiful national anthem replacement,
Glee promotion; Colin Powell Declaration of Independence, JCD on “tyranny” of King George
lowering taxes, mind-controlled drunken slaves “we are home!”; Russia ditches DST
0:42:37 Biodiversitée: Haiku Herman on “objective of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 80-95%”,
“wasteland or wind park, smog-filled cities or smart electricity grids”, “developing clean veyckles”; Military Channel documentary with old-timer terminology “bosh” and “tommy-rot”
0:49:16 Donald Trump promoting Celebrity Apprentice by “pretending to run for president”; Geraldo
Rivera distracts from CPAC straw poll with Fox poll omitting Ron Paul altogether; Trump:
“by the way, Ron Paul cannot get elected, I’m sorry to say”, ACC: “throw a shoe!”
0:55:16 And Now Back to Real News: Trump “Extra starts right now”, Grammy hype; JCD on
identical phrasing across networks; Bloomberg’s Kimberly Jordan heads to Hill+Knowlton
1:00:44 Atlas Shrugged: Part I trailer with Trains Good Planes Bad footage, ACC: “it’s gonna suck!”
1:03:36 Donation Segment
1:15:19 Predicted Ides of March magnetic pole flip and potential worldwide aurora
1:18:31 “Golden Voice” Ted Williams objects to “scripted” rehab; ACC on newly-sober Steve Coogan
1:22:50 Joy Behar on internet porn: “why are men into this so much lately?”, gay guy: “much of it has
gone free now”, 50-500% masturbation spike; Rep. Cristopher Lee’s bathroom selfie scandal
1:33:30 British doctors demanding HPV vaccination; gay publications pushing “anal pap smear”
1:36:48 “Scientists at Hershey’s” hyping benefits of dark chocolate; “triple the price” for produce due
to “unprecedented crop losses” in Northern Mexico; Google “frost resistant Monsanto”
1:43:13 Fort Hood shooter’s lawyer to “hard-ass” Judge Jeanine Pirro; Ground Truth PTSD documentary; lawyer cut off after mentioning Anwar al-Awlaki’s Pentagon luncheon; former FBI
David Williams on “ticking time bombs”, “radicalization of the population”, al-Awlaki “native English speaker”; Worldwide Threat Hearing, “Osama bin Laden is no longer the nation’s
number one threat”, “English-speaking cleric”, Mike Rogers: “personalities are gonna rise and
fall”, Dutch Ruppersberger: al-Awlaki using social media “to recruit homegrown terrorists”
1:55:53 JCD on “insulting” media mind control, oﬀice high-speed rail debate, desire for higher taxes
2:00:24 “Liberation Square” morphed back to “Tahrir”, Wael Ghonim Revolution 2.0 book plug; Swiss
all too eager to blab about Mubarak’s assets; worse riots vs cleaning plaza storylines
2:04:52 $18M recovery.gov source code released; February 18 recommended for 11/11/11 babies
2:06:46 Dutch “DNA spray” precrime; Australia rental car tracking; Denmark may ditch euro; no Italian shoe-throwing; Southampton fluoride, porn copyright extortion; magic 33s; WHO alcohol
death toll; IMF “new world currency”; 3D Royal Wedding; Playboy Mansion chip implants
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Gingerbread Nation

(2011-02-10)

0:00:00 ACC: (whoosh!) “Lobbyist gets whacked, next Geraldo!” (1:50:59)
0:00:34 Gasoline up around $3.70; ACC’s electrical anomaly affecting stream
0:02:27 Lucy Napolitano just in time for Patriot Act vote: “in some ways the threat today may be
at its most heightened state since the attacks nearly ten years ago”, Rep. Bennie Thompson
concerned about “anti-tax groups”, Lucy “al-Qaeda associates”; Michael Leiter on AQAP
Inspire magazine, “information technology architecture”, ACC: “it’s called Facebook”
0:11:19 Napolitano on “lone wolf” threat, new naked body scanner software with “much more a kind of
gingerbread man image”, Grisham The Gingerbread Man movie; JCD on lack of real policing;
ACC’s Burbank Airport “slave aquarium” explosive boot scan after magnetometer alert
0:25:37 Producer Segment
0:34:25 ACC-JCD dinner at Fresca Peruvian restaurant, JCD loses “save it for the show” notes
0:36:32 Tony the Terrorist on Mubarak’s Constitutional dynasty bid, bread price increase, “nothing
going to happen in Jordan”, no crime among Yemeni gun nuts, Egypt’s 80M population;
Google’s Wael Ghonim, protesters moving from Tahrir Square to Parliament; CIA coming out
of woodwork, new Hill+Knowlton website with kids’ games, Clandestine Services internships;
The Economist “shoe-thrower’s index”; Wyclef Jean “we witchoo” video for “Facebook heads”
0:56:57 Al Jazeera funded by British intelligence; ACC on Neil Postman’s Amusing Ourself to Death;
“in front of the… Parliament” bell; Mubarak’s money safe in UK; Facebook police intelligence
1:06:12 David Cameron on failure of multiculturalism; push for “national cybersecurity program”,
“countersurveillance and intelligence gathering”; George Monbiot “Corporate Coup d’Etat”
1:14:07 Donation Segment: JCD reminder not to use show numbers in album art
1:30:47 “No Agenda thinking”; WHO confirms H1N1 vaccine narcolepsy; January JAMA article: “few
takers” for shingles vaccine, current USA Today “short supply”; JCD on pan-flu money loser
1:37:54 Trains Good Planes Bad: Joe Biden introduces $53bn high-speed rail project; Colby Itkowitz
blog predicts more fuel taxes, JCD on unprofitable high-speed lines; Ray LaHood and NASA
engineer give Toyota a pass on sudden acceleration, ACC: “Google Japan treasuries”; oil
lobbyist Ashley Turton two-to-the-head in SUV garage fire blamed on halogen headlights
1:51:27 Breaking News: “the 2010 egg is better than the 2002 egg”; JCD on bleached wheat scam
1:53:51 Hillary Clinton to Televisa’s Denise Maerker on legalizing drugs: “too much money in it”;
WikiLeaks cable oil production plateau spun as peak oil, ACC predicts September peak
1:57:31 Spook producer note on Northrop Grumman “don’t worry, there’ll be another war”, MITRE
Corporation always at classified conferences; former CIA Robert Baer on visiting Iran
2:03:19 ACC’s IPv6 RFID cash tracking theory; BBC on banknote RFID chips; microwave treatment
2:06:04 Network news medical experts disagree on paper linking diet soda and heart disease, ABC: “I
don’t buy the findings”, “you’re gonna start to crave that intense sweetness”; NBC: “it is an
abstract”, “without being able to pinpoint the link”, ACC: “to aspartame”, “we don’t know
where the it is”, “there’s no reason to think that this is, that there is a villain in Diet C…
beverages”, ACC Coke-Pepsi war theory, JCD preemptive aspartame phase-out theory
2:16:27 Biodiversitée: USA Today “new normal”; Michelle Malkin spots “seize the future” shift;
Project 333 for 33 items in closet for 3 months, Microsoft patches 33 flaws and 3 zero-days
2:20:32 Dutch Central Bank orders retirement fund gold divestiture, JCD on gold dumping fad
2:21:59 Hands Across California for community colleges, ACC: “these people look like retards”
2:26:34 Emergency Alert System to go live for “a message … from el Presidente or Lucy”
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Cleopatra Returns

(2011-02-06)

0:00:00 ACC: (whoosh!) “No one has better information than Weather Central!” (1:36:00)
0:00:35 ACC’s cheap tickets to San Francisco because of Super Bowl; Daily Source Code call for postnap shoe-throwing revolution, “shoe” lyrics, JCD: “you know who else likes it, Sketchers”
0:02:53 Egypt “rage and revolution” and Angelina Jolie’s Cleopatra film; diplomat Frank Wisner
thrown under bus; State Department brings down ambassador to Luxembourg and top Obama
fundraiser Cynthia Stroum; NBC President of the World: the Bill Clinton Phenomenon
0:11:44 Producer Segment; Ask Adam: Concorde ownership by the ultra-rich
0:23:11 Just Take Your Meds: Ashton Kutcher in “magazine gay guys read” Men’s Fitness
0:24:12 Ask Adam: Free Speech TV “Palestinian LGBTQ movement”, ACC “LBGTAQ” al-Qaeda
0:26:15 Kutcher the Alex Jones prepper; Men’s Health 33 sex tips with “turn her body into a juicer”
0:30:50 Vodafone service cutoff, “forced” to send pro-Mubarak messages; Bill Gates at UN mHealth
Summit touting cell phones for vaccination tracking, “you have to get in at a fairly early age”;
UN Foundation’s Kathy Calvin on technology “to provide health incomes, to improve health
in… outcomes”, Vodafone & Rockefeller Foundations, former Hill+Knowlton shill
0:42:18 Scripted Bill Gates to Sanjay Gupta on vaccines for “reducing population growth”, anti-vaccine
people “kill children”; EPA’s Lisa Jackson on “ability to try to forestall a child who may not
get autism if they’re not exposed to contaminated water”, Experts on the Payroll jingle
0:52:16 White House blog on being blamed by “questionable” source for Texas blackouts, JCD on CA
blackout “scam”, GE coal plants in Mexico, “cold weather demand south of the border”
0:57:40 Mr. Oil irked at Glencore PLC’s Marc Rich making a killing on $0.13 gasoline hike, British
fuel duty taxable tax, VLCC very large crude carriers waiting on Egypt situation, boon for
rail; Dow Jones predicting $200, insider “collar strategy”; Egyptian gas pipeline attacked
1:09:30 ACC on ReSurge donor seeking New Zealand property; upcoming ACC-JCD dinner
1:13:41 Donation Segment: barony certificate under construction
1:28:08 ACC’s 2008 “space war”, US-China military satellite standoff; Vandenberg Minotaur I launch
1:31:09 Biodiversitée: E.L. Rothschild LLC buys 70% of Weather Central LP; Gitmo Nation magic
numbers; Chrysler CEO apologizes for “shyster loans”; Estonians find stolen carbon credits
1:41:17 PBS pundit Mark Shields name-drops 1896 Finley Peter Dunne writings
1:44:44 DHS contract for backscatter imaging of entire light civil aircraft
1:46:41 More evidence of link between flu vaccine and narcolepsy in children; anti-Tourette’s chip
1:48:52 Obama proposes internet kill switch for Hoover Dam; UN EastWest Foundation calling for
Geneva Convention on cyberwar; Wired on “Hoover Dam’s floodgates”; NASDAQ hacking
1:53:23 Inter-American Dialogue’s Michael Shifter on giving up on Haiti; Jude Célestin out of run-off
1:58:36 “Cliche of the day” Egypt’s reliance on tourism and foreign aid; JCD all-in on Egyptian
cotton; douchebag Bob Gregory’s “nihilists who are evil” comment on Brookings Institution’s
Kenneth Pollack’s “frustrated revolutionaries” terrorism analysis
2:03:13 Piers Morgan’s lame stock question for Anthony Hopkins; exorcist for The Exorcist
2:07:05 Eliot Spitzer interviews Anjem Choudary about radical Islam “lone conspicuous absence” in
Egypt; ACC’s AT&T data woes, JCD on Aric the Shill’s $8k bill for week in Finland; Stephen
Harper US-Canada border deal “not about sovereignty” lie, Keystone XL “dirty oil” protests
2:21:18 British court: man with low IQ may not reproduce, ACC: “but enough about Tony Blair”;
Mexico ditches US dollar; women to throw underwear at Berluscone’s house; 4M Dutch phone
taps; Argentina refuses to believe its own inflation forecasts; USDA all-in on GMO sugar beets
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The New Normal

(2011-02-03)

0:00:00 ACC: (whoosh!) “Raw milk: it’ll kill ya!” (1:35:43)
0:00:34 JCD: “I’m in Egypt, Adam!”; “nap and trade”, iNap app; PR Associate Maynard asks Australian optometrist about “the big eyeball vodka shot fiasco”
0:08:26 Mohamed ElBaradei a member of International Crisis Group, Henry Kissinger to Bloomberg
reporter “standing like a hooker on the street corner”: ElBaradei “will disappear from the
scene”, “there are other forces that have not been…”, removal of Mubarak “only the first scene
of the first act of a drama that has to be played out”; Omar Suleiman’s annoying voice
0:16:24 Producer Segment: Google “no agenda” SEO; Geoff Smith dvorak.org/na jingle
0:23:02 ACC all-in on Egyptian revolution, “Liberation Square”, Gulf of Mexico drilling impetus
0:25:28 Ask Adam: “where’s Glenn Beck?” to discuss $200 per barrel meme with scripted former Shell
CEO, potential $5 gasoline, call to reinstate offshore drilling, low price of natural gas
0:36:51 Biodiversitée: Chicago paralyzed by winter storm; Union of Concerned Scientists’ Brenda
Ekwurzel answers MSNBC’s “why the name?”, “we are burning a lot of coal and oil”, “turbocharging weather patterns”, “new normal” meme, “we’ve sort of blown open the planet’s
freezer door”, repeated “ironically” talking point; Punxsutawney Phil predicts early Spring
0:48:19 Jim Rogers to CNBC on shortage of farmers and potential impact on food prices
0:52:47 Shadow Puppet Theater: former Monsanto executive Michael Taylor deputy commissioner at
FDA; JCD Googles “farmers in India suicide”; young Australian woman on nearly dying of
aspartame poisoning, “clean bill of health” from EU, “most tested food additive in history”;
CPAC Defender of the Constitution award for Donald Rumsfeld, ACC: “throw your shoe!”
1:00:35 JCD calls for “experts on the payroll” jingle, Geoff Smith (whoosh!) and If You See Something, Say Something jingle
1:01:55 Donation Segment
1:13:59 Videos of UFO above Temple Mount in Israel; Ask John Dvorak: Chuck Schumer “we have
three branches of government: we have a House, we have a Senate, we have a President”
1:17:24 Law & Order: SVU “we have a billionaire pervert flying in underage girls for sex”; Fox
attacking GE over its 3% corporate tax; British middle class income tax potentially at 80%
1:23:34 British heroin shortage and Afghan crop failures due to “mysterious white powder”; Loose
Change 9/11 producer Korey Rowe arrested on heroin charges; Julian Assange film optioned
1:27:34 FDA “hold the salt” recommendations, “Big Nurse” expert; “all African-Americans” being
targeted in addition to those with actual diseases, Huﬀington Post’s Darya Pino: “um, I think
it’s a problem, um, y’know, the health issues and uh hypertension and blood pressure are a
problem in that uh community and um…”, JCD: “she’s an idiot!”; Taco Bell silicon dioxide;
CDC warning on raw milk’s risk to “infants, young children, and the elderly”
1:36:41 Homefront video game 2023 “national flu epidemic”; eugenicist Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation donates $1.6bn to Gavi Alliance to inject African children with pneumonia vaccine,
Save the Children’s No Child Born to Die campaign, “another vaccine against diarrhea”; Pandemrix H1N1 vaccine causing narcolepsy in Finland; Anderson Cooper punched in the face in
Cairo; former Bush administration insider Catherine Austin Fitts on depopulation agenda
1:48:56 And Now Back to Real News: Live to Dance scripted crying and flubbed line; CNN contacts
ACC about MTV and nerd culture, Bridalplasty final, Skin pedophilia hysteria
1:57:52 Pakistanis protesting release of American spook diplomat and arrest of killer
2:01:13 Trains Good Planes Bad: Dutch high-speed rail in danger of bankruptcy; sumo match-fixing
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GaGa vs Bieber

(2011-01-30)

0:00:00 JCD: “I don’t like drying my hands at the airport, I want a towel, I want a paper towel.”
0:00:36 Tragedy in Tucson handoff to unrest in Egypt, JCD: “it seems to be scripted”
0:02:05 Ask John Dvorak: “is Mubarak a dictator?”; BBC on Muslim Brotherhood takeover, “managed democracy” in Jordan, “the shockwaves from the Tunisian uprising that have spread to
Jordan”; Judith Miller to Geraldo Rivera: “I think I would worry about Jordan”; ACC on
BBC jumping the gun on WTC 7 collapse; troubles as far away as Albania and Hungary
0:09:38 Erin Burnett to Morning Joe: “we’ve been talking to a lot of the wealthy people”, “children
of the wealthy” explanation for English signs, “democracy in a place like Saudi Arabia” and
potential oil price spike, ACC: “cut her off!”; New York Times reporter: “Egypt has no oil,
no money”; chatroom theory on Suez Canal closing in favor of US rail system
0:18:29 Producer Segment: Nap for Humanity jingle
0:30:08 State Department Middle East color revolution formula; man on the street: the likes of Lech
Wałęsa replaced by “bloggers!”; socialist Al Jazeera “cute chick” Gihan Ibrahim; CNN on couple “on holiday” in Egypt who “truly appreciate the freedoms Americans have”; Piers Morgan
unable to get even 500k viewers with the “Kardouchians”, ACC Larry King impression; CNN
sound effects for Sami Abdul Aziz interview: “we are here to talk to talk to our government
–– the American government”; CNN “we need justice!” screech from Atlanta protest
0:44:45 CVC confirms “vodka eyeballing” is all the rage, 2000 Kevin & Perry Go Large origin
0:46:14 Lucy Napolitano announces National Terror Advisory System: “today I would like to announce
the end of the old system of color-coded alerts!”, “we –– will –– tell you”, “specific or credible
terrorist threat”, demands applause for “specified end date”, “built on the commonsense belief
that we’re all in this together”, arrests of “US persons” like Najibullah Zazi and Faisal Shahzad
0:58:51 Lawyer passenger to Detroit Fox station on crotch bomber: “the US government escorted
him through security without a passport”; Robert Gibbs’ successor former Time Magazine
journalist Jay Carney married to ABC News journalist; JCD on drunk Diane Sawyer
1:04:13 Studies linking HPV and “certain head and neck cancers” to oral sex; Netherlands deploying
untested vaccine for goat-related Q fever; Indiana University study on hot news anchors
1:11:46 Donation Segment: Super Bowl prediction: Packers over Steelers
1:23:40 Whole Foods all-in on USDA “conditional deregulation” of GMO alfalfa
1:25:08 Arthur J. Gallagher dividend up 3% to $0.33; BP $3.3bn payout; Disneyland Club 33
1:28:25 ACC on New Yorkers blaming global warming for cold weather; Bill Maher and Rachel Maddow hysterical at denialist guest, JCD “just cap”, paper towels vs Dyson Airblade dryers
1:36:26 And Now Back to Real News: Extra teaser; The Hollywood Whackers jingle, John Travolta
to play John Gotti, James Caan offers to bail out recently-arrested mobster Andrew Russo;
Charlie Sheen in rehab; HLN Showbiz Tonight “is it Gaga, or is it Bieber?”
1:42:10 Manchester Airport projecting faces onto “hologram” cardboard cutouts; Ogden Utah considering “crime blimp”, “it becomes a deterrent when people know that there’s something
watching you and following you”, JCD on mugging of KGO crew, blimp target practice
1:48:31 Haiku Herman “shut up slave” for Asian girl asking about EU “lack of democracy”; Australian
club biometrics; Ray LaHood all-in on passive blood alcohol sensors from contractor QinetiQ
1:59:10 UK “proximity payments” coming soon; Vodafone defends shutting down Egyptian internet
2:02:02 Haitian children eating “dirt cookies”; Hillary Clinton checking on “too close to call” election,
Yemen trip-and-fall; Jacqui Smith’s porn documentary; Berluscone and age of consent
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Nap for Humanity

(2011-01-27)

0:00:00 JCD: “I denounce you!” (1:08:04)
0:01:45 Clarence Thomas absent from State of the Union speech; Rep. John Thune to Greta Van Susteren on repeat of last year’s speech, “wine salesman” 2035 electric car promises; no clapping
by Joint Chiefs, adulation for sneaky “starting this year no American will be forbidden from
serving the country they love because of who they love”; Sarah Palin: “tough speech to … try
to stomach”, WTF “winning the future” meme; George Stephanopoulos lying about applause
volume; top-ranked “our” and “new”, missing “green” and “climate”; news anchor meetings
0:18:54 Bat Signal Mac app; Ron Paul lists federal departments to shut down along with Federal
Reserve; Nancy Pelosi clone Australian PM Julia Gillard proposes “one-time flood levy”
0:25:37 Producer Segment: “we throw in the penny” sound effect; JCD “Massachusnuts”
0:35:21 Explosion at World Economic Forum hotel in Davos Switzerland; Dugway Proving Ground
locked down after disappearance of nerve agent, conspiracy sites linking to Stargate gamma
ray bursts and GPS NOTAM; Virus X straight-to-DVD film and Hawaii Five-O ARkStorm
0:40:13 Egypt #Jan25 riots, Hillary Clinton calls for unblocked social media, Egypt-China oil refinery
deal screwing India, predicts rise of Mubarak’s investment banker son; Marc Rich’s Glencore
PLC IPO; Tunisia credited with Egyptian unrest; Nigerian pirates attack Greek cargo ship
0:52:14 33 in the headlines: H.R.333 Disabled Veterans Tax Termination Act, four sketchy companies
with 33% revenue increases, Demand Media link farm and eHow scam; JCD on Rubicon codes
0:58:18 National Terror Advisory System to replace perpetual orange; Phil Mocek acquitted of refusing to provide TSA with identification; YouTube history series on family “denunciation” to
Gestapo for crime of “not fitting in”; ACC’s new show notes/prep system with e-mail input
1:10:45 Donation Segment: proposal for carbon credits from napping
1:26:02 ABC’s Sam Champion on Arctic air “seeping down”, refrigerator door analogy, “it may have
to do with the melting of the Arctic ice sheet”; NASA Climate Kids disgruntled polar bear
cartoon, AP report on warming Arctic Ocean from 1922; Just Take Your Meds jingle; BBC
Horizon “Science Under Attack”; CDC telephone survey asking about children in household
1:37:54 College students “vodka eyeballing”, JCD: “this is bullcrap!” like shaving with butter; douchebag
GE “ecomagination”; ACC “nap for humanity”; “before it’s a crime, it’s precrime!”
1:41:04 Local news “disappearance of Deborah Shit… Schmidt” blooper; attempt to corner European
cocoa market and Côte d’Ivoire President Alassane Ouattara’s export ban; indigenous Bolivian
“coca chewing protest” against international ban, JCD story: using coca leaves in the Andes
for altitude sickness, “rocketing past” younger climbers; opium for breakfast in Afghanistan
1:47:36 Rahm Emanuel’s magical appearance on Chicago ballot; new TV show Chicago Code
1:49:50 And Now Back to Real News: Oprah’s half-sister appears in time for new network promotion;
no meat in Taco Bell tacos, JCD: “these agencies are useless!” (JCDPPotD)
1:53:34 Petaling Jaya medical research institute releases 6k GMO mosquitoes to study dengue fever,
“it does not matter whether the public likes it or not”; bath salts now a felony in Florida;
producer feedback on sodium, Ohio switching to veterinary drug for lethal injection; Oakland
protests over cops allowed to “arrest gang members involved in any type of illegal activity”
2:03:10 British police outside clubs scanning for drug traces; Norwegian account-hacking bloggers, new
mega-city in China, ACC’s friend Eli Roth filming in China, Moscow Airport bomb, Danish
government raising retirement age to 71; ACC’s credit report with “evil Adam Curry”
2:14:09 British Columbia earthquake, FEMA prepackaged meals; I’m a Denier end-of-show song
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Brown is the New Green

(2011-01-23)

JCD: “I’m thinking that the three thing is a message back to base.” (2:12:47)
In the Morning to “dung in the pit”; Gabby Giffords two-week media expiration date reached
100 East Coast mobsters arrested, “there’s no mob in Chicago, apparently”, “Vinnie Carwash”
Hollywood Whackers: HFPA’s Max Miller “apparent suicide” the day after Golden Globes
George Clooney interview by suck-up Piers Morgan promoted by Reuters, “you have to be
informed” on causes like Haiti, Morgan “I’m sure you will argue, quite rightly” about paparazzi
drones, fake hilarity over “I’m also watching your house”, JCD on “devil’s advocate” cop-out,
Clooney’s “journalist” father: “there is little or no privacy left any more, that battle has
already been lost”; Bono & Bill Clinton at Sargent Shriver funeral
Producer Segment: leaving show playing on Apple Store iPad
Ask Adam jingles, Bayer aspirin “I’m not having a heart attack!” ad
Ask John Dvorak jingle, “tightly-prescribed national identity” fascism definition and corporatism; Paul Volcker to leave Economic Recovery Advisory Board to be renamed Council on
Jobs and Competitiveness and headed by GE’s Jeffrey Immelt; Sen. Bernie Sanders on $16bn
in GE bailouts, quotes Immelt “I talk China, China, China, China, China”, ACC “Chiner”,
JCD on Keith Olbermann walkout, Eric Schmidt’s departure, “I think he’s gonna be the head
of the CIA eventually”; former Goldman Sachs CIO Eileen Rominger to oversee hedge funds at
SEC; Immelt: government will be “industry policy champion, a financier, and a key partner”
Phillips’ Colon Health “ooh, now that’s the best part!”
ACC catches vapor trail from Vandenberg Delta IV Heavy launch with “critical NRO payload”
Obama at Schenectady GE plant boasting about trip to India with Immelt and Deepak Chopra
JCD oversleeping until 7:50; India trading carbon credits based on burning methane generated
from cow dung, ACC: “this is such an incredible scam”, EU stolen carbon credit scheme, carbon
offset dead tree scams, ACC “we keep our mouth shut” for 10 minutes for carbon credits
Donation Segment
“Second sun in the sky” from “upcoming” Betelgeuse supernova, possible Beetlejuice 2 promotion; unusual seismic activity from Red Sea to Gulf of Aden Stargate; ACC on Hollywood &
Highland sign-carrier predicting May 21 apocalypse; NOTAMs for February GPS unreliability
in Southwestern US due to Department of Defense tests
Taxis on Patrol “mobile neighborhood watch on wheels” in Denver, “rigorous” training program with police; Bay Area school “smile day” as part of “respect week”
EU SARTRE Safe Road Trains for the Environment semi-autonomous vehicle trains “to be
able to both read the newspaper and eat breakfast”, JCD: “you know it’s gonna get hacked!”
Monsanto shill Tom Vilsack’s USDA approves GMO alfalfa, ACC on alfalfa’s medicinal benefits, JCD proposes class action lawsuit by organic farmers over gene contamination
PBS’ Gwen Ifill on Republican vote to “repeal healthcare”; Michelle Obama partnering with
Walmart to reduce “sodium” in food, JCD: “you’d explode!”
Jerry Springer “I’m not no lesbian!”; NPR On the Media on Tunisia “Twitter revolution”,
government corruption on WikiLeaks, “remarkable portion” on Facebook, economic hit man
“leaking model”, “jasmine revolution”, 1.5 tons of gold missing, JCD predicts “teal revolution”
JCD on 33 as spook signal, Queensland flood victim count, “don’t worry, it’s us”
Georgetown AQ-USA professor frets about as-Sahab “media arm”: “we know for a fact that
al-Qaeda has downloaded the websites of every major think tank in the United States”
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By Executive Order

(2011-01-20)

0:00:00 ACC: “Congress, you can go home, it does not matter any more what you do.” (0:49:59)
0:00:36 Fake free iPad scams; Ride of the Valkyries, Ms. Micky downloading screeners through iTunes
0:06:53 Golden Globes: Hollywood Foreign Press Association payola lawsuit, Pia Zadora’s “new star
of the year” award, Las Vegas press junket for Burlesque best song; embarrassment over The
Social Network win, Russian mob valuation bump for IPO; Ricky Gervais’ inside jokes
0:13:52 Producer Segment: JCD’s professional slide whistle, Spike Jones’ musical .38 pistol
0:20:17 Time “Guns, Speech, Madness” article, “hateful speech doesn’t kill people, guns do”; John
King offended by “in the crosshairs”; Rachel Maddow outraged by Republican “job-killing”
and “lock, stock, and barrel” from “Congressman Mike Pence of Wants-to-be-president-ville”
0:29:00 Obama in 2009 on “prolonged detention” “consistent with our values and our Constitution”
0:32:18 Ask Adam: military family foreclosure pending even after J.P. Morgan Chase admits error
0:35:12 JCD on viral “a bear walks by” video; Robert Gibbs’ cold sore, quietly asked about Executive Order 13563 Improving Regulation and Regulatory Review, WSJ op-ed on regulations
“that are just plain dumb”, “if it goes in your coffee, it is not hazardous waste” on saccharin,
regulations.gov “timely online access”; oversight by OMB Oﬀice of Information and Regulatory Affairs headed by Cass Sunstein, wife Samantha Power who called Hillary a “monster”
0:45:55 Broken reginfo.gov, saccharin removed from hazardous substances list; Sunstein’s 2007
“Brave new Wikiworld” op-ed, all-in on infiltrating dissident groups (ACCPPotD)
0:54:18 CIA In-Q-Tel investing in Facebook IPO; “a color and a flash mob” in Tunisia
0:58:22 Biodiversitée: USGS ARkStorm promoting Noah’s Ark: the New Beginning animated film;
JCD on Mothman saturating media outlets; Lakers’ Rick Fox playing Big Bang Theory “global
warming professor”; Connie Hedegaard at “Cancun and Beyond” forum with Philips Lighting
Foundation “evil elitist Dutch” shills: “tax more what we burn and less what we earn” meme
1:11:18 And Now Back to Real News: Obama “secretly battling stomach parasites” according to National Enquirer; JCD on Japanese creosote pills; NPR op-ed by Daisy Hernandez on “collective
sigh of brown relief when the Tucson killer turned out to be a gringo”
1:16:54 Donation Segment: JCD term “pablum”
1:33:02 White House State Dinner for Hu Jintao; WikiLeaks to disclose elite Swiss bank account
information; Aaron Sorkin’s “elite is not a bad word, it’s an aspirational one” Golden Globes
speech; Dutch Rabobank economist Wim Boonstra all-in on SDR over US dollar
1:40:55 And Now Back to Real News: rapper 50 Cent H & H Imports pump and dump scheme; JCD
proposes stage name in light of Diane Sawyer “and a good morning to you, Juju”, Reince
Priebus “RNC PR BS”; Piers Morgan fascinated by Condoleezza Rice’s virus resistance
1:49:38 Distraction of the Week: Jean-Claude Duvalier returns to Haiti; Clinton & Bush begging for
more money; Michael Capponi beachfront resorts for Jacmel; Clinton Bush Haiti Fund elites
1:58:01 Frontline on police watching for “suspicious activity around public facilities: picture taking,
map drawing, evasive driving”, arrest for photographing Amtrak train for Amtrak contest
2:01:04 Shadow Puppet Theater: John Podesta joins green energy company Joule Unlimited
2:03:59 Magic number 33 headlines; Delta IV Heavy launch at Vandenberg AFB with secret NRO
payload to “monitor the environment”; NASA solar flare warning; Pakistan earthquake
2:10:44 Democrats ranting about evil health insurance companies; Obamacare shill Stephanie Cutter
whiteboard video, voiceover due to botch, JCD on recent prescription drug price gouging
2:21:25 Lindsay Lohan’s doctor pushing fluoride supplements; “I thought Europe was a country”
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Call of Doody

(2011-01-16)

0:00:00 JCD: “Holy crap, this thing is huge!” (1:22:42)
0:00:38 JCD on Miss America 2011 “piece of crap”, questions from man on the street with background
casino sign, Washington on political party rivalries: “I think that we should take after Miss
America and love one another and try to compromise”; winner Nebraska on Wikileaks: “when
it came to that situation it was actually based on espionage”, “focus on security first and then
people’s right to know”; Pentecostal palms-to-the-sky and double Nazi salute (JCDPPotD)
0:14:08 Producer Segment: ACC’s Time Warner producers to the rescue; Jimmy Wales’ “ugly mug”;
PR Associate Maynard: JCD “a big fan of deregulating the salami industry”, “if you want to
eat some salami in the morning”, “I’m concerned about fluoride being a mind control drug”
0:25:28 Tragedy in Tucson: Meet the Press “meds” and precrime memes; victim Eric Fuller involuntarily committed for “you’re dead” at town hall; Bernard-Henri Levy with outrageous French
accent to Parker Spitzer on “American love for guns”, victim Christina Green born on 9/11,
“I can go in a shop and buy just filling a little form”, “I tried”; ACC’s Iranian hairdresser
all-in on disarming the crazies; Pat Leahy: “I would not want Vermont laws to be in an urban
area”; ACC predicts “guns across America”; Levy: “we are guardians of the words”
0:41:57 Tennessee man arrested for threat to Rep. Phil Roe, sister’s comparison to Loughner, “suffered
from delusions and always thought the government was out to get him”, JCD: “he’s in jail,
they’re out to get him and they got him!”, laws to allow family to “step in and help”, roster
of crazies shooting up Tennessee, “thought the government had implanted a microchip inside
his head”; Mimi’s theory about Oregon’s “old hippies” resisting federal presence, Christmas =
terrorism meme, Montana passing states rights laws; Loughner’s abovetopsecret.com posts
0:53:37 Hollywood Whackers: Michael Russell lawsuit over Golden Globes payola
0:56:36 Marine producer note on Reserve Corps readiness for martial law enforcement, Twenty-Nine
Palms survey question on forcible disarmament of citizenry; JCD on people believing Martin
Luther King and Harriet Tubman freed the slaves; ACC on true purpose of Second Amendment
1:02:47 GAO sting operation on FDA human trial for bogus “Adhesiabloc” device from fake company
headed by April Phuls, Timothy Witless, and Alan Ruse in Chetesville, Arizona
1:07:16 JCD “No Agenda glossary”, term “isolated incident” omitted from Tucson coverage
1:10:14 Donation Segment: Pope John Paul II halfway to Sainthood due to Parkinson’s miracle cure
1:22:58 GMO bird flu resistant chickens; WTO attempting to gobble up poor countries’ farmland,
Tunisian food riots, UN FAO “danger territory”; JCD on “organic ingredients” protein bar
scam; British Soil Association scientist irked over “vaccinated” branding for GMOs; Georgia
Guidestones and 500M world population target revisited, “guide reproduction wisely, improving fitness and (bio)diversitée”, JCD: “I thought the last one was eat more chicken”
1:35:53 NPR on North Korean military massed near DMZ, JCD mocks “prospect of surprise attack”
1:39:41 Queensland using Thai cloud seeding technology; USGS ARkStorm scenario, The Flood movie
1:48:08 Biodiversitée: global warming in 3000 AD according to computer model
1:50:24 Producer note on next generation of ATMs running Windows; Dutch “PINning is winning”
1:55:47 Call of Duty “it was their attempt at MKULTRA!” for JFK assassination
1:58:23 And Now Back to Real News: Extra weekly wrap; “everyone was terrified of Doug”
2:00:48 Anna Politkovskaya documentary on Putin’s rise to power, “Russian people are slaves”
2:03:48 Drones for Mexico border; Robocop and The Running Man; No Agenda Roku channel
2:10:18 Kardashians shilling for MS Oﬀice; JCD’s Force compiler; Eric Bogosian for end of show
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Time Warner Sucks

(2011-01-13)

0:00:00 Voice on phone: “No, the next (inaudible) appointment is this Saturday.” (2:05:32)
0:00:51 ACC “battling Time Warner Cable” over connectivity issues, JCD: “this episode’s brought to
you by Comcast”; JCD on beef-buying PDF and need for chest freezer
0:12:17 CVC’s ticketless adventure on LA Metro resulting in $189 “bail”, JCD: “welcome to California”
0:16:26 Producer Segment
0:22:37 Gabby Giffords subscribing to channel of three-name shooter Jared Lee Loughner, affair
theory; Nightline on lucid dreaming obsession, JCD’s “floatin’ around” lucid dream, Inception
iPhone app promotion, 2012 Mayan prophecy, question for Giffords “what is government if
words have no meaning?”; ACC: “it’s like they were waiting for this” to advance precrime
agenda, JCD on Ronald Reagan closing mental institutions due to liberal pressure
0:33:37 Greg Gutfeld on “creepy ditty” They’re Coming to Take Me Away, Ha-Haaa!, refusal of
psychiatric drugs “the result: Saturday”, “he was an internet troll in real skin”, “it is mental
illness that prevents the mentally ill from seeking help for his mental illness”, JCD: “who is
this fascist?”, “I’d rather get these folks on meds before they get us with bullets”
0:39:41 Obama “Gabby opened her eyes for the first time” lie, JCD on Mussolini chin-jerk, Giffords
both CFR members; new family DNA “tool” to be used in search for Kensington Strangler,
JCD on TV “trace the call” crimefighting technologies; Lucy Napolitano’s “incendiary device”
0:49:18 Bloomberg’s Al Hunt to BBC’s Katty Kay on Loughner’s rejection by military due to drug
use, purchase of Glock 19 with “clip of 30 bullets in it” lie, 70-80% in favor of gun control
“without even seeing a survey I can guarantee you of that”, JCD: “did he say what I thought he
said?!”, Second Amendment repeal, Hunt on guns used for self-defense “though that’s really
rare”, Kay: “the Supreme Court may start relaxing gun control laws even further”
1:04:45 itm.im URL shortener; mavericksofmedia.com
1:12:38 Donation Segment
1:30:00 Glenn Beck’s 33 years on the air, 33 killed in Sudan skirmishes, diesel at $3.333 per gallon
1:31:52 noagendastream.com newsreader Doug promo “news and weather on the threes”
1:35:26 Producer note on Oklahoma meteor crater in Mississippi field, “for a place with no crater
there sure were a lot of law enforcement oﬀicers in the area and had all the roads closed off”,
JCD on high monetary value of meteor chunks, Natural History Museum specimens
1:38:50 BBC on Romanian starling die-off due to alcohol poisoning from wine-making process
1:42:30 Eisenhower’s “military industrial complex” farewell speech for end of show
1:44:33 One-year anniversary of Haiti earthquake; Clinton Foundation “happy Haitians” video lauding
“whopping” $11.5M allocation; Manigat-Martelly runoff election
1:49:50 And Now Back to Real News: “Golden Voice” Ted Williams’ “dark second chapter”, HLN on
Dr. Phil’s “90 meetings in 90 days”, “doing one Kraft commercial is only one gig”
1:57:10 JCD on Hollywood Whackers and F. Lee Bailey asserting O.J. Simpson innocence; Michael
Jackson’s doctor about to go on trial, ACC predicts suicide conclusion
2:01:16 Pfizer Chantix shortage and Japanese cigarette tax increase; Rotterdam Monsanto fire first
responders all sick, government observers cowering in airtight vehicle
2:04:38 ACC takes call from Time Warner Cable on tethering phone
2:09:34 German hookers working “off the books” and for the elderly and disabled; new ID cards
hacked; Jean-Claude Trichet’s speech opening remarks in German, ACC: “Reich 4.0”
2:17:50 ACC recommends “outstanding film” The King’s Speech; Guns and Weed: the Road to Freedom
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Mavericks of Media

(2011-01-09)

0:00:00 JCD: “Congresswoman Bono has her breasts exposed in a photo?” (0:33:09)
0:00:37 New stream and chat infrastructure; JCD back from Las Vegas, no hotel hookers, “hi I’m
Raven”, Mexican kids passing out hooker business cards, AT&T network overload
0:06:08 Government going after WikiLeaks records including Twitter follower information
0:09:14 Producer Segment: Linux bat signal; chatroom “Doug” bot
0:15:42 National {Slavery and Human Traﬀicking Prevention, Stalking Awareness} Month
0:18:42 Facebook’s fastest-growing demographic aged 74 and older
0:20:06 ACC on Tucson shooting of Rep. Gabrielle Giffords eclipsing deaths of young people in Iraq
and Afghanistan ignore by Obama; CNN and Fox heavy-hitters brought in immediately; “Lucy
Judge” John Roll dead; rambling Shepard Smith on false exchange of gunfire story, shooter
Jared Loughner rejected by US Army, “will we find out why he was rejected? uh-huh, someone
will leak that”; Pima County Sheriff Clarence Dupnik: “that may be free speech, but it’s not
without consequences”, liberal blame for Glenn Beck and Sarah Palin
0:31:38 Rep. Mary Bono Mack lesbian breast-licking photo scandal eclipsed by shooting; Obamacare
repeal vote postponed; Obama address under Abraham Lincoln portrait
0:38:02 “Rudimentary” incendiary package sent to Lucy Napolitano, Los Angeles Times “vendetta”
meme; “did you buy the flashlight and the batteries?” ready.gov PSAs; Sen. Chuck Grassley
to Anderson Cooper on Pentagon and NSA child pornography downloads, blackmail fodder
for foreign intelligence operations, “some other names” code, ICE Project Flicker
0:51:06 Shadow Puppet Theater: former banker and CFR member Chief of Staff William Daley, NEC
National Economic Council Director Gene Sperling involved in Glass-Steagall repeal
0:57:27 Paltry $78bn in defense cuts over five years, Dennis Kucinich on Pentagon tendency to “lose
track of taxpayers’ money”, Andrew Napolitano “sacred cow” rant; 9/10/2001 Rumsfeld $2.3T
revisited; Obamacare “press extravaganza” and skewed Kaiser Family Foundation poll
1:02:36 “Tragedy in Tucson” prompts Fox medical consultant to call for involuntary commitment for
pre-crime “homicidal ideation”; Tucson local aﬀiliate KGUN, JCD: “shootin’ you the news!”
1:07:58 Donation Segment: “Mavericks of Media”
1:19:19 “Mother ship” on video sitting on Lima Peru; George Clooney’s girlfriend’s butt
1:22:08 South Sudan independence referendum beginning; South Korean foot-and-mouth outbreak
on heels of free trade agreement encourage imports of US beef; ACC’s free beef half from
producers, JCD on US products devolving to second-rate
1:28:35 Honeywell T-Hawk drone to be used by Miami-Dade Police Department
1:31:00 EPA and H&HS lower recommended water fluoridation level to 0.7 mg/L
1:34:57 Food riots in Algeria, Kenya deaths from starvation “hunger-related causes”, FAO price index
1:37:47 Risperdal side effect gynecomastia “causing boys to grow breasts”; sleepwalker Jared Loughner
1:40:54 TSA claiming naked body scan equivalent to “one hour of normal background radiation”
1:44:40 From Enlightenment To Endarkenment author Graeme Maxton’s anti-capitalist rant on CNBC;
ACC’s Stephen Hawking sighting at Mondrian Hotel; “peak water” meme, Kardashians ditch
predatory credit card; ghost cities of China; Roseanne bitches to Joy Behar about capitalism
2:02:04 Virgin Atlantic Illuminati video; dioxin in German poultry; Rotterdam glyphosate fire, coffee
shop closings; Brazilian national ID card with fingerprint information; Dutch “chip grandma”
2:09:16 JCD “bad eyesight theory” for dead birds in Arkansas, New Year’s Eve radar image
2:15:42 Show notes magic number 33s; Robert Gibbs replacement; JCD’s earthquake escape to Reno
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What’s My Line?

(2011-01-06)

0:00:00 ACC: “Hey, uh, Gibbs, the No Agenda guys are really onto your, like, lying about the smoking
thing, and we think you should leave.” (1:40:09)
0:00:42 New stream setup; JCD doing show from Flamingo Hotel in Las Vegas with sketchy connection
0:05:08 Producer Segment
0:13:46 ACC on creating tampax.com, quest for OB brand flying off shelves due to “production issue”,
crazy eBay prices, possible TSS cover-up, “time for the Chinese counterfeiters to move in!”
0:20:40 Distraction of the Week: homeless “Golden Voice” Ted Williams, CBS Early Show takes credit
0:24:36 Former presidential and military advisor John P. Wheeler III found dead in Delaware landfill,
seen “drugged, dazed, and confused” in one shoe after being robbed, JCD: “Chantix”; Sorcha
Faal disinformation site makes connection with to Arkansas dead birds; nonprofit MITRE
Corporation work on DoD computers; ACC 9/11 connection theory, FBI advising local police,
witness: Wheeler “didn’t axe me to call the police”, Happy Harry’s Pharmacy sighting
0:43:12 ACC on self-fixing iOS alarm clock bug covered in depth nowhere; JCD on covering Las Vegas
CES crawling with press “non-union goofballs”, glasses with electronically-controlled lenses
0:48:50 Show notes “Doug” heading for Arkansas dead birds, Time on “Aflockalypse” biodiversitée
bandwagon, author Bryan Walsh a “warmer world” shill, JCD on 1970s global cooling scare
and population control; Met Oﬀice’s warning about extreme cold suppressed
0:56:10 South Sudan referendum on 11th, George Clooney’s off-script stammering on ABC to chagrin
of handler John Prendergast, new village bombing story, “there’s a lot of consequences that
we can offer”, supposed Obama campaign promise, Prendergast: US “biggest actor in Sudan”
1:07:23 Donation Segment: Bill Clinton PETA Person of the Year for vegan diet
1:17:48 “Zombie” Dick Cheney’s lack of pulse due to mechanical heart pump, possible heart transplant
1:19:34 Attempts to wipe out redwing blackbird populations to reduce sunflower impact, possible
illegal poison campaign; ACC on New Madrid Fault triangle and HAARP; seven-minute ABC
package on New Madrid tremor, four faults in US “could have another catastrophic strike at
any time”; FEMA New Madrid disaster response plan, National Level Exercise NLE 2011 drill
scheduled for May in Midwest; declassified Army document “incapacitating effect of microwave
hearing”, tinnitus PSA; belated Knightings with rent boys and chardonnay
1:34:44 Missile launch off Texas coast; JCD on NYT editor asserting mystery LA launch was contrail
1:36:31 President Valerie Jarrett to Meet the Press on Obama’s “enormous progress”, START Treaty
“passed”, “now we will be able to have gays and lesbians serve their country proudly in the
military” lie, Obama “had to spend almost every waking hour in Washington focusing very
hard on solving that crisis”, planning to find way to “spend more time outside of Washington”
when he gets back to Washington; Obama to NYT on Robert Gibbs’ “relatively modest pay”
1:44:38 Austan Goolsbee ambushed by ABC host on projected 9% unemployment, potential debt
ceiling crisis, “we shouldn’t even be discussing that, people will get the wrong idea”
1:52:46 Canadian corporate top tax rate roughly half that of US; Australia being pressured to extend
GST to online sales; Australian flood area covering size of Germany and France
1:59:24 Compromised BMJ journal article further debunking Wakefield vaccine-autism paper, “falsified data”, “it’s hard to believe, Wolf”, resulting “pockets of children who were not vaccinated”;
cholera vaccine push, Harry Potter animal trainer dead of swine flu, cocaine “vaccine”
2:13:33 Piers Morgan taking over for Larry King; Bill O’Reilly’s “as you know, federal law trumps
state law”; John Birch Society founder Robert Welch for end of show
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Dead Angry Birds

(2011-01-02)

0:00:00 JCD: “The women in Canada … have extremely pretty butts.” (2:00:24)
0:00:39 Happy New Year, ACC’s iPhone alarm failure and lingering interest in Big Bear real estate
0:06:49 KTLA on terrible California storms taking out a palm tree and fence panel; JCD impressed
by San Francisco fireworks display with two grand finales due to Gavin Newsom leaving, ACC
on 1987-88 Times Square vs current “corporate-sponsored piece of crap” with blue Nivea hats
0:13:35 Producer Segment: no EPs or AEPs; No Agenda movie trailer; Coast to Coast AM plug
0:19:06 ACC on Alex Jones’ good guests constantly interrupted by seeds and gold hype
0:21:25 “Bath salts” mephedrone taking over Dutch MDMA scene; JCD on unemployed kids at San
Francisco fireworks, predicts LA riots; Chantix for treating PGAD Persistent Genital Arousal
Disorder, “Jeanie’s desperate to get home to masturbate”, waivers for off-label use; a whopping
39 UK swine flu deaths, JCD compares vaccine development to “the wine game”
0:36:58 The March of Time propaganda newsreels: American Moe Boxman offers to apply
French speeding fine against unpaid war debt, ACC: “how much does Gitmo Nation Stinky
Cheese owe us?”; David Sarnoff predicts ubiquitous telecommunications in 1949; Harvard
anthropologist Earnest Hooton: “mechanized and moronic man moves toward extinction”
0:45:37 Ambassador to China Jon Huntsman hinting at presidential run, sketchy article on Mormon
White Horse Prophesy for salvation of Glenn Beck’s “hanging by a thread” Constitution,
JCD on beliefs of “clannish” Mormons, genealogy websites, ACC on his father’s baptism goal,
Mormons vs Baptists vs Methodists, ACC: “in what religion do you get to fiddle around with
choir boys?”, appeal of Amish life; JCD on meeting Universal Life Church’s Kirby Hensley,
origin of No Agenda Knighthoods; architectural wonder Crystal Cathedral in financial trouble
1:02:04 Donation Segment: ACC’s Google AdSense nightmare; Dave Winer interested in stream
1:13:01 Thousands of dead redwing blackbirds fall from sky in Beebe Arkansas, poison suspected
because “they are what they call a nuisance around this time every year”, hazmat-suited feds
poking around, “a Doug was also found”, “startled by fireworks” theory, ACC on “persistent
jet contrails” appearing in the morning, “think about it, bird flu!”, JCD: “abort, abort with
the bird flu, try something else! oh, okay, they died of a heart attack, they were startled!”
1:26:59 Haitian cholera death toll 3,333, ACC: 33 “total code”, royal wedding “distraction of the
year”, JCD on MSNBC The Site switching to 24/7 coverage of Princess Diana’s death; ACC
recommends Starsuckers documentary received via Bittorrent
1:37:02 Six of top ten Techmeme headlines from blog PRs; 3,333 number from Haitian Health Ministry
headed by Dr. Gabriel Timothée, H5N1 chatter
1:46:48 JCD on Aric the Shill’s son cured of FD&C Red #40 ADHD, ACC on his mother’s reaction
to Dutch undyed meat in 1972, Mimi’s Ritalin manufacturer theory and regulatory revolving
door, Red #40 from coal tar; JCD on estrogen-like soy oil “soil”, soy industry talking points,
Canadian women’s canola oil butts: “they’re bigger and they’re sloppier and they bounce
around and they’ve got the cottage cheese thing goin’ on” (JCDPPotD)
2:03:07 And Now Back to Real News: Discovery Michael Jackson autopsy show cancelled; Bobby
Farrell found dead in Russia on anniversary of Rasputin’s death; Anna Chapman’s appearance
on Russian This is Your Life and Salt DVD release; ACC on 9/11 hijackers showing up alive
2:10:50 1960 The Time Machine bad acting; Jesse Ventura’s 9/11 Commission ambush, JCD story:
box of hate mail for scathing article on Seattle, ACC on fake lawsuit over Heinz curry ketchup
2:17:51 Kudos to No Agenda album artists including Nick the Rat; new stream plans
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Moon Base on Mars

(2010-12-30)

0:00:00 JCD: “Eat prunes, that’s my advice.” (1:19:57)
0:00:36 JCD on bogus Christmas “scratch my back” gift certificates, ACC’s USB turntable from CVC
to be used on upcoming Daily Source Code
0:04:50 Producer Segment: Scott McKenzie’s One Day in Gitmo Nation eBook
0:09:42 ACC’s trip to Big Bear with thoughts of buying rustic plot of land; UK £400 rebate for new
eco-friendly boilers that freeze during extreme cold weather, 2004 “never see snow” meme
0:17:02 And now Back to Real News: Chris Rock roasts Oprah Winfrey at Kennedy Honors: “most
powerful person in the world, and right next to her, Barack Obama!”; JCD’s “helium Skype”
0:21:26 Kids using new drug “bath salts” and smoking potpourri, Kansas University student struck
after running into traﬀic, tachycardia cases in Louisiana, MDPV methylenedioxypyrovalerone
0:28:02 ACC recommends Dutch A Letter From Poland YouTube video on Smolensk plane crash
0:31:45 Haitian election dispute to be reviewed by OAS, CBC on “widespread allegations of fraud”,
“I saw ballot-stuﬀing … I saw ballots torn from the ballot boxes”; Haiti earthquake recap
0:39:32 George Clooney Not On Our Watch partnership with Google to spy on Sudan via satellite,
JCD’s Google “oil near <country>”, “comprehensive peace agreement” referendum on 1/11/11
cooked up in The Hague; Not On Our Watch celebrity roster, War Crimes and Atrocities
director David Pressman; ACC on DJs for Darfour; Chinese expansionism; Network for Good
money handlers; al-Qaeda in {Darfour, Sudan}; JCD on accelerating charity event cycle, ACC
on credit card purchase percentages, “Saint” Bob Geldof and 1985 Live Aid, We Are the World
three-year license, Phil Collins’ Concorde; Clooney’s “emergency and life-saving programs”
1:01:11 Donation Segment: ACC’s MailSteward database
1:11:08 Robert Gibbs: “probably about nine months” since Obama quit smoking, “he has done enormously well in quitting”; new Chantix ad with Boston-accented MILF, New Year resolution
marketing, ACC on constipation from quitting cold turkey, “I pride myself on my pooping”;
Sustenex ad “several discomforts with my digestive system”, JCD: “basically a prune ad”
1:24:59 Cryptome’s John Young on WikiLeaks for end of show; NPR clarifies 1900 of promised 250k
cables actually released; HaikuLeaks
1:27:32 JCD on post-millennial helicopter parents, Ford ad for car radio parental controls; 10k baby
boomers per day entering Social Security rolls; MSNBC guest on No Child Left Behind disaster
1:36:45 The Examiner “Giant Spaceships to Attack” thoroughly debunked, 2011 releases of Skyline,
Battle: Los Angeles, Super 8, Falling Skies, and V coming soon; Mars Rover Sol 2169 photo
with “base sitting right there” removed from NASA website
1:40:06 Comical French babbling on Democracy Now; Sarkozy risking life by being all-in on SDR
1:42:32 Robert Reich gripes about corporate personhood; Germany debating airport profiling, “concrete terrorist threat”, “recruiting” meme; Boko Haram Christmas church bombings in Nigeria
1:51:55 And Now Back to Real News: Spider-Man lead actress leaves due to concussion, flamboyantly
gay theater critic: “it’s almost like going to an equestrian show and wanting to see who’s going
to fall off the horse”; Discovery Channel “Michael Jackson Autopsy”, ACC on Wii dance game;
Wikispooks Ronni Chasen art museum heist theory, spying on client Hans Zimmer
1:59:30 Belgian Catholic priest still up for Nobel Peace Prize in spite of sexual abuse admission
2:00:52 Afghan War costing $2bn per week; S.510 and Codex Alimentarius harmonization, JCD on
putting right-wing radio guys off the air; toxic aspartame-like sweetener neotame approved for
use in cattle feed; ACC’s organic “half a cow” purchase plan; John Young end-of-show clip
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Chatter on the Interwebs

(2010-12-26)

0:00:00 ACC: “You’d look at his agenda and it would say like, buy Porsche, today” (0:41:52)
0:00:35 ACC recommends Scrooged with terrifying cable news special; no Dianne Feinstein terror
event; TSA looking into terrorist Thermos bottles “in your carry-on or your checked bag”;
George Stephanopoulos reminisces about Thanksgiving “full body scans and patdowns at
airports”, LAX TSA carolers, JCD: “reminds me of the Brownshirt chorus of 1938”
0:11:41 Producer Segment
0:18:55 Health South fraud scandal with revolving-door CFO, paying more in taxes than earnings
generated, JCD on SEC’s interest in not investigating; ACC story: armed-to-the-teeth IRS
tracking him down at Mevio; legal Congressional stock ownership; Washington Post: 80% of
DHS contractor lobbyists worked in government, L3’s $900M in government sales
0:28:41 Obama reads ’Twas the Night Before Christmas to Washington grade school “slavelets”: “Saint
Nick a.k.a. Santa Claus”; Haiku Herman “stilte en vreugde / van Kerstmis tot het nieuwe jaar
/ hopende ook op hoop” “hoping for hope”; Obama teleprompter message for military
0:33:34 Snow stranding Christmas Eve travelers at European airports; ACC on Dutch friends waiting
on Schiphol tarmac for three hours and waiting a week for luggage; JCD story: fellow passenger
on Aeroflot flight to Russia visiting lost luggage warehouse; aging German rail system hit hard
0:39:29 Two to the Head: hooker “aspiring model” Adrienne Nicole Martin found dead at house of former Busch CEO August Busch IV; ACC story: budweiser.com “born on” date widget, August
“Woody”; Case Western Alzheimer’s researcher Professor Mark Smith killed in hit-and-run
incident, Alzheimer’s “sixth-largest cause of death”, driver found dead of drug overdose
0:49:17 Vancouver Sun opinion piece on severed “foots” from 2004 Asian tsunami
0:51:17 JCD finally watches “a little far-fetched” Iron Man, recommends The International
0:52:34 ACC berated for getting don’t ask don’t tell “repeal” bill number wrong; Robert Gates memo
declines to estimate duration of certification process; START Treaty allowing Russia to build
more nuclear warheads; “sleeper agent” Anna Chapman’s Playboy appearance and involvement
with “Kremlin-backed youth group”, Russian women whoo!; crazy Oprah Winfrey “my favorite
things” giveaway, National Enquirer sticking with “Oprah is gay” story
1:02:01 Howard Dean’s infamous scream clip, comically long tie
1:03:48 EU court upholds Maastricht ban on foreigners buying marijuana in cafes, “weed pass”, JCD:
“they’re not doing it as a republic, they’re doing it as a giant Nazi state”; British ad for Buddi
GPS tracker for the elderly, “chipping granny”; NORAD tracking Santa vs 9/11
1:09:01 Donation Segment: aqusa.org
1:18:49 New Zealand Defense Force releases 2,000 pages of UFO documents, fake WikiLeaks cable on
New Zealand UFO base, Project Blue Beam; JCD proposes high-end WikiLeaks hoax; George
Washington University Electronic Briefing Books declassified document collection
1:24:07 Stammering Robert Gibbs lies about Obama “working very hard” to quit smoking: “I have
not seen or witnessed evidence of, uh, um, any smoking in probably, uh… nine months”
1:30:48 CBS on homegrown terrorism, Portland Christmas tree lighting bombing plot “foiled” by FBI,
“eleven acts this year alone”, al-Qaeda’s “vast network of web sites”, “self-radicalizing”, “lone
wolves who can easily blend in”, “tips from the public monitoring internet chatter”
1:50:16 Antiwar activists raided in Minneapolis, JCD on Obama police state
1:53:51 Vanuatu earthquake after theft of seismic equipment; fracking-induced earthquakes in Arkansas
2:01:08 24 deaths from swine flu in UK; producer note on avoiding flu vaccine miscarriage
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Don’t Ask, Don’t Yell

(2010-12-23)

0:00:00 ACC: “Children of the future will have no snow!” (1:48:35)
0:00:37 ACC: don’t ask don’t tell repeal “the biggest lie in the world”, drunk O’Biden “by repealing
don’t ask don’t tell”, Obama “proud to sign a law that will bring an end to don’t ask don’t tell”,
“excited” on verified Twitter account; S.4023 Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell Repeal Act “to provide for
repeal” 60 days after certification, Section 2(c) “No Immediate Effect On Current Policy”
0:10:17 Rachel Maddow “a day that began with him oﬀicially signing the repeal of don’t ask don’t
tell”; ABC: ban “a thing of the past”, “a hero’s welcome for the President today as he fulfilled
a major campaign promise”, JCD on stammering as a tell, veteran gay activist Zoe Dunning
hoodwinked; Obama: “we have a gay guy in the unit; he’s big, he’s mean, he kills lots of bad
guys”; portentous “and now it is my honor to sign this bill into law!” to hysterical cheers
0:18:56 Producer Segment
0:29:49 Katie Couric on homegrown terrorism, DHS talking points, al-Awlaki vs bin Laden; Oklahoma City bombing journalist Pierre Thomas “blunt warning” headline, Eric Holder “successful once” meme, “not certain” = “certain”, JCD rewrites “alarming rise in the number of
Americans who are more than willing to attack and kill their fellow citizens”, Holder turning
Americans against each other, al-Awlaki “masterminded” crotch bomber
0:45:43 Lucy Napolitano to ABC: “there is a lot of chatter … that references the holidays”, John
Brennan conveniently forgets crotch bomber was on board plane; al-Qaeda monkey bars Broll; Diane Sawyer:“for every Abdulmutallab caught, are other homegrown terrorists being
formed?”; James Clapper clueless about arrest of 12 suspects in London; Nazi-like “homeland”
1:00:31 Letterman Christmas “junk mail” joke on postal worker delivering mail naked
1:01:19 Donation Segment
1:22:02 Riots and disappearances after Aleksandr Lukashenko wins dubious 80% victory in Belarus;
START Treaty loopholes for storing ballistic missiles, “space launch facilities”
1:29:08 Incomprehensible mush-mouthed Rep. Bobby Rush on do-not-track legislation
1:33:07 ACC connects paper money RFID circuitry and FCC net neutrality to Vivek Kundra IPv6
push, “cashless society with cash”, JCD on carrying worthless non-ER pounds into UK
1:41:00 Gardasil approved against anal cancer; shingles vaccine propaganda, JCD on hepatitis vaccine
for clinicians handling blood products; veterans chaining themselves to White House fence
1:47:00 Biodiversitée: 2000 UK Independent article quotes University of East Anglia CRU scientist
David Viner: “children just aren’t going to know what snow is”; jet stream diversion havoc
1:49:39 No mention of Heath Ledger’s death in interview with wife on ABC Nightline
1:51:02 No Labels conference with left-wing Nancy Jacobson and Burson-Marsteller CEO Mark Penn,
“cool” leather-wearing Mark McKinnon on Meet the Press, James Tisch connected to CFR &
CBS, 501(c)(4) “scam” lobbying organization, Rothschild money
2:03:06 Cryptome’s John Young predicts WikiLeaks Clinton Foundation documents; drag queen Julian
Assange; hexavalent chromium found in 31 US cities’ water, JCD on pharmaceuticals in water
2:09:45 Gitmo jeweler BI Inc. acquired by jailer Geo Group for $415M; Bank of America pays finder’s
fee of $200 for returning stolen $40k; Netherlands to criminalize inciting bank run
2:14:42 Bullcrap claim that New York can detect medical isotopes on passing cruise ships; Huckabee
propagating TSA “tough job” meme; Oprah’s extravagant “favorite things” giveaways
2:22:19 “Internet shock jock” Hal Turner gets 33 months in prison for threatening federal judges
2:24:21 Draft EU internet censorship bill, JCD on turning to Google to do the censorship dirty work
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Mothra Will Save Us!

(2010-12-19)

0:00:00 JCD: (falsetto) “I’m a fancy fancy Englishman!” (1:18:24)
0:00:38 In the morning to the “hams on the air”; Meet the Press nolabels.org unity movement,
Seattle outlawing stickers on public property, JCD: “not left, not right, forward ha-ha-ha!”
0:05:21 Producer Segment
0:09:44 CIA station chief outed in Pakistan, 50 “suspected insurgents” droned; drone crash in Texas
backyard, JCD: put stickers on it; Michelle Obama to 60 Minutes in 2007: “he couldn’t be a
smoking president”, Nicorette plug, “please, America, watch, keep an eye on him”
0:16:07 West Wing Week epilogue “I would’ve been sleepin’ on the couch!”, Senior Advisor Valerie
Jarrett running the show at CEO meeting, mean “Michelle Obama look”, born in Shiraz Iran;
Jarrett blathers at financial press for six minutes; JCD on husband-battering women, Jarrett’s
ex-husband dead of heart attack, Michelle’s former boss in Daley’s oﬀice, Habitat CEO, ACC:
“she’s a slum lord”, Hillary’s rise to “most powerful woman in the universe”
0:25:34 Australia trying to censor internet porn, French blacklist for ISPs, UK opt-in with “Ministry of
Porn”; UN in early stages of taking over ICANN, ACTA Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement
final draft, JCD on publishers taking control of copyright, ACC on expensive CC lawsuits
0:34:55 UN declares 2010 International Year of Biodiversitée with “goodwill ambassador” Edward Norton, “business as usual” and “tipping point” memes, crowdrise.com clearinghouse skimming
5%, 2009 “super unique” campaign for Maasai Wilderness Conservation
0:42:33 The Mail Online on Prince Charles’ new book Harmony, ACC: “I fear for Prince Charles’
life!”, “crackpot” notions from Diana, opposition to land mines; bogus CrowdRise peerage;
Obama not invited to royal wedding, Obama’s empty Oval Oﬀice desk, “lotta pens” gag
0:53:10 Silvio Berlusconi 17-year-old dancer scandal “damaging the reputation of Italy”
0:55:22 National Organization for Women sues to declare Hooters unsuitable for minors
0:57:47 Child’s severed foot found on Washington beach, JCD medical cadaver prank theory
1:00:35 Trains Good Planes Bad: ABC on “full-body screenings”, al-Qaeda “determined and sophisticated”, TSA missing .40 Glock pistol in 2009, dismal “Red Team” results classified, bid for
more and higher-paid TSA; USPS’ $8bn loss in 2009, Google data-gathering vehicle scheme
1:10:48 Donation Segment
1:20:05 Amtrak First Amendment policy; JCD: Fox trying to get rid of Bill O’Reilly; DHS Patriot
app, DriveMeCrazy DMV tattling app; producer note on Dutch city’s burgernet
1:27:56 Mexican military “outgunned” by drug traﬀickers destroying 90k confiscated weapons
1:30:51 Dog the Bounty Hunter’s Randy Quaid theatrics; Winona Ryder 15-year-old story to GQ on
Mel Gibson’s “oven-dodgers” Jewish slur; Gibson replaced by Bill Clinton on Hangover 2
1:38:49 US-Russia START treaty ignored in favor of Miley Cyrus bong videos; Federal Reserve admits
giving money to foreign banks, Chris Whalen to CNBC: Fed “there to support the speculators
and they let the real economy go to Hell”; Ron Paul to head Subcommittee on Domestic
Monetary Policy; Whalen on Fed money for GE and Verizon
1:48:47 No WikiLeaks documents on 9/11 or Oklahoma City bombing, Bank of America’s foolish
announcement of PayPal-like boycott, Assange sitting on 5 GB of BoA documents; NewsHour
on BoA and Wells Fargo making homeowners pay for foreclosure sale ads
1:59:56 Godzilla vs Mothra clip for end of show; KTLA on Mexicali earthquake and “Inland Empire”
2:03:05 Fresh Start Private alcohol treatment naltrexone shot “approved for use by a regulatory body”
2:07:14 Riots impacting the “Greece police”
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AQ-USA

(2010-12-16)

0:00:00 ACC: “Ahahah! Let me stroke my white pussy for a moment! Ahahaha!” (0:22:25)
0:00:44 First “if you see something say something” victim with garden spray nozzle killed by police;
NPR on Lucy Napolitano’s subway message; Andrew Napolitano to Glenn Beck: “they will
make it a crime if we see something and don’t say something”; NPR on “ask a Walmart
manager for assistance”, permanent orange alert, travelers “cried foul” over patdowns, overproduced man on the street mashup, JCD: “deplorable ethical breach”; Lucy’s Jodie Foster
“through the teeth” lesbian milieu speech pattern, laughing “I know I’ve heard your voice”,
East Germany reference, “is there anything a little bit strange or Big Brother-ish in seeing
your own image … everywhere heh! issuing these warnings?”, evil laugh imitation contest
0:24:49 Producer Segment: Scott McKenzie’s noagendanovels.com
0:34:34 Wonder Showzen “slaves built the Pyramids” song; JCD on Jim Henson’s obscure Dinosaurs
0:36:29 Two to the Head: Mark Madoff theory vetted by entertainment lawyer, Jewish cremation,
wife’s name change from Madoff to Morgan, father-in-law’s complicity, Bernie’s work with
Russian mob and Israeli intelligence; Rapiscan lawyer on $129M lawsuit against L3
0:44:23 DNS & BGP stream issues, PayPal denying network segments; Bob Schieffer College of Communication forum on Washington Post denied leaks over Assange snub, New York Times
redaction, State Department shill frets over “collapse of modern journalism”, “discipline of
editorial restric… uh, observation that has given us a sense of what is and is not news”
1:00:32 NYT’s Scott Shane on WikiLeaks’ redactions and controlled release to media outlets, withholding of newsworthy documents, ACC: “the guy is a Russian spy!”, on paying Assange “to
my knowledge, the answer’s no”; ACC on redaction as blackmail
1:10:29 Maurice Lacroix Swiss watch ads with “ambassador” Jimmy Wales and Bob Geldof
1:14:28 Donation Segment
1:26:43 And Now Back to Real News: Extra weekly wrap with Oprah crying in Syndey; John Boehner’s
waterworks; Byron Allen’s “worst show in the history of television” Gossip Queens based on
The View, ACC invited onto pilot as guest, “ohmuhgosh” Snooki alcohol poisoning, “she’s
about 110 pounds so she had to have a lot to drink!”, ad for Aladdin Bail Bonds
1:37:50 Cialis “ask if you’re healthy enough for sexual activity” ad; “no medical need to have a monthly
period” Seasonique birth control, “blood clots, stroke, and heart attack” with grinning models
1:46:25 Richard Holbrooke dead at 69, Democracy Now on East Timor and other Holbrooke atrocities; aorta rupture during meeting with Hillary Clinton, power vacuum in Pakistan, China’s
ambassador expected to sign a flurry of agreements; Holbrooke grilled about East Timor in
1997 Q&A, JCD on Jimmy Carter’s humanitarian activities as indicator of guilty conscience;
Benazir Bhutto laser theory; JCD on Katie Couric pro-war propaganda from legless veterans
2:01:47 AP on 1.6% of money spent on Haiti going to Haitian companies and the rest squandered,
threatened “aid freeze” due to Haitian government inaction, JCD on global disaster relief cycle
2:06:13 Trains Good Planes Bad: Keith Olbermann blames Scott Walker & John Kasich for losing
jobs and high-speed rail money; Al Jazeera “On a Wing and a Prayer” on Boeing 737 whistleblowers; Fox travel expert on Bing travel predictor, “I’m driving … most everybody does”
2:13:35 CNN on al-Qaeda threat, “attacks possibly against the US or Europe”, “nothing specific in
terms of a location or a specific plan”, Don Lemon vigilance question; Georgetown professor
on al-Qaeda brand “AQ-USA”; UK intelligence chief Pauline Neville-Jones all-in on pre-crime
2:26:52 Outro: end-of-show clip of Nigel Farage berating José Manuel Barroso
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Madoff has left the building

(2010-12-12)

0:00:00 ACC: “Put down the banana and the nutmeg, kid, you’re under arrest, we have the place
surrounded! kssht” (0:29:24)
0:00:40 In the morning to the “wings in the skies”
0:01:51 New announcement about danger of secondhand smoke, stammering Robert Gibbs on Obama’s
smoking “for enjoyment and for some relaxation”; ACC and Ms. Micky on tobacco-free day
seven, JCD: “no difference” between “wake and bake” era and now, ACC: “I am stronger than
our pussy-ass President!”, Michelle’s smoking mystery, JCD on “five years sober!” zealots
0:12:18 Obama brings Bill Clinton to press conference, “I thought it’s a slow news day so I brought
the other guy in”, Clinton on vegan diet looking like walking dead, Obama in a yank to leave
for Christmas party, Bill: “I had quite a good time governing”, “I am happy to be here, I
suppose, when the bullets that are fired are unlikely to hit me, unless they’re just ricocheting”
0:18:12 Producer Segment: Ladybug children’s game ad, UK green Santa
0:25:35 Fox News on teenagers abusing nutmeg for “marijuana-like buzz”, JCD: “and the worst breath
ever!”, fractal of 1960s Mellow Yellow banana peels
0:29:42 Bill Clinton “Haiti update”: PM not involved in “political imbroglio”, call for “outside observers”, “everyone understands they had to carry out this election under enormously diﬀicult
circumstances”, ID cards for “tented areas”, $70bn from World Bank; WHO swooping in with
cholera vaccine, JCD: “worst shot you can get”, $40 per dose, new Indian vaccine for “global
stockpile”; Sarah Palin in Haiti; ULF radio signals detected by French satellite DEMETER
before earthquake, JCD: “aren’t we supposed to do this in the second half of the show?”
0:43:40 BBC: Obama ’s Nobel Peace Prize “an embarrassment”; German soldiers stationed in France
0:48:36 London riots over tripling of university tuitions, JCD on bankruptcy-proof US student loans;
attack on Prince Charles’ car, “democracy is not supposed to work like this”, JCD: “you’re
supposed to do as you’re told!”, potential £9k per year in tuition, police tactic of “kettling”
protestors, Prince Charles’ car window rolled down; erudite 15-year-old on “headlines like
vandals on The Evening Standard that afternoon” from untruthful media; small protest over
outrageous University of California tuition hikes, ACC on Chinese student pilot radio traﬀic
1:09:40 ACC on Kendra, Married to Rock, and Bridalplasty: “it shows you everything that is wrong
with the United States of America”; Sarah Palin’s Alaska caribou butchering episode; HBO
Lombardi documentary on winning, “now everyone hug and share a secret!”
1:15:09 UK magazine Counter Terror Business magazine “police state porn”
1:17:36 Donation Segment: ACC “handover over Andover over Dover, over”; JCD proposes baronies
1:32:17 Biodiversitée: Cancun COP16 agreement “unreadable”, REDD Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Degradation, $100bn/year Green Climate Fund overseen by World Bank; producer note on toy World Bank credit card
1:38:14 Mark Madoff two-to-the-head hanging with dog leash, medical examiner’s van, destination
Paraguay; Veronica Cohen aka Ronni Chasen killed by Russian mob over music deal, JCD
on mob’s fondness for puns; Randy Quaid’s fear of Russian mafia, Dog the Bounty Hunter
tweeting about getting in on Quaid game; sketchy soact.net
1:51:47 WikiLeaks CIA honeypot theories going around
1:55:47 Stockholm suicide bombing over artist Lars Vilks; IMF shoving loans down Portugal’s throat
1:57:48 Hamburger Helper partnership with Feeding America; H1N1 kills ten in UK
2:02:17 Next talking points memo addressing high-speed rail, “modernize our transportation system”
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Lucy Napolitano in Yemen

(2010-12-09)

JCD: “The madness has to end.” ACC: “The madness, stop the madness!” (1:35:40)
Notes from ships at sea; PayPal outage due to DDoS attack by outraged Anonymous
Producer Segment #1
Janet Napolitano on Walmart-DHS “hometown security” collusion; 1984 telescreens; to BJA
symposium: violent extremism “radicalized form of violent crime”, need for “communityoriented policing”, $13M for if you see something say something “uh, I don’t wanna say
ads, but announcements in Walmart stores across the country”, “soft targets” meme, “when
you leave this talk you’re gonna remember a couple of things” due to NLP; JCD predicts
chokepoint attack “where you now have to have appointment to get on your plane”
Producer Segment #2: Bellingen New South Wales fluoride adoption
Mimi opts out of naked body scanner and deploys dosimeter talking point
WikiLeaks “National Enquirer for elites”, Von Rompuy griping about being snubbed in Copenhagen, JCD: “catty chitchat”, net neutrality resurrected; Assange at “undisclosed location”
studio with long delays, “hiding” at Frontline Club; BBC on China’s threat to US in Africa
Andrew Napolitano on government bullying PayPal, Charles Goyette on indifference to Federal
Reserve revelations; Ron Paul defends everyman journalists; WikiLeaks for Kindle; JCD on
FCC eyeing internet for regulation: “enjoy it while you can”; bogus Norway spiral document
09OSLO337; Napolitano on Hillary Clinton stealing credit cards and First Amendment “fire!”
Credit card purchasing tracked in real time; JCD on “Lucy Napolitano” telling people to rat
on each other, another dumb guy with fake bomb entrapped by FBI, “the crime of stupidity”
And Now Back to Real News: America’s Most Wanted Ronni Chasen tip, Beverly Hills police:
“preliminarily we believe it was a random act, and we believe Mrs. Chasen was gonna be the
victim of a robbery”; HLN “blonde in a new Mercedes” theory; New York Magazine article
“Monetizing the Celebrity Meltdown” on Tom Barrack’s Colony Capital celebrity bailout
operation; Vanity Fair hit piece on the Quaids; JCD on the rich as perennial mafia targets
Donation Segment: PBS cashing in on Michael Jackson; “new human resource”
Biodiversitée: COP16 in Cancun, shrill EU Climate Commissioner Connie Hedegaard Koksbang addressing audience in winter clothing, “when you put up targets, long-term targets, you
also send a very strong signals to investors”, “low-carbon strategy for 2050”; AP on “plan B”
geoengineering and growing agave; NOAA scientist: “we need to do … whatever we can to
reduce population” to cheers from crowd, “this madness has to end”
Producer note on Bill Clinton keynote at Salesforce Conference; Hillary Clinton apologizes to
Indian Ambassador for patdown; Bill plugging high-speed rail and Haiti “redevelopment”
$800k Architecture for Humanity Haiti oﬀice; Daily Finance on thriving Port-au-Prince hotels
Trains Good Planes Bad: P. Diddy Last Train to Paris
Bill O’Reilly slanders University of Washington professor over assertion that military is a
predatory recruiter, “nobody can force anybody to stay in the military, you don’t like it you
can leave”; CSI: New York on “unamerican” professor’s chemtrail conspiracy theories; Law &
Order: SVU “creep tweets”; “get your heart racing this week on Speed!”
American citizen Anwar al-Awlaki marked for death by Obama, “polished production” video,
“safe haven” in Yemen; October report: to be killed “if and when he is found in Yemen”, Post9/11 Pentagon luncheon after FBI interview, “he was vetted, but clearly not very thoroughly”
Outro: 3:33 end-of-show clip of triple rant by Andrew Napolitano
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Persistent Jet Contrails

(2010-12-05)

JCD: “I told her she was spewing old propaganda!”
In the morning to boots on the ground and ships at sea in Gulf of Aden
Producer Segment: Dutch Zwarte Piet and gift lottery traditions; show number club
Ron Paul a WikiLeaks supporter; Julian Assange to The Economist on “initial publishing
group”, using press in lieu of data dumps, “political reform” goal, “harm minimization process”
Bogus story about arrest of Karzai’s brother; British-sounding Assange’s LSD cult childhood
Ben Sherwood named ABC president of news, sister Elizabeth Special Assistant to the President and Senior Director for European Affairs, The Survivors Club: The Secrets and Science
that Could Save Your Life, JCD on right-wing talkers sponsored by storable food outlets
The Arab Lobby author Mitchell Bard on Saudi Arabian top-down approach to lobbying by
going directly to administration, “take care of people when they leave oﬀice”, Bill Clinton and
Middle East Studies Center at University of Arkansas; Saudi-funded schools with Israel missing
from maps, anti-Jewish and -Christian textbooks in Fairfax schools; George Clooney’s father
on Newseum board, American University School of Communication alumni list, Freedom
Forum run by Gannett; Eisenhower’s original “military industrial academic complex”
Bard on Saudi concern over Iran, appeasement and nuclear competition options, possibility
of direct 9/11 sponsorship, JCD on Wahhabism among the masses; NPR’s $1.8M from Soros
Donation Segment: ACC intending to get ham license; jingle requests
S.510 Food Safety Modernization Act, DHS Brownshirts outnumbering Marine Corps; Janet
Napolitano “count on something happening while you are governor” to Bill Haslan
Bob Graham “next four years” crotch bomber WMD prediction, JCD: “if it could blow up a
cat it’s a weapon of mass destruction”, Dianne Feinstein “next three to six months” revisited
Joe O’Biden “filling in” for Obama in weekly address, JCD: “what is this, the Leno show?”
Texas judge ordering GPS anklets to keep kids in school to CBC: AG opinion “has confirmed
that the use of ankle monitors … is reasonable”, FBI corruption probe, “I installed them on
a couple of young people … and it worked!”, “we get an alert that they’re outside of the
prescribed zone and therefore we can … send the troops”, full segment for end-of-show
ACC’s show opening date botch; Rosalind Peterson on chemtrails “persistent jet contrails”
and 2006 NASA Ames geoengineering meeting, term “geoengineering” kept out of textbooks,
funding from military, Air Force Weather as a Force Multiplier: Owning the Weather in 2025
paper, “such a capability offers the war fighter tools to shape the battlespace in ways never before possible”, spikes in California drinking water manganese and aluminum, “stewards of the
environment” rationale and food supply impacts; JCD on cloud seeding with jet afterburners
List of Obama’s actions against CIA
Blue Bloods “expand the view” variation on “zoom enhance”
“Complete chaos” in Haiti, The Guardian on $732M of $6bn used to resurrect government,
10% election turnout, Célestin posters ripped down, cholera “witchcraft” lynchings; baseballs
made in Haiti, Célestin’s connection to cocaine industry, Disney clothing sweatshops
Germany ditching euro rumor, potential bank run precipitated by WikiLeaks, JCD on blackmail potential, watch for Germany printing Deutsche Marks
Ronni Chasen dead “person of interest” no longer of interest; new Mark David Chapman book
German scientists: chewing gum stimulates brain, “added benefit” of sugar-free
No Agenda talking points memo to be released soon
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The Moment of Truth

(2010-12-02)

ACC: “Inventing the wheel in advance in case we have to! Huh?” (1:44:03)
JCD’s amateur radio call sign KJ6LNG; WikiLeaks dominating news, anachronistic “cables”
Producer Segment: noagendaip.com IP address lookup accessed by uscourts.gov
State Department leak: Dennis Miller on Julian Assange: “they should off him just because
he’s a pale dweeb”; Jon Stewart: “who put Perez Hilton in charge of our diplomatic corps?”;
Carl Bernstein on “terrific stories”; The Guardian first choice of stories, Bank of America stock
down; Robert Gates downplays severity in PBS interview; Andrea Mitchell: State Department
“nightmare”, Hillary Clinton’s weekend on phone, computer system changed “to better protect
diplomatic secrets from Pentagon access”, re-examination of post-9/11 information sharing
Pentagon spokesman Geoff Morrell to Megyn Kelly on Robert Gates not using Cyber Command, “not appropriate”, Kelly aghast at non-censorship, “indispensable power” meme; Jon
Stewart on Hillary Clinton’s embarrassment: “you know she’s married to this guy, right?”
Interpol “red alert” for Assange, mother Christine Assange running puppet theater; creepy
murals at Bank of America headquarters; BBC on leaked Russia “virtual mafia state” from
Spanish judge; Vladimir Putin on Larry King, Russia gets 2018 World Cup after Putin defends
FIFA, Putin on aiding coalition in Afghanistan; JCD recommends The International film
S.510 FDA Food Safety Modernization Act passed; National Commission on Fiscal Responsibility and Reform report The Moment of Truth recommending higher taxes and older retirement
age, elite Commission member roster, ACC on national debt held by foreign banks
Christine Lagarde “shut up slave” for soccer player proposing bank run
Andrew Napolitano on Oregon FBI patsy’s thought crimes; DHS FAST Future Attribute
Screening Technology for “large sporting events, border crossings, or airports”; DHS Faraday
envelopes; Bob Barr: “they haven’t thwarted anything”, “WMD” full of sawdust, entrapment
defense gutted; article on CIA control of NPR, “weird” Ford Foundation grants
Donation Segment: sumo’s deep ties with yakuza; Clinton Haiti fund refund
Haitian candidate 70-year-old woman Mirlande Manigat; Red Cross boots on the ground:
“most people are still living in tents”, “incredibly complicated” to find land to build on, “very
diﬀicult to prove ownership of land”; “pathetic” Clinton-Bush Haiti Fund website $52M
TSA bus station checkpoint in Tampa looking for “bulk cash smuggling”, VIPR Visible Intermodal Prevention and Response, idiot man on the street “I feel safe knowin’ that I get on the
bus and I’m not gonna blow up”
Much-anticipated NASA news conference; Yemen vortex disturbing Jet Stream, Gulf of Aden
navy roster, Europe snowed under by extreme weather
Biodiversitée: Royal Society paper calls for measures to “halt economic growth”, “politicians
should consider a rationing system”, JCD: “wear more layers”
And Now Back to Real News: Extra weekly wrap; Randy Quaid death scenarios for Esquire;
Ronni Chasen “Mozambiqued”, “person of interest” shoots himself in head, Burlesque director
Steven Antin, Clint Culpepper “gay mafia hit”; BP recovery head killed in small plane crash
Trains Good Planes Bad: accidental nosedive due to copilot fumble; bird flu “just a plane ride
away”; mercury turning birds gay; Whole Foods Dover sole with “less mercury”
Producer note on surgical masks required for unvaccinated hospital workers, ACC’s chemtrails
Crappy Hell’s Kitchen “screaming match” teaser, “that’s my baby boy!” hysteria
TSA: parents should tell kids that being molested is “a game”; ACC reading Eighteen Acres
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Cheerleaders for Science

(2010-11-28)

0:00:00 JCD: “Hey, I’ll tell you something. These girls aren’t underdeveloped.” (1:41:30)
0:00:35 ICE torrent-finder.com seizures, immixGroup seizedservers.com DNS redirect, Black
Friday counterfeit goods seizures and ACTA, ACC on use of domain names with pre-HTTP
Gopher protocol, OpenDNS blocked by Verizon Wireless; weekend CNN teleprompter screwups
0:12:53 Producer Segment: Brad Meltzer’s Decoded
0:18:28 ACC playing cowbell at Rudy Sarzo’s birthday party, JCD: “I did the dishes last night”
0:19:19 Hollywood whackers: 9mm hollow point bullets in Ronni Chasen coroner report; Libertarian
Party cofounder David Nolan found dead of “unknown causes” in car at 66; BP oil spill incident
commander dies in small plane crash
0:24:49 JCD courts Japanese producers with sumo results clip
0:26:14 JCD on Intel engineer busted for post-9/11 trip to join Taliban; FBI foils plot to blow up
Portland Christmas tree lighting, car bombing offer not recorded due to “technical diﬀiculties”;
9/11 edition of glossy Jihad Recollections magazine “spook propaganda”
0:37:10 Show 254 “second British Opium War” question a plug for Lyndon LaRouche’s Dope, Inc.
0:39:29 Bob Woodward C-SPAN interview: war “in trouble, this report released by Congress this
week shows that it’s not”, Gore “get with the goddamn program” to Clinton an example of
“speaking the truth”, story of pushing Day of Battle book into Obama’s hands, new meme
“Professor Obama”, “I take my young daughter into the voting both and she votes for me”
0:52:46 CBC News The National ad with roster of adjectives not including “truth”
0:54:57 Haitian election day with main contenders Michel “Sweet Micky” Martelly and Jude Célestin,
no Anderson Cooper to be found documenting cholera outbreak
1:00:51 NHK on exchange of artillery fire between South and North Korea, Yeonpyeong Island “exercise” and FAX from North, distraction from Russia-China energy deal
1:02:59 John Bolton on most of UK law being dictated by Brussels, “democratic deficit”; cloned meat
and milk approved for sale; JCD on Swedish flag banned on jam and jelly labels; Barroso:
“we want to keep a welfare state”; Irish producer note on country falling apart
1:12:29 Donation Segment
1:17:55 Florida driver’s license Real ID gold star, Social Security number requirement, ACC: “why
don’t we sew a gold star onto our clothing?”, 15 states complying and 27 state laws against,
“states are relying on private corporations to collect the data”, DHS $10bn cost estimate,
L-1 Identity Solutions board member former DHS Deputy Secretary James Loy: “part of
a good American economic way of doing business, capitalism at its best”; L-1 promo video
on use “in-theater” for imprisonment “enrollment”, BAT Biometric Automated Toolset and
HIIDE Handheld Interagency Identity Detection Equipment, use at checkpoints, “palm, facial,
moving toward DNA”, “access to medical services for our US population”; JCD on socialist
Upton Sinclair running on state sales tax repeal platform, Democrats wanting higher taxes
1:34:36 sciencecheerleader.com video with hot uptalking science babes, JCD: “I sure don’t want
her as my doctor”; RAND Corporation report: more funding needed for “social and behavioral
science” to push flu vaccine; Citibank Flu Care card; producer note on PBS Sid the Science
Kid “Super Duper Antibodies” game, “let’s fight the flu virus!”
1:46:39 Mullah Omar’s envoy to Taliban commander “hacked to death”
1:48:53 “Dirty player” Obama elbowed during pick-up basketball game, ACC: “do they have to rough
up the other Obama as well?”; FDIC’s Sheila Bair WSJ CYA “quiet confidence” op-ed
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Radioactive Butts

(2010-11-25)

0:00:00 ACC: “Your ass is radioactive!” (0:32:58)
0:00:36 JCD: PG&E mascot Reddy Kilowatt “anorexic”; history of Thanksgiving with Abraham Lincoln; bogus Thanksgiving story and “celebrating the Holocaust” in Ms. Micky’s acting class;
ACC at packed mall renting tuxedo; JCD shopping at “dead empty” Monterey Foods
0:07:36 Producer Segment: “biodiversitée” sign on campus
0:13:11 TSA puts positive spin on opt-out day, ACC tries to call in dosimeter question for Pistole,
CAIR self-patdown question and crotch swab “smell my finger”; Washington Post poll with
514 respondents, man on the street idiot “I was not offended in the least”; Janet Napolitano
to Charlie Rose: “what I say is, look”, “greater confidence that the other people on the plane
have been properly screened” meme, “the big long-term conspiracy involving lots of players
who were in on the conspiracy like 9/11”, planned “low-tech” attacks, “we have to also be
thinking now about going onto mass transit, or to trains, or maritime”, JCD: “hey Obama!”
0:27:44 CBS “radiation truths and lies”, MIT “it’s never been demonstrated”; MSNBC shill compilation; “one year of spooning with your spouse might expose you to 2 millirems”; JCD on cops
eager to arrest TSA agents with unearned badges; douchebag Chris Matthews grills EPIC’s
Ginger McCall about Chertoff conflict of interest, “you’ve made a serious charge, thank you”
0:41:16 Scanner patents sold for $6.8M to sketchy Thermo Instrument Systems after IRT bankruptcy;
producer note on face images being saved; CLEAR “first-class slave” program resurrected
0:45:47 Former Sen. Duncan Hunter Freudian slip to Hannity: “some of those young guys in Helmand
Province will be dead in twenty days”; fired General James Jones, ACC: Cutting the Fuse
“unbelievable piece of crap”, Jones’ speech in Sochi Russia critical of UK drug smuggling; The
Guardian on UK heroin shortage, JCD: “Monsanto’s gotta come in with some Hot Poppies
that really do the trick!”; Viktor Ivanov announces seizure of 932 kilos of heroin in Afghanistan
0:59:37 Irish minimum wage drops under IMF austerity, JCD on punishing tax haven; Nigel Farage
to Haiku Herman on denying Irish election: “just who the Hell do you people think you are?”
1:05:55 Shitstorm over UKIP Godfrey Bloom “ein Volk, ein Reich, ein Führer” during Martin Schulz
speech, Bloom “apology”: Schulz “undemocratic fascist”, “you must have me escorted out,
sir!”, Farage calls out Schulz, Bloom gets tossed out by chain-wearing bureaucrat
1:18:56 José Manuel Barroso proposes “EU self funding”; Sweden to vote on adopting Lisbon Treaty
1:21:03 Donation Segment: Clinton Haiti charity cleared for Canadian donations
1:33:39 Chemtrail documentary What on Earth Are They Spraying?, safe aluminum level 1k vs measured 63k ppm, accelerant role and wildfires, JCD on inhalation risk; John Holdren on “geoengineering to create cooling effects to offset the greenhouse”, JCD: “they’re out to make a
global cooling scenario to kill people”; Schwarzenegger declares emergency over perchlorate
levels, JCD on Standard Oil chemical lab competitions; ACC recommends Plane Finder app
1:44:02 Sarkozy denies accusing journalist of being pedophile; Tom DeLay convicted of money laundering; China & Russia sign local currency energy deal; Yeonpyeong Island artillery exchange
1:49:35 Producer notes on LA missile: US source and accidental launch; planned bank run in Ireland
and Spain, Max Keiser’s project to kill J.P. Morgan by buying silver, JCD on Bunker Hunt
1:57:08 NATO scammed by Pakistani posing as Taliban leader; Pat Buchanan shilling for Huckabee
or Palin on MSNBC; Barbara Bush hoping Sarah Palin stays in Alaska, “MILF!” Jingle
2:04:47 Hawaii Five-0 bad acting; ACC watching The Kill Point; Russian spy Leonardo DiCaprio
2:12:49 ACC’s GNU PGP setup, MailSteward on Mac OS X
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Final Jeopardy

(2010-11-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “You’re takin’ our opium, wherever they got it from, and you’re gonna use that and
we’re gonna take your tea.” (1:01:21)
0:00:39 “Buckets” coming down in ACC’s neighborhood
0:01:24 TSA naked body scanners and patdowns oﬀicially a major distraction
0:04:55 Producer Segment
0:12:23 NPR Wait Wait…Don’t Tell Me! mocks “if you touch my junk” John Tyner, Faith Salie:
“what is the big objection to these see-through scanners?”, JCD: “she’s got like a butt-chin”;
Rapiscan CEO the other Deepak Chopra accompanying Obama to India, “Barack’s buddy”
John Pistole; TSA “Blogger Bob” cites Johns Hopkins instead of device manufacturers; comic
book “X-ray specs”; ACC brings up dosimeters at dinner with Frank Coraci; urostomy bags
and mastectomy prostheses; Indian travelers refusing to tolerate scanners; John Tyner’s $10k
fine and TSA document on fines for “sharp objects”, “improper use of airport access medium”
0:35:42 Austan Goolsbee on “major milestone hit by General Motors”, IPO “one of the biggest in
history”; ACC on banks investing QE money in GM (ACCPPotD)
0:47:27 C-SPAN New America Foundation panel “policy wonks” blathering about foreign policy, Executive Intelligence Review question on Afghanistan as “second British Opium War”, General
Jones fired for agreeing with Russians, ignored completely, House of Representatives underground bunker full of spooks
1:02:40 ACC using GNU PGP; Sweden trying to two-to-the-head Assange; JCD on Jimmy Wales’
picture on business card; Ireland’s financial crisis explained in 30 seconds
1:08:31 Donation Segment: “be a donor, not a boner”; JCD turkey brining; talking points memo
1:23:04 ACC successfully promotes Soho House persimmon pudding bread to Frank Coraci
1:24:30 Final Jeopardy question “what is biodiversitée?”
1:28:10 Plavix ad with 12-year-old lecturing mother on PAD peripheral artery disease, “call the doctor
about Plavix, please?”; Clinton Foundation finally releases IRS Form 990 for 2009, $120M in
property and equipment, $122M from government grants, $102M spent on pharmaceuticals,
recipients redacted, $0 in admissions to Clinton Library
1:38:40 Mounting evidence Haiti cholera epidemic was caused by UN Nepali “peacekeepers”
1:40:29 Hollywood Whackers: Ronni Chasen shooting written off as gang initiation, November 7 death
threats for five casting directors; Wesley Snipes gets three years for not filing taxes, JCD on
IRS making high-profile example, “pauper’s prison”; producer note on 1928 book Propaganda
by father of modern PR Edward Bernays, “invisible government which is the true ruling power
of our country”
1:48:28 Boeing E-4B “America’s doomsday plane” on National Geographic Channel, “otherwise you’ve
got just complete chaos after whatever event this is”; New York “contrail” a day after “mystery
missile” launch, Glenn Beck Chinese missile theory, link to government maritime warning
removed; Queensland orange sky and UFOs; ACC on chemtrails on house after last show
2:05:38 Human case of H5N1 bird flu in Hong Kong, potential distraction from TSA
2:08:57 Crippled Carnival ship to be docked in San Diego for months of repairs
2:10:56 GSM Association launches initiative to get rid of SIM cards; The Register on cloud company
per-person charges for government surveillance
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Love Pats

(2010-11-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “Y’know, Janet Napolitano who refused to go through the machine, you say, well, ’cause
of the radiation, no, because she knows, she’s worked for the government, she knows that once
she steps foot in that machine they’re saving that picture of her dead-ass naked and they’re
gonna use it as blackmail!” (0:37:57)
0:00:50 Gitmo Nation National Anthem; No Agenda producers unsurprised by TSA enhanced patdown
outrage; California DAs promise charges against TSA screeners committing sexual crimes
0:06:38 Producer Segment: “TSA agent” to Free Talk Live: “in the morning” and “I have no agenda”
0:14:47 Conan O’Brien on enhanced patdowns; TSA’s John Pistole dodges Margaret Warner blowback
question; “two flights at the same time” canned answer for Senate and PBS, “passenger rail
and mass transit” vs Obama “no takin’ off your shoes”; “correct” for Warner’s “body cavity”
0:30:33 KTLA’s Lu Parker: John Tyner opted out of scan “that, by the way, emits just about the
same radiation as a cell phone conversation”; Pistole lies about child exemption and X-ray
exposure “well within the safety standards”, no vendor statements on optional ANSI standard
0:35:52 Chair Jay Rockefeller ditches hearing, Claire McCaskill “love pats” meme, “I am wildly excited
about the notion that I can walk through a machine”, congratulates DHS for “real successes”
like H1N1; Arne Duncan outs Michael Chertoff “insider deal”; Ron Paul one-paragraph solution bill, “I think this whole idea of an opt-out day is just great!”; Dianne Feinstein addresses
TSA unionization non-answer: “I’m glad you don’t think it makes a lot of sense”
0:53:39 Michael Moore on 12-hour NYC-LA bullet train; JCD predicts opt-out day slowdown
1:00:29 S.510 FDA Food Safety Modernization Act bringing in DHS; producer note on finding box of
aspartame at grocery store and running mouse experiment; aspartame ant poison; CDC backs
off on fluoride; Ray LaHood all-in on automotive cell phone scramblers
1:07:35 Donation Segment
1:16:22 Stargate and 48 earthquakes in Gulf of Aden, ACC: “I think the thing is being activated”
1:19:37 And Now Back to Real News: Extra weekly wrap; publicist Ronni Chasen “whacked” with
five to the chest; Beatles music finally arrives on iTunes
1:26:02 More cholera deaths in Haiti, protester shot dead by UN “peacekeeper”; Clinton Foundation
commits $500k for “education and awareness campaign”; GM “IPO” at $33 per share
1:32:38 Haiku Herman: EU in “survival crisis”; Irish PM Dick Roche to BBC: no IMF bailout needed,
“bad debt dominoes” meme; Biodiversitée jingle
1:40:54 Arms dealer Viktor Bout arrested in Thailand DEA sting, Charles Osgood heavily-edited
Q&A with Juan Zarate: “sometimes called the Merchant of Death”, Colombian FARC links;
Gitmo prisoner acquitted of everything but conspiracy
1:52:26 Microsoft Kinect terms of service “you should not expect any level of privacy concerning your
use of the live communication features”; ACC’s in-house mail server, constant spam activity
in SMTP log; JCD on getting information from AT&T insider subsequently busted
1:57:46 Jon Stewart Obama’s Asia trip mockery compilation; New York Times on Obama avoiding
gay mentor in Indonesia; Stewart Bill Clinton “compromise” compilation, GOP Clinton “nasty
bad naughty boy” hate compilation; ACC’s e-mail from Clinton on 2022 World Cup bid
2:07:36 H.R.645 National Emergency Centers Establishment Act “concentration camp act”
2:08:50 Bristol Palin and Jersey Shore “The Situation” safe sex PSA, JCD: “turn it off!”
2:11:34 Outro: WPIX Lionel, Dave Barry, and Ron Paul on TSA “love pats” for end of show
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Debriefing Flameless Fire

(2010-11-14)

0:00:00 ACC: “That’s not gonna get you laid.” JCD: “It’s gonna get you thrown in jail.” (1:32:19)
0:00:39 JCD’s “Buzzhill Bunker”, ACC’s new equipment and new digs, irritating Fry’s security; German Pirate Party naked body scanner protest in underwear, JCD on boxers with dot-coms
magic markered on their bodies; Gitmo Nation National Anthem
0:05:56 Producer Segment: No Agenda Sounds iOS app
0:15:26 JCD recommends asking TSA why they are denied dosimeters; CDC finds 12 security installations with hazardous radiation levels, “radiation training” recommendation; former UK Home
Secretary John Reid joins Chertoff Group, Reid to BBC: “we must sustain that vigilance even
when there are no such incidents, because the threat continues”; Washington Examiner on L3
Communications and American Science and Engineering’s revolving-door lobbying firms
0:27:08 ACC’s dinner with journalist unaware of naked body scanners; NBC on call for “national opt
out day”, “I’d rather be safe than sorry” man on the street; Janet Napolitano’s refusal to go
through scanners; Fox News idiot: “this is another reason I love the train”, celebrities sticking
with buses; producer note on TSA ruining $40k helicopter electrical master box in checked
baggage; San Diego passenger records opt-out; implied consent and ticket fine print
0:39:18 Michael Moore: Obama “has the power to do so many things without Congress, and he should
use that power for the next two years”, Bill Maher “bad ass gangsta” racism, JCD: “Michael
Moore is a douchebag!”; Jon Stewart to Rachel Maddow on left-right narrative: “you woulda
thought Juan Williams killed people”, Stewart’s meeting with Timothy Geithner, ACC: “he’s
probably the only guy she’d blow”; JCD on Star Trek “Let That Be Your Last Battlefield”
0:53:10 British Department of Health puts fast food shills on diet policy panel
0:54:05 Bush 43’s Decision Points book; Jon Stewart’s brother Lawrence Leibowitz COO of NYSE
0:57:48 Obama on expiring Bush-era “high-income tax cuts”; San Francisco green “one-child families”
1:04:05 Donation Segment: fluoride inspector badge and “douchebadge”
1:13:04 Jon Stewart mocks “mystery missile” coverage; Carnival ship disabled by “flameless fire”,
passengers in San Diego: “just now they actually told us there was a fire on the boat”, singing
Gilligan’s Island parody and answering questions with eyes closed, “I understand now why
there saying that, just to keep everybody calm”; Fahizah Alim to NPR on need to “debrief,
decompress”, “earthquake-like” shaking and hearing “Arabic” language, “stage one”; recent
USA Today EMP “burn out wires and circuits” and GRID Act, JCD on decentralized grid as
fractal, 1962 Starfish Prime EMP and 1989 CME outage
1:32:24 Middle schooler note on Monsanto’s Agent Orange work; global warming experiment kits for
children; Raggs renames fleas “my little friends”; CBS: “a wandering mind makes you sad”
1:39:28 And Now Back to Real News: Asian Games dance sports, “wushu action” with screaming;
demise of National Geographic Channel; Hawaii Five-0 “she’s on of them, dad!” bad acting;
poll on popular Republican vs Democrat shows; “too close to home” Rubicon cancelled
1:50:24 Alexander Lebedev raided over WikiLeaks link; National Enquirer publisher in Chapter 11
1:53:29 Obama’s “human app” Reggie Love; Rev. Manning “he is a chain smoker” for end of show
1:57:48 Trains Good Planes Bad: SNCF “profound sorrow and regret” for WWII deportation of Jews
1:59:57 $300M Xe contract in Kyrgyzstan; 3M Dutch phone taps per year; New Zealand Search and
Surveillance Bill fascism, JCD: “this is a coup!”; George W. Bush book tour comedy, ACC on
Matt Lauer’s VH1 origin with “the bird man”, Barbara Bush’s mason jar miscarriage
2:09:17 Joel Klein leaves revolving door NYC schools for News Corporation; JCD Faraday box
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Banned by NASA

(2010-11-11)

JCD: “Fox News is absolutely disgusting!” (0:40:03)
JCD on varieties of and eating tips for persimmons, “phenomenal” pie, jujubes
Cease and desist on JCD playing kazoo during Gitmo Nation National Anthem
Producer Segment
CBS News helicopter catches missile launch off California coast, former Deputy Secretary
of Defense Robert Ellsworth: “could be a test firing of an intercontinental ballistic missile”,
Pentagon stooge John Pike: “it’s clearly an airplane contrail”, aircraft doctored out of video,
NORAD “unable to provide specific details”; JCD on Vandenberg smoke trails vs contrails;
military head-scratching, Pike “optical illusion”, ACC: “what flight was it?”, “changes course
like an airplane”, “just the kind of ambiguity … that will feed conspiracy theories forever”
ACC on no NOTAM ahead of launch; dvorak.org and curry.com blocked by NASA, National
Geospatial Intelligence Agency “intermittent missile firing operations” warning for Catalina
Island, “one got away from them” theory; disabled Carnival cruise ship towed to San Diego
instead of Mexico by aircraft carrier, Chinese EMP theory, systems disabled by single fire,
2007 Navy exercise with Chinese submarine, pre-G20 threats over US currency dilution
Kimberly Guilfoyle to Bill O’Reilly and Fox henhouse on TSA: “I have nothing to hide”, bogus
assertion that Supreme Court has decided Fourth Amendment issue, media all-in on naked
body scanners with exception of Andrew Napolitano, chatroom on implied consent
ACC on five scanners at Oakland, guy in wheelchair getting molested, JCD on “nothing to
live for” justification; media demonstration of TSA feeling up mannequin, new terror scare
“coincidence”, “breast portion” and “up close and personal” patdown; pilots union scanner
warning covered up by flight attendant patdown hysteria; JCD: “the pilot is flying the plane!”,
ACC recommends lawsuit over three-second groin touch; producer note on opt-out as “red flag
event”, “command presence” attitude; TSA jobs “saved or created”; dosimeter experiment
Donation Segment: shill@noagendanation.com
Producer note on USB stick No Agenda on Airbus 380 and subsequent problems: “I think
your show has hit Airbus in the mouth”; note on naked scanner opt-out “that’s my job”
Child-leashing producer testimonial; 900-person waiting list for Gitmo jewelry in Pittsburgh;
ACC on LAPD lack of training on marijuana licenses; ACC’s trip to Lakers game
JCD’s Show 145 gold “sell”, World Bank gold pseudo-standard; Dambisa Moyo at Reboot
America on need for some form of protectionism; Haiku Herman equates nationalism with
“warmongering”, MEP Daniel Hannan on Allied patriotism in the World Wars, Van Rompuy
on “danger of a new Euro-skepticism”: “there are people who believe their country can survive
alone in the globalized world, it’s more than an illusion, it is a lie”, “nationalism leads to war”
Producer note on photographer friend in Haiti asked to shoot “happy families on the beach”
And Now Back to Real News: Access Hollywood wrap-up with Glee “bullies are gay” meme
Codex Alimentarius aspartame approval list; CVC kicks aspartame gum habit
Network advertising quiz: “his first weanlings are selling now” for racehorse
Harrison Ford silent on biodiversitée to Letterman; high school textbook on GMO benefit
“insect biodiversitée is preserved”, JCD: “exercise in futility”, Geosystems doom and gloom
Pre-crime “predictive policing”; end-of-show Hillary Clinton interview by Hamish & Andy
CNN package: teens who text too much “much more likely to binge drink, do drugs, fight, and
probably have already had sex”, “clearly our study does not demonstrate cause and effect”
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Transportation Sexual Assault (TSA)

(2010-11-04)

0:00:00 JCD: “Do they have some special privilege … that they can grope people?” (0:36:42)
0:00:38 In the morning to boots on the ground, no Show 250 promotion, $99.99 quad-niner
donation with ACC “niner niner niner niner!”; ACC at San Francisco hotel with mobile rig
0:05:13 Producer Segment
0:08:49 Gitmo Nation National Anthem sing-along, ACC predicts singing at women’s field hockey,
JCD “just as they finish up they all turn around, bend over, and pull their shorts down”;
producer drop.io shownotes migration script and accessibility work
0:13:56 “Huge lobbying group” American Public Transportation Association survey shows majority
favor high speed rail; MSNBC’s Chris Matthews shills for “rapid rail”, “countries that are
booming are building rail”, JCD: “because these are countries that were living in mud huts
about five years ago!”, “that requires eminent domain, all kinds of things”, 300 mph claim
0:26:57 Lubbock TX aviation director James Loomis on TSA “enhanced screening techniques”: “patted
down is a term that confuses me”, “they’re touching genitalia, and it’s wrong … they are not law
enforcement oﬀicers”, “there’s no probable cause just because you bought an airline ticket”,
councilwoman not allowed to ask follow-up question; JCD proposes sexual assault charge,
snappy comebacks to idiotic TSA questions, Aric the Shill: need story about TSA pedophiles
0:42:29 JCD on TSA employees not allowed to wear radiation dosimeters; UCSF physics professors
write letter expressing concern about health effects; TSA discovers handguns in checked luggage at Orlando International Airport, man on the street “that’s great!”
0:50:50 And Now Back to Real News: Salman Rushdie irked over Cat Stevens performing at Jon
Stewart rally after calling for his murder; JCD surprised at Lee Westwood at #1 golf ranking
0:58:12 Christchurch aftershock just prior to Hillary Clinton’s arrival, Modified Mercalli Intensity
scale, AP writer notes earthquakes follow in her footsteps, announcement of no 2012 presidential run, Prime Minister’s “President Clinton”; Obama’s weapons sales to India and Pakistan
for US jobs, India after H-1B Social Security; Clinton’s close ties with Tata Consultancy
offshoring operation; ACC on Pakistan’s key role in getting US oil from Afghanistan to India
1:14:21 Donation Segment
1:26:32 NPR ombudsman blames American Public Media for Monsanto ads, APM “advertisers” pitch
1:35:04 UC Davis Building the Green Economy summit with Harrison Ford, Morning Glory opening
1:41:03 Kaiser Permanente internal memo celebrating flu shot world record, Hawaii “roving shot cart”,
“shot buses” for seniors, ACC: “we load those fuckers in a bus and shoot ’em up with shit!”
1:44:35 Sleazy Joe Miller insists Lisa Murkowski’s name be spelled correctly on write-in ballots; media
victory in defeat of Proposition 19, JCD: “like watching the movie Idiocracy”
1:52:21 Mythbusters .06% blood alcohol experiment; UK study blames beer for macular degeneration;
Lil Wayne not allowed alcohol for three years as condition of parole
2:00:03 End-of-show clip of chemist Niels Harrit on World Trade Center destruction; US warned about
“al-Qaeda in Yemen” plot; No Agenda “250 Program” vs TSA
2:05:12 Producer note on aspartame-free Fruit Stripe gum; Disney Channel “magic of healthy living”
with Michelle Obama and “veggies” meme, JCD: “what a crock of crap!”
2:07:54 Boston Globe Haiti ten months later photos; Bill Clinton laughing “all we need from people
… we just need cash”; Haitians “ignored warnings” to flee tents in face of Hurricane Tomas;
supermodel Petra Němcová shilling for Happy Hearts Fund, real estate developer Colliers
International, JCD: “hey Petra … go lookin’ for spots where maybe a good hotel could go up!”
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Multidimensional Poverty Index

(2010-11-04)

0:00:00 JCD: “They shoulda burned it off his chest!” (1:43:32)
0:00:35 ACC abandoning cloud-based services due to drop.io “fiasco”, “one way or the other people
are gonna get screwed with Facebook too”, “escrow bomb”
0:05:39 Producer Segment: JCD’s big laugh for Spuzzum BC; “Obama means well” meme
0:14:46 JCD all-in on No Agenda business cards from Vistaprint
0:15:27 ACC’s fun at the polls in someone’s garage; JCD clipping his nails; Proposition 19 marijuana
legalization loses by large margin as does climate change repeal; JCD’s video projector with
Carly Fiorina’s six-foot head, Meg Whitman’s hairdo; Republican House takeover; George
Stephanopoulos to Bill O’Reilly: Harry Reid “practically handpicked” Sharon Angle as opponent, JCD: Angle and Christine O’Donnell “dingbats”, ACC on MSM calling voters idiots
0:27:41 BBC on Jay-Z’s presidential aspirations, press insulting Obama at press conference; Public
Enemy’s Professor Griff: “Barry” president of corporation, “you a human resource”
0:33:41 Randy Quaid and “music industry mafia”; Professor Griff on contrived hip hop rivalries,
“them crackas … killed Michael Jackson”, Puff Daddy’s custom RFID clothing; Cirque de
Soleil Immortal World Tour with Jackson’s music, fire at former dermatologist Arnie Klein’s
home; JCD recommends Fahrenheit 451
0:41:23 ACC all-in on Paris 1919, Woodrow Wilson “what a dick”, JCD on pro-Wilson educational
system, Iraq a creation of cartographers; Military Channel ten-part World War I series
0:46:31 Alcohol more harmful than heroin, smarter people drink more; disgraced UK drug czar David
Nutt’s corrupt Independent Scientific Committee on Drugs, psilocybin at end of harmful list
0:56:10 The Simpsons November 6 false flag prediction; Obama headed to Mumbai with 215 CEOs
for U.S.-India Business Council “gig”; US-Russia joint raid on heroin labs on AfghanistanPakistan border; UK and France signing defense cooperation treaties, “partnership yes, giving
away sovereignty no”; ACC: British revolutionaries all in government now
1:10:13 Donation Segment: ACC Daily No Agenda idea
1:25:47 George Takei “douchebag” callout for anti-gay Arkansas school board member Clint McCance
1:28:23 Unprecedented MI6 John Sawers protestations on WikiLeaks torture allegations: “I am confident that in their efforts to keep Britain safe, all SIS staff acted with the utmost integrity
and with a close eye on basic decency and moral values”
1:31:45 UN Nagoya Summit biodiversitée deal: increase in “protected” land and ocean; pro-nuke
and pro-GMO positions; EuropaBio Secretary General MILF Nathalie Moll on “bio-based
economy”; conservation.org Conservation International, Harrison Ford: “we have to create
a kind of undeniable groundswell of public opinion”, US “here as a source of funding”; Ford
chest waxing ad with “ripped out” vs burning mixed metaphor
1:45:58 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: outbreak of swine flu in Northern Ireland
1:46:34 Celebrex arthritis drug ad: “may increase the chance of heart attack or stroke which can lead
to death”, “bleeding and ulcers, which can occur without warning, and may cause death”
1:50:30 New England Mint illegally defaced “privately-enhanced” national parks two-dollar bills on
sale at $10 each; ACC all-in on “enhanced” No Agenda collectible one-dollar bills
1:57:13 Lord James of Blackheath on “Foundation X” gold-backed investment scheme for end of show
1:58:25 Trains Good Planes Bad: Obama on upgrading “high-speed rail and internet”
2:01:02 UNDP United Nations Development Programme roundtable on “measuring human welfare”
with “multidimensional poverty index”
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Stop Albedo Now!

(2010-10-31)

0:00:00 JCD: “I can’t watch the World Series because baseball at this level makes me nervous.”
0:00:39 Gitmo Nation National Anthem, JCD: “that’s what they used to play, at schools”
0:02:24 JCD: “I’m gettin’ a ham license, I’ve decided”, story about salvaging radio antenna from
decommissioned submarine, ACC: “CQ DX, CQ DX!”, “hey John, 73s and 88s to you!”, “it’s
a license to complain!”, seawater spout antenna video, 14.275 MHz retransmission by VE6CPU
0:10:06 Producer Segment: 99% “douchebag ratio”; “Gitmo Nation Sauerkraut”
0:18:26 drop.io shutting down after sale to Facebook; JCD on defunct Palm Pilot sync service website,
pre-Yahoo GeoCities archive in 1TB torrent; ACC on Libyan bit.ly, P2P mesh network
0:25:19 Los Angeles County Museum of Art screening of Josh Azzarella video, David LaChapelle art
with missing elements, Thriller minus Michael Jackson; Randy Quaid press conference excised
“manipulating the banking system”, “malignant tumor of star whackers in Hollywood”, roster
of eight dead actors, defamation by former lawyer Lloyd Braun with Seinfeld alter ego
0:36:46 Michael Jackson on generating “several billion” for Sony Music, “I own half of Sony’s publishing
… they’re very angry at me”, “Tommy Mottola is a devil”; Today Show: Mottola “considers
himself the gatekeeper”; Peter Lopez suicide; JCD on Phantom Menace minus Jar Jar Binks
0:45:36 And Now Back to Real News: Extra teaser with Kirstie Alley’s “lifelong secret”
0:47:18 Explosive toner cartridges of terror from Yemen; TSA announces enhanced patdown procedures, “crotchal area”, JCD: “do you have to cough?”; Yemen “failed state” meme; KTVU
sends clueless consumer reporter Tom Vacar to Oakland Airport, Obama “they do apparently
contain explosive material”, packages intercepted by “international authorities”, sent to “Jewish synagogues”, Vacar on “deadly game of cat and mouse”, “anything-goes tactics”, “stream
of commerce” meme, idiot man on the street interviews: “fear, safety”
1:05:16 CNN’s Rima Maktabi blathers about Dubai cargo handling, ACC: “Larry! cut her off!”, Fran
Townsend: “well Larry, you know, look”, “intelligence was good enough to give us the tracking
numbers to find these packages”, former CIA Larry Johnson: “how long did it take us to get
to a point where we required checked luggage to be interrogated to see if it had a bomb on
board?”, JCD: “I can’t talk, I’m luggage”, “put a man on the Moon” meme; JCD on Military
Channel Paris 1919, Pentagon-CIA spat theory, Why is bin Laden Alive show
1:15:42 “Conspiracy theorist with a baaad attitude” The Odd Couple send-up
1:16:24 World Series God Bless America sung by Army PSYOPS specialist
1:17:32 Donation Segment: PBS “giving levels”; Kardashian prepaid Mastercard
1:28:59 “Biodiversitée” oﬀicial spelling, UN Agenda 21 for end of show; M. Granger Morgan at CFR
Developing an International Framework for Geoengineering event: “changing the albedo” by
“putting very fine particles in the stratosphere”, “we do stuff in the stratosphere all the time,
of course” (ACCPPotD); JCD on Ho Chi Minh at Paris told to bugger off by Woodrow Wilson
1:41:14 Meg Whitman lying Jerry Brown ad; Proposition 19 “gateway to death” propaganda with liar
Dianne Feinstein, MADD “stoned drivers”; election booklet for “Adan Curry”; “Miss Swan”
debater’s specious pain control argument; JCD: “whether you smoke it or not you should
realize that unless you want to have the Mexican gangs take over the place” (JCDPPotD)
1:55:11 Cerberus Capital Management’s Freedom Group holding company’s guns and ammo monopoly
1:58:48 More earthquakes “inevitable” in Haiti, Hurricane Tomas coming in; no Clinton 990 yet
2:02:20 Lisbon Treaty “new surveillance arrangements”; Thomas Woods Interview with a Zombie
2:05:36 Jon Stewart Rally for Sanity, fearmongering montage minus Rachel Maddow
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Obama Insane?

(2010-10-28)

0:00:00 ACC: “I’m from BI Incorporated, I’m just gonna strap this smoke detector on your head, here
goes some gaffer tape.” (1:58:44)
0:00:46 JCD sports news in opening; “strongest storm ever recorded” in Midwest, “weather bomb”
0:04:10 Biodiversity and mass extinction meme spreading like wildfire, oﬀicial “biodiversitay” pronunciation, JCD: “tear down your dikes!”, “plan B” for global warming; JCD on Textronix
lowballing Japanese oscilloscopes; proposed documentary with George Clooney
0:14:20 Spain mandates reflective safety vests for prostitutes
0:16:55 Producer Segment: PBS running 30-second ads right and left; noagendamothership.com
0:24:21 Permanently-orange US terror alert; BBC on police arming for Mumbai-style terror attacks,
train stations “tick the box”, man on the street “I think it’s legitimate, I thing we need to do
it”; 100k searches nabbing zero terrorists; producer notes on being denied travel authorization
to US after opt-out, TSA staff quitting, “more aggressive crotch rub”; Newark Airport “peep
show machines” delayed, TSA’s Anne Davis: scanners “faster and less physically intrusive”
0:36:22 Fox News on “backscatter van” roaming around looking for trouble, “we’ve had a system onsite at the US Open golf tournament”, concern over “possible health risks they might pose to
human subjects”, “extremely low” radiation dose, JCD: “I’m blinded!”, “equivalent of a chest
X-ray or less”, JCD: “if you’re running”, image “looks very similar to a store mannequin”;
early “that’s one mother I’d like to f—” stinger; JCD on Israeli border “puffer machines”
0:42:58 RT on Obama’s “serious psychological problem to begin with”, Lyndon LaRouche; 25th
Amendment for removal of president unable to discharge duties of oﬀice; JCD on unqualified and narcissistic memes; mass White House exodus, insider predicting multiple scandals
0:56:44 JCD ignoring Obama’s predictable Jon Stewart appearance, “how did you find out while you
were pooping, was it in your poop?”, ACC: “my legs start to fall asleep”; ACC’s backup NAS
1:04:18 Donation Segment: ACC on Greenpeace seeking helicopter services; “earth-friendly swords”
1:18:58 European companies funding political candidates who deny global warming
1:19:39 1928 footage of female time traveler on cell phone debunked as Siemens hearing aid
1:22:18 New DSM-IV ODD oppositional defiant disorder characterized by “questioning authority,
negativity, defiance, argumentativeness, and being easily annoyed”
1:26:50 Australian high school students fool attendance fingerprint reader with gummy bears; Sweden
fines defiant homeschooling family $3,000, JCD on homeschooling “clubs” and crazy person
who takes children to “look at a cow being milked”
1:33:22 Elena Kagan confirmed to Supreme Court; robotic Lillian McEwen to Larry King on dating
Clarence Thomas, “alcoholics, which he might have been” vs “connected to the alcoholism”
vs “raving alcoholic for many years”, “became a bully to his child”; attacks on anti-Thomas
Nina Totenberg after Juan Williams firing, Bill O’Reilly rants about NPR ombudsman Alicia
Shepherd’s “fact-based objective journalism”, Totenberg’s Helms AIDS comment revisited
1:49:03 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: “ancient and insidious foe” influenza vs “science!” DoD PSA
1:51:33 Michael Jackson worth $275M dead; broke child molester meme, ACC’s MSNBC interview
1:57:04 Smoking in apartment or condo illegal in Santa Clara County, ACC smoke detector yarmulke
1:59:28 Haiku Herman at Friends of Europe summit: “we need more global economic governance”;
Aric the Shill on Finland’s 25% tax rate and $500/year health insurance
2:03:27 Yale ΔΚΕ fraternity condemned for pledges chanting “no means yes, yes means anal”
2:06:01 Incomprehensible World Series analyst Ozzie Guillén; No Agenda Rap jingle in outro
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Code for Biodiversity!

(2010-10-24)

0:00:00 ACC: “Honey, I can’t come to dinner because I’m twiddlin’ with my knobs.”
0:00:36 JMD rolls eyes over JCD’s nickel-size gold British sovereign from producer
0:02:12 New Zealand study calls into question link between salt and blood pressure; Shadows of the
Future documentary; JCD on MSG and mouthfeel, hydrolyzed vegetable protein parallel
0:09:27 Producer Segment: new IRC server, No Agenda Primer testimonial Ausweis bitte
0:20:09 WikiLeaks leaked to New York Times, MSNBC crying treason, Liar Liar Liar jingle; Daniel
Ellsberg on absurdity of Pentagon demanding return of leaked electronic documents, Espionage
Act weapon, Obama “has started as many prosecutions for leaks as all previous presidents put
together”; Julian Assange on “lessons of Iraq” applying to next country Obama feels the urge
to invade; CNN reporter refuses to name “suspended” staffer Daniel Domscheit-Berg right
before naming him, Assange: “when employees misbehave they get suspended”, “it is my role
to be the lightning rod”; JCD predicts State Secrets Act under “pure police state” Obama
0:38:49 Trains Good Planes Bad: Readers Digest “50 Secrets Your Pilot Won’t Tell You”, editor-inchief Peggy Northrop to CNN on shocking existence of regional aﬀiliates, “those pilots do not
have to follow the same training and safety rules”, author Michelle Crouch possible spook
0:45:02 Hot Russian spy Anna Chapman in Russian Maxim magazine, JCD: “we still never got to the
bottom of that story”, ACC: “if you open the Maxim you will”
0:46:14 Juan Williams on NPR firing: “this controversy is now front and center in the national
discussion”, ACC: “I’m the most important thing in the world!”; Williams rips NPR a new
one: “Nina Totenberg wished that Senator Jesse Helms and his grandchildren would get
AIDS!”, “sexual pejorative Tea Baggers”, Vivian Schiller: “his feelings … are really between
him and his psychiatrist, or his publicist, or take your pick”; JCD on Totenberg’s role in
Clarence Thomas smear campaign; ACC “more government money for NPR” theory
0:58:18 codeforamerica.org promo with Tim O’Reilly “every new movement needs heroes”, director
Jennifer Pahlka “technology elite”, funding from Rockefeller and Knight Foundations
1:04:08 Donation Segment: america.gov propaganda
1:12:33 UFOs over Washington D.C. predicted by Stanley Fulham and “acceptance of aliens”, ACC
calls fake, Project Blue Beam psyops, next step people hearing ELF voices unless wearing
tinfoil hats, ACC: “I’m ready for my anal probe”, Skyline film
1:21:39 IPBES Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services,
“negotiations” for 2020, “gold standard reports” for governments, “biodiversity hot spot” map
1:31:15 Producer note on H1N1 mutations in Brazil; five shots for Hib Haemophilus influenzae type b
1:36:51 And Now Back to Real News: Randy Quaid convinced he’s next on the celebrity kill list
1:41:40 Law & Order hot jihadi woman “put down the flowers”, Red Lobster product placement, military vs local law, “by order of the Executive Branch”; US citizen Anwar al-Awlaki’s presence
at post-9/11 Pentagon lunch; “if Sharia won’t save you there’s always the US Constitution”
1:51:45 Obama congratulates Las Vegas middle school pep rally for 2008 accomplishment
1:54:04 135 dead in Haiti cholera outbreak, CDC near-certainty of source outside country
1:58:28 Haiku Herman’s $500M Brussels Résidence Palace makeover, fitting use as headquarters during
Nazi occupation; Germany & France already seeking Lisbon Treaty changes
2:01:18 Willy Nelson “safer than alcohol” NORML ad; KTLA on kids eating cookies “laced with pot”,
“more than sugar and spice in them”, cop “marijuana poisoning”, wailing mother
2:08:03 Police sergeant testimony that Fort Hood shooter used pistol
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Bow to the Aqua Buddha

(2010-10-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “Get on their knees and worship the Aqua Buddha.” (0:27:01)
0:00:36 UFO sightings “conspiracy of balloon pranksters”, The X Files theme music for report: El Paso
“light suddenly breaks apart into two, then three separate lights”, Manhattan lights “eerily
similar”, Air Force “there were air show planes in the air tonight”, ACC: “we always practice
close formation at night”; four-hour episode in Richmond; NASA Solar System Ambassador
Jason Kendall, “a lot of conspiracy theories out there”, “something coming in from orbit”
0:14:48 Producer Segment
0:21:55 Rent Is Too Damn High Party viral video, “if you wanna marry a shoe, I’ll marry you”; Rand
Paul “you’re accusing me of criiimes” to Jack Conway over GQ article on college Aqua Buddha
hazing ritual; Penthouse publisher Bob Guccione Jr. dead, ACC: “many an Aqua Buddha has
stood before his magazine”, JCD story: meeting Guccione at party with creepy girls
0:30:50 Obamacare’s overbroad interpretation of Commerce Clause; Greta Van Susteren individual
mandate “tax or not tax” question, statutory “penalty”; ACC’s $460 “usage fee” to register Saab, overly-taxed rental cars; Virginia Governor Bob O’Donnell on Tenth Amendment
Obamacare lawsuit; big-government “federalist” lobby; Because Words Do Matter jingle
0:44:21 French “screw you” strike over Sarkozy’s austerity retirement age increase to 62; ExpressJet
pilot refuses both naked body scanner and patdown, TSA lying about magnetometer as patdown alternative; ACC on “dick dick dick” Al Roker, “advanced imaging technology” meme,
Roker “drive a bus, all right?”, “what a dork!”, JCD: “you win today’s show”
0:56:38 Former FAA administrator Mary Schiavo lies to Roker about naked body scanners speeding
up lines, “more X-ray exposure than they thought” so send your kids to be groped, JCD on
“lead underwear” for dental imaging, ACC: “the Opt Out Party says, you must opt out!”
1:08:18 ACC on bum at Hollywood and Highland with “New World Order” sign
1:10:19 Donation Segment: science “fourteen-inch strap-on” clip from Dexter
1:21:01 Juan Williams fired by NPR over political correctness comment on O’Reilly Factor, “if I see
people in Muslim garb … I get worried, I get nervous”, JCD: “I believe it’s because he appears
on Fox”, oﬀicial statement “Williams’ presence on … Fox News has long been a sore point
with NPR news executives”; Joy Behar irked at Florence Henderson being booted off Dancing
With The Stars instead of gorilla-suited Bristol Palin, ACC on the war on beautiful women;
hate and ridicule for Sarah Palin “we can’t party like it’s 1773, not yet!”
1:31:21 CNN’s Barbara Starr: “I did speak to a very senior NATO oﬀicial with firsthand knowledge
of the latest information … and he says, look”, Osama bin Laden and foam finger number two
Ayman al-Zawahiri “not livin’ in a cave anywhere”, “there’s a good bet, if you will, that he’s
in a place called the Kurram Valley … inhabited by very fierce tribal elements”, “right across
the border from Tora Bora”, “nobody really even talks about bin Laden” in Afghanistan
1:37:50 Heroin “cheaper than marijuana or spice” marketed to Utah teens, “easier than finding someone to buy you alcohol”; Pennsylvania CPS grabs baby over poppy seeds in mother’s diet
1:47:38 Bill O’Reilly predicts Proposition 19 defeat because stoners won’t vote, “addictive substance
like tobacco” lie to “token libertarian” John Stossel; 2009 music $4.6bn vs Lipitor $5.7bn
1:56:00 It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia “jabroney” and “future of radio”
2:00:46 NCIS domestic terrorism, Law & Order: LA “all-American jihadi terror cell”; shakeout.org
earthquake drills; New York Times on Pentagon working with DHS on cyberwarfare; NPR
Learn to Speak Tea Bag; gunshots in Pentagon parking lot, “we are reviewing those videotapes”
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Form 990

(2010-10-17)

0:00:00 ACC: “Hello Taliban? Dis is, dis is, hello dis is al-Qaeda, we wanna coordinate some coordination wit you, ksssh!” (0:56:40)
0:00:38 Horrible weather in LA and solar flare activity interfering with JCD’s Dish Network, ACC on
1995 flare interfering with pagers and analog StarTAC phones; JCD on Radio Shack scanner
cellular mods to listen in on drug deals and toll booth phone sex; producer notes on JCD’s
“duckface” peeve; From the Crackpot to the Buzzkill Yo mix; dinner and an argument with
Molly Wood over R-word and G-word, “we have to change society from the bottom”, linguine
with white truffle, JCD: “you should’ve said, this is retarded”
0:13:20 Producer Segment
0:18:53 Foreclosure “robo-signing” crisis; ACC on swap mechanism for hedging against currency fluctuations, fax documents and Lotus Notes databases; Bloomberg TV banker shill Alex Sanchez
on foreclosures: “let’s make them whole”, homes “that need to be cleared and sold”, foreclosure
lawsuit “very painful decision”, JCD: “he’s a dootch”, “policy makers listen to you, Betty”
0:30:00 KPIX on J.P. Morgan “Burger King kids” signing false aﬀidavits, Wells Fargo college dropout
“vice president of load documentation” with two weeks’ training; Bank of America’s $5k in
cash at each branch, freakout over “large” cash deposits; JCD speeds up Harry Reid dodging
PBS debate question about Nevada foreclosure crisis by blathering about Obamacare, “we did
focus on foreclosure first”, JCD: “what an asshole”; Sharron Angle on eleven foreign countries
getting involved in lawsuit against Arizona; ACC ticket agent politician jokes from chain e-mail
0:43:37 Haitians protesting against UN “occupation”, next $1.15bn MIA; required IRS Form 990 from
Clinton Foundation nowhere to be found
0:48:30 Hillary Clinton touching her face any time she tells a lie, nodding and headshaking contradictions; to Commonwealth Club: Pakistan needs to raise 9% GDP tax rate on “the elite”,
Obama meme of “sanctuaries” for Taliban in Pakistan, “coordination with al-Qaeda” meme,
new Haqqani “Alpha” Network, JCD: “we need one of those big giant foam fingers”
1:01:16 Donation Segment
1:07:47 Wired on buprenorphine implants for “rigors” of heroin withdrawal; JCD recommends William
Burroughs’ Junkie for apomorphine technique
1:12:34 TSA rolling out Sea-Tac naked body scanners, JCD “cataracts” recommendation
1:14:24 National White Cane Safety Day and National Character Counts Week, “our nation celebrates
the immeasurable contributions the Americans who use canes have made”; West Wing Week
with Obama manhandling Timmy Geithner
1:21:49 JCD: Condoleezza Rice being groomed for presidential run, don’t ask don’t tell “uh”-fest,
“good friend” Bob Gates, K-12 education reform “greatest national security priority”; John
Bolton “global governance” revisited, Tenth Amendment fractal
1:33:03 Eric Holder’s threats against California vs Proposition 19, Prohibition counterexample; Drug
Policy Alliance board including George Soros, hemp industry control, last podcast episode
from 2009; Tenth Amendment “outdated” meme; ACC on process to become a state
1:46:24 De Telegraaf “tide begins to turn” on global warming fraud, Royal Society math errors,
“science is one cold-hearted bitch with a fourteen-inch strap-on”; Show Notes indexing
1:52:14 C-SPAN panel on counterfeit pharmaceuticals, distributor “Reckus” “Sucker” spelled backwards, 400 tons from Paraguay and Bolivia, Chinese FDA head executed
2:00:24 KPIX anchor calls bullcrap on story “debunking” curveballs
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Big Soda

(2010-10-14)

0:00:00 JCD: “Those things give you cataracts.” (0:26:00)
0:00:34 Gitmo Nation National Anthem
0:01:59 Chilean miner rescue distraction from UFO event, Hannity transition to national anthem, No
Agenda opening theme used by Fox & Friends; photos of orbs in Manhattan and Germany;
33 miners and 33 hours, NASA copper mine; drunken goat “Adam is the idiot” correction
0:10:01 Producer Segment: Law & Order producer types; Scott McKenzie’s One Day in Gitmo Nation
0:21:00 No Agenda Primer testimonials; correction: last show’s “Sheila Dipshit” from Australia
0:24:28 TSA opt-outs to get “enhanced patdowns” as punishment, JCD: “absolutely nothing has
happened in eight years, thirty thousand flights a day … and we have to walk through these
idiotic scanners so they can see us naked?” (JCDPPotD); “behind-the-scenes process” Secure
Flight program, “state of the art technology to ensure passenger information remains private”
0:31:14 Producers all-in on nullification, Supreme Court infallibility myth
0:33:20 George Clooney and John Prendergast at CFR, JCD: “classic economic hit man”, oil and
Chinese workers in South Sudan, ACC: “send in Clooney!”, JCD Prendergast “there’s a lot
of money to be made” medley, US all-in on spinning off independent South Sudan, Clooney
spook theory; Ms. Micky’s Iranian friend: hikers “spooks”; California election ad madness
0:47:13 NCIS writer Speed Weed; “meme machine” Law & Order: SVU on the evils of soda: “Davey
was twelve when he took his life, I tried to make him stop with the cola, but he was addicted to
it!”, “pushes soda” meme, JCD predicts threat of political advertising ban; companies refusing
to hire smokers; Law & Order: LA “this one’s not over ’til the fat guy gets tased”
0:59:23 UCSB Emeritus Professor Hal Lewis resigns from American Physical Society over climate
change scam, JCD blocking outraged Twitter trolls, “I’m not there to take any guff”
1:03:04 Donation Segment
1:11:20 Wall Street Journal and CNBC articles on legal Congressional insider trading
1:13:38 Producer note on New Delhi Commonwealth Games security confiscating coins and house keys
1:16:04 Trains Good Planes Bad: underappreciated blue-collar railroad jobs; Boeing 787 video with
failing oxygen masks, 3000 psi oxygen “bombs”; Philadelphia considering fines for not locking
cars; checkpoint cheek swab trend and DNA, downward pressure on blood alcohol limits
1:26:44 China’s Got Talent winner armless piano player; Anderson Cooper outraged over Vince
Vaughan movie trailer “electric cars are gay”: “those words are hurting kids”; BET Hip
Hop Awards, ACC calls for No Agenda rap song to CVC’s amusement
1:34:14 Dutch hotels to register as ISPs for EU data retention; Amsterdam cashless shopping area
1:37:16 National Ignition Facility 1 MJ fusion experiment, JCD: “we’d probably lose Scott Adams”
1:41:17 CNBC “slobbering people”, George Soros “prolonged stagnation” warning, “always safe to
blame the Germans”; “hot spy” Anna Chapman now working for Moscow bank
1:47:30 Fort Hood family member finally speaks out, request to delay court martial until after election
1:55:00 Michael Krikorian LA Times op-ed “Amazing No More” immortalizing JCD’s pet peeve
1:56:07 Debate between Jerry “crackpot moonbeam” Brown and Meg Whitman
1:57:08 Fields around main Australian military base in Afghanistan dominated by poppies; NCIS CIA
drug money meme; UK “Blackwater of vaccines” Doctorcall marketing campaign
2:01:12 Stuxnet and SCADA systems, well-known Siemens default credentials, Windows NT 4 boxes
2:03:15 JCD “kissy-face” gripe; Madonna’s Photoshopped arms; Rick Sanchez disappears from Twitter
2:06:43 New Zealand martial law powers in response to Christchurch earthquake
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Squalid Nullification

(2010-10-10)

0:00:00 JCD: “Balloon sinuplasty!” (1:43:26)
0:00:35 Sir Geoff Smith’s Gitmo Nation National Anthem, JCD: “I think it’s a winner”;
producer feedback on No Agenda Primer, top 40 radio testimonials; backup streaming server
0:08:22 Producer Segment
0:16:56 Producer note on car accident survey by Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation, staff
spook “outstationed” at San Diego “field oﬀice”, AZ and CO checkpoints, no mention of heroin,
potential breathalyzer replacement; Houston campaign to lower legal limit .05, MADD director
all-in on “safer community”, DWAI “ability-impaired”, JCD: “the entire Chinese community
around here!”, dick police chief: “they get treated as the repeat offender that they are”
0:27:18 ACC’s predicted oil accident, tanker filled with heavy pygas sinking in English Channel; BP
escrow fund’s Kenneth Feinberg on staff salaries being paid by BP, rehearsed “the jurisdiction
has been established by the government and BP”, ten-person staff paid $850k per month
0:36:39 Nullification: How to Resist Federal Tyranny in the 21st Century book and Tenth Amendment,
author Thomas Woods: “the Frankenstein monster does not tell Doctor Frankenstein what
to do”; JCD on marijuana laws vs Prohibition; South Carolina’s 1860 secession ordinance
and “collection of self-governing communities”, “so what?!” on state-to-state inconsistencies,
Supremacy Clause vs unconstitutional laws, “comic book version of American history”
0:50:44 JCD on Tea Party’s lack of self awareness, Pat Buchanan’s proposed Constitutional Convention; Aric the Shill’s bathroom Constitution; 94% of Germans believe demonstrations necessary for government to listen; liberal Supreme Court justices’ disdain for Tenth Amendment
0:57:19 Shadow Puppet Theater: National Security Adviser Jim Jones succeeded by Fannie Mae
lobbyist Tom Donilon; Fox News on suicide bombers “who are willing to fly buildings into
airplanes”; BBC newsreader cites Sheila Dikshit “the dipshit woman”, “appropriate because
she’s Indian”; CNBC World: “Greek companies will have funds available to buy Chinese shit”
1:06:28 Donation Segment while ACC takes a pee break
1:19:31 Casting call for Obama MTV/BET/CMT town hall… subscribe for details; CDC paying bloggers to post pro-flu vaccine propaganda “for which I may receive a small thank you”, #cdcflu
1:28:12 Fox News boneheads call Gloria Allred “Gloria Allright” & “Gloria Aldred”, Meg Whitman
“Meg Ryan”; CNN What the Week idiot on California Prop 19 and snack food industry, “buzz”
on the street mind control, stoner “God … gives every green bearing seed to mankind”
1:34:52 Monsanto to market aluminum resistance gene, ACC on aluminum & barium in chemtrails
1:38:11 Forbes: Michelle Obama “most powerful woman”, JCD on bogus magazine top twenty lists
1:40:06 Latest finding for Stuxnet attribution roulette: Hebrew “myrtus” Jews vs Persians meme
1:41:57 Reality cop show Steven Seagal: Lawman; big pharma-style ad for balloon sinuplasty procedure
1:44:47 Bill Clinton donates $500k to Sean Penn’s Haiti charity; a million victims across 1300 “squalid”
camps, JCD: “means it’s a shithole, literally”, ACC: “where are you now, where are you now,
I say?” (ACCPPotD); Danube “red toxic sludge” spill in Hungary, “many receiving burns”
1:54:33 The Guardian: Obama “accused of exaggerating terror threat for political gain”, Pakistan
irked, producer note on Musharraf’s new political party as coup signal, US-China proxy war
1:58:33 Mike Maloney “dead cat bounce” and new currency explanation for end of show
2:00:29 FBI has to ask for return of car GPS tracker, JCD hydrochloric acid or dog shit ploy
2:02:47 NASA Photoshop jobs on Saturn’s moons; Dvorak family “don’t tell John” UFO sighting;
Large Hadron Collider cranking up to full power, ACC: “November 11 there will be no show”
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Germany Boy

(2010-10-07)

0:00:00 ACC: “We all have links to al-Qaeda at noagendashow.com, there’s links in the show notes to
al-Qaeda.” (1:44:07)
0:00:38 ACC and Steck’s “swine flu”; Drunken Goat cheese not a product of intoxicated goats, JCD:
“here goat, here goat!”; UK train station “Resource” reflective jackets; ACC’s $80 drops for
infected left eye, JCD on drug price doubling under Obamacare, CVC’s knee dislocation issues
0:10:59 Producer Segment: Dutch actor Antonie Kamerling suicide; 10/10/10 meetups
0:26:42 World Vegan Day coming up; JCD proposes new listener “primer” like Show 200.5
0:30:55 Viral video of Nevada cop pulling over German tourist: “you know what the speed limit is
here, Germany boy?”, “you know what happens to nice little boys like you that go to jail for
reckless driving? ass will be hurting for a month”; JCD on writers congregating in Florida
0:36:37 BI Inc loses track of slaves after hitting data storage limit, spokesperson Jock Waldo, “more
than two billion records”; Orlando Gitmo jewelry for juvenile car thieves, “there’s probably
about a dozen of them”, predictable dumb black guy on the street: “they kinda goin’ ovaboad
wit dat”, “five other people we spoke with today said it was definitely a good idea”; Portland
convicted child predator “took off his GPS monitoring bracelet and disappeared”
0:46:15 CBS on LA school fingerprinting, “save jobs” meme, “help bring district cafeterias into the
21st century” with “cashless sale system”, douchebag superintendent: “there are signals put
in the finger, it’s nothing like a fingerprint!”, “it allows us not to have a people business!”
0:54:40 Law & Order: LA “you’re around decent people now, you gotta follow the rules!”; BBC
America “we lost our empire … but our television sure kicks ass” ad; JCD gives up on Law &
Order: UK; SVU “give me your tin” US Marshal deputization, Chase tie-in
1:01:39 Boston mysterious insoluble Chinese sodium fluoride, JCD: “there are things known as labs”
1:04:58 Donation Segment
1:13:04 Gold at $1340 due to global quantitative easing; Financial Times on risk of currency war,
China playing euro against dollar, JCD on Japanese falling for US real estate boom
1:20:01 Producer note on Emergency Alert System AFSK signals, 2005 accidental message to evacuate
Connecticut, fun EBS test jingle from Dame Tanya
1:22:50 Vivek Kundra memorandum on transition to IPv6 for “cloud computing, broadband, and
smart grid”, bullshit “ubiquitous security services”, JCD on windfall for Chinese manufacturers, ipv6@omb.eop.gov; $46M more to “team Smartronix” for “virtual dataset hosting”
1:29:42 Stammering David Axelrod lies to Letterman about Gitmo closure: “that wasn’t job one”;
Obama’s Wars on cyber-warfare; NewsHour on Pakistan-Afghanistan border closing in retaliation for friendly-fire incident, administration assessment: Pakistani government wussing out
on fighting Taliban, Woodward quoting Obama “cancer is in Pakistan”
1:41:14 Times Square bomber Faisal Shahzad now “the Pakistani guy”, court drawings with “Taliban
beard”; AQAP unexplainably in Pakistan, ACC predicts false flag
1:46:05 Stuxnet infections in Dutch multinationals and Fortune 500 company; ACC “bullshit!” to
CNET article tying 0xDEADFOO7 to aviation engine failure; discoverer VirusBlokAda’s week-old
Wikipedia entry, ACC: “Steve Ballmer should be in the White House right now!” (ACCPPotD)
1:52:58 New Dutch minority government; bogus Grit TV “evidence” of Ron Johnson promising to
destroy Social Security; US bedbugs migrating to UK; RT expecting 1000-year winter
2:01:23 Bill Gates TED talk on CO2 : “get this down to zero”, population control via “new vaccines”
2:04:45 Recap of post-last-show discussion of “tax cuts for the rich” lie, JCD: “you’re absolved”
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Prince Charles is Gay

(2010-10-03)

0:00:00 ACC: “Does Tylenol kill snakes?” JCD: “Well, in high doses it’ll kill you.” (1:23:31)
0:00:38 ACC tackling Conventional Idiocy by Rick Sanchez, fired for insinuating Jews run the media,
JCD: “I thought he just was a white guy who changed his name to Sanchez to get more work”,
mentor Jonathan Klein fired a week prior; Sanchez to Pete Dominick: “I think Jon Stewart’s
a bigot”, “prejudicial” buzzword, elusive Mark Twain “had a child, planted a tree, and written
a book” quote, hysterical giggle, “everybody who runs CNN is a lot like Stewart”
0:16:47 Producer Segment: JCD service bell; ACC fighting with stream server
0:25:45 State Department “be vigilant” against Mumbai-style terror attack, another anti-Pakistan
move; Carl Levin on ambiguities in proposed troop reduction timelines, ACC: contract negotiation time; another Osama bin Laden tape shows up out of nowhere, “climate change in
modern times”; CNN on information from “Afghan-German” captured by US, “we’ve talked
to counterterrorism sources”, “homegrown terrorism” meme in Germany and UK
0:40:43 Cheesy psychedelic Zardoz film; oﬀicial No Agenda drink “two shots to the head”; Zombie
Slayer MMORPG team No Agenda Militia
0:44:00 New whitehouse.gov feature: condescending Austan Goolsbee at “White House whiteboard”
on tax cuts: “what I wanted to do today is just break it down real simple so you can understand
exactly what the debate is about”, “everyone agrees”; Obama weekly address on BrightSource
“revolutionary new type of solar power plant”, investors Morgan Stanley, BP, and Google,
early 2011 IPO; Hillary Clinton’s promise to cut off Blackwater from government money vs
lucrative State Department contract for Xe Services subsidiary International Development
Solutions; BrightSource’s Department of Energy $1.3bn loan guarantee
0:55:05 Katherine Heigl Chantix “went bananas” story on Letterman, e-cigarette demonstration
1:00:23 Schwarzenegger signs bill decriminalizing an ounce or less of marijuana, Nullification report
for next show; Bones on media distractions like Lindsay Lohan vs BP
1:04:43 Donation Segment
1:14:30 Cattle mutilations on Georgia family farm; ninth human foot found in Vancouver
1:16:00 10:10 Global No Pressure short film with denialists gruesomely blown to bits, Spanner Films’
Franny Armstrong, money from Microsoft “crowdfunding”; Tesla recalls 400 Roadsters
1:22:46 Navy addressing Guam tree snake problem by dumping frozen mice full of Tylenol, JCD: “they
don’t want the snakes to die with a headache”, “cardboard wings and green streamers”
1:24:45 Emergency Alert System monthly test; producer video of 15 Chinook helicopters over Hollywood Hills, 2011 film The Battle for Los Angeles
1:29:04 Thomas C. Adams’ State Department bio page: Foreign Service Institute “spook school” gig,
Romanian American Foundation, JCD on picking up cop vibe at work; “Epic Fail” stinger
1:33:12 Haiti requests rebuilding help from Prince Charles’ architectural planning charity; JCD spots
The Globe headline “Prince Charles is Gay”
1:34:47 Producer note on Stuxnet stolen $250k driver-signing certificates, Symantec “dossier” on DLL
with registry key 19790509, May 9 1979 date of Habib Elghanian execution, June 24 2012
execution date; Indian satellite INSAT-4B infected; Environment America go60mpg.org
1:44:09 JCD on Rahm Emanuel’s departure and history of chief of staff “prime minister”, bullcrap
“thanks to Rahm” and The West Wing; Bernie Sanders gripes about income distribution,
ACC on “fuck the rich” sentiment, hate comments on JCD Bugatti Veyron post; Democrats
griping about nonexistent “Bush tax cuts for the rich”
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Change Comes From GNU

(2010-09-30)

0:00:00 JCD: “Yeah, Chertoff, that creepy guy that ran Homeland Security.” (1:28:02)
0:00:35 ACC’s sore throat, JCD: “swine flu!”, Chinook and Apache helicopters overhead; ACC’s “new”
1999 Saab 93 Turbo with dashboard “night mode”, beverage-magnet ignition keyhole between
seats; Mevio minions at TechCrunch “douchebag festival”
0:07:41 Producer Segment: Hot Pockets Tour RV secured by Mr. Oil; No Agenda LinkedIn group
0:15:47 Hedge fund Blackwater investor explains name change to Xe as SEO
0:18:28 Law & Order: Los Angeles Douchebags “99% of 12-year-old girls would kill to be the illegaldrinking, E-popping, club-crawling Chelsea Sennett”, poorly-disguised Lindsay Lohan reference, “I was going to London” silence with “dipshit music”, ACC on Mondrian Hotel lounge
music; Lohan hawking paparazzi photos with Gitmo jewelry around neck
0:24:31 Law & Order: SVU ten-year-old rape kit followed by report of San Francisco DNA testing
bill, “the basis for a Law & Order TV episode”; TechCrunch iOS “black box” app for women
0:29:42 UN ODC Oﬀice of Drugs and Crime: Afghan opium production down by nearly 50%, plant
infection, “unlikely to stay low”, Russian spokesman’s blooper reel with salaam alaikum
0:38:18 Anderson Cooper “new rumblings of terror threats”, Eiffel Tower evacuation, Western passports meme, JCD on photo printed into document, Fran Townsend on “soft targets”; ACC:
“there never will be a movie theater blown to bits with people in it”; Hillary Clinton “uh”-fest:
“we know that al-Qaeda and its network of terrorists wishes to attack both European and US
targets”, JCD: “she sounds like she’s talking to a two-year-old”; New York Times on administration calling for ability to decrypt online communication; nsi.ncirc.gov Nationwide
Suspicious Activity Reporting Initiative, JCD on being taught Cubans are terrible because
they rat on each other; New York Times “how to spot a terrorist” op-ed by John Farmer: “a
young man walks into a beauty supply store and buys hydrogen peroxide”
0:52:33 Interviewee list in preface to Bob Woodward’s Obama’s Wars, ACC: “spook!”, Colin Powell
proposed as Robert Gates replacement: “when he speaks there’s no, kind of, wobble”, ACC:
“liar is what he is!”, “I’ll get a call tomorrow”, “maybe Powell could figure out a way, and
there would be some good news, where we kill the people who need to be killed, and we also
shorten the war”, threats over CIA “link chart” to Zardari after Times Square bomb incident
1:08:16 Donation Segment: “you’ve got karma” jingle with ACC “yay!”
1:19:45 UFOs and Nukes: Extraordinary Encounters at Nuclear Weapons Sites author Robert Hastings
at press conference on Air Force reports of missile silo shutdowns, ACC on time-traveling aliens
1:27:10 Chertoff Group “expert” Richard Falkenrath on Stuxnet: “the techie people who analyzed
this”, “more likely, frankly, is Israel”, Siemens S7-400 and S7-300 PLC targeting lie; scenario
described by Scott Borg in July 2009; upcoming Homeland Security Cyber Storm III drill
1:37:58 Caesar and Cleopatra “British oysters” and “Chianti” flubs; EU approves GMO crops
1:41:12 Obama University of Wisconsin “folks” meme, “change happens because of you”; swipe at Fox
News in Rolling Stone; “invaluable” Olbermann and Maddow “blowing each other”
1:46:26 noagendanation.com show notes “sinkhole”; producer job application “drug and tobacco test”
1:48:15 AP: not one cent of pledged $1.1bn has made its way to Haiti; State Department Special
Coordinator for Haiti Thomas C. Adams on the job; Wyclef Jean in the hospital
1:51:56 Segway company owner dies driving off cliff; producer spots UC Berkeley spook in Yemen
1:55:05 TSA liquid and gel sniffers for 2012; DHS VIPR checking semi trucks for radiation in Atlanta
2:00:39 Access Hollywood mocks Lindsay Lohan’s addiction with mug shot “coffee table book”
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Hawaii-Five-Blows

(2010-09-26)

0:00:00 JCD: “Flat-chested women in their twenties and thirties and forties and fifties are kiddie porn.”
(1:05:05)
0:00:35 ACC’s new audio setup with MIDI controller duties moved to iPad; ACC at Universal Studios
for Eyegore Awards, zombified actors and mazes, zombified Gitmo slaves
0:04:51 Flu shots claimed to lower risk of heart attack; public “leery” of single shot; Law & Order:
SVU microchipped kid, “they probably told you that so you would behave”
0:09:31 Producer Segment
0:21:08 Law & Order: SVU lab scene: “the hospital could scan the implant and retrieve valuable medical information”, Richard Belzer’s crackpot John Munch: “so could any third-rate hacker”,
“welcome to the New World Order”
0:26:05 JCD beer-retrieving dog “I’ve never had the money!” joke; Fox News in Detroit spying on
Chrysler workers drinking beer and smoking weed at lunch, “here comes the big brew crew!”,
“hate to be a buzzkill, but shouldn’t you guys be building cars?”
0:31:17 Family Guy Tricia Takanawa prototype reports on Castro Valley power outage, perplexed kid:
“later in the day it started to get like pitch black everywhere”
0:34:59 And Now Back to Real News: News of the World x17online.com sepia-tone photos of Lindsay Lohan shooting heroin and making out with Paris Hilton, JCD: “things really slide fast
for some people”; Katy Perry’s cleavage “banned” from Sesame Street; Saturday Night Live
Michelle Obama and Big Bird overdub skit
0:45:23 Hawaii Five-O jiggle-cam, bad lighting and acting, too-loud incidental music, ACC: “we need
an intervention on you, John!”, JCD: “one more clip!”
0:48:42 UK “tax cuts for good citizens” who act as “special constables” or “block Nazis”, ACC: “a lot of
fluoride in the water”; Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs proposing paychecks pass through
government for proper tax extraction; TSA sued for rifling through passenger’s wallet receipts
for evidence of divorce embezzlement; Mimi left twiddling thumbs as opt-out punishment,
female thug “on break”; JCD TSA audition, ACC embarrassing Micky by barking back
1:01:41 Producer note on USPS requiring 13-ounce package in-person mailing requirement; school
board resignation over planted kiddie porn; JCD on 1-hour photo bearskin rug scenario
1:05:34 Donation Segment
1:17:58 Congressional testimony on threat of immigration laws to fruit industry, JCD on flying over
Bolivian factory farms, Berkeley Farms owned by Dean Foods
1:27:01 Astrophysicist Mazlan Othman in UNOOSA United Nations Oﬀice for Outer Space Affairs
1:32:27 Human leg found in Tennessee River, feet discovered at Cleethorpes Beach and Humber estuary
1:34:54 Producer note on Pakistan floods and Kalabagh Dam project, Bob Woodward and Dianne
Feinstein reveal 3000-person CIA operation and US base, Chinese Port of Gwadar and 11k
soldiers for flood relief, rail from Gwadar to Chinese border, line out of Kabul for minerals
1:41:08 Oil industry emergency drills off coast of Southampton, EU irked at Norway; San Diego
tweeting earthquake preparedness drill, military helicopters overhead freaking out Ms. Micky
1:48:00 Rumors of David Axelrod leaving White House; administration oﬀicials ditch Peter Orszag
wedding; scripted Chris Christie “and you know what” intervention with Meg Whitman heckler
1:53:54 Medical student note on list of symptoms for kids to be given antidepressants
1:57:43 Stephen Colbert introduces satirical testimony before Congress on immigration, outraged
“insult to Congress” reactions; Nigel Farage on demise of euro for end of show
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Just Hiking

(2010-09-23)

0:00:00 ACC: “At this point you might as well watch the Kardashians, it’s less harmful.” (1:59:27)
0:00:38 Autumnal Equinox and inaccessible Stonehenge; gold about to hit $1300, Petaluma heirloom
seed bank; ACC recommends Daniel Suarez’ Daemon and Freedom, Inc.
0:06:57 Bruce Schneier on “devious” Stuxnet worm with target “still unknown”; EU Internet Governance Forum; Iran’s Bushehr nuclear plant delayed due to “weather”, Siemens PLCs
0:13:49 Producer Segment: Media Spy review, kid “in the morning!”, “Gitmo Nation Stain Removal”
0:28:26 And Now Back to Real News: Fall lineup The Chase, 24 wannabe The Event “three weeks
earlier, five minutes earlier, six days earlier … can’t you just tell the story?” (JCDPPotD), J.J.
Abrams’ Undercover “worst show he’s ever done”, “they’ve got the black guy miked apparently
with something from Radio Shack, and this other guy’s in a booth!”, Hawaii Five-0 “crap”
0:36:14 Obama resignation in favor of Hillary theory; Forbes anti-Obama article; “stooge” Donald
Trump on woes of Carter administration and Iranian hostage crisis, “we need somebody that
knows how to speak to our enemies”; middle-class shill to Obama: “exhausted defending you”
0:44:37 Bill Clinton YouTube interview on Iran “hikers”: Iranians “know that these young people
are not in any way involved in espionage”, JCD on University of California backgrounds like
“Ling-Ling and Lam-Lam”, Clinton: “clearly innocent of any espionage”, Iran may “ask for
some high-level representative of the government to go there and bring them home”; JCD on
hikers passing through Iraq “completely filled with land mines”; Goldman Sachs and Citibank
oﬀices open in Iran; Nixon “October surprise” ending Vietnam War, Iranian hostage release
January 1980; JCD: Clinton Foundation cleaning up books for Hillary’s presidential run
0:55:24 Bono’s AIDS charity spending more on salaries than on aid, “freebies” for New York newspapers; Clinton asked by fake Haitian about plans there, government money for “big infrastructure projects”, working with Carlos Slim on $20M fund for small business loans, lobbying UN
for Wyclef Jean diaspora dual citizenship, “two successive parliaments have to vote for it”
1:07:58 Donation Segment: Seroquel and Abilify side effects; “chardonnay and rent boys”
1:19:50 October 13 UFO event 10 + 13 + 10 = 33, Rolling Rock 33 label; Reuters PR Newswire
pushing UFOs and Nukes: Extraordinary Encounters at Nuclear Weapons Sites book
1:22:11 BI Luzerne County PA facility for “clients” to reduce prison “enrollment”, “92-year-old inmate
who served three days because he took out the coupons out of the newspaper in a convenient
mart”, ACC: “you must go into jail slave!”; JCD on Orlando cop breaking drunk geezer’s neck
1:30:00 Bell CA mayor and other oﬀicials arrested over misappropriation of funds, JCD: battering
ram “showcase arrest”, “these guys aren’t going to spend one day in jail”, retirement loophole
1:36:22 H.R.3534 CLEAR Act handing UN control of water resources, sponsor Nick “looks like a
drunk” Rahall, Law of the Sea Treaty; oﬀicials baffled by Gulf Coast “fish kills”, “whether
any of those incidents are related to the oil spill, though, remains a big question”
1:42:54 John Gruden sound-alike Austan Goolsbee on Ed Show, ACC: “he looks like a little twerp!”;
Fox News compares dollars spent with jobs saved or created; Home Depot CEO on small
business killer Sarbanes-Oxley; $444M IPO barrier, TWiT “another Curry thing” mockery
1:52:30 RT on AquaBounty GMO GE salmon, “crazy-looking witch” squawks about allergies, “the
company says escape is unlikely”; JCD on “super dog” Weimaraner stolen breeding stock
1:59:15 JCD on NCIS Mexican corruption theme; Family Guy “four more years of douchebag!”
2:00:46 National Survey on Drug Use and Health, Drug Czar “so-called” medical marijuana; ACC
calls bullcrap on “not like what we had in the 60s or 70s” meme
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Kids with Depression

(2010-09-19)

0:00:00 ACC: “Why, they don’t even have their name trademarked! They don’t know what they’re doin’”
JCD: “They’re idiots!” ACC: “They’re stupid, I can’t believe it!” JCD: “They’re throwing
money away!” ACC: “They’re leaving money on the table!” (1:19:29)
0:00:44 Producer’s daughter spots contrived Katy Perry concert stunt; couple indicted for transferring
LANL nuclear secrets to Venezuela, douchebag CIA author Jerry Seper, Polar beer
0:11:08 Producer Segment: Spongebob Squarepants “in the morning”
0:22:27 ACC on MKULTRA Christina O’Donnell’s date at Satanic altar
0:27:04 Afghanistan as stepping stone to grabbing Pakistani nukes, MQM party leader murdered;
2002 Dan Rather “hard-nosed investigative reporting” on Osama bin Laden’s September 10
2001 dialysis in Pakistan; ACC’s Iranian hairdresser predicts no chance of bombing
0:38:25 newsflavor.com “the President is losing it” article, “yelling like a spoiled child”; Jason Calacanis story on Obama rudeness; JCD on Christina O’Donnell’s resemblance to Rachel Ray
0:44:19 Times of India: miracle cure for PMS low dose of Prozac; Abilify ad “increased risk of death
or stroke”, “extreme high blood sugar can lead to coma or death”; Seroquel XR ad “increased
risk of death”, “high blood sugar has been reported … and in extreme cases can lead to coma
or death”; kidswithdepression.com checklist “persistent boredom”, “increased irritability,
anger, or hostility”, ACC’s hairdresser’s $25k private kindergarten concerned about Star Wars
drawings, web site daytime TV marketing research
0:58:42 “Don’t be big tobacco’s next victim” PSA; New York City to ban smoking outdoors and rely
on people ratting on each other; Jessica Simpson abusing nicotine patches
1:02:56 Cambridge scientists: 42 a constant linked to age of universe
1:04:07 Donation Segment: JCD on Cranky Geeks cancellation
1:19:45 UFO shuts down Thailand airport; retired NORAD Stanley Fulham’s Challenges of Change
predicts UFO display October 13; Skyline trailer with Stephen Hawking and Dan Rather B-roll
1:25:31 HFCS rebranding to “corn sugar” on way to “sugar”; douchebag John Holdren’s “global
climate disruption”; BBC: UK overdue for English Channel earthquake, Seattle Times: coast
ill-prepared for tsunami; De Telegraaf pushing “good salt” calium, JCD on sel fumée, Google
calium calcium result, kalium potassium chloride
1:39:26 3M acquires Attenti “remote people tracking” provider in “geriatric and judicial care segments”
and Cogent Systems biometrics/RFID, JCD: “I thought this company just made Scotch tape”
1:41:33 And Now Back to Real News: Lindsay Lohan fails drug test
1:43:25 French producer on small town increasing taxes by 3380% to force land selloff; Paris “mosque
in a box”, JCD on prayers in basement of SFO parking garage “pointed at Anchorage”;
Islamophobia fearmongering
1:46:53 DREAM Act military service provision with fuzzy “good moral character” requirement
1:49:51 Iran “hiker” Sarah Shourd press release on “sweet smell of sandalwood” in Oman, flimsy lump
in breast reason for release; Blackwater Xe subsidiary Total Intelligence working for Monsanto
against anti-GMO activists, Erik Prince on CNBC for end of show; multilingual Shourd’s
Berkeley background and “economic hitwoman” gigs around the world
1:56:34 Sheila Jackson Lee urges investigation of Craigslist personals as sex traﬀicking; New York
Times Magazine fearmongering over engineers: “a group that is notoriously associated with
terrorist violence and fundamental political beliefs”; Craigslist lawyer finally stands up to
Jackson Lee; Congress unconcerned about rentboys.com
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Disaster Capitalist

(2010-09-16)

0:00:00 JCD: “I’m surprised they’re not killing each other more often.” (1:37:08)
0:00:34 ACC’s Schiphol check-in issues due to ETSA Electronic System for Travel Authorization, 55pound luggage weight limit; JCD on Lufthansa laptop extraction; body scanners shut down
0:09:15 Producer Segment: “outstandingly beautiful” challenge coins
0:20:18 MTV VMA Chelsea Handler backstage Gitmo jewelry comedy with Lindsay Lohan; WICD
on ankle bracelets: “I pay them to let me stay home”, sheriff: gives “first-time offenders a
chance to still maintain employment”; Kane County Labor Day weekend breathalyzer tests
0:28:50 Tulsa police “mascot” Pedobear warning, “Pedobear is now walking among us”, JCD: “there
he goes!”, “handing out free candy to children” at San Diego Comic Con, Gawker mockery,
“now being used by pedophiles to identify one another”, “I checked with TPD and Pedobear
has not been spotted here in Tulsa”; “real Pedobear” Pope visiting UK
0:35:08 Waco Tea Party’s Toby Marie Walker to NPR on focus “constitutionally-limited government,
free markets, and fiscal responsibility”, “lismus test”, right-wing American Family Association’s Brian Fischer on “resisting the homosexual agenda”, “I like what Toby is saying, that
… they support those values”, JCD: “Marxist-style co-opting”; ACC predicts Pedobear link to
Tea Party; JCD on right-wingers running Doug Hoffman in New York’s 23rd District
0:50:42 Jon Stewart to fake Tea Partier Dick Armey: Give Us Liberty book “sounds like Karl Marx”,
drunk Armey “I wasn’t real happy about it”, “no laughin’ at the Armey curve”; JCD: Tea
Party Express “pro-war operation”, “it’s to keep the Democrats in power”
0:54:27 Mother Jones “Haiti’s Disaster Capitalists Swoop In” on refugees being moved to “industrial
work zones”, Argentine entrepreneur’s plan for 240-room Port-au-Prince airport hotel
0:58:06 John Kerry rumored to be next Secretary of State after Hillary; Carla Bruni tell-all on Michelle
Obama; Dick Morris on Hillary’s “opening shot” in 2012 primary if Obama is “massacred”
1:04:01 Donation Segment
1:14:05 Wired/Engadget article about DARPA soldier mind-control project, Killing Joke lyric about
GWEN Ground Wave Emergency Network towers, 435-450 MHz subliminal programming, vaccine nanotechnology; CNN: popular people get flu first, CDC high-dose vaccine, UK warning
against homeopathic measures, JCD: same bogus playbook at last year; Brazil IN pharmacy
ditches flu vaccine, reporter misrepresents “my gut feeling” as endorsement
1:27:50 DHS spying on people opposed to gas drilling on behalf of industry; ACC predicts oil disaster
in North Sea or Norway; TV weatherman has to be reminded of Cuba “cyclone fear”
1:32:58 General strikes in Spain; New Delhi rounding up the beggars in anticipation of Commonwealth
Games; HSI Homeland Security Investigations cracking down on counterfeit sports apparel and
Duracell batteries in New Orleans; US Marshal service fugitive “collection agency”; Dark Blue
cell phone tap and vajazzling memes; UK teen banned from US for calling Obama a prick
1:42:03 Meal Tracker fingerprint system for school lunches in Arkansas, Facebook mother: “this would
prevent the mix up so I’m all for it!”; JCD recommends Charlie Chaplain’s Modern Times
1:43:48 Trains Good Planes Bad: Schwarzenegger checking out Chinese trains, $45bn in Japanese
loans for California rail; Fox News on pilot drug abuse and schizophrenia, Dutch police “pull
drunk pilot from plane”; Bipartisan Policy Center on aviation as terrorism target
1:55:27 Severed “foots” from same person on Dutch and British coast
1:57:26 EPIC FOIA against NSA for Google collusion; C-SPAN “listen!” caller, host “let me leave it
there”; IRS promises to exempt credit card transactions from Obamacare Form 1099 mandate
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Phasers on Stun

(2010-09-12)

0:00:00 JCD: “So leprechauns seem to have a red beard.” (1:53:07)
0:00:33 ACC in Amsterdam sending JCD e-mails to ignore, “uppity slaves” at “outstanding” meetup,
Berlitz Dutch for Travellers for JCD, “there is hope for this country after all”, ACC looking
like Jon Hamm in new glasses replacing rose-colored ones, JCD’s yellow inspector lenses
0:09:09 Geert Wilders 9/11 speech; Terry Jones backs off on Koran burning after Robert Gates talkingto, Victory Mosque CIA connection, JCD honeypot theory; ACC’s father’s “in the morning”
0:17:37 Duped by Canadian “holographic” child in road actually done in chalk
0:19:09 Producer Segment
0:25:41 BBC breaking news: British troops investigated for smuggling heroin
0:28:17 Sniffling Michelle Obama Shanksville meme-fest “no strangers to service”, Obama weekly
address “national day of service”; empty LAX arrivals video, Rumsfeld “shot down the plane
over Pennsylvania”; Thomas Keene on new type of plastic explosive used by crotch bomber
0:39:18 Boring Obama press conference on failure to close Gitmo; Skull and Bones Austan Goolsbee
to replace Christina Romer, “extemporaneous speaking” bullshit award; stammering Obama:
“as someone who relies heavily on my Christian faith in my job”, scrubbed Politico missing
wedding ring story; West Wing Week for “the year 5771”, Rosh Hashanah conference call;
JCD on two-Obama theory: “one of ‘em’s got grayer hair, the one’s slower-witted”
0:50:58 San Luis Obispo sheriff warning about Pedobear “made popular by pedophiles and sexual
deviants”; MSNBC on “sightings” in Southern California, JCD: “these are the dumbest fucks
I’ve ever seen in my life, these people!”, SAFE Sexual Assault Felony Enforcement hotline
0:57:44 BBC on UK earthquake training exercise, “we don’t get many earthquakes in this country …
it could be, God forbid, a 9/11”, Haiti comparison, 11 deaths from earthquakes since 974
1:02:35 Donation Segment
1:10:31 Raytheon Missile Systems VP Mike Booen enthuses about new slave-frying weapon at LA jail:
“when they set their phasers to stun, they did that that so they didn’t kill people”, “this will
get your attention and make your brain focus on making it stop”, giggling journalists zapped,
ACLU: torture device “guinea pigs”; excuse for Gitmo jewelry and more jails
1:21:33 Pregnant woman denied opt-out at O’Hare, TSA “less than an ultrasound”; pharmacist lying about flu shot; random searches for PATCO commuters; North Carolina sheriffs seeking
painkiller prescription records; appeals court: no search warrant needed for cell location data
1:28:35 Thom Hartmann on family’s Republican background, JCD on evolution of political bumper
stickers; Bringing America Home author Tom Pauken on Fox News blacklist, JCD on leftwing neo-conservative Bush; Boiling Mad: Inside Tea Party America author Kate Zernike on
pervasive “strong anti-establishment feeling”; “co-opted” Tea Party and checklist Republicans
1:40:40 Trains Good Planes Bad: transplant kidney refused by airline, unmedicated model Tiffany
Livingston JetBlue door freakout, SkyRider stand-up seats; JCD on flying with human heart
1:46:10 Lightning strikes BOPEC oil storage facilities in Bonaire and Curaçao
1:48:42 Carol Burnett to Joy Behar on Barbara Stanwyck’s “my leprechaun told me”; Kalmyk president Kirsan Ilyumzhinov’s abduction claim; Resident Evil 3D continues zombie meme
1:54:21 Second IMF installment for Greece; American Greed on Bernie Madoff’s arrival to jail
2:00:48 Watsonville CA says no to water fluoridation; EPA cracking down on stormwater runoff
2:03:43 Survivor “I didn’t get to manage $400M worth of business at Yahoo by just being a nice guy”
2:05:14 Fishy San Bruno pipeline explosion
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Jean versus Sean

(2010-09-09)

0:00:00 ACC: “Because, y’know, if you masturbate, not only do you not make kids, who of course are
killing the environment with their evil CO2 emissions from pooping, but you’re also generating
energy for your remote control.” (1:19:33)
0:00:48 ACC in Netherlands with Micky pregnant in tabloids, pot-bellied stove bong photo; TSA
smoking police and “we have an opt-out!” crisis, no search of “command center for al-Qaeda”
bag, male genitalia on “what the oﬀicers see” signs; JCD tip on avoiding SFO naked body
scanners; no Dutch government after three months; horse owners slaughtering animals for food
0:15:20 Producer Segment: “faux hookers” for Dutch NAGGERS meetup
0:24:39 Beach “foots” in Sweden and regurgitated by tiger shark, police “unsure how the victim died”
0:27:08 Vinnie Politan on child predator “step-by-step manual?”, “turnkey guide”, JCD: “for you franchisees”, “nothing illegal about possessing it at this point”, Behar: “do you know if there are
pictures in the manual”, ACC: “Pedo Behar!”, Behar misses “corroboration” point completely
0:37:48 Wyclef Jean in concert: I got a message for Sean Penn / maybe he ain’t see me in Haiti
because he was too busy sniﬀin’ cocaine
0:41:16 Federal trumps local meme, Jerry Bruckheimer’s new Chase US Marshals show
0:46:22 Shadow Puppet Theater: Rahm Emanuel being groomed to replace Daley dynasty in Chicago,
“jabroneyette” Christina Romer headed back to position at Berkeley, ACC: “she should be
beheaded!”, “CFR sleazeball” Peter Orszag also leaving White House; Obama’s rousing Labor
Day speech with D vs R car metaphor screw-up; CNN and other left-wing media peeved at
Obama ad-lib “they talk about me like a dog”, “I think he believes that he’s accomplished a
lot and so do I”, lower third orchestrated with script
0:57:57 Ban Ki-moon and sixty minions at “remote Austrian Alpine retreat, discussing ways to put
their sprawling organization in charge of the world’s agenda”, “global redistribution of wealth”
1:01:47 Donation Segment: Aric the Shill’s noagendanation.com map
1:17:52 Japanese companies in on project harvesting body warmth to power TV remotes, ACC masturbation scenario, JCD: “I think it’s gonna rub some people the wrong way”
1:20:01 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: “why you’ll only need one flu shot this season, and the big
changes involving who will need to get one!”, “why this year’s vaccine is meant for everyone,
and is cheaper too!”; New Scientist on H5N1’s jump to pigs in Indonesia; Medical News Today
“stay vigilant”; JCD on vaccine available six weeks early; KTVU “vaccines are arriving”
package with screaming kid, “I get it every year” zombie, “free to most people”; University of
Baltimore English 333 students “will watch 16 classic zombie films and read zombie comics”
1:33:50 Opposition to reopening of San Francisco’s only gun shop: “a business that 14% of the neighborhood, which is to say our children, can’t go into”, JCD: “the neighborhood is a shithole!”
1:36:18 Man arrested for mints mistaken for crack; L’Oreal heiress questioned over Sarkozy campaign
money; producer note on Paris Muslim street prayers, JCD on Muslim majority map; Courrier
International “learn to anticipate” shortened Twin Towers ad; Hillary Clinton likens Mexican
drug war to insurgency; British Columbia to project 3D hologram of child running into road
1:46:08 boston.com photo of Canadian soldier in marijuana field; Katie Couric on Petraeus “hearts
and minds” vs civilian murder spree story, Terry Jones Koran burning, WTC mosque
1:58:34 Higher Irish ATM fees raised to cut down on armed robberies; Nigel Farage vs European Parliament end-of-show clip; positive Chantix experiences; ACC’s Show 134 $1500 gold prediction
2:03:25 Hill+Knowlton aviation “near miss” theme; new 3D WTC analysis video; late Sunday show
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Eating the Evidence

(2010-09-05)

JCD: “The big news is that you can’t get a hooker on Craigslist any more.” (1:16:56)
In the morning to all “sips at sea”
Producer Segment: “Gitmo Nation Fondue”; Orwell challenge coin; NAGGERS meetup
Roald Dahl’s Lamb to the Slaughter “eating the evidence” and ad for FBI commemorative
coin of USS New York “built using 7.5 tons of steel salvaged from the World Trade Center”
And Now Back to Real News: Paris Hilton busted for cocaine on Vegas Strip, JCD: “Nancy
Grace … sure sounds like she’s got a cold”, to Daniel Horowitz: “just try to focus, all right?”
Burnt body with missing foot found on Brighton UK golf course, JCD: “spontaneous human
combustion”, dogs find foot near Dutch harbor, ACC: “something is afoot”
Miami International Airport shut down for seven hours over canister carried by scientist
convicted of shipping bubonic plague, discovered in customs instead of security
Iraqi Operation New Dawn handoff at Victory Base, Robert Gates: premise for war “proved
not to be valid” for most Americans, C-SPAN library robots.txt denials; Counterinsurgency
author David Kilcullen on fighting China “over water and oil”, all-in on Robert Gates, “student
of history”; US Army building for-profit railroad in Afghanistan, ACC: “I think gemstones”
Chroma key Obama Labor Day address on “investments in roads and bridges and high-speed
railroads”; JCD on Union Oil tanks painted rust color vs soon-to-be-retired dirty BNSF engines
Paris Hilton arrest and National Alcohol and Drug Addiction Recovery Month proclamation
Local package on young kid’s “snack packs” for Afghanistan: “I just wanted the troops to like
feel better, have them have a little taste from home”, Modesto vs Sacramento location
ACC predicts failure for Howard Stern taking to the internet, CD value through tangibility
Donation Segment: producer note on REI advertising on NPR; “Gitmo Nation Foie Gras”
Distraction of the Week: no Pentagon resources to investigate porn activities, pedophile ring
convicted in Portugal involving “thousands of orphans” at state-run home, 639 crimes confessed by one defendant, ACC on Madeline McCann connection; Craigslist prostitution crackdown, JCD advocates .xxx domain “hookerville”, “forty roses”, ACC on @eros Twitter feed
Dozens of British 999 calls for sightings of UFOs and ghosts including Paul Newman, Shrewsbury UFO video; US spy satellites to be used by law enforcement, James Clapper: “this is a
development all Americans should have great pride in”; ACC Goodyear Blimp speculation
CBN’s Dale Hurd on “Maxime Lepante” recording evidence of Islamization in Paris with
“hidden camera”: “this is all illegal in France”, shopkeepers throwing “pork festivals”
Two-minute Chantix ad with additional text disclaimers: “hostility, agitation, depressed mood,
and suicidal thoughts or actions” revisited; diabetes drug Onglyza “tell your doctor if you have
a history or risk of diabetic ketoacidosis”, JCD: “wouldn’t he be telling you that?”; Wired on
MDMA trial on Iraq veterans for PTSD, JCD “big smile and a goofball look” on ecstasy users
Vapid Current TV announcer gushes about Burning Man: “hello all you beautiful humans!”;
80 undercover BLM cops in costume roaming around busting drug users
Geraldo Rivera throws himself a party for his “four decades in the news business”
JCD takes war-centric US citizenship quiz, ACC “wrong, slave!”
Christchurch 7.1 earthquake; quakeprediction.com San Francisco 5.5; Yellowstone peril
Hollywood all-in on uselessness of men, female MIT students’ sex toys
End-of-show clip: “ScanWOW” ad by New World Order Solutions
Outro: ACC announces Hot Pockets Across America Tour
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Who’s Retarded Now?

(2010-09-02)

0:00:00 ACC: “No Agenda Show: strong bloody violence and nudity throughout the movie, anal
leakage may occur, see it now!” (1:41:02)
0:00:38 13th anniversary of Princess Diana’s death celebrated by Chinese lingerie company billboard
0:02:56 New Gulf of Mexico oil rig explosion; presidential BP subpoena power opposed by Ron Paul
0:07:46 Producer Segment: upcoming Knight ring meeting
0:13:34 Obama “Operation Iraqi Freedom is over” speech, John McCain on “lack of generosity of
spirit” toward Bush; military producer note on Operation New Dawn a clear combat mission;
Tony Blair’s new book lauds Bush as “very sharp”, Cheney’s ambitions toward Syria & Iran;
Hannity gripes about lack of victory announcement; renamed “Advise and Assist Brigade”
0:22:20 Richard Engel irks Rachel Madcow with “no mention of democracy”, security forces without
a government, “Shiite failed sectarian corrupt oil patronage state, a basket case”
0:32:56 3.3 earthquake in JCD’s neck of the woods
0:34:59 Jimmy Kimmel ridicules Tennessee candidate Basil Marceaux, ACC: “this is laughing about
retards”, Civil Rights Act of 1866 and arresting police, “a lot of people in the past that had
controversy end up dead”; Peter McFarland tased by Marin County deputies, “stop resisting!”
0:48:47 Bill O’Reilly panel ridicules “scumbag” Arkansas man asserting his rights when cops arrest him
for calling them Nazis, ACC: “I’m buyin’ a gun here”; O’Reilly guests delighted with “within
their rights” ICE “your papers please” on trains near Canadian border, Gestapo “great guys”;
ACC’s DMV thumbprint adventures and “learner’s permit”, JCD tip: turn right onto near
lane; illegal to smoke in car with minor, $1000 for throwing out butt or gum wrapper
1:00:49 Donation Segment: Harry Shearer on NPR Hurricane Katrina censorship
1:19:23 Dutch holding two Yemenis on suspicion of terrorism, “mobile phones were taped”, ACC
mimics Dutch English, “in a few days it will be made public, and they will be charged”;
US agents lurking at Roissy Airport in “Gitmo Nation Stinky Cheese”; ACC: “false flag alert”
1:24:40 US attempting to extradite FEMA videographer turned 9/11 whistleblower Kurt Sonnenfeld
from Argentina for wife’s two-to-the-head
1:29:34 Trains Good Planes Bad: Zappos shoes “people should travel by train more often” ad; producer
note on canned disaster announcements; Qantas captain on engine explosion: “we are trained
for this situation … in a simulator, of course”; USA Today on role of simulators in air fatalities,
article by train shill Alan Levin; shill Ashley Halsey blames air traﬀic controllers
1:38:49 Machete film “strong bloody violence throughout, language, some sexual content, and nudity”
1:41:24 NCIS: LA incompetent local police vs brilliant feds; JCD on EPA “bumbling boneheads”
1:45:30 15 U.S.C. §9A “weather modification activities or attempts”; Wellness Underground podcast
on Burzynski, the Movie on fight with FDA over cure for brain cancer, drug evaluation fees
from big pharma; $100 for fighting Washington speeding ticket
1:53:42 Ninth human severed foot in three years washes ashore in Pacific Northwest
1:57:43 “Vattooing” vagina tattooing
1:59:00 Hostage situation at Discovery Communications building, ACC: $3bn “Ministry of Truth” in
Silver Springs Maryland, James Lee MS Word “manifesto”; Sir Paul twatpockets.com
2:07:25 Morning Joe Scarborough “outs” Friendly’s, “I think all restaurants should be required to put
calorie counts next to it”, JCD: “oh, what an asshole!”, calorimeter procedure
2:13:04 Hannity five-minute segment on “cap and trade charade” for end of show
2:14:06 Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation’s recent purchase of $23.1M in Monsanto stock
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Battle of the Billionaires

(2010-08-29)

ACC: “Have you ever seen The Vagina Monologues?” (1:42:45)
ACC’s nature walk at reservoir, “I could’ve thrown anything in there”
Producer Segment: Sir Paul Couture Knight ring designs
“Ann Coulter wannabe” Laura Ingraham on 9/11 “victory mosque” plans, no mention of
Bloomberg’s assertion she was in favor, “talking points” inconsistency; buildingwhat.org
Judge Edward Lehner WTC 7 reference
Obama weekly address “responsibly ending the Iraq War”, bases “closed or turned over to
Iraq”, “the bottom line is this: the war is ending”; JCD on “James Bond of India” and
ISI-CIA-Taliban collusion “corrupt mess”; Pakistani sites accusing CIA of causing floods
National Preparedness Month ready.gov, crappy FEMA video series, “our family just volunteered on our community emergency response team” part of Citizen Corps program, FEMA
“grassroots strategy”, JCD: “it’s an oxymoron”, ACC: “shut up slave, get on the train!”
Trains Good Planes Bad: California requiring French high-speed rail companies to disclose
records of concentration camp deliveries; New York Times reporter Ed Black goes into detail
on IBM’s Hollerith card sorting machines for Nazi Germany; Center for Urban Infrastructure
gives away Bakersfield-Fresno freight plan, “air rights” for parking; water landing alert on
British Airways flight triggered by mistake; ghost hunter killed by train on North Carolina
trestle, JCD: “there’s an extra ghost now”; JetBlue tire fire in Sacramento
Producer note on sysadmin work making Mexican ID cards for Carlos Slim in Tijuana, “we’re
putting loopholes in the system”, ACC: developers “have some Crackpot-Buzzkill in them”
Jane Mayer New Yorker hit piece on the Koch Brothers’ “war on Obama”, extols George
Soros’ work to defeat George W. Bush
Donation Segment: JCD on Washington speeding tickets; Family Jewels “hookers and blow”
NPR pre-roll ad roulette, Jane Mayer to Terry Gross: Kochs “hard-line libertarians; secret
Democrat strategy meeting at Aspen Institute organized by chairman of NPR advertiser Progressive, Koch money for Nova and ACLU; JCD on Mevio lunch and Koch ”Swift Boat“
associative propaganda, roster of Fresh Air loaded terms ”private agenda“ and ”astroturf“
Greenpeace report on funding for “climate change machine” with Getty belching smokestack
images, Heritage Foundation “misinterprets science and policy regarding the climate”; Democracy Now Koch media hit with identical talking points, “their ideological network is known
as the Kochtopus”, flimsy outrage over formaldehyde business
Triangular UFO crash in Fresno; new meme “utricity” from urine
Briefcase-buying advice from character on AMC drama Rubicon: “clasps, not zippers!”
Sentenced to military service for Facebook post; EPA outlaws lead bullets and sinkers; Cleveland RFID recycling bins; “Blest” plastic-to-oil machine’s explosive depolymerization gases
Pulled Summer’s Eve “how to ask for a raise” ad; The Vagina Monologues douche segment
Michael Clarke: be afraid of “lone wolf” released prisoners radicalized in jail; Canadian “homegrown terror cell” communicating via public library computers, IED “components”, arrestee
on Canadian Idol singing Avril Lavigne, ACC: “breeding ground for terrorists!”
Senate Republicans object to hearing bill giving Congress subpoena power over BP
United Egg Producers eggsafety.org video, “beak trimming” to prevent cannibalism
And Now Back to Real News: sex tape with Karissa Shannon and Heidi Montag
ACC to appear with “contrarian view” on TWiT with Kevin Rose and Robert Scoble
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Eggs & Poop

(2010-08-26)

0:00:00 ACC: “This is outrageous, of all people, you homeschool your kids yet you put ‘em on a leash!”
0:00:40 Egg recall for food safety bill and adjuvant excuse; Thom Hartmann on UK farmers vaccinating
chickens against salmonella; word of the day cloaca Latin for “sewer”; Penn & Teller’s Bullshit:
“even if vaccination did cause autism, which it fucking doesn’t”; “Jesus” paying cash at ACC’s
health food store, “I wanted to go up and say, hey man, I love your work”
0:11:12 Producer Segment
0:13:12 ACC’s upcoming appearance on TWiT
0:14:33 ACC in San Jose for Interplast charity, USAID requiring government partnerships for work
in Haiti; ABC: “we found almost nothing had changed”, spokeshole Cheryl Mills: “dollars are
being well-spent”, vaccination programs; ACC: perfect excuse for regime change
0:22:29 PBS promo “there are no advertisers to be satisfied” vs Vivian Schiller; JCD on stage show
with comedians getting reaction shots from audience for postproduction, “dishonesty at its
height!” (JCDPPotD); ACC attends Family Guy table read, steals 2011 “retard” script
0:31:49 And Now Back to Real News: Lindsay Lohan outpatient program; Nova Scotia stores carding
everyone; Australia alcohol abuse cost estimate $36bn/year; one in twelve drivers admit DUI,
Labor Day checkpoint “blitz”; FDA seizing e-cigarettes; California tobacco-elimination goal
0:40:24 Police legally attaching GPS devices to cars, ACC: “I’d strap this thing to a raccoon”; Sunday
Times pushing child trackers that “can find a wandering child up to an amaazing one-quarter
mile away”, ACC outraged at JCD’s children on leashes, “it’s not a choke chain!”, ACC: “did
you carry a plastic bag to pick up their poop?”, children disappearing in Toys ‘R’ Us
0:47:56 Bogus Japanese Blest plastic-to-oil machine, video with United Nations University logo
0:52:56 The Walking Dead series coming to AMC; Minneapolis pays $165k to “zombies” arrested for
“carrying equipment that simulated weapons of mass destruction”
0:55:55 Donation Segment: Thom Hartmann pro-Obama propaganda; Koch Brothers
1:06:44 27% drop in existing home sales, return of commercial real estate “jingle mail”, Tony Robbins
“hunker down”; CNN “sovereign citizens” meme, Southern Policy Law Center’s Mark Potok
on Terry Nichols and white supremacists, “murdering people”, “these are actually black groups
now … that have adopted this ideology”, banks unable to prove ownership; KTVU on “vast
inventory of repossessed homes”, JCD on banks not making loans; microloans within US
1:22:05 Producer note on Colorado State University cops passing out local ordinance playing cards;
tiered sexting jail sentences, JCD on John DeLorean’s cocaine entrapment, obvious “hey, we
know what you’re up to” strategy, sex tourism pre-crime; nonlethal lasers for “fighty prisoners”
1:31:09 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: H1N1 to be baked into seasonal vaccine; bloodhounds trained
to detect swine flu; Finnish vaccine narcolepsy scare
1:34:17 Trains Good Planes Bad: reported nine-day traﬀic jam in China; Logan Airport replacing
back-of-the-hand patdowns with real groping; ZBV Z Backscatter Van for detecting “illegal
material or IEDs”; probation murder prediction software; Skype woes
1:45:24 RuPaul’s Drag U ad; Kim Kardashian’s butt cheek corset; clueless Carly Fiorina protester
1:54:24 Keith Olbermann guest WTC mosque ramblings; Russian numbers station “The Buzzer”
1:59:36 German RFID-enabled ID cards and Dutch PIN card withdrawal limits to “protect” seniors
2:02:26 X-37B spacecraft from Vandenberg still missing from radar tracking
2:03:39 UK salty salads, CASH Consensus Action on Salt and Health www.actiononsalt.org.uk,
“salt may contain traces of salad”, ACC’s salted espresso and 108/60 BP
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Gassed in Boston

(2010-08-22)

0:00:00 JCD: “This is bogus! He can find out who’s doing it, he’s got the CIA working for him!” ACC:
“He’s the President!” (1:18:23)
0:00:39 JCD’s Comcast down for several hours, spreadsheet delayed
0:02:25 letsvoteforjobs.com and trainsgoodplanesbad.com,“don’t send blankets” banners
0:05:01 ACC reviews Eat, Pray, Love: sorely-needed intermissions, “there are some books that just
should never be made into a movie”, Rome munchies, brazen product placement
0:09:55 El País article blaming 2008 Spanair 5022 crash on oﬀice malware, MSNBC on “type of trojan
horse”, Trend Micro “expert” blames USB stick, Cyber Defense Agency hand-wringing, ACC:
distraction from maintenance and human error; disabled Deepwater Horizon alarm parallel
0:18:00 Trains Good Planes Bad: Chinese train breaks and goes over trestle, Siemens Smart Chopper
0:19:53 Obama administration $2bn fund for bioterrorism and pandemic threats, $822M for flu vaccines; Boston subway terror attack simulation with release of “gases and fluorescent particles”,
greenhouse gas sulfur hexafluoride, “flu-like symptoms” from perfluorocarbons; producer note
on H1N1 vaccination required of Purdue University staff; Royal Pain pushing whooping cough
vaccine; UK medical tourism superbug spread to Canada, 40k mass graves in Wales with “cooling, security, and dignified storage”, ACC: “just throw the slaves in some Hefty bags”
0:31:34 Bedbug “feeding frenzy on the move” in movie theaters and classrooms, ACC: “I think the
mattress industry is behind this”; egg recall as part of forcing small farmers out of business,
scripted CDC podcast on reducing salmonella risk, ACC: “welcome, John, how, are, you,
today?”, JCD on gamma radiation ultra-pasteurization reducing need for quality control,
Wright County Egg in Galt Iowa, JCD’s Japanese egg package translation
0:43:41 US circumcision rates declining, linked to reduced risk of HIV in Africa by CDC
0:45:07 Producer/Donation Segment: Pedobear Alan Milburn; ACC on magic number 42
0:59:07 Jennifer Aniston “retard” shitstorm, r-word.org, ACC: “we are retards, we are more retarded,
the Special Olympics people are brilliant compared to us!” (ACCPPotD)
1:02:24 And Now Back to Real News: George Lopez on alcohol and Kourtney Kardashian breastfeeding “lovely visual”, ACC on Scott Disick’s bogus alcoholism; DOT motorcycle drunk driving
PSAs; producer note on one-third of Colorado’s population with alcohol violations; Colorado
police beat up man walking dog who offers to help motorist; mysterious origin of CNN IED
videos; brainwashed Army soldiers in Iraq: “we came, we saw, we helped people”
1:11:18 Fox News “Obama is not a Christian” meme, “24% believe, again incorrectly, that he is
a Muslim”, Ramadan vs “we have our President stuﬀing his face full of ice cream”; weekly
address on “flood of attack ads run by shadowy groups with harmless-sounding names” blaming
Citizens United, “you don’t know if it’s BP”, Republicans “used their power to block the issue
from even coming up for a vote”, JCD: “what power, they don’t have any power!”
1:21:22 Warren Buffet’s $2.4bn investment in Johnson & Johnson medical division for Obamacare;
GM document admitting its financial reporting is bogus
1:26:02 New meme “prenup mania”; Geraldo Rivera wusses out of True Blood “gay vampires” debate
1:33:31 WikiLeaks’ Julian Assange rape allegations walked back by mainstream media
1:35:49 Wyclef Jean on mysterious disqualification from Haitian election, urging against youth rioting;
Time on candidate Jude Célestin convicted of bank fraud
1:46:15 White House calls for return of Lockerbie “bomber” to Scotland
1:52:03 Breaking news: Wyclef Jean “I cannot surrender now” folk hero pitch
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Eat, Pray, Love. In The Morning

(2010-08-19)

0:00:00 ACC: “Chicks are crazy about this movie!” JCD: “Don’t go see it then!” (1:58:29)
0:00:37 Another zero-communication Sunday-Thursday interval
0:02:21 Mel Gibson smashes up Maserati; show hosts all MIA except Thom Hartmann; Joy Behar
show Ambien sleep-driving theory, ACC hits E! Network casting head with Chantix theory
0:05:33 Producer Segment
0:09:19 Australian Zombie March; college zombie emergency preparedness plan
0:11:03 ACC on train running through Santa Barbara at all hours, JCD on engineers laying on horn
as joke, no pride in dirty Burlington Northern hardware; BI “bee-eye” Gitmo jewelry company
0:14:15 Al Jazeera on US sneaking out of Iraq, oﬀicial: army “unfit, incompetent, and unprepared”,
US mission “to counter what they call terrorism”, ten more years of training needed; “tactical”
withdrawal at night with media embargo; ACC story: pee stop along eight-lane highway to
Kuwait City; JCD on Mad Max Striker vehicle exterior cage: “I think that’s just for billboards”
0:28:44 La Línea drug cartel employing hot female assassins
0:30:10 BBC: Finland planning to “stub out” smoking, crazy-looking man on the street “I enjoy
smoking my cigar”; Days of Our Lives: drinking “pretty much the same thing” as drugs; “ask
your doctor or pharmacist about tequila” for shyness; Entourage tequila business
0:36:16 ADHD misdiagnoses; KTVU on weak vaccines due to refrigeration issues, “free reimmunizations”; producer note on Purdue University flyers for free flu shots including H1N1
0:41:33 Iowa 288M chicken egg recall with UK parallel
0:43:11 Wyclef Jean “in hiding” due to death threats, YouTube video of performance in Belgium
0:44:45 Japanese WWII soldiers “misled by the government” into midget submarine suicide missions
0:46:20 MTV on celebrity plastic surgeon Frank Ryan “tweeting just before his car plunged off a cliff”
0:49:57 Media Matters prompts advertisers to bail out on Dr. Laura Schlessinger’s show
0:54:41 Donation Segment
1:01:49 SCRAM jailovercrowding.com gleeful incarceration stats, “monitoring them to ensure rehabilitation”; California student trackers, teacher “checkin’ papers, checkin’ papers”, “when
we feed the children lunch we just have to push a button and it’s done”, roaming dots on map
screen, bogus “complete payout for the system”, ACC: “someone’s gettin’ fired!”, “something
akin to an inventory system”; BI Inc agriculture origin, hints of bracelet hackability
1:14:24 Rachel Ray blog on FDA “inherently dangerous” raw milk; Royal Society on vat-grown meat
1:18:31 Bill Clinton asserts “no excuse” for donors not coughing up money, old story of France rejecting
repayment of $40bn independence debt; Colombian court rejects US access to military bases
1:26:00 Ancient Aliens on medieval accounts of “cigar-shaped flying objects emitting noxious mists”;
“persistent contrails” atmospheric geoengineering article; US suspected of using secret climate
change weapon against Russia, JCD recommends Hummer beer, X37-B Vandenberg launch
1:31:23 ACC’s somewhat over-the-top “outrageously expensive” Stonehouse meal
1:34:04 Illegal to rent apartments to tourists in San Francisco, obligatory Amsterdam “rental pool”
with price cap; Fidel Castro all-in on Daniel Estulin’s The Secrets of the Bilderberg Club
1:37:20 Chemtrails at top of right-wing conspiracy list; ultra-rich money not in circulation, “I’d like
to see Bill Gates buying and building a mountain!” (JCDPPotD); Verizon-Google monopoly
1:50:18 Trains Good Planes Bad: CNN shill Katherine Dorsett all-in on high speed rail, Princess
Bubble book; Southwest attendant saves baby from parents; JCD on “coolies” laying track
1:56:59 ACC’s hedge fund manager friend quitting to surf; Louis Black on Eat, Pray, Love merchandise
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Your Ankle Bracelet Awaits

(2010-08-15)

ACC: “Death by hooker.” JCD: “Well, at least they’re gettin’ creative.” (1:15:07)
ACC at Billy Idol concert with Bobbi Eden, soon appearing on Daily Source Code
Producer Segment: duplicating “Read Ayn Rand” Google Earth message
Bill Gates’ father crusading for 5% Washington state income tax, JCD: “he should be rebuked!”
“Hindenburg omen” predicting September market meltdown, “oh the humanity!” radio clip;
Skype preparing to go public, Rupert Murdoch BSkyB lawsuit
And Now Back to Real News: Dr. Laura Schlessinger “nigger nigger nigger” shitstorm; Tammy
Bruce on leaving National Organization for Women over race politics, “rub salt into the wound”
instruction; Schlessinger’s sponsor-prompted apology
Greg Gutfeld to Glenn Beck on World Trade Center mosque: “let’s open an Islam-friendly
gay bar next door to the mosque”, proposed “Suspicious Packages” name; former eco-terrorist
pounced on for divulging incendiary device recipes, JCD on Dmitry Sklyarov DMCA case,
ACC on resurrection of Fairness Doctrine, “conspiracy theorist” marginalization
Gizmodo story “How Ankle Monitors Could Replace Prisons”, BI Incorporated bi.com Sobrietor “looks like a gun”, Drive-BI remote slave scanner, partners Microsoft and Sprint, National
Association list, “Gitmo jewelry”; Texas man’s ninth DUI leads to life in prison, ACC: “it’s
better to have the slave feeding himself!”; Jesse Ventura living in freedom-loving Mexico
AP story on El Blog del Narco “operating from behind a thick curtain of computer security”, elblogdelnarco.com registered in Denver, perfect English translations; Gallup poll on
Americans not believing mainstream news
Donation Segment: The Rockford Files telephone ring; Earthquake Machine on stream
David Icke on “cesspit-level” of society and pedophilia not approved for end-of-show
NOTAM for 25-mile-radius no-fly zone near Dillingham Alaska two meters above sea level,
Ted Stevens’ plane ELT Emergency Locator Transmitter, son-in-law’s crash in line between
HAARP installation and Dillingham; producer note on Stevens vs Palin
New two-to-the-head technique: former Deutsche Bank exec Colin Birch hanged by two escorts; JCD: Ted Stevens crash site photo “fishy”; ACC preemptive “I did not kill myself”
Trains Good Planes Bad: Wall Street Journal video of editors chortling about “bag Nazi”
Steven Slater, laundry list of airline complaints; young teens flying unaccompanied to Nashville
on “babysitting” money, security hole “alarm bells” vs TSA reality
Christopher Hitchens to Charlie Rose on dislike of Bill Clinton: “it’s visceral, if you like”, “he
only cares about himself, I thought that was so obvious and so reptilian”, JCD on shoulderrubbing behavior; Haiti earthquake not linked to existing fault line; Wyclef Jean’s former
bandmate Pras to support Michel “Sweet Micky” Martelly, Jean Ritz Crackers TV spot
Degree “Clinical” deodorant ad with droplet bloop sound effect; female infants growing breasts
in China due to Synutra formula
Letterman to Landon Donovan: “looks like it’s fun to run around on that huge green field”;
Burn Notice “tell that to my squadmates who spent their tour shippin’ drugs to the States”
Global health panel on declining support for African AIDS antiretrovirals, bogus numbers
from CHAI Clinton Health Access Initiative, “nearly half of all the people living with HIV
and on treatment in developing countries”, Bill Gates “unsustainable”
Outro: shipping tobacco via USPS to overseas military addresses just fine
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Checkpoint Nation

(2010-08-12)

JCD: “Then if that’s the case, why can’t I go sign up some slaves?” (1:27:47)
ACC’s Adam Carolla Show PR work; USA Today on average federal civilian salary of $123k
Producer Segment: Nokia app store “n-word” douchebaggery; Stealth Tone app
Two-to-the-head: peak oil theorist and BP critic Matt Simmons dead in hot tub
German tourist killed in Union Square shootout; San Francisco “demand-responsive” meters
Portugal restricting salt content in bread, fines up to €5k; UN “let them eat bugs” position “to
stamp out famine and combat global warming”, JCD’s chocolate-covered grasshoppers, ACC
predicts Hot Pockets with bugs, edible.com toasted ants; JCD on Unmentionable Cuisine
book with French Revolution rat recipes, “they’re gonna have us eating boogers”
And Now Back to Real News: Naomi Campbell’s former agent’s testimony on dinner-table
blood diamond delivery plans, Campbell “knock at my door” account, free pass for Mandela
Wyclef Jean’s Gulfstream IV N254GA owned by NetJets Middle East Ltd used by bankers
and Bill Clinton; Clinton Bush Haiti Fund $50k for papier-mâché sculptor
Chuck Schumer’s S.3728 Innovative Design Protection and Piracy Prevention Act
Former Sen. Ted Stevens killed in Alaska plane crash, botched 2009 prosecution, memoir
underwritten by BP; ACC on experienced bush pilot Terry Smith, son-in-law killed two weeks
prior piloting C-17, global extreme weather, “they got fried by a Tesla beam from this HAARP
array”, NTSB ignoring bent wings, National Guard medical team vs “several local Samaritans”
Radioactive wild boars in Germany, wildfires around Chernobyl releasing radioactive ash
Donation Segment: Bill Hicks on advertising “like a turd falling into my drink”
Open-source model vs federal civilian“ control freaks” (JCDPPotD); median mainstream TV
viewership ages in 40s and 50s, JCD: networks “gonna get a Social Security check”
Robert Gibbs “coked out” theory, Cindy Sheehan proposes “pee-off” over Gibbs’ “ought to be
drug-tested”; Charlie Gasparino on GE’s Jeff Immelt warning NBC managers to go easy on
Obama, JCD on CNBC bearishness and dot-com collapse; high-frequency trading legality
Democracy Now on ISP CEO Nicholas Merrill’s national security letter fight, JCD on “dragnet” for lazy FBI agents, nondisclosure agreements vs free speech and private slavery contracts,
Merrill on “no instructions on how to appeal, there was nothing about contacting a lawyer”
UK antiterrorist hotline ads: “a terrace house on our street has blacked-out windows”, “far
too much for such a small plot of land”, edited-together “a terrorist plot may have been
discovered”; smoking in car considered child abuse; producer note on VBS My ID hymn
New Allstate protection racket ad with teenage girl hit-and-run; local newspaper ad with
$3400 DUI interlock price tag sign, threatening Checkpoint Strikeforce police PSA
recovery.gov creator Smartronix acquires company linked to Vivek Kundra
UK “superbug” gene NDM-1 blamed on medical tourism in India; British Heart Association
pushing statins; Obama “jock in chief” activities; Illinois back-to-school sales tax holiday WTF
Pope refuses resignations from Irish assistant bishops over Pedobear situation
Trains Good Planes Bad: Super Turbo Train toy ad; Delta passenger booted for reporting
alcohol on pilot’s breath; TSA snow globe ban; AJetBlue attendant Steven Slater quitting via
chute, Michael Musto: “I’m gonna go home and follow him on Facebook”, pricey movie clips,
ex-wife: “he is a dramatic fellow”, Slater “kind of neat”, Hill+Knowlton beer meme; Rachel
Maddow on Chinese New Year trips via high-speed rail, there vs here with melodramatic sigh
Outro: end-of-show clip John Pilger “Obama is a corporate marketing creation”
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Let Them Eat Hot Pockets

(2010-08-08)

0:00:00 JCD: “I’ll be fighting back the zombies!” (1:13:10)
0:00:38 JCD “raspberry pickin’ time” in Pacific Northwest; USS Columbus sub in the water
0:01:24 JCD canola oil recap, NPR on GMO specimens growing wild, “anyone … would recognize this
plant as canola”, JCD: “I’m beside myself with the fact that NPR would do this” (JCDPPotD)
0:06:42 Producer Segment: Glenn Beck tip for spotting KGB agent
0:13:12 Bonaire listeners using No Agenda memes
0:14:12 Hot Pockets jingle, JCD on Mevio millennial Eddie’s Hot Pockets based on pasty and pierogi
prototype, ACC on reindeer meat pasty, Continental Airlines turkey dog in croissant
0:19:25 Sean Penn on Wyclef Jean’s corporate appeal, Wolf Blitzer stunned, Penn babbles appeal to
media; video of Jean climbing out of Gulfstream IV N254GA, appropriation of $400k in relief
funds; Fast Company’s Jenara Nerenberg all-in; Clinton Bush Haiti Fund up and running
0:32:49 Mia Farrow next to testify about blood diamonds, Naomi Campbell “knock at my door”
0:36:20 Producer voicemail from CDC for 20-minute childhood immunization survey at 1-866-999-3340
0:38:26 Obama shuts down BP leak; oil cams and two wells at Lambert X-Y Coordinates; flammable
Pennsylvania well water; Anderson Cooper’s GQ look; N254GA trips to Westchester County
0:50:06 Christy Quail arrested for accepting stolen beer from Hartford Distributors shooter Omar
Thornton; Columbine school shooting witness accounts of additional shooters
0:54:29 House bill to ban interstate sale of alcohol; Fred Meyer kombucha evaluated for alcohol content
0:57:07 HP CEO Mark Hurd resigns in disgrace over sexual harassment or expense account antics
0:59:49 Pentagon spokesman Jeff Morell on WikiLeaks not requesting review of classified documents;
Fox News on takedown demand, “we were already losing the war”, ACC delighted with term
“expunge”, “we live off of leaks, give me more leaks!”
1:05:27 Donation Segment: JCD’s anniversary
1:13:22 JCD recommends Zombieland film, ACC recommends Brave New World, producer note on
Aldous Huxley’s brother Julian member of British Eugenics Society, letter to George Orwell
predicting government “infant conditioning and narco-hypnosis” to keeps the slaves obedient
1:16:45 Chicago heroin use rising, senior home dealers; NewsHour on Wisconsin mother whose son
died of overdose: “I knew he had smoked pot”; JCD story: “ridiculously beautiful models”
clients of high-end heroin dealer next door in Albany, JCD: “would you like a Hot Pocket?”
1:25:30 Bill O’Reilly accidentally gives away Democrat aﬀiliation; Fox News on naked body scanners
storing images: “wuh-oh!”, man on the street with King of the Hill Boomhauer clone, host’s
patdown standup routine; ACC on LAX barking contest with fat “move along!” rent-a-cop
1:35:39 Dutch lok-Jood “bait Jews”, news of radical Muslim honeypot leaked
1:36:45 “High-speed” chase and beating of elderly British man stopped for not wearing seatbelt
1:39:07 Proposals to supplement fluoride with ritalin; possible Obama Fannie Mae & Freddie bailout
1:42:39 Trains Good Planes Bad: LAX Siemens rail ads, 1000 kph Chinese trains, federal stimulus
rail surveys, Chunnel passengers left on train, “priced to market” propaganda, JCD’s trip to
Sacramento Train Museum with JMD, Unstoppable trailer, 1970s Supertrain TV series
1:52:48 UN climate fund taxes, Nebraska desertification, Volkswagen “poop Beetle”, Michelle Obamastaying at Marbella Ritz, Stanford professor on denialist ignorance; NASA climate vital
signs widget, bluefin tuna fishing moratorium scrapped
1:59:48 Coxsackie-Athens High School “I’m a slave” valedictorian speech; bagged milk in Russia and
Canada; “slave to the government” end-of-show clip; Yogi Bear movie with Pedobear
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Chillies in the Antilles

(2010-08-05)

JCD: “I don’t like shooting myself, I’m sorry.” (0:13:15)
ACC in Dutch Antilles; Geoff Smith Adam Curry, Former Soviet Spy jingle
California Proposition 8 gay marriage ban unconstitutional, JCD prostitution comparison
Producer Segment
ACC three hours ahead; Dutch Antilles to become full-fledged county on 10/10/10, Hugo
Chávez on lack of NATO membership, dollar oﬀicial currency; beachless “diver’s paradise”
Fracking makes it to Nightly Business Report: Senate energy bill requiring disclosure of chemicals used, Pennsylvania homeowners worried about industrial exposure, experimental horizontal wells; JCD network news pharmaceutical ad compilation, elderly target audience
50k “non-combat forces” to remain in Iraq, dog barking ambience, no functioning government
five months after election; 60 Minutes with former CIA Hank Crumpton claiming pre-9/11
warning about threat to “homeland” from Afghanistan, Afghan spook Amrullah Saleh: “first
a massacre campaign will start”, Taliban and al-Qaeda in Pakistan, Crumpton all-in on insurgency operation within Pakistan; Saint Louis heroin use at all-time high
August anniversaries of Hiroshima and both World Wars; analyst Harry Dent predicting next
depression; Brian Williams on Afghan orphan girls visiting US, plug for legalizing adoption;
Geert Wilders to be excluded from Dutch government to preserve Christian Democrat positions
USPS training workers to deliver medical supplies in case of terrorist attack
And Now Back to Real News: Extra tease with various names unknown to JCD
Naomi Campbell admits receiving Charles Taylor “dirty rocks” to International Criminal
Court, Nelson Mandela’s metaphorical “get out of jail free” card
Donation Segment: modern knighting ceremony theme
Australian “alien hunter” Ragbir Bhathal visible light signal; “solar tsunami” on horizon
DUI interlock devices to be used in Canada and Netherlands; British retailers selling “milk in
a bag”, ACC: “they use 75% less packaging and give you 175% more hassle”
Democrat Terryl Clark “take on the special interests and take back our country” at Netroots
Nation Conference, JCD: “who are they gonna take back the country from?”, “AFL-CIO hack”
Linda Chavez-Thompson “buenas noches … can’t hear you, buenas noches!”
Scripted explanation of Breitbart and Shirley Sherrod incident by Rachel Maddow and David
Letterman, JCD: “and do they mention that Obama’s administration ran with the story?”
U.S. Marshals Service admits to saving thousands of naked body scanner images from Florida
courthouse entrance; Fox Business Tom Sullivan Show military blowhard all-in on DHS duplication of effort in war on terror, classified information on “that Weeky-leak”
Geraldo Rivera flub: “as Latinos, as African-Americans kind of go up the social and economic
ladder and make it, do they become they become as white …?”
Hope for Mel Gibson in report of 15 Chantix suicides in Australia since 2008
Belated reaction to Wyclef Jean Haitian candidacy announcement
Daily Mail: Churchill & Eisenhower covered up RAF UFO sighting; ADL swastika “sidegrade”
EPA considering regulation on farming dust
Speculation about Chelsea Clinton’s married life, JCD: “so she’s gonna run for president”
Trains Good Planes Bad: seven puppies die on American Airlines flight
Producer note on naltrexone blocking opioid receptor to “make alcoholics … miserable”
catsthatlooklikehitler.com
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Earle in the Gulf

(2010-07-31)

0:00:00 ACC: “Just in time for summer, don’t you wanna feel really good about your complexion, all
you have to do is listen to the No Agenda Show! …” (1:39:50)
0:00:52 JCD befuddled by chatroom “human resources”; ACC streams Computer America appearance,
caller “I woke up in the morning” creating Knight rings, constant “hard clock” interruptions
0:07:52 Producer Segment
0:14:08 dvorak.org makeover, <blink>, single-page conspiracy sites; itanimulli.com NSA redirect
0:18:11 PACT Prevent All Cigarette Traﬀicking law to outlaw sending tobacco by mail; White House
seeking warrantless FBI internet snooping; JMD sick of Thom Hartmann propaganda; Democracy Now “dimwits”: NYC “youth activist” shills protesting Arizona “anti-immigration” law;
ACC on Micky’s $1300 expedited service from DHS, protests continuing in spite of legal victory
0:33:00 Michael Eric Dyson to Face the Nation on “African witch doctor” Obama birth certificate:
“it’s been proved that he is from earth”; Dutch documents and US passports rejected for
alcohol purchases by vendor policies, JCD California driving test tips for ACC
0:40:17 Anthony Weiner blows up in Congress over 9/11 first responder bill: “the gentleman will
observe regular order!”, Thom Hartmann: “kickin’ Peter King’s butt!”; factcheck.org “debunks” W-2 healthcare not “considered” taxable income; roster of Obama tax increases
0:53:59 And Now Back to Real News: Michelle Obama hanging out with gangsters in Marbella Spain;
impending no-fly zone along Hudson River for suspected vegan Chelsea Clinton’s wedding
0:57:33 Hungarian PM Victor Orban tells IMF what it can do with 15% of GDP bailout package,
JCD prediction: “hunting accident”, The Economist on Orban’s “cynical populism”
1:02:27 BP ad with cleanup worker pronouncing “oil” orl; $20bn escrow payments via letters of credit;
Congress ends drilling moratorium just in time for BP alone to rake it in
1:07:55 Donation Segment: age 40 declared “old” for TV purposes; Order of the Mint coins
1:23:52 Niaspan “immediate-release niacin” aka vitamin B3; “wonder drug” naltrexone for Pittsburgh
marijuana sentences, ACC formula “I just stopped”, prediction: Lindsay Lohan on naltrexone
1:33:58 British Columbia suspends testing of sex offenders by showing images of nude children, JCD on
similar Colorado program in Kobe Bryant case; paper links Chantix to violence and aggression
1:37:56 Enthusiastic Proactiv voiceover, ACC’s attempted emulation, girls pronouncing “feel” fill
1:41:51 Trains Good Planes Bad: Southwest Airlines contract of carriage “act of God” definition
amended to include mechanical diﬀiculties; Michelle Obama’s communications director Camille
Johnston leaves for Siemens; House Resolution honors freight railroad industry; Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood to award Milwaukee $2.5bn for high speed rail
1:47:21 Five-person procedure for regenerating DNSSEC root key; JCD visit to MAE-East in Virginia;
shortage of important emergency room drugs like epinephrine, JCD: “Obamacare”
1:54:27 Democracy Now on cluster bomb ban signed by no countries of particular importance
1:55:58 Kevin Rudd in hospital for gall bladder surgery; myki RFID card used as tracking device in
murder case, transportation secretary: “I wouldn’t be overly concerned about Big Brother”
1:59:48 C-SPAN “not available” videos; EPA’s Lisa Jackson all-in on climate change “body of science”;
Thom Hartmann non-sequitur blames floods & fires on lack of campaign finance reform
2:03:38 Rolling Stone “puff piece” on Wyclef Jean, If I Was President song “assassinated on Saturday”
2:05:58 Mother Jones tests Better Business Bureau’s A+ rating for Goldline by registering Hamas
2:10:03 Hot Russian spy Anna Fermanova busted for sending night vision scopes to Russia
2:11:39 Canada establishing “voluntary salt targets”; cloned milk already on shelves in EU
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Marceaux for Governor

(2010-07-29)

0:00:00 JCD: “These guys are just talking out of their ass.” (2:14:23)
0:00:40 Producer takes exception to “human resources”, JCD: “Soylent Green”; one-frame Tyler Durden appearances in Fight Club, The Manchurian Candidate and Kennedy assassination
0:04:37 Producer Segment: ACC on challenge coin “coin checks”; Basil Marceaux “in the morning”
0:14:29 No mention of poppies in WikiLeaks Afghanistan archive; Nancy Skinner “George Bush’s
war” meme, agrees with “conservative” Laura Ingraham that leaker should be prosecuted,
JCD: “strap on your dildo and go do it!”, “who is gonna sign the surrender papers?”; internet
access and phone ownership then vs now, life expectancy down three years; New York Times’
Mark Mazzetti on vetting advance copy of WikiLeaks material with White House censors,
Pakistan’s ISI working with Taliban; next distraction Obama’s The View appearance
0:27:16 BBC on Stephen Fry’s bipolar disorder, next edition of DSM potentially diagnosing entire
population as mentally ill; Lisbon Treaty mental illness carve-out; 20% of Californians at risk
0:33:13 New “guess the advertiser” game from JCD: “I can lead the army that will follow” Verizon ad
0:37:06 “Obama of Haiti” Wyclef Jean to run for election; Hillary Clinton’s technology guru Alec Ross
on “fantastic women who work in the innovation space at the State Department” creating $10
text message scheme, JCD: “classic Silicon Valley douchebag”, viral on “Twittersphere … and
social media spaces”, “21st century statecraft” fighting Mexican cartel “disaster”, “let’s get
some people from Silicon Valley!”, ACC: “this is where I’m peeing my pants!”, anonymous
crime reporting program, “take for granted I’m telling the truth”; producer note on Vivek
Kundra’s “Indian cabal”; spook operation Recorded Future spying on social networks
0:52:00 JCD on local news buzzphrase “tax cuts for the rich”; employer healthcare costs to be treated
as income; Fox Business “exclusive” on Dodd-Frank protecting SEC from FOIA requests
1:00:13 Binge drinking in the news, MADD downgraded to D rating as charity
1:01:29 Donation Segment: ACC’s Global Geek News gig; Brave New World; NPR sales job opening
1:10:43 BP taxes down and revenue up, undisclosed PR spending; wasted-sounding Congressional
committee chair, BP engineer on “blue screen of death”, awaiting upgrade from Windows NT;
SEC investigating dodgy BP stock speculation; CIA-linked Evergreen Air spraying Corexit
1:19:40 And Now Back to Real News: Mel Gibson on nicotine patch, reports of Chantix violence;
Jennifer Love Hewitt and Joy Behar giggle over massage “happy endings” and oral sex; Bill
Clinton’s oral sex redefinition; Augusta State College student’s gay equity lawsuit
1:32:59 Two-to-the-head: Los Angeles Dr. Marc “Walking Man” Abrams found dead in closed hot
tub; producer note on aspartame addictiveness; California guns-drawn raw milk raids; “proven
nonaddictive drug therapy” naltrexone injection for binge drinking due to economy, “very
quickly goes to heroin”, JCD: “next miracle drug”; USA Today: “global warming undeniable”
1:46:09 New Jersey schools dropping D grade; police tasing unruly high school students; producer
note on being rent-a-cop at clinic: “sometimes, someone just needs to get tased”
1:49:51 Honor system tea shop experiment: Los Angeles 75% honest; Walmart RFID tags; Barbie
video doll with hidden camera; Charlie Rangel introduces compulsory service bill yet again
1:56:58 Rainwater collection illegal in several jurisdictions, ACC’s $200 water bill
2:03:00 Kyra Phillips and John Roberts on internet “dark side”, CNN to the rescue for Shirley Sherrod,
Andrew Keene’s position that “blogs, MySpace, YouTube, and other user-generated media
are killing the American economy, the culture, and our values”, “gatekeeper” meme, internet
“giant worldwide bathroom wall”, “thorny issues” meme
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Hillary For President!

(2010-07-25)

0:00:00 ACC: “You have a higher likelihood of gettin’ tased than gettin’ laid.” (0:26:49)
0:00:38 CVC notes San Francisco “sucks the life energy out of you”; Fringale lamb shank and “arrogant
French chick”; Sergei Brin’s wife’s DNA sequencing business 23andMe under GAO scrutiny
0:06:32 Producer Segment
0:14:35 JCD interprets Twilight as modern business allegory: “the three evil vampires that come in
and start killing people represent business consultants”, JC’s drug metaphor theory, Stephenie
Meyer’s receptionist background; JCD recommends 2007 Rhône wines; impossibility of writing
Atlas Shrugged screenplay, disappearance of the miniseries, Roots & Shōgun, “Ken Burns effect”
0:22:27 “Shotgun Taser” XREP extended range electronic projectile ad: “standard 12 gauge shotgun”,
ACC “I loaded the wrong shell” scenario, Clarence Thomas’ nephew Tased by hospital security
0:27:43 Energy Policy Act of 1992 limiting shower head flow rate to 2.5 gpm; hotel towel reuse
0:31:59 Boston Globe’s Bryan Bender on “several dozen” Pentagon employees and contractors involved
in child pornography, ACC on underlings being thrown under bus as diversion; failblog.org
“Vatican” Google search SEOed to pedophile site, “Google washing”; Mail Online on Catholic
priests at clubs with underage boys; sex traﬀicking by Army sergeant in Tacoma; BBC on
former Pennsylvania judge accepting bribes to imprison juveniles, ACC: “it’s known as the
cash for kids system”; National Enquirer’s two new Al Gore masseuses, “take care of this”
0:47:39 Hillary Clinton on the road with Greta Van Susteren in Pakistan, JCD on recent line of
female Secretaries of State, Hillary: “we had helped to create the problem we’re now fighting”
in the form of Mujahideen armed against Soviets; Tony the Terrorist on useless Stinger missiles
with expiration dates and limited firing angle of elevation; The Independent on Fallujah birth
defects due to use of depleted uranium, Israel to limit use of white phosphorus
0:55:58 “Self-loathing Jewish hyper-intellectual” Noam Chomsky on imminent attack on Iran, hatred
of neo-liberals, firepower “accelerating rapidly under Obama”, Khmer Rouge supporter
1:03:34 Donation Segment: Mel Gibson Chantix theory semi-confirmed; CVC’s aspartame gum habit
1:18:16 Dr. Andrew Wakefield finding maturational decline in vaccinated monkey brains
1:21:58 Abby Winters migrating porn servers from Australia to Amsterdam; FOIAed Australian internet censorship documents 90% redacted to “stop premature unnecessary debate”; Julia Gillard
all-in on 2012 climate action; Spanish Tour de France win and “mysterious malfunction”
1:24:40 USGS tweet on unusual “closely-spaced M7+ quakes” in Philippines
1:26:07 Vivek Kundra irked by GAO’s critique of recovery.gov “dashboard” using obsolete data
1:29:21 Satirical Wired article on writing about Haiti: “always use the phrase the poorest country in
the Western Hemisphere”; Bill O’Reilly misreads “national news new media — that’s me”
1:37:43 Wooden sailing ship found under World Trade Center moved to JFK Hangar 17
1:38:37 Cholesterol drug Niaspan “hey Pete, yeah it’s me, big brother” ad
1:42:48 New BP helicopter cockpit Photoshop job, oil cam video with opening studio door; technician’s
testimony on “inhibited” general alarm: “they did not want people woke up a three o’clock
in the morning due to false alarms”; Ocean Energy Institute’s Matthew Simmons: “we have
now poisoned the entire Gulf of Mexico”; producer note on dead birds in neighboring states
1:58:09 Mother gives marijuana to squalling twelve-year-old son for “self-loathing and lethargy”; LA
Times favors alcohol; Bill Press on new progressive strategy of buying radio stations
2:05:37 Woman dies of sex toy heart attack; Nature study: marmots growing due to climate change
2:06:30 Outro: Mel Gibson character assassination possibly due to new conspiracy theory film
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Train Crashes into Plane

(2010-07-21)

0:00:00 ACC: “Tell me a little bit about how the sexuality is in your DNA, ‘cause I’m Charlie Rose
and I want you to come over here, uhhh…” (1:34:45)
0:00:49 Ft. Knox military base “home of the human resource center of excellence” inscription
0:02:29 Producer Segment: ACC’s sister Tiffany getting married; No Agenda challenge coins
0:12:26 Nothing to See Here: Shirley Sherrod fired by USDA over out-of-context reverse-racist comments to NAACP, feigned right-wing media outrage over administration’s overreaction
0:15:38 Washington Post study showing one spook in ninety US adults, CIA merging with private
sector, Google wardriving for NSA, AT&T ECHELON, Facebook and In-Q-Tel, MKULTRA
Zuckerberg; producer note on Honeywell’s business with drones, high-speed rail, and Iranian
energy; Washington Post’s Dana Priest interview by Margaret Warner for end of show
0:25:10 Healthcare bill 1099 “all goods and services” scandal revisited, gold investors up in arms
0:27:10 Dodd-Frank signed into law, Ben Bernanke “let’s spend” push, JCD: “he owns us”, mandate
for more women and minorities; Ron Paul examines 22% unemployment, blowing up $1M
missile to increase GDP; Hillary Clinton’s new George Washington hairdo for 2012; left-wing
journalist chatroom 2008 election transcripts released; Big Bang Theory end-of-show vanity
card: “within minutes I become an atheist” due to watching Fox News
0:42:47 Two-to-the-head: Greek journalist Sokratis Giolias, Tennessee election oﬀicial James R. Brown
dead in trunk of burning car, IPCC climatologist Stephen Schneider “apparent heart attack”,
JCD: “martyr to the cause”, ACC: “just makes you not want to work for the government”
0:46:49 Producer note on retired JAG oﬀicer predicting next terrorist attack via C-4 in Somali woman’s
breast implants on Delta flight; Robert Shapiro on Obama bolstering approval rating via 9/11
or Oklahoma City event; prediction: Obama bails out in favor of Hillary after Bernanke pulls
the plug on economy; NPR Weekend Edition on “Obama’s very good week”
0:58:04 Donation Segment
1:11:33 Producer feedback on insurance paying for Weather Modification Inc activities; KC-10 “fuel
dump” video; snow in South America and 2010 “hottest on record” assertions
1:15:56 Hedge fund mogul Jeffrey Epstein released after serving short Pedobear sentence; Family Guy
pro-marijuana episode, Reefer Madness remastered, Wall Street Journal article on Southern
California weed production; producer note on friend guarding poppy field and burning it for
CNN crew; 9k tons of raw opium per harvest, irrigation canals dug by US in 1950s; useless 60
Minutes report on Taliban threats nailed to mosque and secret anti-IED technology
1:32:46 Charlie Rose drools over “this generation’s Sophia Loren” Penélope Cruz: “tell me about
the sexuality, it’s in your DNA”
1:35:07 Photoshopped BP crisis command center and underwater well-capping video
1:40:12 German government pushing De-Mail electronic document system; Australia looking to collect
$100M in fines with traﬀic spy cameras, “shocking and unlawful” Taser hazing rituals among
police; Gordon Brown on challenge of creating “New World Order” in Iraq; The Economist
on return to power of Surinam’s Dési Bouterse convicted of executing 15 political opponents
1:46:29 More arrests and bogus wiretapping charges in US for filming police; next-generation radiationless naked body scanners; producer confirms existence of Taser shotgun, JCD: “my eye!”
1:49:00 5.1 earthquake in Southern Iran; producer note on science of magnitude quantification
1:50:52 Trains Good Planes Bad: JCD proposes scoring tote board for plane vs train headline rundown
1:53:32 Allstate ad caricatures lawsuit-happy rich people; Dana Priest end-of-show
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Former Soviet Spy

(2010-07-18)

JCD: “This was pathetic!”
ACC-JCD lines of communication since last show suspended again
ACC demos i-Dosing track “poppies”, “only one dollar less than an actual dose of heroin”
Producer Segment: “we got nothin’”
Minor earthquake machine jolt near D.C. in time for Obama’s BP well-capping and DoddFrank announcement; Mel Gibson defenders on the rise
Oakland crime drop in spite of police force reduction; JCD on San Francisco electronic parking
kiosks with unreadable or vandalized LCD screens; “zone enforcement” credited with crime
reduction, ACC on Hilltop Watchtower: “I’ll be boiling oil and dropping it on them”
Cocoa price soars as trader grabs Europe’s entire $1bn supply; spike in Goldman Sachs put and
call options ahead of SEC suit and settlement; JCD on absurdity of Obama signing DoddFrank bill with 20 pens, three new additions to Federal Reserve governors including Janet
Yellen, everyone all-in on inflation; last-minute Dodd-Frank derivatives changes for 2022
JCD on Sarbanes-Oxley protecting accountants; Cocaine Cowboys and Mexican drug money
laundering including $378bn by Wachovia; ACC story: Doc McGhee’s anti-drug concerts for
smuggling marijuana with “hammered” Ozzy Osbourne wetting himself in charter jet aisle
“Former Soviet spy” Elizabeth Bentley’s 1953 Meet the Press appearance, ubiquitous spies
within OSS and FBI; Weekly Standard on contractors in spy agencies; Angelina Jolie’s Salt
Lee Bollinger proposes to “fix the news” with public-private partnership, ACC: “Media Czar”
Donald Rumsfeld aspartame manufacturer CEO, premature birth and testosterone reduction
MSNBC Lockup “wake-up call” segue to Lipitor ad
Donation Segment
Calgary storm with “hail-size golf balls” and Weather Modification Inc cloud seeding with
silver iodide, Clean Water Act “toxic pollutant” and side effect roster
Lipitor “my dad learned the hard way” ad hijacking “wake-up call” meme; applause for Racing
While Black author’s “phony African-American team owners … and all this diversity crap”
Message to JCD from Belgian Freedelity ID card CEO; EU member states breaking data
retention laws, JCD: “maybe the population’ll rise up and burn down the computer centers”
New PM Naoto Kan’s Okinawa deal with Obama, NHTSA Toyota acceleration “driver error”
New York Magazine Bernie Madoff story with “photo illustrations” of fake Bernie
Bret Michaels reveals rigged Celebrity Apprentice to Joy Behar: “if I won … er, not win … if I
knew that I was going to be in the final two”, American Idol pitch “I would love to do it”
Los Angeles King/Drew Medical Center study finds amnesia in 92% of Taser victims; ACLU
uninterested in Maryland wiretapping arrest; G20 riot cop “Oﬀicer Bubbles”: “if you touch
me with that bubble you’re going into custody”; producer note on money-stealing Florida cops
DARPA researching methods of “harvesting” energy from the human body to power devices,
ACC: “your SCRAM bracelet, I guess”; Snopes asserts Al Gore never claimed to have invented
the internet in spite of quoting “I took the initiative in creating the Internet” (JCDPPotD)
The Fix author Declan Hill on German authorities investigating up to 270 matches, 70% of
East Asian games rigged; Netherlands courting FIFA for 2018 by waiving VAT
Trains Good Planes Bad: new TSA chief John Pistole threatens to protect mass transit
riders, “easy target” for terrorists; France to cease work on new roads, “no longer up to date”;
cabt.org Coalition Against Bigger Trucks, JCD on double and triple semi trucks
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The Digital Drug Menace

(2010-07-15)

0:00:00 JCD: “You’re right, it’ll be point of discussion all over the place by a bunch of morons.”
0:00:38 No communication between ACC and JCD since last show; visiting CVC’s luggage lost by
KLM, “they know what bin number it was in”, 29 kilos of shoes
0:02:51 Spain’s predicted World Cup win, foul cards flying left and right, Dutch delighted at finishing
second, post-Katrina Saints’ win “feel-good story”, Paul the psychic octopus calls it a day
0:08:46 Producer Segment
0:13:21 And Now Back to Real News: Mel Gibson “you make me wanna smoke” phone call with
Oksana Grigorieva, ACC: “the guy’s on Chantix … no wonder he’s freakin’ out!”
0:20:15 I-Dosing “digital drugs”, parent: “just scary, definitely scary”, “i-Dosing could very well indicate a willingness to experiment with drugs”, ACC on backmasking; producer note on surge
in detox center heroin users, long-term replacement Suboxone requiring special licensing to
prescribe, web site “why choose Suboxone?”, owner Reckitt Benckiser, “Jessica” promo video
0:31:19 Nevada National Guard Agribusiness Development Team headed to Afghanistan; chatroom
tweeting Chantix warnings; Dick Morris working website URL into O’Reilly’s show multiple
times, predicting Hillary Clinton for president in 2012; Arianna Huﬀington bashing Obama
0:35:00 Washington Democrat Maria Cantwell on negative impact of EPA regulation; solar panel
manufacturer Solyndra Inc $535M in federal stimulus loans, IPO cancelled over unsustainable
business model; JCD on Intersolar trade show “used car dealers” with government money,
boring semiconductor show next door, lone small wind turbine company
0:43:16 Debate to end on Dodd-Frank reform bill, Federal Reserve shuffling trillions around
0:45:15 Belgian national identity eID merged with Freedelity loyalty card, JCD “they keep buying
Hot Pockets” scenario and insurance rates, no “sensible or confidential data”, ACC: “tell me
this is a spoof!”
0:51:55 Haiti Earthquake sixth-month anniversary, US poised to mess with November elections, Bill
Clinton still sending “tents and flashlights”, unlike Hugo Chávez; haititan-truth.org
0:54:59 Donation Segment: vajazzling.com domain sold; $33.33 Mothership Boarding Pass
1:07:52 Uganda bomb attack on heels of Bill Clinton visit, hotbed of CIA activity; CNN douchebag
Rick Sánchez: “if it helps get the message out there – that these are not the good guys – then
so be it”; life skills rehabilitation for Gitmo prisoners; NYC Rewards for Justice matchbooks
1:14:51 Nothing to See Here: BP blamed for Lockerbie bomber release, CBS on four unnamed senators
complaining; producer “driller Doug” predicting under-sea-floor leak in cap; former Shell CEO
to Chris Matthews: casing failure “like having a volcano on the bottom of the sea”; three-valve
containment cap being installed; Corexit and mysterious crop damage in Tennessee
1:32:52 Chris Matthews interstitial tease linking National League wins with Republican midterm gains
1:34:47 NHTSA concludes Toyota sudden acceleration “user error”; IPCC Fifth Assessment Synthesis
Report note from Rajendra Pachauri: “keep a distance from the media”
1:41:57 Healthcare bill requiring hundreds of additional 1099 forms from small businesses, JCD: “this
is reminding me of Soviet Russia”, illegal rubles story; Dodd-Frank bill requiring “conflict-free”
certification of manufacturers; swine flu on radio in 1994 The Stand film
1:50:13 Two-to-the-head: mayor and daughter shot in Coppell Texas on “humungous” gas bubble
1:53:42 Minnesota arrests for missing debt payments; Back to the Future trip July 6; John Hutchison
selling his anti-gravity lab on eBay; UK scientists prove chicken – not egg – came first
2:00:42 Bifocal contact lenses and eye exercises finally vindicated as myopia cures (JCDPPotD)
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Doomsday is Tomorrow

(2010-07-11)

0:00:00 JCD: “There’s wood in there, you’re eating wood! (guffaw)” (1:27:45)
0:00:37 July fog in Northern California, “June gloom”, JCD on 1972 loss of marine layer
0:02:51 Dutch arguing over World Cup celebration rights; ACC and psychic octopus predict Spain
win, JCD on cephalopod sensitivity to electricity; German goalkeeper Robert Enke “suicide”
0:11:31 Producer Segment
0:16:49 Terrence Aym “methane mega-bubble” doomsday scenario for BP oil spill, “Operation Deep
Sleep”, Illuminati on Easter Island for solar eclipse, HAARP double earthquake, “massive
effervescence”, JCD: “Doomsday is tomorrow”, disabling chemtrails and FEMA coﬀins, ACC:
“it was nice working with you”; Belgians all-in on dissolving cemetery residents
0:26:11 Nigel Farage on government-less Belgium holding EU Presidency, to acting PM Yves Leterme:
“you admitted you didn’t even know your own national anthem”, JCD: EU a fractal of Belgium
0:31:19 West Wing Week hokeyness index lowered, Obama on “don’t worry you’re fucked tour”, “arrogant prick” Rahm Emanuel to Jim Lehrer on Obama’s role in Russian spy swap: “for the
purpose here, the President was fully informed of what was going on along the way”, “coming
back to the United States” flub, “a cautionary note, the less said the better” with inappropriate smile, Lehrer “whatever you say”, do-nothing Obama “briefed” on Holder’s lawsuit against
Arizona, “I feel like I’m dealing with my children on their homework” insult
0:46:59 New York Times’ Deborah Sontag devotes five pages to blaming Haiti for Bill not coughing up
aid money; Canadian Col. Bernard Ouellette relieved of duty for “inappropriate relationship”
0:54:10 Motorcyclist magazine for griping about advertisers; shameless Keith Olbermann interstitial
0:59:23 Donation Segment
1:06:26 China’s Xiaoshan Airport shut down due to UFO sighting, ACC: “the Greys are amongst us”
1:08:34 Pennsylvania wine vending machine with built-in breathalyzer, San Diego skate park fingerprint reader; Lindsay Lohan’s SCRAM bracelet in popular culture; ACC grinding sea salt in
espresso, “it’s still legal”; Austin Texas introducing sobriety checkpoints thanks to MADD;
German millennials “the fun generation”; Drew Carey all-in on Australian dryjuly.com run
by Forsyth Group accounting firm; Australian internet censorship dead in the water
1:19:14 Producer note on being stalked by Marie Callender frozen dinner recall warnings; Michigan
approves use of credit scores for insurance premiums, ACC’s inability to get credit card
1:25:02 Orthorexics Anonymous: “real ingredients” at Wendy’s; wood pulp by-products in fast food
1:28:16 Sharron Angle running against Harry Reid, left-wing hysteria over BP “slush fund” comment,
playing “girl card”; New Orleans activist rails against BP dispersant use, “ooh, I’m excited!”
1:46:01 Scientists studying Ozzie Osbourne’s DNA to determine why he’s not dead; PBS on James
Mattis taking over for Petraeus in spite of “it’s fun to shoot some people” comment, Rolling
Stone name-drop; second-degree manslaughter charge in Oakland BART police shooting
1:51:54 Nothing to See Here: LeBron James’ move to Miami, game rigging by point shaving; vampireobsessed teens biting each other; Mel Gibson’s rant at “mother of his child”, Conspiracy Theory
and 1996 Playboy interview; Naomi Campbell to testify on Charles Taylor blood diamond
1:59:12 IMF urging cuts and tax increases on US; New Jersey privatization; CIA In-Q-Tel behind cell
phone chemical detector research; “shady” Facebook face recognition for photo tagging
2:02:03 JCD recommends Without Conscience: the Disturbing World of the Psychopaths Among Us
2:02:57 Dismal acting in The Hills Have Thighs; Time train shill Michael Grunwald; PBS Murder on
the Orient Express remake; Zbigniew Brzezinski end-of-show “politically awake” speech
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Drunk in America

(2010-07-08)

0:00:00 ACC: “Yay, I’m not bleeding, I’m happy!” (1:09:25)
0:00:39 The FIFA “fix is in” with ACC calling victory for Spain over Germany, Dutch national anthem
mentioning Netherlands, Germany, and Spain; raucous celebration in Barcelona, “Spain … in
economic crisis at the moment, this is the kind of good news that this country needs”, ACC:
Dutch “always choke”, German psychic octopus nails it; producer note on bogus coin toss
0:07:47 ACC’s interview with “oﬀicial porn princess of No Agenda” Bobbi Eden on stream
0:09:13 Producer Segment
0:13:30 ACC watching tail end of World Cup game at Beverley Center mall; Dutch government still
in shambles because of need to keep pedophiles in charge of Justice Department; photos of
Dutroux Pedobear victims found among Belgian archbishop’s personal effects
0:18:36 Queen Elizabeth II addresses UN General Assembly for first time in 57 years, useless RealPlayer video; Ban Ki-moon to BBC: “not much” of promised $10bn has reached Haiti, “I’m
going to discuss this matter with the President Clinton how we can expedite and accelerate
the delivery of this money”; IMF dollar-SDR conversion table, producers’ injury compensation
examples; JCD on Hermitage Museum “spoils of war”; EU 180° on GMOs
0:32:42 Lindsay Lohan headed to jail; Florida woman denied alcohol and OTC drugs in own home
after DUI, arrests for public drunkenness outside bars, interlock “blow and hum”; San Diego
revelers relocate from beach to Kate Sessions Park; Last Call: The Rise and Fall of Prohibition
author Daniel Okrent on role of KKK and communists, massive 1830 consumption numbers
0:45:22 Globe Magazine front page: Obama born outside US according to Hawaiian election clerk,
“third Obama” on front cover; USA Today clears CRU Climategate scientists of all wrongdoing;
Salon “What General McChrystal May Have Planned All Along”; Adam Savage walks back
Mythbusters RFID comment
0:52:14 Donation Segment: JCD on “cars and airplanes” infrastructure (JCDPPotD)
1:05:21 Chelsea Clinton to wed Goldman Sachs banker Marc Mezvinsky; father Edward Mezvinsky
UN human rights stint, felony fraud conviction, bipolar disorder defense; Mirena IUD ad:
“may … go through the uterine wall and cause other problems”, ACC on period-stopping
birth control pill; “biggest wimp in the world” preventative aspirin ad
1:12:53 1970s oil drilling board game BP Offshore Oil Strike as Deepwater Horizon omen, Electronic
Arts Moonbase Alpha; NASA’s Muslim outreach mission
1:17:28 Trains Good Planes Bad: PBS NewsHour on record high temperatures warping railroad tracks;
California High Speed Rail website train animation with “fly California” logo; Hill+Knowlton
“inexperienced” air traﬀic controllers meme; JCD on 24-hour train trip to Seattle
1:27:56 BP potentially hiring Tony Blair as replacement CEO, “Eficiency Czar” Lord Browne; BP now
dumping sand on coastal tar balls; former Kansas trooper on potential evacuation, FEMA in
place, Marines in Costa Rica; Coastal Warriors Facebook page on shipboard refrigeration for
daily vaccine; roving video feed coordinate discrepancies; BP cleanup expenses as tax write-off
1:40:54 12-month Taser pilot with Australian police, “litany of misuses and abuses” in previous round;
EU public conversation monitor Sigard, “up to six crimes a night” detected in London; JCD on
“sketchy” NSA Perfect Citizen operation; DHS “Cell-All initiative” for toxic chemical detectors
in phones; Schiphol Airport producer on huge storage system for naked body scanner images
1:50:38 National Guard car scanning technology for Schenectady police looking for “drugs and weapons”
1:55:09 “FUCM” gene edit turns female mice lesbian; Wolf Blitzer Celebrity Jeopardy fail compilation
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MAFIFA

(2010-07-04)

0:00:00 JCD: “I love the World Cup made of coke.” (0:31:42)
0:00:39 Pocket No Agenda “in the morning” bat signal; ACC reading Declaration of Independence to
Micky, “kid” King George lowering taxes but enforcing them, “rabble rouser” Thomas Paine’s
Common Sense; JCD on fireworks store “hand grenades”, “Keystone Cops” Afghan soldiers
0:09:07 Producer Segment: No Agenda demographic survey results
0:17:58 Home shopping “puker” swallowing “opportunities”, NASA “what’s up in the Milky Way!”
0:21:57 And Now Back to Real News: AP changes Paris Hilton marijuana story to omit “special FIFA
World Cup court”; Dutch women busted for wearing orange clothing with Bavaria beer tags;
Brazil & Argentina lose rigged games, JCD predicts Netherlands win over Germany, ACC
predicts Spain win because of political turmoil
0:30:06 Nothing to See Here: replica World Cup trophy made of 11 kilos of cocaine seized in Colombia,
31-meter drug traﬀicking submarine found in Ecuador
0:32:11 Andrea Tantaros on moveon.org scrubbing Petraeus criticism in wake of Obama ’s endorsement; BBC on Russian spies nabbed by FBI “hiding secret messages with codes and even
invisible ink”, ACC on probable movie promotion, White House dinner crasher Michaele
Salahi cast for The Real Housewives of D.C., “military entertainment complex”
0:38:43 West Virginia Sen. Robert Byrd dead at 92, C-SPAN turning off cameras, Bill Clinton eulogy
“fleeting association with the Klu Klux Klan”; JCD on Byrd infiltrating civic group meetings
with fiddle-playing ability; White House West Wing Week reality show for end of show
0:47:35 Emergency war supplemental bill passed with $1.12T 2011 budget amendment; Harry Dent
and Paul Krugman predicting crash; UN again calling for SDR currency, producer note on
plane ticket with liabilities in SDRs “sidders”; EU Central Bank €2T in the hole; JCD on
daunting task of managing an operation the size of Foxconn
0:57:17 Obnoxious new police siren “the rumbler”, “a little vibration in the seats in the car”, ACC:
“this is just steps away from a pain weapon”, JCD: “just blow up the guy’s liver!”
1:00:58 Mythbusters’ Adam Savage on RFID episode torpedoed by credit card companies
1:05:44 Donation Segment
1:12:30 ACC on proposed smartphone app to capture data on off-route “strange contrails”
1:16:01 Trains Good Planes Bad: Siemens setting up its own bank, JCD: “we need the No Agenda
bank”; Deutsche Bahn planning routes to Southern France & UK, Singapore “go green with
SMRT” campaign; New York Times on Cameron nixing third Heathrow runway “to aid climate”, “binge flying” meme; “High Speed Rail as religion” blog post; North Carolina study
on losing weight thanks to trains; Terrafugia “roadable aircraft”
1:26:36 Drunk boater involved in deadly New York crash; Dutch using “big business” interlock devices
1:30:04 CNN on reduced lifespan of those cleaning up “Exxon Val-dezz” spill, BP “band-aids and
aspirin”; Anderson Cooper irked about BP and Coast Guard trampling First Amendment;
Sen. Obama berating Petraeus; Obama lies about border security in spite of El Paso massacre
1:39:36 Mel Gibson caught on tape berating girlfriend with “n-word”
1:40:21 California state workers in danger of having pay reduced to minimum wage
1:42:03 TSA internet site block list for July 1: “criminal activity” and “controversial opinion”
1:43:46 Fiction writer Glenn Beck: fiction writers “many times way, way, way ahead of the time”
1:45:12 WMD whistleblower David Kelly autopsy released; The Telegraph: nearly-dead Lockerbie
bomber “could survive for ten years or more”; Daily Source Code plans
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Post Traumatic Sex

(2010-07-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “We are orthorexics.” ACC: “Orthorexics, and proud of it.” (0:18:21)
0:00:40 “Do you have July 4 in Canada?”; JCD on seven hours as optimal sleep period, ACC’s tooth
whitening “zoom” procedure with hydrogen peroxide, Vicodin prescription
0:04:15 Producer Segment: vajazzling.com PR Associate snags 2204355.com Google meme domain
0:08:08 And Now Back to Real News: Extra teaser ignores Al Gore begging masseuse to “release his
second chakra”, JCD: “he sounds like a masher”, next up: two-to-the-head or pedophilia,
Kleiner Perkins entourage with two Secret Service guys and sheriff detail
0:13:02 Sen. Tom Coburn on hypothetical “three vegetables and three fruits” law at Elena Kagan confirmation hearing, reference to mysterious “equally dumb” law, Commerce Clause expansion
0:16:49 Orthorexia nervosa “righteous eating” on the rise; EU forbids selling eggs by the dozen
0:20:37 House passes “Federal Reserve Empowerment Act”, Barney Frank “I want a vote!”, Pelosi
takes credit; Obama Wisconsin town hall lie-fest, blames Republicans for Clinton turning surplus into deficit, bogus railroad example, counseling for troops suffering “a shock on the system”, takes credit for addressing PTSD, “there needs to be that rest in between deployments”,
JCD: “take a week, do some shopping”; douchebag California Rep. Pete Stark’s 37-year stint
0:35:20 Rod Blagojevich trial reveals Obama phone call on Senate seat for Valerie Jarrett, Robert
Gibbs stammers “I’m not gonna get into commenting on, obviously, an ongoing trial”; Gibbs
all-in on carbon tax; new Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and Enforcement
head Michael Bromwich “eight days” and “I don’t know” compilation
0:45:28 Maria Cantwell’s CLEAR Carbon Limits and Energy for America’s Renewal Act video on
“carbon shares” auction, dividends supposedly covering energy cost increases, JCD on hidden
car rental taxes and fees, “they can’t even fix the potholes out here!” (JCDPPotD)
0:51:46 Russian spy ring busted by FBI during Bill Clinton’s meeting with Putin, registered vs unregistered spies, Wired and CNN cloak-and-dagger bullcrap; gummy-mouthed Clinton has all
the solutions for BP spill, “blow up the well”, Obama’s “bum rap on this emotin’ deal”
1:03:19 Donation Segment
1:09:10 Left-wing PR firm Fenton Communications hired by Qatar to smear Israel, Institute for Policy
Studies’ Phyllis Bennis and Cindy Sheehan; producer note repeating Fenton talking points
1:19:12 Trains Good Planes Bad: luggage bin maggots, CBS package on FDA report’s “filthy findings”;
Chris Matthews on dismal consumer confidence, “we need to build rapid rail to catch up to
those allies from World War II”, “President Obama: just do it!”; PBS Nova airline calamity
month; Russia buying twenty French high-speed electric locomotives
1:30:35 McChrystal resignation: Rolling Stone “Lara Logan, You Suck” article; Logan on Hastings’
“illusion of trust”; Logan clueless about McChrystal’s face-saving, Pentagon’s 30k-strong PR
department; Petraeus’ bogus Combat Valor medal, JCD: “generalissimo in a banana republic”
1:38:18 Elena Kagan and Second Amendment, Petraeus shot by fellow soldier
1:40:59 Black ministers up in arms over California NAACP endorsing marijuana legalization, “why
don’t we legalize crack cocaine?”; producer notes on replacing Chantix with sugar cube
placebo, pre-crime DUI for owning car keys, routine arrests for being “deadbeat dad” with
cancer, county revenue from keeping jail filled, pushing vaccines and Adavan
1:50:12 Swine flu vaccines being “repackaged” as or with seasonal flu, $1.5bn wasted by “Miss Swan”
1:51:24 Carl Levin “General Obama”; DHS busts film piracy websites, San Diego bust for “milliondollar” designer goods cache; vaccine for lesbians congenital adrenal hyperplasia
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Billion Dollar Riot

(2010-06-27)

ACC: “Eeeehh, it’s very iiinteresting!” (0:33:52)
The Real L Word lesbian reality show an overhyped dud, ACC “totally lame”
Producer Segment: Micky mentions Afghan poppy crop in acting class; letsvoteforjobs.com
G20 Toronto summit’s billion-dollar security; CFTR AM boots on the ground at “burning
police cruiser”, cell phone cameras vs police, media satellite trucks absent; five-member panel
approves “your papers please” policy; JCD: “these meetings should be on islands”
19-hour session to approve “Federal Reserve Empowerment Act”, Obama “let me be clear”,
“toughest consumer financial protections in our history”, “six hundred trillion dollar derivatives market”, ACC: “we don’t even flinch at a billion any more, for some cops”, “resolution
authority” for more bailouts; JCD on Harry Dent August economic collapse theory
Greece selling off islands to pay back IMF, privateislandsonline.com
Belgian archbishop raided over child sex abuse allegations, ACC on seized evidence: “I can’t
even say it on the show”; Vatican: searches “surprising and deplorable”; 1996 Belgian “White
March” over Dutroux Affair, German documentary on 18 dead witnesses; only Extra willing
to mention Al Gore and masseuse, safe deposit box “DNA evidence!”, Gore replaced by BP
Celebrity telethon for Haiti with Justin Bieber; BBC Panorama Deepwater Horizon timeline
“drilling this deep is dangerous”, ACC on Russians capping “mother lode” with atom bomb,
Transocean’s Jimmy Harrell “I told you this was gonna happen”; Washington Post on potential
Gulf Coast evacuation, CDC warning away pregnant women; only BP able to afford insurance
Denialism author Michael Specter: “proven fact” Methuselah lived to 38, Colbert “what??”;
unvaccinated children “23 times” more likely to get whooping cough, California “epidemic”;
chronic fatigue ME/CFS/CFIDS, blood bank refusing donations, link to XMRV virus
Donation Segment: NewsHour “big three” advertiser rundown: BoA, Chevron, BNSF
Nixon’s “shutdown” Executive Order 11490; JCD on permanent orange alert; AirTran orders
girl to throw two-inch pet turtle in trash; school science curriculum proposes enriched aviation
fuel as “sunscreen”; BBC on secret airborne biological warfare tests, ACC: “chemtrails are real”
Arizona geography lesson for idiot Milwaukee County Supervisor promoting boycott; Bay
Buchanan on female college graduates refusing entry-level jobs; “bullshit” marketing communications degree, ubiquitous “axe you a question” and 2500-word vocabularies
Buchanan on Obama and Mexican President criticizing Arizona, “weak position to take”
Dutch Justice Minister recommends “Jews as bait” with yarmulke-wearing police; Blacklisted
by History author M. Stanton Evans to Glenn Beck on Roosevelt promising Stalin a meeting
with King Saud and turning over US Jews; anti-Semitism accusations “at the drop of a hat”
Teaser for Nova “The Spy Factory” hit piece on NSA: “how did the NSA miss 9/11?”
Milwaukee frozen custard shop manager asks Joe Biden for lower taxes, gets called a “smartass”
Employees at two LA medical marijuana dispensaries killed in robberies, Drug Czar Gil Kerlikowske predicts California legalization will cause “more problems than it solves”, obnoxious
Shep Smith “oh yes”, ACC predicts California “no” and “Lindsay Lohan toke-a-thon bracelet”
National Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace; fatherhood.gov tips; JCD gripes
about “grimy” reusable bags; EPA classifies milk as “oil”; FDA evaluating GMO salmon; LA
Times equates salt and cigarettes; US gains access to EU SWIFT banking data
And Now Back to Real News: Extra teaser; Obama post-McChrystal “brilliant” compilation
John Oliver The Daily Show World Cup 2010 interviews for end of show
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The Botox Bot

(2010-06-24)

JCD: “Well, I think Apple and the Bilderbergers are the same operation.” (1:41:57)
Producers perplexed by JCD’s chemtrail rejection; JCD: “there’s way too much news!”
Producer Segment
Gen. Stanley McChrystal resigns over Rolling Stone profile, Jon Stewart mainstream media
“remarkable access” compilation, “approximately 11:04 Eastern Standard Time the American
news media finally realized they kind of suck”; journalist Michael Hastings “personal friend of
Rachel Maddow”; replacement David “Mr. Medal” Petraeus, deliberate torpedoing of career
after 60 Minutes interview and memo leak, JCD: media “completely suckered into the story”
Obama: McChrystal interview “erodes the trust that’s necessary for our team to work together”, unelaborated-on “strict code of conduct”, self-contradictory “democracy depends on
institutions that are stronger than individuals”, “this decision is necessary” vs resignation,
mission to “disrupt, dismantle, and defeat al-Qaeda”, “make no mistake, we have a clear goal:
we are gonna break the Taliban’s momentum, we are gonna build Afghan capacity”; Petraeus’
laundry list of injuries and chip implant; Limbaugh & Hannity calling out Obama as crybaby
Dianne Feinstein takes on Ken Salazar’s reorganization of Minerals Management Service, “I
want to be clear”, MMS “failed in its duty”, “complete jabroney” Michael Bromwich dodges
question by blathering management-speak; Obama on “new energy strategy”, JCD on multiple
leak-cam angles in “BP-roll”, judge overturns drilling moratorium over administration lies
JCD on “Obama wants out” theory, family as potential excuse, potential candidate Petraeus,
contrarian Limbaugh “three terms” theory; Rahm Emanuel and Blagojevich trial
Joe Biden setting stage for ACTA with “counterfeits kill” speech: “knock-off tires that fall
apart at 65 miles per hour”, JCD: “my tire’s made of cardboard!”, “piracy is theft … it’s smash
and grab”; ACTA to criminalize peer-to-peer software, “imminent infringement” pre-crime
Melanie Phillips’ The World Turned Upside Down added to No Agenda book club, absurdity
of global warming, “those who defend religion are consigned to outer darkness as imbeciles or
insane”, “cultural totalitarianism”; ACC’s dinner with The Art of Seduction author Robert
Greene, The 33 Strategies of War; more Phillips for end of show
Dutch politician Ahmed Marcouch calls for use of lok-Jood “bait Jews” to fight anti-Semitism
Donation Segment: Paul McCartney compares global warming and Holocaust denialism
Nothing to See Here: delirium over US getting past World Cup first round with single win,
ACC irked by use of “nil”; The Fix author Declan Hill predicts match fixers on the prowl
Plane full of Australian mining executives dead in Africa, Kevin Rudd replaced by warmist
Julia Gillard; Jon Voight to Sean Hannity on Show 209’s Aboul-Gheit Obama Muslim claim
Earthquake machine zaps Quebec, CSIS warning of government infiltration by foreign spies
Nancy Pelosi beware: scientists warn that Botox may interfere with ability to feel emotion
British child attacked after pulling fox tail, horse-riding fox
The Onion: “at current usage levels, Miley Cyrus will be drained of entertainment value by
2013”; Mark Zuckerberg predicts a billion Facebook users, JCD: “gold mine” for spooks
KION In-N-Out Burger status PSA; slaves lining up for iPhone 4, Apple employee “Alpha”:
AT&T plans to spy on unlocked phones; news of Level 3 haywire router on Twitter; unlocked
iPhones “phoning home”; Skype dropping connections at mention of Apple and Bilderberg
Genetically engineered mosquitoes with glowing eyes; thumbs-up for Monsanto GMO alfalfa;
Michelle Obama’s letsmove.gov “we have to eliminate food deserts in this country”
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Medical Marijuana

(2010-06-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “That guy was a dick, that military guy.” (0:53:37)
0:00:35 Happy bogus Father’s Day; stream banned in Ireland; ACC apologizes for previous show’s
attack on JCD and family, JCD: “we’ll let it slide”
0:04:31 Two-to-the-head explosion for Silicon Valley alternative energy inventor Tyson Larson, “coincidental” Simi Valley SWAT training exercise down the street; John Stossel now a full-blown
libertarian; Stephen Colbert’s audience shills; Larson’s “hydroxy booster” experiments
0:12:09 Producer Segment
0:14:52 ACC’s 3D Toy Story 3 experience: “I enjoyed it from beginning to end”
0:17:08 JCD’s Hotel del Coronado recommendation for ACC’s San Diego trip, oyster poisoning plot
with Micky, “phenomenal” toll road 73, hotel run by millennials and Mexicans, 5.7 magnitude
earthquake, gold-flecked beach on noisy approach to “really busy” Navy base, JCD’s pre-9/11
visit, unmarked Lear jets with unreadable tail numbers, “haunted” room already taken
0:28:00 Port Chester NY elects Hispanic trustee after allowing six votes on single candidate, JCD
ballot-box stuﬀing comparison, “cumulative voting”; no government yet in Netherlands
0:35:18 World Cup vuvuzela 24/7 and rigged games; JCD story: audio cassettes stolen at Nairobi
Airport and soldiers shaking down tourists; bribery and fixing scandals over the years, teams
owned by Russian oligarchs; Lakers NBA Championship “calm night” pandemonium, JCD on
LA as “next Detroit”, Mexican flags flying, zero arrests “free pass”, 40-year cycle
0:45:46 Pinal County Arizona calls for federal law enforcement to fight Mexican drug cartels, JCD:
“I’m waiting for them to retake the Alamo”
0:48:48 Sean Hannity to John Stossel: “crack addicts will kill”, Harvard professor Jeffrey Miron:
“there are no data that support anything like that”, Dutch “virtual legalization” of marijuana,
ACC on hard-to-get driver’s licenses; JCD on air pollution legislation creating “temporary”
bureaucracy; SWAT team killing family dog for small amount of marijuana, “justifiable shooting”, mayor’s “four-hour nightmare” with SWAT “business as usual”; DEA barrage of lies,
Prohibition and Constitutional amendment, the left vs states rights
1:07:10 change.org “Silicon Valley Obama nuts” petition for NPR & PBS funding
1:13:06 Donation Segment: JCD’s Boardwatch recipes
1:22:05 And Now Back to Real News: JCD on Pretty Wild reality show with “a girl who apparently
does nothing but cry for a half an hour”, Bling Ring celebrity thieves, “that’s what they say in
the secret!” positive energy cult, shot in rental house near ACC, wailing iso; Bernie Goldberg:
reality shows “cheapen the culture”, Maury Povich “makes Jerry Springer look like he’s the
host of Masterpiece Theater”; JCD on “dimwit” Abby Sunderland, Springer fee schedule
1:38:07 Segway-riding LA BID Business Improvement District “police”, “mall cops with guns”, Hollywood homeless & juvenile “outreach”
1:42:30 New York Times on educational goal of discouraging close friendships; Robert Klein Medical
Marijuana song for end of show; drunk Rep. Bob Etheridge “who are you?” assault on student
1:47:33 Tech “journalist” Hunted: The Demon’s Forge review: “when do I get it, when do I convince my
friends to buy it?”; Facebook revenue exposé prediction, “virtual broccoli for their FarmVille”
1:51:56 BP PR company Brunswick “top lawyers, … top journalists”; JCD story: talking PR people
into writing InfoWorld articles for him
1:57:19 17 Afghan military at Lackland Air Force Base AWOL; US Suez Canal saber-rattling at Iran
2:01:11 Politico “Reforming Wall Street” sponsored by Citibank; another $1T for Fannie & Freddie
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Escrow Schmeshcrow

(2010-06-17)

ACC: “Could you please stop referring to assholes as my friend?” (1:36:18)
BP CEO Tony Hayward “doofus British actor” in spotlight; new HBO season and oil leak cam
Deepwater Horizon relief well and “volcano” in Gulf; JCD’s MIA Merck Index, H2 S fart gas
Producer Segment
End-of-show Jon Stewart rundown of presidential “foreign oil” quotes through the ages
And Now Back to Real News: potential child porn charge for Perez Hilton over Miley Cyrus
upskirt; JCD on “naked eight-year-old” stick figures; The Good Guys streaker as sex offender
Senate proposal for Obama internet kill switch
ACC’s interview with Howard Stern, JCD: “it would be nice that, if you maybe mentioned your
partner, ‘cause it was my show, my show, my show”, ACC: “oh, Dave Winer, is that who I’m
talking to?”, Adam loses his shit [Editor’s note: the following ten minutes are excruciating.]
Uninspiring movies Rebel Without a Cause and Rosemary’s Baby
Obama & BP settle on $20bn in escrow account, reported by Wall Street Journal as “fund”,
9/11 Victim Compensation Fund paymaster Kenneth Feinberg in charge, BP attorney Jamie
Gorelick also on 9/11 Commission; Lindsey Williams abiotic oil theory; fluctuating H2 S and
VOC levels; Democracy Now on BP gas mask ban; fishy Navy and Coast Guard activity
Bloomberg on MaCondo well concrete issues two months before accident; ACC predicts production move to Brazil and Haiti; Rep. Ed Markey on oil companies’ “virtually identical” response
plans, protection of walruses “which have not called the Gulf of Mexico home for three million
years”, ACC: “Obama is in their pocket”; natural gas phase up next with Nabucco pipeline
SEC FOIA response on 9/11 airline put options: relevant records destroyed in WTC 7
Janeane Garofalo gripes about disappointing Obama presidency to “Behar henhouse”
Jon Stewart on Obama “we pray for the people of the Gulf”: “what the fuck was that??”;
Egyptian Foreign Minister Aboul-Gheit: Obama and entire family Muslims; JCD on birther
Honolulu newspaper “smoking gun”; Thom Hartmann on Tom Delay staff insider trading
Producer note on Fitbit “fitness and sleep” tracker; new Healthcare Act salt & sugar guidelines
Donation Segment: freehollowbooks.com iPad caches; Joy Behar’s viewership numbers
FAA to begin addressing drones for “civilian and law enforcement functions”
Afghanistan “Saudi Arabia of lithium” and other minerals; Robert Gates to Patrick Leahy on
end game: “I think that we are regaining the initiative”, “Leahy law” for human rights, JCD
on 26-year CIA “pallor and hair color”, “that said” transition from trillion-dollar cost, “it is a
level that certainly is sustainable”; David Petraeus on “stunning potential” in mineral wealth
Iran to send aid ships to Gaza, Geithner labels fleet terrorists; Grit TV’s Laura Flanders
on “quarter-size” hole in Chevron pipeline leaking 33k gallons into Utah waterway, Gulf of
Mexico rupture, JCD .357 magnum theory, drones and helicopters for pipeline protection
Australian company Macquarie buys US newspapers to silence opposition to toll road construction under eminent domain; PBS fund raising with Ed Sullivan clips and Paul Schaffer
UK considering ban on driving with any blood alcohol level, JCD on using Tums to curb
cigarette craving; ACC on solar activity cycle and ten meter band radio propagation, NASA
“bolt of lightning” warning; Prius “it’s amazing” ad, “Lane Keep Assist”
Planes “punching holes in the clouds” blamed for odd cloud rings, curiosity “as far back as the
1940s”; recent release of 1940s-era CIA documents; JCD on chemtrail “Gaussian dispersion”
ACC Howard Stern apology phase one; announce to the aﬀiliates show is going long
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Fat China

(2010-06-13)

JCD: “Seventeen shrimp club.” (1:36:31)
ACC still sick with stomach flu or norovirus
Producer Segment: NAG No Agenda Gathering meetup in “Gitmo Nation Castanets”
No Agenda Art Generator at noagendaartgenerator.info
6% increase in Mevio dental insurance; sinister adult pertussis vaccine ad with coughing baby
PFC Bradley Manning outed and arrested for leaking classified documents including Apache
attack video, MIA second video, 260k State Department “cables”, ACC: “what are these from,
like, the Eisenhower administration?”, Vatican sex scandal documents
American Thinker article “A Shrink Asks: What’s Wrong with Obama?” schizotypal disorder
theory, ACC: “oh my God, I have this!”, “like your strange cousin Becky who is addicted to
astrology, believes she is psychic, and is the oddball at social gatherings”, sexual abuse theory
Alvin Greene’s surprise win in South Carolina Senate primary, “RNC plant” theory, long
silences and rambling to PBS The Big Picture and Keith Olbermann, 2009 “felony obscenity”
arrest, Sen. James Clyburn calls for $10k filing fee investigation, Greene: “I had just a few
meetings”; South Carolina Sen. Jake Knotts on “raghead” Nikki Haley running for governor
Financial Times: FBI preparing to arrest mortgage defaulters for falsifying applications
South Africa World Cup broadcast with mind control buzzing, billion-dollar stadium and Haiti
parallel; 2006 Globe Trekker Johannesburg promotion, Soweto “happening neighborhood”;
Julius Malema Shoot the Boer theme, Zimbabwe fractal, Malema to News Night: “it’s always
been our ambition to live like whites”, abundance of mineral resources; Chinese poised to
move in, Goldman Sachs all-in on investment; white flight and murder of white farmers
Donation Segment
NASA on solar activity uptick, National Academy of Sciences “space weather events” alarmism
Unemployment as hiring barrier vs work as producer of podcast digital radio show
North Carolina woman saved by neighbors from rabid fox; JCD’s Prius-counting game, experience with rental, ACC on friend Rudy Sarzo’s Prius
Revised Pristiq ad with black woman and wind-up doll; producer note on Chantix dreams:
“fighting demons and devils with a sword”, uncle who “became a zombie” and disappeared
at doctor’s oﬀice; “hostility, agitation, depressed mood, and suicidal thoughts or actions” ad
revisited, JCD: “and of course now she’s butchered all her kids and committed suicide”
Deepwater Horizon cameras everywhere, “new 9/11” meme, Rolling Stone fearmongering;
Vladimir Kucherov predicts oil spreading across Atlantic over 70 years; IDF flotilla incident
video and Blue Stream 2 gas pipeline, original Blue Stream built by Enron; price of shrimp
News Night experts on Germany as “consumer of last resort” for EU economy, Robert Gates
in Brussels begging for NATO budget status quo
Laundry list of negative health effects of prolonged sitting: “increase in deaths from all causes”;
TSA naked body scanners and obscured faces, detection of “one-inch square packet of cocaine”
PBS on Chinese “traditional thinking” that children should be fat: “this concept, of course, is
wrong”; Fat China author on one-child policy and “six pocket syndrome” in spoiled children,
WHO 5-10% youth obesity figure; Obama Executive Order 13544 for National Prevention,
Health Promotion, and Public Health Council, “lifestyle behavior modification”, “sedentary
behavior”; Draeger interlocks for drugs and nicotine on the horizon, ACC: “you’ll have a
sitting-on-your-ass bracelet that will go off when you’re sitting on your ass!” (ACCPPotD)
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What do you call Soy milk?

(2010-06-10)

0:00:00 ACC: “That is really a great job, some really good information there, baby, yay!”
JCD: “It’s unbelievable.” (0:50:31)
0:00:41 ACC greets the human resources, “disk jockey cure” Imodium deployed, “congratulations”
on qualifying for Social Security $2474 in benefits, “compact between generations”, 2016 shortfall propaganda, “thanks for the million bucks, you’re worth more dead than you are alive!”
0:08:04 Producer Segment
0:12:03 ACC on boring Mevio meetings, JCD recommends dumping bottle of water over his head
0:13:19 British actor prescribed Chantix clone Champix waterboards girlfriend with shower head,
heart attack in court; producer note on wife with lupus asking about Thursday’s show in ICU
0:17:52 Dutch “purple plus” coalition marginalizing Geert Wilders; JCD predicts Carly Fiorina as
first president, genial “gratuitous smile”, “grumpy” Barbara Boxer’s ineptness, “rhetoric over
reality” aimed at Obama, Reagan-style “I have never voted before” tale, JCD: “what a crock”
0:30:39 Producer notes on Draeger interlock device installation and inspection fees, “rolling retest”
blowing while driving, GPS tracking and remote shutoff, MADD pressure to require of first
offenders, malfunction as legal defense; Scottish police head blames alcohol for 14 murders
0:41:26 Hartford Hospital study finds little effect of driving stoned other than slowing down, “more easily distracted after smoking, no big surprise there”; Washingtonians too high to sign proposal;
ACC’s stoned helicopter landing; JCD predicts no noticeable effect from CA legalization
0:46:34 And Now Back to Real News: Laura Ling names daughter Li Jefferson Clayton after Bill
Clinton; WNYW “soy jism” revisited; Extra “great information” on Kate Hudson sighting
0:51:12 Fiorina unemployment speech vs Gavin Newsom green economy rant
0:53:35 Gulf “ocean floor is cracked” meme and oil industry shutdown, $101 December 2018 oil futures,
New Orleans as Haiti; ACC’s upcoming Howard Stern interview; Schlumberger Ltd leaving
Deepwater Horizon in a hurry; JCD story: Union Oil night shift running at unsafe capacities
1:05:47 Donation Segment: JCD Uitgeest “Egg Toast”; James Taylor shilling for PBS “beg-a-thon”
1:11:59 Robert Strang to Fox News’ Rosanna Scotto on looking for terrorists among school “losers”
like the homeschooled; Robert Gibbs on Obama’s search for “whose ass to kick”, CNN panelist
to Don Lemon “the kind of racialized language that fools like Matt Drudge and people on the
right use”, whites nervous because “the big bad black man is raising his voice”
1:19:42 CIA running Afghan heroin through Russia; NCIS CIA draining bank account meme; JCD
predicts withdrawal from Afghanistan by 2012; Russ Feingold to Tavis Smiley on need to get
out of “occupation”, Blackwater up for sale, $100bn base under construction, no mention of
Iraqi occupation, JCD predicts Carter-style hostage crisis, Zbigniew Brzezinski influence
1:30:38 Gates Foundation mobile banking scheme to “give Haitians control over their cash”, JCD:
“Marie Antoinette has nothing on these guys!”; Schumer pushing “burner phone” ban; SamKnows “secret sauce” Netgear partnership, obfuscated whois information
1:40:29 £142 TV license overstated, internet connections also covered; Top Gear “rubbish” for F-150
1:42:15 Trains Good Planes Bad: iPhone 4 using high-speed train glass, JCD on questionable logic of
routing 200 mph train through Bakersfield; Wall Street Journal on TSA sending good-looking
women to naked body scanners; woman drugged and robbed of jewelry on Continental flight
1:51:55 Scotland Yard still “dusting for paw prints” in fox attack, Brian May not all-in on fox hunting
1:53:36 Sinkhole outbreak in China; EU and Google data retention, Caffeine SEO arms race
1:55:55 Nothing to See Here: Sarah Palin boob job rumors; outro: not-so-tech-savvy Howard Stern
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Cameras as Weapons

(2010-06-06)

0:00:00 JCD: (falsetto) “A-maaa-zing!” (1:07:59)
0:00:39 No White House D-Day acknowledgment, ACC’s grandfather’s role in Normandy invasion;
ACC mea culpa predicting UK fox attacking only one baby; porn star Stephen Hill falls to
death after LAPD tasing, Palin: Erection ’08 Obama role, JCD: “they lost another Obama”
0:06:52 Producer Segment: ACC triggers breakfasting Australian with Kevin Rudd
0:12:15 ACC on Directors Guild of America screening of Sex and the City 2: “stay away, bad!”
0:14:56 Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly report: WHO swine flu pandemic scientific advisors had close ties to vaccine and antiviral manufacturers, Margaret Chan invokes “transparency”, “ahem bullshit!” stinger, Health and Human Services “spokeshole” brushes
aside notion of corporate influence; ABC News finally notices “flu-like symptoms” are on the
decline; BDNF Brain-Derived Neurotrophic Factor therapy to wipe out painful memories
0:22:47 Simon Glik arrested for filming Boston police, “cameras as weapons” meme, UK Terrorism
Act section 44, Anthony Graber arrested for filming Maryland traﬀic stop, JCD recommends
anonymous YouTube account and proxy server, wiretap via “interception device” camera
0:26:25 FTC proposes “media overhaul”, license fees for aggregators like Drudge Report, “your fading
business model, which is in the toilet already, is going to worsen because you’re a fucking idiot!”
(JCDPPotD), journalism license prediction, proposed 5% tax on news-reading devices; £350
UK TV license, CVC’s broken antenna and menacing “you’re in the database” letters
0:34:05 Obama weekly address from Louisiana shrimp boat, Terrebonne Parish President Michel
Claudet on negative economic impact of drilling ban on residents, St. Bernard Parish President
Craig Taffaro: “I would be betting the plan is to let us die”; hurricane season prospects
0:43:02 Deepwater Horizon “sabotage” and Halliburton Bolivia operation; Transocean CEO Steven
Newman’s Bollywood video; Medvedev calls for global ecological catastrophe fund; $1bn for
Canada G20 meeting security, Bill Gates attending “medical conference” Bilderberg meeting
0:51:47 Tom Vilsack “opportunity”-studded talking points for C-SPAN on rural America, “know your
farmer, know your food” program; rise of herbicide-resistant“superweeds” and gene pollution
0:57:56 Donation Segment: NPR CEO Vivian Schiller’s five revenue streams; Ziff-Davis sold
1:06:36 And Now Back to Real News: Jimmy Kimmel reality show “amazing” compilation
1:08:59 Video of UFO spiral over Eastern Australia; Falcon 9 launch at Kennedy Space Center, JCD
on Vandenberg AFB launches; 15-year-old Indian listener draws parallel between Guatemala
sinkhole and Mars; JCD rephrases Reuters anti-Republican word usages
1:17:23 Obama victory lap in spite of weaker-than-expected jobs report, “half a million new jobs”
1:18:51 Accusations of racism over Show 205 reporting on Gaza flotilla raid; Emmett Tyrrell on
intellectual debate turning into monologue; JCD on Israelis and Palestinians yelling at each
other; Greek producer note on “appalling” educational system, socialist indoctrination, taxes
based on value of all property; EU opening up the doors on GMOs
1:28:38 Producer note on UCSB Social Host Ordinance alcohol crackdown over “developing brains”;
Doctor Who end credits with link to BBC anti-alcohol propaganda; ZombieFit exercise class
in Illinois with parkour practice; JCD recommends Shaun of the Dead
1:39:40 The Guardian article by Adrian Wolmar: singleminded pursuit of high-speed rail “baffling”
1:40:36 Democrats urge FCC to allow ISP throttling, ACC’s Time Warner Cable woes JCD: “squirrels”
1:44:10 26-foot statue of Egyptian death god Anubis exhibit “standing guard” at Denver International
Airport, artist killed by piece of Mustang statue; Operation Blackjack multi-city nuclear attack
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Two Ugandans One Cup

(2010-06-02)

0:00:00 JCD: “I don’t know why they would blow a hole in the country.” (1:18:47)
0:00:39 Producers confused by Wednesday evening show
0:02:16 British taxi driver kills 12 in Cumbria shooting rampage, Dunblane massacre parallel, recent
wave of child pornography stories; no invitations to Bilderberg Group meeting
0:08:52 Producer Segment
0:18:24 British Airways Osama bin Laden electronic boarding pass
0:21:57 And Now Back to Real News: Jesse James sighted in Long Beach
0:23:02 Nancy Pelosi to Catholic Community Conference: “my favorite word is The Word”
0:25:22 Racist Bill Maher on Obama’s BP oil spill visit, “heck of a job, Brownie”, “he lifts up his shirt
so they can see the gun in his pants”; Washington Insider on Obama and Emanuel membership
in Man’s Country gay bath house, Trinity Church “Down Low Club” gay matchmaking service,
“body man” Reggie Love, fifteen-minute visits “ample time for fellatio”; Jon Stewart mocks
Obama’s distractions from BP spill: “you made time for Marv Albert?”
0:34:40 Fox News freaking out over BP oil spill; JCD on Carter’s oil spill and Iran hostage crisis;
CIA-run National Enquirer; “maniac” Tipper Gore ditches Al
0:41:29 Producer notes on outrageous cost of DUI interlock devices; World Health Organization “global
strategy to confront the harmful use of alcohol”, “incidence and clinical outcomes of infectious
diseases such as tuberculosis, HIV/AIDS and pneumonia”, “global governance”; JCD on John
Birch Society “get US out! of the United Nations” bumper stickers; NPR on “particularly
toxic effect” on adolescent brain, JCD: “stop the presses: alcohol will get you intoxicated!”
0:51:39 Bogus ENF electrical network frequency analysis forensic tool for timestamping audio
0:55:01 Shoe-stealing fox in Rheinland-Palatinate; JCD predicts push for UK shotgun ban; BBC on
Afghan street children, JCD: “why don’t you, lady, give her some damn bread!”
1:02:15 Donation Segment: producer proposes ACC as TWiT guest; Dvorak Interlude on stream
1:09:12 Ugandan Pastor Martin Ssempa on homosexual “anal leecking”, “even poo-poo comes out …
and then they eat the poo-poo”, “now if we have any children, please step out”, “the other
person is poo-pooing, and this one is eating the poo-poo all over the place”
1:16:23 Guatemala sinkhole and 9/11-style energy weapon, oil discovery, ACC: “they were cleaning
their HAARP and it went off”; earthquake off Okinawa and PM Yukio Hatoyama’s resignation
1:23:43 Goldman Sachs’ $266M BP divestiture prior to oil spill; Fox News on BP’s 760 “egregious and
willful” OSHA violations, CEO Tony Hayward apologizes for “I’d like my life back”; JCD on
1970s gas rationing, solar panel mathematics, oil business “unbelievable money machine”
1:35:58 Turkish provocation in Gaza flotilla raid, “coincidental” shelling of Iraqi Kurds in cooperation
with Iran, JCD on EU encouraging erosion of Turkish secularism; Russia selling arms to Syria,
Bashar al-Assad’s Syria-Turkey-Iran “triple alliance”; Rahm Emanuel’s Israel trip
1:44:11 “Flesh-eating” cocaine contaminated with worm medicine levamisole
1:45:47 Time Warner CEO on NCTA Las Vegas Cable Show panel taking credit for Lord of the
Rings and Avatar, Les Moonves on DVR as “friend to content”; ACC on The Hurt Locker as
well-made story-less propaganda
1:53:34 ACC on Lady Gaga as Madonna fractal “Illuminati puppet”; awkward satellite-delayed Larry
King interview “the King and the Lady”; ACC microphone woes
1:57:42 BBC on sex tourism in Brazil, child prostitute’s mother: “she doesn’t bring any money home”
1:59:31 Outro: JCD spluttered explanation of afternoon Show 206 due to travel plans
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Oil Spill Déjà vu

(2010-05-30)

0:00:00 JCD: “Aauuuuhhh…” (1:02:07)
0:00:40 Presidential proclamation: National {Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender, CaribbeanAmerican Heritage, Ocean, African-American Music Appreciation} Month
0:03:08 Producer Segment: Germany wins Eurovision Song Contest, JCD: “this is really terrible”
0:12:46 Obama on duty “to make sure that everybody in the Gulf understands this is what I wake
up to in the morning, and this is what I go to bed at night thinking about”, Malia’s “did you
plug the hole yet, Daddy”; Media Matters condemns Glenn Beck for lame imitation “smear”
0:21:32 Rachel Maddow on 1979 Trans-Alaska Pipeline System shutdown and Ixtoc I spill in Gulf of
Mexico, JCD: “sounds like a playbook!”; JCD’s friend the junk science book peddler
0:30:25 Sarah Ferguson interview with Oprah, Celebrity Apprentice speculation, JCD: Donald Trump
“P.T. Barnum”, Carol Doda Golden Gate Bridge nude publicity stunt
0:34:26 UK fox hunting ban, shoe-stealing fox in CVC’s apartment, Micky looking for “the fox ate my
baby” story in News of the World; Jesse James “clip of the week”
0:37:29 “All Hell breaking loose” in Jamaica with Christopher “Dudas” Coke drug dealing and martial
law, Predator drones in the air; $1.27bn deal with IMF, mining data for Geological Society of
England, Rep. Yvetee Clark calls for US intervention to “stop the violence”; BP relief wells,
CNN glee over lower gas prices; JCD on California’s lack of control over its own resources
0:46:20 ACC: Taxi Eric “ready to go to war” with Greece over bailout; JCD on Greek “gosh-awful”
retsina wine; ACC’s trip to Nobu, JCD on allowing himself to be taken to dinner there
0:54:27 Producer note on SCRAMx slave bracelets and “neo-prohibitionist” MADD, founder Candy
Lightner alienated, for-fee VIP Victim Impact Panels, JCD on living near Baptist; JCD on
marching in Berkeley against Vietnam War, “fuck ya” draft-dodging friend
1:02:01 Donation Segment: “Salt Must Die” promotions for Salt film
1:08:34 Joy Behar all-in on Ground Zero mosque, Daisy Khan on support from “peaceful families”,
“it’s really for the community”; ACC on massive distraction from ten-year 9/11 anniversary;
PJ TV “former terrorist” Walid Shoebat on Sharia law infiltrating democracies
1:22:34 Inside Edition breaking news: Gary Coleman dead at 42 and Jesse James’ stepmother
1:24:15 “Jabroney” traced to Italian, The Bachelorette use; Tyra Banks Show looping applause track
1:26:32 Obama Memorial Day green screen video, JCD: “they’ve got the top of his head cut off!”
1:31:19 Producer note on Foxconn suicide rate lower than national average, “iPhone suicide factory”
1:33:43 Insider note on Afghan opium being collected from military by “another agency”; National
Security Strategy to focus on homegrown terrorism and the internet; Tavis Smiley to Ayaan
Hirsi Ali on ubiquitous terrorist acts by Christians; H.R.1955: “the internet has aided in
facilitating violent radicalization … and the homegrown terrorism process in the United States”
1:44:53 115 dead in Indian train derailment blamed on sabotage by Maoist rebels
1:45:28 AP quotes tweet from Virginia Madsen on death of Dennis Hopper; ACC story: interviewing
Hopper on car trip to JFK airport, Madsen known for “blowing crew members”
1:47:58 John Stossel quotes electric car headline from 1915; Tesla Motors CEO Elon Musk broke,
Department of Energy $500M loan program, nickel mining for batteries “ecological disaster”
1:51:31 Exorbitant Australian mining tax, ACC: “nationalization is next!”; Access Hollywood summary
1:54:53 Overproduced CurrentTV piece on Pastor Martin Ssempa and Ugandan anti-gay law
2:00:39 Joe Biden Naval Academy commencement speech with MLK cadence, “repair to our shores”,
bogus claim to have met “every world leader”; Brussels “capital of the free world” revisited
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Slaughterhouse Blues

(2010-05-27)

0:00:00 ACC: “This is why people need to support this show so I can quit this stupid job and I don’t
have to travel … and do bullshit meetings, I wanna do the show!” (0:42:45)
0:00:44 ACC on growing up with term “jabroney” with murky etymology; JCD on Dr. Seuss If I Ran
the Zoo etymology of “nerd”, absence from Universal Studios attraction, ACC: “what a gyp!”
0:05:15 We Told You So: Bret Michaels wins Celebrity Apprentice; Lost barely wins on ratings
0:08:52 Producer Segment
0:11:36 And Now Back to Real News: Kendra Wilkinson cashing in on Vivid Entertainment sex tape
0:14:27 BP oil spill: spooks Thomas Friedman & Bob Woodward on Meet the Press, “rope-a-dope”
strategy, Woodward: “9/11 came and went”, JCD: “it hasn’t went yet!”, idiotic “call in
Google” proposal; reporter kicked off beach by Coast Guard; no sign of oil on dead animals,
underwater footage on 20-second loop; Russian rig at 40,000 feet, underground volcano theory
0:29:08 JCD on Corexit 9500 dispersant and industrial skin degreasers; apparent success with top kill
operation; Sen. Byron Dorgan questions BP’s “legitimate claims”, AG stooge scratches head,
Doublespeak of the Week jingle; Transocean to comfortably pay $1bn dividend
0:38:00 Zionism: The Real Enemy of the Jews author Alan Hart asserts 9/11 a Mossad operation
0:40:27 24 “zoom enhance” facial recognition from reflected image; cameras in court with Lindsay
Lohan’s “nice boobage”, promotion for SCRAMx house arrest alcohol monitor “pure Gitmo
Nation”, “offenders” meme, “helping keep veterans sober and accountable”
0:49:28 Jim Inhofe on EPA lead paint rules and renovations; Food Safety Modernization Act to put
independent slaughterhouses out of business; Joe Biden: Brussels “capital of the free world”
1:00:38 ABC on climate scientists getting threatening e-mails from “white supremacists”
1:02:30 Donation Segment: multilingual “In the Morning” and Our National Tray-sure jingles
1:11:41 NPR running Go To Meeting ads with promo codes
1:13:26 Sarah Ferguson “no traction for a distraction” with payola scandal
1:15:56 Trains Good Planes Bad jingle; producer note on Delaware studying Raleigh-Wilmington
line; air travel and global warming claim; London-Birmingham line in Queen’s speech; Siemens
train crash and overshoot incident, Hitachi ad buys; Scandinavian Airlines investing in rail
1:20:21 Jim Cramer on fall of Australian dollar, “communist” mining tax vs capitalist China; Clarke
and Dawe satire European debt and “broke economy” bailouts; Dutch austerity rumblings
1:26:39 New York Post: Census workers blowing whistle on repeat hirings to inflate labor numbers;
C-SPAN intros UC professor to discuss necessity of lying in politics; gold shill Peter Schiff cut
off halfway through spiel, Dylan Ratigan: “the government didn’t like what Peter had to say”
1:30:28 TSA keeping list of passengers who make screeners “feel threatened”
1:31:22 “Great salt shakeup” in breads and breakfast cereals; Medscape video on computer models
1:33:47 And Now Back to Real News: Jesse James “I think I wanted to get caught”, JCD: “did she
sign the Lesbian Treaty?”; bizarre Inside Edition jump cut segue from Jean Benet Ramsay
suspect John Mark Karr to program millennials
1:40:12 Foxconn building literal safety nets after eleventh worker suicide
1:41:45 Clegg flip-flops on extradition of NASA hacker Gary McKinnon; forgotten Obama promises
1:43:50 BBC bogus “virus” meme in RFID propaganda; Schiphol biometrics, Logitech at US airports
1:48:55 Producer bipolar disorder feedback; Dr. Andrew Wakefield de-licensed over MMR-autism link
1:52:14 “And follow us on Twitter” iso; Student Financial Aid Awareness Month pushing massive
student debt; Senate “Rosa’s Law” to replace “retardation” with “intellectual disability”
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Trains To FEMA

(2010-05-23)

0:00:00 JCD: “Dissemble dissemble dissemble dissemble.” (1:44:32)
0:00:35 JCD on forvo.com for pronouncing Australian place names; small earthquake in Baja; Sir
Geoff Smith In the Morning end-of-show jingle
0:03:26 And Now Back to Real News: Bret Michaels Celebrity Apprentice finalist, ACC: “guy’s gonna
win”, up against Lost finale
0:05:48 Producer Segment: No Agenda Amateur Radio Initiative, Morse code ITM roger beep
0:13:44 And Now Back to Real News: Lindsay Lohan’s celebrity moniker “LL”, passport disappearance; Naomi Campbell to testify at The Hague about blood diamond from Charles Taylor
0:18:15 Producer note on Obama West Point commencement speech, Fox News injects silence over 20
seconds of cheering for Iraq pullout, Afghanistan transition expertly edited out, JCD: “maybe
that was the speech given by the other Obama”; JCD on Silicon Spin unmiked audience
0:32:44 Don Lemon and Rep. Charlie Melancon spar over marsh burning; ACC: BP 24/7 leak-cam not
a sign of trying to downplay seriousness of accident; Norwegian Statoil North Sea evacuation;
Obama calls for independent commission, nominee Bill Riley revolving-door oil shill
0:38:50 Robert Gibbs on Obama’s lectern vole: “it’s definitely not a mouse”
0:41:17 JCD on authors airing grievances on Book TV, Cyber War author Richard Clarke on mutual
assured destruction and Hillary Clinton’s announcement of Cold War 33k nuclear weapons,
Bush “wasn’t willing to mess with the banking system” in Iraq, repeated “exfiltrate” term,
2007 bombing of Syrian nuclear facility by Israel, cyberattacks on Estonia and Georgia; Clarke
at Spy Museum surrounded by “Spy” posters
0:54:15 Director of National Intelligence Dennis Blair resigns out of the blue; shootings of sovereign
citizens Jerry Kane and son Joseph; HIG High-Value Detainee Interrogation Group
1:00:50 Donation Segment: “preaching to the choir”; media ITMs; Hugo Chávez Aló Presidente
1:10:52 Another Hon Hai/Foxconn suicide
1:12:11 Post-Ashmageddon solidification of control of the skies by European Commission; no Indonesian shutdown over Mount Rinjani eruption; record losses and threatened strike for British
Airways; crackpot “trains to FEMA camps” theory, Zug Switzerland German word for “train”;
ABC on JetBlue pilot removed from plane in Boston for text message; Air India Express 812
runway overshoot off cliff; 50 dead in two China train crashes
1:17:49 Codex Alimentarius “assault on salt” worldwide, Cumberland Nu-Salt potassium chloride,
Ketchum and Hoffman PR agencies for UN and WHO
1:22:31 Minneapolis adult immunization roster thanks to stimulus money; Craig Venter group’s synthesis of bacterial DNA financed by Department of Energy alongside Area 51, Venter on
vaccine and biofuel applications, JCD on DIY invasive species; DSM-5 PRS psychosis risk
syndrome, antipsychotic risperidone and Central Park open-air lobotomy clinic
1:38:25 Newspapers vs TV attitudes toward illegal immigration, Roosevelt’s packed deportation ships
to Yucatán Peninsula; Arizona power generation and Atlas Shrugged playbook
1:42:45 Doublespeak of the Week: “dissemble” describing typical behavior of political class
1:45:13 That’s No Angry Mob, That’s My Mom author on Boston Globe “blatant shameless bias”
reporting on Tea Party event without attending; Rand Paul spun as racist, JCD: “he’s creepy”
1:49:20 Sonora Mexico tourism ad with Mexican soldier “looking for people from Arizona”
1:50:35 Outro: end-of-show Geoff Smith In the Morning song, “little bit Crackpot, tiny bit Buzzkill”
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The Reluctant Spy

(2010-05-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “What garbage!” (1:46:08)
0:00:37 ACC’s “please breathe normally” fun with Southwest Airlines, PSA Airlines prototype bought
by humorless US Air; no benefit concert for Iowa flood devastation; ACC’s childhood Unitarian
Easters with Morning Has Broken
0:08:07 Producer Segment: Haiti burning GMO seeds from Monsanto
0:13:56 JCD on Miss USA 2010: “this show’s rigged”, winner Muslim “multi-culty girl” Rima Fakih,
predicted “incident” over indecency and more publicity for Donald Trump
0:18:11 Planes Bad: Polish TU-154 cockpit visitors; 44 dead in Afghanistan crash; scientists questioning TSA body scanner safety; WSJ’s Andy Pasztor: pilots forgetting to start all engines,
ACC: “bull, bull, bullcrap!”; windshield heaters causing cockpit fires; lack of power outlets in
coach; Robin Maiden’s Delta Flight Ops 411 podcast meteorologist on Ashmageddon: “they
did the best they could, but it was all assumptions”, Mount St. Helen “no closing of airspace”;
only Richard Branson making a fuss; JCD on early laptop ban “better to be safe than sorry”
0:33:42 Trains Good: California High-Speed Rail Authority CEO Roelof van Ark’s pay cut with $375k
plus signing bonus, previous Siemens positions
0:36:37 C-SPAN After Words with ex-CIA John Kiriakou on 2002 Iraq invasion plan, Cheney’s “big
lie” on Saddam Hussein’s connections with al-Qaeda, “CIA gift shop” and July 2001 warning
about unprecedented attack; Pilots for 9/11 Truth’s American 77 flight recorder FOIA
0:49:21 Reglan class-action lawsuit over side effects “lip smacking, pursing, and puckering”; V for
Vendetta segue to Capital One credit card ad, ACC: “there’s goats coming at you!”; “John’s
big beef” massive list of ads in single Today Show commercial break
0:58:46 Donation Segment: producer note on 1930 Soviet earthquake machine
1:09:37 UK Treasury Secretary David Laws’ “we’ve run out of cash” note from predecessor; JCD story:
bumped from CNBC for position on no cash for iPads
1:16:11 Dutch TV report: “salt is a sniper”; COP 16 in Cancún; Boar’s Head “assault on salt” ad,
Salt Institute “big tobacco of the salt war”
1:19:57 Australian Incoming Passenger Card pornography question; JCD story: illegal Soviet money
for airport carts; conductor Sir Eugene Goossens’s career-ending pornography in luggage;
Washington “bikini barista” busted for lack of adult entertainment license, prostitution charges
for whipped cream “lewd behavior”; Douglas Hughes promises Santa Rosa “Pedophile Island”
1:28:06 Los Angeles boycotting Arizona over immigration law, Arizona Corporation Commissioner
Gary Pierce helpfully offers to shut off electricity: “I am confident that Arizona’s utilities
would be happy to take those electrons off your hands”
1:31:05 Ineffective Broadway-style “pure imagination” AT&T ad; Criminal Minds rogue fiber optic
cable with ID number from door-to-door ISP demo, Eric Schmidt internet “anarchy” quote
1:37:37 Dodd-Frank Financial Reform Act trying to crack down on derivatives, Sen. Judd Greg likens
to Alice in Wonderland, ban on onion and movie futures, “betting” meme; chances of Goldman
Sachs’ “perfect quarter” 1 in 5.7bn
1:43:15 And Now Back to Real News: scripted Miss USA walk-off: “Mr. Trump: you’re the world’s
best boss!”, “I’ll take everything I’ve learned and apply it to my next dream”, ACC: “workin’
at Wendy’s!”; The View on booing for Oklahoma’s states’ rights question; Maine on regulating
social media sites: “we should take it into our own hands to be above the status”
1:54:15 Gates Foundation all-in on eugenicist male birth control; John Kiriakou WTF for end-of-show
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(2010-05-17)

JCD: “to be honest about it, a lot of it is just plain boring”
ACC unemployable since Michael Jackson murder comment to MSNBC
ACC/JCD meeting story at CNET pilots in 1993, e-mail exchange and Cranky Geeks
No Agenda’s origin in casual conversation, JCD: “an interesting conversation between two
people is interesting to everybody”; JCD’s “critic” from software career path predictor
ACC’s decision to commit to two shows per week; ACC: “both radio guys”, JCD: “modern
form of radio”, importance of sound quality, ACC on customized sound: “silence is beautiful”
Producer question: who’s the star of the show?
How a Family Guy DVD changed “no jingles, no sound effects, no agenda”; Weenie and the
Butt morning zoo excerpt, ACC: “zero content, all filler”; deliberately not discussing topics
beforehand; Geoff Smith “in the morning” rimshot and pet peeve segue
Evolution of the show via producer ideas; unexpectedly complementary clips; transition to
more media assassination and commitment milestones, ACC’s e-mail labeling and C-SPAN
transcript system; JCD on Book TV research value; move from anecdote format listener-driven
Donations introduced late 2008 or 2009, critical role of NPR “sponsorship, underwriting,
advertising, call it whatever you want”; JCD on instant feedback via donations, novels directly
user-funded, the tyranny of the hard break; ACC on fundraising psychological hurdle
ACC’s instant feedback from chatroom, enforced schedule rigidity; “we don’t work for tips”
Critical importance of entertainment value; JCD hoping to give listeners an edge, ACC: “I
think I was born to do this”, selfishness of good works
Objections to “hookers and blow”, JCD on “new cycle of hookers”
Show opening as impediment to attracting both new listeners and NSA
“Crackpot” life insurance policy; Crackpot from e-mail, Buzzkill from artwork
ACC on open-source model: “we don’t own anything”; show postmortem with selection of
show name & album art; suggested “in the morning” trademark; Aric the Shill’s admin work
Deuce Club Donation Segment
ACC: “so John, would you like to basically do this full-time and quit everything else?”; podcasting as off-putting mechanism, pitfalls of RSS, Apple pushing all NPR podcasts
Origin of knighthoods with JCD’s “why can’t Ford Motor Company grant knighthoods” comment; ACC’s Knight network “bat signal” app idea; JCD on innovative promotional models;
ACC motivated by donation dropoffs and snarky JCD comments
No sin in fast-forwarding through a boring bit, ACC on the joy of catching JCD flat-footed
ACC guesses support breakdown by country: USA, Australia, Canada, UK, Netherlands;
impossibility of knowing actual subscription numbers, JCD guesses 50-400k
JCD’s show prep collecting articles and clips with Zoom H2 recorder; ACC on value and
volume of shownotes, hunt for elusive “zinger”
ACC’s research dead-end on Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols
Considerable time cost of producing the show; ACC’s Sound Byte by Black Cat Software
Nokia E71 RSS app creation; BlackBerry getting in on podcast scene
“Glut” of jingles and talent an improvement over older format nostalgia
Show 333 next milestone; JCD: media and Obama administration both getting worse; independence from advertising attack vector; no conspiracy theory tax, Alex Jones as canary in
the coal mine for government intervention; no guests, JCD: “this is not the Larry King Show”
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The Deuce!

(2010-05-16)

JCD: “They opened fire for public safety? It’s a frigging deer!” (2:06:17)
200th episode congratulations, Show 200.5 “after-party”; ACC’s new studio gear
Producer Segment: record-breaking $1234.56
JCD retracts Codex Alimentarius skepticism due to Iowa raw milk case, “plaintiffs do not have
a fundamental right to obtain any food they wish”; McCain trying to bring dietary supplements
under FDA jurisdiction; New England Journal of Medicine equates salt with smoking, Heinz
ketchup 15% less salt “new recipe”, JCD “you were using high fructose corn syrup in 1970?”
letter; producer draws parallel with Fight Club oxygen masks; JCD on high-end salt fad,
Jacques Pépin’s “a little salt”, salt tip of the day: fleur de sel and sel fumée
KCRW’s Left, Right & Center cuts off Arianna Huﬀington after mentioning TSA X-ray cancer
Isabel Allende to Tavis Smiley on writing historical nonfiction: “it’s always white men who
do that”, black historians “usually men”, JCD: “what a crock of crap!”
CVC’s appearance on De Nieuwe Uri Geller, JCD: “don’t date an actress”; British Airways
strike dictated from on high; Obama to high-speed rail shill: “and you wouldn’t have to take
off your shoes” vs CNN al-Qaeda target “the busiest commuter railroad in the United States”;
“Buffalo cougar” Luann Haley “hottie with a smokin’ little body” pick-up line
Soap opera “it starts, in the morning”
Obama weekly address on Federal Reserve Empowerment Act Dodd-Frank Financial Reform
Act, “misleading rhetoric”; Citizens Bank founding fathers “good banking is good citizenship”
ad, JCD: “it’s more of an indictment of the educational system: dad, what’s growth?”
Honey Bunches of Oats “the magic is in the mix” ad, ACC: “now with more Crackpot flakes!”
Donation Segment: Show 2005 “inside baseball”
Rainbow clouds over Los Angeles, Luke Thomas’ quakeprediction.com
Two-to-the-head: UK’s “Intellectual Property address” Stephen Timms stabbed; Thai General
Khattiya Sawatdiphol shot in head during interview, Goldman Sachs barricaded
Glenn Beck on Elena Kagan writing on government “unskewing” media, “most dangerous man
in America” Cass Sunstein’s conspiracy theory tax
Arnold Schwarzenegger commencement speech opening with movie quote compilation
BP oil spill: bogus C-SPAN “pointing the finger” voice-over; Obama on holding BP responsible, companies “falling over each other to point the finger of blame at somebody else”; foreign
companies expanding Gulf operations; BP America CEO and Rep. Maria Cantwell script on
paying “legitimate claims”; ACC on oil inventory pump and dump cycle; JCD bacterial oil
production theory; Mikhail Prokhorov, Pincus Green and Iran’s huge oil refinery (ACCPPotD)
Law & Order off air over cap and trade “racket” script, Sharon Stone bad acting, “well, a guy
named Miranda ruined that for both of us” propaganda
And Now Back to Real News: Showtime Darker Me hot lesbian reality show; Tyra Banks
teaser “I call him my cousband”; celebrity chef Juan-Carlos Cruz murder for hire arrest
Australian parents being paid for vaccine trials; Aboriginal pregnant woman ear disease vaccine
Afghan opium harvest reduced 33% due to fungus; still telegraphing Kandahar offensive;
Stanley McChrystal anecdote: David Petraeus “bought bread and distributed it to all the
people in the neighborhood”, JCD: “tossin’ out baguettes”; Navy Courageous Restraint Medal
France & Germany at odds, JCD: “this is not going to be fun to watch”
San Francisco Bay police corner wayward deer and “open fire in the name of public safety”
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Elephant In The Room

(2010-05-13)

0:00:00 JCD: “Shameless, shameless, shameless!” (1:25:16)
0:01:02 “In the morning” to ships at sea
0:01:28 We Told You So: predicted oil rig disaster strikes Venezuelan natural gas platform, Hugo
Chávez TV gloating opportunity
0:04:44 Producer Segment: Weezer’s Pat Wilson “in the morning” sash on George Lopez
0:15:28 Micky’s $1800 shipping container vs ACC’s $85 container with guitar Japanese LMG-99 machine gun and audio gear, oddball British 220V fused three-prong plugs
0:22:16 The Simpsons “I like Rajiv, Rubaba, and Big Brahmin in the morning!”
0:22:57 And Now Back to Real News: Betty White Saturday Night Live “she’s a lesbian”, JCD on
Elena Kagan “elephant in the room” vs Goldman Sachs connection, Eliot Spitzer “I did not go
out with her”, outed by Andrew Sullivan; Rachel Maddow contrasts Kagan with “hot minute”
Harriet Miers; Monsanto trying to overturn 2007 California ban on GMO alfalfa with Kagan’s
help; C-SPAN now editorializing, “lasts about three hours” vs “pointing the finger” voiceovers
0:35:07 ACC recovers from kernel panic; JCD on Supreme Court Ivy League Monsanto stooges
0:39:44 Supernatural “act of domestic terrorism” with contaminated vaccine, new zombie meme
0:42:59 Producer note on Flash Crash and Erlang hot-swappable programming language; SEC’s Mary
Schapiro: “we will get to the bottom of this”, “fat finger” and hacker scenarios ruled out,
“confluence” of events; EU $1T bailout to pay off loans from mega-banks; Joseph Stiglitz’
Freefall on Icelandic banks suckering UK and Netherlands, Brussels to vet members’ budgets
0:58:50 “Figurehead” Queen allows Gordon Brown to resign in favor of David Cameron, deficit at
12.8% GDP, newly appointed Cabinet banker roster, high speed rail and runway closure in
coalition agreement, electric vehicle charging station mandate
1:07:38 Sky News madwoman Kay Burley in hot water over grabbing AP camerawoman by throat
1:09:12 Australia all-in on high-speed rail; Japanese drop-off car “mailbag” technology; anti-aviation
stories accompanied by railway banner ads, ACC on-the-ground money grab theory
1:17:13 New John Kerry cap & trade bill, bogus polar bear and flooded house photos, S.1733 Clean
Energy Jobs and American Power Act, “free” meme; Geraldo Rivera on Gulf fishing ban:
“very different ecosystem” from Alaska, Avatar name-drop and “national treasure”, big oil
“quick profits” lie, shameless Sigourney Weaver, John’s Big Beef jingle, Rivera on “having
kids and people get involved” like in Three Mile Island and Chernobyl
1:30:11 Donation Segment: Show 333 next milestone after 200; mass Black Knighting
1:38:22 Voyager 2 begins transmitting unintelligible data from edge of solar system
1:42:26 Oil developer Global Renewable Energy trying to buy Haitian Ile de La Gonâve near epicenter,
FAQ: “one of the world’s most highly traﬀicked energy sea lanes”, “why located an oil refinery
on La Gonâve?”, “the developers are becoming impatient” threat; Monsanto sends 475 tons of
GMO seeds; United States Institute of Peace and International Crisis Group trustees including
George Soros, Kofi Annan, and Zbigniew Brzezinski
1:51:48 Two-to-the-head: Russian scientist Maria Beloyvan falls to her death at Fermilab
1:53:49 Dutch developer Chipshol’s Jan Poot takes aim at pedophiles in judiciary
1:56:17 John Dean to Keith Olbermann on Holder’s proposal to eliminate Miranda rights
2:02:25 Bay Area man arrested for “using a concealed camera for sexual gratification”; end-of-show
clip on vaginal cosmetic surgery; Pennsylvania tax amnesty ads created by Nieman Group
2:07:45 Producer note on Obama potentially outed as having cheating gene
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Things Could Get Complicated

(2010-05-09)

0:00:00 JCD: “Y’know, that sounds like a James Bond movie!” (0:41:42)
0:00:37 JCD watching Saturday morning cartoon propaganda, Mark Fiore banned by Apple app store
police; American Dad nutrition label sodium zoom-in; Law & Order on cap and trade “racket”,
“two global warming scientists were cooking their numbers”, Obama sound-alike
0:05:53 Presidential proclamation belatedly recognizing Mother’s Day, JCD: “well, Obama has accomplished something, and I’m sure he got a big check in the mail from Hallmark”
0:08:03 Producer Segment
0:13:15 ACC neighborhood welcome party, JCD: “are you sure it wasn’t a prelude to wife swapping?”
0:14:15 Bill Clinton to PBS on moving Haiti’s “seven thousand most vulnerable”, coughing “tell” for
“we’re doing better” lie, meetings about how to spend big money coming soon, “I hope that
soon we’ll be able to start bringing investors back in”, enabling US textile imports “won’t cost
any American jobs”, “getting the tourism back up”; ACC’s neighbors out Anderson Cooper as
gay, camp manager Sean Penn: “the disaster is still on”, Red Cross “out of the medical field
for fifty years”, Sanjay Gupta on “preventable stupid death” from diphtheria, ACC: “need
some vaccines, that’ll fix ‘em right up!” (ACCPPotD); origin of “ditty”
0:26:08 Bill Maher: “brown people are probably going to … breed their way to power”; “labor underutilization” U6 numbers and recent college graduates, “small business” <25 definition
0:33:43 Flash Crash: DH Unplugged “fat finger” theory, hysterical Chicago trader on phone: “ninety
handles, that’s too much!”; 200k put options on June S&P ten minutes before, “trader zero”
flown in with stolen high-frequency trading code, beta test of “financial earthquake machine”,
VST code patented by Max Keiser, sold to Cantor Fitzgerald before 9/11; new Supreme Court
nominee Elena Kagan not disqualified by Goldman Sachs connection; Rep. Alan Grayson “you
own the Red Roof Inn” comment; Law & Order orchestra hit
0:49:36 And Now Back to Real News: Extra male cheating gene meme, “life changers” Pirro & Pinski
0:53:45 Donation Segment
1:03:15 TSA’s Rolando Negrin beats up coworker over naked body scanner small genitalia mockery
1:05:32 PBS Dinosaur Train cartoon show: “velociraptors can’t fly!”; “using Frontline Plus shows your
pet you care”; producer’s National Train Day undercover recording; Panama Canal expansion
to accomodate largest liquid natural gas ships, ship via Burlington Northern
1:16:30 BBC: Deepwater Horizon “unprecedented environmental disaster” vs 1979 Ixtoc One spill vs
Iraq torching oil fields after Desert Storm
1:21:03 ACC’s sister Willow’s vulcanologist friend on Eyjafjallajökull lava bubbles breaking jeep windows 35 km away, aviation shutdown origin in UK instead of France; UK election weather
and hung government, “Susan Boyle of politics” Nick Clegg; Sky News’ increasingly hysterical
Kay Burley “shut up slave” to protestor: “this is democracy in action, the public had voted
for a hung Parliament”; Chancellor of Exchequer in Brussels for EU bailout fund
1:33:57 Jimmy Carter PCP President’s Cancer Panel on chemical and radiation risks, American Cancer Society smoking and obesity “nothing to see here”, funding from Monsanto
1:36:11 30 Rock under fire for sexism, Tina Fey “Vietnamese size 2” bridesmaid dress clip
1:39:49 Greek “riot dogs” Kanellos and Loukanikos; The Mentalist California Bureau of Investigation
“like the FBI only more conveniently located”, “we showed you our badges” meme
1:44:54 Pennsylvania tax amnesty “imminent death of Mr. Nice Guy”, “after June 18th, well, things
could get complicated”, JCD: “run by the mob??”; Mark Fiore two Obamas end-of-show
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Salt in the Wound

(2010-05-06)

0:00:00 JCD: “Eh, those bastards have been doin’ this stuff since the fifties!” (1:50:57)
0:00:38 We Told You So: Bret Michaels to make recovery, ACC predicts Celebrity Apprentice win;
JCD “don’t get me started” on New Orleans trip, Antoine’s “dead cuisine”, bananas Foster
0:07:09 Producer Segment: No Agenda SEO; Leo Laporte call-in and Doctor Who “in the morning”
0:16:25 Attempted Election Day private plane two-to-the-head for Nigel Farage, hateful comments
posted, BBC “crosswind” bullcrap; Nick Clegg speaks perfect Dutch in interview; Dutch two
minutes of silence WWII ceremony disrupted by panic
0:25:19 Times Square bombing attempt: Michael Chertoff on transfer of no-fly list from airlines to
TSA, on board of Alclear LLC with no disclosure; CNN American al-Qaeda ad; MSNBC
Faisal Shahzad no-fly list not on “no-buy gun or stuff you can blow people up with list”;
Michael Bloomberg to Katie Couric: “somebody with a political agenda that doesn’t like the
healthcare bill or something”; Obama on his daughters’ Jonas Brothers dating prospects: “I
have two words for you: Predator drones — you will never see it coming — you
think I’m joking”; Steve Clemons asked about motive; bomb squad training exercise
0:38:32 Rev. Manning on May 14 Columbia trial of Obama as undercover CIA agent, Leiutenant
Quarles Harris 2008 murder and Obama passport breach, Manning end-of-show clip; CIA’s
Michael Hayden to MSNBC: Shahzad “new model”, JCD on professors replaced by CIA stooges
0:48:03 Salt meme and Codex Alimentarius video: “the United Nations organization that establishes
the world’s food standards”, “based on science”, National Salt Reduction Initiative
0:55:01 Donation Segment: 5/5/10 Double Nickels on the Dime Day; birthdays announced together
1:13:52 Warren Buffett’s Burlington Northern purchase, May 8 National Train Day, 2006 adult diaper
sales spike in China, Taye Diggs on Train Day festivities; Modern Family vacation episode: “I
thought the wings were gonna snap off”; JCD’s visit to New Orleans Lower Ninth Ward
1:23:29 Pennsylvania “we do know who you are” tax amnesty ad; Tea Party losing to mainstream
Republicans in Indiana and Ohio midterms, blamed for David Obey retirement
1:28:22 Marines providing fertilizer and seeds for Marjah farmers; Operation Flintlock anti-al-Qaeda
exercise in Sahara; Toyota production at all-time high, “a million dollars an hour” ad; Ahmadinejad to The Telegraph: bin Laden living in Washington D.C.
1:33:03 Red Cross reusing Haiti number for Tennessee flood donations; Bill Clinton pardon for Pincus Green, Glencore PLC and First Reserve Corporation; BP CEO Tony Hayward blames
Transocean; Transocean’s $401M insurance payout, Goldman Sachs insiders; BP’s Jeff Childs
drops oil price by $5 with leak reduction announcement, refutation from COO Doug Suttles;
no oil slick on satellite images; Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund; Huﬀington Post satire article taken seriously by Alex Jones crew; Obama on “massive and potentially unprecedented
environmental disaster”, unfixable by humans meme; ACC August 6 prediction
1:51:12 Belated knighthood ceremony; ACC Show 200.5 notes
1:57:09 Lloyd Blankfein’s Atlas Shrugged for employees
1:57:44 Matthew Crawford: Shop Class As Soulcraft “deeply critical of the very idea of management”,
boss vs “smarmy” therapist; ACC recommends Charlotte Iserbyt’s The Deliberate Dumbing
Down of America, producer note on A Delicate Balance pushing vegan diet
2:02:02 Germany cross with Google over MAC address wardriving; rampant bullying meme
2:03:53 Secret recording of Copenhagen COP 15 negotiations; US Ambassador to Mexico: Cuba
flooded within 50 years; Producer notes on swine plus seasonal flu vaccines in military
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Blow The Drill Baby

(2010-05-02)

0:00:00 ACC: “I’m amazed at what’s happening! Ugggh!” (1:25:36)
0:00:36 Michael Jackson doctor Conrad Murray sticking to “killed himself” story, entertainment lawyer
Peter Lopez commits suicide, husband of The Dukes of Hazzard’s Catherine Bach, Latoya
Jackson music catalog story
0:06:03 Producer Segment: “you’ve been de-douched” jingle, producer credit in IMDb
0:11:59 Call to action: fix Wikipedia No Agenda page edited to uselessness
0:15:06 Obama standup at Washington Correspondents’ Dinner, Leno bombs, “sinister” birther jokes
0:18:58 BP Deepwater Horizon update at Obama Rose Garden Teacher of the Year award: Interior
Department sending “SWAT teams” to Gulf, “national significance” meme, artificial price
inflation vs cleanup costs theory; Transocean Ltd “coincidentally” listed on Swiss SIX exchange
on day of disaster, South Korean funding, North Korean submarine suicide mission theory,
Gazprom deal with South Korea bypassing North Korea; Sarah Palin targeted for ridicule
0:31:32 CIA-connected National Enquirer on Obama cheating scandal with Vera Baker, JCD: Michelle
“has always looked like the angry wife to me”, crappy childhood obesity gig
0:35:34 Obama administration defies Congressional subpoena for Fort Hood massacre documents
0:37:52 30 Rock “I lost a toe ring in him” evades censors
0:39:52 “Check it out, the ice caps are melting, the polar bears are dying!”, climate scientists lousy
at PR, “no serious debate within the scientific community about the reality of human-caused
climate change”; Investor’s Business Daily “ten-trillion-dollar climate fraud” article, Al Gore
cheerleading at Council of Foundations meeting, Chicago Climate Exchange funded by Joyce
Foundation with Obama on board; CME Group to buy Climate Exchange PLC for $604M
0:48:35 Bill Maher propagates “the rest of the world believes global warming” meme, Ross Douthat
on Spanish “green jobs bubble”, creepy Laura Tyson mumbling in background, douchebag
Chris Matthews on “fast” Chunnel vs Amtrak, “be in Chicago in a day”, Matthews Civil War
meme, Tyson all-in on Maher’s “tax baby tax”, bullcrap “price incentive not to use it”
1:01:31 Ray LaHood: “all around the country people are asking for more rail service”, JCD: “no
they’re not!”; “Mr. Train” Biden thanks Rahm Emanuel; Obama on “system that reduces
destructive emissions and creates jobs”, “no lost luggage, no takin’ off your shoes” hilarity,
“imagine whisking through towns at speeds over one hundred miles an hour”, JCD: “there’s
never gonna be transportation for people, it’s a ruse, it’s bogus, it’s bullcrap!” (JCDPPotD)
1:12:14 Donation Segment: Knight ring design by Neal Dickson; under-$50 anonymous donations
1:23:14 Wall Street reform bill draft: “the Federal Reserve gets all the power”, Atlas Shrugged playbook
1:25:40 2002 Ellen Feiss “beep beep beep” Apple switch ad, “420 gigawatts” dingbat natural gas ad
1:28:40 New meme: Teddy Roosevelt and Progressive Party, University of Virginia Professor Sidney
Milkis on “apotheosis of progressive democracy” Obama “channeling TR”
1:32:45 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: students avoiding vaccine because of YouTube Desiree Jennings
video, Frontline voiceover; WGN “why take a chance” PSA, “it’s not too late to vaccinate”;
NHS Gardasil bribes for teenage girls; PROVENGE “vaccine” for prostate cancer to the tune
of $93k, “four extra months to live”; CSL pretty sure its vaccine didn’t kill kids in Australia
1:42:02 Tom Vilsak all-in on nuval.com “food system for dummies”; Rascal Suds Flatts at Kentucky
Derby; Monk: “you’re studying the US Constitution, something no citizen would ever do”;
Good Day New York’s Rosanna Scotto suggests “milk” alternative “soy jism”
1:50:20 Outro: documentaries and animal privacy, Arizona bill outlaws human-animal hybrids
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Kidnapping The Truth

(2010-04-29)

0:00:00 ACC: “Have you noticed a decrease in your enjoyment of life?”
JCD: “Yeah absolutely, especially since I started doing this show!” (1:57:51)
0:00:40 ACC predicts Bret Michaels Celebrity Apprentice hyponatremia recovery
0:04:41 Producer Segment
0:10:58 David Petraeus’ “required” uniform medals vs Army Regulation 670-1 “exempt” (JCDPPotD)
0:13:03 Gordon Brown hot mic “bigoted woman” after being chewed out on street; CNBC French correspondent Stéphane Pedrazzi’s outrageous accent reporting EADS Airbus strike; fine old tradition of French strikes vs Seattle Everybody Draw Mohammed Day, Facebook “Boobquake”
0:27:36 Mimi’s Ashmageddon theory on keeping world leaders away from Polish government funeral;
Siemens radio ad for California high-speed rail; high-altitude radiation and toxic cabin air
memes; Wall Street Journal’s Andy Pasztor blames “numerous safety violations” by ATC
for 2009 Hudson River helicopter crash, NTSB docket “no conclusions drawn”; “dynamite”carrying Ambien-intoxicated passenger’s laptop covered with pillows by Air Marshals
0:35:08 US High Speed Rail Association’s PR agency Hill+Knowlton, JCD on spotting spook Amazon
reviews, ushsr.com “High-Speed Rail Is Coming to Hollywood”, Rep. Corrine Brown on being
“plussed-up” in budget, new “we’re behind” meme; Rep. John Mica blathers aimlessly; Siemens
PR by Ogilvy & Mather
0:49:31 Donation Segment: upcoming deconstruction of show episode
1:04:47 Cryptococcus gattii fungus in US Northwest, OSS Operation Paperclip to import Nazi scientists, oddballs sent to Chilean Colonia Dignidad run by former Wehrmacht Paul Schäfer,
adopted daughter Rebeca and possible Mengele daughter a top gattii researcher, Vancouver
Olympics release theory, Nazi symbolism in Olympic rings
1:10:53 Sting: “we’re asking for big government”, ACC: “this guy’s a pretentious cock!” (ACCPPotD)
1:13:19 JCD on Arizona immigration law: 400 kidnappings per year in Phoenix, “Wild West mess”;
Obama: “make them pay a fine”; Rush Limbaugh: send illegals to San Francisco
1:21:45 Low-energy McCain on porous border; bill sponsor Russell Pearce lists justifications for bill;
conservative “American exceptionalism” meme
1:34:35 $240M in counterfeit goods seized across 30 cities, FBI on terrorism funding source
1:36:24 Ukraine to allow Russia into Black Sea port, chaos in Parliament, 30% gas discount; secret
international energy cabal meeting to hold Europe hostage, price manipulation via “accidents”
in Gulf of Mexico, price spike in nine months
1:43:35 Jack Cashill on “76 cents on the dollar” Social Security; 60 Minutes propaganda on college
students and professors using Adderall, “extremely common”, Provigil plug, “most people
are okay with it”, JCD on patent expiring in two years, Nuvigil replacement for SWD shift
work disorder, “rediscover wakefulness”; “low T” testosterone ad; female hormone oxytocin
from women “divorcing breast milk” injected into men causes them to “become nice”; new
premature ejaculation pill Priligy; JCD on outrageous cost of testosterone treatment, “I’m
a shadow of who you used to be” ad, JCD takes “low T quiz”, “are you falling asleep after
dinner?”, JCD: “I try to!”, “I need to get ‘roids”
1:59:31 Sunday show teasers
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Blood Trains

(2010-04-25)

0:00:00 JCD: (goofy laughter)
0:00:37 Troy Rutter Lindsay Lohan Moment jingle by Sir Geoff Smith, “Twitter battle” with father
0:03:22 Joy Behar’s Theo van Gogh comment revisited, South Park threats from radical Muslim group
founded by Israeli radical Joseph Cohen, media oblivious to Pedobear appearance
0:08:39 Producer Segment: PR Associates on Skeptic Zone and republicbroadcasting.org
0:15:50 “Trains not planes”: Ashmageddon prompts EU “unified skies” initiative, Richard Branson
demanding compensation; NPR underwritten by Siemens, “many stranded Europeans were
able to get home by train”, “in France, high-speed rail drove air links between most major
cities out of business long ago” bullcrap; Iceland finally closes airport; WAAS Wide-Area
Augmentation System GPS enhancement satellite projected to “drift out of orbit”; problems
for new ATC NextGen computer system; no private aviation for non-elites; train crash physics
0:28:23 Dick Morris walks back Reno-Clinton story for Fox & Friends “bombshell”: “facts from my
conjecture based on the facts”; Bill Clinton invokes Obama’s Kenya and Islam connections,
Eric Cantor threats, “I’m not trying to draw total parallels” with Oklahoma City, “some are
serious, some are delirious” rap, “what certain words might to to people who are less stable”
0:41:00 Arizona immigrant documentation law in response to crime wave
0:44:01 Gordon Brown at British election debates on importance of having people “get off domestic air
flights”, David Cameron against third runway at Heathrow in favor of high-speed rail, JCD:
“this reeks of a public relations campaign”, Siemens Transportation
0:46:46 Obama Zombies author Jason Mattera on McCain’s lame “Pork Invaders” game for young
voters; European Commissioner Cecilia Malmström’s “Cleanternet” blocker, ACC: “we have
to get rid of child pornography and people who oppose me!”
0:50:52 And Now Back to Real News: Liberian President Charles Taylor on “blood diamond” payoff:
“I’m supposed to be such a scumbag that people bringing me diamonds in nothing more than
a mayonnaise jar”, Mia Farrow on “huge diamond” for Naomi Campbell; ACC: “by the way,
the oﬀicial No Agenda porn star Bobbi Eden just showed up in the chatroom”
0:59:57 Donation Segment: ACC on House of Numbers documentary
1:06:14 Jack Cashill’s Popes and Bankers; Matthew Crawford’s Shop Class As Soulcraft
1:07:20 Australia harming young children with flu vaccines; Cryptococcus gattii “fungus flu” strain
1:10:42 CNN reporter at Tu-154 crash site runs down laundry list of causes not including foul play
1:11:30 Anti-smoking “vaccine” NicVAX in clinical trials, JCD: “sounds like Chantix in a needle”,
16% effective, class-action Chantix lawsuit; Truvia mystery ingredients, Time: Sweet’n Low
causes obesity; FDA: don’t feed bones to dogs, ACC: “maybe the FDA’s in charge of animals”
1:16:38 Smedley Butler coup and Wall Street payouts to various Obama administration figures; The
Atlantic eight-page “quiet coup” article; Goldman Sachs e-mail “taken out of context” meme
1:25:35 ABC: SEC oﬀicials “spent more time viewing pornography than investigating Ponzi schemes”,
JCD: “this is so much BS, it’s almost hard to believe!” (ACCPPotD/JCDPPotD)
1:33:34 UK SpeedSpike system to catch speeders; end-of-show Jack Cashill on subprime mortgages
1:37:28 Sigorney Weaver 30% magic numbers, 3D on Playstation 3 update 3.30 with firmware 3.30
1:39:08 Times Online on X-37B distraction from Vandenberg “secret weapon” launch, Popular Mechanics Prompt Global Strike; San Francisco softball team harassed for “not being gay enough”
1:46:21 Overcaffeinated “dark-haired Obama” lies about car manufacturer loan TARP “repayments”
1:53:00 Dutch Piratenpartij getting votes; Matthew Crawford bemoans disappearance of shop class
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Goldman Sachs and the Pedo Bear

(2010-04-22)

JCD: (falsetto) “Oh, I’m so scared, I don’t wanna believe it’s true!” (1:47:15)
JCD’s MIA trains, ACC’s new router; special “The Deuce Club” for Show 200
Producer Segment: No Agenda artwork repository proposal; PR Associate work
$1800 bill for Micky’s shipping container’s CES Central Examination Station for DHS, unscreened containers from Afghanistan
Polish two-to-the-head TU-154 crash videographer stabbed and life support unplugged; Bishop
Mieczysław Cieślar killed in car accident after state funeral
Ashageddon: NATO exercise Brilliant Ardent; European Parliament: high-speed rail a “priority”, “you can’t buy a train ticket to travel in a civilized way from the North of Europe to
the South of Europe”; 9/11 ground stop correlated with temperature rise; high ash fluoride
levels, aerial volcano photos and UFO formation; JCD on being novelty in Xiamen China
Western Union not accepting money transfers to Haiti; US military planning to be out by
June, $732M UN housing complex, Canal Street counterfeit shoes from Brooklyn DA, 30 tons
of frozen turkey, CBS on free food destroying local economy, USAID “prepositioning”, JCD:
“get in line”, “can of worms”, ACC: “which they can eat!”, gangs stealing food
New $100 bill in the works
German and Dutch banks dissociating from Goldman Sachs; shifty Obama “categorically”
denies knowledge of SEC charges, “we found out about it on CNBC” lie; Bill Clinton: GlassSteagall “had already been breached”, blames current SEC; Dick Morris on Janet Reno blackmailing Clinton into reappointment over Waco, Limbaugh reading from My Life, Clinton
compares Tea Party to Oklahoma City bombers, “our words really do matter”
Rachel Maddow The McVeigh Tapes: Confessions of an American Terrorist documentary with
sinister soundtrack, “one of the resentments he harbored throughout his entire life: bullies”;
Washington Post’s Kathleen Parker compares internet anonymity with terrorism, “we don’t
know where to aim our bombs”
Donation Segment: donation model for DH Unplugged
Rep. Dana Rohrabacher: Burma victim of “Chinese power grab”
We Told You So: Institute of Medicine recommends FDA limit salt in processed foods; Lay’s
salt crystal shape modification; Jamie Oliver food awareness public service
Sigourney Weaver in Washington D.C. “trying to help save planet earth” from “the other
CO2 problem” ocean acidification, “30% more acidic”, wild oysters “unable to reproduce”,
“we come from seafaring stock, a lot of people”, “we should mention, Sigorney, that the film
Avatar which had a very heavy environmental message, is coming out on DVD today”, Weaver
“fear and denial”, “everyone around the world is actually aware than our Earth is changing”,
“I’ve been reading the science for quite a while now”
And Now Back to Real News: ET teaser reveals content of entire show: “did you have sex in
Larry King’s bed?”; JCD Robin Hood review: “Gladiator in the woods”
Muslims up in arms over South Park Muhammad Pedobear costume; Joy Behar: “Theo van
Gogh is the cartoonist in Amsterdam, I believe”, ACC: “you win on this show”
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Smoke Gets In Your Eyes

(2010-04-18)

ACC: “It’s dangerous to fly! It’s dangerous to fly! Tell everybody to shut down!!” (0:17:14)
Eyjafjallajökull “Ashmageddon” with French railway strike, war on aviation
Producer Segment
Ashmageddon grounds civil aviation and VFR, forced landings by Mirages and RAF; Rick
Sanchez: “too cold to have a volcano there”; Eurocontrol producers on November volcano
exercise, order from ICAO and VAAC Volcano Ash Advisory Center, Scandinavian Airlines
captain: “biggest hysteria of the century”, KLM ash-less test flight, Saudi Arabian private
jets cleared, ACC: “it’s a total hoax!”, collecting or lasering particulates vs computer models,
chemtrail hiatus; ACC predicts “high-speed rail is good” spin
Chinese high-speed rail for California, JCD on 24-hour San Francisco to Seattle train trip,
high-speed trains in “trench”, scenic trip to Croatia; secretive X-37B space vehicle launch;
JCD remote-control crash test dummy plane flipping off pursuers
Amputee serviceman to BBC: “the Afghan policemen were on heroin”
CNN on “porn for the blind” in Braille
Bill Clinton predicts Haiti turning into Mexico if unchecked; presidential “please buy clothes
from Haiti”, “Haiti toothbrush donation month”; Red Cross elite Gail McGovern explains why
organization is MIA: “it’s psychologically empowering”, JCD: “I’m losing my leg!”, “we have
not chosen to slap our brand on all of that supplies … that eats up time”; tent cities situated
away from Port-au-Prince to make room for UN
Bill Maher all-in in child tax liability, “renters and breeders”, rattled by own use of “Chinaman”, “Teabagger” meme; Lawrence Bender’s Countdown to Zero terrorist nukes scenario
Donation Segment
Haiku Herman Van Rompuy’s haiku book released, “do I look like a dictator?”, “in the nearby
ditch / toads mating passionately / inaugurates Spring”
Nebraska Sen. Mike Johanns tough talk for drunk C-SPAN caller on “too big to fail”, “I would
not go there” on reinstating Glass-Steagall
ERB Educational Records Bureau preschool test; “hot ultra-nerd girl” Nicole Gelinas’ “nerd
porn” interview with Harry Markopolos, no bailouts for Madoff victims, “the anger is palpable”
over bank bonuses; J.P. Morgan’s David Lowman mobbed after “come to me” testimony; SEC
suing Goldman Sachs; Jim Cramer thrown off CNBC
Rachel Maddow Supreme Court “dyke-fest” with Janet Napolitano
Don’t Blame the Short author Robert Sloan on absurdity of Blanche Lincoln derivatives ban
UK American-style debates, background on global elite Nick Clegg; American Thinker on
MIA Obama girlfriends, JCD: “maybe they’re all dead”
14-year-old producer on slavery’s center stage in Civil War curriculum
EO “Blocking Property of Certain Persons Contributing to the Conflict in Somalia”
Polish TU-154 non-operational tracking system, clipping birch tree story
Upcoming FEMA NLE National Level Exercise focused on domestic terrorism, “National
Planning Scenario #1”, JCD: “this is a movie promotion”; James Cameron and Sigourney
Weaver campaigning to stop Brazilian dam
Obama $5M tax return posted, Biden’s $333k; FBI allowing family to keep Ted Kennedy’s
records sealed; health insurance companies investing in fast food
Outro: Maddow-Napolitano full end-of-show clip
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Bully for You

(2010-04-15)

0:00:00 JCD: “Well, you know, they should’ve flown coach.” (0:43:33)
0:00:39 Commemorating tax day with Geoff Smith Beatles-style Donation Segment jingle
0:02:07 Eyjafjallajökull eruption shuts down aviation, Gordon Brown’s unretrieved Icelandic bank
funds, ACC: “send us your cash, and we’ll give you some ash”, JCD: Pinatubo silica “not a
good product”; Qinghai China earthquake exercise; Ahmadinejad urges 5M to flee Tehran
0:09:47 Producer Segment: I-69 billboard near Indianapolis; Tea Party “In the Morning”
0:17:30 Lexus stops sales of unsafe GX 460 SUV; testimony reveals Prius wiring fiddled with
0:20:54 And Now Back to Real News: Sandra Bullock suppressing breakup plan to secure Oscar
0:22:46 David Petraeus in Poland two days before TU-154 crash; Medvedev at Brookings Institution
offering Afghanistan help; Polish producer note on “greetings from Smolensk” text message,
instant body count and identification, intact nose cone, father-son crash scene gunshots video
0:32:12 JCD on no more creative Russian assassinations,Family of Secrets and lawless CIA controlling
Carl Bernstein; HP Moscow oﬀices raided, deeply embedded in Poland and everywhere else;
nuclear power plant plug-puller Gerhard Schröder in Nord Stream cabal; 2008 Russia-Georgia
war predicted by Tom Clancy; National Bank of Poland President Sławomir Skrzypek’s deputy
from Deutsche Bank and J.P. Morgan; JCD suspects small Baja earthquake
0:45:25 Medvedev gripes about not being in WTO at Brooking Institution, President “Strobe” Talbott; producer sideswiped before revealing Watergate hearing art notes; Nixon setup theory
corroborated by four other books; LSD and Reagan drug-induced Alzheimer’s theories; George
W. Bush before and after video; Phoenix Obama “going off the deep end” report
0:55:07 Michelle Obama “when we took our trip to Africa and visited his home country in Kenya”
0:57:23 Roland Martin to Don Lemon on Confederate History Month: “these were American terrorists”, “we’re going to celebrate the Nazi soldiers by saying, well they were only doing their
job”; “straight Rachel Maddow” Campbell Brown on Census Bureau clothing made in China
1:06:57 Donation Segment
1:20:03 Cyndi Lauper Celebrity Apprentice hate crimes bill “law of the land”; Bill Cosby blathers to
Larry King about bullying: “these kids have too much time in a room, alone, at home”, “they
disappear out of the home and away from the parent or the love caregiver”; Dr. Marilyn Irving
blames low self-esteem for both bullying and being bullied; ACC on Cosby’s $100k one-hour
gigs; “Stink” Sting’s $2M “blood money” for Islam Karimov Uzbekistan concert
1:29:58 Schumer on Hillary Clinton for Supreme Court: “she’s very happy as Secretary of State”
1:32:19 International media evicted from nuclear summit, 1946 Baruch Plan to consolidate global
elites’ control over nuclear power; JCD predicts EU Army initiatives
1:35:52 Obama MIA for nonexistent soccer game; retrieval of torpedo-damaged Russian Kursk sub
1:39:09 Massive fifteen-minute fireball and sonic booms in American Midwest
1:41:03 Michael Specter TED talk on danger of science denial, New Delhi life expectancy “incredible
fact”, deadly diseases “no longer exist, hardly”; “vaccies” for obesity, skin cancer, and asbestos;
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation shoots down participants in Canadian HIV vaccine facility
1:47:39 Prof. Elizabeth Warren to Rachel Maddow on TARP statute not for bank bailouts, “assets”
properties vs derivatives, JCD: “the banks bailed out themselves by stealing the money!”
(JCDPPotD), Warren: 200k families per month in foreclosure, ACC: “I really like this woman!”
1:55:21 Troops in Haiti ordered to stop flying flag; DynCorp bought by Dan Quayle’s Cerberus Capital
2:01:04 NBC “behavior placement” programming; Law & Order “blame the Constitution, okay?”
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Haiti: Genocide By Neglect

(2010-04-11)

ACC: “Stating … Barack Obama is possibly insane.” (JCD laughter) (1:46:52)
ACC awakened at 5:00 by “disturbance in the force” with half of Polish government dead
Producer Segment; adultfriendfinder.com PR
Polish Air Force Tu-154 “20-year-old plane” meme, December 2009 overhaul, ACC: Tupolev
able to “land on gravel”, “I’d give my left nut to have one of these”, FAR radar assist, reported
four landing attempts due to heavy fog, cloud base at 500 meters, short and right of runway,
pre-impact explosions; 1943 Władysław Sikorski Gibraltar crash, President and PM “not the
biggest of friends”, Lech Kaczyński’s twin brother, unpopular with EU because of Lisbon
Treaty foot-dragging, defeated Donald Tusk’s trip to Katyn massacre memorial in Russia;
€10bn Nord Stream Pipeline bypassing Poland likened to 1939 Molotov-Ribbentrop pact
US Patriot missiles scheduled for delivery; Kyrgyzstan government overthrown, Georgia poised
for similar actions; “Bernanke of Poland” killed on TU-154, infighting over IMF obligations
and bank profits; ACC: “Georgia’ll be the next to go”; bodies sent to Moscow for autopsy
Producer feedback on WikiLeaks Apache video, JCD on CSI “zoom enhance” mythology:
“there’s no reporting here”, Mother Jones “Inside WikiLeaks’ Leak Factory” on sketchy Advisory Board with Noam Chomsky; highly editorialized and produced video waste of time
WTOP FM Haiti boots on the ground: “the attention span of the press has got to be a little
bit longer than it has been so far”, Port-au-Prince amputee ward tent; Letterman subliminal
“Haiti” in International Rescue Committee font; WTOP on lack of hospital air conditioning,
UN heavy equipment sitting idle, USAID shovels & wheelbarrows, JCD: “genocide by neglect”
Lovaza side effects “burping … and change in sense of taste”; ACC on FDA banning “pretty
pictures” with “anal leakage” effects; Pristiq creepy wind-up doll ad: “tell you doctor if you
have heart disease”, ACC: “just in case you hadn’t noticed”, “thought to work … [on] two
chemicals in the brain”; FDA looking into antibacterial triclosan; Monsanto seed price cuts
And Now Back to Real News: chloroform in Casey Anthony’s browser history; psychotic
seven-year-old adoptee shipped back to Russia, Russian foreign adoption freeze
Donation Segment: ACC on need for push notification “bat signal”; Indiana I-69 billboard
300 warships off Somali coast, Gulf of Aden Stargate, JCD: “what comes out: fish”
Then-Cardinal Ratzinger slaps ABC reporter in 2002 for bringing up Popegate: “inconvenient
at this moment to come to me”
Qatari “shoe bomber” ATC tape, producer note on DoD making TSA look bad in Boeing
deal; friendly TSA at smaller airports, boarding pass scribbling procedure change
Pre-earthquake cloud formations; new police phrase “we divorced him from that item”
Digital Britain Minister Stephen Timms on finding infringers’ “Intellectual Property address”
American citizen Anwar al-Awlaki on Obama hit list, JCD: “Nixon wished he had this”, “aﬀiliate of AQAP”, JCD: “they get ten cents for every link”, “plots” meme, liberals against death
penalty, rogue CIA theory; Kremlin report: Sarkozy thinks Obama’s bonkers, “dangerous
aliéné”; JCD travel tip: constantly compliment French for “free stuff”
States sending out tax refund IOUs, Ohio sheriff: “arm yourselves”
Virginia Confederate History Month, JCD on states’ rights issue, instigation by Britain &
France over California gold; Don Lemon cuts off black reenactor, JCD on rewritten late-1800s
history; Obama: no understanding of Confederacy without understanding slavery, slanted
media portrayals of Southerners; Jihad Watch deconstructs New York Times propaganda
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Krazy Karzai Kums Klean

(2010-04-08)

0:00:00 JCD: “And we need a suicide jingle.” (1:37:37)
0:00:34 Council on Foreign Relations: Hamid Karzai either nuts or on drugs, “he even threatened to
join the Taliban”; fired UN envoy Peter Galbraith: “prone to tirades”, “palace insiders say
that he has a certain fondness for some of Afghanistan’s most profitable exports”
0:07:05 Producer Segment: University of Wisconsin graﬀiti wall PR; JCD on avoiding graﬀiti arrests
0:13:37 ACC: Karzai headed for “oops my airplane exploded in the air” event; Geraldo Rivera live in
Afghanistan with Marines lined up for Easter steak, “bitter fighting just a few hundred meters
from here”, “wonderland of opium” just outside gate; blog post on scaling back “nonessential
luxuries” for large bases, Pizza Hut & TGI Friday’s, McDonald’s absent from war profiteering
0:25:31 2007 Baghdad Apache air strike video decrypted on WikiLeaks; myth of internet shutdown
immunity; UK Digital Economy Act vs copyright infringers, Cameron PMship prep
0:38:51 ACA §203 “Ready Reserve Corps”; useless healthreform.gov, “Americans are struggling to
understand how and when the sweeping measures will affect them”, Paul Volcker VAT
0:44:05 And Now Back to Real News: fist-pumping Tiger Woods, variety of health issues; two-minute
Access Hollywood teaser-fest; HLN’s Joy Behar implying Jesse James is a Nazi
0:49:53 United 663 incident with Qatari diplomat, ACC: “he probably took a huge shit in the toilet
and lit a match”, Washington D.C. to Denver flight; ACC’s Indonesia earthquake prediction,
Obama trip cancelled just in time, Jakarta statue removed; trade and defense ties with China
on the rise, Kyrgyzstan and pipelines; Deepak Chopra takes credit for earthquake on Twitter
0:56:03 NewsHour incredulous at enthusiasm for local banks, JCD: “take all your money out of these
big banks” (JCDPPotD), “futile if feel-good effort to turn back the clock”, Jim Lehrer: “one
of the banks Paul mentioned in his report – Bank of America – is a NewsHour underwriter”
1:08:07 Donation Segment: enumeration of Minuteman duties for Knights
1:15:49 300 naval vessels circling Gulf of Aden “Stargate”, ACC: “they have to decloak at a certain
point”, rings of melted ice in Arctic satellite imagery; Time Arctic ice melting hysteria
1:19:14 Obama “I love you!”; JCD on Wayne Madsen and Rock Creek Free Press; The Examiner on
Obama’s Harvard role: Board of Trustees call “telling them to find him an oﬀice, put him
on the payroll, and give him a class to teach”; Michele Bachmann angling herself away from
Sarah Palin, cheers for possible 2012 presidential run, ACC: “I’m telling ya, this would be the
lesbian ticket”; JCD: Tim Pawlenty “looks stupid, and he sounds stupid”
1:31:22 JCD on “checklist Republicans”; Nigel Farage on Haiku Herman: “we’re in the presence of a
great man today … the modern-day Zeus”, previous ten-year plan “a total and utter crippling
failure”, promised British referendum on Lisbon Treaty
1:37:28 Chef the latest of four Euro Disney suicides in a month; iPhone maker Foxconn “jumpers”
1:40:46 University of Illinois license plate readers storing images and GPS data; new Australian Minister for Population; one-quarter of world prison population in US; IRS Commissioner Doug
Shulman on “new global high-wealth operating unit” to “bring people into the tax system”
1:48:00 defense.gov/npr Nuclear Posture Review “safe, secure, and effective nuclear arsenal”
1:51:27 Shadow Puppet Theater: Obama Army general counsel appointee on New York Times payroll
1:53:43 Natali Del Conte pregnant, JCD: “she’s gonna lose her girlish figure”
1:54:44 128-page government chemtrail report; EU report on contrails containing more than water
1:56:11 Watergate whistleblower John Dean on stopping Chuck Colson’s proposed Brookings firebombing, ACC: “it’s only gotten worse!”, end-of-show clip on war crimes under Bush 43
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Easter Haiku and iPads For You

(2010-04-04)

0:00:00 JCD: “There’ll be a porn vaccine.” (2:01:53)
0:00:39 ACC’s jingle iPad; Robert Scoble & Steve Wozniak in line for iPads on TWiT; Happy Easter,
JCD: “it’s one of the first times it’s actually been on a Sunday”; JCD’s birthday on the fifth
0:07:33 Producer Segment: “NA20” Amsterdam meetup
0:15:13 Reuters’ Jim Bourg timeline of Obama’s secretive Afghanistan visit, 30-second photo window;
two Obamas on two Air Force Ones and China meeting theory; Obama’s dusty suit with
helicopter strap print, internet outages; Geithner delays Chinese currency manipulation report
0:20:45 FCC National Broadband Plan recommends “digital public media”
0:23:17 San Francisco Chronicle nature writer Tom Stienstra busted for growing pot in Weed CA
0:26:05 Two Letterman commercial break subliminal “Haiti”; Clinton’s 60k tents MIA, UN rapid
reaction force planning, disappearing 9/11 hurricane; ahomeinhaiti.org tent program, KTLA
actress “don’t get me started”, ACCPPotD jingle; JCD headed to New Orleans in May
0:35:02 FAA thumbs-up for pilots on antidepressants to “improve airline safety”; 2008 British Airways
38 Boeing 777 broken throttle crash at Heathrow, pilot thrown under bus and now on welfare
0:39:01 Al-Qaeda executing Baghdad Sunni “awakening councils”; “Jihad Jamie” Paulin-Ramirez
“plotting to attend a terror camp”, JCD: “I’m plotting to go to New Orleans in May”; Tiger
Woods mistresses in Vanity Fair; Saudi Arabia backs down on beheading Lebanese “sorcerer”
0:47:44 Sarkozy speech at Columbia: France should have been apprised of Lehman Brothers action in
name of “solidarity and interdependence”; book of poems forthcoming from “Haiku Herman”
Van Rompuy, three waves / rolling to port together / the trio is home; Sarkozy resurrects Trilateral Commission, “my ambition is to fast-track this one when France is in the presidency of
the G20 and the G8”, “new international world monetary system”; Sarkozy-Obama superhero
running photo; French workers threatening to blow up car rug factory
1:01:02 John Bolton on Von Rompuy’s inaugural address “which I’m sure you all read”, “first year of
global governance” and Obama’s modern views on American sovereignty
1:03:28 Donation Segment: ridleyreport.com, bathroom stall noagendashow.com graﬀiti
1:20:52 “Law of the land” meme in football and Medicare; Rep. Phil Hare on ACA: “I don’t worry
about the Constitution on this”; Obama victory lap, sketchy $1T in two decades prediction
1:25:38 EPA go-ahead to kick off carbon taxes
1:27:28 Shadow Puppet Theater: Meg Whitman $3M “spinning” fine, JCD: Jerry Brown “a dingbat”
1:29:11 Bizarre Australian HAARP images, ACC: “radar interference doesn’t necessarily look like
ninja stars!”; JCD on value of Google Street View cars, sabotaged by Germans
1:34:33 Janet Napolitano announces new security measures, “look what we found” bags of drugs, naked
body scanner spec requires image storage, “3D imaging”; producer note on CAS Covenant
Aviation Security subcontractor badges, president FAA insider with DoD secret clearance
1:42:23 Bill Donohue to Larry King on Popegate: “it’s already gotten better”, church “model of
excellence”, to Sinead O’Connor: “vast majority of the victims are post-pubescent, that’s not
pedophilia, buddy, that’s homosexuality!”; 20k pages of Boy Scouts “perversion files”
1:49:37 Printer spying April Fools’ joke; Al-Haramain v. Bush warrantless wiretap win
1:51:39 John Bolton sovereignty end-of-show clip; NAEP and No Child Left Behind; “Teabonics” Tea
Party signage; Obama “Health Reform BFD” merch; WSJ on Pepsi “secret new designer salt”
1:59:34 Goldman Sachs predicts commodities volatility; Witherspoon “social costs of pornography”;
The Internet is for Porn song; body piercing as warning of Russian roulette behavior
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4-Fools Capsizes

(2010-04-01)

0:00:00 ACC: “There’s no tech reporting going on, it’s all lame!”
0:00:40 JCD’s April Fools’ scheme with Leo Laporte running third show; Rep. Hank Johnson frets
about Guam: “my fear is that the whole island will become so overly populated that it will
tip over and capsize”
0:07:54 Producer Segment: WoW No Agenda guild; PR Associates with killradio.org and Leo
0:20:09 Distraction of the Week: Uncle Don headed to South Korea; Obama surprise midnight visit
to Afghanistan, ACC: “ever heard of Skype?”; Chinese 50-year drought cycle; fishy Russian
“boob bombers”, 60 Minutes “Jihad Jane” Nada Prouty story; ruble tanks immediately after
bombing, 9/11 airline stock shorts, Russia cross about Afghan heroin
0:33:08 JCD on Dick Wolf writers and propaganda in mainstream television
0:35:10 The Situation Room with Wolf Blitzer vague story on Iranian nuclear scientist defector; Blitzer
blows past story of Lebanese TV host sentenced to death in Saudi Arabia for sorcery; Washington Post on US submarine missile test in Saudi Arabia
0:44:05 UN Conference on Haiti, military using Haiti as Afghanistan training ground, 100k Haitians
still living in tents; Hillary Clinton pledges $1.15bn, “investing in women is the best investment
we can make in any country”, right hand over heart code, JCD: “hookers”; charts from day
before earthquake deleted from HAARP website archive
0:53:07 Donation Segment: JCD on linguiça maker killing two health department workers
1:10:07 Whistleblower Andrew Maguire reveals J.P. Morgan gold and silver market manipulation
1:13:18 S.3480 Protecting Cyberspace as a National Asset Act internet “kill switch” bill; Herman Van
Rompuy on Atlantis “engulfed by the sea”, “let’s take this as a metaphor for climate change”,
urges leadership in “climate politics”, “compliance regime”; JCD on John Bolton speech
1:22:18 JCD on insular liberal groupthink, Ron Christie to Chris Matthews on climate scientists’ “fiduciary interest”, Ron Reagan: “everything in the future is solar and wind”, “Arab oil” meme and
chickenshit evolution parallel (JCDPPotD); global warming activist James Schneider found
frozen to death in Antarctica; Matthews rundown of Republican vs Democrat favored sports;
JCD on meek Berkeley baby-carrying men walking behind two women
1:31:32 Al Franken ambushed by Jason Mattera over healthcare bill’s $7bn jungle gym mandate, “you
have to shut up right now”, Mattera: “Senator Smalley, I’m listening, go ahead”
1:36:59 Toyota RAV4 transmission “harsh shifting” woes, no investigation by NHTSA
1:40:20 Law & Order: SVU serial killer brainwashed by conservative radio host, “hate speech from
authority figures is the greatest danger to this country since McCarthyism”, media brainwashing and “the cameras aren’t even running” fractals, “Limbaugh, Beck, O’Reilly … like
a cancer, spreading ignorance and hate”, “free speech does have its limits”, fire in crowded
theater meme, JCD on fake Tea Partiers planted by the likes of Axelrod
1:59:23 Shadow Puppet Theater: Obama recess appointments, chief agricultural negotiator CropLife
America lobbyist Islam Siddiqui, National Cancer Institute head “reasonable pricing” capremoving Harold Varmus; esophageal cancer linked to osteoporosis drug; media push for
statins, FDA approves Crestor to prevent cholesterol; anti-obesity “vaccine”
2:05:40 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: French laboratory mixing H1N1 and H5N1
2:07:15 US troops helping with Afghan poppy harvest, “sieze large opium stashes” order
2:10:28 Federal judge strikes down two human gene patents; producer note on Philadelphia flash mobs
2:12:47 Outro: full Herman Van Rompuy speech for end-of-show
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Just Give Us Your Cash

(2010-03-28)

JCD: “I’m an amusing typer!”
“Dah-vor-ak!”, “I get no spam!” oddities
Producer Segment: producer bona fides in e-mail signatures; Geoff Smith birthday jingle
Dismal prospects for green technology jobs in California, 80% of $2bn in stimulus money for
foreign wind turbine manufacturers; female vitriol for Jesse James and Tiger Woods
Earth Hour “rolling blackout” promo; Russia reduces number of time zones to nine
“Popegate”, Vatican Bank under money laundering investigation, $1.3bn insurance lawsuit
Philadelphia flash mob violence, police commissioner: “stop the stupidity, cut it out”
Oral sex linked to “head cancer”, University of Washington producer note on school paper
half-page Gardasil ad sponsored by Merck, ACC: download CEO PowerPoint decks; producer
note on vaccine for rotavirus vaccine contaminant porcine circovirus on PubMed; Mayo Clinic
researcher to Dr. Kiki Sanford: H1N1 “very lethal” for pregnant women, “convalescent
serum”, “interestingly enough, we had a teleconference about this yesterday!”, new meme:
vaccine technology “hard to communicate to the public”, throat-clearing tell, infertility agent
for minorities conspiracy theory “crazy thinking”, “a lot of the public are innumerates”
Family of Secrets, US troops helping with opium harvest, George H. W. “Poppy” Bush
Frontline on hydraulic fracturing for natural gas causing flammable water in Pennsylvania,
ACC: “I thought the fluoride was bad!”, “in order to frack, you need some fracking fluid”,
Chuck Schumer and New York water supply
San Francisco dingbat on “really awesome” Food Wars events: “we have had a mac & cheese
battle”; LA Times on mass NPR defections over pledge drives and swapping in BBC news
Donation Segment
Geraldo Rivera anti-marijuana “gem of propaganda”, pre-Geraldo Narcotics Oﬀicers Association clip, “rowdiness” near dispensaries, $1.5bn revenue estimate, snide Rivera “chocolate
brownies” comment, Nancy Pelosi’s “extremely creepy” daughter: “I’m very skeptical about
it”, JCD on motivational speaker Rorschach trick and preconditioning cop clip (JCDPPotD);
ACC on NOS psychoses and “spice” synthetic; producer note on Lyrica side effects
Bill Clinton and George H. W. Bush on “cash” for Sri Lanka tsunami relief, usafreedom.gov
MIA, freedomcorps.gov morphed into serve.gov with Jon Bon Jovi
And Now Back to Real News: New York Times Magazine on Tiger Woods’ impact on bankfinanced golf events, Viacom making more money on hooker stories than on golf, ACC on
Michael Jackson parallel, Jesse James PR; producers using No Agenda as primary news source
Possible two-to-the-head in murder-suicide case of Georgia Sen. Nancy Schaefer and husband
Bruce, 2007 document “The Corrupt Business of Child Protective Services”, FBI: husband
shot himself in the chest; Abu Dhabi Investment Authority director Sheikh Ahmed bin Zayed
Al Nahyan missing after glider crash in Moroccan lake
France and Germany calling for “economic government governance” from European Council;
G20 poised to take charge of fighting climate change
We Told You So: Energy Star certification for bogus devices such as gas-powered alarm clock
War on raw milk; food and nanotechnology; Monsanto corn attacked by western bean cutworm
South Korean Navy Cheonan sinking, flock of birds salvo; RAF scrambled over Russian planes
Cisco police state “new community” ad; Tesla sponsoring NPR
Outro: end-of-show clip with Mary Landrieu on McCain “sweetheart deal” amendment
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VATBS vs AQAP

(2010-03-25)

0:00:00 ACC: “Oh no, I’m sorry, it’s not a Lindsay Lohan promo, John, sorry!” (1:39:49)
0:00:38 Joel Spolsky mentions No Agenda on his podcast; new Firefox version with “personas”; “ask
me about HAARP” Zazzle coffee mug, JCD: “this is the mob’s model, by the way”; Joe Biden
“big fuckin’ deal”; JCD proposes No Agenda Firefox persona, noagendashow.com SSID name
0:08:19 Producer Segment: “hit people in the mouth” segment outro
0:10:15 “Accidental” naked body scan of female coworker at Heathrow; no network bandwidth for
naked body scanners at Schiphol, baggage tag RFID chips, Roger McGuinn’s smashed guitar
0:15:45 Obama announces Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act passage a second time at
Department of Interior, “law of the land” meme, Constitution “supreme law of the land”;
Charles Krauthammer predicts national sales tax “river of revenue”, European per-transaction
VAT, streamlinedsalestax.org, UK vs Netherlands cost of living; 4% San Francisco health
tax to linger, ACC on outrageous car rental taxes and tipping on pre-tax bill
0:31:03 University of California considering three-year degrees to cut costs increase revenue; death
threats for Rep. Bart Stupak over ACA vote, no interviews with new insurees; John Dingell
on “necessary administrative steps … to put the legislation together to control the people”
0:40:23 San Francisco deploys horses and helicopter to track down Alzheimer’s patient Bing Lee, RFID
promotion; BBC 4 exposé on Parliament pay-for-access
0:47:24 AQAP Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, PBS NewsHour sends Margaret Warner to Yemen,
113 militants arrested by Saudi Arabia, JCD on cleanup for tourism
0:52:25 George W. Bush & Bill Clinton in Haiti, $3M payout from Clinton Foundation to other NGOs,
UN $11.4bn rebuilding plan, “new Dubai”, Bush wipes hand on Clinton’s shirt
0:57:57 Climategate: disputed Bay of Bengal New Moore island submerged, no mention of 1971 emergence; WWF selling $60bn in carbon credits, set up along with Bilderberg Group by Dutch
Prince Bernhard; American Express ad with anti-dam environmentalist Yvon Chouinard
1:10:09 Donation Segment: “Aric the Shill” handling donation spreadsheets
1:23:08 Large Hadron Collider to be fired up for 7 TeV test ACC: “six-billion-dollar wheel of fortune”
1:24:58 Toxic airliner fumes from Rolls-Royce engines; Democracy Now on $46M fine for cadmium
and lead from Indian Coca-Cola bottling plant
1:30:30 Dutch “Pink Army” outrage over Gen. John Sheahan blaming gay soldiers for Srebrenica
1:33:18 And Now Back To Real News: unbearable Extra teasers; Gordon Brown “wrong, wrong,
wrong!” litany for conservatives, ordered to release information on decision to sell gold reserves
as Chancellor of the Exchequer to bail out J.P. Morgan and AIG
1:40:36 Chantix ad: 44% effective, “support system”, ACC: “stop taking it and light up a cigarette”;
producer note on teens with marijuana-induced psychosis NOS “not otherwise specified”, PCPlaced weed and Rodney King; rotavirus vaccine Rotarix contaminated with porcine circovirus
1 DNA, Baxter International callback; free vaccines via ACA, new Merck vaccine plant in
Pittsburgh; The Telegraph on arachnophobia vaccine; GMO vaccine-spreading mosquitoes
1:51:21 “Same healthcare as Congress” meme, “Congressional staff” definition excluding Congress
1:57:09 Charles Krauthammer on insurance companies as regulated utilities; David Axelrod fumbles
public option; Anthony Weiner won’t admit to Bill O’Reilly that IRS will be doing collection
2:01:38 Lyrica fibromyalgia drug ad “suicidal thoughts or actions”; House of Numbers: Anatomy of
an Epidemic documentary; JCD “wow!” for Family of Secrets, danger of pedophile reporting
2:13:41 UK law allowing pregnant women to urinate in policeman’s hat confirmed
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All Your DNA [sic]Belong To Us

(2010-03-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “That is about as lame as anything I’ve ever seen on the internet, coming from a
government site.” (1:30:48)
0:00:38 ACC’s new word “matutinal”, return of Daily Source Code, “all these shows take time to
prepare, even if you’re just playing records”, ACC on visiting Tuff Gong records, brittle 78s
0:04:56 Producer Segment: ACC’s attempt to watch ad-saturated Traﬀic
0:12:06 Proposed noagendastream.com SSID name, “in the morning” password
0:15:41 Law & Order bad acting: “words on the internet have consequences!”, “he was getting messages
from the devil”, JCD: “I love this stuff!”, evil webmaster Rob Corddry
0:20:55 Papal letter addressing sexual abuse, “problem of child abuse in peculiar neither to Ireland
nor to the Church”, “great damage has been done to the Church”; abuse victim on Ryan
Commission judge changes, “they brought a man over from Rome … to tell me I was telling
lies”; Aangirfan blog post on Boy’s Town, press forbidden to publish Tony Blair story
0:32:46 Obama to America’s Most Wanted on using federal funds to set up state DNA databases, all-in
on “on arrest” DNA collection, “this is where the national registry becomes so important”;
JCD on Progressive Corporation’s genius data wrangling, potential for “I have nothing to
hide” crowd getting a clue
0:44:29 Healthcare bill shifting preexisting condition denial to outrageous premiums, JCD on MIA
tort reform; Rep. Don Young reads from “1200 pages of gobbledygook”; 16k new IRS agents
0:53:11 Donation Segment: Round Table mutton; advertising research and MTV “art of the tease”
1:12:38 Dvorak Uncensored banned regionally due to name, danger of citing pedophilia in shownotes;
EU Observer on Brussels Press Corps membership decline and EU press kits
1:17:21 New York Times on US military’s “blind eye” to opium in Marjah, “main livelihood”, 50+%
of supply from Helmand Province, $10M Good Performers Initiative grant from US
1:22:38 Austrian Innsbruck University professor Claudia von Werlhof proposes Haiti Earthquake
caused by HAARP; small Eyjafjallajökull volcano eruption in Iceland, 5.6 quake near Gitmo;
CBS on Alaska earthquake 15-year cycle, March 24 magnitude 9.0 exercise, Alaska Tsunami
Information Center wcatwc.arh.noaa.gov lame “virtual earthquake”; Obama on Mary Landrieu “Louisiana Purchase” and “Hawaii” earthquake; Red Cross: $175M Haiti surplus “used
to prepare for and serve victims of other disasters”, JCD: “I have heard that comment for over
25 years”; Bush White House urged immunity for Pope Benedict XVI in pedophilia cover-up
1:35:02 Bill Maher completely ignorant of Oxfam’s existence; echoing Sarah Palin on Sean Hannity
1:38:14 Drunk Joe Biden standup at Radio and Television Correspondents’ Dinner; Obama on his
“Irish lineage”; Jackie Speier’s plea to name DMV oﬀice for community organizer employee for
end-of-show; Rachel Maddow cackles maniacally at EPA waterway grab “conspiracy theory”,
“Barack Obama wants to stop you from fishing!”, NOAA’s Jane Lubchenco: “we are not
proposing any blanket ban on recreational fishing”; National Forest Service spy cameras
1:55:43 Brian Williams on LAX shutdown over “liquid medication”, bogus “chalk outline” meme, JCD
predicts TSA class-action lawsuit over irradiation; Janet Napolitano promises border drones
2:01:18 IMF bailout in Greece’s future; Federal Reserve ordered by judge to disclose $2T recipients,
overseas banks in Clearinghouse Association opposed to disclosure, Bernanke “no reserve”
policy for retail banks; $600bn “rally”
2:09:40 Gen. John Sheahan to Senate committee: gay soldiers in the Dutch military responsible for
Srebrenica massacre; ACC aiming to interview Family of Secrets author Russ Baker
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Porn In The Morn’

(2010-03-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “When do I get to do a pet peeve?” (0:56:50)
0:00:38 JCD stepping on ACC’s intro to beat latency, ACC: “why don’t you just admit that you’re
drunk?”; JCD on jingles as transition tools, DJ locking himself out of studio story
0:03:18 Producer Segment: Spongberg Ltd; ACC’s radio archive digitization
0:09:32 NTSB’s CD of information on Northwest Airlines 188 overshoot, flight attendant statement,
reminders to pilots, unusual San Diego crew change, “different route” to Minneapolis, bathroom break at 8:10, JCD crotch bomber “trial run” theory, ACC on “accidental” CVR erasure
0:18:40 French SNCF rail company website accidentally declares 102 killed in explosion as part of
“training exercise”, ACC on BBC announcing WTC 7 collapse 20 minutes before the fact
0:21:56 Timothy Geithner lies to Rachel Maddow: “every job I’ve had in life, since I came out of
graduate school, in effect has been working as a public servant in government”, vs Federal
Reserve Bank of New York job, ACC: “you’re an MKULTRA slave, Rachel Maddow!”
0:27:58 Honda recalls 410k vehicles for brake problem; vehicle black box bill; former Austin dealership
employee remotely disabling vehicles, PayTeck online tools; ex post facto speeding tickets, San
Francisco police license plate scanners, pacemakers and “total enchipment”, converting flash
camera to fry RFID chips, Masonic mychip.org cheek swabs, 90-day FBI DNA analysis delay
0:40:22 ACC recommends Cory Doctorow short story When Sysadmins Ruled the Earth; The IT Crowd
copyright warning parody; urban legend: pregnant women in UK peeing in police helmets
0:44:41 S.3081 Enemy Belligerent Interrogation, Detention, and Prosecution Act sponsored by McCain
0:49:44 Dick Morris to Sean Hannity on Democrats free to vote against healthcare “done deal”, JCD
on bill “rigged not to pass”, Dennis Kucinich “bribe” meme
1:00:15 Earthquakes in Los Angeles and off Japanese coast, Richter Scale replaced by Moment Magnitude Scale, ACC’s sister Willow’s health and welfare check from Italy
1:07:35 Amy Holmes argues climate change with Bill Maher over Logic Pro laugh track, similar example with Richard Dawkins, ACC: “it’s basically a sitcom, the thing is completely fake”
1:15:11 Barroso: EU “first non-imperial empire”; Apology of an Economic Hit Man documentary
1:17:33 Bill O’Reilly on Massachusetts eighth-grade girl’s naked selfie sold by boyfriend; alarm bells
over CVC baby picture, JCD on bearskin rug and “porn” redefinition, Château Mouton Rothschild label; ACC: no mention of atrocities against Canadian aboriginal children in boarding
schools, Milly Boele murder; child molesting teacher let off by UK judge in “troublesome case”
1:31:17 And Now Back to Real News: MTV Real Life porn addicts, ACC predicts vaccine
1:40:04 Donation Segment: effectiveness of jobs karma
1:51:44 Producer note on generals’ uniforms and Army Regulation 670-1; ACC rant on illegal undeclared wars, “you are there for poppies!”, suicide rates and pain medication (ACCPPotD);
CNN audio of Anwar al-Awlaki, Eric Holder to Congress: bin Laden will never be taken alive
2:01:25 $75M in psychiatric drugs stolen from Eli Lilly, mob connection; Mevio engineer and Ritalin
2:04:17 Pentagon and Las Vegas shooting weapons sold by Memphis police
2:06:09 Ashoka Global school recess “coaches”, Big Brother “homophobic remark” interventions, “every child must master applied empathy”, “tools”, founder Bill Drayton of Arlington VA, Soros
money; Ashoka “social entrepreneurs” sales pitch, ACC: “this sounds like Nazi propaganda!”,
“as community grows, change accelerates”; JCD on brain-scrambling indoctrination and rambling speech patterns, “you are not alone” poem, ACC: “we’re, like, antisocial entrepreneurs”
2:25:58 Outro: PHP 5.2 “disappearing page” bug triggered by pages 33,333 characters in length
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Magnets In Space

(2010-03-14)

JCD: “Magnets in space!” (1:36:19)
Daylight Saving Time begins, JCD: “everything is already programmed for you, you slaves!*”
Producer Segment: Knight oath
“Jihad Jamie” Paulin-Ramirez; McCain-Lieberman “throw ‘em in the clink” bill; JPR “ugly
Mia Farrow”, photos of “seized” Arabic keyboard; subtle anti-internet meme, Garry Reid
blames internet for crotch bomber: “extremists have optimized the use of internet chatrooms”;
ACC on TSA post-checkpoint liquid spot-checks, producer “this is my bag right now” note
ABC 20/20 infomercial for schizophrenia medication Saphris; Carlat Psychiatry Blog on
Schering-Plough Saphris Speaker Bureau’s yearly cap at $170k
Dropped subscriptions and Geert Wilders
ACC: Yahoo best place for car shopping, $10k Range Rover, JCD: “too bad it’s British”
Rod Blagojevich reading Letterman Top Ten for end of show; “Blago” on Geraldo with visibly
frustrated Jesse Ventura: demand for airing of taped conversations denied by government
Liberal “Coffee Party” activist with one-third Hitler mustache
We Told You So: Show 181 Prius story exposed; Time Tom Hanks cover with The Pacific ad,
Spielberg & Hanks screening at White House; $130M loan from Japan to get out of Okinawa;
NHTSA all-in on car black boxes; stray power line EMF theories; March 10 HAARP “blip”
Schools divesting of teachers phenomenon; NYC teacher on underperforming public schools
given away to for-profit charter schools, JCD on endemic fraud, sketchy teacher unions
Guess Who: Al Franken sound-alike Glenn Thompson; UKIP’s Gerard Batten to European
Parliament: Baroness Ashton “described by MI5 as a communist sympathizer”
Donation Segment: Minutemen “Green Patch Brigade”
UK Parliament ministers: cocaine use increasing global warming, US songbirds getting smaller
$2bn Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer AMS-02 bound for ISS, $33M AMS-01
Reuters CEO Thomas Glocer’s roles with Merck, CFR, and World Economic Forum; Deputy
Chairman Geoffrey Beattie on Royal Bank of Canada and GE boards; economic journalists
outsourced to Bangalore in 2004; “cap and trade” rebranded “pollution reduction targets”
“Slaughter solution” to pass a bill that says that Senate healthcare bill passed
Haitian President René Préval presents “The Plan” to Obama: $14bn for “permanently relocating at least half a million refugees to suburbs” from GFDRR Global Facility for Disaster
Reduction and Recovery; half of UN food aid to Somalia being diverted by “corrupt contractors, radical Islamic militants, and local UN workers”
And Now Back to Real News: Lindsay Lohan $100M E-Trade lawsuit over “milkaholic” ad,
father to Guilfoyle: time to “stop these people and companies from using them”; prostitution
ring and G8 summit contracts in Italy; 50 cases of Catholic Church child abuse in Munich
New meme: “law of the land” for federal abortion funding and Federal Reserve
Numb3rs bad acting: “you are a weapon for what’s right!”, pitch black sets
New York Federal Reserve knew Lehman was cooking the books, “air in the marks” bogus
valuations; JCD on CNBC mockery for author predicting collapse
New book on CIA testing LSD-laced bread in France; two more UK heroin users with anthrax
Europe’s original opposition to GMO stymied by Brussels; JCD’s Google lunch with non-HFCS
soda machine; American Beverage Association ad on removing school “full-calorie beverages”
Hacker attacks TSA database; Florida cop: suspected domestic terrorists not on watch lists
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Jihad Jane Rides Again

(2010-03-11)

ACC: “I’m waitin’, I’m like, I want you to touch my crotch, big bad boy.” (1:12:19)
ACC up late due to jet lag and Chinese crap universal charger tweeting gibberish
Producer Segment: $270 from kiva.org; ACC’s 1988 Rolls-Royce lease, Car Talk
ACC on Pim Fortuyn’s assassination, Glenn Beck calls Geert Wilders a fascist, Bret Baier on
“anti-Muslim rhetoric”, ACC on Dutch government padding working population from Morocco
and elsewhere, smash & grab victim Ms. Micky, “the number one boy’s name is Mohammad”,
Theo van Gogh “machine-gunned down, they stuck a knife in his chest, in his heart with a
note on it, in the middle the day, in Amsterdam in the street” (call for ACCPPotD jingle)
JCD on Ontario Spring Bear Hunt ended by animal activists, NOAA planning out fishing
access, sneaky Second Amendment erosion, Ducks Unlimited conservation; Daily Source Code
restart; quotes for high school PR Associate Daniel Wheaton; ACC: “people are going to call
me Hitler, people are going to call you Goebbels”, JCD on US WWI propaganda superiority,
British blamed for Civil War role
Prius 911 tape released a day after Toyota claims inability to reproduce problem, “what’s
going on, is your accelerator stuck?”, “okay what’s your name?”, lottery winner Jim Sikes
driving; ACC’s Rolls pulled over for emergency brake hangup: “your car is on fire”, “sir, I
need your phone number” at 81 mph; JCD all-in on Lexus
Reuters & AP backgrounder, Colleen LaRose “Jihad Jane”, Reuters triptych with differentcolor eyes, no mention of mosque or conversion date; “shatters any lingering thought that we
can spot a terrorist based on appearance” meme attributed to both Attorney General Michael
Levy and Assistant Attorney General David Kris; AP brings in head-scratching boyfriend;
JCD honeypot theory to pick up Yemenis in Ireland
JCD on NYT’s Charlie Savage’s seminal story run on both March 9 & 10, same story pulled
on March 3 & 4 to make room for Eric Massa harassment complaint, LaRose indictment dated
March 4; Patrick Kennedy screeches “three billion dollars, a thousand lives, and no press??”
ACC on no naked body scanners or crotch-grabbing at Schiphol, RFID tag in previous trip
UKIP’s William Dartmouth to European Parliament on “appointment of the supremely unqualified Baroness Ashton, the Sarah Palin of the ex-student left”, cut off by chair Diana
Wallis; the hideous Baroness Ashton; Star Trek nerd takes exception to “Starfleet Command”
Donation Segment: Black Knights; DoD succession Executive Order; JCD LIFO
Earthquake in Turkey day after House of Representatives recognizes 1915 Armenian genocide,
Iran “shot across the bow”, gasoline supply cut off by Royal Dutch Shell
US Trade Representative Ron Kirk’s hallucination-inducing Asia-Pacific drone
The Onion “an attractive witness described the event in breathless terms”
Guess Who: “we need to govern this planet” by Greek Prime Minister George Papandreou
New York State Assembly Bill A10129: “no owner or operator of a restaurant … shall use salt
in any form in the preparation of any food” at $1k per infraction, ACC: Codex Alimentarius
Remington 870 shotguns for Department of Education
Large Hadron Collider to shut down, baguette-toting bird from the future; vhemt.org Voluntary Human Extinction Movement; sketchy Supreme Master TV’s Ching Hai
We Told You So on No Agenda: Northrop Grumman out of EADS supertanker race from
Show 19 with Boeing still in the running
Afghan red spinels, November 2000 demand for return of part of British Crown Jewels
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Media Corruption Now in 3D

(2010-03-07)

JCD: “Ehh.” (0:09:57)
JCD’s password compromised; Ms. Micky taken in by bogus brain cancer victim
Producer Segment: vegan Knight
ACC on fashionably depressed British, crickets for Gordon Brown Iraq trial or Climategate
inquiry; CVC ignorant of crotch bomber, naked body scanners at Schiphol; ACC pans 3D
Alice in Wonderland, JCD: Depp as Robert Benchley; UK 3D television, JCD on notch filter
technology, ACC: “like looking through a Viewmaster”, “the Red Queen: Jennifer Cooper”
Distraction of the Week: Pentagon shooter John Patrick Bedell, parents warning police and
mental illness memes; Geraldo tease: “the truth about the 9/11 truther”; obsessed with Col.
James Sabow two-to-the-head, doctor brother targeted by DEA; ABC mentions marijuana
four times, JCD in danger because “the inside of the vehicle was in disarray”; pot currency
Bedell all-in on 1963 CIA takeover, ACC on Family of Secrets and Bush 41 “the one guy in
America who does not remember where he was the day President Kennedy was assassinated”
– who was in Dallas; “When Raw Anger at Government Turns Violent” article by Eileen
Sullivan and added author Calvin Woodward; ACC family stuff for dinner, JCD: “Dvorak was
carried off in handcuffs for shooting his over a fight, over a woman”
Geraldo: Bedell “a manic depressive pothead fascinated with conspiracy theories involving
9/11”, Alex Jones on 9/11 story trotted out within the hour, news babe Kimberly Guilfoyle:
“you’re making some very serious allegations against the US government”; new Artists &
Engineers for 9/11 Truth video; San Jose State meme; Wikipedia scrubbed
Abandoned stub Yochi Dreazen bio: “dorm room vaguely resembles a brothel”, “Big Yoch”
John Avalon to Anderson Cooper: 9/11 & JFK “clearly a guy who’s very mentally disturbed”
Donation Segment: high school PR Associate in the works, No Agenda Minutemen
Bedell looking into Inslaw Promis database case and murder of journalist Danny Casolaro
Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols and Global Security Fund in escrow for Bush-Clinton
syndicate and CIA, Hillary “The Witch”, Ashley Mote to European Parliament: fund “being
used for geopolitical engineering purposes, apparently under the guidance of the intelligence
services”, ACC: “he’ll be expecting an invite from the Pentagon any day now”, Nazi Deutsche
Verteidigungs Dienst, destruction of Deutsche Bank documents in Iron Mountain fire
“Petraeus clone” Gen. William Caldwell on “instructing and advising”, “dual-hatted” with
CSTCA “see-sticka” Combined Security Transition Command Afghanistan “ministerial development”, budget “just under one billion US dollars per month”; Dennis Kucinich: “money
for war, but no money for education”; Privileged Resolution to end nonexistent war
JCD on “faggy” Army uniforms reminiscent of Michael Douglas in Falling Down; Gen. Lawrence
Nicholson on pro-US Taliban leaders and lack of government police in Marjah
And Now Back to Real News: Weight Watchers seal of approval for Chicken McNuggets in
New Zealand; Swiss condom manufacturer creates Hot Shot brand for twelve-year-old boys
Latest Bill Gates TED talk on CO2 production: “somehow we need to make changes that will
bring that down to zero”, population control via “new vaccines”
James Bulger murderer thrown back in prison; high-ranking oﬀicials and Madeline McCann
DH Unplugged on Greek scam, retirement at 67; Meg Whitman attack ad on Steve Poizner;
Jerry Brown: “I’ve been in Japan studying Zen”; Bob Geldof livid over fate of Live Aid money
JCD on 1994 lobbying rules killing cordiality in Washington; highlights for next show
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Douchebags

(2010-03-04)

JCD: (falsetto) “Fabulous!!” (0:07:42)
Show 177’s significant latency, ACC’s Airport Express in Netherlands
Producer Segment: $333.33 EP level; PR Associate & Palin “in the morning”
Distraction of the Week: obscure airline pilot flying on expired license; kid directs air traﬀic
at JFK, “this is what you get, guys, when the kids are out of school”; JCD on stories about
kids getting high on parents’ legal marijuana brownies to derail California legalization
PNHP Physicians for a National Health Program; Plato on slave vs free doctors: “the slave
doctor prescribes what mere experience suggests”; This American Life 391 “More Is Less” on
patient’s father demanding unnecessary CAT scan, “I’ll get paid more if I do the CAT scan”
Producer note on acquisition of vajazzling.com
Law & Order: SVU Christian nut-job: “God put me on this earth to fight Satan’s grip on
these girls’ souls!”; Geert Wilders’ proposed “rag tax”, Catholics compared with Muslims; Law
& Order LGBTQIA meme, “A is for ally so you can count us in”, JCD: “what is queer?”,
“I don’t think the gay community … likes to deal with hermaphrodites” (JCDPPotD)
Breaking News: “monstrous” waves cause chaos on Mediterranean cruise ship; 6.4 magnitude
earthquake in southern Taiwan, ACC on Chinese earthquake machine’s “bad standing wave
ratio”, day shortened by Chile earthquake; 1997 DoD news briefing by William S. Cohen on
“ethnic specific” pathogen, “set off earthquakes” terrorism; CNN’s Rick Sanchez on tsunamidetecting buoys: “by the way, nine meters in English is?”
Bob Geldof irked over CIA report of $63M in Live Aid money used to buy weapons; SOS:
Help For Haiti “Save Our Selves” subtitle
Donation Segment: $55.10 “Double Nickels on the Dime”; “douchebag” callouts galore
Rev. Manning on Obama the rogue CIA operative; ACC researching Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand
Protocols connection with Bush-Clinton crime syndicate and Bernie Madoff; tungsten gold discovered at W.C. Heraeus foundry in Germany
NYPD cop resigns over being required to issue useless citations
David Icke article Paedophilia and Satanism … The Fabric of the Web, Dunblane massacre
evidence sealed for 100 years by Tony Blair; Lockerbie bombing and rogue CIA drug smugglers;
ACTA “save the children” censorship
BBC quotes Merkel saying Greece should “consider selling some of their islands”, Goldman
Sachs helping countries bet against euro, Iceland on brink of ownership by UK & Netherlands
We Told You So on No Agenda: Nissan “other shoe” recall, Taiwan hit with earthquake after
arms deal with US; copper price after Chile earthquake $3.33 per pound, 30 casualties in Iraq
suicide bombing, JCD on magic number codes for CIA field agents
European Commission “Starfleet Command” rubber-stamps BASF Amflora GMO potato;
Nigel Farage on €2980 fine for “charisma of a damp rag” comment of Herman Van Rompuy:
“free speech in the European Parliament is very expensive”; Farage on nine-month lack of
government in Belgium, JCD on California driving Central Valley farmers out of business
200k contractors and 180k employees working for DHS; Lance Corporal Josh Birchfield killed
in Afghanistan by mercenaries high on opium; JCD on David Petraeus’ self-designed uniform:
“he looks like two-bit general in Ecuador”, Charlie Rose’s repeated “begin” NLP on drawdown,
“set a date” talking point, 9/11 “planned in Kandahar” bullcrap, “hall monitor” badge
Outro: end-of-show Jay Leno Sarah Palin stand-up clip
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HAARP-ing on Earthquakes

(2010-02-28)

0:00:00 ACC: “Shut up, man, there are definitely regulations in England and the Netherlands for what
the insurance companies can do!” (1:53:00)
0:00:42 Chile earthquake tsunami watch for Strait of Juan de Fuca, CNN “dipshit” asks “what is meters in English?”; Fox News dingbat: restaurant video from “local TV station there, CCTV”,
full restaurant and sunny skies at 3:30 am; dinner plans with Victoria Recaño in no danger
0:08:42 Producer Segment
0:16:45 CNN bathtub analogy, tsunami vs tidal wave, ACC’s mother’s bathtub check; breathless Fox
dingbat “twenty hours later!”; logarithmic Richter scale; Chile “infinitely more prepared” than
Haiti on crawler; 7.3 magnitude Okinawa quake two hours earlier, disruption to Chile-China
copper mining deal, ACC’s HAARP theory, Cecilia Lagos to MSNBC: “I was seeing the sky
changing colors, and it was really sort of a Apocalypse Now thing”
0:31:44 Argentina and UK dispute over Falkland Islands heating up; US-Japan military exercise in
Okinawa the day before; JCD on Planet Earth: The Latest Weapon of War, US military 350M
copper needles in orbit; IPOA International Peace Operations Association “mercenary trade
association” organizing Haiti summit for investors
0:39:38 Time runs hit piece on Jenny McCarthy over her vaccine safety activism, childhood aphasia
vs chelation therapy, JCD on writer Karl Taro Greenfeld’s “corn-fed cute” and “common
touch” insults, loaded “claims” term, “unproved” vs “experimental”, plug for Merck stooge
Paul Oﬀit’s Autism’s False Prophets; ACC on working with McCarthy
0:51:44 Agence France-Presse on psychosis from marijuana, study by University of Queensland’s John
McGrath, HPV and swine flu vaccine research center, JCD on the importance of author bios;
Karl Taro Greenfeld’s at CIA cover Paris Review; JCD on diﬀiculty spotting CIA-sourced
plants; Obama administration $150M no-bid contract to PharmAthene for anthrax vaccine;
anthrax-tainted heroin potentially from storage blunder in Afghanistan
1:00:33 Ecolog IG shipping US military uniforms from Afghanistan to Germany for laundering; SeaWorld killer whale euthanasia still in the headlines; Washington Post story on $1bn per year
flowing from Kabul to Dubai, ten round-trip flights per day; police-training deal for Blackwater
1:06:28 And Now Back to Real News: emergency shipment of 100k condoms to Vancouver Olympics
1:08:18 ACC translates Herman Van Rompuy’s haiku poems; war between Van Rompuy and foreign
minister Baroness Ashton, Farage held in contempt in French
1:15:02 Chile tsunami scare causes tragic cancellation of nude photo shoot in New Zealand
1:15:58 National Commission on Fiscal Responsibility and Reform established by Executive Order,
Peterson Commission mandatory savings tax for Goldman Sachs
1:19:28 Ron Paul to Bernanke on Federal reserve’s $5.5bn loan to Saddam Hussein to buy weapons,
Philly Fed money found on Watergate burglars, Bernanke: allegations “absolutely bizarre”,
“we have no plans whatsover to be involved in any foreign bailouts or anything of that sort”,
Barney Frank vows to look into Reagan & Nixon allegations
1:29:48 Donation Segment: ACC recommends menstruation apps; ACC: “it’s Value for Value”
1:45:16 This Week in Security “in the morning”; Anthem Blue Cross 39% rate hike, Mimi’s $125-pertube generic Renova, jacked-up pharmaceutical prices for “modest” profit percentage; ACC
doctor-blaming pet peeve, JCD on health savings accounts; “female sexual dysfunction”
2:00:04 Toxic ractopamine used as cattle and hog feed additive, US life expectancy vs East Germany
2:03:11 Sketchy Bloom Box fuel cell hyped by Silicon Valley insiders, positioned for sale to GE
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Vajazzling the Slutsquad

(2010-02-25)

JCD: “Yeah, somebody at McDonald’s listens to our show.”
ACC still sick; history of artificial San Francisco Treasure Island, “goatse island”
Producer Segment: ACC proposes Knight rings with ITM design
xkcd “shit, we’re dealing with a sysadmin” comic; “Kevin Rudd sucks” on Australian traﬀic
signs, JCD on Caltech practical joke tradition, “cheeky protest” vs police with bolt cutters
Jennifer Love Hewitt on her book chapter encouraging women “to vajazzle their vajayjays”
And Now Back to Real News: Christopher Hardwick presidential crisis reaction: “all right,
we need a media diversion, call in the slutsquad!”; Dutch shitstorm over Sven Kramer’s
disqualification; Brianna Keilar on Scott Brown vs Obama on basketball court
Distraction of the Week: Hillary Duff proposal and blowjob photos
UKIP’s Nigel Farage to EU President Herman Van Rompuy: “you have the charisma of a
damp rag and the appearance of a low-grade bank clerk”, “who voted for you?”, “oh I know,
democracy’s not popular with you lot!”, Belgium “non-country”, “we don’t know you, we don’t
want you, and the sooner you are put out to grass, the better”, ACC: “we need to send him
a No Agenda Knight ring”; Schengen Agreement pitfalls
Chris “Google’s evil” DiBona on Cranky Geeks, JCD griping about cordoned-off street, installing “ultimate Gitmo Nation exercise” parking meter departure sensors, JCD: “San Francisco is the worst, most unfriendly place in the world – do not visit it!” (JCDPPotD)
recovery.gov accessible audio CAPTCHA with random incomprehensible movie quotes, “like
to fly in the real China Clipper”, JCD: “you win today’s show”
“Beauty bomber” Najibullah Zazi pleads guilty, expiring Patriot Act provisions “coincidence”
CPAC Conservative Political Action Convention Palin vs Romney ignoring Ron Paul, Chris
Matthews on Jeb Bush “racing stripes”, “the very name Mitch Daniels sounds boring”
Missile Defense Agency Obama-influenced logo with bomb hitting Islamic crescent moon
Anthony Weiner: Republicans “wholly-owned subsidiary of the insurance industry”
The Warlord’s Tune documentary on pedophile bacha bazi in Afghanistan; Down syndrome
sufferer Hollie Greig case in Scotland; silencing whistleblowers by branding them pedophiles;
FBI corruption whistleblower Sibel Edmonds blackmailed; ACC’s radio station shut down
within six weeks of discussing pedophiles in Dutch government
Donation Segment: stream on 188 kHz; McDonald’s $3.33 deal; “we’ll kick in the penny”
Freemasonry magic 33rd degree; Toyota acceleration incident, “at 33 miles per hour I was
able to turn the engine off”; UAW, GM, and US debt theories; JCD on Japanese “death
buses” evicting American workers; idiot Eleanor Holmes Norton “bet your bottom dollar”
grandstanding to Akio Toyoda, concerned that her US-made Camry will be recalled
Third Circuit Court of Appeals to hear cell phone record disclosure case
Citigroup: seven-day notice warning required by Federal Reserve; insider selling up 17%
And Now Back to Real News: proposed University of Mississippi mascot Admiral Ackbar
Health Canada approves Gardasil for males age 9-26
No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: CDC H1N1-H5N1 hybrid, H1N1 vaccine added to seasonal shot;
HIV Maryland lab African-killing theory, “HIV-AIDS” meme, HIV “morning after” treatment
Warning about cell phone numbers being made available to telemarketers
Mongolia UFO crash; Letterman Toyota monologue end-of-show clip; ACC shownotes plug,
planetaryskin.org partnership with Cisco, JCD: “signed, George Orwell”
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Ron Paul For President

(2010-02-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “Yeah Citibank should, there should be a run on the bank as we speak.” (1:04:28)
0:00:38 ACC’s dinner with jewelry designer Rodrigo Otazu at Gordon Ramsay at The London, JCD
on ChouChou bistro and two-star Coi; molecular gastronomy; aspartame and host of maladies
0:05:33 Producer Segment: knighting ceremony “hookers and blow”
0:12:16 Dutch government “falls” due to inability to form coalition, Labor pullout over Afghanistan
withdrawal deadline; poll predicts PVV party’s Geert Wilders landslide if not two-to-theheaded, hate crime prosecution; Brussels and Goldman Sachs rewards for bringing in Lisbon
Treaty; Islamist inroads in post-election Turkey; ACC all-in on pedophile purge
0:24:27 Hamas’ Mahmoud Al-Mabhouh assassinated by Mossad in Dubai; US citizen Anwar al-Awlaki
on Obama kill list, John Yoo on permission from National Security Council “death panel”, JCD
on Casino “eh, why take a chance?”; Alexander Haig’s power seizure after Reagan shooting
0:30:52 21 Los Angeles dispensaries raided by rudderless DEA; multiple sclerosis effectiveness
0:34:29 MIA C-SPAN Patrick Kennedy video located on State Department website, “we then went
to the community and said should we revoke this visa and one of the members … said please
do not revoke this visa”; ACC on “big lies” like 9/11, JCD’s WTC 7 skepticism, Architects &
Engineers for 9/11 Truth on the move, WTC 7 Won’t Go Away jingle, ae911.org
0:43:48 Producer note on Sarah Palin and Glenn Beck throwing Debra Medina under the bus
0:46:20 Austin IRS suicide attack: YouTube 500 Internal Server Error for hazmat team eyewitness;
Andrew Joseph Stack’s MS Word suicide note, Alex Jones and Texas secession; Ron Paul’s
straw poll win at CPAC; Democrats benefiting from Fox News Republican fragmentation
0:56:48 Austin NBC eyewitness: “I know the fire department got here real fast, because they actually
had an engine sitting over there, that just happened to be doing something, with hazmat”;
Stack website taken down by FBI, work for Teledyne; “homegrown terrorism” Tea Party meme
1:01:31 Distraction of the Week: Tiger Woods “skanks” confession
1:03:02 Citigroup potentially requiring seven-day notice to withdraw from checking account, ACC’s
inability to get credit card, “I didn’t buy no damn mansion”; Indian producers on not donating
and being tight-fisted; Glenn Beck: American charity “ten times the giving power of France”
1:14:22 Donation Segment
1:25:54 ACC recommends Side Effects: Death – Confessions of Pharma Insider by former Eli Lilly
manager; Avodart ad’s absurd “tell your doctor if you have liver disease”; Lunesta ad with
Pavlovian boxing bell: “walking, eating, driving, or engaging in other activities while asleep
without remembering it the next day have been reported”, JCD: “switching from what?”
1:36:17 Obama on nationwide health insurance rate hikes and record profits, JCD collusion theory;
India Today on Monsanto data fabrication; USDA: impossible to fill sugar need without GMOs,
JCD: brown sugar made by adding cane molasses to detoxified beet sugar
1:47:03 FDIC opening Chicago oﬀice; speed skater Sven Kramer to NBC reporter: “are you stupid?”
1:49:38 SDR Special Drawing Rights as new reserve currency; nationwide strike planned in Greece,
Goldman Sachs debt oﬀice head; UK debt at 12% with £4.3bn loan; Gordon Brown reprimanded for terrorizing staff; high school producer on classmates all-in on surveillance state
1:56:44 Newsweek “Guide to Conspiracy Theories”; Lockerbie “bomber” still alive in luxury villa; LHC
“big bangers”; hundreds of kilograms of heroin headed from Romania to Haiti
2:02:04 Child traﬀicking in Haiti and El Salvador; ambassador John Bolton CPAC end-of-show clips
2:04:23 CSI cell phone triangulation; Swiss prostitutes trained use defibrillators on clients
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Liz Cheney vs. Sarah Palin

(2010-02-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “Well, that’s because Liz, lesbian, lisbian, lesbian, les … it’s easy to make this mistake.”
0:00:39 ACC in foggy San Francisco with “second wave of swine flu”
0:01:17 Three Tesla Motors executives dead in small aviation crash after veering into transmission
tower, ACC: failure in one engine, “day-wrecker”
0:06:23 ACC hypnotized by Olympics, JCD on curling play-by-play on local radio, Lindsey Vonn
0:07:48 Producer Segment: $333 trio
0:13:57 Japan surpasses China in US debt holdings, Iran supplying 20% of Chinese oil, Toyota accelerator and brake recalls, JCD predicts non-union labor implicated, ACC: Honda recalls
0:20:01 Robert Gibbs advised to listen to No Agenda on Twitter, posts long convoluted AP story on
Pakistan, “not gettin’ into that” on Taliban leader capture
0:25:48 TSA now doing hand swabs, producer note on new IONSCAN 400B units giving false positives
on NGC and NGN, detects range of illicit drugs; chemical detectors vs dogs and international
smuggling; ACC on LAX “humiliation tunnel” triggering only on women; TSA at Tampa
Greyhound station, Dutch hippie society replaced with fascist state-controlled media
0:41:12 And Now Back to Real News: Doctor Who regeneration bad acting; Alicia Keys at All Star
Game; Family Guy “psychic!”, Chris dates Down syndrome girl, “former governor of Alaska”
dig at Sarah Palin; Schwarzenegger replacement for California, Tammy Bruce to O’Reilly: “we
are independent conservatives, generally, which is also recognized as classical liberals”
0:59:25 Upcoming Cobra Gold military exercise in Thailand for “peacekeeping operations, humanitarian assistance, and disaster relief”; Michael Leiter testimony to House Homeland Security
Committee on blockage of crotch bomber visa revocation MIA from C-SPAN
1:09:14 Donation Segment: douchebag callout for not donating; $33.33 subscriptions
1:16:38 Class-action lawsuit against Philadelphia school for passing out laptops and spying on student
engaging in “improper behavior in his home”; JCD’s gaffer tape over monitor cameras
1:20:55 EU “United States of Europe”, ACC: “a handy little way not to have to exchange your money”,
Goldman Sachs working with Greece to keep 13% deficit off the books and hedging against
sovereign debt, “austerity demands” for Athens and loss of vote; 54 EU embassies around the
world; French three strikes law, No Agenda Militia made up of sysadmins who look away when
you enter a password, ACC: “hug your sysadmin today”, Russian hacker playing two-minute
porn video on traﬀic sign system, ACC: “hackers of the world: I will share all of my hookers
and blow with you if you put noagendashow.com onto a traﬀic sign”
1:35:31 Roger Ebert takedown notices from Disney over tribute to Gene Siskel, blame Steve Jobs
1:36:28 JCD mistakes Joe Biden’s Ash Wednesday smudge for “hole drilled in his brain”
1:38:44 End-of-show clip: Rosie Radio with Janeane Garofalo on “anti-intellectual” Elisabeth Hasselbeck, dead reckoning “a navigational term usually used in maritime law”, JCD’s Etak pre-GPS
1:44:39 Liz Cheney suspicious of New York Times on news of Taliban figure’s capture, “we are at
war with an enemy determined to kill us” subtle propaganda, ACC predicts Cheney vs Palin;
Cheney questions Napolitano’s competence over crotch bomber; €230M from France for Haiti
1:52:15 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: Ukraine black lung epidemic, H1N1 in seasonal vaccine
1:53:58 Afghans staying behind during offensive to tend poppies; black tar heroin from Mexico instead
of sugar cane; satirical Italian We Fuck the World with Sarkozy & Bush
2:00:36 Yorkshire residents demand reversion of Tittle Cott Bridge to Tickle Cock Bridge
2:02:19 Republican hit list including Napolitano & Holder; Glenn Beck’s Obama assassination meme
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Gung Ho!! Fat Choy!

(2010-02-14)

0:00:00 JCD: (Muttering about a stapler)
0:00:38 Happy Valentines & Chinese New Year, JCD: “gung ho fat choy”; ACC in Los Angeles “Hilltop
Watchtower”, “mimimum” Manamana jingle, Time Warner cable; JCD’s keyboard in lap
0:06:04 Producer Segment: PR Associates’ name-drop to Volkskrant editor and new “in the morning”
0:14:59 Eleven-year-old kills father’s fiancée with Christmas shotgun; University of Alabama sociology
professor kills three over not getting tenure, previous shotgunning of brother
0:19:53 Pre-announced 15k surge in Marjah Helmand Province, “two-thirds of Afghanistan’s poppy
crop”, JCD cut off, “worst-kept secret in Afghanistan” in scattered leaflets; Dutch cracking
down on marijuana, notes on flipping out on weed, Reefer Madness sexual propaganda backfire
0:33:46 Publicis Groupe vaccinesforteens.net; New York bills to allow Gardasil without parental
consent, black populace targeted; Society for Adolescent Medicine, Douchebag! jingle
0:39:56 JCD’s recycled Printworks paper in plastic packaging (JCDPPotD); Dish Network 9405 Pentagon Channel with marked lack of reality shows; slow-motion replays of Olympics luge crash
0:47:55 Eleven tons of blood plasma stolen from Baxter International recovered in Poland
0:49:17 Canadian producer notes on lack of snow in Whistler business as usual; Marjah distraction
0:53:04 The Atlantic: Greek financial problems due to 2004 Athens Olympics, transition from focus
on individuals to nations; Pedobear added to Olympic mascot lineup by 4chan goes viral
0:59:03 Donation Segment: ACC recommends donating to shareware projects
1:09:22 We Told You So on No Agenda jingle for Boeing 747 tactical laser, ACC: “this is how
they got Michael Jackson”; ACC to CNN vs Jackson murder investigation
1:13:37 And Now Back to Real News: Letterman “Thursday February eleventh” voiceover correction
1:16:37 The Ed Show Ed Schutz ranting Democrat on Harry Reid’s impending loss, “managerial
party”; sanctimonious Christie Romer blathers about economic turnaround
1:25:03 Wolf Blitzer on 76% of Americans in favor of military custody for crotch bomber, to Jane Harman: “you’re in the minority”, to Pete Hoekstra: “we’re losing your satellite connection”; John
Brennan’s The Analysis Corporation; two former employees accusing Blackwater of billing US
for alcohol and hooker, JCD: “one prostitute??”, “morale welfare recreation expenses”; Joe
Biden Meet the Press gaffe: Abdulmutallab will be found guilty and executed
1:38:16 Thom Hartmann on defunct TARP “buy domestic” provisions in Chinese & Japanese stimuli
1:40:32 DoJ job posting seeking those with “targeted disabilities” including mental retardation
1:42:40 Microsoft strategy and research oﬀicer Craig Mundie at Davos: bloggers should be licensed
1:43:50 Naked body scanners a violation of Islamic law; ACC “you poor sheep” at SFO, Micky cordoned off waiting for female assist; former DHS Michael Chertoff’s millimeter wave machines
1:48:42 Sergey Aleynikov on trial for stealing Goldman Sachs source code; Baltasar Garzón investigating 114k people who disappeared in 1930s civil war; Bill Clinton heart surgery distraction
from No Agenda Clinton Foundation analysis, JCD: “I think they put a bomb in him”
1:52:13 Icelandic Modern Media Initiative journalism safe haven, JCD on sulfur showers
1:55:04 Microsoft Flight Simulator UAV Predator module, JCD on The Last Starfighter training
1:56:44 Canary Islands telecommunications hub, CIA rendition hot spot, massive oil deposit; We Are
the World Haiti remake; Gary Coleman freaks out over New Orleans vs Haiti relief
2:05:27 IMF “rescue” for Greece; New Zealand taxpayers on the hook for Hillary Clinton no-show; European Parliament vites down US access to SWIFT banking transaction data; proposed EPA
Executive Orders; aspartame to be rebranded “natural” AminoSweet, JCD: HFCS rebrand
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Zug Haiti Connection?

(2010-02-11)

0:00:00 JCD: “Hey, your leg’s crushed — yeah, oh my leg’s crushed — ah, don’t worry about it,
everybody hurts” (1:45:42)
0:00:39 “Shot over the bow” Chicago earthquake to get Obama in line with Goldman Sachs bankers,
“Obama Begrudges Quote About Not Begrudging Bonuses” article
0:04:56 Producer Segment: “hit people in the mouth” outro
0:09:09 ACC at San Francisco Marriott unlucky 13th floor, therapeutic power of eights
0:11:19 Left-wing ruckus over pro-life Tim Tebow Super Bowl ad, violent Doritos ads, Audi green
police; Colts players try to identify Ben Bernanke from footage: “he looked like a crook”
0:16:58 PIIGS Portugal, Ireland, Italy, Greece, Spain in debt to tune of 12-20% GDP; Chancellor of
the Exchequer Alistair Darling not worried about British pound; IMF economic hit men, Paul
B. Farrell in Marketwatch: invest in gold and weapons; Obama economic report cites “Great
Recession”, JCD on 1857 depression delayed by $3T gold glut, possible delay until 2017
0:27:59 Idiotic Robert Gibbs “eggs, milk, and bread” joke about Sarah Palin crib notes; Ron Paul on
neocons infiltrating Tea Party; Pim Fortuyn’s assassination; C-SPAN’s searchable transcripts
0:34:09 Google love story Super Bowl ad, no producers from France, DIY Google ad variations, CIA
connection to Oracle and Sun; C-SPAN “Future of American Culture” event: immigrants in
sod huts, Pat Robertson’s Regent University, America as “she”; Shiva statue at LHC
0:48:18 Donation Segment: Three is the Magic Number jingle; noagendastickers.com
1:03:02 And now Back to Real News: MTV drops “Music Television” from logo, Real World’s age
1:03:44 Dutch coffee shops to put warning labels on weed; US Airways flight diverted due to passenger
on medical marijuana, ACC: “this is not typical pothead behavior”, JCD predicts Jamaican
violence report vs California ballot measure; California cities issuing fix-it tickets for revenue
1:10:47 Sugar insider: stevia red herring for new sweetener to replace it, Rumsfeld’s aspartame
1:14:35 Zug Switzerland, “the people that live there all have the last name of Inc.”, Pincus Green
pardoned by Bill Clinton, laundering Clinton Foundation money
1:18:32 And Now Back to Real News: bad acting from Law & Order: Criminal Intent with Jeff
Goldblum and CSI: NY ; YouTube zoom-enhance-rotate “the eigenvalue is off” compilation;
security guard shoots two bowling alley smokers
1:26:18 Pro-NATO Yulia “Princess Leia” Tymoshenko loses to Yanukovych in Ukrainian election
1:28:20 Democracy Now “headline”: another US activist denied entry to Canada for Vancouver
Olympics, JCD on Olympic ring handcuffs T-shirt, ACC on exploited Olympic athlete slaves;
“freakish” lack of snow
1:32:35 NOAA starting climate division, climate.gov chart data ending 2004 or 1999, JCD: “the
word grant seems to come up a lot”; H.R.2454 cap and trade bill, EPA home sale licensing
1:40:38 Bollywood star Shahrukh Khan asked for naked body scanner printout autograph; judge messing with Charlie Sheen after domestic violence charges dropped; Pamela Anderson’s inevitable
TSA body scan leak
1:44:43 Callous Everybody Hurts cover for Haiti, JCD: “it’s sadistic”; ACC: Canary Islands next
earthquake machine target, oil reserves and Abama Resort
1:52:31 Anonymous kicks off Operation Titstorm over Australia’s flat-chested censorship; Australian
“aging population” issues, Negative Population Growth propaganda scholarship contest
1:55:55 $75 shopping vouchers from Gardasil
1:56:56 Hannity: cap and trade bill to “cost the average American family three thousand jobs”
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Palin Teapot Party

(2010-02-07)

0:00:00 JCD: “You know, these kinds of documents you keep digging up about this, is kind of disturbing.” (1:39:46)
0:00:37 JCD’s Google Voice hiding people’s identities
0:02:40 Producer Segment; oﬀice visit from Kiwi producer
0:07:02 JCD’s Sarah Palin as Tea Party head prediction; MSNBC e-mail FOIA $15M cost estimate
lowered to $323.58, “don’t digress” In The Morning! rimshot; governor’s mansion tanning
bed, Todd Palin power behind the throne; photo with Tea Party keynote crib notes written on
hand as distraction of the week, “lift American spirits”; it’s what we do, so you don’t have
to, C-SPAN jingle, introduction by Andrew Breitbart; “happy birthday Ronald Reagan”
meme, C-SPAN welcome needling Obama on healthcare coverage, warning against top-down
approach; JCD on Palin’s grating voice, Obama “charismatic guy with a teleprompter”
0:20:40 War “overseas contingency operation”, unrevoked crotch bomber visa; bogus JFK blaming
Eisenhower meme; “nobody messes with Joe”, “how’s that hopey-changey stuff working out
for ya?”; “not about a leader position”; no mention of Ron Paul; New World Order! jingle
0:32:10 And Now Back to Real News: Toronto’s Mildred’s Temple Kitchen encourages customers to
have sex in its bathrooms for Valentine’s Day, JCD on drive-in movie hanky-panky
0:35:10 Huge deficits in “Club Med” Greece, Portugal, and Spain; JCD story: trying to order last
bottle of wine at top-rated Greek restaurant, smoking Olympic Air flight attendant; Bank of
International Settlements meeting in Australia; JCD’s biorhythm app
0:42:57 Google-NSA cybersecurity partnership; FBI pressuring ISPs to retain browsing history for two
years to combat child pornography, JCD on blackmail opportunities; Portland State University
professor calls out student as FBI informant; Bowles & Jayadev on 25% of population in “guard
labor”; ACC on Invasion of the Body Snatchers alert on spotting a federal goon “fed head”
0:55:17 Amy “the lipless wonder” Goodman on Vancouver “Olympics Resistance Network”, activist
Harsha Walia gripes about $1bn “military police state”; Goodman on CBS censoring “helping
write” Focus on the Family Super Bowl ad, Planned Parenthood counter-ad, Dave Zirin:
“Planned Parenthood should have equal time on Super Bowl Sunday and should not have to
spend one dime to have it”, JCD on equal-time socialists uninterested in football (JCDPPotD)
1:04:54 The Cleveland Show: Afghan heroin “the best heroin in the world!”
1:05:56 Goodman on rejected mancrunch.com gay dating site ad; “excuse me while I kiss this guy”
1:07:53 Donation Segment: plan for putting No Agenda on AM radio; Newsletter planning
1:18:50 Better Business Bureau’s Clinton Foundation laundry list of failings; Scientologists in Haiti
flown in by John Travolta, ACC: “get your plane off the tarmac!”; Doctors Without Borders
appalled at “guillotine-style” amputations by American doctors
1:30:13 Professor Phil Jones “contemplated suicide” over Climategate, David Kelly parallel; pharma
executive Gigi Jordan poisons autistic son, e-mailed “suicide note” mentions laptop documents
1:34:11 Fringe bad acting: New York earthquake “probably just a by-product of global warming”
1:36:48 1977 Convention on the Prohibition of Military or Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental
Modification Techniques, ACC: “agreement … not to earthquake each other”, “earthquakes,
tsunamis”; DHS recommending keeping D.C. storm quiet; NASA fault radar over Haiti
1:41:51 Rajendra Pachauri: skeptics “people who say asbestos is as good as talcum powder”
1:43:23 Stevia’s danger to male reproduction; Hit in the Mouth + NWO + Shut Up, Slave; nineyear-old suspended for toy gun; Ahmadinejad promises “harsh blow to the global arrogance”
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Botulism Vaccine Coming

(2010-02-04)

0:00:00 JCD: “So I guess now when you say, hey, that babe’s got dynamite boobs, you ain’t kidding.”
(0:30:01)
0:00:38 Rahm Emanuel apologizes for using the word “retarded”, r-word.org, “retard the throttle”
in aviation, ACC’s New Jersey friend “the cripple”, John C. McGinley: “it’s time to respect
and value people with intellectual disabilities, it’s time to end the R-word”, JCD: “this is some
sort of a meme created to associate the R-word … with Republicans”, “D-word” douchebag
0:11:00 Producer Segment: ACC proposes Knight app
0:20:08 MSNBC “big TARP lie” banner and artwork, “the President continues to say in public that
banks have almost paid Americans back – that is a lie”; Bloomberg on “secret banking cabal”;
whitehouse.gov budget PDFs, DHS “up to 1000 advanced imaging technology screening
machines”; Muslim doctors implanting explosives in women’s breasts according to MI5
0:30:37 Feinstein to intelligence heads: “what is the likelihood of another terrorist attempted
attack on the homeland in the next three to six months, high or low?”, Dennis Blair:
“an attempted attack, the priority is certain, I would say”, JCD on imperial “homeland” meme;
JCD story: Feinstein hissy fit over file room door chain at air pollution district, ACC: “can
I just say she’s a retard?”; crotch bomber Abdulmutallab’s visa not revoked by request of
intelligence agency for sake of larger investigation; body scans now mandatory at Heathrow
0:41:55 Keith Olbermann McCain-bashing over “don’t ask don’t tell”; Pentagon undertakes year-long
study, JCD on Alexander the Great’s gay army; Olbermann ditched by younger viewers for
no longer being funny, similarities with protegee Rachel Maddow; Maddow “WRONG” buzzer
for Susan Collins and Lindsey Graham on minor crotch bomber details
0:51:18 Remington 870 shotguns for IRS; bisexuality in Ancient Greece
0:53:32 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: NCIS Los Angeles “I’m the only one that’s been vaccinated
for botulism”, “SEALs are inoculated for everything”, JCD: “if you’re opening up a can of
tuna and the thing’s about to blow up, don’t eat it!”, 30 US cases each year; humorous crack
cocaine ad with side effect rundown
1:03:37 Donation Segment
1:10:40 Bill Clinton: “we just need cash”, George W. Bush: “I know a lot of people wanna
send blankets or water, just send your cash”; Clinton appointed by Ban Ki-moon to
oversee aid efforts and reconstruction; yellow-shirted Scientologists giving “healing massages”
and generally making nuisances of themselves; Bill Clinton on “big one-lane” Port-au-Prince
airport, ACC: “he makes it sound like it’s a dirt road, it’s ten thousand feet, which is enough
to land an Antonov”; ham radio operators reporting on Air Force Commando Solo plane
broadcasting Voice of America and other propaganda
1:21:32 Everybody Hurts benefit single released soon; Miley Cyrus Today Show controversy
1:24:06 Merisant Company introducing stevia-derived sweetener, JCD: “the stuff tastes like crap”,
stevia banned in 1990s to push aspartame under Rumsfeld, JCD on HFCS asbestos parallel
1:31:15 Frontline “Digital Nation” anti-internet propaganda, ACC internet control rant (JCDPPotD)
1:38:52 Producer note on hetero vs homo ages of consent, military ban on non-missionary positions
1:39:50 Climategate: people riled up against IPCC by De Telegraaf article; ACC reading 1912 Philip
Dru: Administrator book, Bull Moose Party
1:44:39 California tied for third dumbest population; No Agenda Militia; ACC on Chinese student
pilot radio traﬀic; Carly Fiorina “demon sheep” ad against Tom Campbell
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Flat Chested Women

(2010-01-31)

JCD: “Hey I got an idea!”
Approaching special Show 200
Producer Segment: No Agenda T-shirt photo shoot
ACC No Agenda pancakes video, JCD on people who can’t cook outing themselves by bragging
about their lasagna or spaghetti, ACC’s “famous” Stove Top stuﬀing
And Now Back to Real News: proposed Australian internet censorship, flat-chested women
as child pornography, ban on golden showers and female ejaculation; Trojan Ecstasy condom
ad, ACC: “have we forgotten how to have fun having sex?”; chatroom: “Monsanto boobs”
JCD analyzes Miss America pageant: backstage chaos getting Oregon into swimsuit,
judge Rush Limbaugh, cookie-cutter brunette clones
“PBS communist” AFL-CIO head to Bill Moyers on Massachusetts election: “if you’re not on
the side of creating jobs, jobs, jobs”, Colbert “jobs, jobs, jobs” montage; O’Biden warming
up Tampa audience with high-speed rail, $8bn for Austin “bus stop”, “fast and more liable”,
JCD: “he’s been drinking!”, cheers for “Tampa to Orlando”, JCD: “they have some crappy
trains in India”, “lobbying frenzy” for GE, O’Biden Obama introduction
JCD on “buried” trains in France, no casualties among 1.2bn TGV passengers, JCD “cheesed
off” pun run on Gouda wreck, ACC’s /ˈɣa͜uda/ pronunciation; JCD: Europe “optimized for
trains”; London congestion tax and unaffordable trains with no toilets
“Dumbest” vice president Dan Quayle at Cerberus Capital Management, $82M Talecris Biotherapeutics sold for $2bn, plasma donation ad targeting poor minorities
California push to get pot legalization on November ballot, Oakland “Wal-Mart of weed” for
growers, ACC predicts Monsanto weed, “I’m gonna come down here and see what the new
business model’s about”, JCD: California “Amsterdam of the United States”
Donation Segment: ACC’s missed meetup opportunity e-mail; $33.33 pledge drive suggestion
Global age of consent rundown with Vatican at 12
UK sugar market crisis, potential forthcoming Monsanto product, JCD recommends Colgin
liquid smoke, HFCS and soy sauce in Stubb’s, Whole Foods “big organic”, JCD: “if you see
high-fructose corn syrup, reject the product” (JCDPPotD)
Obama announces Volcker banking reform plan, Volcker’s J.P. Morgan Chase vs Goldman
Sachs, JCD on Goldman controlling markets via flash trading
Latest issue of Maxim with article on plane crash victim Bush/Rove/GOP “IT guru” Michael
Connell, “pieces of my husband’s brain”, plane “hastily removed to a secure hangar under the
cover of darkness”, tower “on lockdown”, ACC’s dead man’s switch; two-to-the-head for Von
Helding Estate owner Ronald Eade over child pornography allegation, FBI SWAT team
Missing Vancouver ammonium nitrate still under investigation, person in charge of malfunctioning 7/7 London security cameras responsible for security, 2012 film dialogue: “British
Columbia 2010, remember?”; record-breaking cold everywhere but no snow in Vancouver
Chase Bank ad projection of dishonesty; fetishistic Burger King ad with men dressed as babies
Haiti “may be one of the world’s richest zones for hydrocarbons, oil and gas, outside the
Middle East”, geologists on ground a year after Aristide ouster; Katrina formaldehyde trailers
Crotch bomber linked to Mossad; more special forces to Yemen; US citizen Anwar al-Awlaki
to be added to CIA drone list if approved by lawyers; BlackBerry No Agenda app
Miley Cyrus caterwauling Party in the USA on Today Show
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Shysters Show Up

(2010-01-28)

“Madame Speaker, the President of the United States!” (cheers and boos)
ACC “mimimum” in intro
Producer Segment: knighting ceremony for Dame Tanya Weiman; ACC’s “rig”
Distraction of the Week: postponed State of the Union with iPad announcement and Paulson/Geithner grilling; low-resolution C-SPAN camera, speech posted by Hannity night before,
women in red and yellow, Pelosi’s “seal testicle” pearls and coordination with Biden’s tie;
“stinkeye” from Michelle for childhood obesity assignment; single “look”, “let me be clear”;
Afghanistan combat troops nuance; Obama takes swipe at Supreme Court over Citizens United
Alan Grayson’s H.R.4431 “500 percent excise tax on corporate contributions to political committees”; Bob McDonnell’s staged Republican response to State of the Union
Michael Leiter to Homeland Security Committee: 4k “no-flys” of 400k on watch list, “if they
are on the watch list, it is because we have generally made the choice that we want them here
in the country for some reason or another”; Witherspoon “I’d like to donate to No Agenda”
Timmy Geithner’s Oversight and Government Reform testimony: Darrell Issa “ya think?” on
AIG disclosure controversy; Marcy Kaptur requests copy of nonexistent recusal letter, “you
work for the private banks that elected you”, Geithner: “it’s slightly more complicated than
that”, chief of staff Mark Patterson’s previous Goldman Sachs position, Geithner “but, but,
but”; Dennis Kucinich on Goldman Sach’s hundred cents on the dollar over AIG
Two-to-the-head for Davos security chief Markus Reinhardt, JCD cut off, ACC: “hey, let’s
fuck with those No Agenda guys!”, Reinhardt’s acoustic system picking up secret plans
And Now Back to Real News: dreadful Law & Order acting with Jeff Goldblum; pro-life Super
Bowl ad using potentially aborted Tim Tebow, Fox brings in stammering Choice USA woman;
NewsHour advertiser list with Chevron and the other usual suspects
Donation Segment
Netherlands raises €100M for Haiti relief, Jennifer Aniston’s $500k for Doctors Without Borders; Bush 43 to Meet the Press: “sometimes it’s hard to make things happen quickly”; New
Orleans tells media not use term “Katrina disaster”; George W. Bush: “shysters show up and
take advantage of people’s goodwill and generosity”; producer note on Clinton Foundation
probable 280 employees; Brittney Spears contributing Versace gown
Royal Caribbean Labadee Island story debunked; JCD on “ridiculously biased” Hannity
Mephedrone “meow meow” use in UK; fake Botox from Chechnya
Valparaiso IN middle school students charged with child pornography for sexting; controversial
Château Mouton Rothschild label; ACC wat je zegt ben jezelf , Boy’s Town documentary
Conspiracy of Silence
Katie Couric’s aggressive Rahm Emanuel interview on Ben Nelson healthcare deal, Massachusetts “dropped the ball” question
Financial Times on Stanley McChrystal’s call for political solution; UN lifts sanctions on
Taliban leaders; Karzai to BBS: “now we have the backing of our partners”
Possible Vancouver Winter Olympics false flag to get US troops in, two tons of ammonium
nitrate lost by Kinder Morgan; YouTube video on DHS warning
New “next four years” and bioweapon attack memes, Bob Graham to NewsHour: “the sophistication of al-Qaeda, as we saw on Christmas Day, has become … greater and more diffused”
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Relief From Haiti Relief

(2010-01-24)

0:00:00 JCD: “When I was a kid I swear to God I don’t remember ever seeing women going whoooo!
like that.” (1:27:01)
0:00:38 ACC’s compression way up
0:01:42 Producer Segment: No Agenda karma; request for artwork stickers
0:07:47 No more mention of tungsten gold, Bernanke struggling for confirmation, heroin anthrax
0:08:29 Distraction of the Week: Hope for Haiti Now concert, Alicia Keys “caterwauling”, ACC:
“I swear to God I watched ten minutes and had to turn it off”; no tally of money raised,
Entertainment Industry Foundation and nonexistent Clinton Bush Haiti Fund, Aristide “kidnapped” and sent to Africa, Clinton and Bush foundations; ACC’s donation link “untrusted
connection” via blackbaud.com with Equifax certificate
0:22:48 Bill Clinton Special UN Envoy to Haiti, Hillary’s holdings in the north, Clinton Foundation’s
$30M in salaries; Won-G Bruny on fighting red tape; MTV reporters gushing over military
helicopters; Fox News Cashin’ In in on $1T given to Haiti since 1992, need for infrastructure;
military keeping Cuba and Venezuela out; telephone ring loop over Reese Witherspoon “you
can’t even imagine how much love and great wonderful energy is here today”
0:40:26 Anderson Cooper on Sanjay Gupta “the only physician on-site” after other doctors shipped
off by UN; air drop of supplies now that boots are on ground; Glenn Beck points out Stalin’s
starvation operation for Ukraine; Won-G Bruny’s five planes full of doctors, mass graves
0:46:55 George Cloony with eyes downcast at SAG Awards, no mention of Haiti, Drew Barrymore fail
0:51:33 Dutch Haiti telethon radio station collaboration
0:52:12 Donation Segment
0:57:38 And Now Back to Real News: COINTELPRO plant Michelle Malkin, Gina Smith approached
by CIA, Ron Paul CIA coup comment, Malkin’s Culture of Corruption Obama hit piece, JCD:
“this book was obviously given to her by the CIA”, ACC on Family of Secrets; Valerie Jarrett
“reptile to the max” bailing out Obama on Meet the Press, Obama teleprompter “precipice”
stumble, Smedley Butler parallel; Blackwater flying drones in Pakistan, Haiti rumors
1:06:17 Mainstream media all-in on Citizens United decision as moneymaking bonanza, uselessness of
Republicans spending money in California because of Electoral College; Obama lie: “on my
first day in oﬀice we closed the revolving door between lobbying firms and the government”
1:17:13 Denialism author Michael Specter on PBS, commercials running on PBS home page
1:19:29 WMD expert David Kelly’s autopsy records sealed for 70 years by UK government
1:23:29 UKIP’s Godfrey Bloom to European Parliament: “Al Gore, snake-oil salesman, crook”
1:25:54 Annoying SAG Awards whooo! scream by Jane Lynch, Howard Dean scream
1:28:17 UK police to use spy drones in 2012 Olympics; HM Prison Weare prison ship; 42 Witness
Against Torture Gitmo protesters arrested at Capitol
1:33:07 15 confirmed cases of anthrax-tainted heroin in Scotland, epidemiologist warns to users to
watch for “high fever”, “contact local drug services for support”, argot.com drug quiz
1:39:33 Shanghai World’s Expo building spree for late March opening, incomprehensible Chinese financial announcer “liquidity soak up”, ACC: “I think we have to play this backwards”
1:44:10 Bernanke’s confirmation diﬀiculty; creditworthiness checked via social media; Obama proclaims January 20 National Angel Island Day; US Airways flight diverted over Jewish tefillin
freakout; raw cruciferous vegetables to prevent cancer, JCD on flatulence from excess nitrogen
1:53:31 Australian lamb promotion counter-ad on global warming due to animals farting
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Flying Upside Down

(2010-01-21)

0:00:00 ACC: “Oh what a great show, ohoho, I feel so a part of it!” (0:30:55)
0:00:38 Producer Segment; PR Associate Maynard slips in “in the morning” and “two-to-the-head”
0:08:55 Hugo Chávez accuses US of using earthquake machine on Haiti as dry run for Iran; 1997
DoD news briefing by William S. Cohen on “eco type of terrorism whereby they can alter the
climate, set off earthquakes, volcanoes remotely through the use of electromagnetic waves”,
transcript removed from site; DISA’s Jean Demay “happened to be” at Southern Command
HQ in Miami for pre-earthquake drill, 9/11 and 7/7 drills; 2008 oil reserve discoveries
0:17:27 ACC tracking Port-au-Prince airport tail numbers, N419AR owned by Mardon Inc oil discovery company, untrackable CIA planes; Royal Caribbean cruise ship stops by for barbecue with
armed guards; Obama’s meeting with Michaëlle Jean in Canada; ACC calls bullcrap on Hope
for Haiti Now benefit concert; SNA Swedish Necrophilia Association signs up 200k people
0:38:23 New Fox show Human Target flying airliner upside down, “you wanna replace the flight computer with a laptop?”, USB “skeleton key”
0:47:37 Secondhand smoke fearmongering PSA and Chantix ad blitz; Carter Albrecht shot by neighbor, New York Magazine documents Chantix experience; producer note on smoking as cure
0:53:47 Donation Segment
0:57:26 ACC’s possible earthquake; more lights over Norway with waveforms, HAARP antennas
1:00:18 And Now Back to Real News: sheep in Izmir Turkey gives birth to stillborn lamb with humanlike face; EU beer shortage due to AB InBev strike, Amsterdam red-light districts closing down
after 4 am; Iceland on the hook for bank bailouts from UK and Netherlands
1:05:03 Ron Paul: “there’s been a coup, have you heard?”, “the CIA runs everything”, drug business
1:08:19 “Christmas bomber” investigation, “extra-field-manual interrogation techniques”, Fox “but it
works” meme, head-scratching over Mirandization
1:12:07 Republican Scott Brown takes Ted Kennedy’s Senate seat; JCD on “”common man“ meme
vs founding fathers, Martha Coakley botch; JCD on potential filibuster C-SPAN backfire;
insurance stock pump & dump, producer proposes Congressional stock portfolio ETF
1:25:04 Supreme Court overturns 20-year-old ruling prohibiting corporations from buying campaign
ads, Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission
1:28:26 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: Dutch WHO advisor under investigation for conflict of interest;
WHO report on funding options for medical technology transfer to developing world, “digital
tax” on bandwidth used, JCD on Margaret Chan as Mad TV ’s Miss Swan
1:31:50 Hackable Diebold machines used in Massachusetts; “universal voter legislation” for automatic
registration of dead people, Paul Weyrich: “I don’t want everybody to vote”, Bill Clinton’s
assertion that educated voters vote Democrat, Obama inaction on education (JCDPPotD);
Michelle Malkin calls Ron Paul a conspiracy theorist, CIA comment as Paul’s Dean scream
1:39:58 Golden Globes: Ricky Gervais and Stella Artois placement, winning Mad Men crew cut off
for not being NBC, Gervais pisses of the executives
1:44:12 Heritage Foundation’s Charles Krauthammer predicts Israeli attack on Iran’s nuclear program
resulting in global chaos, “six million Jews” meme, ACC on Haiti as test run for Iran
1:50:35 End-of-show Letterman monologue further exploring late night show shuffling
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Monica Crowley’s Stilettos

(2010-01-17)

JCD: “Snakes?” ACC: “Snakes.” JCD: “Snakes??” (1:02:45)
Dreadful West Coast weather predicted, JCD on Purdue Unisys satellite imagery
Producer Segment: James Cameron “nattering nabobs of negativity”
Haiti Earthquake: ACC’s Iran earthquake prediction comes true; Dominican Republic half
of Hispaniola unaffected; ACC meme rundown: “we’re great”, news crew rescues, Bolivian UN
“peacekeepers”, Anderson “Vanderbilt” Cooper and Sanjay Gupta with stethoscopes, 10k aid
operations; Hillary Clinton “rescue, relief, and reform”; Joy Behar on Pat Robertson’s pact
with the devil claim, Arianna Huﬀington: “God considers Pat Robertson a public relations
nightmare”; minimum wage fine print in $65M IMF loan on offer; Ari Melber to Behar: “what
you’re seeing is the really ugly side of this right wing movement”, Behar ratings bonanza
Democracy Now has guy in Brooklyn reading Haiti tweets; scrutiny for Wyclef Jean’s Yéle
Haiti charity; JCD “it’s about time” on US takeover; ACC on Hôpital Albert Schweitzer; DHS
journalist flights, victims cleaned up for interviews, Cooper’s dump truck with bodies; Heritage
Foundation “opportunities to reshape Haiti’s long-dysfunctional government and economy, as
well as to improve the public image of the United States in the region”; ACC “Tesla howitzer”
Dutch Labor’s Chantal Gill’ard warns about “natural disasters like Haiti” from climate change
Micky’s accidental Show 165 interruption; JCD on Shelley Berman’s career-ending blowup
Micky’s Chantix withdrawal nightmare, producer notes on aggression and near-suicidal depression, potentially lethal psoriasis, bizarre dreams and hallucinations, “I want to kill people”;
FDA, Rumsfeld, and aspartame; FDA’s Sebelius clone “Peggy Hamburger”, JCD: “classic
Pacific Heights dingbat”; upcoming Chantix “ad blitz”
Donation Segment
FBI Osama bin Laden composite photo with Spanish politician Gaspar Llamazares
Australian football player promoting lamb, “Islamabad? of course it bloody well isn’t”
Tungsten fake gold: 2004 article on disappearance of NYMEX executive after search warrant
from Manhattan district attorney, Rothschild withdrawal from trading gold in London
Monica Crowley’s “dominatrix spikes” on McLaughlin Group; Margaret Hoover goes off deep
end with Aristotle’s The Republic, Oprah’s Denmark healthcare propaganda
No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: county bureaucrat begging citizens to get vaccine; McLaughlin
Group on leaderless Tea Party, Ross “Perotistas”, grooming Palin for Tea Party leadership
Ambiguously pro- or anti-salt “popular seasoning” package, New Yorker: “I like Kraft macaroni & cheese and it’s loaded with salt — lemme eat it!”, National Salt Reduction Initiative,
“over in the UK, where the food is so bad that you have to add a lot of salt in order to choke
it down”; Australian government hiring social workers to teach basic parenting skills
Monsanto buys WestBred for $45M to get ahold of wheat portfolio; Gates Foundation hires
Monsanto shill Sam Dryden, Global Crop Diversity Trust, ACC: “dude, this guy has eugenicist
written all over him”, Council on Foreign Relations; FDA reverses position on BPA safety
Iranian oﬀicial accuses US, UK, and Canada of running drugs in Afghanistan, “drug catalysts”
And Now Back to Real News: floor collapses at Swedish Weight Watchers clinic; Nickelodeon’s
The Mighty B!: “one copy of Atlas Shrugged, check!”; San Diego middle school on lockdown
over student science experiment, Metro Arson Strike Team
NOAA & GISS temperature data from 6000 stations reduced to 1500
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Earthquake Machine Strikes Haiti

(2010-01-14)

0:00:00 JCD: “What the heck is a life-threatening skin rash?” (0:59:51)
0:00:36 Producer Segment: ACC’s pigeons Hank & Dagny “ready to fly”
0:04:22 PR Associate Maynard slips in two “no agenda”s and an “in the morning” in Lord Mayor
John Stuart Tate interview, JCD proposes “in the morning” greeting; Ayn Rand ordered
to write Atlas Shrugged by Philip Rothschild
0:13:15 Sarah Palin joins Fox News, 60 Minutes special, new Game Change book, JCD outs Anderson
Cooper; McCain’s adviser Steve Schmidt on Palin’s debate prep debacle, “Joe O’Biden” and
“can I call you Joe”, JCD on mic activated early; Glenn Beck interview with Statue of Liberty
in background, JCD: “worst interview I’ve ever seen”, Palin credits Beck with audit the Fed
push, dumb question on Constitutionality of universal health care, Beck channels Barbara
Walters: “a year from now you will not recognize your country”, JCD: “what the Hell, they
changed the name of my streets and painted the pavements red, and there’s blood everywhere!”
0:30:13 Ted Kennedy’s seat up for grabs, filibuster-proofing, big pharma Martha Coakley campaign
0:34:08 ACC on The Rise and Fall of a Scientific Genius, Royal Raymond Rife’s microscopy work
0:40:52 Sarah Palin hotness and qualifications debate
0:43:16 2D movies lighting up frontal lobes unlike 3D; ACC on TV mind control, subliminal ad
scandal from 1950s, JCD on spotting Fight Club anomalies, anti-shoplifting muzak, Mirage
mind-control perfume; Fox transition bumper, Colbert “Lincolnesque” parody
0:55:17 FAA bans Chantix use by air traﬀic controllers; two-minute ad, “allergic or serious skin
reactions … some of which can be life-threatening”, “vivid, unusual, or strange dreams”, 44%
success rate vs 18% for placebo, New Jersey accent in actress
1:03:23 Study links Monsanto corn to organ damage in rats, Roundup Ready 2 Yield to replace current
version due to 2014 patent expiration; Monsanto’s transition from chemical company due to
rBGH side effects; Mimi observes $240 grocery purchase consisting entirely of Hot Pockets
1:12:57 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: fake outrage from WHO over big pharma hype, UK trying
to take credit from France for not being duped; adjuvanted vaccine production threatening
sharks due to squalene derived from shark livers
1:19:47 Donation Segment: ACC’s crap art for Show 164, “the number three is very magical”
1:32:53 ACC: warships in Gulf of Aden “jockeying for position to take possession of the Stargate”,
JCD: “d’ohhh jeez!”; ACC on HAARP earthquake machine used on Haiti, Iran prediction,
Obama $1bn “investment”, US aircraft carrier in place; Pat Robertson on Haiti’s pact with
Satan to get French out; Southern Command’s Gen. Ken Keen pre-positioned; earthquakes
and volcanic activity blamed on global warming
1:42:43 Executive Order 13528 Establishment of the Council of Governors for “synchronization and
integration of State and Federal military activities in the United States”; former CIA Michael
Scheuer to Bill O’Reilly on John Brennan under Clinton thwarting efforts to get Osama bin
Laden, enough of Afghanistan suicide bomber left to put in coﬀin
1:50:41 Producer note on impending “bum” status; Rotterdam to institute “unemployment-free zones”;
food stamp program outsourced to J.P. Morgan, JCD on J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference
at St. Francis; Goldman Sachs admits to securities fraud
1:55:16 Cass Sunstein’s 2008 paper Conspiracy Theories: Causes and Cures recommends government
infiltration of social media, “crippled epistemology”, government shills in chatroom
1:58:52 End-of-show Letterman monologue explaining late night show shuffling
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Waterboarding For Everyone!

(2010-01-10)

JCD: “Hellauuuugh!” (0:40:05)
California Spare the Air days; Wired article on ACC’s new bus station
Producer Segment: ACC recommends The Player
Lisa Jardine to BBC In Our Time: “failed miserably” to educate masses on climate change
Pro-torture propaganda continues, crotch bomber not looking remotely scary, not guilty plea;
Bill O’Reilly: “we need coerced interrogation to fight terror” vs “Nigerian loon”, repeated
“c’mon”, ironic “even if you waterboarded me I wouldn’t say”; McLaughlin Group’s “fasttalking blonde” Monica Crowley “more information” from Abdulmutallab meme; no interviews
of other passengers; ACC on anti-Muslim movement theory, JCD: let’s trot out iron maiden
Rasmussen poll: 58% in favor of waterboarding, JCD on MIA “torture doesn’t work” meme,
ACC: “let’s waterboard Crowley!”
Inverting naked body scanner propaganda images in Photoshop; Rapiscan health FAQ, reports
of DNA damage and cataracts via THz RF, ANSI standard for operator safety, ACC recommends opt-out, JCD: “it’s like a massage, think of it that way”, ACC: “make ‘em work for
a living”; “mind reading” Israeli WeCU Technologies and Minority Report pre-crime; parody
TSA PSA: “no threat is too big for us to ignore, and no threat is too small for us to make
your travel experience as miserable as possible”; Fluoride in My Cup jingle
Producer feedback on spotting heroin users, heroin-fueled “I am God” TSA agent; Yemen
drilling into Saudi oil fields theory; ACC: “waterboard your congressman”
CIA-killing Camp Chapman suicide bomber with car full of explosives; Secret Service impersonator admitted to meet with Kathleen Sebelius; Camp Chapman drone activity
And Now Back to Real News: Jay Leno confirmed cancelled, Leno griping about NBC; History
Channel Earth 2100 propaganda for GE lightbulbs and Monsanto; Mother Jones “Too Big
to Jail” on bankers buying Democrats, JCD on liberals and libertarians pitted against each
other, JCD proposes punishing corporations by jailing boards; Blackwater Xe up for $1bn
Pentagon contract including “aviation services”
Leaked e-mails reveal Timothy Geithner’s bank payoffs in Fed-printed money, ACC: “let’s
waterboard Timmy Geithner”; Roman Abramovich’s $5M New Year’s Eve party
Donation Segment: filler Ad Council PSAs; ACC on 3D hologram demonstration
And Now Back to Real News: Canadian police oﬀicer lets Halle Berry skip security line; Joan
Rivers detained over “questionable passport”, ACC: “she’s quite scary”; military jets escorting
flights with unruly and cynical passengers; creative word of 2009 “Dracula sneeze”
85k jobs lost in December, 661k more “bums”, record average unemployment duration; Pelosi,
Feinstein, and Boxer opposing Schwarzenegger’s call for California bailout
Snow and ice blanketing Europe, BBC meteorologist compares global warming to Manchester
United; Mexico COP 16; Google poised to become the new Enron
Gaffer’s tape for JCD’s slippery new Google phone; Android No Agenda app
JCD’s list of things men can do to annoy women
ACC adds Mariëtte Hamer “werk, werk, werk” to “jobs, jobs, jobs” clip collection
Russia bans US poultry over chlorine contamination; Obama vetoes military spending bill,
memorandum of disapproval; compilation of Obama promising healthcare debate on C-SPAN
ACC on Americans waking up and voting the idiots out, JCD: “no, of course not, things aren’t
moving in a good direction, it sucks!”
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The Heroin Boot And You

(2010-01-07)

0:00:00 JCD: “No, people can function normal in society as heroin addicts, and that’s what the
government would love.” (0:31:36)
0:00:39 Jackhammers outside ACC’s place building tallest structure west of Mississippi
0:03:44 Producer Segment: JCD working on No Agenda CDs/DVDs
0:09:23 “World’s tallest bus terminal” under construction, São Paulo triple buses
0:11:07 TSA On the Spot iPhone app, Ed Rollins “The case for firing Janet Napolitano” op-ed; new
No Agenda app rejected for disclosing routing of proceeds
0:17:55 Dentist producer all-in on water fluoridation, bottled tap water
0:22:02 Cocaine worm medication contamination, “vaccine” TA-CD negating effects of the drug but
not the craving for it; NYC 10 tips for safer use of heroin: “prepare drugs carefully”, “shoot
correctly to avoid infection and collapsed veins”, “only ‘boot’ once or twice in one shot”;
JCD on high-functioning heroin addicts, adenoidal Robert Gibbs; Aldous Huxley on “infant
conditioning and narco-hypnosis … as instruments of government”
0:35:15 Anderson Cooper waterboarding “that’s been proven to work” neurolinguistic programming;
antipsychotic use double in children aged 2-5; antisocial behavior in extremely wealthy people
0:52:26 Former DHS Secretary Michael Chertoff working for Rapiscan Systems, naked body scanners
as child pornography, ACC predicts leaked Angelina Jolie image and Taser ID bracelet
0:58:00 Crotch bomber and Joe Lieberman Yemen meme, Gitmo “first-class facility”, “way above
what’s required by the Geneva Convention or our Constitution”, “Yemen will be tomorrow’s
war”; Gordon Brown all-in on US-UK program, “tribal areas” meme; Gen. Barry McCaffrey
predicts 500 casualties per month in Afghanistan
1:05:01 Donation Segment
1:12:01 Record cold temperatures worldwide, UK gas supply running out; bizarre spiral over Norway
and HAARP, hole punched in thermosphere; Project Blue Beam, Zbigniew Brzezinski on
secret warfare: “techniques of weather modification could be employed to produce prolonged
periods of drought or storm”; Nikola Tesla’s wireless energy transmission experiments
1:23:43 20% of released Gitmo prisoners returning to fight
1:25:17 Texas woman arrested for going to Canada to hook up with 16-year-old, US law applying to
sexual behavior anywhere in the world; “shocking” Dutroux files and Dutch government, EU
and UN “floating craps game” meetings in exotic locations around the world
1:29:57 Schwarzenegger’s state of the state “jobs, jobs, jobs”
1:31:08 Latest healthcare bill backed by the usual suspects including George Soros, “tell the President
and Congress, choose wisely”; Obama citizenship case before Supreme Court, Barry Soetoro
Occidental College financial aid documents, “off limits” question topics for journalists; JCD
on “amateurishly overproduced” Conspiracy Theory with Jesse Ventura on Bilderberg Group
“global death plot”, Time Warner truTV, invited journalists keeping quiet about proceedings
1:45:55 And Now Back to Real News: Jay Leno cancelled; chatroom “just getting by” heckler; ACC
iPhone app and Daily Source Code
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30 Taliban Killed

(2010-01-03)

0:00:00 JCD: “Somebody’s gonna get killed.” (0:46:40)
0:00:38 Sunday Morning Service jingle; ACC’s New Year in rainy Bodega Bay, JCD on non-foggy
fireworks, Bodega Bay British family with cooler full of booze, “my best friend Leo”; JCD not
all-in on Enterprise car rentals, Molly Wood in ACC’s parking space
0:07:46 Codex Alimentarius, Wisconsin to ban sale of home-canned food, Codex honey standards,
sketchy World Health Organization
0:11:34 Judge overturns Blackwater convictions for killing 14 civilians; eight children killed by CIA in
Afghanistan; repeated “30 Taliban killed” meme, JCD: “a code of some sort”
0:16:20 Avatar’s billion dollars, ACC: “I think this is a mind control thing”, JCD: WALL-E substantially better; ACC on Men Who Stare at Goats, Barney theme, Gong Show’s CIA assassin
Chuck Barris; JCD’s son’s West Point friend on Blackwater doing the fighting and Army doing
the logistics, outsourcing war, Smedley Butler War Is a Racket
0:26:17 Forbes company of the year Monsanto, The Planet Versus Monsanto article; 17-year-old producer note on fake PBS fundraising B-roll, population control propaganda
0:31:03 Producer Segment
0:32:22 New Irish blasphemy law up to €25k, Muslim attack on Danish cartoonist Kurt Westergaard
0:34:49 Ray McGovern Are Presidents Afraid of the CIA? article, “Leon Panetta and seven of his
moral-dwarf predecessors”, JFK assassination, candid Obama photos and “direct line of fire”
0:38:20 Mysterious Indian man helping crotch bomber, Indian arrestee MIA, inordinate number of
Indians in Obama administration, Indian RAW Research and Analysis Wing vs CIA, tiredlooking Obama #2 in Hawaii, Hillary’s relationship with Indian outsourcing firm, JCD:
“Rahm’s expendable”, Indians on transition team, head of DARPA; Indian Prime Minister at
state dinner with party crashers; Obama and CIA drug-running
0:56:21 Canada to suspend Parliament until March 3, JCD recommends CBC’s The National; OSI
Systems Rapiscan CEO Deepak Chopra; little press for RAW, formidable Indian mafia controlling Bollywood and gold trade, Mumbai attacks and ISI
1:03:52 Canadian opposition demanding Richard Colvin e-mails on Afghan controversy
1:04:56 Australian producer note on radio podcasting special mentioning No Agenda; farmer Peter
Spencer’s hunger strike over Kyoto Protocol land use restrictions
1:09:48 Donation Segment: defending bloggers subpoenaed by TSA; ACC’s “wad” of bills for beggars
1:26:25 Earth under threat from asteroid Apophis, deep solar minimum, Dutch 100-year cold snap
1:30:14 Mayo Clinic to stop accepting Medicare patients in Arizona
1:33:10 Flying pyramid UFOs over Egyptian pyramids
1:33:58 Outro: JCD eleven-minute end-of-show clip montage
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Obama vs CIA

(2009-12-31)

0:00:00 JCD: “So you’re saying that there’s aliens meeting with our government, ’course they ran this
over the Christmas holiday so nobody would notice, that’s what your theory is.” (1:18:30)
0:00:41 Good Morning America year-end in memoriam and top ten events quiz for ACC, Bernie Madoff
upstaged by Tiger Woods and Octomom, ACC: “I just threw up in my mouth”
0:14:24 Producer Segment: Hartford morning show call-in; ACC’s half-dead Walgreens batteries
0:19:23 Yemen action finally appearing on MSM; Janet Napolitano lying to Meet the Press; bogus
story about crotch bomber boarding without passport, Dutch DoJ on AQQ APIS Quick Query
tied into US systems; Schiphol millimeter-wave machine stick figures with orange dot; no burn
marks in underwear photos; CNN downplays report of passenger with camcorder; Dutch hero
on wrestling with “suspect” for device
0:31:26 Fort Hood shooter MIA; Obama vs CIA, failure of “intelligence community” to put Nidal
Hasan on no-fly list; Yemen LNG contracts set up by Bush 41, L-3 Communications’ Robert
LaPenta’s ties to companies providing rendition flights, Hunt Oil plane breaching Obama’s
Hawaii no-fly zone, eight CIA killed in Afghanistan suicide attack at FOB Chapman
0:42:01 Schiphol Airport crotch-grabbing and “I have nothing to hide”, JCD: “it’s security theater”;
BBC PETN demonstration; Obama “systemic failure”; CNN “well-placed source” on Hasan’s
father’s attempt to warn “intelligence community”; Rep. Sue Myrick: “you’re not being told
the whole story of why these incidents are happening”, “there are people who have been
indoctrinated into the same line of thinking that are now in positions in our government”
0:52:34 CNN talking point on Hasan working with Gitmo prisoners, Gitmo as cover for opium “rendition flights”; excuse to extend Patriot Act, replace flight attendants with Air Marshals, reverse
bailout of unprofitable airlines; Wired on bloggers subpoenaed by TSA for publishing directive
1:04:12 Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols for high-speed rail, JCD on Chinese 400 mph maglev,
Leo Wanta a code name from Reagan
1:07:28 Mark Thatcher’s connection to crotch bomber’s father in Equatorial Guinea coup d’état attempt; distraction from war crimes indictments for Israeli and Hamas government figures
1:09:35 Donation Segment
1:16:20 Madoff out of hospital unit and in either cell or Paraguay; military “liaising with extraterrestrial life”, silicon-based “conformers”
1:20:44 Top 25 censored news stories, Mexican gangs running juvenile detention outfits, FBI InfraGard
1:25:54 Glenn Beck all-in on Atlas Shrugged; ACC recommends Howard L. Bloom’s Genius of the
Beast, biological boom and bust cycles; JCD on Thom Hartmann gushing over Avatar
1:30:59 Financial Times person of the year Goldman Sachs CEO Lloyd Blankfein, Information Week
CIO of the year Vivek Kundra; Codex Alimentarius on the verge of implementation, French
anti-alcohol laws; Dutch no-fly zone below 1000 feet to avoid military drones
1:39:23 Georgia State University: make money in stock market by emulating members of Congress;
ethics waiver for John Brennan to investigate crotch bomber intelligence failure, previous
position as CEO of The Analysis Corporation
1:41:12 XXDR TB extremely drug resistant tuberculosis; 40k goats culled over Dutch Q fever scare
1:43:38 Sports Soup lewd-sounding out-of-context quotes, “the entire team came on the ice”
1:45:37 New Year’s resolutions to triple donation income, Dutch press on ACC eating airplane; ACC
video project and Daily Source Code; New Year plans, blue moon controversy
1:49:04 Inuit elders bent out of shape because “the sun, the stars, and the Moon are all changing”
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Yemen and the Nigerian Crotch Bomber

(2009-12-27)

(excerpt) Announcer: “This is the voice of terror!”
ACC in Yosemite at Wawona Hotel, internet available in Redwood Cottages parking lot
Producer Segment
ACC’s Christmas tulip photos from JCD
Distraction of the Week/And Now Back to Real News: Nigerian crotch bomber, “Dutch hero”
John Gruden lookalike; massive amount of information unearthed within 24 hours from anonymous source, bomber walking around Schiphol Airport for three hours; PETN pentaerythritol
tetranitrate explosive, “injecting liquid” lie; naked body scanner sales bonanza; 2006 TSA
detention of marine Daniel Brown for gunpowder residue, PETN already being swabbed for;
United Airlines cancels in-flight entertainment as “security measure”, Delta disallows blankets
and laptops (JCDPPotD)
JCD on pattern of multiple simultaneous al-Qaeda operations: “it’s not that one lone guy
catching his dick on fire”; crotch bomber’s father a Nigerian banker
Naked body scanners and biometric profile plus RFID, JCD recommends Kena Kai RFID wallets; TSA bragging about 13 arrests for “suspicious behavior or fraudulent travel documents”,
17 firearms, “artfully concealed prohibited item”, “sterile area breaches”; JCD firearm-shaped
lead foil cutout practical joke; Nigerian press on eight-year shoe bomber cycle, six northern Nigerian cities stormed by US forces; 60-39 vote to remove limits on national debt and
Fannie/Freddy; CIA and Boko Haram in Nigeria; bomber passing second Schiphol checkpoint
Donation Segment: JCD on Köln Cathedral used as bomber landmark
British Ambassador on briefing telegram disappearing from archives; Bush administration
off-site e-mail system, administrator dead in light aviation accident; JCD “are you mad??” iso
Clorox “wash your hands and get your flu shot” ad with no mention of Clorox, JCD: “when
did H1N1 become a brand name?”, Mevio Lysol ads, FDA pulling down organic remedy ads
Roundtable discussion on civility in government, Jesse Helms and Claiborne Pell helping each
other onto tram, JCD: “back in the 1860s they used to throw shit at each other in Congress!”
UN Goldstone Report on war crimes committed by both sides in 22-day Israel-Hamas conflict,
denounced by Israel and US; UK court issues arrest warrant for Israeli Foreign Minister Tzipi
Livni, Netanyahu recalls diplomats to Jerusalem for “big meeting”
Lorcaserin weight loss drug; Esquire “Whaddaya Mean Obama Hasn’t Done Anything?” article; producer note on making Obama pillow for anti-Obama in-laws
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Health Care Doublecross

(2009-12-24)

JCD: “That guy just looks like a phony.”
Global warming blizzard in Midwest; sweetened versions of Al Gore Our Choice poem
Producer Segment
Robert Gibbs laughing like an idiot; Gibbs in HBO Obama campaign documentary; CSI:
Miami “it happened because reality just became real”; Gibbs won’t confirm “Barry from DC”
call-in to Tim Kaine’s radio show
Supreme Court rules that anyone can be held as an enemy combatant and not a person, “torture is a foreseeable consequence of the military’s detention of suspected enemy combatants”;
Dredd Scott decision denying citizenship to former slaves and their descendants; Executive
Order 12425 elevating Interpol above Constitution
BBC speculating about top Christmas song, Killing in the Name Of
Senate approves healthcare bill; Free Speech TV’s Thom Hartmann reads old Wisconsin law
outlawing corporate contributions “of any kind” to political campaigns; insurance company
stocks at 52-year high, Hartmann on Obama insisting on public option removed by Lieberman,
JCD insider stock shorting theory, insider sell-off
Howard Dean calls out David Gregory on Meet the Press over insurance stock prices; 10x
normal volume of put options on airlines on 9/10, JCD: “Chicago pump and dump scheme
taken to the limit”; Harry Reid repeal-proof subsection on Medicare Advisory Board
Donation Segment: Jon Stewart’s Glenn Beck impression; Nielsen ratings for PBS
Upbeat “fungal infections” side effect roster in Simponi ad; CDC warns about levamisole worm
medicine in 69% of cocaine shipments, ACC: “this is great marketing”
Army jails single mother Alexis Hutchinson for refusing to deploy; pregnancy forbidden for
active duty military (JCDPPotD)
ACC not all-in on fluoridated water, aluminum industry waste product, Legacy of Ashes CIA
Vietnam pacification, EPA to regulate lithium and pharmaceutical waste levels in water; local
bans on rainwater collection, JCD on Bermuda cisterns
Climategate: Copenhagen being called a failure; Build-A-Bear animated video: “at the rate
it’s melting, the North Pole will be gone by Christmas!”; Time to Eat the Dog book on
sustainable living; IPCC chair Rajendra Pachauri accused of impropriety by Telegraph, “each
penny of it goes to my institute”, “very generous honoraria”, “obviously the skeptics regard
me as a target”
Verichip delisted and rebranded PositiveID with nationalcreditreport.com’s Steel Vault
Merry Christmas; ACC’s aircraft oﬀicially for sale, next show from Yosemite
Outro: end-of-show Christmas song Mimi’s idea; Marc Faber on helping US economy by
spending on prostitutes and beer; ACC’s synthesized dead battery announcement; Jonathan
Coulton’s Podsafe Christmas
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USA Attacks Yemen

(2009-12-19)

JCD: “There goes your career.” (0:41:54)
Copenhagen COP 15 blizzard, record-breaking snowfall in New Jersey; Burt Rutan ice age
Producer Segment: Show 157 saved by chatroom
Irish MP “fuck you” for colleague; Al Franken denies Joe Lieberman extra minute to accelerate
work on healthcare bill; Democrats get five minutes and Republicans get one to question
Stanley “Tigger” McChrystal in committee, C-SPAN So You Don’t Have To jingle;
progressive vs liberal vs neoliberal; potential 2012 Obama replacement, “third term of Bush”
Bob Corker on Bernanke’s qualifications due to being thoroughly trounced by economy, JCD
likens him to a football coach who has never won a game
ACC: “very large mother ship” 1.5M miles off South Pole
Copenhagen code of ethics: no messing around with hookers; Congressional Research Service
report on fraud & abuse with travel cards, 89% increase in transactions between 1999 and
2008, DoD $100M in unused tickets, first class exception for “unsanitary” coach
Climategate: Al Gore reads his poetry on CBS Early Show, weepy host Harry Smith: “I’m
happy to hear it in your voice”
Nancy Pelosi to CNBC in Copenhagen: “the American people should be pleased with this
pleased with this for four reasons: jobs, jobs, jobs, and jobs”; Obama “grave and growing
danger”, “all of you would not be here unless you, like me, were convinced that this danger
is real”, “this is not fiction, it is science”; Hillary on “jointly mobilizing” $100bn per year,
MSNBC’s reptilian Dylan Ratigan on $50bn “drop in the bucket”; Rajendra Pachauri cashing
in on carbon credits for Tata Group by closing Corus Redcar steel plant and moving to Mumbai
Donation Segment: Dutch kijk- en luistergeld TV tax
Copenhagen Accord 2% tax on financial transactions, reference to 1992 Framework Convention
on Climate Change objective, “global governance” from 1998
ACC gripes about credit or debit card requirement for buying food on airplanes; EU RFID
chips in travel passes
And Now Back to Real News: New Zealand teen hit by distracted driver after flashing breasts;
Letterman on Tiger Woods’ popularity at 33%, “doing well in the polling”; kids interviewed
about plastered Tom Arnold in Santa suit
No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: Detroit schools bribing schoolkids with pizza for vaccinations;
Pennsylvania fake Britney Spears movie theater ads, “you’re not gonna get sick from me”;
“Treeman” Dede Koswara’s extreme version of HPV; 23M masks and gloves for California
schools, push for booster shot, January “second wave” meme; Anthony Weiner “don’t let the
perfect be the enemy of the good” healthcare bill meme
Reuters: Yemen kills 24-30 al-Qaeda militants “including foreigners” and foils multiple suicide
bombing plots, ABC: US shooting cruise missiles, JCD on recent natural gas discovery; ESPN
“coincidence, I think not”; ACC: slip in an “in the morning!” on call-in show; Rachel Maddow
spotted chatting with Roger Ailes at White House party, Obama’s war on Fox, possible NDA
Federal websites to begin using cookies for tracking visitors, Google 180-day cookie
Outro: Al Gore reads bleak Our Choice poem, Vagina Monologues
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The Democratic Industrial Complex

(2009-12-16)

0:00:00 (excerpt) ACC: “That would have been a great show, if it had actually recorded.”
0:01:11 Producer Segment
0:03:08 Cory Doctorow up in arms about Canadian copyright “reform” and book licensing vs ownership, JCD on Seymour Rubinstein and shrinkwrap licenses; PR firms as source of all news;
“Gitmo Nation Baguette” France giving young adults newspaper subscriptions; subsidized
Dutch journalist reveals secret government orders; JCD on Microsoft Hood Canal meetings,
journalists signing NDAs
0:17:22 Distraction of the Week: new White House party crashers vs $1.2T spending bill, executive
privilege invoked, JCD: possible warning from CIA; Silvio Berlusconi hit with statue vs mafia
connection revelation; Ben Bernanke named Time Person of the Year vs Finance Committee
reappointment activities, anti-Bernanke Bernie Sanders
0:28:05 Prof. Bill Black: Greenspan & Bernanke “twins”, “they refused to send in the examiners”,
“now banks don’t have to recognize losses”; American Bankers Association protests
0:25:46 Producer note on spotting enormous amount of military hardware on the move; JCD on left
and right wings’ identical complaints, Rush Limbaugh belief checklist, “left-right paradigm”
0:39:32 ACC’s C-SPAN iOS app, John Culberson on $1.2T spending bill, “only posted last night”,
single copy on clerk’s desk, “why the rush?”, $8T spent in 12 months, Pelosi’s trip to COP 15
for “job creation”; ACC Copenhagen oﬀice poll, child credit exchange; massive protests
0:52:20 Climategate: Sir David King “remember that these emails go back to 1998” lie to Newsnight
audience; standing ovation for Hugo Chávez anti-capitalist rant, JCD “caliphate”
0:58:52 Donation Segment: Gates Foundation grants to anti-evolution Discovery Institute
1:07:04 UN Oﬀice on Drugs and Crime: $352bn in drug money laundered by banking system; appropriations bill lists recipients of money
1:11:06 Al Gore backpedals on 75% chance of ice-free Arctic, researcher Wieslav Maslowski “rather
pissed on his chips”; anti-warmist heart attack, JCD: “it looked like got an electric shock”;
Lord Monckton interviews clueless Greenpeace protester: Greenpeace “not a weather bureau
is it?”; Prince Charles & Gordon Brown in separate jets; CIA Center for Climate & Security
anticipates “fighting for food and shelter” and military conflict
1:20:37 Recent The Nation article on “Democratic Industrial Complex”, 32 of donations from healthcare industry; Howard Dean on healthcare bill from “pro insurance company Democrats”
1:24:37 AP on Monsanto anticompetitive business practices, Bayer admits GMO contamination is out
of control, not a word from NPR or PBS; new information on the dangers of high fructose
corn syrup, JCD recommends Heinz organic ketchup, Pepsi dropping HFCS
1:30:48 Cruise missile explosion over Nebraska; Northwest 188 ATC tapes released, ACC: “these guys
were not asleep, they were freaked out by something and they’re not talking about it”
1:34:05 And Now Back to Real News: dead Nebraska man eaten by his two pugs
1:34:40 Iraqi insurgents hacking into unencrypted US drone video feed
1:36:07 So You Don’t Have To book review jingle, Crisis by Design: The Untold Story of the Global
Financial Coup and What You Can Do about It
1:37:21 Outro: JCD correction on history of Casper Milquetoast
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The Science is In Part Two

(2009-12-13)

0:00:00 JCD: “I love you, man! I love you, man!” ACC: “I love you man! Hey man, I love you!”
(1:28:19)
0:00:38 ACC’s show notes site password recovery; Friday night “old journalist dudes” party, JCD
collaborators waiting on him, JCD three sheets to the wind
0:03:54 Producer Segment
0:05:31 Imagine There’s No Global Warming jingle
0:06:51 And Now Back to Real News: Geraldo Rivera interviews Hollywood madam who supplied
Tiger Woods with hookers; experiments with Skype port forwarding
0:10:17 Geoff Smith Science!, Don’t Be a Denier, The Science is In!, and Atlas Shrugged by
Ayn Rand jingles; PBS fundraising black preacher: “receptivi-tea”, “yes to prosperity, yes
to compassion, yes to service”; Rev. Manning “boom shakalaka”
0:16:08 Climategate: cap and trade protests sanitized in 350.org and The Guardian coverage, The
Distraction of the Week jingle; EU pledges €8bn for Africa; “tck tck tck” meme, “heavy
blow to nation-state system” unless agreement is reached; JCD on global government to protect
wealth of elites; high school producer message on teacher all-in on one world government
0:33:25 UK Parliament considering bill to require criminal background checks for homeschooler, JCD
on Washington homeschooling, post-WWI push for global governance, JCD predicts 2020
European war; Paul Ehrlich’s The Population Bomb and sterilization via water supply, John
Lennon not all-in with David Frost
0:44:27 George Carlin on “save the planet” absurdity, “the planet is fine, the people are fucked”; armed
UN rent-a-cop shuts down journalist Phelim McAleer for asking Prof. Stephen Schneider about
Climategate e-mail deletion, “if you don’t shut that off I’m gonna take it away from you”
0:52:12 Danish police yellow triangle insignia; Norway spiral in Russia & China, Kremlin UFO pyramid
0:57:19 Kari Norgaard to Wired on “well-organized, well-funded climate-skeptic campaigns”, “same
PR firms who helped the tobacco industry”; ACC on National Suicide and celebrity megalomania; Financial Post on IPCC eugenics agenda; JCD on fuss over teen pregnancy
1:08:32 PBS fundraising The Answer is You with Michael Bernard Beckwith, “complaining is a public
declaration of your inability to see opportunities”, “what you appreciate appreciates”, “investment in this station”, bakelite phone bell in background cued by “participate fully in your
life” and “valuable community service”; laugh tracks and subliminal propaganda crawl
1:22:08 Donation Segment: producer note from father of serviceman in Iraq
1:27:11 “Milli Vanilli wannabe” Beckwith’s Agape International Spiritual Center, problem/emblem
etymology “made-up piece of crap” (JCDPPotD); Free Speech TV Gay USA outing people,
GLAD talking with Fox over “homophobic and transphobic animated shows”, “fruitful” gag
1:36:08 Matt Taibbi “must read” Rolling Stone article “Obama’s Big Sellout” to Wall Street
1:40:32 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: producer recording of vaccination telemarketing
1:43:35 Swedish military intelligence able to wiretap all foreign internet traﬀic
1:45:20 Obama Peace Prize acceptance speech: “I understand why war is not popular”, NATO “wagers
of peace”, US “standard-bearer in the conduct of war”; Casper Milquetoast
1:52:24 Veterans Today story on bin Laden dying at Tora Bora; ACC predicts “spit out your chewing gum!” at TSA checkpoints, Ukrainian chemistry student killed by explosive gum; naked
scanner “stand on the yellow footprints”; “narcotecture” in Afghanistan
2:01:49 JCD on new term “warmist”; Burt Rutan on danger of triggering ice age
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Holes Over Norway

(2009-12-10)

JCD: “I’m not sick, it’s only a flesh wound!”
Al Gore brings on snowstorms
Producer Segment
And Now Back to Real News: chihuahuas top dog pound submissions due to Beverly Hills
Chihuahua; ACC’s pigeons Granola and Gretchen
ACC on “portal” over Norway and Large Hadron Collider, Partial Reflection Medium-Frequency
Atmospheric Radar facility in Ramfjordmoen, 2.43 MHz signal, ACC: “it’s an attack on the extraterrestrials”, incoming ion cannon theory, JCD: “looks doctored”, spike in meteor sightings
predicted; Norwegians miffed over Obama’s event cancellations; Hessdalen lights
CIA angry over being thrown under bus by Obama, Tiger Woods scandal as proxy attack via
National Enquirer; planned Franklin Roosevelt coup and War Is a Racket author Smedley
Butler, Nazi-funder Prescott Bush, Mena Arkansas
Guns N’ Roses So You Don’t Have To book review jingle; ACC recommends National Suicide
by Martin Gross, 2011 $1T in interest on national debt; limousines and jets in Copenhagen
Climategate: Al Gore climate change poem, “horsemen ready their stirrups”, JCD: “the guy
is nearly an L. Ron Hubbard”; Copenhagen treaty has World Bank running the show, GE
at top of list of approved companies; Katie Couric: “at least 97 percent of climatologists
believe global warming is real and largely man-made”, “the health of the earth should not be
a political issue”, JCD: “if we’re sincere about this whole thing we would only have cap”
Marc Morano’s climatedepot.com, Mark Watson “what an asshole” on News Night
EPA’s Lisa Jackson on “polar icecaps crumbling into the oceans” and “disappearing coastlines”, 2007 Supreme Court Clean Air Act ruling, “this administration will not ignore science
or the law any longer”, ACC: “unless it comes to torturing people”, “cements 2009’s place
in history”, emission reporting requirements, UK license plate readers and automobile black
boxes, “there is nothing in the hacked e-mails that undermines the science upon which this
decision is based”, “that’s one thread looking at one data set over many many data sets” lie
Donation Segment: ACC’s plane for sale; Australia cracking down on knives
Al Gore’s attempt to have Ted Koppel discredit paper by his mentor Roger Revelle; ACC’s
freehollowbooks.com Atlas Shrugged with home-grown tobacco
No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: H1N1 in cheetah in Santa Rosa zoo; ILI influenza-like illness;
Dutch “doctor flu” toast for first confirmed case; children dying after being vaccinated; Polish
Prime Minister Donald Tusk demands producers take responsibility for side effects
And Now Back to Real News: CNN’s Robin Oakley’s unfortunate “niggles” in article on
European perception of Obama, bullcrap Mullah Omar “the enemy has the watches, we have
the time” quote; Jan Peter Balkenende’s “banen, banen, banen”
Republican elephant stars switched to pentagrams in 2000; EU gives US access to all financial
transaction records; Georgia Guidestones “maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual
balance with nature”; ACC predicts two-to-the-head for Al Gore
Google applying tracking cookie to not-logged-in users; Timothy Geithner extends TARP
blank check through 2010; Dutch “Kok’s quarter” fuel tax, JCD on Bay Area bridge toll hikes
“Hank Paulson’s butt boy” Neel Kashkari headed to Pimco; Copenhagen President and Bilderberger Connie Hedegaard; stock bonuses instead of cash bonuses at Goldman Sachs, Bank of
Scotland £1.5bn, special tax on bonuses; H1N1 “second wave” meme
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Amanda Knox Knockers

(2009-12-06)

0:00:00 JCD: “They do not know this is gonna happen, I’m telling you, this is gonna be weird.”
(0:55:22)
0:00:38 JCD on reptilian Al Gore’s Letterman appearance, immortal Henry Kissinger; ACC on Philadelphia International Airport “expert traveler” line, TSA “checkpoint”, airport security “you
must take your Ken dolls out” for Kindles, No Agenda tip: check in at first class self-service,
premium security line scam
0:10:26 And Now Back to Real News: Amanda Knox convicted for murder of Meredith Kercher, prosecutor under indictment, Satanic cult distraction; public disgust at law enforcement behavior,
slave labor in for-profit prisons; “Foxy Knoxy” on MySpace, “they haven’t done themselves
any favors by putting this stuff on the web for all to see”, the ordeal of deposition
0:19:02 Producer Segment
0:20:45 JCD on theoretical Flickr photo of grilling and arson indictment, danger of keeping photos
private; ACC’s “smokin’ dope in his airplane” photo, danger of photos of children; Flickr
EXIF GPS data (JCDPPotD)
0:26:39 Canadian No Agenda by 15-year-old kids
0:27:15 Lisbon Treaty promises flood of new laws and regulations, death penalty exemption for fleeing
suspect, burglar shot by Dutch police; Australian RSPCA proposes law for daily dog walking
or jail; single No Agenda listener at Mevio
0:35:21 Climategate: Climate Change Denialists Beware jingle, Huﬀington Post’s smug Katherine
Goldstein tweet: trip to Copenhagen “debatably the best job perk ever”; free prostitutes
for COP 15 attendees; Newsweek “MILF greenie” photo with Dalai Lama; UK temperature
data to be reexamined, no mention in mainstream media; Gordon Brown “flat earthers”
parallel; Copenhagen “big-ass trade show”; Copenhagen Treaty one world government push,
Ketchum Inc marketing giant, Coca-Cola “pouring rights” for city, UN event at Kronborg
Castle; escalation of 2009 Seattle WTO protest agenda, ACC: take incriminating pictures
0:51:40 We Are Change New York heckling Al Gore book signing, PR chick: “no press here, just
photo op”, ACC: “shut up, slave!”, “Mr. Gore, you are a traitor to this nation and you
know it!”, “New World Order scumbag!”; Keith Olbermann deconstructs Jon Stewart and
“Fox Climategate story”; Hannity hangs up on Bilderberg caller; Governor Schwarzenegger
video predicts 7-degree rise in temperatures, threat to “nearly eliminate skiing”, shameless
Tesla promotion; Red Hot Lies author Chris Horner on NASA satellite fleet to track global
cooling, NASA constantly changing data, temperature monitoring moving to cities
1:07:19 Club of Rome overpopulation doomsday clock fearmongering, 150M population target
1:11:34 Donation Segment: ACC’s sister Willows top ten reasons she subscribes to No Agenda
1:20:36 Henry Waxman media subsidy bills, ACC: “Ministry of Truth in the making”; Voices from
the Heartland podcast, DHS preparing for civil unrest, NORTHCOM Operation Garden Plot,
suspension of Posse Comitatus; Ben Bernanke on deficit “entitlement issue and the aging
issue”, “I’m not in any way advocating unfair treatment of the elderly”; Al Franken to drunk
Max Baucus: “I thank you for the sixteen seconds, and I’d like to, now, oh! I’ve used it up!”
1:35:41 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: Dollhouse stealth “sharing” vaccine ad, ACC on Zen TV
Experiment and mind control
1:39:32 End of show clip: Jim Bunnings eviscerates Ben Bernanke in confirmation hearing; “ask
your doctor” No Agenda PSA
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350 Protests

(2009-12-02)

0:00:00 JCD: “Hit it!”
0:02:30 Several comical “turn down your speakers!” intro misfires from iPhone; ACC in New Jersey,
headed to Pittsburgh
0:04:10 Producer Segment
0:05:07 Obama “wet noodle” West Point speech with militaristic musical introduction, “let me be
clear”, 30k troops for Afghanistan, torture prohibition lie, stage rush by cadets; military
producer note on “kill boxes”, Baghdad Airport Burger King in top five highest-grossing
0:16:32 Ambassador Louis Susman to BBC Breakfast: “we’re in Pakistan for the long term”
0:18:21 White House party crasher woman auditioning for Real Housewives, appearance on NBC This
Morning, announced at dinner, Obama “irked”
0:21:49 And Now Back to Real News: Tiger Woods all over Japanese news
0:24:16 350 movement protesting cap and trade, $22 carbon credits, Climate Exchange PLC the only
company licensed to trade, Generation Investment LLC founded by Al Gore and full of Goldman Sachs guys; Obama involved in Joyce Foundation grant to Chicago Climate Exchange;
Verizon turning over 8M GPS coordinates to FBI; Climate Justice SEO’ed down; deniers
trolling Gore at book signings
0:35:52 ACORN and Project Vote whistleblower Anita MonCrief on constant election fundraising,
people being “thrown under the bus” and tossed in jail for protesting, New York Times
“killed” story, “poverty is big business for ACORN”
0:43:23 Robert Gibbs on Climategate: “I don’t think that’s anything that is quite frankly among most
people in dispute any more”, Obama heading to Copenhagen early “to get us to the point of
a deal”; asked about list of 31k scientists including 26k PhDs opposed to climate change, “no
real scientific basis for the dispute of this”; “the Honorable Robert Gibbs” at state dinner
0:51:25 Donation Segment
1:01:57 NBC on bogus recovery.gov data, 1% of 12M data points; ACC on Daily Source Code
resurrection; When I Grow Up I Want to Be an Old Woman Kaiser Permanente ad; CVC’s
$350 half-hour doctor visit; 90-second Seroquel bipolar disorder medication ad with 17 seconds
of promotion; “Nancy decided she can’t afford so many bathroom detours when sixty percent
off is at stake” Toviaz overactive bladder ad
1:14:44 Goldman Sachs employees applying for concealed carry permits; Federal Reserve proposes
movie theater PSAs on keeping credit card costs down
1:17:51 Kim Jong-il’s surprise currency devaluation; Cosmopolitan guide to avoiding spread of swine
flu: “do the deed facing away from him” with reverse cowgirl
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Attack Of The Icebergs

(2009-11-29)

0:00:00 JCD: “Y’know, the guy just basically says, global government, yeah we’re just gonna run the
whole damn thing, screw ya.”
0:00:36 JCD hears ACC in “Stan Francisco”
0:01:14 Producer Segment
0:08:24 French anti-drinking lobby, “wine wars” dumping Spanish wine tankers; Minitel for hookers
0:11:45 Cheerleader Desiree Jennings seasonal flu shot dystonia story debunked
0:15:21 Climategate jingle; COP 15 delegation to include BNP “denialist” Nick Griﬀin, “climate
contrarian” meme; story buried by Google SEO obfuscation; David Biello Scientific American
article: “sadly for the potential fate of human civilization, rumors of the demise of climate
change have been much exaggerated”; University of New South Wales “Copenhagen Diagnosis”
0:28:06 Biello’s Sixty-Second Earth podcast “brought to you by Siemens”, 9440 metric tons of CO2 per
child, JCD: “hey, I got an idea: why don’t we just round up all the kids and send them to concentration camps and kill them all”; Dutch Environment Minister Jacqueline Cramer e-mails
“cherry picked” meme; “smear campaign”, “dissenters”, “out of context” memes, scientific
term “trick”; icebergs approaching New Zealand; Australian scientists developing flatulence
“vaccine” for sheep; producer note on air quality workers extending mandate to CO2 fiefdom
0:41:50 Pilots for 9/11 Truth black box data on Pentagon collision full of inconsistencies, Flight Deck
Door never opened, security camera footage confiscated by FBI
0:45:12 And Now Back to Real News: Tiger Woods plows into fire hydrant and tree fleeing golf
club-wielding wife, nightclub owner mistress with bulging left eyeball like Ross Perot
0:48:55 Investigative journalist Mark Pittman dead at 52 having sued the Federal Reserve
0:51:24 And Now Back to Real News: White House dinner crashers Michaele and Tareq Salahi,
pipelines for Pakistan, JCD: Benazir Bhutto “blowed up”, bin Laden killed claim; Secret
Service looking for disappearing Salahis; Bill Moyers turning on Obama, Lyndon Johnson’s
phone calls, Vietnam playbook; Australian reenactment of soldier’s letter home: “like launching killing machines from a cross between the Hilton Hotel and the Westfield Shopping Complex”, “Dutch is an acronym for don’t understand the concept here”, artillery killing 80 civilians
1:05:04 Donation Segment: “random” subscription cancellations
1:11:48 American Enterprise Institute blog post on Obama’s sub-8% private sector cabinet; Nigel
Farage on European Parliament “eight and a half years of bullying, of lying, of ignoring
democratic referendums” to pass Lisbon Treaty, “political pygmies” appointed, “the Kissinger
question of who to call in Europe hasn’t really been answered”, President Herman Van Rompuy
“doesn’t exactly trip off the tongue, does it?”, Baroness Catherine Ashton “never had a proper
job, and she’s never been elected to anything in her life”, ACC: “shut up, slave!” from
Poland’s Jerzy Buzek, Ashton’s treasurer position with Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament
1:22:30 Obama kowtowing to Emperor Akihito; Russians refusing to shake Obama’s hand
1:25:09 Human Rights Watch ruckus over Uganda’s plans to execute gays with HIV
1:26:54 Bernanke: Ron Paul’s H.R.1207 audit the Fed bill could “impair economic stability”; Dubai
about to default on $80bn loan, London Stock Exchange “glitch”
1:30:59 24-part CBC series on faith and distrust in science; Russian bombers flying over Netherlands
and Canada, JCD on justifiable Russian paranoia; Van Rompuy: “2009 is also the first year
of global governance with the establishment of the G20”, “global management of our planet”
1:43:12 FDA evaluating Novartis H1N1 vaccine with adjuvants
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Turkeys Going Rogue

(2009-11-26)

0:00:00 ACC: “Have you ever done heroin, John?” (1:48:12)
0:00:39 Delay due to Mac OS Core Audio update havoc, DRM and copyright according to Steve Jobs
0:04:34 Climategate: Hide the Decline YouTube music video; JCD on PBS 16-minute Copenhagen
COP 15 segment, The Lancet on reducing deaths from heart and lung diseases by cutting
CO2 emissions, “climate change is not only about economics, and it’s not only about the
environment, it’s about your health”, no actual mention of CO2 , “black carbon” soot and
methane, “we can prevent certain obesity”; Lord Monckton calling for resignations
0:17:36 BBC meteorologist Paul Hudson sitting on CRU e-mails since October; “strong statement”
from Royal Society and others about greenhouse gas emissions danger “more alarming than
ever”; hopenhagen.org registered to Ogilvy PR, “friends of Hopenhagen” Coca-Cola and
BMW, Huﬀington Post COP 15 “citizen journalist” raffle, “eleven days to seal the deal”
0:26:55 Producer Segment: Black Friday stampede death predictions
0:29:00 Australia’s Malcolm Turnbull to “dissidents”: “I am the leader and I have made the call”;
Chinese envoy drops liability into US laps, ACC on European hate for US not signing Kyoto
Protocol, Copenhagen “framework for future action”, Bush blamed for Clinton’s inaction
0:32:45 Obama on pulling troops out of Afghanistan: “I will promise you this: that if we have not
gotten our troops out by the time I am president, it is the first thing I will do, I will get
our troops home, we will bring an end to this war: you can take that to the bank”,
JCD: “whoo, I get to take it to the bank!”, “how many first things did he say he would do?”;
H.R.4130 Share the Sacrifice Act by Rep. David (You Will) Obey, Dutch Global Services
mercenary helicopter downed; JCD on right-wing radio pounding drums for more war
0:42:06 ACC’s Sarah Palin Going Rogue experiment, Mevio former Black Panther Maggie: “product
of incest”; Palin An American Life subtitle, CBS assassination via Couric, JCD recommends
live unedited interview; Palin continuously rebelling against Republican headquarters control
0:52:21 Donation Segment: “astonishing” insectworks.com; Obama rejects global landmine ban
1:02:52 Dutch Het Nieuwe Rijk outfit recommends EU identity card number tattoos; UK arrests for
sole purpose of building up DNA database; JCD on CSI plugging into CCTV camera system;
Obama “gun salesman of the year”; former CIA Robert Baer: Afghanistan “war of national
resistance”, national force “occupying army” vs local libertarians
1:15:56 Rep. Jane Harman questioned by incoherent Mad TV Miss Swan sound-alike; 250k Irish public
workers walking out over pay cut; Kentucky census worker Bill Sparkman found dead with
“fed” written on chest staged his own murder; Obama pushing for Patriot Act renewal
1:24:35 HSBC tells clients to remove physical gold from safe deposit boxes as it approaches $1200;
“lumpy” gold-plated tungsten melting attempts; WikiLeaks 9/11 pager messages dump
1:27:53 Sen. Susan Collins: “most young people, I fear, will just do the math” and pay $750 tax, “if
they do get sick later, they can still buy insurance”, NAIC “severe adverse selection”
1:31:47 Washington Post oﬀice shutdown; IMF warns second bailout would “threaten democracy”;
Standard & Poor’s warns big banks are undercapitalized
1:36:47 And Now Back to Real News: Bulgarian Space Research Institute working on deciphering
alien symbols in crop circles; V reboot: “they’re not mixing their drug into the vitamin shot,
they’re mixing it into our flu vaccine”, ACC on ridicule for vaccine skeptics
1:43:37 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: GlaxoSmithKline “advises” one 172k-dose “batch” might cause
“more allergic reactions than normal”; Canada limiting liability; no heroin “vaccine”
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Global Warming Denialism

(2009-11-22)

0:00:00 JCD: “This wasn’t a meteor at all, it was a test firing of an EMF device.” (1:19:49)
0:00:38 ACC playing show for Will the hairdresser, worst-dressed man topic for “morning show”
0:02:32 ACC’s trip to Las Vegas Casino Expo, open-carry of Palin’s Going Rogue, “not a lot of dirt”,
minor “Machel Raddow” Couric incident
0:07:01 Producer Segment
0:10:08 Climategate: same University of East Anglia CRU Climatic Research Unit that ran out of disk
space, “denialism” and “holding back science” memes, JCD: “thalidomide’s the first thing that
comes to mind”; MSM shift of focus from anthropogenic to general warming, Obama COP 15
deal walkback; lots of “not available for comment”, Al Gore “science is clear” mantra
0:22:12 Der Spiegel on Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research 0% net warming trend;
UK’s convenient “worst rainfall in a thousand years”; potential death of cap and trade unregulated derivatives; Bishop Hill Blog CRU e-mail synopsis with source links
0:27:56 Timothy Geithner to Michael Burgess on “there is no country that came into this crisis with the
tools to manage it effectively”, bullcrap “the tools” euphemism for legal authority, Burgess:
“how did George Bush cause those countries to be unprepared for a financial crisis?”, JCD
explains Glass-Steagall depression prevention, Geithner: “we are working to put the TARP
out of its misery”, blames recession on deregulation, Burgess: “I don’t think that you should
be fired, I thought you should’ve never been hired”
0:43:32 Health and Human Services advisory panel: no mammograms until age 50, Kathleen Sebelius’
evasive damage control, ACC: “she’s a reptile”, two-year Pap smear recommendation and
Gardasil, Patient Protection and Affordable Healthcare Act paragraph 3: no cost-sharing
requirements for CDC-recommended immunizations, breast cancer “vaccine” no-shit “really
for prevention”; Sen. Lisa Murkowski: “when we get our Thanksgiving turkey, it’s about a
20-pound turkey, so there you have it”
0:55:44 Wayne Dyer’s PBS superstition: “energy system that’s coming into our home”, $125M raised
for PBS, “that’s a lot of Barneys, huh-huh-huh-huh!”
1:01:18 Donation Segment: dirty look from John Doerr of ACC over Al Gore coverage
1:13:54 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: regret over not using method “to instantly double or triple the
number of doses available, by using an immune booster called an adjuvant”; CDC’s medalstudded Dr. Anne Schuchat; NIAID National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases $60M
in grants for adjuvant development; no vaccine if you’re over 63
1:17:32 Meteorite explodes over Colorado, FAA flight tracking down across US because of “circuit
board”, ACC: 1-kiloton device aimed at Denver International Airport “Stargate” as part of
Obama administration space war to “take the CIA out”, H.R.1207 Watt amendment defeated;
ABC on FAA “early-morning computer glitch”, ACC: “she’s making this up as she goes along”
1:26:49 Goldman-Sachs “doing God’s work” serving 10k free Thanksgiving dinners in San Francisco
1:28:26 Indiana National Guard unit “helping Afghan farmers help themselves”, “fertilizer application
training”, Monsanto super-poppies, “national tray-sure”: “support for WAMU 88.5 comes
from Monsanto, committed to sustainable agriculture, and creating hybrid and biotech seeds
designed to increase crop yields and conserve natural resources”; urban farms in Detroit
1:32:50 Vaccine pipeline for {cocaine abuse, methamphetamine addiction, nicotine, neglected tropical diseases, prion diseases, hookworm, polio, rotavirus, leishmaniasis, DNA, streptococcal
conjugate, obesity, tuberculosis}; “send Adam to school”
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Fools Gold

(2009-11-19)

0:00:00 JCD: “Oh! Well, it’s not that important!” (0:31:33)
0:00:33 ACC on JCD’s “gotta talk to a guy” hit setup; Esquire: ACC worst dressed man in Netherlands, Photoshopped Putin handshake, project: DIY trophy collection
0:07:50 Rachel Maddow Sarah Palin “elephant in the room”, ACC set to read Palin’s book, hour-long
Oprah interview, hostile Barbara Walters interview with close-up shots to engender distrust
0:13:48 ACC on Rachel Maddow deconstructs Palin’s blame for Nicolle Wallace on Katie Couric
interview, Air America’s Ana Marie Cox “double-barreled lesbian trouble”, JCD: “lesbians
are great”, JCD on Cox Daily Beast and Couric “puff pieces” about Wallace
0:19:09 ACC recommends Ron Paul’s End the Fed, attempts to trigger TSA, success triggering Uncle
Don, Gregg & Paul friends with Paul Volcker; ACLU Steve Bierfeldt unlawful detainment
lawsuit settled, TSA “total jackasses” requiring FOIA for new guidelines
0:23:11 Lou Dobbs doing an Atlas Shrugged by “going Galt”; Bill Maher vaccination blog post
0:26:55 Dutch automotive black boxes for road taxes, data privacy conditional on terrorist threat
0:29:15 recovery.gov presenting data for 440 nonexistent districts across all 50 states
0:32:31 Boeing with 10 tons of cocaine crashes in West Africa; JCD heirloom turkey for Thanksgiving
0:36:14 Producer Segment: Gitmo Nation Down Under; Hillary “MILF” audio
0:39:01 DHS’ Alex Garza to Senate hearing: “80% of the Department of Homeland Security personnel
are operational”, “forces” size of Marine Corps, “evidence-based guidance”; Uncle Don chuckles
about “civilian in the Pentagon”, CIA furious at Obama administration; no US president has
ever visited Japanese atomic bomb memorial
0:49:28 PBS advertisers laughing in viewers’ faces, NewsHour outro Chevron “tackle challenges like
climate change”, Wells Fargo, BNSF, Toyota, Monsanto, Grant “cook the books” Thornton,
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation; Vivian Schiller “call it whatever you want” revisited
0:55:21 Donation Segment: ACC’s sister Willow keeping female numbers up
0:59:49 Failed disruptive advertising meme; ACC V -athon on DVR “unwatchable” with four minutes
per commercial break, crapped out after ten minutes, Z-100 tracking competition’s breaks
1:02:46 Henry Kissinger on Obama China trip: “they really are issues of the construction of a New
World Order, that’s what this is about, and that’s the sort of dialogue the Chinese are generally
good at”; dual-channel “thou shalt donate” jingle; JCD on primetime $1 per show per viewer;
blog post on gold purchase for new Chinese technology fund, Chinese government and MI6
confirm Federal Reserve Board has been selling gold-plated tungsten, 9/11 missing gold story
1:00:36 Mysterious substances sprayed over Ukraine before hemorrhagic flu outbreak; Qantas Flight
72 interim report: cosmic neutrons interacting with Airbus avionics in Southern Hemisphere
1:14:59 H.R.1207 Federal Reserve Transparency Act about to be watered down by Rep. Mel Watt;
Lloyd Blankfein “God’s work” damage control
1:16:24 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: Tony Blair out of EU presidential race, Ireland to jail people
for refusing mandatory Baxter International H1N1 vaccine; Minneapolis library bans plush
toys and hand puppets; UK pushing vaccine at children under five in spite of danger; nicotine
“vaccine” on Financial Times front page, ACC predicts anti-gay vaccine
1:25:33 Breitbart discovers Law & Order propaganda; Mevio break-in “where do you want us to dust”
1:27:50 Sarah Palin on Fort Hood as terrorism; White House “declines” to provide eyewitnesses to
Congressional hearing, mysterious civilian fatality; Harry Reid’s 2500-page healthcare bill now
online; Nouriel Roubini “the worst is yet to come” article
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Adam Gets Kicked Out

(2009-11-15)

0:00:00 JCD: (laughing) “I thought this was one of your sound effects, with Crackpot calling the kettle
black!” (1:24:04)
0:00:39 ACC at La Quinta with waffle iron and “waffle goop”
0:02:02 Producer Segment: Executive Producer manufacturer of MWG “90-rounder”
0:04:23 ACC in Upstate New York, JCD on IBM move to Armonk to avoid nuclear strike, family
gathering for ACC’s father’s birthday; Uncle Don’s reaction to JCD’s Kim Jong-il wine tasting
bid, DVD care package for Supreme Leader’s region-free player, JCD: “that’s progress”
0:10:12 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: JCD blocked from Albany library by cop, “mile and a half
long” line for H1N1 vaccine, UK “jab” vs US “shot” violence metaphors, hordes of small
children, three-hour wait, JCD: “nick ‘em a hundred dollars a pop”; Wheeling WV kid held
down for shot by deputies; 70% of French citizenry having none of it, combined H1N1 & H5N1
bits theory; GlaxoSmithKline $18bn vaccine pipeline, nicotine vaccine neurotransmitter brew;
ACC’s cousin Lucy’s interesting stories about FDA’s Margaret Hamburg; Ukraine outbreak
identified as lethal N1N1
0:23:54 Radio caller: “the Democrats have sold their soul to Hell”, “we are bein’ took by a bunch of
sorry lowlife cockroaches, JCD on Limbaugh & Savage ass-kissers, dueling CNN and Fox in
La Quinta ”breakfast area“, ”fishin’ on the Moon“
0:31:10 Time Life Heavenly Comedy Jam “pastor approved” collection
0:34:11 Professor David Salisbury to BBC Radio 4 on adjuvants: “strain changes don’t matter”, “4µg
tiny tiny dose” plus “naturally occurring” fish oil “for a good purpose”, JCD on “exactly the
same” as seasonal flu meme
0:38:59 V reboot and David Icke’s career-ending reptilian rant, reptilian Obama & Bush families;
reptilian-run advertisers; Nancy Pelosi’s reptilian inappropriate smile
0:46:36 Pelosi dodges question on jail time for dodging health insurance tax: “I think the legislation
is very fair in this respect”, lizard tongue activity; Hillary Clinton on Moro Islamic Liberation
Front: “I’m encouraged by what I hear about the progress in the peace efforts that are going
on between the government and MILF”
0:51:49 Cap and trade success with acid rain, American Enterprise Institute’s Kenneth Green: “inappropriate policy tool for the control of greenhouse gases”, emission trading alternative technology: “we had that with SO2 , we don’t have that with CO2 ”, “carbon control bills … will
increase energy prices, that’s what they’re for”, “perversely, low-carbon fuel standards might
actually prohibit oil imports from our number-one foreign supplier … Canada”, ACC: “nice
knowin’ ya”; Seeking Alpha on $2.5T oil scam via ICE Intercontinental Exchange “dark pool”
1:05:21 American Council for Capital Formation’s Margo Thorning blathering at same cap and trade
hearing; ABC cab news balloon boy family “the worst thing is, they get to keep the kids”
1:09:58 Donation Segment: “Associate Producer” status; “call it whatever you want”
1:16:52 Financial Times front page Khalid Sheikh Mohammed spitting image of bin Laden
1:19:37 Large Hadron Collider gravitational wave blows out lights in South America, “gateways to the
Sun” and silicon, bogus bird baguette story; ACC kicked out of hotel room over phone
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Podcast Award Nominees

(2009-11-11)

JCD: “Whose side are these people on?!”(0:43:37)
Happy Veterans Day, C-SPAN on Congress taking rest of week off, UK Poppy Day irony
Producer Segment
College student producer not all-in on RFID implants; JCD’s son Mevio intern, SEO the real
future; “don’t forget” vs “remember” vs Ten Commandments
Hypocrite Sean Hannity dismisses AMA guidance that medical marijuana may be of value
ACC in Chicago, United $49 “extra five inches”, Sax Chicago boutique hotel
ACC’s V show DVD with .avi file, JCD on DVD writer for TV; ACC reports demise of
pigeon chick Oatmeal on “flight day”, JCD: “the bones are still soft when it’s young”
Local parallel with CVC’s train nightmare: aggressive Muni agent scuffles with 17-year-old
Nomination for Podcast Awards in General and People’s Choice categories, death joker ACC
WGN on Northwestern University Halloween party blackface uproar: “hi you, Micah”, “two
students dressed as blackface, a racially insensitive character, really throwback to the 1800s
when white slave owners would mock their slaves”, JCD: “hey, let’s go mock the slaves and
maybe they’ll kill us in our sleep!”, whites stealing black material, one student “reportedly an
athlete”; JCD on home schooling because of appalling public school propaganda
“Out-and-out douche” Shepard Smith on Fort Hood doctors worried about Nidal Hasan,
Catherine Herridge: “unnamed military oﬀicial” on Hasan’s sensitivity about religion, “one
government counterterrorism investigator tells me, had we launched an investigation of Hasan,
we’d have been crucified … we couldn’t launch because of First Amendment privileges”, JCD:
“if the First Amendment can go by the wayside, then we won’t have these incidents any more,
whose side are these people on?!” (JCDPPotD); ACC: written like Law & Order script
Hasan’s apartment with heavy-duty paper shredder and “stack of papers that were turned
upside-down”, Shepard Smith oblivious to “medication to treat HIV”; producer transcript of
Col. Ralph Peters: “worst terrorist attack on American soil since 9/11”; producers notes on
FN FiveSeven 5.7x28mm pistol with high-capacity clips magazines legal after AWB sunset in
2004; anti-marijuana “home-grown” meme, incongruity of Israeli currency in apartment; Joe
Lieberman pushing for determination on terrorism
Beltway sniper John Allen Muhammad execution lost opportunity for death row reality show
Donation Segment: ACC on NYC real estate standing empty; ACC all-in on GTD
Nine Points Capital Partners guy to CNBC: global currency crisis would result in “global
world government, a new global currency, and a New World Order”, host “hmm” response
Joel on Software forum messages between high-speed trading developers; woman nearly getting
run over by subway train on CNN video with facial recognition boxes
GAO Operation Iraqi Freedom report: “identification of contractor requirements” challenge,
shipping container tracking system 25% accurate, 200 Iraq containers actually in Afghanistan,
one third missing, destroying “retrograding” equipment; Ibn Sina Hospital handoff, “critical”
equipment untransferable, ACC: “if you weren’t pissed off that we were there killing people
in the first place, your money is being mismanaged like nobody’s business”
Copenhagen draft: “warming of the climate system as a consequence of human activity is
unequivocable”, 1750 starting point; no French donors; danger of “abrupt climate change”
No Agenda Swine Flu Minute jingle, left-right channel programming and NLP, visual distractions like eyebrows; JCD “you need to focus, your work is lackluster” gig in-jokes
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Fort Hood Terrorist

(2009-11-08)

0:00:00 JCD: “Does it require you have to go to a seminar where you have to sit down for hours and
not take a leak?” (0:16:57)
0:00:35 Taylor Swift’s SNL appearance, Twitter trending topics with healthcare a distinct fourth
0:01:50 JCD on two Republicans on floor at 10pm
0:03:17 Producer Segment: $1k of No Agenda funds to Interplast Foundation, Micky’s “giant check”
0:06:50 No Taylor Swift on ACC’s “VCR”; new V reboot an Obama metaphor, “David Icke lizards”
0:09:52 Operation Iraqi Freedom GAO report, media never linking to reports or bills lest readers leave
site, ACC: “links are the currency of the internet”; ACC working with GTD Getting Things
Done system, JCD: “does it involve changing your diet or hypnosis?”, JCD: “I bought milk: it
works! … I put my underwear on the right way, check!”
0:19:26 JCD on Canadian TSA experience: “what a bunch of dicks those guys are!”, shaving foam
false alarm, two-to-the-head sound effect, JCD duck call; article by former cop on “do I
have the right to refuse” puffer machine and inept patdowns; request for low-bit-rate version
0:27:57 Leno boycott over 10pm spot bumping dramas; Law & Order medical marijuana for cervical
cancer propaganda, “these mints could take bark off a tree”, “ball cancer, three years ago”,
ACC: “it does impair your ability to shoot”; producer note on abortion episode and healthcare
bill bouncing back and forth between House and Senate
0:37:35 And Now Back to Real News: Glamour magazine Women of the Year Awards including Laura
Ling & Euna Lee, JCD on writing lists over lunch with potato chips
0:42:12 JCD’s map of bill’s path through Congress, resolution conference up next, JCD: “cocktails at
six”, Pelosi jail amendment; Law & Order: “there are too many oﬀice holders in the health
industry’s pockets, it’s one of the reasons we can’t pass a decent healthcare bill in this country”
0:49:40 Obama on Fort Hood shooting: “clear Texas afternoon” setup, Soldier Readiness Processing
Center “where they get their teeth checked and their medical records in order”, terrorism
“crime against our nation”, melodramatic “tearing off bullet-riddled clothes to treat the injured”; Men Who Stare at Goats and MKULTRA
0:58:52 Shooter Nidal Hasan in dishdasha on security camera, large capacity magazines, not a gun
nut, apartment cleaned out; distraction theory, alleged links to al-Qaeda, failure of Patriot
Act up for renewal; “not a terrorist attack” = “terrorist attack”; ACC on meeting guy who
did three tours in Iraq, recommends War, Inc. film; single unidentified civilian shot and killed
1:11:56 Donation Segment: Saskatoon “Paris of Canada”; $200 Associate Executive Producer
1:23:24 Timothy Geithner none too pleased about $1T cap on “TARP on steroids” bailout, gold briefly
at $1100, ACC: “it’s gonna blow through two thousand”; pasteable donation links, JCD “It’s
a Done Deal” program
1:26:35 Times Online interview with Goldman Sachs’ Lloyd Blankfein, “I’m just a banker doing God’s
work”; Lord Monckton on COP 15 treaty: “world government” and wealth transfer to third
world for “climate debt”, “election” absent from document
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The WOCU Show

(2009-11-05)

ACC: “Hey kids, don’t shake, fist!” (0:52:54)
“Remember, remember, the fifth of November”; ACC’s MacBook Pro dead screen crisis
Producer Segment: Associate Executive Producer rank
Apple changes peripheral connectors once again, DisplayPort dongle from Apple Store
Czech President Vaclav Klaus signs Lisbon Treaty, “United States of Europe”, José Manuel
Barroso: £155 yearly per UK household in new EU taxes; Unocal pipeline and Karzai victory
Afghan counter-narcotics minister: NATO forces taxing opium production; WOCU World
Currency Unit; gold hits record high $1088.50 after India purchases 200 metric tons from
IMF, ACC’s Russian dental assistant admiring gold inlays, JCD: “I think it’s time to sell”
Obama pulls Secretary of Army John McHugh from district that has been Republican since
1873, pits Dede Scozzafava against Doug Hoffman over Republican principles; Glenn Beck
acute appendicitis two-to-the-head theory; Timothy Hampton’s 17th floor plunge not a suicide
Part of ACTA leaked, JCD: Cory Doctorow “one step removed from Richard Stallman”; WHO
scientists’ GMO swine flu patent; JCD on effort to get Stallman on Cranky Geeks stymied by
GNU/Linux ultimatum; recovery.gov bogus transition from Drupal to SharePoint
No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: CBC’s long vaccine lines, Calgary Flames “jump the queue”
scandal, BC Lions coach: no high fives; Council on Foreign Relations panelist suggests fake
shortage, NYT on seasonal flu shortage; French researchers on nanoparticle adjuvants; Dutch
95% swine flu propaganda; H1N1 in pets; JCD on cyanide-laced Chilean grapes
478k sickened in Ukraine hemorrhagic flu outbreak, “valid to assume” AH1N1; leaked 2006
IBM document: 100% chance of planned pandemic in next five years; JCD Obama fist bump
theory; CDC immunization panel’s Marie McCormick, autism debunking background; Cocoa
Krispies immunity marketing, JCD: “museum item”, FDA targeting supplements
Donation Segment: Atlas Shrugged hollow book, ACC recommends Australia film
New illness made up by pharmaceutical companies: FSD female sexual dysfunction “restless
vagina syndrome”, LexaFem with “horny goat weed extract”; producer The Ukraine note;
AMA FSD article a prelude to real diagnoses and more lucrative prescriptions
Al Gore to Jeremy Paxman on “metaphorical green cathedral” over generations, Our Choice
book and religious training programs; stammering “we have changed out our lightbulbs”,
“walking the walk” lie; on “mixed motives”: “I’ve advocated these policies for more than
thirty years” vs rap CD labeling, JCD on 1970s SO2 cap and trade parallel; Gore investments
“consistent with my values and beliefs”, dietary meat reduction, ACC: “it looks like he ate
himself, he’s huge”, vegetarianism “personal choice”; upcoming Copenhagen COP 15; Gore
refuses to debate Vaclav Klaus due to scheduling conflict
JCD calls for No Agenda manifesto, ACC: “screw the government, global warming is bullshit,
now pass me the steak and good wine”; Hillary Clinton in Lahore: “we tax everything that
moves and doesn’t move, and that’s not what we see happening in Pakistan”
UK Science Museum green “prove it” for climate change at COP 15, 1825 “count me ins”
vs 6428 “count me outs”; police NPOIU national public order intelligence unit “domestic
extremist” database tracking protestors; Philadelphia FBI oﬀice soliciting tattoo shops for
alerts on customer cash payments or appearance changes, “concealment of extremist symbols”
£8 fine and credit card destruction inflicted on CVC for lack of ID on train; JCD recommends
Nien Cheng’s Life and Death in Shanghai and Sinclair Lewis’ It Can’t Happen Here
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Hemorrhagic Flu Outbreak!

(2009-11-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “I’m old!” (0:51:23)
0:00:33 Happy World Vegan Day; ACC on first of month “bunny bunny”; UK climate chief Lord
Stern: give up meat to save planet; 1851 Vegetarian Society; £3bn per year for poor countries
0:03:40 Republicans foreign policy advice from Oliver North; fake Kim Jong-il in Clinton meeting;
Indian man sues Axe manufacturer for not getting him laid; Newsweek front cover Tony Blair
“yes we can”, runner-up Jan Peter “Harry Potter” Balkenende; Merkel “Arbeit, Arbeit, Arbeit”
0:08:50 Producer Segment
0:10:10 Mainstream media finally getting a clue about “saved or created”; Michelle Obama on healthcare (insurance) reform; ACC gripes about DH Unplugged “Crackpot” role
0:13:00 Researcher Dr. Diane Harper “who seems to specialize in dropping bombshells” admits Gardasil’s adverse events outnumber cervical cancer cases; branding costs and move from treatment to “prevention”, ACC: “just keep giving us illnesses all the time”, JCD’s helium Skype
0:20:37 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: Sid the Science Kid video revisited, not-so-subtle “mwahahaha”;
Shepard Smith: “we’re tracking H1N1”, New York healthcare workers protesting vaccination
requirement, “children are required to have a lot of shots”, “you’ve done no research on this
thing”, CDC “dozens and dozens and hundreds of dedicated people”, ACC: “you suck ass,
what do you think?”, weak interviewee “well you know”, dick conclusion: “I wouldn’t have let
it on the air, all right”; ironic CNN headline “H1N1 spreading as supply of vaccine grows”
0:38:30 Two-hour House M.D. special with “strategically placed” creepy wind-up doll Pristiq ad
0:42:10 Ukraine political chaos with “Princess Leia” Yulia Tymoshenko, refusal to take IMF money,
lockdown over viral pneumonia; August claim by Joseph Moshe that Baxter International
Ukraine lab was creating biological weapon, “unidentified” virus, “hemorrhagic flu”, “lungs
filled with blood”; JCD on CBC standing in “Star Wars movie” line stories
0:50:32 Donation Segment: freehollowbooks.com
0:55:56 Bay Bridge still closed, no terrorism theories, Caltrans engineering incompetence (JCDPPotD); crappy Chinese steel recycled from World Trade Centers
0:58:47 Numb3rs Pentagon Section 44 scenario, “she’s been implanted with a microchip so she can be
located at any time”, JCD’s son on cool factor of being chipped
1:04:20 3.5% GDP increase, vehicles and durable goods thanks to “Cash for” programs; Nouriel
Roubini on “largest carry trade in history”, capital gains via borrowing money at 0%
1:10:43 Abdullah Abdullah drops out of Afghan presidential race
1:13:32 ACC ignored completely over construction noise, “if these guys can make noise pollution, I
can make light pollution” laser pointer plan, Oatmeal & Granola “pigeon kids” saved from
threatening crow; JCD’s seagull eaten by golden eagle; plan B: chained naked to equipment
1:19:16 Army recruiting 30k civilian jobs; Northwest pilots overshooting Minneapolis, 78 minutes
without ATC contact bullcrap, ACARS failure, 30 minutes on voice recorder, “routine aircraft
maintenance” overwriting recording, ACC: “that plane should have been immediately put in
quarantine”, “missing time event” abduction theory, captain’s 20k hours on A320
1:26:15 Large Hadron Collider time-travel sabotage theory; EU approves three types of GMO corn;
Czech Republic all-in on Lisbon Treaty; WSJ: wettest harvest “since man can remember”
1:32:12 And Now Back to Real News: Taylor Swift guitars on Amazon, SNL appearance; Wired H1N1
vaccine shills; bogus White House visitor list, no release of “purely personal guests”
1:41:20 New recovery.gov distracting charts and graphs; ACC from the future
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Obama Sells Out To China

(2009-10-29)

0:00:00 JCD: “We got, we got your dull needles right here, line up!” (1:04:39)
0:00:37 San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge fiasco (JCDPPotD), bridge Twitter feed; ACC jolted awake
by 6:15 construction noise, “I’m from the government, I’m here to help”, drill bit emergency
and “oﬀicer Cliff”; eminent domain and railroads
0:09:44 New York Times on Karzai’s brother on CIA payroll; strange “the president is powerful” at
Robert Gibbs press briefing, “interesting if inexplicable”, on Karzai: “I will refer questions
about that story to the CIA”, “Robert Gibbs Show” 40 minutes of question dodging, laughing
at Helen Thomas; Letterman’s “more fun than reading Sarah Palin’s memoir” bit
0:19:33 Atrazine’s demasculinization effects on frogs and possibly humans; MacNeil/Lehrer Report
underwritten by Chevron, GE, and Monsanto
0:24:49 Producer Segment
0:25:39 Record snowfall in Colorado thanks to global warming, JCD’s friend’s assertion that it “barely
snows” in Denver; JCD’s son requests discussion about “how to thicken gravy”
0:28:28 Molly Wood and son sick after getting swine flu vaccine; HHS not releasing mortality numbers, only 3% of victims black; adjuvant mixing needles; article linking H1N1 to tuberculosis;
patronizing Kathleen Sebelius, “outbreak” meme, right-wing “dithering” meme
0:40:50 “Paymaster” Kenneth Feinberg shutting up 9/11 families, pro-Obama GE CEO Jeff Immelt
immune to pay cut mandates; Law & Order gruesome botched abortion account
0:51:11 Flash photography warning in prelude to Japanese actress Noriko Sakai drug bust story,
“nought point nought nought eight grams” of stimulant drug, JCD “24 grains of salt”, vs
25mg of thimerosal “trace amount” in vaccine
0:55:40 Obama delegates NDAA Section 1512 authority to Chinese-American Secretary of Commerce
Gary Locke, authority to inform Congress of missile and space technology transfers to China
1:01:07 Donation Segment: Gitmo Nation Lowlands
1:08:53 General Accounting Oﬀice study: DHS may need to require ISPs to block certain traﬀic in
the event bankers are out sick with swine flu, “Save Page As…” recommendation
1:12:24 Key Bernie Madoff witness Jeffry Picower found at the bottom of his own pool
1:13:40 And Now Back to Real News: endless So You Think You Can Dance contestant roster
1:16:42 Producer’s attempt at a No Agenda ad with left vs right audio channel
1:18:06 Farmers up in arms over 50% plunge in milk prices due to lifting duties on Israeli milk products, pro- and anti-Israel PR war, USA Today spin: “oversupply, falling export demand, and
continued high prices for supplies such as feed”, JCD’s Dungeness Valley Creamery raw milk
1:24:02 Ten-meter-wide meteorite explodes above Indonesia, nuclear test ban sensors triggered, “took
astronomers completely by surprise”, Google News 19 articles vs World Series 11k
1:26:53 Spike in Massachusetts heroin-related deaths; first DEA agents in Afghanistan killed in helicopter crash, JCD: “do you think the next DEA guys that are coming over there to look
things over are going to be a little more amenable?”
1:29:08 Outro: ACC calls bullshit on Northwest pilots overshooting Minneapolis airport
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Obamaland

(2009-10-25)

0:00:00 JCD: “So they’ve destroyed four hundred and fifty tons of food in a starving area, see, these
numbers don’t make any sense!” (1:12:13)
0:00:38 ACC’s RN74 dinner, Michael Mina’s star losses, Liberty Farm duck, train station decor
0:04:02 Producer Segment
0:05:31 Fox News-Obama “pissing contest”, Fox running Chia Obama ad, Seattle Airport shop Obama
“yes we can-dy” mints, JCD proposes Obama marionette
0:12:29 Swine flu national emergency allowing hospital triage tents; Molly Wood’s “sorry Adam” for
son’s vaccination, blog post with Prison Planet and factcheck.org; vaccine excise tax, triple
tax on MMR, charter flight per-segment tax; Major League Baseball flu vaccine sweepstakes
0:25:19 Creepy Sid the Science Kid animated music video: “the virus won’t spread if we we don’t let
it, so roll up your sleeves and come and get it!”; the future of big pharma; Horowitz note on
body bags for Northeast; flu.gov FAQ: “none of the H1N1 vaccines currently distributed by
the US government contains adjuvants”, “if needed” clause, olive oil squalene; Swedish adverse
reactions, JCD on disappearing machine translation software
0:36:31 Potential for swine flu bank holiday, get rid of paper money for public health
0:38:37 “Piece of crap” oﬀicial portrait of Obamas by Annie Leibovitz
0:40:44 Rep. Alan Grayson grills Federal Reserve attorney, “I don’t think it’s that overbroad”
0:44:01 Asian leaders meeting in Thailand promise EU-style association by 2015
0:46:00 Welcome to Obamaland author James Delingpole to Glenn Beck on living under “grinning
monkey” Tony Blair and “aging Politburo chief” Gordon Brown, UK pedophile screening, fox
hunting ban, cap and trade “supranational controls” by unelected bureaucrats, trash spying;
Alex Jones 2.5-hour The Fall of the Republic documentary
0:55:00 Pew survey: belief in global warming dropped from 77% to 57% in two years; 16% of news
coverage in past week about “balloon boy”
0:56:49 Donation Segment: Sequoia Capital mailing list alerted to show by Jason Calacanis
1:03:30 examiner.com: Obama administration to announce existence of extraterrestrial life, secret UN
meetings over “openness policy”, LCROSS South Pole moon base, increase in UFO sightings,
V series revival; JCD on red-tailed hawk eating seagull
1:08:42 Boston Globe on marines compensating Afghan farmer for damage to poppy field, Kandahar
hashish production, 450 tons of poppy seeds destroyed
1:14:12 FDIC’s Sheila Bair: “as we pass the one hundredth bank failure of 2009”, bank “healing
process”, authority to borrow from Treasury Department, “we are the government”, banks
prepaying three years worth of insurance premiums
1:20:31 Advair ad with diversity of actors; ACC on Nutrisystem legal disclaimers at Mevio; ACC
proposes No Agenda ad
1:26:08 Don Draper’s “ice queen wife” on Mad Men: “I hate this place, I hate out friends, I hate this
town”; Manufacturing Czar Ron Bloom: “we know that the free market is nonsense”, “we
kind of agree with Mao, that political power comes largely from the barrel of a gun”
1:31:39 ACC on net neutrality: “It’s like Harry Potter is running the FCC”, dvorak.org blocked by
various countries and companies; Hulu to start charging fees
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Who Is John Brek?

(2009-10-22)

0:00:00 JCD: “Well, I thought that you, you didn’t answer me back so I figured if I put milfy in there
you’d go running over to see it. Since I know your style.” (1:34:23)
0:00:40 Happy International Caps Lock Day, ACC on radio “liner cards” and e-mails from Scott
Shannon in all caps, JCD on uppercase PSAs
0:04:25 Family Guy fake ad for “Sitcom Punchlines of the 80s”, ACC’s audition for WKRP remake
0:06:03 Galleon Group’s Raj Rajaratnam insider trading distraction, Wall Street Journal cartoon
0:11:29 Obama “floating around” doing fundraising speeches; three domestic terrorism incidents in a
week, “home-grown” meme, John Brek name highlighted, Huﬀington Post misspelling
0:18:35 Drug use by US soldiers in Afghanistan up, “they spend most of their time sitting around
waiting for a mission, which only opens up that much more of an opportunity to take some
heroin”, Vietnam fractal, “today’s Taliban are yesterday’s Mujahideen”, bogus new “ability
for smokable heroin”, “this is concern to our medi… our army oﬀicers”; camps surrounding
poppy fields; pro-rape Republican Sen. Kit Bond all-in on troop increase to thwart strengthening Taliban, JCD “good morning Vietnam” spliced in, final poppy harvest in next month;
republicansforrape.org, DoD and White House opposing Franken amendment
0:34:38 Space scientist Stewart Nozette arrested on espionage charges, involved in NASA DoD LCROSS
bombing of Israeli moon bases
0:38:13 Producer Segment
0:38:56 Pope Benedict’s sudden “church within a church” for Church of England; UN nuclear expert
Timothy Hampton falls to death from 17th floor, “no suspicious circumstances”, The Sun
on incident “a day before taking part in crucial talks with Iran”, “murder is one possibility,
suicide is another”
0:48:25 United States Institute for Peace chairman J. Robinson West of PFC Energy; Hillary Clinton
asked about US grabbing Pakistani nukes and Kerry-Lugar economic hit man bill, “moving
very rapidly to try to fill that void” gobbledygook
0:56:16 Robert Gibbs “before we get started with our regularly scheduled programming”, “jobs saved
under the recovery plan” report MIA, Jared Bernstein on 250k jobs in education “saved or
created thus far”, “preliminary data”, “we’re engaged in what is clearly the most transparent
and accountable treatment of a government program that really has ever, I think, been seen
heretofore”, ACC: “this guy is Jared Bernstein Goebbels”, “direct jobs” confusing “saved”
with “created”, “indirect jobs” via shopping, “we’ve saved or created about a million jobs so
far; ”that estimate includes both direct and indirect jobs“, ”so, just to be clear“
1:09:02 Canada Free Press on Michelle Obama’s twenty “servants”
1:12:17 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: 60 Minutes end-of-show vaccine plug; Sequoia Capital mailing
list thread with Jason Calacanis: “this shit is deadly!”; Monsanto GMO pig patent; Glaxo
PowerPoint on the perks of being in vaccine business, “why do we need better adjuvants?”,
180M doses ordered by federal government; MedImmune’s highly redacted warning letter from
FDA, “numerous environmental monitoring excursions from mold in downstream processing”;
“can’t produce it fast enough” meme, Sebelius on reliance on foreign companies
1:30:02 Fast Forward “pigmentation”; CSI: Miami farmer on losing land to patented seed “drift”
1:33:29 Donation Segment: JCD on 8080 phone number “code”
1:40:09 Baucus bill section 2215 “high-risk pools” for gun owners, ACC on last-minute insurancebuying loophole, JCD on C-band one-day HBO subscription, Section 1301 “excise tax”
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Pro-Rape Republicans

(2009-10-18)

0:00:00 ACC: “Zan-dum.” JCD: “Zan-dum.” ACC: “Zan-dum.” JCD: “Zan-dum.” ACC: “Zan-dum.”
JCD: “Okay!” (1:33:23)
0:00:39 JCD: “for a lot of people this show is church”
0:01:33 Producer Segment: first vegan executive producer
0:03:21 Newsgeek review: “two of the most cynical and elitist people alive”
0:04:48 Shadow Puppet Theater: COO of SEC enforcement Adam Storch from Goldman Sachs
0:09:44 ACC recommends Where the Wild Things Are but not going to the theater Saturday night;
JCD on Leo’s individually-wrapped PG Tips teabags, “a delicious brew fit for a monkey”
0:12:52 Harrods selling gold bars, JCD on doubling money with lead
0:14:21 Micky suspecting no return by Bill Maher, losing audience via Obama Afghanistan rabbithole, polio vs swine flu, Maher “special needs” bigotry; FDA approves Gardasil for boys, ACC:
“what kid at nine gets genital warts?”
0:19:48 Tony Blair poised for EU presidency, blessing by the Pope after conversion to Catholicism,
Jimmy DeYoung on Middle East peace deal and Book of Daniel Antichrist prophecy, JCD on
stilted preachers and speaking in tongues, new divergent Bible translations for evangelicals
0:26:14 VeriChip Health Link medical record RFID chip ad’s “secure online database”
0:30:50 Al Franken amendment to forbid contractors to require employee gang rape waiver, JCD on
First Amendment vs nondisclosure agreements, “no” votes from “pro-rape Republicans” like
Graham & McCain, Franken on Jamie Leigh Jones case with KBR requiring arbitration, faulty
wiring in KBR showers, “she was locked in a shipping container with an armed guard”
0:42:16 Audit shows Virginia paid $2bn for computer upgrade by Northrup Grumman, ACC: “this has
Vivek’s fingerprints all over it, doesn’t it?”, JCD on “king of outsourcing” Aneesh Chopra; UK
£5bn NHS computerization; total bill for a US military gallon of gas in Afghanistan: $400,
Murtha: “worrisome”; pro-war Alec Baldwin, richest people in the US Democrats; JCD on
Democrat war party, Vietnam and Afghanistan face-saving
0:52:06 ACC to challenge baby-stealing TSA over laptop sleeve; 80k signatures for New York 9/11
reinvestigation no enough for referendum, WTC 7 SEC and Rumsfeld’s missing $2.3T
0:58:59 UK Financial Services Agency and Financial Stability Board asks G20 for global financial
regulation; Timothy Geithner’s advisors making millions working for Goldman Sachs
1:01:29 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: CDC news brief “key flu indicators”, rates climbing, “widespread
influenza activity”; three pigs test positive in Minnesota, JCD: “is somebody putting the screws
to the pork industry?”, precautionary culling to drive up pork price; Florida health oﬀicials to
bar terminal patents from hospitals swamped with flu cases; Boston Herald on inmates getting
“coveted” vaccinations; Germany reserving adjuvant-free vaccines for government employees;
Albany Supreme Court blocks “get vaccinated or you’re fired” policy
1:15:33 And Now Back to Real News: BBC changes the end of Humpty Dumpty to “made Humpty
happy again”; leaked memo about Obama controlling television content; Obama in Texas
addressing Bush 41’s Points of Light Institute, JCD on Obama’s holy trinity {education,
health, energy}, Democrat ridicule for “thousand points of light”, Obama: Bush “easily could
have chosen a life of comfort and privilege”; JCD recommends Zoom H2 DVR
1:27:29 Donation Segment: ACC echoing knighting ceremony
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Zombieland USA

(2009-10-15)

ACC: “How many seats do you have on the plane, bitch?!” (0:11:46)
14 inches of rain in Santa Cruz mountains, cold in Chicago
Producer Segment
Twin pigeon hatchlings at ACC’s place, San Francisco avian contraceptive feed
ACC’s United Airlines travel woes, airfare by the pound, “shipping containers on wheels”, out
of control air conditioning and breakfast shortage; JCD on clueless TSA demanding under-18
passenger ID, ACC on barking back at arrogant rent-a-cops, shoes out of bin, “take off your
scarf, sir!”, “maintain your luggage” propaganda zombies, ACC recommends Zombieland
Plaque commemorating Chicago bridges built by Norwegian immigrants
Bill O’Reilly berates Code Pink’s Medea Benjamin over Afghanistan strategy; Stanley McChrystal lying about Pat Tillman friendly fire incident; Robert Gibbs on lack of Afghan surge
decision; McChrystal’s Bronze Star; ten French troops killed for not paying off Taliban like
their Italian predecessors; ACC on al-Qaeda not targeting trains, JCD on FBI terrorism entrapment of morons, John DeLorean cocaine scheme
Obama waiting to make decision about Afghanistan troop levels until after election, Norwegian
UN oﬀicial reluctantly acknowledges “widespread fraud”, JCD: “it’s the Norway-ChicagoObama axis”; hypnotist producer on CNN mind control ad; JCD on ACC’s minimum-security
brick loft; CNN “left-right paradigm” ad for “AC 360”; possible hoax: semen-swallowing for
40% decrease in breast cancer risk, ACC: “I think we have to test this theory”
Ragu “veggies” ad and Yelp “yum” reviews (JCDPPotD); producer note on Hulu drug ad
25:50 time format, US and New Zealand the only countries to allow this nonsense; analysts
on big pharma’s immunity to economic woes
Robert F. Kennedy Jr. on 2000 Simpsonwood memo from secret meeting of vaccine manufacturers and CDC to cover up connection between mercury in vaccines and autism
No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: mercury- and adjuvant-free vaccine from Baxter International;
possible adjuvant introduction, 3bn doses recommended by WHO, JCD predicts 2010 round,
FDA and manufacturers “waiting for a pandemic to solve the problem for them” with adjuvants
AIG handing out average of $50k per employee in bonuses; court documents show Paulson
and Bernanke lied about knowledge of Merrill Lynch bonuses; Willie Brown “jobs, jobs, jobs”
Interpol and UN “global police doctrine” for rogue nations; UN report on Israel-Palestine
atrocities, Israel considering restricting oﬀicial’s European travel to prevent war crimes arrests;
Stanley McChrystal’s discontinuing flying flag at half mast, “scholar-soldier” transformation
Outrage over Ralph Lauren ad showing Photoshopped woman with head wider than hips
Hillary Clinton’s Russia visit, Gazprom $25bn China deal, Iran’s enormous natural gas reserves
for Europe; coked-up Robert Gibbs; JCD on switching from dollar to euro to get oil at half
price; “jobless recovery” meme; Federal Energy Regulatory Commission: US may never need
a new coal plant due to natural gas switch
Donation Segment: $77.33 Masonic connection
Goldman Sachs handing out $20bn in bonuses; Obama at Union Square in San Francisco
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Bombing The Moon (Don’t look over here!)

(2009-10-10)

0:00:00 JCD: “The modern Hitler is gonna be a guy like Tony Blair, I mean that’s just obviously it”
(0:50:36)
0:00:40 Getting people past the “cornball” opening, ACC: “jingles do not necessarily make you professional”; ACC’s new microphone stand made from telescoping antenna and “roach clip”
0:06:25 Producer Segment
0:07:22 Atlas Shrugged pop quiz for JCD, “oh right, the goats!”; producer “Swine Flu Phone”
0:16:05 Obama’s Nobel Peace Prize, JCD: “I thought they were just kidding”, massive distraction,
ACC: “there’s nothing like the president of a country who bombs the Moon who then gets the
Nobel Peace Prize”, paltry $79M price tag, one-upmanship response Indian claim to have found
water, unexplained “kinetic weapon” and “what’s a hard disk” (JCDPPotD), The Examiner
frets about conflict with aliens; UN General Assembly resolution: no moon bombing
0:23:59 JCD on Nobel Peace Prize judges chosen by Norwegian government, disjoint from Swedish
scientific outfit, Nobel’s invention of dynamite; “extraordinary efforts to strengthen international diplomacy and cooperation between peoples”, nomination twelve days into term,
Mahatma Gandhi nominated in vain four times; France arrests CERN researcher near LHC
with al-Qaeda ties; secret Finance Committee vote on healthcare bill
0:31:38 Obama weekly YouTube address: work done on healthcare for “the better part of a year”,
on bill “that will soon be merged with other reform bills produced by other Congressional
committees”, CBO “concluded that the legislation would make coverage affordable for millions
of Americans who don’t have it today” lie, healthcare health insurance reform bait-and-switch,
Rose Garden photo op doctors in white lab coats, Schwarzenegger & Bloomberg all-in; no
coverage for “excessively dangerous activity” of gun ownership
0:43:00 And Now Back to Real News: Miss Singapore resigns over stolen credit card shopping spree
0:44:35 British 14-year-old Natalie Morton dead due to Cervarix vaccine “tumor of unknown origin”
0:46:07 Lisbon Treaty signed by Poland’s Lech Kaczyński, Czech Republic immunity deal for postwar
eviction of Germans; treaty footnotes on capital punishment and “unrest”, incarceration for
communicable disease; “anti-competition commissioner” Neelie Kroes going after Google and
IBM, JCD: Google “never-ending target”; Frédéric Mitterrand the pedophile, JCD on spotting
Mitterand Cognac in Hennessy cellars
0:55:45 Dutch producer on finding vault full of stolen bicycles at Tempelhof Air Force Base
0:57:41 Canadian Thanksgiving on Columbus Day, bank holiday collapse theories
0:59:03 T-Mobile users’ Danger Inc. Sidekick data potentially permanently lost
1:00:39 Chris Rock: “people are defending Roman Polanski ‘cause he made some good movies??”
1:04:06 Afghanistan as Vietnam meme, Code Pink all-in on Obama policies; LA district attorney
Steve Cooley promises crackdown on marijuana dispensaries, JCD: “he looks like a dick”
1:11:50 Talk of another stimulus package, unemployment benefit extension, $4k job creation tax credit
1:15:25 Donation Segment: vegans immune to vaccination mandates
1:21:26 “Intra-agency” memos on AT&T FISA spying immune to FOIA, both: “they are the CIA”
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Miley Cyrus Meets Hannah Montana

(2009-10-08)

0:00:00 JCD: “I have the swine flu!” (1:01:17)
0:00:37 Top donor executive producer
0:01:10 Transbay Joint Powers Authority violating 7am-6pm construction noise ordinance, ACC: “do
you have a skull somewhere I can borrow?”; JCD on “we hit people in the mouth” Mike
Singletary’s temporary appointment success; gold’s record high of $1050, Crosslink Capital
gold trader predicts $5-8k
0:11:22 JCD on cycles theory as applied to empires, ACC on 240-year cycles from Assyria to Romanovs; $636bn defense bill just passed by Senate, Gitmo prisoners barred from transfer to
US soil; Ari Fleischer: “the things that George Bush was most criticized for, Barack Obama to
his credit has continued”; Obama “too busy” to address don’t ask don’t tell; ACC’s one-ounce
gold coin, US Mint gold coin production ended, Roosevelt’s Executive Order 6102
0:22:14 Healthcare bill set to be rushed through, CBO projects $829bn cost over 10 years, $81bn deficit
reduction, Christian Science exemption; TARP bonus “shell bill” plan B; racist Democrats
0:27:39 The state of No Agenda international coverage, Tony Blair’s Catholic conversion for meeting
with Pope; JCD on setup for European civil war: “something about cheese”; Nancy Pelosi
all-in on value added tax, JCD on outrageous California taxes and potholes (JCDPPotD)
0:36:39 Obama promises to follow al-Qaeda “wherever they take root”; DHS program to detect travelers “up to no good” FAST Future Attribute Screening Technology, “blinking, fidgeting, and
other bodily functions”; French oﬀicials warn about butt bombs, JCD: “blow it out your ass!”
0:40:08 Producer note on voting machines banned in Germany; Janeane Garofalo’s Dubai “sexualized
culture” vs out of control underground
0:42:58 Monsanto blaming US farmers for “super weed” pigweed’s new immunity to Roundup
0:46:20 ACORN CEO Bertha Lewis on firing “mothers and grandmothers who thought they were doing
the right thing by not being judgemental”; Glenn Beck spins story into actual prostitution
0:48:55 Joe Lieberman asks FBI head Robert Mueller about relations with NYPD, “exactly the same
answer” from Ray Kelly, “national treasures in terms of law enforcement and counterterrorism”; ACC gripes about C-SPAN 3 only available online
0:54:19 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: The Early Show on “long-awaited H1N1 vaccine”, FluMist
“priority group”, Austin hospital military tent, Oklahoma City callback with new Mexican
kid; Schwarzenegger declares state of emergency; outraged reactions to “you probably have
the swine flu”, JCD: people “out and out superstitious”
1:04:43 Donation Segment: Micky’s assistant Eva describes her H1N1; Bubba Martin ill
1:14:47 Pop quiz: book with 300k in 2009 to-date sales Atlas Shrugged, JCD: “I read it last week”
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Is iTunes a Government Honeypot?

(2009-10-04)

0:00:00 JCD (?): “Noooo!”
0:00:39 LovEvolution parade in San Francisco, City Hall modeled after Capitol, failed city square with
“hobos and panhandlers”, “nudity is not a crime” signs
0:07:05 Coked-out shaking Janeane Garofalo to Bill Maher: Tea Party a “white power movement”,
slavery-era “white power”, “racism” from 1933; JCD on liberal hate for Clarance Thomas and
black Republicans; Garofalo on Dubai “sexualized culture”
0:16:44 History Channel on illegal aliens in southern Arkansas, “we have a long history that Mexican
and Chinese immigrants built the railroad” lie; Caesar Chavez Student Center at SFSU
0:21:24 Ambryl ad parody: “don’t start No Agenda if you have a .gov website, or if your name is
Taylor Swift”; “ignorance hurts, No Agenda can help” parody; plans for full-time No Agenda
stream; problem with iTunes cached 404
0:28:46 JCD on Gina Smith’s CIA job offer, Thomas Friedman to Bill Maher on writing about domestic
politics: “I happen to have been in Israel when Yitzhak Rabin was assassinated”, Facebook
“should someone kill the president” poll, “you never know who’s listening”; John L. Perry
“domestic military intervention” Newsmax article; ageist Maher “shut up, grandpa” for “coot”
Andy Williams; No Agenda Wikipedia meme list
0:38:02 Ireland votes “yes” in Lisbon Treaty do-over, Poland and Czech Republic the last holdouts
0:42:25 Roman Polanski and Rahm Emanuel’s Hollywood agent brother Ari, presidential pardon
0:43:11 World Bank President Robert Zoellick: need $11.1bn, SDR special drawing rights currency;
former Japanese Finance Minister Shōichi Nakagawa’s dead at 56; Obama’s diversionary trip
to Copenhagen, reports of a Russia detour, $1.5M for one-hour meeting; meeting with top
military brass over Afghanistan; “came in fourth” for Olympics
0:53:35 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: first nasal spray vaccine shipments in one week; live White
House video with Sebelius failure, CDC VIS vaccination information statement fact sheet,
live attenuated vs inactive, “made just like seasonal flu vaccines” lie, “as safe and effective as
seasonal flu vaccines” lie, “state law or employers may require vaccination for certain persons”,
vaccine injury compensation, “your ability to sue is limited by law”, Guillain-Barré syndrome
contraindication; JCD’s doctor: Americans overvaccinated, vitamin D3 megadosing; ACC
recommends Zombieland with Bill Murray
1:03:58 Law & Order Gardasil propaganda; producer’s marketing packet on dorm room door
1:06:20 Hardin Montana APF run by convicted con man Michael Hilton, coat of arms stolen from
Serbia, alias Midrag Ilia Dokovitch, former Yugoslav warlord; military exercises in Kentucky,
JCD on University of California football game military swearing-in ceremony; Chinese 60th
anniversary of revolution; materials for ACC’s cloudbuster on the way
1:12:42 FDIC about $4.8T in the hole, potential off-books Treasury loan of $600bn
1:15:24 Donation Segment: impact of iTunes 404 issue; JCD: “nuisance show”
1:21:29 And Now Back to Real News: Michael David Barrett arrested by feds for Erin Andrews videos
1:23:26 Outro: Lockerbie witness bought by Department of Justice to the tune of $2M
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Google Wave Invite

(2009-10-01)

0:00:00 ACC: “Y’know, when you talk like that I actually get hard.” (0:37:30)
0:00:36 NYC garbage strike experiences, raccoon-size rats, new fiscal year and potential shutdown
0:01:58 And Now Back to Real News: possible Timberlake-Biel breakup; Jeff Probst congratulates
Neil Patrick Harris at Emmy Awards, bogus Joseph Campbell “go for it” quote, “20% more
viewership” vs “second lowest”, Endemol and Big Brother, ACC gripes about John Hodgman
voiceover, Ken Howard “this is very encouraging”, “I’ll make my speech as brief as possible in
the hope that it won’t be interrupted by a congressman or a rapper”
0:12:54 Bailout funds being used to shore up FDIC at interest treated as asset, JCD on bank printing
presses, Federal Reserve’s abject failure to control interest rates, refusal to honor FOIA for
beneficiary details; Countrywide VIP mortgages for the likes of Chris Dodd, call recordings
retained “until available recording space was utilized”
0:24:25 Fox News occupying the over-60 crowd, Murdoch “give the people what they want”; rightwing media bitching about “brand Obama” shilling for Chicago Olympics in Copenhagen;
CNN all-in on Roman Polanski, publicity for The Ghost movie
0:30:38 APF American Police Force takeover in Hardin Montana, Team America
0:34:05 Alan Grayson to Rachel Maddow on using the word “holocaust” about economy, JCD on
Democrats complaining that impotent Republicans “block everything” (JCDPPotD), “not
what America sent Congress to do”, “nattering nabobs of negativism”; Ahmadinejad “as a
scholar” to Larry King on Holocaust, Jewish “wipe out Iran” meme
0:43:30 British girl dies after receiving HPV vaccine, self-administered third shot
0:45:47 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: Canadian doctor claims seasonal flu vaccine increases likelihood
of getting swine flu; New York firing unvaccinated health workers; UK virus czar’s investments
in vaccine distribution; 1976 swine flu fractal, 60 Minutes on $3.5bn in lawsuits for neurological
damage, CDC cover-up; UK mental health law; “it’s always about hitting the other guy in
the mouth, isn’t it?”
0:57:14 CSI: New York rampage by patient cut off from health insurance, death by car GPS hack,
“you have a message, write your congressman”; Obama no tax lie vs IRS enforcement
1:06:13 FOIA’d Oklahoma City Bombing security tapes edited, “coincidence, I think not!” jingle
1:09:02 One-minute Ambryl ad with 16 seconds of sales pitch, “fungal infections”, no “although rare”
1:12:45 Donation Segment: Atomic Rod Adams
1:20:04 University of Connecticut gets its hands on Adolf Hitler’s skull, finds it belongs to woman
under 40, Operation Paperclip, Operation Highjump near North Pole and Nazi flying saucers
shot down in Roswell
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Fox News Babes

(2009-09-27)

0:00:00 JCD: “Did you know you could spin plates on the end of a stick?” (0:04:23)
0:00:37 Intro “Media assassination”; JCD “dodging black helicopters” all month; ACC & CVC at
Stinson Beach, new age “rock balancing” sculptures; ACC pans Peter Jackson’s District 9,
JCD on Lord of the Rings/Muppet Movie, South African slang “prawns”, ACC’s emetophobia:
“if you gotta puke, don’t call me, unless you’re really hot and I’ll hold your hair”
0:14:46 ACC on Rock & Roll Hall of Fame Induction Dinner all-star jam, venue shifted to Madison
Square Garden live TV, nominee list including Donna Summer and ABBA, ACC: “it’s oﬀicial,
rock & roll is dead”, JCD predicts Taylor Swift; JCD story: Pioneer Square Kiss tribute band,
“I always carry ear protection”
0:22:52 factsaboutreform.org talking points, Americans for Stable Quality and Care, PHRMA funding in turn, Obama “shilling for the pharmaceutical industry”; ACC exposes Maher to Mevio
former Black Panther Maggie, Bo Snerdly, 100% Black Enough To Criticize Obama “get busy
gettin’ some jobs up here goin’ or we gonna break you off that hope and change thing”
0:31:58 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute jingle; Aric looking into Manitoba body bags, top-notch US
casinos, ten cases in Ontario; flufighters.org.uk corporate vaccination service; Mevio “confirmed” case, “I gotta get a shot!” reaction; CNN’s Sanjay Gupta’s infection from Afghanistan
0:42:42 Indian satellite finds water on moon; JMD the mess-making baker
0:43:57 Najibullah Zazi buying nail polish remover and hair bleach at beauty supply store, excuse
to extend soon-to-expire Patriot Act; ACC’s bag opened on trip from New York, Bumble &
Bumble “hand grenade” ignored; JCD’s Atom-based kitchen Linux box ignored, ACC: “the
only training the TSA gets is how to yell at you”
0:52:15 Iran-Iraq WMD fractal; former Goldman Sachs VP Clifton Maloney dies in Tibet; testmarketing Israeli attack on second Iranian reactor; joint Israel-US missile defense exercise
Juniper Cobra; London subway exercises month before actual attack, FEMA pre-9/11 exercise; Zazi’s Denver Airport spook connection, over-the-top Afghan garb shopping spree
footage, “beauty bomber”; JCD on Patriot Act extortion for investment guidance, Kleiner
Perkins and Fisker Automotive grant
1:03:29 ihatethemedia.com correlates Fox News ratings with female anchor skirt length, ACC: “Eliot
Spitzer-level ass”; JCD’s family finding evidence for “Democrats running Fox News” theory,
right-wing KSFO run by “liberal’s liberal” Jack Swanson; Washington Post: ACORN documentarians trained by right-wing think tank, Andrew Breitbart appearing with Hannah “ass”
Giles, ACC: “we are all being manipulated and treated like Homer Simpson”
1:09:48 Red sky in Sydney, “dragon tail of death”, Comet NEAT, harbinger of “new birth of humanity”; NASA THEMIS craft detect magnetic field breach, ACC: “we need algae”; ACC predicts
$1500 gold; generic term “dust”
1:17:33 Donation Segment: Vegas dinner cancelled
1:24:55 Roman Polanski arrested out of the blue in Zurich at behest of US
1:27:46 FBI corruption whistleblower Sibel Edmonds; G20 marketed as global economic savior in
Pittsburgh, LRAD acoustic weapon used on protestors, “by order of the City of Pittsburgh
chief of police, I hereby declare this to be an unlawful assembly”
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The Algae Car Saves Ohio

(2009-09-23)

0:00:00 ACC: (static) “Federal reserve says no rise in interest rates, everything is stable, all is well!
Go back to your homes, watch television and enjoy life! Don’t forget to shop!” (0:42:07)
0:00:43 ACC in New York City at “pain in the ass” W Times Square hotel with “goons”, “salad bowl
sink”, JCD on salad bowl tidal wave, dark hallways; danger of Adweek “sucking advertiser dick”
comments; Times Square pedestrian modifications, TKTS bleachers, Father Duffy Square;
Clinton Global Initiative & United Nations chaos, Gaddafi’s tent pitched on Trump property,
fifty-babe guard detail
0:14:16 Belated 5A5 Steak Lounge review, waiter with head cocked, “flavor shooter” with caviar, JCD’s
runny Béarnaise, Jason’s Vineyard 2005 Cabernet, no cappuccino machine, “soft launch”
0:22:19 Swine flu sales pitch: links between flu and heart attacks; UK Mental Health Act allows
vaccine refusers to be sectioned; H3N9 canine flu now spreading; Massachusetts bill to allow
police vaccination without warrant; Verichip stock up 186% on news of implantable virus
detection patents, JCD: “boom, three dollars!”, CEO’s $1.45M, company founded on bodies
of 9/11 firefighters, semi-anonymous staff
0:33:48 Glenn Beck interview by Katie Couric teased mercilessly, useless Time article, wrap-up: new
book “published by Simon & Schuster, which is owned by CBS”; half of Mevio out with swine
flu; networks “circling the bowl”, federal newspaper bailout; dizzying potential scheme for
FDIC borrowing money from banks, Federal Reserve buying more than half of treasury bills,
JCD quotes Emerson “hobgoblin of small minds”
0:43:03 Drunk Representatives Tim Ryan and Jim Boccieri 10pm tag-team, JCD: “the greatest clip
I’ve ever caught, ever”, Boccieri: “so here you have an opportunity to learn, make cars that
run on algae, grow the algae in places like Ohio that, unfortunately, or maybe fortunately, at
some point, give off all this CO2, grow the algae, put it in cars, and we have a clean economy!”;
Cyclone Power Technologies penny stock, ACC’s orgone accumulator shower
0:49:24 “Strange lights” from NASA/Navy launch of CARE experiment to study “artificial noctilucent
cloud”, Wallops Flight Facility in Virginia, JCD: “it’s sketchy”
0:53:19 Letterman & Obama for Sunday, first sitting president to go on talk show, low guest chairs
0:55:33 Lisbon Treaty do-over for Ireland in October, “obscene amounts of money” spent on yes
campaign by the likes of Intel & Ryanair for promised tax breaks; ACC dodges talking about
healthcare with advertisers; Cash for Clunkers dealerships potentially stiffed; Dutch Interior
Minister Guusje ter Horst proposes breathalyzer testing of pedestrians, ACC: “you are drunk,
pay us money”, JCD on police protection racket
1:03:01 Swine flu body bags sent to Canadian First Nations reserves, alcohol hand sanitizer omitted
1:05:10 Beta FCC openinternet.gov for net neutrality, video with left-channel-only audio, “manage
their network” ISP meme, “lawful traﬀic”, JCD: “we should declare that the last 20 years was
the golden age of porn”, “safe, secure, and spam-free internet experience”
1:11:29 ACC recommends Dan Brown’s The Lost Symbol for understanding Masonic history
1:13:22 Donation Segment: JCD recommends Washington Post ACORN backgrounder
1:24:12 ABC predicts AIG’s $182bn bailout will not be repaid, ACC on AIG history: founded in
1919 by Cornelius Vander Starr and & James Cummings as American Asiatic Underwriters
Insurance Company in Shanghai funded by opium trade, kicked out by Mao and renamed,
nephew Kenneth Starr
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Thank You Satan?

(2009-09-20)

0:00:00 JCD: “Because old dudes don’t eat that shit.”
0:00:37 ACC back in San Francisco; JCD annoyed over being “assaulted” by Warren Sapp “you don’t
do that” for Kanye West, same agent for West & Swift, regular Kanye West publicity stunts,
ACC on MKULTRA, Obama suckered into involvement in stunt; Swift bought-and-paid-for
NBC appearances; high-pitched Obama “he’s a jackass” revisited
0:12:22 Obama “yes we can” backwards “thank you Satan”
0:15:48 CVC in San Francisco learning about eminent domain, registered letter awaiting ACC, nearby
bar owner “ridin’ the wrecking ball”, JCD suggests planting Indian skull
0:18:23 ACC’s gold teeth from anonymous producer; IMF approves sale of 403 metric tons of gold
reserves to raise $13bn, ACC predicts $1500-2000 gold
0:21:23 JCD on disinformation on Glenn Beck’s political zoo radio show, farmer disallowed to grow
wheat story from 1942, Hannity bitching about Michelle Obama’s swarm of Secret Service for
“shopping at farmer’s market”
0:27:38 JCD: no one at oﬀice knows about ACORN prostitution scandal; ACC battery change
0:29:14 University of Chicago geneticist studying plague dies, website taken down; new mosquitoborne chikungunya virus threat, “there’s no vaccine”, National Research Council from 1916
0:33:53 Overly-long KPIX dramatized story on two children hospitalized with swine flu, “all-American
ten-year-old”, miked drum-like breathing machine, Oklahoma City network package, JCD:
“this isn’t even a local story!”, white kid pulling through and black kid with “weight issues and
asthma” doomed, Oklahoma “hardest hit” vs no deaths, FluMist nasal spray plug; seasonal
vaccine introduced early, JCD skipping shot this year
0:47:12 ACC on Rahm Emanuel as Obama’s CIA handler, LA Times on seven ex-CIA chiefs calling on Obama to call off Eric Holder on interrogation probe, CIA expanding operations in
Afghanistan, Denver shuttle driver Najibullah Zazi plot, Operation Northwoods false flag for
Cuba, ACC on potential racist false flag, JCD on “one country and two cultures” meme
0:56:55 GE urging employees to donate to political campaigns to benefit from cap and trade
0:58:33 Producer “yes we can” and “thank you Satan” reversals, ACC: “it’s gonna be my ringtone”
1:00:57 San Francisco airport’s $190k Climate Passport kiosk; Monsanto CEO Hugh Grant accuses
DuPont CEO of activities “misleading to the public and a serious breach of business ethics far
beyond honest competitor behavior”; EPA approves BASF Kixor as glyphosate alternative;
The Informant now in theaters
1:06:52 NPR “call it whatever you want” revisited; Bill Maher panelist: NPR “our national treasure”; Vivian Schiller dodges question about 60 layoffs and “grand new digs”; ACC recommends Dan Brown’s The Lost Symbol, JCD on blogger lawsuit against Dan Brown with home
bugged, plant to marginalize conspiracy theorists; Damien Hirst The Shop exhibit arrest over
theft of £250k box of pencils
1:19:08 Donation Segment: JCD on Cassius Clay’s mansion; Jennifer’s Body 30-second lesbian kiss
1:25:58 Outro: Megan Fox “toe-thumbs”, ACC: “I was looking at other pieces of the anatomy, sorry”
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Bill Maher Sucks

(2009-09-17)

0:00:00 JCD: “Okay, let’s talk about it, ready this… let’s hit it.”
0:00:36 Hitting people in the mouth a “good formula”
0:02:05 Four more ACORN prostitution videos, Charles Gibson feigns ignorance of entire manner,
San Diego oﬀice Tijuana comment, Hannah Giles propositioned; Jon Stewart: “I’m a fake
journalist and I’m embarrassed these guys scooped me!”
0:05:05 Mind-controlled Kanye West stunt a distraction from international finance and political “suicides” including Rockefeller Corporation’s James McDonald
0:08:15 Former Italian President Francesco Cossiga: 9/11 a CIA and Mossad false flag; Obama-CIA
war questions for Uncle Don, Obama cozying up to Russia
0:13:48 Bin Laden “audiotape”, recommended reading for American public including Confessions of
an Economic Hit Man, SITE Intelligence Group run by Rita Katz, ACC: “it’s a bunch of
spooks who got a, who put together a blog!”, “jihadist chatter” section, “Osama’s book club”
0:22:17 Taylor Swift’s financier father probably all-in on setup; Obama “he’s a jackass” for Kanye
West, “where’s the pool?”; Jay Z’s Illuminati symbols
0:27:12 De Telegraph ad for €450 David Plouffe speech; boring Keith Olbermann and Glenn Beck;
CNN all-in on Yale grad student killing, “Glenn Beck bad for America” article
0:34:14 And Now Back to Real News: proposed high heel ban in UK, JCD on finding contradictory
headlines about same event; Reuters: Israel likely forced to attack Iran, “bloodless strategy”
0:38:24 National Intelligence Strategy, Russia added to list of nations with “ability to challenge U.S.
interests”; Netanyahu’s sketchy family
0:41:54 Bill Maher “if you don’t agree with Obama you’re a racist” meme; Jimmy Carter “black man”
meme; Washington D.C. Tea Party rally chants; Maher on “subliminally racist” Drudge pun
headlines, “negs rise”, Michelle Obama “hoin’ the garden”, joint session entrance package;
Maher’s ageism, equates old with useless, JCD: “deplorable, mean-spirited, creepy person”;
Kathy Griﬀin takes sarcastic remark about global warming seriously; McCain pee joke
0:55:05 Latoya Jackson to The View: “I felt that it was homicide, that he been murdered, yes absolutely”, no word from Dr. Conrad Murray, “Michael continuously told me, Latoya, if I die
I’m gonna be killed, they’re gonna kill me over my catalog, over my publishing”, recent release
of Beatle’s catalog largely owned by Jackson, ACC: “like Elvis, he’s worth more dead than he
was alive”, AEG concert promoter insurance; MSNBC cold shoulder for ACC
1:00:32 NASA CARE Charged Aerosol Release Experiment with aluminum oxide, LCROSS moon
bombing experiment; ACC in Yahoo cloudbuster group; apps.gov for cloud computing
1:09:57 Donation Segment: Seinfeld on reversing peepholes; ACC on Dutch bakfiets cargo bikcycles
1:20:42 Archer Daniels Midland price fixing and The Informant; NPR CEO Vivian Schiller at National
Press Club: “this is the area that is most down for us, is in, sponsorship, underwriting,
advertising, call it whatever you want” evergreen
1:26:51 Swine flu vaccinations to begin in three weeks, UK GPs to be compensated £5.25 per shot,
Novartis vaccine approved on trial of 100 people, French nurses bailing out
1:28:21 23 employee suicides at France Telecom in 18 months; Italians abused by Catholic priests
coming forward
1:29:53 Outro: finding a site for ACC’s cloudbuster
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Cloudbusting

(2009-09-13)

0:00:00 JCD: “Where’s my reel-to-reel recorder, I can’t find it!”
0:00:38 San Francisco thunderstorm, JCD’s lost Wilhelm Reich documents on “desertification”, alien
“soot” on buildings, “cloudbuster”; ACC’s massive lightning strike; Glenn Beck disruption
theory; JCD on Reich bringing crackpots out of the woodwork, Coke can finger trick
0:16:17 James O’Keefe & Hannah Giles fake ACORN prostitution film, district attorney investigating
legality of hidden camera; Geraldo defends peephole naked video of ESPN’s Erin Andrews;
Maryland two-party consent and felony wiretap; The Informant film with Matt Damon; Bill
O’Reilly body language expert saying Andrews is unconcerned
0:34:27 ACC predicts big debate over legality of filming, Sixty Minutes and To Catch a Predator;
ACC’s fake Janet Jackson interview with press kit, post-interview “noddies”, desynchronized
voice and mouth movements; ACC on Zen TV Experiment, “nothing is real”; JCD on Tech
TV format change Chris Matthews style with fake remotes; CNN fake Gulf War bluescreen;
fake 405: the Movie, Forrest Gump, and Wag the Dog
0:44:04 ACC on 9/11 video trickery, JCD on “horrible film” with aviation information, 200-foot Pentagon overfly, intact airplane nose emerging, impossible cell phone calls from United 93
0:49:08 Unreported Transcanada Natural Gas Pipeline explosion; fiber optic line vandalism or probing;
“panic on the Potomac” due to Coast Guard “routine training”, ACC: assassination attempt,
CIA at war with Obama administration; ACC on Bill Maher “black man in the White House”
meme and possibility of assassination and civil war; Maher’s exile over Politically Incorrect
comment about hijacker bravery
1:04:30 ACC’s on doing Anthony Weiner CNN interview, “Chuck Schumer’s boy”, “watch this guy,
he’s going to rise very quickly to stardom”
1:06:43 Donation Segment: Calgary Stampede
1:18:20 Two-to-the-head: Rod Blagojevich confidante Christopher Kelly dies of “aspirin overdose”,
ACC: “I haven’t seen a body”; James Traficant on Israel controlling Congress and media;
ACC Democrats running Fox News theory, Michael Savage abandoned by Fox News after
being banned from UK
1:23:40 Benjamin Netanyahu’s “secret” visit to Russia to meet Medvedev, private jet diverted to
Russia, hijacking of Russian ship with missiles for Iran, JCD Bernie Madoff theory
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Unionize Everything

(2009-09-10)

0:00:00 ACC: “I’m so happy that we’re going to kill tens of thousands of us, here’s my water Mr.
TSA, please take my water! (sobbing)” (0:52:56)
0:00:44 ACC back in US, touch of swine flu; JCD on frequent flyer immunity
0:03:22 Obama speech before joint session of Congress, kissing room full of potentially sick attendees,
HD allowing inspection of expensive clothing and jewelry, female elites like Hillary & Pelosi
wearing “power color” red, Sebelius’ enormous earrings; Dennis Miller: “this is beautiful
karaoke”; Pelosi issues instructions for escorting Obama into chamber, constant muttered
asides to colleagues; shallow Katie Couric comment on Michelle Obama standing beside Vicki
Kennedy; JCD on Obama’s ability to “buffalo” audience, “what bill?” sign
0:15:26 Wall Street Journal op-ed on forcing health care workers into unions, ACC on SAG & AFTRA
membership; EFCA Employee Free Choice Act eliminating secret unionization ballots; Post
Oﬀice employees in holding pens “resource rooms” doing nothing because they can’t be fired
0:27:41 Obama speech teleprompter flubs, constant applause, CBS zeroing in on glowering Bohmer,
Joe Wilson “you lie!”, public vs private university analogy, malpractice tort limit, overused
“not this time, not now”, Ted Kennedy “death letter”
0:37:20 ACC: Glenn Beck “one gene away from retardation”, Hannity on Obama school speech lauded
by MSM vs Bush 41 turning “students into props”, ACC on black students corralled in one
area; ACC on navigating the British and Dutch healthcare systems
0:45:12 British liquid explosive plotters, BBC fake liquid bomb demonstration, possession of hydrogen
peroxide but not of passports, three convicted in second trial, Yahoo e-mail workaround for
intercepted evidence ban, “projectors and taxis”, “Calvin Klein aftershave” codes; ACC on
KLM pilots TSA standing around toilet warning joke
0:55:39 Charlie Sheen/Alex Jones fake Obama 9/11 interview; WTC Seven Won’t Go Away jingle
0:58:27 $10M General Dynamics contract for USSOCOM propaganda, “transregional web initiative”;
Department of Agriculture to buy another $30M worth of pork in light of swine flu
1:00:50 Fifty small aircraft incidents recently; Bill O’Reilly on NBC store selling Obama merch; Chia
Obama; “debt stinks” pledge of allegiance; Depression expert Bernanke blowing up economy
1:06:52 US oﬀicer to 60 Minutes: “it might be twelve, fifteen years from now and we’re still in
Afghanistan”, Obama’s “necessary war”, Karzai brothers’ business and drug empires, US
protecting them from Taliban; Karzai restaurant dinner plans; US military catering money
1:16:29 JCD on Steamboat Institute “blowhards”; ground broken on $3.4bn Homeland Security building, Janet Napolitano: “it will help us hold meetings”
1:20:04 Donation Segment: only two Las Vegas dinner signups
1:27:01 Hearings for H.R.1207; NAACP e-mail thread plotting downfall of Rev. Manning from Obamabot Mevio former Black Panther, “we have to kill him”
1:30:59 Outro: ACC’s eminent domain update for next show, JCD records survey phone call
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Coming Soon: The Cashless Society

(2009-09-06)

0:00:00 CD: “I eat my notes, like Ling-Ling does.” (1:19:33)
0:00:36 JCD’s football game; Rev. Manning “long-legged mack daddy” revisited, pimping “Obama
girl”, “he put his name on two big 54-Ds”, JCD: “that’s clip of the day”; Green Jobs Czar
Van Jones resigns, 44-czar list, subtly slammed by Willie Brown, Jones on Republican success:
“the answer to that is, they’re assholes”, “some of us who are not Barack Hussein Obama are
gonna have to start getting a little bit uppity”, Bush 43 “crackhead” stand-up routine
0:13:53 British Parliament summer break odd consultancy jobs rundown, BOHICA; controversy over
government-sponsored Swedish Film Institute’s feminist porn film, JCD on Islam-centered
moralistic influence, ACC on “furners” in Dutch government, ten years too late to stem tide
of economic migrants; producer Manamana jingle; Hitler subtitle gag
0:23:36 Lake Charles police chief pushing for surveillance cameras in and outside all bars
0:26:04 “FEMA for Kids” site, “terrorism is a scary thing”
0:32:28 CNN on Cash for Clunkers appliance iteration, energystar.gov Lorax branding; UK 100W
bulb ban, JCD on dim CFLs, Clinton administration top-loading washing machine ban; CNN
“fuel eﬀicient” appliances
0:47:41 Mandatory swine flu vaccinations for US military personnel; JCD on University of California
football game with national anthem and military swearing-in ceremony, ACC: “what happened to hookers and blow?”; electricity generation source guessing game; WHO article on
“mockup vaccines” and release of “novel influenza virus” into population, Washington D.C.
“mass vaccination hubs”, “new virus” pandemic redefinition, Emory University “leper colony”
quarantine dorm; Merck “discovers” Gardasil is effective in males, UK mother threatened with
removal of daughter for blaming Gardasil for partial paralysis
1:02:32 Social Security benefits to be issued via debit cards for “consumers”, 90-cent withdrawal fee
except at Comerica ATMs; Walmart switching to paperless paychecks via First Data
1:07:07 Obama spins unemployment rise to 9.7%, pushing 401k expansion to include tax refunds
1:12:57 No Agenda Round Table Thanksgiving Dinner in Las Vegas, restaurant business booming
1:16:02 Donation Segment: $56.83 “love”
1:25:31 Wall Street to securitize “life settlement” reverse life insurance policies, incentive for holders
to die as soon as possible; Connecticut representatives playing solitaire on laptops during
Lawrence Cafero Jr. budget speech; Sonia Sotomayor to debut in special session for limitations
on corporate election spending; producer note on Russians at O’Hare
1:31:01 JCD on out-of-control University of California salaries, increasing from 10% to 22% outof-state, $26k per year tuition, $4bn from state, advanced placement 4.4 GPA required for
admission
1:37:32 John Murtha on resounding “no!”: “in the opinion of the chair the ayes have it”, “the chair’s
decision is not subject to question”
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Poppy Futures Blooming

(2009-09-03)

JCD: “You don’t have to be a chicken to spot a bad egg.”
ACC’s birthday; California’s Ebay and Craigslist sales
ACC on panel at “advertising jerk-offs” Ad:tech Conference in Chicago
And Now Back to Real News: MSNBC doctor Nancy Snyderman tells us “there’s no conspiracy
here, folks, just get your damn vaccine”; teen H1N1 death in Sonoma County; ACC’s dinner
with two Jennifers, doctor pushing Gardasil
Reverend James Manning: US “given away by a long-legged half-breed usurper illegal alien”,
“white folk are ready to riot!”, “talk to the long-legged mack daddy, tell him to resign!”, “this
quasi-Muslim socialist communist Marxist freak called Barack Hussein Obama”; “dingbats”
Laura Ling & Euna Lee getting ready for sweeps week, JCD: “we had to eat our notes”
Suicidal cows in Lauterbrunnen Switzerland; JCD’s mixed recycling and Macy’s cashiers doing
bookkeeping; absurdly long receipts, JCD on Pepsi coupons for Coke buyers scam; ACC on
Russian mobsters with US passports in Chicago
Rachel Maddow in the doghouse for potentially infecting coworkers with swine flu
PETA “unhappy meals” with knife-weilding Ronald McDonald; Obama to address all students
nationwide, talking points sent to teachers; Sesame Street pushing public health agenda,
posters at airport, ACC on hollering TSA agents: “I just want to strangle someone, just like,
hey you, fuckwad!”
ACC story: entering country at O’Hare, identified by Oﬀicer Butman
And Now Back to Real News: Gordon Ramsey’s restaurant business still on the rocks
Pfizer pays record $2.3bn in civil and criminal fines for fraud in off-label prescriptions
Skyline College shooting scare “shelter in place”, escape in “fluorescent purple Ford Escort”
UK markets struggling to find non-GMO products; gas station mini-marts; diet Coke becoming
the default; armless man unable to cash check at Bank of America for lack of fingerprint
Michele Bachmann pushing “blood oath” against Obama
Ling & Lee “lured into a trap”, can’t talk about “things that are still too painful to visit”;
Blackwater State Department contract extended, to be replaced by DynCorp International,
Hillary’s promised Blackwater ban in SOS Stop Outsourcing Security bill; “frat boy” thugs
employed at Afghan embassy, Obama “necessary war”, warmongering Robert Gibbs “war
on terror” meme; anti-Obama afrocityblog.wordpress.com; Camp Sullivan thug “you’re
very good for fucking”; ACC on bag of “wires and batteries” in TSA X-ray, Heathrow liquid
explosive plot acquittals
CSI: Miami bullcrap high-tech Hollywood OS “facial recognition software” sound effects, CSI:
New York seat belt release investigation, JCD on jury pool corruption
Afghan opium prices down 22% to eight-year low, Monsanto testing Roundup-ready opium
poppies, Paul Bremmer seed reuse ban
$50 donation ringtone offer, October 3 Thanksgiving dinner
Boeing announces successful test of ATL advanced tactical laser weapon; Chinese state-owned
businesses allowed default on commodity hedges
Lie to Me on identifying gay people by facial muscles; furor over Whole Foods CEO John
Mackey’s anti-Obamacare Wall Street Journal op-ed, CtW Investment Group “Change to
Win”, Tea Party “buy-cott” (JCDPPotD)
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Sell Your Kidney!

(2009-08-30)

0:00:00 ACC: “Hey Ricky Ricardo, you ready for me?” JCD: “Hit it.”
0:00:33 CVC on fashion show catwalk with ill-fitting shoes
0:03:49 Leaked documents show UK Libyan bombing was over oil, Gaddafi’s son groomed for takeover;
no problem with media showing Ted Kennedy’s flag-draped casket, Dukakis possible replacement, “dingbat” Caroline Kennedy another possibility; Dukakis’ presidential run demolished
by idiotic helmet photo like Howard Dean scream
0:09:48 US Chamber of Commerce seeks EPA global warming trial, climate scientist Brenda Ekwurzel:
“brings to mind for me the Salem witch trials”; Netherlands carbon trading system; Dutch
royal family “wins” lawsuit against AP over EU human rights privacy laws, no monetary award
0:15:24 WHO issues warning about “severe” form of H1N1, “expensive” hospital care meme just in
time for healthcare reform, 1918 epidemic caused by vaccination of soldiers; 1992 book Malaria
Capers on DDT and population control, “rather dead than alive and notoriously reproducing”;
Margaret Chan’s path from home economics to medicine, ACC: “she could be Kim Jong-il’s
illegitimate sister”; Rand Corporation white paper recommends vaccinating teens in school
to dodge parental consent laws, “two to the arm”; bored UK call center employees playing
Trivial Pursuit and Monopoly, JCD recommends spider solitaire; Gardasil warning reiterated
0:26:20 Sally Satel’s When Altruism Isn’t Enough and selling your own kidney, National Kidney
Foundation “cheapening the gift” logic since 1990s, “close ties with the dialysis industry”
0:34:09 Timothy Geithner Wall Street Journal Digg interview, carefully distancing himself from Goldman Sachs, “Timmy Geithner”, Steve Friedman chairman “at my request”, “deeply honorable
men, great public statesmen”, 20+% return on “Goldman thing”, American public “deeply
angly” over government being “forced to do just extraordinary things, and frankly offensive
things”, dodges tax evasion question; Barney Frank predicts passage of Ron Paul’s H.R.1207
0:48:29 Geithner’s laundry list of post-confirmation resignation promises: Rand Corporation, Trilateral Commission, Group of Thirty, ACC: “what a lying sack of shit this guy is”
0:51:02 Cymbalta side effect litany, “dizziness or fainting may occur upon standing”, oddball 1:15
total length, JCD: “I generally don’t want to leave the house … but I like it that way!”
0:57:14 TSA $53M cyberattack prevention contract with SRA International
0:58:16 Coach Mike Singletary “our formula is this: we go out, we hit people in the mouth”
0:58:58 Bill Clinton to liberal bloggers on Hillary’s trip to Africa: “I think American secretaries of
state oughtta to be in the places of human misery around the world”
1:00:30 Law & Order: SVU teen pregnancy show with exceptionally bad acting
1:03:58 Most popular type of banana under disease threat, “drastic and expensive control measures”;
International Paper and MeadWestvaco joint venture ArborGen to produce GMO trees
1:07:34 Donation Segment
1:12:26 Healthcare bill’s national medical device registry class 2 “implantable” devices
1:15:07 Hamid Karzai’s running mate possibly denied US visa over drug traﬀicking; Mossad likely
behind hijacking of Russian ship with missiles for Iran; border computer search rules clarified
1:18:20 US Forest Service: Colorado campers eating tortillas, drinking Tecate beer, and listening to
Mexican music a sure indicator of illegal marijuana cultivation
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Breaking News: Ted Kennedy Is Dead

(2009-08-27)

0:00:00 JCD: “Look at all these women around here, they’re all dogs!”
0:00:35 Netherlands public transportation no longer usable without RFID card; one person killed
in police shooting at out-of-hand beach dance party, Rotterdam mayor proposes party ban,
discussions of chipping troublemakers; public transport director stuck in turnstile, card also
usable for school lunch money; ACC recommends book Moord namens de ‘Kroon’? by Ine
Veen on report of second shooter in Pim Fortuyn assassination
0:06:48 Ted Kennedy dead at 77, distraction from economy, JCD’s The Mentalist interrupted by
“breaking news”; OMB $10T and need for self-sacrifice; PBS special on Kennedy clan, JFK
election and West Virginia anti-Catholic sentiment & corruption, Tip O’Neill on campaign
bribery, Daley-Obama parallel; ACC on voting machine hacking, JCD on 1970s film connecting
mob families with presidents
0:17:59 Anti-Obama healthcare “honeypot” ad running during Keith Olbermann, “you are hope” Scientology ad, ACC: Dianetics “not a bad book”; Olbermann Worse Person in the World Wally
Herger over “proud right-wing terrorist” comment, Denver Democrat headquarters vandalized
by Democrat canvasser; “Republican” bragging about $700 per month insurance policy; new
HSA talking point
0:36:03 Obama “re-appointing” Bernanke for second term, sham confirmation processes; ACC visiting
Blackwater-esque security guy in Spain
0:38:10 And Now Back to Real News: moon rock given to former Dutch Prime Minister Willem Drees
turns out to be petrified wood; CVC’s birthday
0:42:27 NYT story on stolen Goldman Sachs high-frequency trading software and market manipulation, programmer Sergey Aleynikov left Goldman Sachs for $1.2M job, FBI arrest a mere day
later, missing $60bn
0:49:39 Dutch royal family AP lawsuit a “nothing to see here” for Mozambique villa scandal
0:50:55 Cash for old appliances; Financial Times on upcoming BP-Libya deal and Lockerbie “bomber”
release, dropped appeal for evidence suppression; ACC on CIA loyal to Clinton-Bush crowd
0:57:07 11k veterans potentially exposed to hepatitis and HIV via contaminated VA colonoscopy
equipment; JCD on CIA taking out Kennedys, Nova on chemically erasing memories in rats,
ZIP zeta inhibitory peptide; three-shot flu vaccine rollout coming up, mysterious CDC 500
swine flu deaths, Dont Inject Me – the Swine Flu Vaccine Song by Health Ranger; Bloomberg
predicts 1.8M hospitalizations
1:07:29 Doctor to Alaska town hall on low Medicare reimbursement driving GPs out of business,
pushing HSAs, ACC’s mother’s “never never” of credit lifestyle; ACC on tie-less Obama
administration; CVC fashion show Sunday; JCD on poorly-produced Miss Universe with no
swimsuit butt shots, rigged so last contestants always get highest scores (JCDPPotD)
1:19:34 Iceland threatened by IMF to repay Landsbanki debt to the tune of 80% of GDP, Landsbanki
advised by Peter Orszag, JCD recommends airport wool shop, ACC on the virtues of layaway
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Obama’s Lobsters

(2009-08-23)

0:00:00 JCD: “You’re on a deserted island with one person, how good do you have to look, you should
be naked half the time.”
0:00:38 ACC on “turn on the foam” running joke, Formentera’s indigenous “naked walkers”, Can
Carlos restaurant and sea salt, hour-long upload
0:04:24 Lockerbie “bomber” released on compassionate grounds; Gaddafi’s yellow hat and jacket,
meetings with Gordon Brown and Tony Blair; David Cameron waiting in the wings, “economic
adviser” Eric Schmidt, promised “people in control of the government and not government
in control of the people”, limo following bicycle, pest inspections for potted plants, “quango
workers”; 120k stop-and-search incidents; QUANGO quasi-autonomous NGO
0:15:40 Israeli microbiologist Joseph Moshe interview by Project Camelot a day before arrest
0:18:50 And Now Back to Real News: Jessica Alba “you mean I made all these pancakes for nothing?”
Jay Leno Show ad; Hyundai ad: “now it gives you something else: gas”; The Informant and
price rigging; Paul Malignaggi after loss to Juan Díaz: “boxing is full of shit!”, “I got robbed”
0:28:09 Breast implants shrinking as economic indicator
0:28:56 Hamid Karzai claims victory immediately after election
0:29:55 And Now Back to Real News: Southwest Airlines passenger arrested for hitting fellow passenger and stripping naked; GoTopless Day for women’s equality, sex offender list for peeing in
the park, JCD on pyramidal public urinals in Amsterdam
0:35:17 Obama in Montana dining on imported lobster; ACC’s “message from John C. Dvořák” alert;
JCD: “Obama’s gonna get fat in that job”, golf swapped in for basketball
0:38:14 “Blue dog Democrat” Gene Taylor town hall standing ovation for voting no on healthcare bill
0:42:29 Recently-deceased 60 Minutes creator Don Hewitt to C-SPAN on James Carville fawning over
Clintons; producer note on Obama’s Montana town hall, “cargo by the tons”, 900 tickets
missing, SEIU arrest; ACC flooded with possibly illegal White House e-mail
0:53:40 abovetopsecret.com on Naval Space Command outed by British hacker, powering satellites
via terrestrial laser, JCD on blowhard Naval oﬀicers; missing Arctic Sea ship; terrestrial vs
nonterrestrial oﬀicers
1:03:20 Donation Segment: ringtone premium
1:10:44 Project Serpo extraterrestrial technology exchange program
1:12:27 Ben Bernanke potentially replaced with Larry Summers
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Thanksgiving Turkeys

(2009-08-20)

0:00:00 JCD: “You know there has to be a couple of porn stars around here that would stand around
naked for 300 bucks for five or six hours.” (0:14:53)
0:00:42 California sending out tax return IOUs; ACC on “deserted island” Formentera in Spain
0:02:50 JCD: Kathleen Sebelius “reminds me to to an annoying degree of Carly Fiorina”, Sebelius
repeated “very diﬀicult” on end-of-life care; Hillary Clinton plan industry opposition and
Obama quid pro quo, Sebelius on paying doctors for end-of-life consultation; morning shows
not allowed to follow up on unanswered questions, dodges keeping old plan question: “the
idea that you would keep your own doctor is highly likely”
0:14:05 And Now Back to Real News: tough times in the porn industry; Sir David Attenborough
discovers carnivorous pitcher plant Nepenthes attenboroughii capable of consuming rodents
0:18:40 Laura Ling & Euna Lee on “grassroots movement on Facebook” to free them, “so, so humbled”
0:22:11 Georgia Rep. Tommy Benton all-in on caning pot users and executing dealers
0:23:31 CRU Climatic Research Unit not in possession of raw surface temperature data, “not able to
keep the multiple sources for sites, only the station series after adjustment for homogeneity
issues”, “value-added” data
0:27:08 Bay Area alternative newspapers; JCD on Café Gratitude’s controversial use of Landmark
Education training, Yelp review: “everyone here is so happy!”, ACC: “we’ve gotta go and
record it!”, Thanksgiving “what are you thankful for” traditions, JCD Thanksgiving origin story (JCDPPotD), October 1863 proclamation by Abraham Lincoln; JCD on heirloom
turkeys tasting like pheasant; JCD on Hallmark holidays and homemade cards
0:38:07 Newly-installed AIG CEO Robert Benmosche heads out on vacation to 8000-square-foot villa
on the Adriatic; Glenn Beck’s weird wig-wearing guest former Democrat Pat Caddell on Rahm
Emanuel’s ballet training, Freddie Mac board and Wasserstein Perella, SBC/AT&T deal, Ed
Whitacre and GM
0:49:55 Obama Old People Have Got No Reason To Live song, Obama-Palin porn video; Sarah Palin
“death panels”, Ann Coulter the Palin fangirl; premium hikes in Netherlands after switch from
single-payer; JCD looking for quid pro quo for insurance companies
0:55:10 Stanley McChrystal: Taliban winning, send more troops, JCD: “this is Vietnam all over again”,
Karzai not campaigning in election; Slobodan Milošević’s go-ahead from Richard Holbrooke
0:58:29 ACC campaigns for JCD to read Atlas Shrugged; proposed Nielsen ratings replacement
1:02:47 MSNBC Texas chainsaw “documentary” voice-over: “taking a bath with a disemboweled deer”
1:04:35 Shadow Puppet Theater: Surgeon General nominee Regina Benjamin on board of Burger
King; “original formula” marketing and HFCS; Benjamin’s stint with Conagra Brands
1:09:31 Donation solicitation; October 3 Thanksgiving dinner
1:13:42 Air Force veteran Henry Schwartz “sounding the alarm” about EMP weapons, ACC’s hangar
owner Lockheed engineer discounts danger, EMPact America funded by Steuben Foods and
Elmhurst Dairy; ACC: due for significant solar flare
1:19:08 Outro: ACC back in Netherlands for next show
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Sebelius Double Speak

(2009-08-16)

0:00:00 JCD: “I don’t hang up any more, because you always bitch about it, ra-ra-ra-ra!”
0:00:37 Santa Cruz wildfire; ACC in Amsterdam via KLM, Virgin upper class £7k round trip, “eerie”
slave ship seating, KLM Delft canal houses; ACC’s Cessna 182 arrives in California with
Tony the ferry pilot, 550 crossings, four hours at 16k feet with no oxygen; EU cash infusion
for Airbus, ACC: “I wouldn’t be flying Airbus if I were you”; ACC on “green” airplanes off
assembly line, exchange of money and keys for transfer
0:16:03 A producer in every profession except grantsmanship, Bradley Foundation; ACC recommends
The Informant book by Kurt Eichenwald on Arthur Daniels Midland price fixing, “of course
this is a fine Chicago company”
0:19:15 ACC meets Mimi at dinner at Absinthe, ACC: “she said, I had no idea John is such an
asshole to other people, I thought it only me”, good Absinthe appetizers, bland escargot;
Noodle Theory; ADM lysine fermentation
0:26:24 Dutch royal family lawsuit against AP for making photos available, ACC: “welcome to celebrityhood, dude!”, proposed €25k fine per day, Prince Pils: “it causes unacceptable pressure on
our children”, Máxima the hot Argentinian
0:29:13 Tomato blight in Northeast, resistant strain from Cornell, GMO fungus theory; Ug99 wheat
stem rust revisited; Monsanto to jack up prices 42%, Roundup Ready version 2; ACC’s illadvised Big Mac meal; potential UK food price increases due to worldwide GMO production
0:39:21 Spiriva ad makes it to 30-second mark before trotting out side effects, “trouble passing urine”;
Viagra spinoff “the larger thing, I didn’t mind that”; Campbell’s Soup busted for bowl of
marbles; industry warns Obama administration about potential sugar shortage, JCD on HFCS
unsuitability for chocolate; JCD on truth in advertising in burger images, ACC’s burger
examination, “it was like porn for my stomach”
0:47:40 France & Germany accountant their way out of recession; enormous amount of physical currency in system, hyperinflation danger, 1849 gold spike; ACC on “deserted island” next show
0:52:07 And Now Back to real News: Today Show Kate Gosselin interview, old “rot your brain”
meme, C-SPAN entertainment value; homeless former New York Times reporter: “y’know, I
was normal for thirty-five years and then I got bored”
0:58:18 Los Angeles standoff with Israeli microbiologist Joseph Moshe, threat to blow up White House,
Remote Area Medical clinic survey; leaked Guillain-Barré warning letter for neurologists; tanks
and robots to get Moshe, out of control tasering; history of testing chemicals on public and
military, high military suicide rate
1:07:48 Donation Segment: weird Napoleonic era Dutch surnames
1:14:41 Hoping to send a producer spy to upcoming international swine flu conference in Washington
D.C., $2785 admission, “mass fatality management planning” and “continuity of government”
breakout sessions, JCD: “we need the binder”
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The Vivek Kundra “Hollow” Deck

(2009-08-13)

0:00:00 JCD: “A lot of dynamic data will be posted there, and you’ll see a more powerful website on
Drupal soon!” (0:50:29)
0:00:41 Meteor showers MIA
0:01:49 JCD’s blog post on Chief Information Oﬀicer Vivek Kundra; to FCC broadband panel: “we’re
making decisions from a public policy perspective based on real-time feedback that we’re
getting from the public itself”, flyontime.us, “you can pull up an application and you can
see what the closest Metro station is near you”, “crime near where you’re standing”, JCD:
“look out, there’s some crime right there!”, idiotically laughing panel, “national grid around
information”; recovery.gov Smartronix redactions; Kundra’s six-year psychology degree and
elusive master’s degree, misleading Creostar single employee “CEO”, JCD: “it’s no different
than the banks saying, well, free lifetime checking”
0:12:26 ACC on CTO job morphing into CIO, translation of technology into marketing-speak; DC
oﬀices raided by FBI; “oversight of federal technology spending” responsibility, medical technology background, Greater Washington Initiative club; Kundra on IT expenditures: “we built
a dashboard”; USPTO program with “close to 50% of employees are actually tele-working”,
“fourteen thousand tons of carbon emissions”, GAO vacating building after 9/11 anthrax attack; 9/11 job interview and laying fiber; FBI arrests of DC Chief Security Oﬀicer Yusuf Acar
and Advanced Integrated Technologies Corporation’s Sushil Bansal
0:31:36 Kundra’s 1997 shoplifting “youthful indiscretion”; dead Twitter feed; Yusuf Acar and “fake
birth certificates”; Kundra on “human-computer interface”, JCD mouse meme, Second Life
non-sequitur, “imagine a universe where you have the Star Trek holodeck, where you could
literally ask the computer to act or ask questions and get answers”, “the underlying architecture and the platform, it’s almost a chicken and egg question” buzzword-fest, “skip logic”,
“binary or COBOL ways of interacting”
0:45:03 Smartronix head from Pakistan, recovery.gov Drupal controversy; €300k for German Parliament website; Smartronix 2000-2008 $201M from federal government
0:51:15 “Dear friend” message from David Axelrod, “the return of the viral e-mail” video, “individuals,
not the government, will be in charge of their bank accounts, just like they are today”, “prevents a scheduled 21% cut in the Medicare physician fee schedule”, JCD on “transparency”
and Microsoft’s overuse of “innovation”, John C. Dvorak’s Pet Peeve of the Day jingle,
“Question Authority” bumper stickers, Tim O’Reilly verified on Twitter (JCDPPotD)
1:03:04 New owl crop circle near Wiltshire, JCD: “owls from the bowels!”
1:04:22 And Now Back to Real News: Palm Pre sending customer data including GPS to home base;
ACC’s plane en route to Oakland hangar, the search for Galt’s Gulch, JCD never read Atlas
Shrugged; low donations and ACC’s generosity to the homeless
1:13:43 2005 MIT tinfoil hat study, ACC recommends three layers around chest to short Taser; Gitmo
Nation Roundtable podcast; George Sodini’s website from Way Back Machine, 2006 résumé
1:17:46 And Now Back to Real News: zombie ants controlled by parasitic fungus; producer on
smallsteps.gov tip #40 “pace the sidelines at kids’ athletic games”; Massachusetts deputizes dentists to administer vaccinations
1:20:20 New SAS Scandinavian Airline Systems landing technique of gliding to cut emissions, ACC
on grandfather coasting in Volkswagen Rabbit
1:22:00 Outro: ACC headed to Europe for two weeks
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The Clinton Gore Man Hug

(2009-08-09)

0:00:00 JCD: (laughing) “I love that line! Put to death.”
0:00:37 Taxi Eric freaking out over nineteen-year-old daughter’s swine flu; Goebbels inspired by American WWI propaganda; producer note on Law & Order measles propaganda: Dick Wolf former
Bush 43 classmate and friend of Fred Thompson
0:08:05 White House PHRMA big pharma “drug deal”, $80bn reduction in price over ten years in return for no Medicare price caps, SEIU Service Employees International Union, “Mythbusters”
call with Kathleen Sebelius; rowdy town hall meetings, Pelosi spotting swastikas
0:17:36 JCD story: International Harvester factory job, receiving clerk or inspector, high productivity
via amphetamines, mononucleosis disability
0:23:31 JCD on dismal US healthcare outcomes; EU bans US soy due to traces of GMO corn; 1950s
origin of health insurance scam, Dutch partial shift from socialized medicine
0:30:41 Vincent Xavier predicts nuke under Washington D.C. will be detonated in October
0:33:37 Twitter outage; Pittsburgh health club shooting by George Sodini, employed by powerful
law firm K&L Gates, bogus “online journal”, creepy YouTube mirror “one more day” video:
“RDS” R. Don Steele, blog “life or death” page, ACC: “I believe that he had knowledge of the
Goldman Sachs trading program”, no interviews with coworkers in media, JCD: “hey buddy,
there are things out there called hookers”
0:49:02 JCD Audacity shortwave Health and Human Services “small step program” tip; grants.gov
“find, apply, succeed”; recovery.gov spending map, “jobs created/saved in the next two
years”, made-up estimates by Jared Bernstein and Christina Romer; 250k job loss bumps
bogus unemployment rate down, “bum index”, “EBITDA of unemployment”
0:57:07 Hudson River mid-air collision between tour helicopter and Piper, NYT’s deleted sentence
“immediately after the crash the power went out in five counties but was quickly restored”;
Admiral names countries that have purchased Aegis missile defense systems including Norway,
dodges question about stopping EMP attack, phony Raytheon Patriots from first Gulf War,
JCD proposes Faraday cage drywall; Blackwater whistleblowers to testify, JCD’s howling
basset hound, Obama administration $20M contract with Blackwater, “air charter for things”
1:11:42 JCD’s Laura Ling “we knew instantly in our hearts that the nightmare of our lives was finally
coming to an end” plus cheering children, Wall Street Journal on Clinton-Gore man hug: “three
more pats before they disentangled”, ACC: “PR move for Current”, Edith Piaf sound-alike
1:18:04 JCD pet peeve: Friends canned laughter; producer offer: one-way ticket to Moscow
1:22:27 Donation Segment: $161.80 phi; crop circle instructions
1:31:47 Media guidelines for Irish Lisbon Treaty do-over; Vivek Kundra holodeck for next show
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Small Steps Toward Better Health

(2009-08-06)

0:00:00 JCD: “I can’t believe that this thing doesn’t work for shit, no I’m not ready, I have to blow
up my browser ‘cause this damn Twitter fucked me over.”
0:00:40 ACC’s producer-supplied replacement MIDI controller on the go
0:02:16 New Monsanto subsidiary icorn.com, 104.7-R Roundup-ready corn
0:07:10 White House Ministry of Truth propaganda minister Linda Douglass: “one of my jobs is to
keep track of all the disinformation that’s out there about health insurance reform”, Obama
plan to eliminate private insurance “nothing could be farther from the truth”, Obama video:
“I don’t think we’re gonna be able to eliminate employer coverage immediately”
0:12:07 Orrin Hatch on Sonia Sotomayor’s position on private property vs eminent domain in Didden
v. Village of Port Chester: “in other words, Mr. Didden should have sued over the taking of his
property, before his property had been taken”, “once again Judge Sotomayor gave inadequate
protection to a fundamental Constitutional right”; property ownership vs mineral rights
0:16:46 Cash for Clunkers Volvo engine destruction video, car dealers freaking out over government
money drying up; recovery.gov Chairman’s Corner “let me be clear”, federalreporting.gov
“citizen IGs”, Earl Devaney muckety.com connections map, redacted Smartronix PDFs, Devaney “anything goes at the highest levels of the Department of the Interior” quote
0:29:26 smallsteps.gov absurd “small steps toward better health”, “drink diet soda”
0:34:57 Current TV “dingbat” rescued from North Korea by Bill Clinton: “suddenly we were told
that we were going to a meeting” with big sigh, “we could feel your love all the way in North
Korea”, JCD: “I’m listening to this thinking is there any way we can send them back”
0:41:45 Shadow Puppet Theater: Business Software Alliance copyright lobbyist Neil MacBride for
United States Attorney; Greta Van Susteren medley of Obama promising no tax increases,
Tim Geithner: “we do not have a choice as a country”; Geithner “expletive-laced critique” of
regulators; no warranty on recovery.gov; Cybersecurity Czar Melissa Hathaway resigning,
Roosevelt-era “dictators”; Goldman Sachs CEO Lloyd Blankfein telling employees not to spend
money so flamboyantly
0:50:41 And Now Back to Real News: Olbermann goes after Rupert Murdoch for shutting down Bill
O’Reilly; smug Rachel Maddow’s dud interview with Nebraska restaurant owner
0:59:48 2008 transfer of $18bn from Iran in cash and gold to Turkey and ultimately Obama’s bank
account, possible coup in Saudi Arabia with Prince Bandar MIA; Erik Prince’s mercenaries at
war with Muslims; Obama’s laundered campaign donations; courier Esmael Safarian-Nasab
also involved in 1979 arms for hostages deal with Bush 41; JCD on Disney policy of firing
employees who report colleagues
1:07:16 Obama being urged to more than double size of Afghan security forces; British up in arms
over latest eight dead soldiers; whistleblower: bin Laden working for CIA before 9/11
1:10:06 And Now Back to Real News: Chilean lake goes dry overnight, ACC: “a UFO sucked it out”;
crop circles in Wiltshire, ACC gold bar crop circle challenge
1:15:22 Greece to vaccinate every citizen for H1N1; UK swine flu hotline misdiagnoses; kids supposedly
sickened by Tamiflu, domestic production in Japan, Dutch celebrity on taking “vaccine” daily
1:19:56 YouTube takedowns on 6400 public domain C-SPAN videos; new Census questions about when
people leave for work; new default Firefox “attack site” warning; Census flush toilet question
1:33:50 Three Gulfstream 550s in latest spending bill; Oakland gouging its residents to the tune of
$2.5M for stopping at an unidentifiable bus stops
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Deconstructing Law & Order

(2009-08-02)

0:00:00 JCD: “You look like a British banker in Hawaii.”
0:00:38 ACC’s replacement MIDI controller on order; ACC’s Mount Tamalpais trip impeded by Google
Maps, JCD adds No Name Bar to itinerary; ACC’s place being taken under eminent domain
by Transbay Joint Powers Authority for NWO bus terminal
0:13:56 CDC website alert for update to swine flu marketing PDF, SWOT analysis and talking points
for media; TIV trivalent inactivated influenza vaccine trials
0:19:21 Law & Order: SVU measles propaganda: “she wasn’t vaccinated”, actress sounding like Rachel
Maddow, anti-sugar propaganda, Amish nut job: “we don’t vaccinate”, formulaic “big pharma
and their lackeys in the media” and “slippery slope of government tyranny”, ACC: “Richard
Belzer should be taken out back and shot”, “is the science behind immunization faulty??”,
“it’s more dangerous to drive a car than to take the MMR vaccine”, “was” eradicated, UK
“epidemic” in 2006, ACC: “I swear to God she’s reading the Wiki page”
0:34:24 ABC News hires swine flu czar Dr. Richard Besser; Smartronix recovery.gov contract unreleased because of ADA 508 accessibility issue; Cash for Clunkers website “your computer is
considered a federal computer system”, global initiative, ACC’s plastic rental Ford Escape
0:41:58 And Now Back to Real News: German Catholic bank to divest itself of contraception, weapons,
and tobacco; JCD on Knights Templar bankers and Switzerland, History Channel fails
0:44:31 Robert Plant accepts CBE Commander of the British Empire title; ACC’s honorary degree
from Connecticut School of Broadcasting
0:46:41 Volcanic activity at Krakatoa, 1883 eruption, rumblings in Yellowstone; Netherlands considering mandatory vaccinations for healthcare workers; Daily Mail only outlet talking about
Krakatoa; House of Representatives dumps another $2bn into Cash for Clunkers; British Bill
Maher panelist only one able to explain Federal Reserve
0:53:11 PBS Nature on IAPV Israeli acute paralysis virus in honeybees, origin in Australia or China;
hand pollination in Southern China, JCD proposes Pesticide of the Week segment, ACC on
white nose syndrome: “isn’t that a Hollywood problem?”
0:58:08 Full-on retard girl to Santa Cruz Fiscal Year 2009 Cooperative Retail Management Business
Real Property Improvement District Assessment Meeting: “we should make um a perfect
pesticide for the crops that um is good for people and healthy and keeps the crops preserved
too because we need the food because it’s good and stuff”, “the business downtown um really
need to lower the rent because if the rent was lowered those people would really have their
own businesses?”, “we can be rich in cotton, and mining metals, and silkworms, and we can
make things, we can make things, cars”, “on the East Coast they have slaves”
1:01:43 WHO’s authority to dissolve governments in the face of pandemic, “special crisis committees”,
answerable to WHO, EU, and UN; Obama’s secret escape bunker exposed; Trevor Owen Ltd
shipping high-end body bags
1:05:21 Monsanto-Dow SmartStax GMO corn, JCD: “sounds like a record company”; $15 No Agenda
discount at Monarch Motel in Sheboygan Michigan; Salon story on war between Glenn Beck
and Bill O’Reilly, JCD on self-censorship and news outlets not criticizing each other, “I like
Murdoch, he’s a great guy”
1:16:38 Donation Segment: new female Knight
1:23:06 Job posting for Army internment resettlement specialist for “enemy prisoner of war/civilian
internee camp” for $37k per year
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No Anthrax For You!

(2009-07-30)

0:00:00 JCD: “Hey, you want a kidney?” (1:19:09)
0:00:40 ACC’s ailing Faderfox MIDI controller and JCD’s substantial clip list
0:02:01 1933 film Golddiggers: “men marching, marching, jobs, jobs!”; DNC Harry and Louise healthcare bill ads, Health Insurance Association of America, ACC’s “dear friend” e-mail from
Obama, “new foundation for healthcare security”, Harry Reid calls DNC ad buy “waste of
money”; Obama dodges living will question from caller, JCD: “’livingwill.gov’”; Virginia Fox
on Republican plan that “will not put seniors in a position of being put to death by their
government”; California spending $800M on ex-cons
0:17:24 Personalized reply from noreply-whpc@whitehouse.gov; potential tax on cosmetic surgery;
healthcare bills making the round of committees, Chris Matthews living will rant
0:21:25 Hank Paulson to Jackie Speier: I don’t use e-mail, stammering refusal to name names, “you
could say financial institutions, regulators, investors, uh, uh”
0:24:47 Tides 6 inches to 2 feet above normal on US East Coast, too sudden to be global warming
0:27:05 Janet Napolitano on Americans targeted in Jakarta and Mumbai bombings, “Web 2.0 world”,
“many of the technological tools that expedite communication today were in their infancy
or didn’t even exist in 2001”, JCD: “oh really, what?”, ACC: “BitTorrent!”, “home-grown
terrorism”; National Level Exercise 2009 in full swing; YouTube video of United 857 biohazardsuited Pudong Airport swine flu thermometer “stormtrooper” sweep
0:33:41 S.666 bioterrorism bill; dtra.mil Defense Threat Reduction Agency’s staggeringly lucrative
contract for AVI BioPharma, WHO “World Horseshit Organization”, Obama’s 2005 S.969
AVIAN Act and AVI investment; JCD on WHO’s Margaret Chan as Mad TV ’s Miss Swan,
big pharma executives on WHO advisory group recommending mandatory H1N1 vaccinations;
JCD on unconstitutional nondisclosure agreements, slavery private contract parallel; CBS local
news: “people who are sick should actually wear masks at home”, “sneeze and cough into your
sleeve”, “drive-through vaccine programs”, Fall resurgence “it won’t be going away”
0:47:38 Federal report: 400% higher rate of adverse reactions with Gardasil, “fifteen times as many
strokes”; US Census Bureau projects significant decline in world population starting in 2012,
YouTube video on fitting world population inside Texas; Brazilian health secretary recommends school postponement to cut H1N1 risk
0:55:32 India “not in a position to take on legally binding emission reduction targets”; producer note
on Brazil approving hospital use of Tamiflu a year past its expiration, notes on same situation
in US hospitals, Taylor Swift in the Brazilian tabloids
0:58:42 VoloMedia podcast patent, ACC reads e-mail from Murgesh Navar, AudioFeast radio show
synchronization, “method of claim” patent reading, JCD on free license for Apple to scare off
the “little fish”
1:10:20 And Now Back to Real News: women’s magazine revenue down because women find them
“patronizing, fake, and pointless”, viral Faith Hill Photoshop job; Australian 2Day radio show
scandal over teenager admitting being raped under polygraph
1:13:45 New Jersey corruption arrests, hazmat crews responding to suspicious letters with white powder, “common since 2001”, sent to 30 governors in 2008, informant Jack Shaw found dead
under “suspicious” circumstances, “did not appear to be murder”, rabbis and human organ
sales, Paul Shaffer “doesn’t surprise me”, story untouched by MSM
1:22:27 Donation solicitation, new Knight; No Agenda Mobile app update, Las Vegas dinner
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German Soldiers On American Soil This Week

(2009-07-27)

0:00:57 And Now Back to Real News: Smart cars being tossed into Amsterdam canals
0:03:04 Swine flu vaccine and SOMARK Innovations RFID ink, capital from Finistere Ventures, chairman Dr. Jerry Caulder with Monsanto for 15 years, chipped Portugese cattle; 2004 HHS
Project BioShield, Lieberman’s S.666 Biological, Chemical, and Radiological Weapons Countermeasures Research Act, DHS emergency authority
0:15:13 Baxter International investor Goldman Sachs; Bill Maher intro with Janet Napolitano; upcoming National Level Exercise 2009 with “federal, state, local, tribal, private sector and
international partners”, similar 9/11 exercise, “detect, disrupt and deter preventable terrorist
incidents”, ACC: “crackdown is all I can see!”, “broad spectrum of component agencies”; ACC
takes UK Emergency Broadcast Service call-in number for a spin, Encore reservation system
0:24:55 ACC Obama “counter-agent” theory, Henry Louis Gates beer summit distraction; New Jersey
rabbis and mayors arrested for money laundering, ACC “Israeli spy ring” and 9/11
0:30:12 Rep. Alan Grayson grills Ben Bernanke over $500bn in “liquidity swaps” for foreign banks,
Bernanke “I dunno” on recipients, laughter from Grayson at Bernanke’s assertion that 20%
jump in exchange rate was a coincidence; Cliff Stearns to Hank Paulson: “how do you have
any credibility today?”, $750bn “bait and switch” for Goldman Sachs; $9bn load to be repaid
at Goldman’s discretion, Warren Buffett’s $5bn investment; JCD Jon & Kate Plus 8 “bleh”
0:41:06 Project BioShield FDA authorization for use of unapproved drugs; CDC release on 43k H1N1
cases and 300 deaths, WHO “tweak the virus”
0:42:57 Shadow Puppet Theater: Food Safety Czar Michael Taylor’s background with Monsanto,
rBST lawsuits; New York Times $39.1M profit, cost-cutting and “favorable tax adjustment”
0:49:09 “Big Brother Law” in Knesset for biometric database; WHO deployment of German Army to
US for FEMA/DHS martial law exercise, National Interoperability Field Operations Guide;
FEMA coﬀins, Multi-Functional Cremation Container for a Cadaver patent
0:57:07 Australians on flu shot waiting lists; ACC on DNA and global consciousness, seed banks;
futureworldcurrency.com; UK swine flu website collapses under 9M visits per hour
1:03:04 Irish Lisbon Treaty referendum do-over in October; Starbucks on the rise due to long-awaited
unemployment checks; Obama’s 14k people per day losing health coverage statistic coinciding
with unemployment
1:06:15 Dinner at “tourist trap” Empress of China, JCD text message “funky Express of China”
autocorrect, Symbian OS rant, Mozilla printing woes, AP crackdown on headlines in search
results, news network abandonment of public interest
1:12:59 Donation Segment: ACC proposes gold donations, JCD: “no you can’t put it in the microwave!”
1:20:18 American Meteorological Society climate geoengineering proposal; 1900° gold melting point,
“crack torch”, No Agenda currency; geoengineering “intended and unintended environmental
responses”, “this statement is considered in force until January 2012”
1:26:13 Outro: chemtrails for Thursday; ACC: “it’s the No Agenda melt it and match program”,
proposed dinner tour
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Explaining The Health Care Bill

(2009-07-23)

0:00:00 JCD: “Of course it’s dope, hello, can you hear us, it’s Adam.”
0:00:37 JCD: check for solenoids at the Crackpot Command Center, trip with JMD to Alcatraz,
grinding through bars with tooth powder and dental floss over course of seven years
0:02:30 Obama’s record number of prime-time appearances compared to Bush 43, “dear friend” email from info@messages.whitehouse.gov, ACC asleep during healthcare speech; Cleveland
Clinic visit, “saved and created jobs”; Nancy Pelosi “jobs, jobs, jobs, and jobs, let’s vote
for jobs!” kids cheering jingle; ACC’s attempt to read H.R.3200 America’s Affordable
Health Choices Act, “and for other purposes”, commissioner to make upwards of $192k, JCD
on Pelosi’s effective salary with Boeing 757; noncompliance fine for employers, additional
payroll tax on employees of companies over $200k, Atlas Shrugged and bill text parallel; JCD
on Washington D.C. bailing out for five weeks’ vacation; electronic fund transfers mystery,
JCD: “it sounds like a Nigerian scam”, mandatory ID card
0:18:03 Mayo Clinic’s Denis Cortese predicts public option fee-for-service “catastrophe”; effectiveness
TRICARE and federal system; federal power of attorney over living will, JCD on living will
two-to-the-head, marriage definition; broken promise: committee meetings not on C-SPAN;
Kathleen Sebelius dodges CBO “more money” prediction on Meet the Press, Obama: “I
wanna be very clear: I will not sign on to any health plan that adds to our deficits over the
next decade”, “let me be clear” drinking game; Economic Policy Journal: all businesses that
self-insure to be audited, real-time bank account access
0:35:15 And Now Back to Real News: ISS astronauts with no toilet, “no big dump for you”, Space
Shuttle to the rescue with repair parts
0:37:40 LA Times “time bomb for world wheat crop” from Ug99 wheat stem rust fungus from Kenya;
theater manager producer note on Food Inc, An Inconvenient Truth carbon offset postcards,
ironic popcorn and diet soda; Twitter icon-changers and Iranian elections; GMO gene absorption and cauliflower mosaic virus, real-time gene therapy
0:49:10 U.S. military mercenaries making show of bombing Afghan poppy seeds, USAID on scene
0:53:12 And Now Back to Real News: two-to-the-head for Chinese worker who lost iPhone prototype;
China the ultimate iPhone market or counterfeiter’s dream
0:55:38 Comments after Congressional “crap and trade” debate, Democrat on Black Music Month;
union ad campaigns all-in on health care bill, urging people to contact Feinstein, broken KNTV
promise not to run advocacy ads; ACTA and pharma patents, eyelash-growing drug
1:06:16 And Now Back to Real News: girl band Sugarbabes in quarantine for swine flu; 2k to man UK
call center, “swine flu buddy” Tamiflu run; human trials in Australia & Canada, “volunteer”
six-month-olds; ACC’s doctor friend: Guillain-Barré syndrome “tip of the iceberg”, Gardasil
erythema side effect, JCD: request “saline placebo”; non-use of adjuvants in flu vaccines, no
minutes from WHO meeting with commissioners; “antibody breeders” science fiction, Baxter
International second-quarter profit up 13%
1:19:23 Science writer’s lawsuit against WHO and Obama over swine flu euthanasia; Brooke Shields on
Latisse for “inadequate or not enough lashes”, “potential for increased brown iris pigmentation,
which is likely permanent”
1:22:41 Producer note: Cincinnati engineering co-op for-profit; mass immunization exercises in Ontario with First Nations; EU PANFLUVAC in Cannes; $51.54 H1N1 donation, plethora of No
Agenda sites & apps; three-hour-old listener for album art; futureworldcurrency.com
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Obama’s Pitch

(2009-07-19)

0:00:00 JCD: “Put on some clothes!”
0:00:35 JCD compares San Francisco lofts to minimum security prisons; ACC in “survivalist mode”,
credit card banking overseas, Visa Protection Plan fail, BlackBerry AT&T World Connect
suspensions and “no service for you!!” phone Nazi, producer note on AT&T nightmare,
JCD’s scathing PC Magazine column, customer advocate program
0:11:23 Obama’s first pitch at All-Star Game, ACC: “it’s the gayest pitch you’ve ever seen in my life”,
“Kevlar underwear” and “mom jeans”, Mariah Carey’s pathetic pitch, Bill Gates taught how
to throw a baseball; Obama serve.gov “mandatory volunteer” program PSA, Corporation
for National and Community Service nationalservice.gov big business
0:20:41 Producer blog post on unemployment debit cards with Visa taking a chunk; former CNCS
IG Gerald Walpin suing over politically-motivation firing by Obama; whitehouse.gov featured legislation, Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act, CARD Credit Card
Accountability Responsibility and Disclosure Act summary and “fact sheet”, tracking and reporting to government; JCD on traveling with American Express, gas and tennis shoes stolen
card profile, ACC on high American Express fees, JCD recommends Mechanics Bank
0:29:28 Producer: other Obama doing TV gigs; Onondaga County Michigan hate crime conviction
0:30:49 ACC Alive raw food restaurant review: sunflower seed puree in everything, “the price was an
outrage”; Whole Foods “big organic”
0:35:47 YouTube stats: 15 hours per minute uploaded, Google losing $500M per year
0:37:54 Producer John Steck’s Wall Street Journal “Enron prisons” in Colorado; marijuana a potential $17bn industry in California
0:43:43 Swine flu vaccine adjuvant aluminum hydroxide, experimental Novartis chemical MF59, indemnification from lawsuits, FDR’s possible death from Guillain-Barré syndrome, WHO authority to call for mandatory vaccinations
0:57:14 ACC calls for agent to counteract adjuvants; YouTube video on evidence of laboratory origin,
FluGen and virus extracted from body of Inuit woman, fishy “tweak the virus”, Bilderberg
eugenicists and population; experimental vaccines and military, Fort Detrick; expected increase
when children return to school at end of summer; aluminum in deodorant and chemtrails
1:10:40 Donation Segment
1:14:40 International Swine Flu Conference in August, “mass fatality management planning” session
1:18:05 July wheat futures up $6 on news of Monsanto GMO wheat; Food, Inc getting rave reviews;
mass evacuation bus and swine flu ambulance
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Surviving The Swine Flu

(2009-07-16)

JCD: (laughing) “Listen to us bitch.”
Show time to be between 9:00 and 9:30 PST
Hank Paulson being grilled by Committee, arthritic left pinkie
Tony Blair’s wife Cherie suffering from swine flu, 50% jump in cases in one week, over-thephone diagnosis in UK, JCD: “if you have a fever press one”
Former IBM employee Patrick Redmond: digital TV conversion to free up spectrum for RFID
scanners, 865-868 MHz, European 2W chips, hospitals chipping patients, “bullshit” RFID dust
Obama’s 250k private contractors in Iraq & Afghanistan, Blackwater & Triple Canopy, “privatization of war”; Obama never at White House, JCD: “maybe he doesn’t like the food there”;
e-mail hyping Sonia Sotomayor; healthcare bill passes committee, 5% tax on millionaires
ASCAP sues AT&T over ringtone public performance copyright
Federal tax receipts down 30%; SEC’s Mary Schapiro grilled over attorney overseeing case
married to Madoff’s niece and revolving door for lawyers, “here’s my dilemma, I need to get
the best and the brightest to come to the SEC”, “haven’t figured out the correct balance yet”
Christopher Booker on low temperatures in US and Canada, first June snow in North Dakota
in 60 years; Australian Al Gore interviewer brings up British court finding significant “errors
ind exaggerations” in An Inconvenient Truth
UK probable source of recent cyberattacks blamed on North Korea, .kr vs .kp TLDs, Hillary
Clinton CFR saber-rattling, .kp from 2007; green icon-changing for Iranians
Monsanto jingle, new efforts to genetically engineer wheat; Argentinian farmers not all-in
on on new GMO soybean variety, opposing legislation to allow re-planting
British bishop proposing removal of holy water to prevent swine flu, JCD: “I think they should
chlorinate the holy water”
German article on toxicity of GMO corn to honeybees, white-nose syndrome in bats; toxinresistant modifications and The World According to Monsanto; JCD proposes Modern Management Techniques Volume Six podcast title for oﬀice camouflage
Campaign to overturn “suicide” of WMD whistleblower David Kelly, disappearing WMD book
Crime vs hate crime, JCD: “just going out and shooting people is better”
And Now Back to Real News: Egyptian hotel sued over 13-year-old Polish tourist’s pregnancy
from “stray sperm” in swimming pool; Turin nun sues over naked Facebook photos
Al Gore: climate bill will usher in “global governance”
And Now Back to Real News: freemasons jailed in Fiji for practicing witchcraft
JCD story: friend’s house grabbed under eminent domain for abandoned freeway project,
Boulder case for hiking trail development
Producer note on Lisa Jackson’s “Dunkin’ Donuts” example and CO2 from fermentation,
chatroom “tax on yeast infections” joke; note on Guillain-Barré syndrome, antigen & adjuvant
“hamburger helper”; Kathleen Sebelius on $884M in vaccine ingredients contracts, Sebelius
the Bilderberger, vaccine PSA video contest entries, 1918 flu survivors immune; Bilderberg
attendee list
Donation plea, squarespace.com “Agenda” discount code
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The Doomsday Box

(2009-07-12)

0:00:00 JCD: “Uuuughhh!”
0:00:38 ACC’s UPC internet customer service woes; ACC all-in on WiMAX modem; “fline swu”
predictions and Jackson family gravitating toward murder theory
0:05:50 News of the World tapping celebrity and politician cell phones, David Cameron’s communication director Andy Coulson former editor, million-pound Rupert Murdoch settlements;
stolen Goldman Sachs “Doomsday Box” software, Israeli origin, Sergey Aleynikov arrested
at Newark Airport, rapid-fire stock trading, code given by Joseph Edward Mirken to Bernie
Madoff, “heart attacked”, JCD on Murdoch parallel with Tomorrow Never Dies, Wall Street
“fourth branch of government”
0:15:35 Federal Reserve refuses to identify bailout recipients; H.R.1207’s prospect of dying in committee; New York Post article on Cass Sunstein, “chilling effect” on internet, Ministry of
Truth White House Oﬀice of Information and Regulatory Affairs, “rapid spread of damaging
falsehoods via the Internet”
0:22:55 EPA cleared to create greenhouse gas legislation, Lisa Jackson grilled by John Barrasso on
“political calculation” in CO2 Clean Air Act regulation, internal White House “smoking gun”
memo, Charlie Munger carbon credit market “monstrously stupid” to CNBC, Jackson finding “mandated by law” lie, “endangerment finding”; Christopher Booker on “closing down
virtually all of our economic activity”, Al Gore being sued by 30k scientists; Jackson on not
regulating “schools and hospitals and farms and Dunkin’ Donuts”
0:41:00 Say No to the Vaccine jingle from YouTube; National Vaccine Information Center honeypot
theory, lack of donation page, registered in Virginia; JCD “you will obey!” jingle; ebola
strain detected in pigs in Philippines; producer note on Buenos Aires swine flu propaganda
0:48:46 Bill Gates hurricane-stopping patent application; ACC on 9/11 hurricane, HAARP weather
control; recovery.gov $18M makeover by Smartronix through 2014, “best value for the taxpayer dollar”, recovery.gov board all in law enforcement, expensive grants.gov logo, USAID
economic hit men, ACC: “more than three million lives saved or created every year”, “oral
rehydration therapy”
1:07:59 Draconian Bush surveillance program, JCD: “when do they indict somebody?”
1:09:43 Dmitri Medvedev’s mock-up of Orwellian “unity in diversity” global currency
1:11:40 Donation Segment: Mormon storable food; Red Cross two-person survival kit with one mask
1:16:23 “United in diversity” oﬀicial EU motto; Dutch Justice Minister Ernst Hirsch Ballin announces
automatic alerts for travel to countries popular with pedophiles
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Atlas Shrugged

(2009-07-09)

0:00:00 JCD: “Yeah, that’s what I want, I want Google having all my mail.”
0:00:42 Door-to-door house searches in The Hague looking for “problems”, threatening letter: “you
are obliged to cooperate”; EPA head “smug creep” Lisa Jackson, Horowitz’ “crap and trade”,
dodges question from John Barrasso on ineffective climate change bill “unabridged dictionary”,
pro-nuclear Tom Carper crawls out of the woodwork, “reboot” meme, T. Boone Pickens opts
out of Texas wind farm scheme
0:14:02 Gazprom-Nigeria oil deal giving rise to corporation “Niggas” (Nigaz)
0:16:04 Bay Area TV stations refusing to run “we’re marijuana consumers” ad
0:19:20 And Now Back to Real News: factory worker dies after falling into var of boiling chocolate
0:20:03 H.Res.600 recognizes “global humanitarian” Michael Jackson, Mimi’s castrato theory, Neverland pulled from auction; Bertelsmann-KKR music licensing venture
0:27:47 Stolen Goldman Sachs high-frequency trading software and market manipulation
0:29:29 Dengue fever kills 165 in Sri Lanka, overshadowed by two new cases of swine flu; two vaccine
doses per person in Netherlands, hysterical marketing over who is first in line; Maryland
parents facing jail time over failure to immunize against chicken pox; Antwerp University
testing swine flu vaccine, “expected to become more deadly” meme; Kathleen Sebelius on flu
PSA contest, JCD: “what kind of bullshit is this?”, @FluGov
0:43:41 H.R.1388 GIVE Generations Invigorating Volunteerism and Education Act “mandatory volunteerism”, JCD: “you will obey!”; Monsanto stooge Michael Taylor joins FDA as advisor,
terminator seeds and bees starving to death, white-nose syndrome in bats, phony story on Sri
Lanka misquito control bacteria from Cuba
0:55:09 Lee Iacocca’s Where Have All the Leaders Gone?, “the press is waving pom-poms instead of
asking hard questions”, ACC recommends Atlas Shrugged by Ayn Rand, JCD: “oh God
no, don’t read that book ladies and gentlemen, it’s boring!”; EFF video on printers producing
nearly-invisible yellow dots, CSI shows tainting jury pools nationwide
1:03:50 empcommission.org and EMP weapons, Starfish Prime nuclear test; Mydoom virus variant
attacking government web sites and Washington Post; HEMP high-altitude electromagnetic
pulse, “turn down your speakers!” clip, 2 megatons at 250 miles to affect entire continental
US, HPM high-power microwave weapons, illegal Berkeley cell phone jammers; Pakistan “not
a real country” meme
1:20:07 White House e-mail on H1N1 “fall vaccination program” signed “Kathleen, Janet, and Arne”;
JCD dengue fever tip: do not take aspirin; producer note calling out ACC for potentially
killing billions with his vaccine avoidance advice
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Get A Shot of Protection With The No Agenda Show!
(2009-07-06)

0:00:00 Opening quote JCD: “Yeah.” ACC: “Are you ready?” JCD: “I was born ready!”
0:00:33 San Francisco Chronicle losing $1M per week, transition to full-color printing; one-day delay
due to AT&T DSL and USB stick crapping out, Comcast “no cable for you!”; ACC’s Virgin
Atlantic seat partition enforcers; Robert McNamara dead at 93, Karl Malden dead at 97
0:09:13 ACC MSNBC Michael Jackson interview, “quite frankly I’m amazed that no one is looking
at a murder angle on this”; Natali Del Conte on TWiT 202
0:20:02 Sarah Palin steps amid flurry of frivolous lawsuits, JCD on Todd Palin’s Alaskan Independence
Party membership, arrest for sedition theory, JCD: “Obama would lose a state!”
0:30:51 Audi diesel “1.5 million barrels of foreign oil” ad; “in California Betty’s mother gave it to
her best friend Dotty, but Dotty had a heart condition, and she died” swine flu “shot of
protection” PSA, abrupt jump in swine flu deaths; The Guardian predicts 100k cases per day
in UK, Massachusetts prison uprising, “shot of protection” PSAs, Guillain-Barré syndrome,
Queensland prison uprising
0:44:34 NHS patient data to be shortly handed over to Google and Microsoft, party higher-up married
to Google PR person, Connecting for Health program to cost £12.4bn; “prison swine flu”
search results
0:48:41 North Korean missile test overshadowed by Michael Jackson’s death; no thunderstorm activity
implicated in Air France 447 crash; Dutch ABP pension fund to benefit from Jackson’s death
0:51:25 U6 “labor underutilization” unemployment number at 16.5%
0:53:10 Donation Segment
0:58:09 Russian government warns about African Tectonic Plate geomagnetic storms affecting aircraft,
piezoelectric effects, RT tries to blame global warming; Matt Taibbi on Goldman Sachs’ history
of market manipulation; Nome Alaska’s invitation for Bernie Madoff’s wife; JCD on Gnawbone
Indiana and Spuzzum British Columbia
1:05:47 Obama & Medvedev to discuss impending food crisis; coming disruptive El Niño
1:07:22 Outro: Monsanto & bees for next show
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Forced Vaccinations

(2009-07-02)

0:00:38 ACC “love nest” location identified by Dutch tabloids, CDC “forced vaccinations”; moving
furniture with cage fighters, JCD on MMA history looking for best martial art, groin-pounding,
Greco-Roman wrestling vs karate
0:10:35 Greenhouse gas bill labeling requirements; US withdrawal from Iraqi cities, BP and China to
develop Rumaila Oil Field, NYT spares Obama “mission accomplished” embarrassment
0:13:57 Scripted Obama town hall meetings, Robert Gibbs tries to dodge grilling about question
selection and “open forum”, “e-mail on Facebook and Twitter”, Helen Thomas on “pattern
of controlling the press”; Henry Waxman collapses with “the vapors”, embarrassing Bigger,
Stronger, Faster documentary on steroid use in sports; JCD all-in on hearing protection, free
earplugs in bars; JCD’s overheard Silicon Valley “when you’re trying to make money, it’s
almost counterintuitive to be groundbreaking”
0:28:34 #AirlinerWars, Boeing 787 Dreamliner delay, only survivor of Yemenia 626 crash reports
“huge electric shock”; Midwest Business article on danger of North Korean EMP attack,
smart grid for EMP protection, EMP use in Iraq
0:36:49 ACC on impending “forced vaccinations” plus GMO potatoes; Dutch Finance Minister Wouter
Bos and ABN AMRO bailout; 600M swine flu vaccine doses for US
0:39:32 National Vaccine Information Center’s Barbara Loe Fisher on WHO & CDC warning “to worry
a lot” about “new swine flu”, calls to “give American children the first doses of experimental
swine flu vaccines in the school setting”, DHS “code red warning” parallel, FDA emergency
powers, experimental vaccines “that may include whole live or killed or genetically engineered
human and animal viruses”, “oil-based adjuvants that manipulate the immune system to boost
the vaccine’s potency”, “legislation that will allow state oﬀicials to enter homes and businesses
without the consent of occupants, to investigate and quarantine individuals without their
consent, to require licensed healthcare providers to give citizens vaccines, and to ban the free
assembly of citizens in the state”; NVIC vaccine harassment reporting form
0:55:19 H3N8 dog flu vaccine; forced vaccination constitutionality and Arkansas Health Department
1:00:10 And Now Back to Real News: Gordon Ramsey profits down 87%
1:01:16 Aviation rule changes; JCD on “edge” streaming technology killing routers
1:04:05 Arkansas Health Department caller’s questions about vaccination refusal forms, legal counsel
on religious & medical exemptions, “that’s constitutional, there’s no doubt about it”, “it also
could affect everyone that you come into contact with”
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Waxman Is A Dick

(2009-06-28)

0:00:33 Dykes on Bikes Parade, Proposition 8 supporters making the rounds; Billy Mays found dead,
two out of trio of pitch-men; ACC’s two-hour ABC World News Tonight Michael Jackson
interview with “hypocrite cocksuckers”, trimmed down to 12 seconds
0:07:46 Cap and trade bill passes House on Michael Jackson anniversary; Henry “The Dick” Waxman
gripes about endless John “Boner” Boehner speech, calls for “parliamentary inquiry”, rowdy
House of Representative; sped-up Boehner on absurdly complex organizational chart 0:19:16
Steny Hoyer on “energy that will not bring our globe to a heating process that will drown out
what the Navy calls the literals”, “potentates”, JCD on 83% of US oil from Alberta; Hoyer’s
“compromise” vs Boehner on 309-page amendment added in the middle of the night; Boehner
on “green banking centers”: “are you kiddin’ me?”, affordable housing amendments
0:29:19 Boehner “money shot”: “carbon derivative markets”, repeal of regulations; Nancy Pelosi’s
four words to remember: “jobs, jobs, jobs, and jobs, let’s vote for jobs!”
0:34:51 Majority cosponsorship for Ron Paul’s H.R.1207 Federal Reserve Transparency Act, Ben
Bernanke on Federal Reserve transparency: “we’ve developed a web site”, Congressional oversight “highly destructive to the stability of the financial system, the dollar, and our national
economic situation”; ACC’s Jamaican driver on saving non-GMO seeds, September 10 2001
SCotUS ruling upholding food patenting, former Monsanto attorney Clarence Thomas; JCD
recommends AirTrain to JFK
0:43:38 And Now Back to Real News: Michael Jackson’s hyper-healthy lifestyle, planned tour’s insurance policy and physical exam, coroner’s results delayed by three weeks; ACC on King of
Bahrain’s lawsuit settlement and forced swine flu vaccination theory, Russian electromagnetic
pulse, “they nuked him”
0:48:33 Producer note on using $50 gold coins at face value for lower taxes, JCD on “like value”
doctrine; Harry Schultz Letter, US embassies being advised to stockpile local currencies, foreboding at State Department; Presidential Directive 51, $108bn flu shot earmark in military
spending bill; binary weapons, ACC on avoiding McDonald’s French fries
0:53:23 freecreditreport.com jingle “I’d be a happy bachelor and a yard” admonition against dating
anyone with bad credit; Conference on the World Financial and Economic Crisis and its
Impact on Development and “global taxes”, JCD: “the New York tax for a hotel’s almost the
price of the hotel room!”, ACC “call to arms”, JCD: “watchlist tax”
0:58:00 Donation Segment: $500-a-plate dinners, ACC: “you will have to go through metal detectors”
1:00:47 Outro: no TSA stops for ACC’s bag of bomb parts; AT&T USB stick win
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Health Insurance Dot Gov

(2009-06-25)

0:00:31 ACC in “Gitmo Nation Eastern Seaboard” New York, 25 Cooper Square Hotel’s annoying
check-in procedure, “and then you wait twenty minutes for the other jabroney to come up with
my fricking bag!”; JCD on Four Seasons losing his bag, credit card info coded in key cards;
dark hallways, ACC: “you need braille everywhere”; JCD on being drenched by salad bowl
sink, ACC’s “jail cell” toilet; JCD entertaining Micky, ACC’s desk lamp microphone stand
0:10:05 Call for Chinese speaker ACC’s Jet Blue red-eye, JCD’s four doctor announcements and two
deaths, emergency landing and curfew escape at Narita; CLEAR biometric program shut down
by TSA, no concern over tangle of electronics in ACC’s bag, barking orders about shoes on
belt and bumping into magnetometer; no Comcast for ACC in new building
0:18:19 Bernie Madoff sentencing pushed off to June 29 and then an additional 90 days, ACC IFC
theory, lawyer’s request for 12 years, victims insured by FDIC & AIG
0:20:44 NASA hysteric James Hansen supervisor John Theon comes out as climate change skeptic;
ACC on 2012 Mayan calendar mass enlightenment; Scientific American on glyphosate “inert ingredients” killing umbilical cord cells, JCD on getting around The World According to
Monsanto renaming, Monsanto shills permeating Obama administration
0:30:11 CNBC piece on big pharma patents running out, “pay to delay” generic implementations,
HPV & MMR vaccine bailout scam
0:33:06 ABC infomercial for Obama health care plan, scripted town hall with Charles Gibson and
Diane Sawyer, cheapskate Disney “cast members” labor law dodge; B-roll of town hall participants, 100-year-old pacemaker “joy of living” question, Obama: “first of all I want to
meet your mom”, JCD “that’s a great question” pet peeve; Michelle Obama “if the
teleprompter wa just a little higher” flub; Rose Garden smoking question dodge, ACC: “the
guy is smoking!”
0:46:09 Underreported Mexican drug decriminalization; Oklahoma billboard by Law Enforcement
Against Prohibition vs narcotics bureau’s Mark Woodward’s “any real police oﬀicer could not
support legalizing drugs”; producer note on Ambien CR trials, “stay away … it is bad shit”
0:49:39 And Now Back to Real News: Craig Newmark keeping the hookers on Craigslist, London
hooker tie-in with Twitter, Rhode Island loophole legalizes prostitution indoors
0:51:37 New scheme to put Federal Reserve in charge of bank regulation
0:53:30 ABC on Tony Hawk “making history” skateboarding in White House on dare from Ashton
Kutcher; New York Times headline: affair by Senator; donation solicitation, JCD story:
ganged up on by Micky and Molly Wood at Rosie O’ Grady’s
0:59:38 Obama stand-up: “the lawyers tell me Hillary’s ready to settle”, “finally when I couldn’t get
back to sleep I rolled over and asked Brian Williams what he thought”, ACC: “fire the writers”
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A Jew In The Safe

(2009-06-21)

0:00:30 No Father’s Day message yet from CVC; JCD apology for being his post-travel self on Show
105, $2 a month donation flub
0:01:56 Obama: “nothing is more fun than being a father, my kids aren’t teenagers yet”, wish for
health care bill, “bureaucrat standing between the doctor and the patient” meme; ACC on
dried-up medical research money; Dutch newspapers reprinting CVC’s tweets
0:08:15 Tracking North Korean ship “that may be carrying illegal weapons”, July 4 missile attack
on Hawaii, goose-stepping soldiers B-roll, “giant radar”; Continental pilot dead in cockpit,
passenger: “pretty scary”; ACC’s $25 Virgin America upgrade, smokin’ hot captain; JCD list
of ads flanking single ABC News ESPN fake story; ACC runs across FDA warning against
Zicam, new Commissioner Margaret “Peggy” Hamburg, Rumsfeld and aspartame
0:18:50 Bernie Madoff sentencing date comes and goes with no a peep from media
0:19:37 Ambien CR ad’s background music, 17 seconds of ad and 60 seconds of side effects; “remember”
vs “don’t forget”; Fox Reality network’s Sex Decoy: Love Stings show, “let’s do this”, ACC:
“help it die a respectful death”
0:28:25 JCD on San Francisco Airport’s permanent threat level orange, ACC’s bag full of electronics,
“bag check, bag check, water, water, water!”, TSA trainer swabbing everything, “smokin’
hot babe” comment; ACLU lawsuit filed against TSA over cash-carrying interrogation; De
Telegraaf admits defeat by ACC Creative Commons lawsuit; ACC’s new Nokia N97, “gay”
iPhones
0:36:48 And Now Back to Real News: Palin-Letterman war ended, JCD on age of consent 16 vs 18 to
view “adult materials”, ACC befuddled by American Puritanism
0:40:18 JCD kombucha warning “heartburn for the rest of your life”, the perils of vinegar-making
0:43:47 And Now Back to Real News: producer note on Taylor Swift’s father buying her fame for
$1M, Scott Swift Merrill-Lynch high-net-worth investor, truck driver dodged the Broadcast
News bullet; ACC’s new designer jeans and bleeding testicles
0:50:25 JCD on PBS Biz Kid$ “anything can be money” brainwashing, Jewish puppet in bank vault
counting money, ACC: “why don’t we just have like a crack dealer who’s a black guy?”
0:54:32 Air Comet pilot’s “bright flash of white light” at time of Air France 447’s disappearance, ACC:
“they nuked it from space as a part of the ongoing Boeing-Airbus all-out global war”
0:56:17 1998 patent for Delta and Pine Land Company “terminator seeds” with help from Clinton
FDA, acquired by Monsanto in 2006, 87.5k Indian farmer suicides from 2002-2006
1:00:10 Donation Segment: ACC’s candlestick microphone holder, noagendashow.com
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The French Fry Connection

(2009-06-18)

0:00:36 Still on crappy connection, JCD back from New York, ACC’s conflicting board meeting cancelled, ACC moving tomorrow, ACC’s burrito and Corona tranquilizer
0:05:34 ACC: Iran protest story “the largest mainstream media hoax in history”, “slowing down the
net” meme, JCD: “it’s going to the USA, put on your American police costumes”
0:10:57 ACC on Mevio “burn rate”, dollar coins from Caltrain “baby bullet” ticket machine
0:17:48 Producer feedback on JCD’s sound, HEMA underwear nanoparticles
0:20:31 Frontline “Breaking the Bank” exposing banking corruption, new regulations from Obama
administration, ACC: “someone’s gonna get shot over there, I mean, I’m sorry, someone’s
gonna commit suicide”
0:22:07 JCD’s connection lost, musical interlude
0:26:00 Air France 447 “mid-air breakup” theory, feedback from Airbus engineer on bogus pitot tube
theory, broken rudder theory
0:30:48 JCD’s connection lost again, musical interlude, ACC: “the best part of the show was when
you’re not on it”
0:34:38 ACC on “sheet metal and rivets versus plastic airplanes”, “Scarebus”
0:35:18 Russian scientists find “critical link” between H1N1 and GMO french fries, Chile’s flu age
demographics and use of GMO potatoes, CNBC McDonald’s documentary
0:42:40 South Park Tourette’s episode; Palin supporters protesting David Letterman; ACC on Erin
Burnett’s “saddlebags that won’t quit”
0:44:38 And Now Back to Real News: Lindsay Lohan steals Elle magazine photoshoot jewelry, Masha
Markova’s mink coat, ACC: publicity stunt for jeweller
0:48:28 JCD pet peeve: people trying to drag roller bags down airplane aisle, huge backpacks, “they
look like they’re going into Yosemite for a month!”; new Jet Blue terminal compared to Las
Vegas hotel, high-end sushi bar; Virgin America extra legroom upgrade
0:55:46 Donation solicitation; french fry swine flu A/B experiment; producer note on Show 61 Obama
six-months in wager, JCD: “I won”, “you’re happy, you’re a happy guy, you had a burrito”
1:03:11 ACC on investor Jonathan Fram’s “why the Hell is Dvorak on your network, why does he
want to work for you?”
1:04:53 Outro, JCD on surly New Yorkers, ACC predicts “Dvorak, get outta here” signs
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Furries Forever

(2009-06-14)

0:00:32 Oatmeal preparation, JCD on birch syrup and agave sugar; ACC’s prospective loft in same
building as first legal Absinthe distributer; irc.zeronode.net chatroom
0:04:52 And Now Back to Real News: 55-hour erection lawsuit from antipsychotic medication, “scheduling problem” joke; Obama-Sarkozy height contrast in podium photo
0:09:26 New York Stock Exchange opening “computer glitch”; state secession memes, northern California state of Jefferson, Pacific Northwest “Cascadia”, JCD: Texans “big talkers”; ACC on
Architects & Engineers for 9/11 Truth on obscure cable channel; proposed bumper sticker
“Help Save America: Listen to No Agenda”
0:15:06 And Now Back to Real News: Simon Cowell the Teletubbies producer, successor Boohbah
0:17:04 Nigel Farage does well in European Parliament elections, potential Lisbon Treaty vote; Iranian
election ruckus; Coast to Coast AM time travel story; contingency planning for ACC or JCD
being “suicided by the government”
0:22:20 JCD’s son’s Evergreen College commencement, ACC on peculiar American traditions, crazy
costumes, “Sieg Heil” plan, “help Obama” speech, speaker David Whyte’s degree in “zoo”ology, Stephen Colbert in Iraq with “zoo”-ologist Deputy Prime Minister; JCD finds caps and
gowns at University of Heidelberg, furries at Evergreen; ACC’s considers loft sex swing
0:36:07 Zyprexa recommended for dementia in absence of evidence, bipolar disorder, “off-label promotion”, “increased risk of death” disclaimer, the evils of Ritalin; Baxter International in full
swing producing swine/Mexican flu vaccine, 13-week production cycle, Illinois headquarters;
WHO’s Margaret Chan “sounds like a dimwit” like Mad TV ’s Miss Swan
0:48:06 Producer note on Taylor Swift documentary NBC-Universal deal, JCD on 60 Minutes Viacom
fluff pieces, variable end credit speeds, ACC story: masterful Tom Brokaw at MSNBC opening,
JCD on “legendary” Forrest Sawyer, “blurb” definition
1:00:39 Donation solicitation, potential underwear embroidery issues
1:03:50 Outro: teasers for next show
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Taylor Swift Sucks

(2009-06-11)

0:00:31 ACC’s week full of meetings; JCD on “gutless” and dangerous Honda 50 scooters; JCD on
worthless post-1982 zinc pennies
0:04:34 Two of Air France 447 passengers foes of weapons and drug traﬀicking; tail found, “bullshit”
next-generation speed sensors, ACC on pitot tube speed sensor; phony 9/11 Pentagon black
box numbers, phony Commission Report 400 mph at 700 feet, Rumsfeld “shot down”
0:12:24 And Now Back to Real News: media freakout over Miami storms; NBC’s hour on Taylor Swift,
JCD: “she’s basically Mozart!”, Swift: “the problem that I was having with the solo is that
it, like, it’s getting a little noodly”
0:20:13 209 cosponsors for Ron Paul’s H.R.1207 Federal Reserve Transparency Act; JCD: Taylor Swift
“looks like Donald Trump in drag if he was nineteen”, Britney: For the Record documentary;
Howard Stern Leno-bashing on Letterman, ACC on Stern’s irrelevance, radio practice at age
15, hospital radio job, Dutch octave-higher voice, John Holden black 24-year-old motortcycleriding persona; Letterman called a pedophile for Sarah Palin joke, JCD sick of Palin
0:33:35 Canadian Natural Resources Minister Lisa Raitt medical isotope shortage “sexy problem”
scandal; Gordon Brown at 65th D-Day anniversary: “next to Obama Beach we join President
Obama in paying particular tribute to the spectacular bravery of American soldiers who gave
their lives on a… on Omaha Beach”, ACC on Sarkozy “Napoleon Crap-head”
0:39:03 Sycophantic Charlie Rose to Elizabeth Edwards: “why is sexual affairs so big deal?”
0:41:40 Donation Segment: ACC’s $143k tax lien on credit report
0:48:55 Constellation guy on collapse of Bear Stearns, Goldman Sachs vendetta
0:53:03 Props from ACC for Cranky Geeks, JCD’s sweater vest
0:55:41 JCD stirs things up with ACC and Micky at Ozumo, empty sushi bar, expensive and pretentious, ACC on sake “water that makes you drunk”, JCD comparison with Nobu
1:01:00 Outro: JCD’s spices book nearly done
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Bizarre Sex Crime

(2009-06-07)

0:00:36 ACC’s paper towel holder microphone stand; JCD’s Shanghai 1930 recommendation, manager
Aura Green from Jack Falstaff, members-only cigar lounge; JCD recommends Live Free or
Die Hard with gratuitous Dvorak reference, Timothy Olyphant, ACC recommends Mall Cop;
encounter with Kevin Epps at AT&T store
0:10:55 Slate article on resurgence of lard, JCD on beef kidney fat rendering disappointment
0:15:17 JCD nailed European Parliament election turnout 38% prediction
0:17:00 And Now Back to Real News: Susan Boyle treated for exhaustion; ACC on Show 28 death
row reality show revisited, “essentially you get voted off and you get fried”
0:18:54 Nigeria suing Pfizer over deaths and deformities in Trovan meningitis trial; HIV drug experiments on New York City children
0:20:58 And Now Back to Real News: JCD gripes about Numb3rs and cop drama overhead flashlight
grip, “turn on the frigging light!”, ACC on the gangster rap horizontal pistol hold
0:24:29 New cloud type “asperitas”, JCD on seeing funnel clouds flying into Chicago; salmon threatened by California drought
0:30:59 North & South Korea to hold talks; JCD’s ambition to sample Kim Jong-il’s bordeaux collection, ACC: “hey, dude, Kim Jong, this is corked!”, JCD: “I’m not gonna stick around”
0:35:45 Economic woes impacting Toronto hookers, quasi-legality, ACC: “go and Google rape Holland”
and sex crimes; Oregon semen-throwing ban “bukkake bill”; bullcrap PSAs promoting getting
all three credit reports, employers checking credit scores
0:43:00 Air France 447 altitude and air speed report, TCAS faults, ACC: “Boeing next, everybody”
0:44:15 Video of Leo Laporte blowing up at Mike Arrington
0:45:13 Donation Segment jingle discontinued, HEMA Knight underwear, shoe store fluoroscopes
0:51:41 Mimi’s ruined tire from running over squirrel, bad Show 100 squirrel karma
0:53:26 US doctors offering “Botox bailouts” for job interviews, JCD: “they all look like Nancy Pelosi”
0:54:50 And Now Back to Real News: David Carradine dead at 72, New York Post “Hung Fu”
0:56:32 WHO about to declare level 6 pandemic, three shots per year
0:58:47 JCD’s travel checklist posted, “shut down the meth lab”; Madoff sentencing soon; Jacqui
Smith resignation; Germany demanding physical gold held in US, ACC’s $50 gold coin, $75
oil “whisper number”, another The Disciplined Investor interview with Michael Greenberger
on oil price manipulation
1:04:32 Outro: dinner at Ozumo
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Lightning Strikes

(2009-06-03)

0:00:34 Giant raindrops in California; ACC on CAVOK ceiling and visibility OK, called on to do
search and recue for missing ultralight
0:05:35 Air France 447 possible lightning strike, ACC: “it was time for an Airbus to come down” in
Boeing-Airbus war, ACC: “sheet metal and rivets, baby”; previous week’s bomb scare, new bin
Laden speech; nose dive from elevator malfunction, JCD’s Ames-NASA simulator experiences
0:14:18 And Now Back to Real News: Conan O’Brien bumps Jay Leno, JCD: “I’m gonna give him
six to twelve weeks and he’s off the air”; Latvian Go Blonde Festival; HEMA No Agenda
underwear; betting on horses and dogs based on last to poop
0:23:56 Gordon Ramsey’s £7M in back taxes, JCD’s sous-vide theory upended
0:27:21 Upcoming European elections, JCD on in-flight voting PSA; European Parliament increase
from 736 to 754 seats from Lisbon Treaty, ACC predicts 28% turnout; pedophile Daniel CohnBendit; German court examining Lisbon Treaty compatibility, “legal kill” for running from
police; Rendition: Guantánamo video game
0:34:43 Potentially compulsory MMR vaccine for UK schools, JCD on his son’s “one pock” from
chicken pox, ACC all-in on “measles parties”; investigation into secret deal between Google &
Yahoo not to poach employees; Steve Ballmer ironically threatens to move offshore
0:41:53 Monty Python’s Sit on My Face intermezzo
0:43:18 California to run out of cash in 14 days, JCD: “every year this goes on!”; ACC on friend’s
mother’s nursing home room no longer being cleaned, JCD on Tech TV getting rid of the
makeup people; producer note on e-cigarette propylene glycol, JCD Merck Index request
0:52:51 WHO: world “edging toward pandemic”; rumor of Jacqui Smith resigning; $20bn natural
gas project in Australia protected wildlife area; new natural gas discoveries in Russia and
Louisiana; Hazel Blears the one resigning
0:58:09 Dutch tabloid editor scoffs on TV at ACC’s War Child proposal
0:59:24 JCD on thieves potentially monitoring for “I’m away from home” tweets
1:00:42 Outro: early wrap-up so ACC & CVC can talk
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A Squirrel Walks Into A Bar

(2009-05-31)

0:00:00 No Agenda Countdown
0:02:22 Nonexistent “lost” Episode 22, “controversial” Show 100, Bob Dylan dvorak.org/na jingle
from Geoff Smith; ACC in Amsterdam; Susan Boyle loses Britain’s Got Talent, “360 deal”
recording contract indentured servitude, JCD on “dummy contracts” in book business
0:12:55 ACC’s legal action with gossip paper over CC licensed “dope-smoking” aviation photo
0:18:39 Bush Library raises $100M in 100 days, ACC: “is this going to be made of gold?”, delays in
Clinton Library fundraising, JCD: Bush Library to contain “comic books”; Obama fundraising
dinner, donation request e-mails
0:21:55 Silvio Berlusconi’s New Year’s party for 50 young women; Obama administration demands
reversal of Humboldt County California measures to prevent military recruiters to contact
minors, ACC: “hey kids, you get an armband just for showing up to the rally!”
0:24:58 UK demand for squirrel pie on the rise; JCD blames sous-vide technique for recent food
poisoning death; Schwabe’s Unmentionable Cuisine, I’m a Celebrity…Get Me Out of Here
witchetty grub eating, breast milk and fork-holding controversies; ACC on eating at College
Hotel in Amsterdam with first-year hospitality students; first mention of Ms. Micky; HEMA
department store underwear
0:40:23 Man arrested in Seattle for zombie costume and fake machine gun; fuss over CVC’s boyfriend
Dexter leaving bag unattended; eight-year terrorism cycle; New Zealand parrot steals passport
0:44:14 And Now Back to real News: Arkansas murderers escape prison in guard uniforms made there
0:45:29 Robert Gibbs insults British press over suppressed Iraqi sexual torture photos
0:46:31 Squirrel stealing American flags from Port Huron MI cemetery
0:47:01 US money-printing and $100bn for IMF, rising unemployment, JCD: “business cycle”; JCD
on “petite male” Robert Reich, “novelty fuck”; Russian scientist: Tunguska event was UFO
ramming meteor to save earth
0:54:41 The Guardian on UN “flood of drugs” in Afghanistan to devalue it
0:58:21 Man crashes pickup truck after swerving to avoid squirrel, JCD: “the automatic reaction I have
is to gun it”; pest control company owner charged with animal cruelty for trapped squirrel
1:00:30 ACC on “all the high but none of the death” e-cigarettes; Russian airline passengers film UFO;
producer note on e-cigarette propylene glycol, ACC on crappy commercial tobacco
1:05:59 Donation Segment: HEMA embroidered Knight underwear; layaway program
1:11:06 Police advised of injured squirrel on 500 block of 7th Street; No Agenda mutual fund
1:12:54 Outro: JCD & Horowitz all-in on ETFs; Russians subsisting on spoiled food; prototype
noagenda.squarespace.com
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99 Dandelion Wine

(2009-05-28)

0:00:31 ACC’s live introduction; two missed shows, ACC & Patricia separated, impending divorce,
first attempt at Show 99 deleted
0:04:04 Rachel Maddow blasts Obama for “prolonged detention”; New York Times Maureen Dowd
plagiarism scandal, editor replacement of “we” with “the Bush crowd”, Dowd’s exposure
of Joe Biden plagiarism, JCD on “did I write that?” episodes; The Scotsman plagiarizing
Gamesweasel; Mimi coloring copy-pasted text
0:17:54 The Economist on Proctor & Gamble denying Pringles’ potato content to avoid VAT, JCD:
“it’s actually a toy!”; Monterey Foods potentially in trouble; ACC on Bar Americain ribs
0:23:27 JCD recommends The American Experience Kennedys series, Bobby Kennedy: “we are a great
country, and a selfish country, and a compassionate country”
0:28:06 JCD’s local news on ring of car thieves busted, CHP unable or unwilling to trace cars to owners;
ACC’s Slovakian driver on dozing off in car and awakening to ticket, financial incentives for
ticket-writing; Speaker of House of Commons Michael Martin resigns over expense scandal;
Jon & Kate Plus 8 crap
0:36:33 JCD on not allowed into Google I/O by indecisive 20-somethings; death of <blink>, HTML5
video embedding; miffed North Korea promises “unimaginable merciless punishment” over
maritime WMD program, ABC News distills it to “the North threatened a military response”,
report with Uncle Don, “you don’t want to mess with them”
0:49:02 Lahore bombing appearing to target ISI, Pakistani military fighting a multi-front war
0:53:02 Dandelions selling for $9 per pound, JCD on Mimi making dandelion wine, WWII nettle soup,
cedar box for Native American cooking
0:56:50 Producer note on 2007 Boeing 737-300 disengaged auto-throttle incident at Bournemouth Airport and Turkish Airlines 1591; JCD on medical imaging software frying patients, Eurocopter
running Windows
1:04:32 California Supreme Court upholds gay-union ban, Gavin Newsom throwing it in people’s faces,
black Obama voters all-in on Proposition 8, civil unions vs marriage, ACC: “I want you to go
through divorce as well!”, professionally made signs at demonstrations
1:10:37 Wall Street Journal on PPIP scam, banks buying toxic assets from themselves with tax money;
incomprehensible recovery.gov reports; June 17 Bernie Madoff sentencing; ACC $50bn Israel
AIG theory
1:15:01 Supreme Court controversies, porn-watching Clarence Thomas and “that woman” Anita Hill
1:17:40 Outro: ACC’s travel plans and month in San Francisco; jingles for Show 100
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98 Health Code Violation

(2009-05-17)

0:00:38 ACC’s big reveal postponed
0:01:37 And Now Back to Real News: JCD on Costco wine “Easter eggs”, French raw milk cheese,
Greek feta with no English on label
0:06:23 Eurovision Song Contest final babe-fest, ACC on high Russian production values, “even the
songs weren’t that bad”, winning song Fairytale from Norway, host Graham Norton’s “it’s
a stripper in a hamster wheel”, JCD on “Russian TV”; Chinese producer calls bullcrap on
zodiac swine flu theory; ACC all-in on Dvorak Interlude #5, Free Bird finale, outtake version
without fade-out; Michael Butler’s “I like my women like I like my coffee: dumb”
0:23:45 Lame obamashoes.tv ad, JCD: “these guys are toast”, no Obama armbands due to trademark;
producer note on coca importer Stepan Company and New Trier High School campus, JCD
on coca leaves in Andes: “it’s like chewing on lawn clippings”
0:30:53 Boy Scouts training to fight terrorism and illegal immigration, JCD: “they look like a bunch
of boneheads”; producer note clarifying Baghdad stress clinic shooting details
0:36:07 Tamil Tigers throw in the towel, China arms sales and access to key Sri Lankan port, Tamil
protests in UK
0:40:36 Michelle Obama to give commencement speech at UC Merced; Dutch government to pay
salaries of 60 journalists, 1984 Ministry of Truth; Geoff Smith promises more jingles; WolframAlpha released, Neelie Smit-Kroes fines Intel $1.4bn, Sarbanes-Oxley jingle
0:51:57 Germany denies patent to Saudi “killer chip” with GPS & cyanide for “terrorists, criminals,
fugitives, illegal immigrants, political dissidents, domestic servants and foreigners overstaying
their visas”; JCD on cyanide metabolism, almond smell, No Agenda health tip: don’t eat too
many apple seeds
0:59:53 Sous-vide and Gordon Ramsey prepackaged food scandal and Fat Duck food poisoning incident, “billionaire dude” Nathan Myhrvold’s experiments, JCD on the danger of cooking
salmon at 102°, “you’re asking for the botulism bacteria, if nothing else, to propagate like a
maniac and make you sick”
1:11:20 CDC: half of 100k flu cases in US are swine flu; CVC’s boyfriend’s UK passport with huge
RFID chip antenna; Australian scientist Adrian Gibbs: swine flu development in laboratory
1:15:20 Donation Segment: donation dice
1:18:07 Outro: possible Wednesday night show, ACC’s June in San Francisco
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97 Brain Damage

(2009-05-14)

0:00:34 Daily Source Code ACC’s “mistress on the side”
0:01:22 Obama’s commencement speech at party school Arizona State, “big three” topics, TotUS
Teleprompter of the US setup, Obama leering at cute black student; ACC on Rose Garden
press conference interruption by Pelosi for “biggest public blowjob I’ve ever seen in my life”
0:07:16 ACC on “shoeshine Joe” in San Francisco pointing out six-year-olds in strollers
0:10:42 Producer note from pharmacist “selling Tamiflu by the boatload”, soon-to-expire lots, allergy
season; disease outbreaks and Chinese chicken-horse-pig zodiac cycle; no fevers in some Mexico
deaths, JCD on marketing strategies vs conspiracies, generic Tamiflu on the horizon
0:19:13 House Judiciary Committee approves new fee on music played by radio stations; Gilead-Roche
patent deal terminated in 2005
0:22:42 And Now Back to Real News: Eurovision Song Contest preliminary round, funny Terry Wogan
commentary in UK; Twitter causes “severe brain damage”; Clean Water Restoration Act and
human body ownership by government; PBS Behind Closed Doors documentary, Frontline on
Bernie Madoff
0:33:06 Homeowner Hope bailout program, 50 out of 51 loans under investigation, sketchy Lend America outfit; Taliban taking over Pakistan, President Asif Ali Zardari on creation of Taliban by
CIA and ISI; Gen. David McKiernan relieved of duty and replaced by Stanley McChrystal
0:41:39 Five killed at Baghdad stress clinic by US soldier during Pelosi visit; Roxana Saberi released
by Iran; JCD: “Pelosi’s like becoming the second government”; Democrats claiming the CIA
is after them; Maurice Jarre Wikipedia quote hoax
0:53:57 And Now Back to Real News: woman dies using a jackhammer as sex toy, Katie Price & Peter
Andre split, UK “too much bling? – give us a ring” campaign, JCD: “this has gotta be an
April Fools’ joke”, Cubans ratting each other out, JCD: “an armband and a jockstrap”
0:59:21 Mexican drug decriminalization, 2006 bill vetoed due to pressure from US, Portuguese decriminalization success; ACC on Mena AR, CVC’s friend’s parents in the ecstasy business, JCD
on Las Vegas casinos and money laundering, Afghanistan opiate near-monopoly, GOD “gold,
oil, and drugs”; producer note on Stepan Company in Rumsfeld’s neck of the woods the only
licensed importer of coca leaves, ACC on Burmese hill tribe opium dens
1:11:34 Twitter feature subtraction sure to be unpopular with user base; JCD recommends Park XO
cognac; Judicial Watch bank bailout FOIAs, forced contract signings
1:19:01 Donation Segment: ACC “smokin’ hot librarians” ringtone, “John, John, 90% of what you say
is ringtone-worthy, my friend”, $17.01 Star Trek “tail number”, Knight “layaway program”
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96 Water Weed And Weasels

(2009-05-10)

0:00:34 ACC back in London, JCD on United Airlines backward-facing business class seats
0:03:38 UK parliamentary expense data leaked to press, Jacqui Smith’s husband’s X-rated movies,
ACC: “just lookin’ at her, no kidding!”
0:04:59 And Now Back to Real News: Joanna Lumley confronts Parliament over Gurkha immigration
rights; Michael Savage’s son Russell Weiner Rockstar energy drink CEO, JCD on Hatton
knocked out by Pacquiao right next to Rockstar logo
0:10:24 Swine flu now “Mexican flu” in Europe, Netherlands vaccine order double the population size
0:16:34 White House Military Oﬀice’s Louis Caldera resigns over Air Force One NYC flyover, Photoshopped images; CDC credits California with swine flu outbreak, “a case” in Ireland; 15year-old producer note on New Trier High School gardasil.com biology homework; Tamiflu’s
effectiveness against swine flu questioned, JCD on using Relenza inhaler; Baxter International
based in Chicago; list of New Trier alumni
0:25:43 Madison Wisconsin court OKs warrantless police GPS units on vehicles
0:28:02 ACC reading Atlas Shrugged by Ayn Rand; Patricia shocked by Pitt-Jolie split, JCD: “she’s
gotta be a handful!”; No Agenda film reviews, Hollywood debt financing, JCD seeking bit part
0:38:02 Bilderberg Conference to be held in Greece; JCD on Bill Gates’ Hood Canal “brainwashing
sessions” for journalists; ACC’s meeting with Eddy Cue in Cupertino, iPhone in-app sales,
looking for Android on netbook; No Agenda iPhone apps, StreamFurious for Android
0:49:14 Clean Water Restoration Act “navigable waters of the United States”, ACC: “water is now
owned by the government”; Joy Behar to Larry King on Rush Limbaugh’s climate change
denial: “every climatologist in the world says there’s global warming”
0:58:13 148 cosponsors for Ron Paul’s H.R.1207 Federal Reserve Transparency Act; Rep. Alan
Grayson grills Federal Reserve Inspector General unaccounted-for trillions
1:01:07 Schwarzenegger marijuana legalization “should be discussed”, JCD on potential $6bn per
year in California; government sector the only one with employment growth; Obama’s broken
promises, “Bush three”, potential legal action by Eric Holder against Bush administration
oﬀicials over torture; ACC all-in on quitting smoking, being dragged to gym by CVC
1:10:32 Virginia health record ransom; $48.71 donation from ICD-9 swine flu 487.1
1:15:31 ACC’s Tourette syndrome and marijuana, JCD story: “sonovabitch!” guy kicked off plane,
ACC on the appeal of “cocksucker”, Seth MacFarlane’s Tourette “jijjits”, JCD on Tourette
“clean freaks”, ACC’s OCD, JCD on childhood diagnosis: “this kid has Tourette’s, you’re
gonna have the time of your life watching him!”, ACC’s cousin married to Christopher Buckley
1:23:51 Outro: web site under construction; 50% tax rate in UK for those making over £150k
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95 We’re All Terrorists Now

(2009-05-07)

0:00:38 ACC’s fader box left behind, JCD reads his travel checklist, ACC’s “MacGyver bag”
0:08:53 Obama speech at podium with Presidential Seal replaced by barackobama.com “keeping Americal competitive”; MSNBC breaking news: Obama & Biden ordering hamburgers
0:12:41 Elizabeth Edwards’ Oprah sob story, John Edwards’ elite hair; ACC on Uncle Don’s red phone
0:15:05 White House not releasing Air Force One “joy ride” pictures, Biden “watch this!”, ACC:
“this is not transparency”; JCD on people ditching “Republican” for “conservative”; idiot
Mike Pence to Chris Matthews: “do I believe in evolution?”, George Gilder, religious right
Taliban-like stranglehold on Republican party, Texas Board of Education and evolution
0:26:37 Note from 16-year-old British producer on Monsanto research assignment into “improving
farming processes through chemicals”
0:28:56 Donation Segment: $19.76 for swine flu & Mandelbrot
0:33:11 WHO: “all of humanity is at risk” from swine flu, imminent pandemic level 5, all Hell breaking
loose in August, Bush Tamiflu stockpile, La Roche stock way up, medal-studded CDC woman
0:37:47 Dinner at Four Seasons, JCD’s missing doggie bag, Henriot champagne; ACC’s female guest
perplexed by American politics and states’ rights; awaiting EU ban on roquefort cheese
0:47:20 Michael Savage banned from entering UK by Home Secretary “Wacky” Jacqui Smith, CAIR
Council on American-Islamic Relations troublemakers, no coverage from Fox News, highly
ambiguous hate speech laws
0:55:25 DHS Domestic Extremism Lexicon from Oﬀice of Intelligence and Analysis, “state, local,
and regional fusions centers”, “alternative media” and “hacktivism”, Phineas Priesthood logo,
explosives added to ATF
1:06:50 financialcrisiscards.com; No Agenda Forums news contest; “we’re Knights of the No
Agenda and we suck” and “who is they” jingles
1:12:47 New York Times article “Seeking to Save the Planet, With a Thesaurus”: ecoAmerica newspeak
global warming “our deteriorating atmosphere”, cap and trade “pollution reduction refund”;
public relations firms pushing government policies
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94 Dvorak Wears Prada

(2009-05-03)

0:00:00 A couple of false starts on the intro
0:01:35 JCD: “you know what’s interesting, it’s actually in the morning”, back from Netherlands with
reviews of carbon-copy restaurant with Villeroy & Boch flatware, gourmet restaurant “clubs”,
“dots of crap all over the plate”; bird lovers up in arms over wind farms, ACC on windmills
as investment vehicles, T. Boone “Slim” Pickens, WSJ on northern Louisiana natural gas
discovery; swine flu just in time for sweeps week, Hong Kong hotel quarantine, mask-wearing
Japanese at Munich Airport
0:13:40 Producer feedback on spare Air Force One, military photographers on rooftop, third option:
Photoshop; Obama tactic: minions say one thing and he sets press corps straight
0:19:10 JCD Queen’s Day revisited, blister on foot from walking too much, ACC: “maybe it was the
high heels you were wearing at the party … your Pradas”
0:20:38 Robert Groves nominated as Census Bureau director, JCD “single-family dwelling” questioner
on doorstep, ACORN doing Census work with GPS, JCD: “probably to mark your place in
case the black helicopters have to take your place out”
0:24:53 Producer note on conference presentation on FDA & CDC sales monitoring of drugs like
Imodium, JCD: “hey, cut off Curry’s toilet water!”; ACC tries to score Tamiflu, “it’s not
really for me”, CVC terrified after school evacuation, “people like Dvorak are part of the
problem” on Twitter
0:31:16 Prince talks chemtrails to Tavis Smiley; JCD’s photo of contrail shadow
0:35:46 And Now Back to Real News: Dutch hagelslag and muisjes sprinkles for bread, gestampte
muisjes for birth of baby; JCD on motorist trash cans; ACC on throwing apple cores at stop
signs, Netherlands as European beta test; Apeldoorn attack confirmed as targeting Queen,
“these days are over” meme; komijnekaas cumin cheese
0:47:19 120 cosponsors for Ron Paul’s H.R.1207 Federal Reserve Transparency Act, JCD on Intel-AMD
lawsuit fractal; Lisbon Treaty indemnifies and makes sovereign ECB; Kennedy assassination
and Executive Order 11110 theories; Lincoln statue by San Francisco City Hall
0:56:26 Donation Segment: $22.22 “two-to-the-head”; dinner plans
1:06:07 High fructose corn syrup is actually dangerous, limited-edition Pepsi Throwback, 13bn gallons
of carbonated drinks per year; JCD on European tobacco labeling: “it makes you buy more!”
1:12:43 Dutch tabloid Algemeen Dagblad, Wendy van Dijk Ushi Hirosaki character “Dutch Borat”,
Xander de Buisonjé falling-out
1:17:16 JCD: “we are talking about the sociology, and we’re using the exemplification in regards to
Wendy to better analyze the sociology so we can understand the world around us in a manner
that makes us more effective as human beings”
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93 Pigs in Space

(2009-04-30)

0:00:39 Technical diﬀiculties galore on Queen’s Day, JCD: “infinite number of drunks” from UK,
thumbs-up on party, “she’s taller than you”, “I had to stand on a box” for photo; over-capacity
barge sinks after ramming pier; four killed by car ramming pedestrian crowd and into Masonic
monument in Apeldoorn; JCD on France 24’s “blonde bombshell” and hot reporter Stephanie
Antoine; Naked News still a thing
0:11:23 Swine flu offensive to Muslims and Jews, pig culling in Egypt, Dutch government declares
country immune, Dutch people all-in on Obama, “jaded” and “friendly guy” memes
0:14:28 100-day presidential press conference, CNN letter grade vote, ACC: “completely orchestrated
show”, New York Times “what has enchanted you”, JCD: “it sounds like Oprah!”, ACC gripes
about complete lack of CFL lightbulbs
0:19:19 News Night documentary on Powershift ’09 teaching climate activists civil disobedience and
resisting arrest, Rahm Emanuel on “what the relationship should be between big business and
government”; Al Gore at Senate climate change legislation hearing: “there are people who
still believe that the Moon landing was staged on a movie lot in Arizona”, Steve Scalise on
moving carbon & jobs to China, Gore confronted with carbon credit meetings with Ken Lay
0:30:35 500k flu deaths worldwide, 236 cases of swine flu, CNN reporter wearing surgical mask; Ron
Paul on 1976 outbreak, vaccination side effects; WHO Level 5 with ACC’s family all-in, “I’m
not always crackpot!”; producer on doctor refusing prophylactic prescription due to CDC signoff requirement; Obama’s additional $1.5bn vaccination funding request; JCD on 1918 H1N1
vs swine vs Spanish flu propaganda
0:43:02 April 22 CNN report: Venezuelan equine encephalitis samples missing from Fort Detrick Maryland, polo horse deaths, Baxter International tapped to make swine flu vaccine, exploding vials
on Swiss train; $200M from World Bank for Mexico, March 19 announcement of $100M SanofiAventis vaccine facility in Mexico, Donald Rumsfeld former Chairman of Tamiflu developer
Gilead Sciences
0:48:12 JCD on carbon-copy high-end Amsterdam restaurants, menu “dressed by” credits; producer
note on refusing to donate because hosts have jobs, ACC: “check yourself”, pledge drive meal
premium idea; voiceless Letterman swine flu debacle, Leno in hospital and four-hour erection
joke; Law & Order: SVU murder indictment for not vaccinating against measles, NBC web
page with CDC adult measles vaccine ads; JCD’s doctor not all-in on hepatitis B vaccine
0:57:51 JCD on Spanish military intelligence anticipating al-Qaeda attack; Canadian antipiracy strategy: Somali “stop!” Signs on helicopters; preliminary Turkish Airlines 1591 report: proximity
alarm indicating altimeter failure; Air Force One “photo op” with Statue of Liberty scandal,
ACC: “who says Obama wasn’t on the plane?”, “backup plane”, two Air Force Ones for two
Obamas, nothing to be found in air traﬀic control records; Obama “move it up” teleprompter
gaffe, JCD’s dead TechTV prompter
1:08:15 ACC’s 0630 call from time-zone-ignoring JCD, “you can take a nap!”
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92 Swine Flu: It’s a Beta!

(2009-04-26)

0:00:39 JCD in Netherlands, ACC in San Francisco at crappy hotel
0:03:14 Swine flu top of US news, worry over ACC’s head cold, only Mexicans dying, ACC: “I think
it’s a beta test”; early February Panasonic order for workers’ families to return to Japan in
fear of “new influenza strains”, JCD: “they’re gonna give us a flu vaccine for four flus and then
they’re gonna have the fifth one they’re gonna release and they’re gonna kill everyone”, 25-45
kill age range, one case in New York City; Wales on high alert, “Exercise Taliesin”; Monsanto
pig theories, H1N1 bird vs swine, infowars.com laboratory theory; JCD on two previouslyeffective medications replaced by Tamil & Relenza not covered by insurance, Tamiflu possibly
losing effectiveness, excuse for stockpile dump
0:16:33 Rotterdam “mosquito” high-frequency repellant system for loitering teens, JMD hearing constantlysquealing new brakes
0:19:58 And Now Back to Real News: sleazy AVN Awards, Best New Starlet Stoya thanks “each and
every person who jerks off to my smut”; KPIX on fat people exacerbating global warming;
Washington Post on woman almost arrested for post-Caesarean “hoping for girl” comment
0:29:05 Producer note on linguiça & chouriço in Massachusetts; Italian mafia’s $170bn in yearly profits,
loan sharking and Chinese knockoffs, JCD’s fake Rolex collection, ACC’s refusal to send watch
through TSA X-ray, avoiding shoe scans; millimeter wave patdown avoidance lie, “welcome
home Mr. Curry”, incompetent drug dog
0:41:01 Barney Frank in 2005: “not the degree of leverage” in home ownership, “you’re not going
to see the collapse that you see when people talk about a bubble”, JCD: “he’s a visionary”;
producer note urging return to one show per week; tweeting porn stars, Craigslist-Twitter
hooker system; JCD called out by son for admitting to liking Family Guy; Village Voice letter
from reader on “Nazi Pentagon experiments in Queens” with aircraft electronically zapping
people in their homes, high incidence of brain tumors, ACC: “I don’t write those guys off”
0:56:52 ABN AMRO bank claims Rijksmuseum’s Rembrandt self-portrait; JCD story: Chinese knockoff Rembrandt, incompetent Mona Lisa copies; both banks filing preemptive lawsuits; ACC
recommends Stedelijk Museum; producer photo of Manhattan NYPD “sniper towers”
1:02:26 ACC looking for footage of Al Gore lying to Congress about personal profits
1:05:40 Donation Segment: $1081 breathalyzer theory, ASCII “look listen look” sum
1:14:24 Monsanto farmer suicides in India; Obama administration at 100 days; Merck’s doctor hit
list in stroke-causing Vioxx class action lawsuit, CEO now on Microsoft board, ACC: “what
about the peanut butter guy, what happened to him?”; ACC’s upcoming speech at New Jersey
school, mtv.com “ruined the internet”; cross-continental vs domestic connection quality
1:22:29 JCD’s itinerary, Queen’s Day party night before, chalking up flea market real estate
1:25:22 Outro: JCD gripes about 16GB Compact Flash card errors, flash memory vs hard drive
MTBF; ACC’s GPhone guides him to defunct Circuit City to buy netbook
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91 Stroking the Ugly Stick

(2009-04-22)

0:00:00 No Agenda Countdown!
0:01:21 VLC “good product”, ACC command-line time saving, mutt & Gmail; kids’ lightning-fast
typing skills and worn-out backspace keys; ACC’s cold, JCD all-in on Zicam
0:09:28 And Now Back to Real News: huge Union Pacific locomotive 844 headed from Oakland to
Stockton, US rail gauge origin in Rome, ACC: “are you a guy that has recordings of steam
locomotives?”
0:13:36 European bureaucrats allowing high-resolution photos of confidential documents, Hazel Blears’
sheaf of Parliamentary allowances documents, JCD: “there’s a shortage of envelopes in that
country?”, disinformation potential; UK Tamil protests, Somali pirate kid ringleader arrives in
New York, producer note on military choppering in snipers; Erin Burnett on scene, Blackwater
still in Iraq; Maersk ship contents insured by AIG, Iran Contra weapons shipping
0:23:12 JCD on guy walking around with shillelagh, “No Agenda ugly stick”; piracy and Hillary
Clinton’s UN Law of the Sea Treaty; ACC’s in-laws visiting, all-in on Brownshirts theory
0:30:21 Freddie Mac CFO David Kellerman two-to-the-head hanging; producers writing code for ACC
0:32:21 Donation Segment: “another one for the armory” jingle; $1081 numerology mystery
0:39:43 twotothehead.com; “hello, kettle, this is the pot calling”; JCD calls for information on
linguiça sources; Kaito BT409 9-LED folding ugly stick
0:43:34 21 polo horses dead in Florida; Germany fighting 2005 Monsanto pig patent application;
JCD on tasteless rBST-contaminated milk, non-reproducible acorn-fed Iberian ham; H.R.20
Melanie Blocker Stokes MOTHERS Act for postpartum depression rammed through
0:53:51 Piaggio airplane recommended to ACC in place of “Sky King”, “it looks like a flying penis”;
Nicolas “Napoleon IV” Sarkozy’s Airbus A330-200 upgrade; EU and Joint Strike Fighter
project, 2-3TB of data stolen from Pentagon
0:58:13 Acid rain legislation prototype for global warming version, JCD on Europe’s “dissolving statues”; former FDA administrator Dr. David Kessler’s new book: fat + sugar = dopamine;
Stephen Hawking “went to hospital”, ACC story: Swamp Thing appearance “I was blotto”,
shameless Hawking Simpsons episode; JCD on Family Guy’s two cancellations; Unilever research finds pleasure nerves in skin, ACC: “people had to be stroked at a certain speed … 4-5
cm/s”, JCD: speedometer practice mouse pad, “only present on hairy skin”, ACC: “it’s an
iPhone app!”, GPhone metal detector
1:15:27 European Parliament to vote on ISP three strikes law, ACC: bandwidth degraded due to
“throttling, filtering, looking, sniﬀing, snooping, slurping, sucking all of my data”, Pirate
Bay blocked; GPhone metal detector compass, “the Jeep of phones”; Google accused of tax
dodge via Ireland; Taxi Eric on alert for JCD at Queen’s Day party; prime tourist destination
Iceland, JCD tip: buy Icelandic “Rasta sheep” wool goods at Reykjavík Airport shop; No
Agenda linguiça airport booths, JCD recommends Wisconsin airport Usinger Wurst Haus
1:23:55 News Media Group first-quarter earnings down 28.4%; Miss California loses Miss USA 2009
to Perez Hilton’s gay marriage question, JCD: “it was rigged”; ACC on courting Hilton in
London for show, “he’s a dick”
1:30:03 Outro: JCD on San Francisco mayor running for governor against Jerry “Moonbeam” Brown;
pothole-counting on San Francisco–Oakland Bay Bridge; financial woes in the show notes;
“knives of the Knights” flatware
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90 Lost Your Job? Eat More Fiber

(2009-04-19)

0:00:33 ACC on Patricia not all-in on show, “I need to get myself a girlfriend”; JCD’s Queen’s Day
visit, ugly shade of orange national color, Trafalgar Square Dutch event, Madurodam miniature
park; Giuliani outraged over Dutch Devil’s Advocate show mock trial exonerating bin Laden,
removed from FBI ten most wanted list; EU claims to have thwarted 515 “terrorist preparation
attacks” in 2008, high threat level from “Islamist as well as ethno-nationalist and separatist
terrorism”, 187 arrests
0:16:57 Beaten pastor and nunchaku threat thanks to out of control US border patrol; Janet Napolitano in the right-wing crosshairs; positive review compares No Agenda favorably to The Daily
Show; In Flight magazine video camera disguised as pen; JCD plays children’s age Jeopardy!,
producer’s “mystery caller details” answering machine message for JCD, crank calls from
drunken teenagers; JCD on backstage passes and buffets
0:27:19 Message from Aric on Somali Pirates as fractal of American behavior, JCD on philosopher
Jacques Lacan as interpreted by Slavoj Žižek; Belgian ship captured, ACC: “they ran out of
coal”, piracy trial in New York; No Agenda countdown jingle
0:36:50 And Now Back to Real News: “trending” Twitter-enabled cat flap, Oprah’s 250k followers,
Susan Boyle still top trend; Abduwali Muse “ringleader” meme
0:42:38 Maersk Alabama attacker Abduwali Muse to be tried in New York, JCD: Kenya a “shithole”,
military shaking down tourists at airport, fun with Djibouti; upcoming US-Israel wargames
0:51:13 J.P. Morgan Chase lays claim to Rijksmuseum’s “de bocht van de Herengracht” used as loan
collateral; news nationalization meme and potential bailout, GM pensions pulling the company
into bankruptcy; government preparing for mass unrest, ACC predicts FEMA camps, JCD
on L’Aquila earthquake tent city: “a bunch of people sitting around drinking cappuccinos”
1:02:06 Bush 43 torture memos, Obama administration not to prosecute anyone “following orders”,
Spanish magistrate going after “Bush six”, JCD on international courts and New World Order;
China hires Jackie Chan to spew propaganda, “if we are not being controlled, we’ll just do
what we want”; JCD on companies relocating to fascist “fine city” Singapore
1:10:20 Shadow Puppet Theater: auto industry bailout advisor Steven Rattner under investigation;
Nicolas Sarkozy insults three world leaders in one lunch, ACC Carla Bruni MKULTRA theory
1:13:46 Donation Segment: $51.50 California legal psychiatric hold, “Johnny Green”
1:18:30 And Now Back to Real News: Madonna falls off horse startled by paparazzi
1:19:37 Iran arrests 26 for child pornography, ACC: “I need a tinfoil towel”; producer gripe about
repeated JCD cork story, ACC’s warning siren
1:22:41 British “coping with the stress of job loss” pamphlet recommends eating more fiber; Thai government classifies ginger and chiles as hazardous; Gordon Ramsay busted for serving warmedover food, philandering rumors and pissed-off father-in-law backer; free NHS flu shots for those
over 60, ACC on eugenics and world population control
1:32:52 Outro, ACC: “but remember, I’m right handed, so if they put it in my left hand, I didn’t fire
those two shots at my own head”
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89 Nuke the Gay Pirates

(2009-04-16)

0:00:38 ACC “the original puker”, Patricia all-in on Leo Laporte’s off-air trained voice, “radio! yeah!
I might get laid!”, ACC story: radio station WITB “we’re in the basement”/“we’re into bong
hits”, turning fellow DJ L.T. lesbian; No Agenda Mobile iPhone app; ACC back from Portugal,
linguiça and cork trees revisited, drug decriminalization
0:10:56 JCD Tea Party warning robo-call, “tea-bagging” meme, Glenn Beck’s involvement
0:15:23 ACC reviews Vila Monte’s Orangerie restaurant, apéritif with white port and lemon, 2005
Cliff Richard Vida Nova; new No Agenda Wikipedia entry
0:21:37 And Now Back to Real News: Ashton Kutcher vying with CNN for Twitter followers, Hugh
Jackman phoning in tweets; Marilyn Chambers dead at 56, JCD on meeting her at CES,
Behind the Green Door, “I really admire your work”; scripted Susan Boyle appearance on
Britain’s Got Talent; Patricia perfect for Embarrassing Bodies show; ACC looking at turbo
prop aircraft, “hole in the back” restroom
0:34:26 Radio show caller on DHS importing bird flu; freegans revisited; Lehman Brothers take delivery of 450k pounds of yellow cake uranium from futures investment; G20 and the list of
exactly zero tax havens eliminated
0:43:46 Dolphins block Somali pirates from Chinese ship, St. Augustine pirate vs emperor story, ACC
on terrorism by way of desperation, local news “not a battle we can ignore”, simultaneous head
shots by Navy SEALs in Maersk Alabama incident, “You Are Being Lied to About Pirates”
article; “homegrown terror” meme, “right-wing extremists” among returning veterans; Ann
Coulter transsexual rumor, JCD: “well, she keeps her figure”, University of California lecture
0:56:26 And Now Back to Real News: absurd CSI: NY un-copied flash drive run over by train; Dave
deBronkart article on electronic medical records full of inaccurate insurance codes; JCD story:
insurance inside scoop from speeding ticket traﬀic school instructor subsequently arrested
1:05:16 Laptops carried by Boeing employees killed in Turkish Airlines 1591 crash sent back to Boeing
1:08:06 Donation Segment: no donations to end show; $13.37 “leet”, $69.69
1:14:25 United Airlines to charge fat people for extra seat, “fat activist”; JCD story: woman at SeaTac with peculiar body type pleading for second seat, “this woman’s butt was the size of
a Hummer”, Rubens paintings and pubic hair, ACC vs JCD on family members wandering
around unclothed, CVC’s topless tanning, ACC: “you hold your fork wrong, too”
1:21:49 ACC rediscovers vim, JCD: “I like DOS!”; CIA prisons in Poland, EFF files motion to return
electronics seized from Boston College student using operating system “prompt commands”
1:25:19 JCD’s orphan e-mail addresses in notes without holder’s name, Twitter simplification
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88 Perchlorate and Cut Fiber

(2009-04-12)

0:00:36 ACC in Eastern Algarve Portugal; JCD cooking leg of lamb for Easter; ACC’s next-door
restaurant and CVC’s vegetarian boyfriend, cheap rental properties thanks to British suckered
into buying homes in Europe
0:10:44 CDC finds all baby formula brands contain perchlorate, environmental levels from fireworks;
producers irked about ACC’s snarkiness toward Mimi and “producer” term
0:16:42 JCD’s Canadian TV adventures, Amy Winehouse mentioned on This Hour Has 22 Minutes,
Billy Bob Thornton blows up at radio interviewer for calling him an actor instead of musician,
calls Canadians “mashed potatoes with no gravy”, remainder of tour cancelled because of flu;
ACC on The Hoff: When Scott Came To Stay, “the manservant’s job is basically to keep them
alive”, actors taking to the stage for audience feedback, Madonna’s struggles to become an
actress
0:31:21 Twitter replacing newspapers, internet “disintermediation” since 2008, foundation-based journalism, top-heavy businesses and the death of mainframes, kosher Coke for Passover; Canadian
Cessna 172 thief tries to get shot down by US fighter jets, goldmansucks.com lawsuit
0:44:07 TSA chemical detector set off by hand lotion glycerine on laptop, ACC: “we all know what
the lotion’s for”; former German soldier pays for bicycle stolen at the end of WWII; Bay Area
fiber optic cables cut, similar case in South Carolina, smart grid and cyber-9/11
0:53:44 Jon Stewart all-in on Democrat corporatism/fascism; JCD on inability to find deli employees
willing to work, JMD the “straight-A grouch”; Michele Bachmann branded “kooky cougar”;
JCD’s rural paper route with housing development, door-to-door selling in UK, monthly subscription collection with tiny receipt book, “you handle your money like a drunken sailor”
1:03:31 500 elites attend Strasbourg Black Mass after G20; big money in bunker building gigs; Swedish
tax authorities going after cam girls; staging plays and TV shows on UK street cameras with
FOIA requests, ACC: “Orwell was only off by 25 years”; JCD on CSI “keep him on the phone”,
“same-day DNA” and “zoom, rotate, enhance”
1:13:40 JCD on $1.68 and $88.88 Chinese lucky numbers, donations to end show
1:19:13 Moody’s downgrades all municipal bonds, Horowitz shorting New York City, Bill Gates’ dollarditching announcement, George Soros “one of them”, native Esperanto speaker, JCD: “there
are probably more native Klingon speakers”, metric system adoption and “long and stupid”
A4 paper, “it’s not a golden nothin’”, UK shopkeepers resisting metric mandates; harpsichord
alternative outro music
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87 Knights of the No Agenda Armory

(2009-04-08)

0:00:36 JCD in Pacific Northwest with unclothed Mimi walking around, Stickam camera on pets.com
sock puppet, ACC on webcams and cybersex; oddball Wednesday afternoon/evening show
0:03:59 Donation Segment; JCD: “I think we should start to bestow knighthoods” for $1000 donations, ACC proposes “Knights of the No Agenda Armory”, ceremony and certificate,
ACC: “can we perhaps add some flatware to that?”, $1332 double $666
0:10:16 Earthquake 60 miles east of Rome, seismology researcher’s warnings shut down by mayor, 1989
San Francisco earthquake also predicted; electrical grid penetrated by cyberspies, NERC North
American Electric Reliability Corporation, ACC on absurdity of grid internet connectivity
0:15:59 MV Maersk Alabama full of medical supplies grabbed by Somali pirates, Mimi relates points
of interest in story, “I think the merchant ships need to get armed”
0:19:45 Outrage over Obama bowing to Saudi King Abdullah; Dutch listener gets word of Baxter
International tainted vaccine into article; UK residents 40-74 to submit to medical “fat test”,
£5bn investment in NHS computerization, Ritalin identified as the perfect weight-loss drug
0:26:36 G20 protester Ian Tomlinson dead after being pushed over from behind by British cop, unavailability of medical aid lie; JCD UK newspaper rundown, ACC: “they all suck!”; chimpanzees
trade meat scraps for sex; TSA naked body scanners upgraded to millimeter-wave , “enhanced
patdown” alternative
0:42:05 Newt Gingrich on North Korea and “electromagnetic pulse capabilities”; Twitter and African
drinking water; ACC’s pockets full of money for the homeless, JCD chewed out for giving to
beggar, ACC’s house “where all the rich people live”;
0:57:34 British Telecom blocking 35-40k attempted child pornography accesses per day; MarketWatch
article on Goldman Sachs’ “luck”, Lloyd Blankfein’s shit-eating grin; One World Center vs
Third World Center
1:04:15 And Now Back to Real News: helicopter pilot loses license after in-flight fellatio incident
with Swedish porn star, Miley Cyrus: I’m smarter than you think, Lindsay Lohan snubbed
by Nicole Richie; White House Passover Seder, rumors of assassination attempt in Turkey,
Dutch stolen bicycles joke, Germans digging holes on Dutch beaches; dolphins deafened
by military sonar; Pittsburgh police shooting by conspiracy theorist Richard Poplawski
1:11:19 Rep. Louis McFadden’s 1934 letter to Congress on the evils of the Federal Reserve, “world
enslavement”; JCD’s local cookbook collection, “slumgullion”; JCD on “open-source radio”,
open-source cola recipe with cocaine option; again flirting with three shows per week; Howard
Stern fading into irrelevance
1:27:36 ACC: No Agenda minions army listeners producers; stream request Twapp working smoothly;
forum: Google trick; Dvorak Interlude vs mix tapes, “pace and flow”
1:35:04 Outro: Pirate Radio with Philip Seymour Hoffman
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86 Fat Chicks from Toronto

(2009-04-05)

0:00:32 JCD’s birthday, entering oldest DoB year available in online forms, bogus average age statistics, When I’m Sixty-Four; Patricia forbids 60th birthday party, ACC’s trip to Amsterdam
for Gucci bag, party on banker’s roof terrace; No Agenda drop site trolls adding value, autofellatio at the dinner table; JCD story: B-52s Love Shack at Dirty Dan’s strip club, more
anecdotes for Dvorak Interlude, noagendastream.com scalability
0:17:16 Gordon Brown G20 closing: “green recovery”, “I think a New World Order is emerging”,
Declaration on Delivering Resources Through the International Financial Institutions, another
$850bn in IMF money, alphabet soup of acronyms, Multilateral Development Banks, IMF
“flexible credit line”; Savings & Loan author Bill Black’s book The Best Way to Rob a Bank
is to Own One, Bill Moyers’ incredulous “friven by fraud”, short-term profits and inevitable
failure, JCD on “limos and hookers” milieu, fractal jingle
0:30:16 Blackwater Xe to be replaced by Triple Canopy “consultants” in Iraq; Sen. Jay Rockefeller’s
S.773 Cybersecurity Act of 2009, Secretary of Commerce access to network data “without
regard to any provision of law”, cosponsor Olympia Snowe; voting out of oﬀice project, ACC:
“it’s fun!”; listener note on grocery stores hyping reusable bag “echo guilt”, note on TSA
disallowing entry due to lack of cash, Canadian mail-order brides, JCD links current generation
of Canadian women’s big butts to canola oil, UK obesity epidemic, low-rent Iceland Foods
0:43:43 Warrantless FBI raid of Core IP Networks data center, JCD recommends off-site backups
0:47:28 ACC’s meeting with Andrew Horowitz, RIM service contract inflated numbers theory, JCD
on requesting phone unlock after end of contract
0:50:29 And Now Back to Real News: Demi Moore talks down suicidal Twitterer, ACC “dude!” on
“ultimate MILF”; deciphering attempt for JCD notes; No Agenda iPhone app in the works
0:54:40 Donation Segment: $88.88 random number theory; library/winery/armory
1:00:14 Shadow Puppet Theater: National Economic Council’s Lawrence Summers’ $2.7M in Goldman
Sachs speaking fees, Rahm Emanuel’s AIG shares, Valerie Jarrett’s stock portfolio, “Goebbels
of the administration” David Axelrod’s millions
1:02:32 I-Plate ADSL booster and 48V POTS bell wire; “Saint Pelosi” joke from listener
1:06:59 Spanish researchers find THC kills brain cancer cells in mice; Ron Paul and Barney introduce
industrial hemp legalization bill, William Randolph Hearst “get rid of Mexicans and weed”
conspiracy theory; Hawaii tribute in next Dvorak Interlude
1:13:15 Separate bus services for residents and immigrants in southern Italian town, ACC’s sister
Willow’s husband in film business; ACC sets up JCD with Queen’s Day “No Sex in the Champagne Room” party, “Where’s Waldo” photos; expert French G20 protesters burn building
to ground, French wine terrorists dumping “cheap plonk” from Spain; Obama and Sarkozy
standing around on the street in Strasbourg
1:19:23 North Korea claims successful satellite launch, inert stencil on Japanese Patriot missiles,
“MGM prop department”; travel show timing
1:22:12 National Ignition Facility 192-laser array for fusion research
1:24:27 Outro: “guns and cold cuts” armory; Patricia chimes in on wiggling Will Smith’s ears and
squeezing Brad Pitt’s butt at Madame Tussauds
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85 Ketchup is Hard to Make

(2009-04-02)

0:00:34 JCD notices ACC’s intro variations; G20 protest CCTV blackouts due to too-low or toohigh resolution, directional microphones, V for Vendetta and Four Horsemen, damage to
RBS; media mayhem portrayal, The Guardian “24/7 on Twitter”; JCD’s April Fools’ gags,
Conficker worm; music copyright extension campaigns
0:12:40 Obamas visiting Gordon Brown and Queen, “Michelle-mania”, waste of money sending Katie
Couric and Margaret Warner to London, green patch in front of Westminster; Jamie Oliver’s
cooking skills on display; Obama stammering to answer blame question, low-rent SarkozyMerkel press conference, German “regulation machine” and protectionism; Gordon Brown on
global plan real soon now; US fine and Europe screwed fractal
0:24:54 And Now Back to Real News: soap opera Guiding Light cancelled; Jim Clark marrying swimsuit model Christy Hinze; Miss Universe: Guantánamo Bay “relaxing and calm”; JCD on
Monterey Foods invisible brick wall for Midwesterners, checkout aisle delayed by woman with
“beat-up old dirty canvas bags”; AARP on red meat “deadly” study
0:33:56 Two daughters of abortion clinic owner Irving “Bud” Feldcamp killed in Pilatus PC-12 crash
into Holy Cross Cemetery “Tomb of the Unborn”
0:36:05 Health and Human Services nominee Kathleen Sebelius files amended tax returns; listeners
surprised to learn IRS is armed to the teeth, ACC hands everything over to Patricia, JCD
audit tip: put tabs on everything and look like a nut; Bloomberg: $12.8T promised or given
0:39:37 And Now Back to Real News: “series of tubes” Ted Stevens’ case thrown out over prosecutorial
misconduct; chilly Obama-Hillary greeting at 10 Downing Street; audio of Campaign for
Liberty staffer Steve Bierfeldt detained by TSA for carrying $4700 in cash, DEA civil forfeiture
threat, “we gonna have to take him down to the station”; JCD handyman narration, ACC’s
Dutch-speaking dog; TSA: “if you have nothing to hide then you can just tell us what it’s
for”, “are you from this planet?”, “you’re suspicious”, ACC: “how long until they get guns?”;
ACC’s parents’ bosun whistle; song request “Twapp” Twitter app for stream
0:52:55 And Now Back to Real News: JCD “hummingbirds are interesting” and frightening, ACC’s
morning bird chorus; HFCS honey contamination, organic Heinz ketchup from Canada, JCD
describes ketchup-making operation; Mimi calls Portland Punch maker on HFCS switch; nanotechnology in food science; Monsanto suicides in Africa; Larry Silverstein seeking $1bn for
One World Trade Center, hit by car at time of original purchase
1:08:27 $6.66 and $20.12 donation levels, Chinese lucky 8s; “libary” and “zoo-ologist” pronunciations
1:11:18 Natural Resources Defense Council all-in against soft toilet paper, JCD: “use a corn cob,
my friend!”; royal “Groom of the Stool” ass-wiper; NASA reports all-time solar activity low;
Rahm Emanuel on GIVE Act “universal civil defense training”, Spinal Tap “Dobly”; BBC
admits hope to lose Eurovision Song Contest
1:21:17 GM CEO fired; Huﬀington Post $1.7M journalism fund, political flip-flopper Arianna Huffington’s “perfect face for radio”; Salma Hayek’s husband PPR CEO Francois-Henri Pinault
held hostage in France; PETA euthanasia facility and old Penn & Teller: Bullshit! episode
1:26:58 Latvia to sell marijuana seized on Dutch boat; venture capital bias against tech companies
without direct flight from Silicon Valley, Skype’s Dutch origins; 50 cosponsors for Ron Paul’s
H.R.1207; ACC horrified by photo of Michele Bachmann kissing Bush 43
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84 Jobs Justice and Climate

(2009-03-29)

0:00:32 Nailed it, JCD “fall forward, spring back”; listeners unaccountably sick of clips
0:02:31 Conrad-Grassley schtick: “oh, you are good”, “your wife said the same thing”; 24/7-ish
noagendastream.com features, Twitterfall, JCD on citizen journalism applied to obsolete
newspaper/blog “stories” model, Curry-Winer dick-insane combo
0:11:25 G20 protests, semi-autonomous City of London enclave, echoing JCD “Sarbanes-Oxley!”; Geoff
Smith “nothing to see here” jingle; One World Trade Center; G20 plus two, “jobs, justice,
and climate” protest, “rage against the banking machine”; Martin Niemöller “first they came
for …”, IRS as weapon against bankers; JCD on summer jobs, Post Oﬀice “by the book” guy
0:26:05 H.R.1388 GIVE Generations Invigorating Volunteerism and Education Act “mandatory volunteerism”, JCD: “don’t you think it’s weird that the first black president we have reinstitutes
slavery?”, “I’ll betcha there’s gonna be armbands”, UK radio warnings to report CCTVgawkers; JCD story: told not to take photos on Manhattan-to-JFK documentary jaunt
0:33:41 ACC’s chat with Andrew Horowitz, financialstability.gov public-private plan, 7 cents on
the dollar toxic asset market, rats leaving sinking ship for new enterprises; show note categories
0:38:52 And Now Back to Real News: “girl who can’t stand up” Fiona wins PETA sexiest vegetarian
next door contest, JCD: “this woman’s got ribs coming out of her thighs!”
0:42:27 White House virtual town hall, hypocritical Obama on marijuana legalization: “I don’t know
what this says about the online audience”; another California DEA raid; vacuously-chuckling
Robert Gibbs on political vs economic, “I’d point you to the Justice Department”, ACC: “oh,
you mean the Justice Department that was raiding legal miracle medijauana…”; Gibbs “no
comment” on Special Olympian bowling challenge; right-wing radio Obama moniker “giggles”
0:50:50 EU elections & Lisbon Treaty, Czech Republic not all-in, government toppled; smart metering
or else; election “how much labelling do we need?” postcards; throw out your old coffee maker;
@MrsKutcher Demi Moore all-in on Earth Hour; ACC notes local electromagnetic anomaly
1:01:01 US Airways 1549: Stephen Mallon photos showing minimal hull damage ordered taken down
and not turned over to FAA by insurer AIG; FAA refusing to release bird strike information,
double strike “act of God” for insurance purposes; JCD recommends PG Tips plus rooibos
1:06:55 Geoff Smith “shadow puppet theater” jingle, AIG board member on White House tax
reform task force; JCD on hyper-rich enclaves being ransacked by hungry mobs
1:09:11 Donation Segment: $666.66
1:14:11 Mimi researches Michele Bachmann, “I’m glad to see that you’re as rude with Adam as you
are with the family”, listener note on “batshit crazy” Bachmann, “she nearly lost her seat to
a guy named Tinklenberg”; ACC: “witchy” with hair down, radio interview on CO2 sources;
JCD on backing from credit card companies; “raving lunatic” Olbermann, Rachel Maddow
“conservative Republican by comparison”, Air America stint, obnoxious smirk, ACC: “she’s
like the Joker”; opposition to global currency prompts HAARP activation against Minnesota
and G20 protests, disappearing 9/11 Hurricane Erin, ACC: “it’s right next to goatse”
1:26:43 JCD’s music show The Dvorak Interlude on noagendastream.com
1:30:05 Gitmo Nation rundown: dead US Marshall in Mexican canal, Facebook/Myspace spy database,
next Bilderberg Group meeting in Athens, ACTA snooping authority; 14-year-old girl arrested
as child pornographer for semi-nude selfies, school no-touching rule; ACC’s interactive global
hazard map, Pennsylvania epidemic
1:37:34 Outro: JCD letter from listener on Federal Reserve bank ownership & bonuses
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83 One Too Many Clips

(2009-03-25)

0:00:41 Still working on the intro timing; clips from JCD; ACC ridiculing Chris Dodd and his wife;
JCD’s pile of goose eggs in the yard, “there’s a goose involved” in French custards
0:08:37 And Now Back to Real News: Top Gear told by BBC to cut budget by £200k
0:10:26 Obama press conference, reporters with IFBs, Ann Compton: “I am surprised” at being called
out of turn; @teleprompterone & @totus memes, new prompter location
0:14:02 Obama holy trinity on Leno: “healthcare and energy and education”, JCD on three adjectives
for strong argument, “deficit numbers” fourth third of trinity at press conference; “bend the
curve” using healthcare to reduce deficit via IT investment, Baxter/DynPort/CSC windfall
0:25:38 Obama on AIG delay: “I like to know what I’m talking about before I speak”; to Fox: no
need for global currency; disingenuous puker Shep Smith bitches about networks called on
0:31:49 Pentagon memo: global war on terror overseas contingency operation; German listener on
SDR 1969 origin with The Lord of the Rings; JCD: war on meat, ACC: Twitter ePenis
0:35:23 And Now Back to Real News: teen paints 60-foot phallus on roof of parents’ £1M Berkshire
mansion; Brits ironically outraged at capture by Google street view; Metropolitan police warn
against looking at CCTV cameras; amusing @TSABlogTeam; ACC: MEP Nigel Farage drills
Gordon Brown “an asshole the size of the Lincoln Tunnel”, “I remember very well your first
big act as Chancellor, when you sold 400 metric tons of gold … at $275 an ounce”
0:42:50 New Obama term “blue-chip forecasters”; 60 Minutes interview, committing 17k troops to
Afghanistan before “the completion of a strategic review”, diﬀiculty of “signing a condolence
letter”; Barney Frank to 365 Gay: DOMA should not go before SCotUS because “that homophobe Antonin Scalia has got too many votes”; Obama on persistence and “inheriting varied
knotty problems”; Letterman “Prompter or No Prompter” Obama vs Bush segment
0:48:09 Obama “no” on scientific consensus; new Al Gore book Our Choice; rainwater capture illegal
in Colorado, UK “garden butts”; EU Council President and climate skeptic Mirek Topolánek’s
failed government for “not playing ball”; UK Parliament all-in on carbon footprint labeling;
Belfast Telegraph on $125bn Iraq Ponzi scheme; $300M Afghan weapons contract with 22year-old Miami Beach kid; Obama’s mother worked for Geithner’s father, Chris Dodd’s wife
on AIG subsidiary board; warrants for 79.9% of AIG to avoid debt consolidation
0:57:32 ACC’s new love Rep. Michele Bachmann quizzes Geithner about global currency, AIG derivatives and public-private partnership 95% guaranteed by FDIC, critical Bachmann question
cut off by mush-mouthed Barney Frank, JCD: “maybe they can put her on a private plane”;
constituent Bachmann feedback: “she’s certainly insane”, Barney Frank as Scooby-Doo
1:06:25 FedEx Express 80 crash at Narita; 14-17 killed in overloaded Pilatus PC-12 crash in Montana,
ACC: “it’s called the PC-12 for a reason!”; JCD on Kenmore Air flights from Boeing Field to
Port Angeles; ACC “Shelley Berman moment”
1:09:33 Reptilian Sen. Jay Rockefeller on cybersecurity hazards, “it really almost makes you ask the
question, would it have been better if we had never invented the internet”
1:11:55 JCD donation plug revisited; And Now Back to Real News: Michelle Obama “sleevegate”; UK
curriculum to exclude Victorian era and WWII; MIAC Missouri Information Analysis Center
“you might be a terrorist” checklist; Rahm Emanuel on disarming watch listers; Ron Paul
H.R.1207 update; drug-running whistleblower George Weber found stabbed to death
1:25:22 National Security Advisor James Jones: “I take my daily orders from Dr. Kissinger”
1:27:32 “Fibonacci confluence levels” reached in markets; No Agenda iPhone app released
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82 Boom and Bust Explained

(2009-03-22)

0:00:36 ACC’s week “in the zone” programming the stream; listener annoyed by “doom and gloom”;
Financial Times word of the day: “Ponzimonium”, hundreds uncovered including $635M
fractal, SEC’s Linda Thomsen vs Martha Stewart
0:11:18 No definitive “look!” count for Obama on Tonight Show, host chair always 3 inches taller,
Obama stammer, “automated message delivery”; California town hall meeting, “healthcare,
energy, and education” meme, crowd full of Obama-bots, scripted questions; Chris Dodd
banker bonuses, House bill’s 90% tax rate, AIG CEO on being shot in the head; Engadget
finally tackles Gordon Brown DVDs
0:21:02 JCD: Chronicle up next for death or limbo, useless restaurant reviews; CVC’s crap London
Paper; iPhone users listening to stream; Top Gear beholden to advertisers; coup radio station
takeovers, internet and “free press”, DHS cybersecurity responsibilities drifting into White
House; JCD on Washington state “one giant speed trap” revenue model; ICE border patrol
“punk kids” immune to speed limit enforcement, JMD “just doing their job” brainwashing;
NHS “public health mentor” recruiting
0:35:54 Obama “mandatory volunteer” community service, civilian military “Brownshirts”; UK Home
Secretary “Wacky” Jacqui Smith on “complete strategy to address counter-terror”, 60k Brits
in terror response training
0:38:45 Dvorak Uncensored hitleruk UK fascism entries: two-year-old issued ASBO Antiscocial Behavior Order; no laughing while driving; no photographing police; couple too old to raise
grandchildren; food police say “clean your plate”, WRAP Waste & Resources Action Program
“food champions”’ plasma TV ban; secret police privatization; ASBO for missing cat poster
0:44:56 Medvedev meets with Kissinger, Baker, Shultz, Perry, and Nunn, ACC: “it’s a table read”;
British Stasi monitoring holiday destinations, ACC heading to Portugal, successful decriminalization of drug use in 2001; ACC on lighters a quarter full of butane; Alberta beginning
underground CO2 sequestration, ACC speech-synthesizes “I am Al Gore and I am a robot,
your new master”
0:55:59 FDIC seizes two credit unions; revolutionary Russian-desiged car engine, JCD: “yeah right!”;
White House makinghomeaffordable.gov 888-995-HOPE™ infomercial; “shovel-ready website” financialstability.gov; AIG death threat letters read to Barney Frank
1:05:55 ACC on 1980s hair & clothing back in style; Reuters 2009 “fun(d) summit in Luxembourg”,
Intelligence Capital’s Avinash Persaud on “new global reserve currency”, “Americans are complaining bitterly about their status of having the world’s reserve currency”, JCD on John McCain fractal, financial crisis’ 50-year shadow; European Commission vote in June, presidential
election blocked by Lisbon Treaty; UN Oﬀice on Drugs & Crime on drug trade funding for
interbank loans; “where’s Bin Laden” for ACC’s Afghan storekeep
1:20:07 US Navy submarine & transport dock collision in Straight of Hormuz; Bernanke to 60 Minutes:
it’s not tax money, it’s “akin to” printing money, JCD on avoiding deflation at all costs, JCD
“to be honest about it”, controlling “boom and bust cycle” meme, ACC’s unsuccessful fishing
pole analogy “oﬀicial Buzzkill moment”
1:27:17 And Now Back to Real News: Jade Goody dead at 27, Gordon Brown tribute, vaccine hoopla,
JCD: “maybe she’s not even dead”
1:28:33 Outro: Madoff up next, Patricia’s 78-year-old tap dancer; ACC: No Agenda iPhone app
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81 Naked Vegans in Cages

(2009-03-19)

0:00:35 Mevio meeting culture vs memo culture, JCD: “I’d rather sit at home in my underwear”;
ACC’s noagendastream.com work with Unix in a Nutshell & ttyttr text-to-speech headline
automation, JCD on automated Pacific Ocean Park radio KPOP, @noagendastream comments
0:11:50 AIG’s $165M in bonuses media distraction, CEO “winding it down”, government’s 80% stake
to avoid nationalization, Eliot Spitzer article, JCD: “I’m surprised they didn’t drop him in a
small plane”, Obama top recipient of AIG campaign contributions, Chris Dodd’s Silicon Valley
shakedowns; Financial Times only now reporting on Fed buying treasuries; JCD nailed it: Jon
Stewart’s brother Larry Leibowitz at NYSE Euronext lost shirt to Madoff, Horowitz’ appearance massaged into Samantha Bee segment; “greenpooling” in abandoned Arizona commercial
real estate, tenants on the hook for utilities; debate on money printing sustainability
0:27:43 London G20 in April; goopy-mouthed Ben Bernanke visibly shaking on 60 Minutes; Obama
to appear on Tonight Show, live address to nation on 24th, Geithner and Obama speeches
tanking markets; Barney Frank comment on Code Pink surrendering printed signs: “it’s a
good thing no one was wearing a T-shirt with a slogan”
0:33:36 NBC food show The Chopping Block; molecular gastronomy restaurant Fat Duck closed after
food poisoning outbreak affects 400; And Now Back to Real News: Jane Seymour’s food
poisoning; the demise of “hoity-toity” foodie-ism
0:36:50 Obama and Irish Prime Minister Brian Cowan read each others’ teleprompter speeches; reporters not allowed to report on White House background briefing calls; And Now Back to
Real News: PETA protesting Jamie Oliver in cages, ACC: “naked hot pregnant vegan chicks!”
0:42:40 Donation Segment, $66.60 & $420.09 donation numerology
0:48:18 Listener message on Iridium satellite collision actually glancing blow; “flood” of herion into
Australia from Afghanistan, Alex Jones DVD for ACC’s Afghan shopkeeper; JCD story: 1993
trip to Israel, Scud-watching in lawn chairs, useless Patriot missiles; last edition of Seattle
Post-Intelligencer, Nixon-era joint operating agreements for resource-pooling; media avoiding
deconstruction of US-Israel relation for fear of appearing anti-Semitic, JCD on Israelis embedded in US government, “buffer state” or US proxy, Rahm Emanuel “just another jerkoff”
1:03:28 Copenhagen climate change “shindig”, George Monbiot book Manifesto for a New World
Order, The Telegraph on hysterical headline-grabbing statistics and botched predictions; ACC
predicts newspaper bailout, JCD: “why don’t they bail out the Catholic Church?”
1:09:08 Baxter International’s tainted vaccine; Katie Couric HPV vaccine coverage; perpetual hay
fever “vaccine”, ACC: “RFID chip dust”; The Telegraph: intelligent people live longer
1:12:49 28 cosponsors for Ron Paul’s H.R.1207 Federal Reserve Transparency Act; Missouri law enforcement document on identifying potential militia members by Ron Paul bumper stickers,
conspiracy theories, “subversive literature”; Posse Comitatus violations after Alabama shooting, ACC: “just to get you used to it”; Santelli tea party entrapment scheme
1:17:33 WikiLeaks publishes Australian banned web sites including Queensland dentist
1:19:50 And Now Back to Real News: Denise Richardson skiing death
1:20:44 ACTA Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement with the usual suspects including Monsanto
1:24:08 And Now Back to Real News: Anne-Sophie Pic gets three Michelin stars, ACC’s door-to-door
fish vendor, disappearance of The Simpsons fish Blinky; massive London police raid for guy
already in jail; ACC-JCD Amsterdam meeting scheduling issues
1:30:08 Outro: JCD’s Bordeaux tasting, disappearing Bill Gates 640k quote & Bobby Kennedy photos
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80 Al Gore: The Most Dangerous Man Alive!!

(2009-03-15)

0:00:33 Nailed the intro; Rahm Emanuel Clinton enemies list James Bond jingle from listener, ACC
setting up Auto DJ on stream, ditching GUI for command line, “who needs Word?”, JCD on
submitting ASCII text stories and keeping track of word count; Daily Podcast Reviews entry:
“if you’re into completely insane ideas about government and politics, this show is for you”
0:12:14 British Red Nose Day malaria charity, Africa mosquito net black hole; Hands Across America,
USA For Africa rights reversion
0:18:09 And Now Back to Real News: Lindsay Lohan arrest warrant, probation for “alleged” incident
0:20:28 Nothing more on D.C. CTO raid; Microsoft’s Philip Reitinger to direct DHS National Cybersecurity Center; etapist.exe and Symantec, JCD recommends AVG; New America Media
article on White House helicopter scam; drug legalization meme, The View’s Joy Behar interviewing Ron Paul and ironically anti-legalization Steven Baldwin, potential $100bn for
economy; “Pakistan store” Afghan guy: Karzai “biggest drug dealer in the world”
0:31:20 Madoff story evaporates, International Finance Court in headlines, Madoff convicted by Dennis
Chin, Andrew Horowitz bumped from Jon Stewart show grilling Jim Cramer, Robert Gibbs:
“I enjoyed it thoroughly”, Cramer scapegoated, JCD theory on Stewart losing shirt to Madoff
0:41:28 Madoff “pleaded guilty” vs Gordon Brown joke; no riots yet over $165M in AIG bonuses;
recovery.gov “news blog”, California counties trading stimulus fund earmark money
0:46:16 JCD’s canary, “if he drops dead, I’m leaving here”; The Guardian on Al Gore’s climate change
“political tipping point”, “several trillion dollars worth of subprime carbon assets”, JCD: “the
guy’s a lunatic”, Silicon Valley “you don’t get it” and Erhard Seminars; Financial Times on
Maersk Tankers CO2 shipping scheme, JCD on dangerous Death Valley CO2 -filled depressions,
Gore: deal to be brokered at December Copenhagen talks, solution to climate & economic
crises: carbon credits, JCD: “Al Gore is one of the most dangerous men in the history of
mankind”; Buckingham Palace UK’s least green building
0:55:24 And Now Back to Real News: violence and arrests at America’s Next Top Model audition
0:56:48 Administration trying to convince China it will get the $2T it borrowed, no mention of eminent
domain, JCD California “three-state solution”, collapse of China’s recycling industry,
possible gold investment; Chinese vessels tangle with US sub snooper in South China Sea,
Obama dispatches destroyers, “high-power water hose”; Dutch terror alert shuts down IKEA
1:07:11 And Now Back to Real News, JCD: “England has no beavers?”, beaver reintroduction controversy; Blink 182’s DJ AM avoids death in two separate aviation disasters; Prince Charles:
100 months or less to save world from climate change, JCD on constantly-changing doom &
gloom numbers, “increasing social instability and potential conflict”, Sarkozy all-in on NATO,
Berlusconi takes credit for Carla Bruni; Jade Goody HPV vaccine meme as predicted, UK
“Pap schmear” numbers, FDA approves DNA test; EEG biometrics, JCD: “for pre-crime”;
JCD tries out new TSA millimeter wave sensor, bogus “less chance of a patdown” signs, “this
guy could lose a little weight”, TSA guy: “total garbage”
1:19:56 58 bird flu cases in Egypt; no donation segment due to PayPal paranoia; female farmer listener
note on out-of-control costs, JCD’s Wisconsin flex-fuel rental, cheap E85
1:26:21 JCD on high-end vs low-end iceberg lettuce, razor and Gallo wine downgrade theory, “manufactured” taste, Disney eggs; formaldehyde and dioxane in infant care products
1:36:47 UK ISPs harvesting data for intelligence services, Tim Berners-Lee opposition, ACC’s VPN
1:40:12 Obama classifies ACTA; Space Shuttle launch delay & ISS evacuation; MI6 listeners
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79 Something is Amiss in Gitmo and Crackpot Nations

(2009-

03-12)

0:00:37 noagendastream.com, Daylight Saving Time scheduling
0:04:02 D.C. CTO oﬀice raided by FBI; Madoff guilty plea, ACC predicts pre-sentencing handoff to
International Financial Court being pushed for by Harry Markopolos law firm McCarter &
English LLP, JCD predicts Madoff covering for family member
0:14:50 JCD on hanging out with starving depressed journalists, female listenership, fixed expense
accounts, ACC on cost and logistics of setting up modern news organization
0:23:23 Georgia’s Eurovision Song Contest entry *We Don’t Wanna Put In“ rejected
0:26:56 D.C. CTO raid, Yusuf Acar and Sushil Bansal arrested on bribery charges; Seymour Hersh
on CIA JSOC domestic assassination operations; Obama signs “imperfect” omnibus spending
bill without reading it, JCD: “his overlords said yes, sign it, you must sign it”, vetoes for
unconstitutional line items, Ron Paul all-in on transparency of earmarks, pork vs earmarks
0:34:33 Bernanke and Citigroup leak moving market up; JCD’s friend Ernie Varitimos S&P 666 prediction; World Focus show on KQED 3, JCD predicts Obama lifting Cuba trade embargo, Cuban
students “we love American music” and citing British musicians, real estate development and
tourism, “safer than Mexico”
0:43:39 70 unfilled administration positions; FDA Senior Advisor Michael Taylor’s Monsanto background, revolving door poster child; Baxter International’s tainted flu vaccine, clinical trial
subcontractor DynPort acquired by shady CSC, JCD on threat from universal flu cure in
development, Baxter annual report: “only a matter of time before another pandemic strikes”,
H5N1 vaccine distributed worldwide, ACC: “phase V: hookers!”
0:56:19 Spanish HPV vaccination program halted over severe reactions, ACC Dutch radio troubles,
propaganda due to low turnout rate; climate change denial as mental disorder meme, 19.7
inches of sea level rise adjusted to 39.3, “bogus exactitude”; “climate creationists”, University
of West England ecopsychologist conference, The Guardian “royal flush” denier playing cards
1:04:30 Northern Ireland violence flare-up, ACC Lisbon Treaty theory, Continuity Irish Republican
Army Muslim-looking logo; JCD clips for next show; German school shooting, military on
the ground after Alabama shooting spree, talk of door-to-door gun confiscation
1:10:44 Space Shuttle launch delay because of space debris leak; LaGuardia emergency landing, Air
France deciding between Boeing and Airbus, JCD story: 747 from Chicago because of 737
maintenance, ACC on Boeing issues in aviation forums, 777 bad landing at Heathrow, still
arguing about Turkish Airlines 1591, Sully’s $3M two-book deal including book of poetry;
breaking news: ISS evacuation due to debris
1:16:04 CNBC Warren Buffet interview repeated “financial Pearl Harbor”; Jamie Diamond “financial
war” and “financial 9/11”; NBC on brain damage from porn addiction, “as addictive as cocaine,
meth, and alcohol”, “the frontal lobe of the brain shrinks in people who are addicted to porn”
1:20:06 Bloomberg reveals AIG financial black hole, $1T taken out of UK; Kazakhstan proposes new
world currency “acmetal”, TRC Trade Reference Currency “terra” proposal; AMEE Avoiding
Mass Extinctions Engine “energy identity” movement; ACC on self-extinguishing CFLs
1:28:00 “And now back to real news” jingle; foreign banks in AIG counterparty list
1:30:27 Wikipedia constantly scrubbing anything questioning Obama’s nationality or climate change,
JCD: equating climate change and Holocaust denial a sign “something is amiss”; donation
amount “code”
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78 The Great Daylight Savings Time Conspiracy or 100%
Yanni-Free (2009-03-08)
0:00:35 JCD on Windows not dealing gracefully with Daylight Saving Time, nuisance for meetings,
“they have mastered the space-time continuum”, JCD on Roosevelt-era implementation with
complaints from musicians and Hollywood
0:07:42 Obama helicopter price hike, yellowcake information from Italy, British-Italian manufacturer
AgustaWestland, $6bn quid pro quo
0:12:42 H.R.875 Food Safety Modernization Act from Rosa DeLauro “the ugliest woman in the history
of the US Congress”, husband Stan Greenberg works for Monsanto, farmers markets potentially criminalized; JCD story: asking editors how many vote Republican, video of Dutch news
reader primping; Obama teleprompter dependency, weekly address “save and create” blunder,
ACC on police academy “twenty-five jobs!”, “aviation jobs” for TSA
0:24:34 White House explanation for Gordon Brown insult: Obama’s tired, Brown’s HMS President
pen gift vs Obama “goodie bag of DVDs” in wrong region; JCD on new layer on region
1 incompatible with region-free devices; ACC predicts G20 new IMF global system, SDRs
special drawing rights, “he poops on” Gordon Brown, Gordon is a Moron book
0:31:02 US attorney in Los Angeles reverses three-day-old ban on medical marijuana prosecutions; European nonexistent Americans conspiracy theory, Walt Disney Florida labor law workaround
via “cast members” designation; government crisis web sites and emblems, JCD: “where’s the
armbands?”; Ruud Gullit and Beckham bail on designed-to-fail Major League Soccer
0:40:33 Listener note on Tooele UT eBay data center with .50 cal machine gun turret in blueprints;
Plane Stupid activist throws green goop in Business Secretary Peter Mandelson’s face over
Heathrow runway, air horn “lie detector”, similar attack on Pim Fortuyn; Anthony Weiner
arguing for H-1B visas for models, Elite World model agency CEO’s cocaine arrest in Paris
0:49:25 JCD impressed with Ubuntu Linux; Becky Worley on ABC News, story about girl who sent
36,666 text messages, Nightline on Hooters-style chains Bone Daddies and Twin Peaks, dour
Martin Bashir; “sexting” child pornography arrests, “iCheat” chroma keying
0:56:05 Baxter International’s H5N1-contaminated vaccine, stock price uptick after admission, ACC
predicts Gardasil marketed on Jade Goody’s corpse; Nancy Levant article on “communitarianism”, “voluntary servitude”; Obama science advisor Sharon Long on Monsanto board from
2002-2007, opposition to rBST labelling, Obama GMO labelling promise, rumor of Monsanto
monopoly in Iraq
1:10:26 ACC: $500bn lent to FDIC, “your money insuring your money, go figure”, $2T for European
banks; Clinton & Obama picking up “never let a good crisis go to waste” meme; AP breaking
news: Britney Spears visiting kids in Miami hospital; AIG refusing to admit taxpayer bailout
dollars are going to European banks; Geithner assistant nominee Annette Nazareth bails,
ACC: “in a country where we have to save and create three and a half million jobs, the
administration can’t seem to hire anybody!”; JCD on Michelle Obama Lady Macbeth meme,
Rahm Emanuel “kill you and eat your eyeballs” types spooking potential appointees, Emanuel
Clinton enemies list rant “Nat Landow, dead! Cliff Jackson, dead!”
1:20:35 International Women’s Day, Svalbard Global Seed Vault one-year anniversary, Norwegian
underground apocalypse bunker conspiracy theory; FedEx vaccine shipments, ACC: “when
you absolutely, positively need your bird flu the next day, FedEx is there to bring it to you”
1:23:13 Outro, JCD: “we’re not beholden to anybody”, PBS not “zero Yanni”
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77 Hot Vegetarian Chicks & Other Deep Thoughts

(2009-03-05)

0:00:38 ACC back from France trip in CVC’s Twingo, in-progress Chunnel repairs, flash photography
forbidden, Home Secretary “Jackboot Jackie”; Michael Jackson en route to O2 Arena to
announce new tour details; California Supreme Court to hear Proposition 8 gay marriage case
0:05:31 Bank of England reduces interest rate to 0.5%, printing money “quantitative easing”; Obama
calls snow day on meeting with Gordon Brown, Pelosi snowed out of Al Gore global warming
conference, Obama snub, joint session of Congress speech lauding “partnerships of purpose”,
JCD on US hatred of British until being propagandized into WWI; $30bn AIG bailout a
bailout of Europe; San Francisco Express article on Savings & Loan scandal and Nancy Pelosi
campaign beneficiary of Charles Keating “mob”; FDIC Chair Sheila Bear admits to running
out of money, squeezing small community banks; G20+2 coming up
0:20:10 Financial Times: Gordon Ramsay in financial hot water; Dutch to raise retirement age and
put housewives to work, JCD: “hey, let’s go get some more of that peasant farmer’s money!”;
US farmers underwater on grain commodities, Obama potentially yanking farming subsidies;
Dow down 27 upon start of show, down 3.3% on the day
0:26:38 ACC’s Final Cut Pro classmates with sore butts, time for a standing desk renaissance, JCD on
sitting back from monitor, becoming far-sighted later in life, top 40 radio stand-up tradition;
JCD’s legacy 20k Dow prediction, 1990 price levels, unprecedented “20-year down cycle”
0:33:57 “Shadow puppet theater”: Obama introduces HHS’ Kathleen Sebelius and White House Oﬀice
of Health Reform’s Nancy-Ann “big pharma” DeParle; Bush 43 “soldiers as props” criticism
absent, JCD: “Stephen Spielberg of presidents”; new recovery.gov graph, $830M for NOAA
0:42:03 Peter van Vollenhoeven story from Show 76 picked up by Dutch media, top 40 morning
shows calling ACC at 7:00 am, Patricia amused; Turkish Airlines 1591 crash, engine stall vs air
speed stall, data recorder altimeter malfunction at 2,000 feet, engines set to idle, landing gear
warning, chairman implies Boeing problem, two previous instances of altimeter malfunction,
ACC: pilot error, “without air speed you’re dead”, JCD on Chatsworth engineer blamed for
texting, “if ever hear a pilot say watch this … you know it’s all over”; class action lawsuit
0:54:37 Daily Show mock CNBC interview of Allen Stanford, “what’s it like to be a billionaire?”;
PETA sexiest vegetarian next door contest, JCD: “Amanda, age 23, all tattooed up like Amy
Weinstein”, “I do like the girl who can’t stand up”; JCD on pre-crash CNBC interview bashing
author for predicting Lehman Brothers collapse; low oil prices spell trouble for Venezuela,
Frontline Caesar Chavez show, Bolivia’s Evo Morales kicking DEA out of country, JCD story:
using coca leaves in the Andes for altitude sickness, ACC predicts marijuana can never be
legal anywhere in US, JCD on bogus low price argument against tax revenue
1:09:08 The War of the Bins show, draconian British trash/recycling enforcement; JCD on bottle bill
“tax”, CALPIRG petition-bearers, Patricia’s idea to sell recyclables as community
1:16:45 Morgellons skin condition, CDC epidemiological study and grant to Kaiser Permanente, JCD:
“sounds like something from The X-Files, ”delusional parasitosis“; JCD on MRSA menace
1:22:26 Obama drinking beer at basketball game without Gordon Brown; Ukraine unable to pay gas
bill, Latvia teetering on edge of bankruptcy, UK car companies seeking bailout
1:24:45 No Agenda Library/Winery, $100k for board seat; impending control by World Bank, San
Francisco papers turning down Craigslist; Gordon Brown’s standing ovations
1:31:52 Outro: Bermuda coral roof erratum, kicked out of Kyrghistan, Latvian “summer of shoes”
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76 Iridium Fluoride Marijuana and Pelosi’s Puppies (2009-03-01)
0:00:00 (Mostly) Modern Opening Music Sequence
0:00:33 ACC wishing for focus following mouse on Mac; ACC & Patricia at Jersey Boys in London
0:06:45 Leaked Oscars list probably fake, JCD Penn/Rourke switcheroo theory; ACC: Slumdog Millionaire win “horseshit”, money coming in from India; ACC’s new Samsung LCD TV, American Gangster Vietnam-era drug smuggling on military transport planes
0:14:40 Obama at Base Camp Lejeune, 18 more months in Iraq leaving 35-50k through 2011, “there
are some Americans who want to stay in Iraq longer”, “I want to be very clear” tell, “we
sent our troops to Iraq to do away with Saddam Hussein’s regime” lie, “establish a sovereign
government”, “you got the job done” litany, JCD on Democrat war party, Vietnam face-saving
0:22:16 Denzel Washington’s character on putting everyone’s kids through college on drug money
0:23:05 C-SPAN CPAC event, dreadful speaker Maureen Dowd vs Rush Limbaugh two-hour ad-lib;
hypocritical Republican hysteria over California push for marijuana decriminalization, “Rush
Limbo”; whitehousedrugpolicy.gov “medical marijuana reality check”; Limbaugh “State
of the Union” flub, lunch with Bush, mindless defense of Bobby Jindal, JCD on Republican
party’s proposed cross-eyed Gray Davis replacement
0:35:39 Financial crisis summit in Brussels, East-West divide, Lisbon treaty presidential crisis; upcoming Gordon Brown meeting with Obama, ACC on new carbon & debt financial system
0:41:46 Iridium Communications network for commercial shipping and aviation, ACC navigation system war, four Boeing engineers on Turkish Airlines 1591 involved with Turkish early warning
system, JCD: “I guess this kind of changes the subject from legalizing marijuana”, Iridium
earnings down 83% vs press release
0:49:31 Patricia’s solution to flatulence greenhouse gas issue: “why don’t we just get rid of all the
men?”, JCD’s “vaygan” pronunciation
0:51:15 JCD: “who is Taylor Swift?”, ACC on Lady Gaga “utter crap”, American Idol “package artist”
0:54:56 Southampton to start water fluoridation against wishes of 78% of residents, Legacy of Ashes
drug-running overfluoridation story; Jeff Jarvis What Would Google Do; out-of-business book
supplier warehouse open to public; Rocky Mountain News folds just shy of 150-year anniversary
0:59:04 Hillary Clinton eminent domain for China rumors, “expanded eminent domain authorities” for
renewable power grid; BBC reporter Robert Peston scapegoated over Northern Rock reporting
1:04:34 Janet Napolitano pushing DHS Real ID “enhanced drivers license”, “mark of the beast” reactions; Pelosi’s Photoshopped “puppies”; Dutch political fight over Safety Board’s Peter
van Vollenhoeven refusal to give Turkish Airlines 1591 data recorder to Justice Department,
Turkey Joris Demmink blackmail, Vollenhoeven the “masher”
1:10:00 Big Brother Jade Goody dying of cervical cancer; donation solicitation, JCD on evergreen
material; Ryanair placard, F-18 “send them up, I’ll wait” Iranian Air Defense urban legend
1:19:58 Southern California’s dire water situation, JCD laments Hetch Hetchy Reservoir diversion,
Bermuda’s lime roofing material collecting rainwater into cisterns; head of Turkish National
Police Department Special Operations Unit commits suicide on day of Schiphol crash; “dangerously radioactive teacher” pedophile suspect Thomas Leopold being sought by UK police
1:27:56 ACC all-in on climate change, “the political climate, the financial climate, the economic
climate”, “this is now just a code word”; Coast to Coast AM ; Maine topless coffee shop
1:31:41 Outro: ACC headed to France for Final Cut Pro class
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75 Boeing vs. Airbus - The Flatulence Conspiracy

(2009-02-26)

0:00:38 ACC using Skype setup for meeting sound effects; “Octomom” Nadya Suleman, “octobox”
0:02:32 Breaking News: livestock flatulence responsible for 12% of greenhouse gas emissions; St.
Catharines Standard headline “we need to solve the meat problem”, NASA Orbiting Carbon
Observatory failure on launch, ACC on sheep shearing; smart grid and Western Area Power
Administration wapa.gov handing out grants to GE & IBM, RFID chip livestock-tracking
smart grid; ACC’s E71 battery drain stopped right after last show; Nokia €500M from EIB
0:10:50 Obama address to joint session of Congress “let’s be clear” and “look”, Stimulus Czar Joe
Biden on stimulus.gov: “do you know the website number?”; Shrek the Musical flatulencefest; JCD: Pelosi looking like Cher, Obama’s entrance to high fives and fist bumps, standing
ovation for Michelle; Clinton-era changes to regulations on interstate banking and Glass–
Steagall repeal, “save or create” 3.5M jobs, “nobody messes with Joe”, Hillary in hot fuchsia,
cap and trade tax, “clean coal”, claim that US invented automobile, JCD on smooth-running
Japanese V8 engines, Wankel engines; Obama “American issue” meme
0:28:08 $410bn Omnibus Appropriations Act, Pelosi “all the stuff we had left over”, $1.75T total
budget; Lawrence Summers asleep at the podium at Obama financial summit
0:31:53 “Sully” Sullenberger shows up at joint session; pilot union warning at FAA meeting, ACC
on testing engines with frozen turkeys, copilot’s “biggest bird I’ve ever seen”, JCD: “flock
of pterodactyls”, ACC: “there’s a war going on between Airbus and Boeing”; Turkish Airlines 1591 crash at Schiphol Airport, liveatc.net tower audio offline, ACC fuel starvation
diagnosis, recent 737 aborted takeoff, JCD: “banker on board”
0:41:09 Obama pointing out people in audience near end of speech, autograph signing; idiotic response
from Bobby Jindal, “Baton Rooge”, MSNBC speechless, CNN Facebook poll and Obama factchecking, “reliance on foreign oil” meme
0:47:19 Extra Michelle Interview, starstruck over Will Smith’s family, Portuguese water dog; Assistant
Secretary of State lobbyist Christine Varney in charge of antitrust; Rahm Emanuel inspiration
for West Wing’s Josh, brother Ari founder of Hollywood talent agency, brother Zeke NIH
bioethicist; Secretary of Commerce Gary Locke
0:55:08 Telegraph on hand-launched remote controlled military drones to be used by police, Obama
going after guns, London helicopter traﬀic; realhelpnow.gov.uk, “summer of rage”; Stalinist
revival in Russia; government shutdown on death of David Cameron’s son, Justice Secretary
Jack Straw vetos FOIA to release Iraq invasion Cabinet minutes; Jackie Chan pissed about
sale of Yves Saint Laurent estate’s stolen Chinese artifacts
1:10:45 JCD call for donations, ACC: “link to the show”; “GFail” outage, SLA credit; Royal Bank of
Scotland’s £10bn fourth-quarter loss, to handle Dutch government banking, ING in trouble
1:17:22 TSA and private aviation, colonial park mule drivers required to apply for federal Transportation Worker Identification Credentials; Seattle Post-Intelligencer to shut down if not sold,
newspaperdeathwatch.com
1:25:58 $11.2bn for Obama helicopter fleet; discovery of antibodies that target all flu strains; California
drought recently neutralized, Los Angeles sheriff contemplating releasing 4k inmates, Tom
Ammiano marijuana legalization push, ACC on recent lunch with Saudi royal family money
managers, all-in on Afghanistan drug trade, investment insurance companies refusing to pay
1:35:00 Outro, JCD on George W. Bush library: “it’s just comic books, I understand”
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74 Enter Colorado

(2009-02-22)

0:00:03 Intro Music Part 2
0:00:38 JCD’s unrehearsed intro, at Dvorak Compound “freezing to death”; ACC’s flight to Antwerp
for plane’s annual, good plane for aerial photography, super-high-resolution high-tension wire
imaging; JCD’s questionable Port Angeles studio setup
0:06:06 Blackout for New Zealand Twitter icons, variously colored ribbon campaigns; ACC: internet
“one big calling-out machine”, Obama off Twitter for a month in spite of promise, Robert Gibbs
introductory comment on Twitter monitoring, Pacific Northwest test marketing hotbed; ACC
on New York Post chimp cartoon racism controversy, callback to Connecticut chimp shooting, Murdoch stimulus distraction, John Legend “Jim Crow” open letter; Obama promisetracking websites as fanboy targets
0:20:58 Administration blocking Bush White House missing e-mail investigation; recovery.gov block
grant timeline, unflattering Obama video still frame; overly-verbose Peter Orszag publishing
bio, “huge tome”, smoking economic ruin of Iceland; Chuck Grassley question to Orszag
CCed to White House Counsel Gregory B. Craig who represented John Hinkley Jr. among
other unsavory and/or evil characters; no stimulus money for Hurricane Katrina victims; No
Agenda formula “to lift the veil of the matrix”
0:32:18 CNBC Rick Santelli trading floor “rant of the year”, JCD MarketWatch column on gutted
consumer protection laws and usurious payday lenders, Robert Gibbs on Santelli: “I’d be
happy to buy him a cup of coffee – decaf”, GE and six degrees of separation from Obama
0:38:50 17k more troops for Afghanistan, Pakistan in turmoil with Musharraf out; Israel admits
Mossad active in Iran targeting nuclear scientists, cannon designer Gerald Bull assassination,
policy in media outlets not to go after each other, JCD story: Wired hit piece by Paulina
Borsook, “I’m actually a fairly dull person”, distraction at Greens vegetarian restaurant
0:50:22 Faulty sensors implicated in mismeasure of Arctic sea ice; Earth Wind and Fire at White
House Governors’ Dinner, Obama claims annual deficit will be brought down to $500bn,
ACC’s Dow prediction comes true, “S&P 600” prediction, markets tank after Dodd talk of
bank nationalization, JCD: “shut up and get to work”
0:56:01 JCD pushes for “another 900 subscribers”, potential three shows per week; Petroleum Journal
Monthly $30 oil and $100 per barrel infrastructure, Dubai ghost town, JCD pricing Emirates
flights at $10k
1:03:00 Upcoming Gordon Brown Washington visit, promises “global system” of financial transparency; Army Times: National Guard scraps Arcadia Iowa door-to-door weapons search
exercise after internet freakou; Allen Stanford outed by Venezuelan trader’s blog post, antiSemitic “Who’s Behind Madoff” piece; UK Iraq War documents stolen from drunk bureaucrat, JCD story: hammered PC World publisher on flight, MI6 torture of British Gitmo
victim; British police oﬀicer rushed to hospital after contact with HP Sauce, JCD global
HP/A.1./Worcestershire comparison experiment, ACC recommends Reggae Reggae Sauce
1:14:47 George Soros: world financial system “effectively disintegrated”, JCD on moving markets by
buying in, peak oil, Berkshire Hathaway down 50%; miles-driven gas tax revisited, uninstalled
Google Maps app killing ACC’s new E71 battery
1:25:26 Eurojust all-in on tapping Skype calls; “wacky-ass blue mustang” at Denver International
Airport that killed creator; Academy Awards “year of the dog”, leaked winners list
1:30:37 Netherlands giving out free iPods for completing Gardasil regimen
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73 Save or Create

(2009-02-19)

0:00:03 Intro Music Part 1
0:00:33 New jingles, ACC intro flub, on two shows per week: “I haven’t been this excited since high
school dating”, “’I never, ever, ever got laid”; JCD story: NYC bar scene pickup artists
0:05:34 Ditching chatroom for Twitter, ACC all-in on TweetDeck
0:09:37 JCD on “tax breaks for the rich” in $789bn stimulus bill, ACC on “Pelosi’s save the field
mouse” to the tune of $30M, Paul Allen’s $1bn tax avoidance for Charter Communications tax
forgiveness; $75bn Homeowner Affordability and Stability Plan and Fannie/Freddie bailout,
qualification rules, “paying back more at a lower rate”
0:21:17 Karl Rove Wall Street Journal op-ed “Is the Administration Winging It?” picks up on “save
or create” nonsense; “only in oﬀice three weeks” meme; ACC’s registered lobbyist roster:
Eric Holder, Tom Vilsack, William Lynn, William Corr, David Hayes, Mark Patterson, Mark
Patterson, Ron Klain, Mona Sutphen; keeping Warner Brothers and Madonna happy at MTV;
JCD on Simpsons and Family Guy taking pot shots at network
0:27:37 $4.1bn of stimulus for ACORN Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now,
“civil disobedience” campaign; OMB head Peter Orszag in charge of stimulus, “recently advisor to the Central Bank of Iceland”, JCD: “we can close the show”, White House blog on
“transparency and accountability”; CNBC reports Wall Street revolt, Goldman Sachs partners
having to borrow millions to cover margin calls; Bernanke claims family home is in foreclosure
0:39:07 Media distraction Madoff Mark II Allen Stanford, FBI pissed off at SEC for disrupting drug
cartel investigation, Horowitz friend describes SEC raid, American Express Black for jet rental
declined; skepticism about Enron’s Ken Lay actually being dead, Paraguay Bush aquifer caretaker; Bush and Clinton insiders still in administration, Obama prompter misread: “wrecking
havoc”, developing a teleprompter cadence
0:48:30 BBC: 2006 liquid explosive plot jury discharged for legal reasons“, do-over time; Dow at 7499
0:52:00 Clinton Library funding mystery, $100M net worth from speeches, avoiding “black-bagging”;
$150bn sent to Iraq on pallets unaccounted-for; Dubai real estate crash, oil below $35, abandoned cars at Dubai airport
1:00:59 Green comet flyby, British-French submarine collision and solar wind activity, green lights in
Kentucky skies, cast iron “hot rock” through roof in New Jersey
1:05:11 Former MI5 Stella Rimington warns of UK police state; Counter Terrorism Act governing
photographing police; JCD green comet publicity stunt for Comet; Stanford Super Series,
Tony Blair’s $1M global leadership prize, Treasuries hiring fired bankers; miles-driven gas tax,
UK water metering
1:11:05 G20 meeting, IMF and World Bank pushing for global bank, Ahmadinejad “New World Order”
and Middle East replacing Iron Curtain
1:15:27 Federal government working for states, Obama continues California medical marijuana harassment, “stop it, signed Obama”; Russian Coast Guard sinks Chinese ship headed to Seattle
on suspicion of it carrying nuclear warhead; Denver on front line in war with China; “making
America work”; Frontline documentary “Inside the Meltdown” reveals Nancy Pelosi’s power
1:23:09 Outro, ACC: “remember, two bullets to the head cannot be suicide”
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72 Obama Denver & the New World Order

(2009-02-15)

0:00:00 Pre-produced opening with jingles
0:00:30 JCD: “pouring” in California, three-day weekend, Presidents’ Day sales; JCD on Darwin Day
and creationism trying to sneak in to education system, Discovery Institute, George Gilder,
Atlas of Creation revisited; Obama’s single similarity to Lincoln
0:07:24 Continental 3407 crash, 9/11 activist widow killed; Iridium 33 & “defunct” Kosmos-2251
satellite collision, Tom Ridge on Iridium board, Russian spy satellite and 3407 EMP theories;
Wired on Pentagon’s 27k PR “Department of Truth” employees; Blackwater “Xe” rebranding,
JCD: “X-E has got to be like some horrible god from Zoroastrianism”
0:19:13 The Sun outs Putin as closet Abba fan
0:20:18 Federal Reserve paper tracing economic crisis to 2005 “consumer protection” bankruptcy law
preserving credit card debt; CNBC House of Cards explores post-9/11 interest rate manipulation; JCD on Democracy Now’s Amy Goodman and Grit TV ’s “MILFy” Laura Flanders,
ACC: “you are a total MILF seeker”, Fed buying Treasury bond-buying business as usual,
“zombie banks”, AIG under indictment in UK, UK $30T in “toxic assets” estimates, ACC: “it
could be a quadrillion”; Council on Foreign Relations helping “bankers take over the world”,
“Brzezinski drinking club”, The Grand Chessboard; JCD on neo-liberals all-in on United Nations, CFR a Rockefeller outfit, membership requirements
0:38:56 Obama signing stimulus bill in Denver, House resolution for 48-hour review window completely ignored, “buy American” section, JCD: “if it’s done by the Democrats there’s gotta be
something in there for the hookers”, $7bn broadband stimulus
0:45:05 Listeners misconstrue donation plans, $2 per month, dvorak.org/na; Xe symbol for element
xenon according to chatroom, JCD gripes about xenon headlights
0:49:26 Private jets at C-SPAN banker hearings, Pelosi’s Air Force 767, bankers and administration as
mobsters, 50-year “jubilee” debt forgiveness from Leviticus, Matthew 6:12; “cripes” T-shirt,
appeal for jingles and album art; JCD on linguiça’s “certain rotting taste”, recycling anecdotes,
Saag’s bangers, ACC on crappy British food quality
1:02:49 California tax and fee hikes to bail out state; Obama signing bailout bill in “headquarters of
the New World Order” Denver, Northern Command and CIA operations center, airport weirdness, JCD on bottlenecks and parking scam, FBI counterterrorism operation, $4bn covered-up
runway, creepy airport murals and Masonic time capsule, Stapleton runways destroyed, dead
girl in coﬀin mural; Obama weekly address “save or create”, Robert Gibbs on Face the Nation:
Denver “as good a place as any”, JCD: “I think he’s afraid to stay in Washington”
1:18:39 ACC loses February 14 market 7286 wager; photo of “other Obama” with big butt outside
Table 52, no sign of Michelle, ACC: “she’s in his trousers”
1:23:32 Little chance of bank executive compensation being affected; Washington insiders allowed to
travel on lobbyist planes for first-class fare, Obama’s 23 such trips; Democratic debate question
on who arrived via private jet, Obama indecision, “yesterday”
1:27:40 As-yet-unratified UN CRC Convention on the Rights of the Child treaty to prevent children
from being spanked or homeschooled; pace of global warming exceeding 2007 estimates
1:31:11 The Century of the Self, note from hypnotist: “boredom, confusion, and shock”, “Oﬀice of the
President-elect”, pre-press conference music, cult of Mac
1:34:06 Outro, JCD: post-show discussion “premium channel”, Howard Stern to start podcasting
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71 Be-Wilder-Ment & The Queen

(2009-02-12)

0:00:00 Geoff Smith “it’s Crackpot and Buzzkill” and “In the Morning” jingles, Morning
Zoo radio stations, JCD “nothing but complaining” nunnery joke
0:04:08 ACC’s visit to Buckingham Palace: Wi-Fi in car, Google Latitude broadcasting location,
Dutch Masters on holding area walls, conspicuously branded LG plasma display, “I could’ve
had a fucking Uzi in my ass”, “I looked her right in the eye, said pull my finger”, no protocol
instructions, “pleasure to meet you, ma’am”, chromakey green suit, Tim Berners-Lee remarks,
JCD Telluride altitude sickness story, royal.gov.uk palace panoramas, Berners-Lee World
Wide Web Foundation, “it’s weird talking to the Queen”
0:20:39 Open invitation from British Library director, no white gloves for Gutenberg Bibles, Stephen
Fry documentary; ACC looking at artwork on the way out, “just point out which one you’d
like, we’ll wrap it up and you can take it home”, bathroom letdown, Blinks CEO; list of
Commonwealth realms, Tuvalu .tv TLD, Patricia irked at not being included, ACC: “flying
on EasyJet has ten times the security than getting into Buckingham Palace”
0:33:50 UK banks yanking overdraft protection; Nicolas Sarkozy, Angela Merkel, and Donald Tusk
at Munich Security Conference, JCD: Sarkozy “little Napoleon”, all-in on European army,
“the America we want”, French soldiers in Germany and vice versa, police swapping, “idiot”
Merkel all-in with chicken farmers, “Helsinger Plus” mystery; C-SPAN bumps Biden for deputy
attorney general debate; ACC on French “northern stop” attitude to Netherlands and Belgium,
JCD on British “mean-spirited” attitude toward the French
0:47:19 UK Home Oﬀice denies entry to Geert Wilders over Fitna video, ACC on EU passport control,
“I hope she’s home because I’m really hungry” joke; JCD on radicalization of Pakistan; CNBC
Fairness Doctrine chatter increasing, Rush Limbaugh “lightning rod”, failed Air America,
“borderline communist” Pacifica Radio, JCD on strategy of pitting sane vs insane debate
participants against each other, Rush Limbaugh sidekick
0:59:01 Interpol global security alert for 85 al-Qaeda-linked terrorists; Australian bush fires on the
Slingbox; Eric Schmidt on David Cameron’s economic team; JCD on “smart grid” advertising
1:07:09 Stimulus bill electronic medical records provision, “make sure your doctor is doing what the
federal government deems appropriate and cost effective”, JCD on insurance company meddling, shoddy state of the art in medical records, medical record ownership; eight states invoking Tenth Amendment, Census appropriated by Rahm Emanuel, JCD on gerrymandering
1:16:06 ACC on double swearing-in conspiracy theory: deliberate flub by Roberts, Commander-inChief Robert Gates military purge
1:19:17 DH Unplugged and Harry Markopolos’ background in special ops; finance ministers bailing
out; Florida “mini-Madoff” roughed up by police; ACC rant against central bankers; ACC
Federal Reserve interest smoking gun revisited, Fed buying treasuries
1:30:43 Paraguay report from listener: newspapers comparing Obama to Hitler, Goebbels’ papers
online, US WWI propaganda mastery; Geithner “no plan”, 30-year T-note tanked on “October
surprise” day; JCD rug-cleaner phone call; GOP defectors Spector and Snow
1:40:20 Outro: JCD repeating No Agenda topics on TWiT; donation funding model
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70 Short Changed

(2009-02-07)

0:00:20 Settling on Thursday & Sunday schedule; JCD rant on SEC incompetence in the face of
Bernie Madoff’s operation, Martha Stewart’s sell alert on $45,673, six orders of magnitude
difference, Financial Industry Regulatory Authority head from 2006-2009 Mary Shapiro now
SEC Chair, JCD: “how is this change?”; Geithner Plunge Protection Team meeting; Obama’s
Economic Recovery Advisory Board with “corporate America and then two token economists
thrown in”
0:18:10 Mary Schapiro Duke Energy and Kraft conflicts of interest; ACC smoking gun: October 6
2008 Federal Reserve press release: beginning to pay interest on reserve balances; 2000 crash
and DoJ Microsoft investigation, peak oil and oil price spike
0:28:40 politifact Obameter “sunlight before signing” five-day delay promise, $3k tax credit for
businesses that add job; Obama “ignorant muthafuckas like you” audio book clips; Christian
Bale Terminator Salvation rant
0:37:17 Smart grid conspiracy theories; Australian 115°F heat wave, JCD: “the car steering wheel
becomes red hot”, CVC’s snow penis, half a meter of snow in Wales, impossibility of clearing walled single-lane roads in Cornwall, no “stay home” announcement; Top Gear’s Jeremy
Clarkson: Gordon Brown “one-eyed Scottish idiot”, BBC radio’s £460M annual budget
0:46:51 JCD predicts marijuana decriminalization, DEA raiding medical marijuana dispensaries in
California contrary to Obama campaign promise, former lobbyist Attorney General Eric
Holder, DEA refusing to allow University of Massachusetts to grow marijuana for research;
Pushing Daisies’ Obama-bot Anna Friel
0:54:33 ACC’s “above-normal fractal recognition capability”, rose-colored glasses, “it’s when you take
them off”, JCD: “crackpot visionary”, Tim O’Reilly’s GNN Global Network Navigator
1:01:45 California furlough due to $42bn budget shortfall; Bill Gates TED talk mosquito release violating ban on importing disease vectors; Bush 43 300k acre Acuifero Guarani aquifer investment
in Paraguay; salmonella-tainted FEMA peanut butter, “I’m a battery for the new world order”
T-shirts, heaping shame on Peanut Corporation of America’s Stewart Parnell
1:11:38 ACC predicts February 13 market crash; JCD on each cycle being different from all others;
1890-era innovation boom; ACC’s Marshall & Kapner’s Understanding Swaps book, kudos
to Madoff whistleblower Harry Markopolos, yachts with two helicopters, Amsterdam police
one-man submarine; Microsoft saved by Apple CP/M card, GEM GUI
1:25:36 Flight 1549 edited NTSB version from listeners, Sully’s “1539” and tower’s “1529”, Airbus
fly-by-wire FADEC Fully Authorized Digital Engine Controller, no warning bells in cockpit
except for final stall warning, 30 Bank of America executives on board
1:33:20 Outro: jingles for next show, PayPal show account, ACC: “disconnecting the batteries of
the New World Order”
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69 The Third Shoe Show

(2009-02-05)

0:00:00 ACC: “It’s Crackpot and Buzzkill in the morning!”, Rush Limbaugh “Gitmo nation”
0:01:05 Definitive list of everyone scammed by Bernie Madoff, whistleblower testimony, ACC: “he’s
almost like a truther”, SEC weenies; Michael Phelps bong pictures
0:05:06 Irish businesses moving to Łódź Poland, “delocalization”; Gordon Brown: “we should agree
as a world on a monetary and fiscal stimulus that will take the world out of re… depression”,
Parliament goes nuts over “we not only saved the world, er, saved the banks”, Doha Agreement;
Obama at “private breakfast” on FDR prayer sessions, post-FDR term limit, Pelosi all-in on
resurrecting Fairness Doctrine; Pelosi “500 million Americans will lose jobs” gaffe
0:18:24 Four administration nominees with tax issues, Geithner blames TurboTax, Obama apologizing
for Tom Daschle’s withdrawal
0:21:42 ACC: “I’m waitin’ for the third show to drop”, two acquaintances dead: director Jeroen
Kamphof and Gary Christmas; JCD and Leo on Forbes “Web Celebs” gay list
0:29:06 Super Bowl Pittsburgh win as predicted, US Airways 1549 exploitation, Jennifer Hudson
national anthem and lip sync rumor, NBC house ads, David Petraeus coin-toss, Bruce Springsteen at half-time with unplayed guitar and Max Weinberg, JCD: “do we have national anthems before a bowling tournament?”
0:37:19 Pledge of allegiance controversies, schoolkids pledging to Obama
0:41:31 Ads debunking rumors of mercury in high-fructose corn syrup, JCD: “I guarantee there’s hard
hats where this stuff is made, and people with clipboards looking at gauges”; no one in prison
over peanut butter salmonella contamination, FDA melamine limits; JCD on Dungeness Valley
Creamery raw milk, “the beautiful canola tree”; C-SPAN call-in lines, Democrats’ planned
Roosevelt coup with Smedley Butler, Bush third term conspiracy theories, “Emperor Nixon”;
Crackpot and Buzzkill album art
0:54:46 BBC releases Flight 1549 audio, no mention of engine loss, “we’re gonna be in the Hudson”
0:58:12 JCD reads his notes: “Finnish cussing”, “IPO vs 55”: no IPO market to rip off hence CDOs,
ACC on pre-IPO pricing meeting, Obama first 100 days meme, Steve Jobs Mac first 100 days,
“squiggly arrow pointing at a square box” with 101 and 102, 102.44 note
1:06:36 Dick Cheney predicts terrorist nuclear attack catching Obama flat-footed, Cheney in wheelchair
for inauguration, Brokaw “Doctor Evil” comment, Brokaw the stoner, ACC: “I’m Tom Brokejaw”; high-resolution inauguration images, Biden in “peanut gallery”; Rod Blagojevich and
the Daley dynasty, JCD on massive Chicago Latino influx; ACC contrasts JCD’s note-taking
style with authorship; Kirby Hensley and Universal Life Church, JCD’s Doctor of Divinity
1:17:20 ACC e-mail from Bobbi Eden; Erin “money honey” Burnett’s Goldman Sachs and Council
on Foreign Relations background, ACC: “she’s reptilian!”, JCD on working with her, “young
Goldie Hawn” woman
1:22:52 TARP transparency and accountability PDF from listener, $19.5bn for automotive industry,
ACC: “this is basically economic hit man in reverse”, NASDAQ creator Bernie Madoff
1:27:14 Outro: “Buzzkill” vs “The Buzzkill”
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68 Crackpot & The Buzz-Kill

(2009-02-01)

0:00:00 ACC: “It’s time once again for the weekly adventures of Crackpot and Buzz-Kill.”
0:00:24 Riots in Geneva, British wildcat strike over contracted to Italian firm; Jack Welch making
the rounds, hour with University of Miami’s Donna Shalala, Obama’s “it’s going to get worse
before it gets better” vs Roosevelt; Presidential Memorandum banning lobbyists, Timothy
Geithner’s lobbyist assistant; Geithner off the hook with IRS vs ACC’s experiences, junk mail
from lawyers; CVC’s past-due £349 gym membership bill, letter from lawyer demanding £500,
JCD on unenforced consumer protection laws and payday loans
0:13:41 Stimulus package will “create or save three million jobs”; Joe Biden on Middle Class Task
Force “listening tour”
0:18:10 $90 worth of overpriced oysters at Zuni Café, ACC: “we lost count”, JCD’s “hey, is the wine
guy here?”, Châteauneuf-du-Pape; 4% healthcare tax, ACC: “I didn’t fill out my 105, by the
way” (Treasury FinCEN Form 105); moving to two shows per week
0:27:46 Jack Welch screwed out of GE jet after retirement, JCD: “he sounds like he’s drunk”
0:31:48 H.R.645 National Emergency Centers Establishment Act for FEMA camps, “to meet other
appropriate needs, as determined by the Secretary of Homeland Security”; Geneva Davos
protest, ACC: “Gordon Brown in the morning, globalism is good! FM”, rioting in France
0:36:58 JCD to speed-watch Super Bowl, advertisers attempting “positive and subdued tone”, JCD
on 30-second DVR button, broadcasting “format clock”, Cialis and Durex finger vibrator ads,
JCD: Super Bowl all downhill since dot-com bubble, ACC on Oracle ad with URL, broken
ODBC SQL server error message, Kurt Warner the “Jesus freak”
0:48:40 Davos “trade show” panel with Ban Ki-moon and Shimon Peres, idiot moderator cuts off
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan rant, ACC: “let fireworks commence!”, annoying Silicon Valley “hard
stop”, Erdoğan stomps off stage with intent not to return, radical Islam closing in on Turkey,
Geert Wilders’ to be prosecuted for insulting Islam with Fitna film, Davos spitting
1:01:44 JCD on Taiwan motor scooters and puddles of red betel nut spit, khat stimulant, butt-less
amphetamine users
1:07:21 UN Convention on the Law of the Sea, Hillary Clinton pushing LOST Law of the Sea Treaty
1:10:57 JCD on long-winded Larry McMurtry introduction to Rice University speech; Atlas of Creation
sent to US and European schools
1:13:33 Tornado steam train to be put into service on York-Newcastle line, ACC: “I’ve been told quite
specifically never to go that far north”
1:15:55 Dinner at Limón, carbonated Vinho Verde, giant-kernel Peruvian corn, tacu-tacu appetizer,
“right away, sir” waiter; ACC: avoid Fly Trap; dinner at stinky Coco, 2003 Pavillon Rouge du
Chateau Margaux; ACC’s Golden Star Tea
1:27:31 JCD’s mysterious Goldstar Entertainment stock in portfolio; ACC voice dub on Hot Pursuit
porn movie, “get your hands on that”; second show day planning
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67 Kennedy and the Body Count

(2009-01-24)

0:00:22 ACC on U.K. channels 4 and 5, interesting BBC 3; the British TV tax police state, JCD:
“just tell them to sod off ”; ACC: “C-SPAN is my new favorite channel”, press secretary
Robert Gibbs barely in control, Obama reading cue cards on weekly YouTube address; JCD
two Obamas theory, “he’s a different guy, why would they have to swear him in a second
time?”, no Lincoln Bible for “second Obama”
0:14:11 JCD on “foppish weirdo” jury member insisting on being aﬀirmed and not sworn in; inauguration speech blaming economic woes on citizenry; Washington Monument UFO video; Obama
jingles; celebrity pledges
0:20:22 JCD on gourmet food show: no more salt, high-end chocolate and flavored tea and water
0:24:40 Merrill Lynch CEO John Thain’s $1.2M oﬀice redecoration, same interior designer who did
White House, FDR’s inauguration plate of cold chicken; McDonald’s European expansion;
Obama Mount Rushmore meme; two missiles into Pakistan, Gitmo “task force”, Reagan’s
“blue ribbon committee headed by John McCone” for student unrest
0:30:49 No audio from US Airways 1549 distress call, Chesley “Sully” Sullenberger mum at inauguration, upcoming 60 Minutes appearance; TWA 800 and Pierre Salinger; Evening Standard sold
to ex-KGB Alexander Lebedev for £1
0:37:48 Ted Kennedy’s “special glass of wine” seizure at inauguration, Caroline Kennedy bails out
of bid for Hillary’s vacant Senate seat, JCD on film portraying presidents as heads of crime
families; Hillary replacement “Republican in Democrat clothing” Kirsten Gillibrand, Andrew
Cuomo related to Kennedy family by marriage, ACC on John Jr.’s sabotage; socialist Ted
Kennedy; JCD on Hillary’s political career: “she’s out of the picture”
0:46:44 Presidential Memorandum rolling back Bush abortion Memorandum, chain of reversals going
back to Carter, ACC on irony of protesters throwing eggs at abortion clinics
0:49:25 The Wave book and after-school special on Third Reich classroom experiment; JCD recommends Sinclair Lewis’ It Can’t Happen Here and Nien Cheng’s Life and Death in Shanghai,
ACC considering doing audio book, unreleased Tom Swift audio books with politically incorrect black dialect; ACC does Kissinger voice, JCD cough syrup Kissinger, Obama New World
Order piece; Gordon Brown and “Barrack Obama”; UK to underwrite banks for enormous
premiums
1:04:35 CNBC Marijuana Inc with Trish Regan; ACC’s movers on Nokia research park tracking
military phones surrounding Afghan poppy fields; drone strikes in northwestern Pakistan, US
troops torching villages; Obama equivocation on bin Laden; Germans buying BMWs in UK,
left-hand manual shifting, left-hand drive and sword arm, JCD Swedish transition joke
1:20:56 Stephen Fry documentaries, “only in America”; America Unchained coast-to-coast chainavoiding trip; planning dinners at Peruvian restaurants; famous person who lived in ACC’s
house; carbon footprint of Obama redecoration
1:30:32 JCD: “I recorded a Family Guy for you, where Brian becomes a DJ”, Wayne’s World
2 top 40 portrayal, show plug in Financial Times; JCD’s TWiT hoodie solicitations, the
mysteries of market penetration and feedback, LeVar Burton on TWiT, JCD’s $500k sales
bumps; Dave Winer on JCD’s two personas
1:43:16 Outro: ACC on bags of letters in the MTV days; David Icke
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66 Throwin’ The “Oh”

(2009-01-17)

0:00:30 WWF wrestler from “parts unknown”, wrestling reminiscences: Ray Stevens and cheating
Iron Sheik; ACC quiz: “what is he, an Arab, he’s not going to clean the floors of the White
House” from Benjamin Emanuel; acrobatic Ric Flair, “the claw”, begging & sucker punch and
Hulk Hogan transformation scenario; XFL flash in the pan; Jesse Ventura’s “puke media” fail;
Al Franken more or less in
0:13:09 ACC “practicing throwin’ the ‘Oh’”, “Sieg Oh salute”, JCD: “reintroduce the goose step”
0:16:57 Unreported London anti-Israel rallies, Workers World Party, “Pole Dancers Anonymous”
0:20:47 Pile of parking tickets for CVC’s car, boyfriend Dexter’s lesbian lap dance at Michel’s club
0:23:08 JCD pans Battlestar Galactica: “one of the most dreadful science fiction things ever put on”,
“last of many last episodes”, character wearing suit and tie, ACC: “are you practicing this
rant for TWiT tomorrow”; ACC amusement over “stimulus package”; Obama cream-blue-red
posterization filter; German measles “epidemic”; obamicon.me filter for “throwin’ the ‘Oh’”
album art, JCD: “I’ll have to get drunk first”; dinner planning
0:34:15 Rabid raccoon outbreak; JCD mystery “new consumer product”
0:36:30 US Airways 1549 ditch into Hudson River, no NOTAM about Canada geese, no ATC audio,
nothing scrambled, questions about dumping fuel, JCD on cargo air bladder, no life preservers,
ACC on 90% successful water ditches, Bank of America executives on board, “arrival time”
3:32, JCD BoA “scare the crap out of them” theory
0:46:18 recovery.gov; Obama letter to daughters in Parade Magazine; “historic level of transparency,
oversight, and accountability”, $32bn for “smarter and better grid and focusing investment on
renewable technology”, $2bn for “advanced battery loan guarantee and grant program”, $300M
for “reducing diesel emissions”, $500M for TSA explosives detection, $800M for “hazardous
fuel reduction” to prevent wildfires, JCD: “weeding”
1:03:18 Rep. Alan Grayson grills Fed’s Donald Kohn on balance sheet increase from $800bn to $2T,
Kohn declines to identify institutions, interruption by Barnie Frank, Kohn on Americans’ right
to know “types of spending… types of lending”, Grayson: “have people ever said we will not
your hundred billion dollars because people will find out about it?”; Zimbabwe $100T note,
Central Bank’s Gideon Gono on parallels with US and UK, “troubled bank fund”; hysteria on
CNBC Squawk Box; free shipping on container ships from Asia, JCD on half-empty trains
1:16:42 Germany to filter all internet traﬀic to protect the children, Finnish researcher exposes bullcrap
block list and gets investigated; second Heathrow runway rammed through
1:21:38 Steven Joseph Christopher Obama assassination plot for appointing Jews; Neelie Smit-Kroes’
new $450 Microsoft fine; Great Liquidity Crisis book, JCD on economic cycles as fractals,
“everything is gonna always be just like something”, ACC: “this while theory is based on a
screensaver”, fractal antennas
1:33:28 YouTube video of doctor igniting salt water, JCD: “the only thing missing is Penn Jillette”;
ACC Slingbox still waiting on Virgin “donkey dicks” internet, Uma Thurman ads, Aviva
insurance ad with name-changed celebrities, JCD on Hawaiian local news giant Samoan
1:42:34 Digital TV switchover high-end hologram coupon cards; ACC to be on Cranky Geeks; hedge
fund manager Gene Lange turns hardcore prepper, JCD: “they’re all nuts”
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65 The Dead Bee Conspiracy

(2009-01-10)

0:00:00 “Swimming upstream in a river of mainstream diarrhea”, JCD’s 1997 Zagat guide, JCD BuzzKill, Las Vegas CES, ASCAP/BMI agents prowling around like IRS, hairdresser radio lawsuit;
Financial Times on 2008 UK music sales, old gold records made from masters
0:10:16 Freezing in UK, Elfstedentocht 11-city canal skating race; “paperless oﬀice” and “paperless
toilet”; Washington storms and flooding, snowy football game fun; British Royal Marine
beach landing video with soldiers faceplanting in mud
0:15:03 ACC invited to meet Queen Elizabeth II at Buckingham Palace reception for royal.gov.uk
relaunch, no royal calligrapher for fill-in-the-blank name, RSVP e-mails, no cell phone photography, JCD blog terms of service; JCD notes passing antique train cars, Southern Pacific
historic steam train showing up unannounced by media; Queen’s speech podcast, ACC contemplates wearing a wire, Tower of London, JCD: “they’re gonna walk you through a metal
detector … and they’re gonna pat you down”, “MI” parking label and entry card, directions
to Buckingham Palace
0:24:20 Show 44 sound woes, “although we did pick up a whole bunch of listeners in the Middle East”
0:25:35 “UFO with tentacles” hitting wind turbine, NASA “mystery roar” from space, JCD: Obama’s
a fractal of Kennedy“, climate change warning from ET; Obama cynicism in UK
0:29:26 $173M in checks in Bernie Madoff’s desk drawer; ACC predicts Citigroup collapse after former
Clinton Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin’s departure, Goldman Sachs before Clinton; ACC
to blue collar guys: “I’m involved in propaganda”, admission of apathy, throwing shoes at
Israeli embassy, riots in Oakland and Athens
0:36:40 ACC’s new home internet, Patricia’s mail locked down to BT SMTP, phone metadata collection beginning in March; JCD story: 1990s Interpol phone tracking presentation
0:39:55 Condy & Hillary MIA; Bobbi Eden interested in podcasting; “post-crisis regulatory framework” meeting in Basel, Financial Times on Tony Blair and “New Financial Order”, Blair
Medal of Honor from Bush 43, silly designs; German banker Adolf Merkel suicide; Condoleezza
Rice signs partnership charter with Georgia; Russia-Ukraine gas dispute; virtues of coal fireplaces vs British regulation, JCD on London fog shirt-changing and clean coal, mercury in
coal and compact fluorescents
0:54:03 Unemployment figures no longer including those who have given up; JCD’s long-lived autoshutdown incandescent bulbs, Al Gore TED talk: “we must not change the lightbulb, we need
to change the laws”; Dutch CFL labeling, toxic waste dumping off Somali shore, Somali pirate
*Waterworld“, ACC: ”where’s Steven Spielberg“, UN armada, JCD on Cape of Good Hope
baboon encounter, ACC & Patricia headed to South Africa, JCD eating exotic critters in
Capetown, YouTube Coke + pork = worms
1:11:18 Phil Spector mistrial; John Lennon and Pim Fortuyn killings, Sirhan Sirhan’s .22
1:14:36 Honeybees displacing native bees, ACC theory: GMO monocultures, JCD theory: Monsanto
self-pollinating bee-poisoning crops, ACC: “you are now oﬀicially ruining the show”; dead
California pelicans falling out of the sky, DDT ban, Rumsfeld aspartame connection, Secretary
of Agriculture Tom Vilsack a Monsanto shill; ACC on Martha Stewart hate; Blagojevich
impeachment; SEC warned about Madoff in 1999; Davos World Economic Forum
1:30:52 Possible delay in digital TV transition, old ladies calling stations, 1-800-CALL-FEMA, increase
in religious stations, do’s and dont’s of classical music radio stations
1:44:55 Outro: ACC takes a call from “Bob”
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64 Carbon Credits and the CIA

(2009-01-03)

0:00:30 Gitmo Nation shirts a thing of the past, $45 shipping to UK; ACC in new house with new
setup, ACC: “you sound … much better than you’ve ever sounded on the broadcast right now”
(everything sounds like crap), call-in configuration for next week
0:06:06 Boxing Day “full of boxes”; stock market prognostications, JCD busted for “I’m thinkin’ $200”
for oil on old show, bandwagon “huge Obama fan”
0:10:39 Israeli embassy protests with Bianca Jagger and Annie Lennox, Jett Travolta death
0:12:53 JCD’s new souped-up “dead silent” EndPCNoise machine; Android and OS X on netbooks;
JMD’s world water crisis paper, Trouw Daily on hydropower “disaster” for global warming,
vegan influence, ACC deathly afraid of PETA; IPCC predicts global cooling for next thirty
years due to Pacific decadal oscillation; NASA in 2002 on pole shift contributing to climate
change; 100 earthquakes a day at Yellowstone, size of Krakatoa, general public “oblivious”
0:27:57 Leap-second Zune bricking, five years early, Daylight Saving Time scheme; JCD: “now’s the
time” for Yellowstone visit, TSA head “hand wringing”, CIA radio ad clip: “US citizenship
required” disclaimer, JCD honeypot theory; reporter with fake boarding pass and gunpowder
ingredients clears TSA, condemnation from JCD
0:39:04 CIA kids’ page “aerial analysis challenge” and The Last Starfighter, ACC: “waterboard your
parents”; JCD on Gina Smith and CIA, Confessions of an Economic Hit Man negative reviews
pointing to CIA stooges
0:45:22 JCD Gaza Strip breakdown: end of WWII opportunity for Middle East “spoils of war”
takeover; Obama inauguration, “party administration”, JCD: “endless campaign speeches”;
UK 0.1% savings interest, tracker mortgages and LIBOR; ACC’s movers contemplating pitchforks & torches
0:53:36 Top Chateauneuf-Du-Pape picks in Financial Times, JCD unimpressed; Chez Spencer disappointment, Fringale changes; trendy Peruvian restaurants, chifa faux chop suey; Jamie Oliver:
British “drunks with diets worse than those found in the poorest slums of Soweto”, ACC’s
local restaurants; Gordon Ramsey in the doghouse for affair; Celebrity Big Brother roster,
Vern Troyer’s porn tape, Michael Jackson broke rumor
1:08:34 Russia turns off Ukraine’s gas right on schedule; state control over Obama’s vacated Senate
seat, Caroline Kennedy quid pro quo; Bloomberg’s 80 new taxes, ACC’s $2M NYC tax bill,
municipal bond collapse, road and park selloffs, Tappan Zee Bridge
1:17:33 No call-ins due to router config, JCD’s Skype Chinese checkers
1:20:15 Canadian farmers growing carbon credits; Green network on $6 airfare carbon offset scam,
$1800 per, carbon credit T-shirts
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63 Save This Polar Bear

(2008-12-27)

0:00:20 Bitter cold in Europe, JCD snowed in in Washington, Virgin America flight, Richard Branson
the introvert, flight attendant’s party appearance via video; ACC all-in on easyJet speedy
boarding, JCD on Pacific Southwest comedy acts, ACC on pilot “put it into reverse” pushing
back from gate, Southwest modeled after PSA; Gatwick’s new terminal, Virgin America in-seat
ordering; surreal “fall of Saigon” situation in Seattle; live stream active
0:10:35 Homeland Security USA, ACC: “will anyone ever give a shit” about radio artifacts, No Agenda
in presidential library, five clips of ACC in Dutch Broadcast History Museum, Silicon Spin in
JCD’s basement, publisher Dell throwing out original cover art; ACC clearing out for move,
19th century sofa; JCD on newspaper photo archives; NYT partial Red Sox ownership; JCD’s
1x SCSI CD burner, bit rot, Plextor data recovery drive; disposable camera use by UK youth
0:24:28 ACC recommends French documentary The World According to Monsanto; René-Thierry
Magon de la Villehuchet’s Madoff-related suicide, “feeder fund”, lawsuits galore; UK show
about meter maid skimming £200k for Elvis collection; JCD Mama Mia thumbs-down, Patricia offered Streep role in Dutch stage version
0:32:24 CIA bribing Afghan warlords with Viagra; JCD fan of Division A football, same win/loss
reaction in both players and fans, in search of Richmond Spiders hoodie, “bandwagon jumper”;
Mythbusters to tackle 9/11 tower collapse; Eartha Kitt & Harold Pinter dead, JCD: “they
always die in threes”; Top Gear US-bashing trip to South
0:45:01 Switch from semesters to quarters to dumb down students, tuition hikes, bringing in Chinese
students; ACC on Chinese student pilot radio traﬀic, JCD on Japanese students at gun ranges
0:50:41 JCD on Russian ruble devaluation technique; bookie William Hill £1.4bn in debt
0:54:14 UK minister of culture calls for web site ratings; Queen’s Christmas speech: be more like us;
royal indifference to Pim Fortuyn assassination; King of Belgium yet to accept Parliamentary
dissolution, Belgium the “wide border”, European Parliament bouncing between Brussels and
Strasbourg; JCD heading to Netherlands for Queen’s Day, ACC on country-wide flea market,
art not selling, ACC’s semi-masters, Patricia’s fake address for tabloids
1:07:48 50 UK government art collection paintings missing, JCD on Swiss buying black market art,
ACC on Dutch free art schools, rotating works into private hands; JCD’s invitation to Vatican
archive revisited; AstraZeneca appears to buy HPV Nobel Prize in Medicine
1:14:35 100-mile wide border “Constitution-free zone” checkpoints, checkpointusa.usa “am I being
detained” videos, military “training exercises” and illegal DUI checkpoints; San Franciscan at
coffee shop with no intention of returning, increase in London beggars, JCD’s box of TechTV
“big thinkers” caps for offramp beggars; JCD: “do not go to San Francisco”, parking 5 minutes
for a quarter, NYC’s pension grab
1:26:47 Calvin and Hobbes cartoon on JCD blog: $15/glass lemonade stand, “I need to be subsidized”;
ACC on $100 per monkey internet parable
1:32:10 ACC tree-less Christmas, Boxing Day retail blitz, cut-rate 50“ plasmas; JCD’s overstocked
wine cellar; listener figures out where ACC is moving, CCTV-free zone; Spliffs 2 book
from CVC, historical mandatory hemp production in US, ”top 50 stoners“, Queen Victoria’s ”cannabis tincture“; JCD on script-fixer Carrie Fisher on Shootout, ”anti-drug“ lecture
from Cary Grant; Michael Bay on Canada Transformer ”scam“
1:50:00 Outro: call-in experiment for next week
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62 The Greatest Depression

(2008-12-20)

0:00:26 ACC and Patricia back from Netherlands, Popstars reveals new group RƎD!; JCD on reporters no longer going into football losers’ locker room, in favor of losing coach interview;
ACC proposes America Loves Losers and Hookers; CVC “just downloading a YouTube clip”,
JCD “Liars, Cheaters, and Thieves” article reaction: Lyndon Johnson talked out of declaring
martial law because of uncontrollable campuses, decline in SAT scores; Obama martial law
threat, riots triggered Greece; turmoil in Belgium over Fortis Bank nationalization
0:11:59 Naked body scanners at Schiphol Airport, ACC on barking back at rude airport security,
“there’s no laptop in there!”, JCD recommends Sinclair Lewis’ It Can’t Happen Here and Nien
Cheng’s Life and Death in Shanghai, JCD predicts giant Obama “Dear Leader” posters; Bush
forks over bailout for car companies; Wall Street Bernie Madoff writ large
0:21:33 Slingboxes in Hawaii and Detroit; four undersea cables cut; Russian warships in Cuba
0:28:20 Democrats bitching about Obama’s convocation pick, Brownshirts, California military DUI
checkpoints, DHS border checkpoints, Guilford “suicide by cop”, Posse Comitatus Act; three
more brigades for Afghanistan, creepy Bush-Karzai hug, creepy Obama-Biden family kissing;
JCD: “if I see a military guy at a roadblock somewhere checking DUI … then I’m not gonna
argue with you any more”
0:38:22 Strange activity in Earth’s magnetic field, 1997 geomagnetic storm, 2012 Mayan calendar
0:42:26 Monsanto shill Tom Vilsack announced as Secretary of Agriculture, 2007 $400k campaign debt
help from Hillary; herbicide-resistant GMO corn killing lab rats; Michelle Kidman “barren”
from playing didgeridoo, JCD: “obnoxious instrument”, bagpipes worse
0:48:34 JCD’s flu shot mercury, Reuters on 98% failure in lab, JCD on traveling with Tamiflu
0:54:31 IMF’s Dominique Strauss-Kahn warns of civil unrest in face of economic woes, Al Gore blames
bitter cold on global warming, JCD on Civil War era newspapers reporting bizarre weather
1:00:50 EasyJet flight attendant on euro-pound parity: “why travel any more”; ACC on London Eye
1:03:42 Malcolm Gladwell and another author to Charlie Rose on new books on nonexistence of talent,
JCD on Gore Vidal and Los Indios Tabajaras, Gladwell: IQ points above 120 worthless, JCD:
“new twist to the self-esteem movement”; grade-school history book New World Order chapter;
JCD on Edward Bellamy’s Looking Backward; Bush 41’s “New World Order”; Charlie Rose
and Robert Gates both Brzezinski friends; ACC Mevio Today political commentary
1:17:32 RIAA to stop suing people for music sharing in favor of working with ISPs; Madoff house arrest
vs Martha Stewart; Obama promises more school internet; Ohio election fraud guy Michael
Connell killed in plane crash after running out of fuel, federal employees theyworkforus.org
1:25:18 Greek mass privatization; JCD on 0% interest rate and the need for inflation to protect
banks, negative interest rates, fake recovery before “The Greatest Depression”, worst-case
2013 bottom of depression, French Revolution, Coolidge-Bush parallel boneheads
1:39:19 Wikipedia not an adequate substitute for real research
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61 One Big Ponzi Scheme

(2008-12-13)

0:00:25 Bernie Madoff $50bn Ponzi scheme, JCD: “this is kind of like people discovering that Mother
Theresa was a hooker”, JCD theory: taking fall to protect sons
0:06:42 New handyman at “Curry Terrace” house, Financial Times: coldest start to winter in UK,
coldest days in Washington; next round of EU financial and environmental regulation, carbon
credit exchanges popping up everywhere; 600 scientists getting ready to sue Al Gore, Business
and Media Institute: 20% of news stories mention alternative view; EU 20% CO2 reduction,
Obama and McCain all-in
0:16:24 Financial Times piece by Gideon Rachman on world government, follow-up blog post on “end
of days crowd” reactions, business plan: “I will claim to be a former member of the Bilderberg/Illuminati/Council on Foreign Relations/UN/Zionist establishment and write a book
revealing the inside story of a plot to form a world government”; Time Magazine “Obama’s
New World Order”
0:19:30 New Slingbox setup from listener, JCD unable to get local programming from Seattle, ACC’s
forthcoming new bandwidth, recorded “unlimited” claim; ACC’s car grabbed by claw machine
after 20 minutes overdue, ticket for double-parked moving truck, local wine shop and Italian
grocery; listeners asking for video, JCD on eye-rolling exercise
0:31:59 AMEE start-up recording energy consumption; No Agenda T-shirt plug
0:34:18 Pew Research: girls taking over internet; kids swapping nude photos via text messages, JCD’s
Nokia E71 with FM radio, ACC on headphone cord antenna; JCD in-studio timing with Leo,
trying loose Countryman microphone, ACC: “we could use gaffer tape on your head”, ACC’s
lav microphone setup, JCD on notch filter, JCD’s recommended minimalist studio setup with
mannequin and fishing pole, JCD’s “hookers” proposal in programming meetings
0:48:57 Coldest in London since 1976, flooding; getting rid of the car, CVC’s garage apartment
0:50:52 Defense Secretary Robert Gates warns against “testing” new administration
0:53:53 More Slingbox logistics, JCD on monitoring bandwidth use
0:57:20 Rod Blagojevich and Obama potentially cut from the same cloth; Mevio Obama supporter
with front-row seat at inauguration; JCD predicts high ratings in six months
1:03:20 JCD’s linguiça from Portugal, hometown Newark CA haven for Portuguese expats, last maker
killed two health department workers, Taylor’s in Oregon, JCD on spices used to preserve
foods; old European recipes doomed to EU interference
1:13:48 Honda out of Formula One due to massive cost, drivers called “pilots”, ACC on driving Indy
car; UK automakers begging for bailouts, Treasury not interested in Detroit, JCD on banks
giving orders of magnitude more money to Congress compared to automakers
1:19:14 Daily Mail headline: EU to bribe Irish voters in Lisbon Treaty do-over, JCD on gas station
owner running for local oﬀice over and over, ACC prediction: EU president Mirek Topolánek
killed, “dead Czech”, Georgia admits to starting conflict; ACC & JCD using Detroit Slingbox
1:28:47 JCD headed to Washington after next show, Aric’s fiber and 1 Watt directional Wi-Fi; bogus
Virgin Media 1.7 seconds to download MP3 measurement
1:31:31 Goldman predicts $30 oil, “awkward U-turn”; Charles Ponzi’s $10M scheme, multilevel marketing as Ponzi scheme, pyramid schemes; JCD in same house for 15 years, hoping to escape
to Washington; UK lowers VAT and jacks up liquor tax, ACC’s local pubs, Adnan’s Ale
1:40:15 University of Colorado professor on understanding exponential growth and population
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60 We’re Celebrities Get Us Out of Here!

(2008-12-06)

0:00:40 Queen of England’s governor general suspends Canadian Parliament to save Harper’s butt, socialism vs unions, satirical puppet show Spitting Image, PBS documenting Smothers Brothers
censorship, This Hour Has 22 Minutes; Leno Jaywalking segment with uneducated Americans;
ACC on passport-less British, JCD on Port Angeles residents never visiting Victoria
0:13:01 Surrey police shoot and kill guy for appearing to have gun, airport “BFG” toting goons in
Europe; outrage over Damian Green arrest; ACC comments on Martina Navratilova & George
Takei on I’m a Celebrity Get Me Out of Here; BBC The Ascent of Money on French central
banker Jean Law and French Revolution, JCD on East India Company demise on cycle; oil at
$40, JCD out of short ETN, Goldman Sachs investments opposite of their recommendations,
Merrill Lynch pushing Stirling Homex ahead of bankruptcy, JCD: “meanwhile, Martha Stewart
goes to jail”, Mark Cuban Loose Change, $8.4T
0:27:49 Gordon Brown £1bn homeowner bailout proposal, “Lisbon principles”, Jim Cramer predicts
Obama boom, ACC on US VAT, predicts new reserve currency, JCD: “we’re at the bottom”,
JCD on unsold new developments beginning to deteriorate
0:36:49 JCD recommends Pakistani basmati rice, boiling technique vs Uncle Ben’s, risotto pitfalls
0:43:50 Obama birth certificate question taken up by Supreme Court; Richard Gates’ work for Brzezinski in 1970s; ACC calls Dow 6000, Detroit bailout, private jets for security reasons, JCD story:
on plane with Jimmy Carter introducing himself to everyone to prevent people bugging him;
Sarah Ferguson off the radar; Amy Winehouse headline: “still hospitalized as hubby sent back
to jail”, ACC: “this is the definition of a bad day”
0:52:21 Irish Lisbon Treaty do-over, new Czech president rotated in, JCD: “well I know it’s going to
be responsible for World War III”; Muslims in government, bankrupt Vallejo CA, McCain the
sell-out
0:58:55 Christmas spirit, positive Black Friday numbers, “body count”, Walmart employees with
locked arms, JCD on company liability for sleeping two to a room
1:04:35 Climate change march on Westminster, Jesse Jackson corporate extortion racket; Queen’s
speech: more CCTV, strip clubs “places of sexual encounter”; JCD “boiler room” call, ACC
impersonating answering machine, JCD on getting callers off script, call from seller of obscure
wines, last-ditch insults
1:14:46 ACC recommends It’s a Wonderful Life; No Agenda T-shirts with logo
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59 Smells Like Tee Truffle

(2008-11-28)

0:00:13 JCD’s Thanksgiving delayed by a week because of ridiculous airfares, pheasant with law school
sponsee “fourth son”, “dirt cheap” Honduran truffles, Alain Ducasse softball-size white truffles;
ACC recommends hemp seeds
0:08:12 JCD on PBS history of late-night comedy, Steve Allen “man on the street”, Bill Dana character
José Jiménez omitted; Bill Cosby’s war on Amos & Andy
0:13:18 Federal Reserve printing press sound effect, JCD: “it’s goin’ at full speed!”, $7.4T; Robert
Gates left in place in administration
0:15:43 Indian prime minister blames Mumbai attacks on Pakistan, US troops headed to Afghanistan
next door, little resemblance to al-Qaeda, Andreas Liveras on phone to BBC before being
killed: locked in restaurant; Mujahideen group calls Sky News, “what are our demands?”;
IMF deal with Pakistan
0:23:19 UK Shadow Cabinet’s Damian Green arrested on suspicion of leaking embarrassing documents;
BOHICA “bend over here it comes again”, Russell Brand & Jonathan Ross shitstorm, Strictly
Come Dancing contestant John Sergeant continually kept on show by viewers, overweight
Popstars contestant; Patricia hassled by Gatwick airport security for un-bagged toothpaste &
Chanel, “liquid test”; JCD expecting V for Vendetta event
0:33:56 ACC’s club-owner friend trying to get UK Playboy Club license, lap dance with underwear
removal, “oh my!”; Patricia’s upcoming benefit concert
0:38:01 CNBC on radio penny stocks, crappy AM stereo and HD radio, offer codes; ACC trying
to unload his Jaguar, UK car makers all looking for bailouts, “Jag-you-are” pronunciation;
national identity card with “other biometric data”, Dutch “electronic child dossier” with pubic
hair field, JCD: thousand-year Reich alive and well
0:50:18 Feedback on JCD’s Heil PR 40, traveling with “two salamis and a microphone”, JCD rant
on women traveling with “a suitcase the size of, like a refrigerator”, ACC on travelers from
Mumbai with “crates” at Heathrow
0:57:08 Woolworths declares bankruptcy in UK, Zayre and White Front, JCD on Target every two
miles, H&M high-end designers, Primark knock-off stores, uncopyrightable fashion and fonts,
“Helvs” knockoff, trickle-down fashion, fall colors determined six months in advance to get
dyes & fabrics into the system
1:09:13 Buckminster Fuller sleep experiments, Dymaxion car, ACC: “maybe I should retract that email with the interview request”, 2012 video: “the sun does not set”, “up and down” vs “out,
around, and through”, “spaceship earth”
1:14:21 Financial Times: London School of Economics crowd in Obama White House, Bush 41 era
Yalies, no more cheering for Obama on talk shows, instant dollar turnaround, Federal Reserve
selling $75bn of gold to Iran, JCD: “we only do stuff like this to screw people”, Lindsey
Williams $50 oil prediction, Shell shuts down Nigerian LNG operation
1:23:26 Outro: Cyber Monday predictions
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58 Cork Grows on Trees

(2008-11-22)

0:00:22 JCD in Lisbon, government import/export tech trade show, jaunt to wine country, visit to
cork factory, anti-cork propaganda from plastics industry, ACC: “what is cork, cork grows on
the cork tree?”, type of oak tree; Martina Navratilova & George Takei on I’m a Celebrity Get
Me Out of Here; Angela Merkel shoves assistant aside to get at Berlusconi
0:14:01 Market hovering near 7286 before Obama announces Timothy Geithner, ACC: “he’s picking
a reptile!”, Rahm Emanuel “look”; JCD’s microphone picking up a radio station
0:21:32 JCD’s winery tour, inability to speak Portuguese; ACC on Europa TV in 1983; new British
law against patronizing sex slave prostitutes, JCD: “read this over, sign it, and we’ll talk”,
California laws enforced “on an as-needed basic”, civil forfeiture of car, low sex crime rate in
Nevada, failed San Francisco ballot initiative, craigslist.com “300 roses”
0:31:00 Big three automakers flying in private jets to Washington D.C. to beg for money; German
Opel bailout, the end of the Yugo; JCD on antitrust law and “too big to fail” Citibank; Martha
Stewart conviction, revenge for Mark Cuban’s involvement with Loose Change 9/11 film
0:42:51 Bluster and snow in UK, canceled flight to Netherlands, ACC offered Fortis Bank jet for $5M,
no longer interested in cars, driving Rolls-Royce into New York for seven years, Giuliani got
rid of squeegee guys, “ladies and gentlemen” subway beggars
0:50:21 Somali pirates hijack oil tanker, Blackwater private navy, Silicon Valley entrepreneur Erik
Prince; Putin’s six-year term as president; End the Fed rallies, Bernanke called “head of the
central bank” in Europe; JCD’s Slingbox and SlingCatcher, ACC in the market for DSL and
cable modem; Tennessee’s $9.8M for universities to crack down on filesharing
0:59:56 JCD checking out early to go take photos of Lisbon like a Japanese tourist
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57 Michelle Oprah and the Strippers

(2008-11-15)

0:00:17 ACC all-in on Newark Airport, week in New York meeting advertisers, FlashDancers visit,
shellshocked Lehman Brothers bankers, JCD strip club tour with author friend, outrage at
advice to go to Atlanta, “they dance nude down there!”, “vultures” looking for out-of-towners,
ACC story: Think New Ideas post-IPO with the traders
0:13:14 ACC’s MTV outtakes VHS tape, Downtown Julie Brown, ACC: “what she never had was
talent”; Sirius-XM merger, JCD on venture capitalist friend’s Bentley iPod port, satellite
radio cancellation in favor of podcasts, ACC’s single feed, JCD’s ad:tech speeches on CD
0:26:47 The Globe: Michelle Obama attacks “kingmaker” Oprah, Patricia: Oprah hot for Obama;
Rahm Emanuel on Freddie Mac board, Hillary Secretary of State rumors, ACC: “it’s the right
gig for her”; Bill Maher ranting about Palin country of Africa hoax, Men in Black comment on
National Enquirer “research” material; ACC recommends The Best Democracy Money Can
Buy, Woodward & Bernstein’s unprecedented investigative journalism
0:39:29 Isle of Jersey children’s bones, sketchy change of investigation, “animal bones” conclusion;
JCD on Mac buy-in and “information materialism”, ACC on Windows “life without walls”
ad and Mac walled garden, “I’m a PC” ads, ACC the Mac fanboy; ACC: Android a possible
laptop platform, Microsoft Surface coffee table at hotel; Netherlands going open-source, ACC:
“hats off to the IT people of the world … that is not an easy gig”
0:53:27 Jan Peter Balkenende at G20 summit even though Netherlands is not a G20 country, ACC:
“it’s a photo op”, ECB calling for IMF New World Financial Order; automotive industry
seeking $50bn bailout, airlines and newspapers next
1:00:09 JCD headed to Portugal by way of Frankfurt; ACC’s high-quality sound from LAV, JCD on
MEMS Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems, Countryman microphones
1:05:30 United 175 CSI -style “zoom enhance” cockpit photo; UK license plate readers; CSI instant
fingerprint-running and “keep him on the line” eye-rollers; Australian internet censorship
starting up, Silicon Valley whitelisting scam
1:14:21 ACC’s “Bear Stearns, a J.P. Morgan Company” business card photo; buying opportunities
with AMD stock at $2, ACC on stepfather eating out of trash cans during WWII, dumpsterdiving “freegans” in California; UK telethon to raise for children a fraction of the money given
to banks, JCD on riots, Lee Iacocca’s dollar a year
1:22:21 Obama’s “national civilian security force” Brownshirts; JCD: switch to digital TV for spectrum
selloff, four KQED sub-channels
1:30:07 National Enquirer pictures of Cindy McCain making out with younger man, John Edwards
busted for affair, gay prostitution ring run out of Barney Frank’s apartment in 1980s, full
circle to Michelle vs Oprah
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56 100 Billion Dollars!

(2008-11-08)

0:00:18 Bacon beats Fries in Colorado; slick scripted Obama press conference; Breitbart “Barack Uhbama”, “Oﬀice of the President-elect”, Israel all-in on evil-looking Rahm Emanuel “Rahmbo”,
administration full of veteran insiders; change.gov branding; Bill Maher’s post-9/11 comments on cowardice, JCD on Taliban outrages pre-9/11, ACC on protecting opium supply
0:15:47 ACC: “I’m in a bad mood”, home with CVC’s breakfast in bed for boyfriend, “and they drank
all the orange juice!”, locked out of house with dogs un-fed, JCD: “after they move out, then
they start visiting just to take stuff”
0:21:26 ACC’s newly-acquired Zimbabwean $100bn banknote, dildo/bong watermark
0:25:09 Obama acceptance speech without family, “cult of personality”, Cult of Personality; new EU
verb: “to green the economy”; Bloomberg FOIA reveals $1.5T lent to financial institutions,
Federal Reserve refuses to admit what it received in return
0:31:33 Michael Bloomberg “Berlusconi in New York”, 10% income tax; Gavin Newsom whining about
Proposition 8 passing; Bill Maher shows clip of Republicans booing Obama, Kerry concession
speech for unmiked audience, ACC on audio engineers and lip sync TV shows
0:38:08 Credit card bond market collapse, Horowitz short on Capital One, JCD on paying in cash
only, Monopoly game ditches cash for plastic, “paper to plastic” meme, Federal Reserve credit
cards; UK Home Secretary Jacqui Smith claiming airport ID cards are wildly popular
0:47:41 News vacuum on Rwanda & Congo; listeners offended by JCD’s on-air eating, offensive eating
habits in attractive women, ACC gripes about JCD’s fork habits, JCD on “waiting period”
before informing someone about food on their face, close talkers with bad breath, JCD 15second timeout, ACC gripe: shouting in ear at concerts
0:59:50 Middle Eastern and Mexican overmodulation, call to prayer amplifier competition, ACC’s
prized Iraqi mosque alarm clock; iPhone ocarina app, Panasonic 42“ plasma $699 at Costco
down from $40k, $599 Gateway laptop, ACC’s Google phone with open-source Android OS,
JCD on Android as fractal of computing history; ACC on Word-to-WordPerfect transcoding
1:13:39 Ampex calibration, “shader” for studio cameras, Kanye West in white “floating head” at MTV
European Music Awards; JCD on WGN open studio, monstrous analog HDTV cameras at
CES; bakelite phones and the demise of prank phone calls
1:21:11 ACC on resurgence of Afghanistan opium trade; JCD recommends Cocaine Cowboys documentary, bloodthirsty Griselda Blanco; ACC’s family uninterested in Chris Rock; JCD proposes
Slingbox setup, ACC’s Sinclair ZX80, C5 electric vehicle debacle, “because I couldn’t find
a four-bit” processor, the Curry electronics museum, first cell phone compatible with home
handset, “Mobilaphone” 50 Watt four-channel radio, “car phone”
1:38:14 Fork technique video competition
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55 Obama Wins Now What?

(2008-11-05)

0:00:00 Luciferized JCD welcomes “Obama overlord”, “Obama, you are my president!”, “evict Bush
now” protest outside White House, British version of southern accent; over-the-top events and
bulletproof glass, ACC: “at the end of the day, John, if someone wants to get anyone they can
get him”; Mimi comedy act for weeping Jesse Jackson; eloquent McCain concession speech,
recycled Obama stump speech; Obama’s public speaker training, “Kennedy pinch”
0:17:09 Cabinet selection; outrageous total spent on campaigns, media “too close to call” stalling, ACC
on Z100 competitor commercial break lightbulbs; CNN reporter hologram, Star Trek: the Next
Generation hologram experiments; 1M people at Chicago celebration; Clinton veterans for new
administration
0:30:54 JCD checks out San Francisco 2012 end of the world convention; ACC & JCD perceived as gay
couple or not, Moroccan intolerance in Amsterdam, California Proposition 8 and black antigay-marriage vote, JCD blames Gavin Newson; stock market correction, ACC lusting after
“nerdy” Erin Burnett, JCD How to Obama-proof Your Portfolio article, green job creation
exaggeration; barackobama.com still in fundraising mode, JCD’s father: Democrat war party
and Republican depression party
0:52:11 Internet censorship in Australia & Finland; ACC: “this show will be off the air within ten
years, I guarantee it”; JCD: 9/11 a 2009 good time to be out of markets; Obama “battle of
ideas” education plan; al-Qaeda internet access shutdown; Tom DeLay predicts Obama vs
Pelosi power struggle; Deputy National Security Advisor, JCD on Bilderberg Group “drinking
club”
1:04:22 JCD concedes on McCain prediction: “wrong, wrong, wrong”, $100 election bets, Dow 15k
prediction, 1929 Dow triple, prediction: 2013 depression
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54 Obama Armbands

(2008-11-01)

0:00:31 Dinner at Chapeau, JCD “dinner for two” reservation probe, OpenTable points; list of problems, entremet, rare beef and medium lamb, no doggie bags in Europe; hard-to-find “gem”
2005 Château Canon Fronsac; banana-strawberry-kiwi in basil oil
0:15:42 ACC home alone with mail pileup; UK tap water and wastewater metering estimate, ACC:
“they have a meter on my ass”; UK in uproar over Russell Brand and Jonathan Ross prank
call to Fawlty Towers’ Andrew Sachs; Michael Savage theory on newspapers losing numbers
because of overt leftist bias, Russian skepticism after decades of propaganda, keeping the
mythical “they” happy, super-rich Democrats, right-wing owners and left-wing reporters
0:34:30 Obama kicks reporters from McCain-endorsing outfits off plane; British coverage focusing
on race, Obama not African-American because of no slave ancestry, Al Sharpton “not black
enough”; Howard Stern Harlem man on the street interviews, women’s suffrage petition; glossy
Hollywood Obama-mercial, switch to live event “feature creep”, flat writing, JCD on Obama
armbands, no homemade signs at DNC
0:53:09 Obama calling McCain “Bush”, equates socialism with sharing; ACC on plan to double military and DHS, “new safer internet”, army of volunteers; $4bn for avian flu; Star Trek “Patterns
of Force” Nazi episode, JCD recommends original Manchurian Candidate
1:01:52 China’s activities in the Congo, Confessions of an Economic Hit Man “jackals” stirring up
trouble with the “Hootsies and Tootsies”, duty-free goods market flood; JCD’s Deutsche
Bank DTO ETN prospectus “the size of the Manhattan phone book”; ACC in love with Erin
Burnett, Ben Bernanke live speech on “covered bonds”, Andrew Horowitz on $60bn going to
salaries, Barclays raises $7bn from Saudi Arabia to stay independent
1:17:48 No information from BBC on why the situation in Congo is happening, ACC: “where’s Bono?”,
1986 Hands Across America, “fail” meme; Le Touquet vacation destination
1:26:21 JCD theory: surveillance with AGA stove as bait; 35% market share for Patricia’s live show,
Piper Meridian, JCD on avoiding turbulence at 42k feet in 767, ACC on the danger of flying into cumulonimbus clouds, mini funnel clouds near Chicago; ACC recommends Hacking
Democracy documentary
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53 Gay Marriage

(2008-10-25)

0:00:30 ACC’s confused router problems sorted; JCD at NetSuite anniversary dinner at Larry Ellison’s
house, arranging high-end wine tasting; planning dinner at Empress of China; Financial Times
on Sequoia Capital doom and gloom, JCD on Alex Jones always getting details wrong
0:12:51 JCD on media companies preventing campaign finance reform, Fox delaying World Series to
run Obama ad, MSNBC “Obama channel”; Obama money from Wall Street, “crazy-ass uncle”
Barney Frank, Pelosi’s Botox overdose; ACC vents about US government meddling, JCD on
“Democrat do-nothing Congress”, “soak the rich” strategy
0:31:12 Obama birth certificate and Hawaii trip; Biden predicts “orchestrated event”, JCD eight-year
cycle: “I think they’re gonna blow up Los Angeles”, World Trade Center 1993 and 2001, alQaeda monkey bars video, JCD on WWII-era world policeman status: “it’s a way of moving
money around”
0:43:09 JCD’s “twelve-o’clock train” passes; Chatsworth train crash blamed on text messaging, ACC
on inability of cell phones to interfere meaningfully with plane instrumentation, JCD story:
not allowed to use laptop on plane while still on ground in Brazil; reservation phone call from
Chapeau; ACC on RIM mobile messaging network 1 Watt radios interfering with navigation,
JCD on CD player RF hash, ACC on AM NDB and FM VOR beacons; JCD story: Aeroflot
Ilyushin Il-62 crew serving fish, reused plastic cups, Soviet-era cosmetic unobtainium; ACC
on 9-minute soft boiled egg on British Airways
0:57:32 Children of Russian oligarchs living high on the hog; peculiar background checks in ACC’s
British real estate deal, problem with Russians in community; ACC on the pitfalls of amateur
currency investing; JCD on professional gamblers, ACC on investing in stocks as peculiarly
American, idiots selling when stock hits bottom, revitalization of layaway; JCD’s 401k in DTO
betting against oil, Federal Reserve designed to avoid boom-bust cycle, lying Greenspan, Ron
Paul on moral issue of currency dilution, crappy rBST milk
1:13:22 Gay marriage and church-state separation, no civil unions in California, health insurance
benefits, JCD: “it’s gonna happen under Obama”, Republican “leave it to the states”; ACC’s
marriage to Patricia all about getting Green Card, follow-up interview; fat put-upon Google
employees, Google’s new jet fighter, ACC: “that’s green, boys, way to go”, inflated stock
1:29:49 Mevio coupon codes “off the charts”, PetMeds and high-end veterinarians, pet insurance,
“Special K” horse tranquilizer ketamine; dinner at 6:00; election show scheduling, ACC: hold
election right after tax day
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52 Solex

(2008-10-19)

0:00:20 JCD’s college football woes, ACC in Netherlands for stepfather’s birthday
0:01:16 Failed plan to get ACC DVD of CNN debate coverage because 9/11, 4.4GB server upload,
ACC loses all interest in debate, BBC “Joe the Plumber” montage, Obama “look”, switch to
teleprompter mode, never south of border, Bush never left country; “25% of global energy”
meme again, McCain’s support for nuclear but none from GE, ACC: “but at the end of
the day they’re backing him”; Lynn Forester de Rothschild switches allegiance to McCain,
Obama busted for “look to offshore”, “enforce unfair trade agreements” flub; McCain: Obama
next Herbert Hoover, “Joe the Plumber” and Dutch “Peter the Whore” profession surnames,
McCain calls Obama “Senator Government”; Obama claims average healthcare premium is
$12k/year, ACC’s €4500; Kleiner Perkins consultant Colin Powell endorses Obama, dancing
with Nigerian hip-hop group in UK
0:16:37 Project Oscar Mike November Delta “Obama MILF next door” teaser; automatic recount
theory, “fifty-state strategy”, absentee ballots
0:20:45 October 14 “fiasco”, no mother ships to be found, ACC: “I’m a gullible bonehead”
0:22:52 “Awkward segue” into Isa review, looking into reasonably-priced offerings, ACC “hammered”
on glass of white wine, Heitz Cabernet; ACC makes offer on house with AGA stove
0:33:11 Hedge fund manager Andrew Lahde thanking “idiots whose parents paid for prep school, Yale,
and then the Harvard MBA”, plugs marijuana, JCD “weed-loving money manager” post
0:35:07 PDF “proof” of Obama using neurolinguistic programming, ACC “Obama-bots”
0:36:03 Austrian politician Jörg Haider dead in car crash 36 hours after TV “banking mafia” rant
0:37:44 Former comptroller general to Bill Maher on bailout and $56T deficit
0:40:06 “Planet Green” network, Dinner with Tom pushing vegan agenda, Al Gore NLP neurolinguistic
programming; New York bailing itself out by investing pension money; UK banks foreclosing
on rental properties; bare supermarket shelves in Iceland, JCD on cod liver oil to combat
depression, on soygurt: “this stuff tastes like puke”
0:54:39 Alaskan glaciers growing, ACC story: trip to North Pole for Molson Ice promotion with
Metallica & Hole, JCD on Antarctica icebreaker cruises, not on bucket list, ACC standing on
equator; JCD to work on Gitmo Nation T-shirts design
1:02:44 UK to require passport to buy cell phone, giant metadata database, JCD on Interpol “org
chart” database; OpenTable backdoor and private aircraft activity for predicting mergers and
acquisitions; Wells Fargo forced to participate in bailout; Ron Paul getting a lot of air time,
futility of printing money; JCD on visiting France in 1973, Solex motorized bicycle dragging
another, ACC family grim postwar stories
1:18:05 Financial Times on knitting and gardening renaissance, JCD on Peruvian women knitting
constantly; banks cutting back on letters of credit for importers, coffee exporters stuck with
excess supply; even Swiss banks caught up, everyone furious at ratings agencies, ACC invokes Illuminati, JCD blames education system, college kids signing petition to end women’s
suffrage, California vs homeschoolers, ACC story: 52 states at Dutch school
1:34:26 JCD on homeschooling JMD, mandatory flu shots for New Jersey kindergartens
1:36:25 JCD on idiot calling LED “liquid crystal display” and refusing to admit error; Washington
D.C. migrating to Google Apps; uninteresting Sarah Palin Saturday Night Live appearance
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51 Corked Wine

(2008-10-12)

0:00:32 JCD on Virgin America flight delayed by projectile vomiter, alternate route due to air show
with Blue Angels; ACC’s two-hour Daily Source Code, “mini Fox network”, Gitmo T-shirts
0:06:30 Acme Steak House baby back ribs, 2005/6 Ridge Geyserville Zinfandel, JCD on watering down
extremely dark wines; Ritz Carlton mismatched flavors, recent Schwarzenegger visit
0:14:09 Decanted substitute 1998 Pagodes de Cos, JCD “so you don’t think this wine is corked” to
steward, TCA trichloroanisole contamination, 1997 BV Private Reserve paint contamination,
high-end calvados; “tasteless” lunch at Fringale; Quince tasting menu and Vacqueyras wine;
upcoming Isa visit, mysterious OpenTable point system, backdoor rumor, FAQ on “dining
checques”
0:28:14 More gold for ACC, JCD 14k vs 6k market bet with broker friend; Iceland bankruptcy freezing
British municipalities’ assets, Gordon Brown invokes terrorism protocols, JCD on Lisbon
Treaty: “Ireland, we love you”, Iceland looks to Russia for €4bn; Berluscone walks back
talk of market shutdown; top-rated Canadian banking system vs US ranked next to Namibia;
ACC predicts global system based on carbon credits, Soros on Bill Moyers, £50 easyJet carbon
credits, GreenJet “coasting for carbon” idea
0:40:31 ACC’s MILFy San Francisco neighbor working for Obama; “Barack Osama” on upstate New
York absentee ballots
0:43:43 Boring presidential debate “town hall”, Obama’s stylish bar stool manner, JCD tip: write notes
on cardboard box; Obama backward-looking Peace Corps scheme, repeated “look”, $250k tax
cutoff and small business; Limbaugh on McCain avoiding repeating Hillary’s attacks; ACC
wishes for Obama win to avoid riots; McCain’s awkward gait; Obama credits invention of
computer to government for communications, bogus “25% of global energy use” meme, JCD
“Saudi Arabia of coal” revisited
0:57:56 Michelle Obama making the rounds, explains lack of handshakes, on “shutting down” creepy
“Sing for Change” video with brainwashed kids; McCain credits “chief petty oﬀicer”, patronizing “my friends”, salesman name-repetition, lame hair transplant joke, Karl Rove badly
needed; Andrew Horowitz mentions Biden’s $250k net worth, MSNBC’s Chris Matthews puts
positive spin on “a hundred to a hundred fifty thousand dollars” after mortgages, “big counter
to any elitist charges”; ACC: “there’s hope that he’s not lying”
1:09:00 JCD on stock market: “I’m short!”, 401(k) exposure and Social Security privatization, ETF
exchange traded funds shorting market segments; National Debt Clock runs out of digits
1:13:10 ACC’s long stay in San Francisco; Obama & McCain both left-handed; upcoming Digital
Hollywood panel; JCD headed to Portugal, The Economist catch-up; Soros “better world
order”, John Lennon interview, JCD on 1970s depression, 22% interest under “bonehead”
Carter, “I think the big one is yet to come”, $1T for China and hyperinflation
1:24:47 JCD’s newly-acquired Zimbabwean $10M banknote with expiration date; ACC’s “cheap”
Alaska quarters, collectible gold coinage “crap shoot”
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50 The Sarah Palin Show

(2008-10-03)

0:00:29 Special Thursday vice presidential debate show, JCD “I think Joe Biden kicked her ass” joke,
ACC: “biggest reality show in the universe”, “Palinmania”; lewd comments on flute-playing
Sarah Palin video; Palin visibly shaking at beginning; “Obama nut” Gwen Ifill’s “heartbeat
away” assassination question; CNN real-time metrics on Ohio men & women, Biden’s “guess
what” and “look”, Palin needle-peg on personal responsibility, “hey, can I call you Joe?”,
“drill, baby, drill”, ACC: “I’m just hearing Beavis and Butthead going huh-huh-huh”
0:14:27 Useless Hilary Rosen postmortem, undecideds all-in on Palin; Frank Luntz focus group member
hints at Couric video edited to make Palin look bad, corrupt media meme; Palin “too much
finger-pointing backwards” zinger for Bush-McCain link, “maverick” meme dead, “corruption”
number spike, Biden “theocracy” fail; CNBC “get your popcorn”
0:28:05 Palin “hockey mom” plunge, “parenting and personal responsibility” spike, Iraq plunge, nationalism win; Palin missed opportunity to be motherly to choked-up Biden; Biden “not a
maverick because” rant; Greta van Susteren all-in on Palin, country music and NASCAR butt
of jokes vs popularity
0:37:47 Biden “Bosniak” gaffe, Judge Bork reference; Palin sentence structure breakdowns, McCain
“leave” vs “lead”, 21% of world’s energy consumption meme; right-wing theories on killing
Democrat party by putting Obama in; Palin “Castro brothers”, JCD: “with Joey Knuckles”
0:48:45 Cavalier US attitudes, stimulus bill payoff for China, carbon credits; Biden against gay marriage, JCD: “that was a botch”; Obama’s ponderous speaking style similar to Kerry’s; “community organizer” explanation, agenda-peddling, JCD on relentless black kids selling magazines
door-to-door, complimenting super-effecient Costco checkout staff, ACC on Mevio diversity,
JCD on grumpy lazy checker at Monterey Foods, “most people suck”
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49 Everybody Wants to Rule the World

(2008-09-27)

0:00:32 ACC’s condo’s two openable windows, upcoming dinner
0:02:01 Presidential debate: CNN real-time focus group graph, rules against audience interaction,
Jim Lehrer “ruling the country” question, McCain Iran “rotting corpse of Israel”, Obama
“700 billion is potentially a lot of money” flub, “Wall Street to Main Street” meme, McCain
numbers spike for “corruption”, Obama spike for energy independence, nothing for al-Qaeda
0:17:47 Obama on isolationisn, leaves Cuba off embargo list, ACC: “boring”, consensus: Obama
won “by a hair”, Obama “when I’m president” mind control, hot mic at end; McCain stiffs
Letterman with bogus D.C. trip; Reagan “there you go again”; CNBC McCain ageism
0:27:48 “Massive airtime” for Ron Paul over financial crisis, bailout pork, “no banker left behind”,
Zbigniew Brzezinski’s children in key political and journalistic positions, JCD: “sounds like
the shadow government!”, listeners delighted JCD is “waking up to the true reality”
0:31:49 Upcoming vice presidential debate, “bursts of sound bites” training, newly-acquired robotic
demeanor, ACC: “have you considered that maybe she is a robot?”
0:34:17 Fortis Bank doomed, failed bank safe deposit box warning, JCD on friend hiding gold as
black-painted picture frames, US Mint out of gold coins
0:35:56 Chinese melamine scandal, used to fake higher protein content, ingredient in plastics, Taiwanese injection molding genius; adverse reactions to Gardasil, Merck patents expiring, schools
trying to make it mandatory, transparent “I got the jab” advertising
0:42:39 Warren Buffett pumps $5bn into widely hated Goldman Sachs, Washington Mutual FDIC
seizure, Bradford & Bingley in deep trouble; EFF lawsuit over secret new copyright treaty;
JCD on Silicon Valley squabbling with phony documents, JCD’s expert witness gigs, deposition in Linspire case, makeup for video depositions, ACC on embarrassing mtv.com lawsuit
0:57:07 Upcoming dinners at Ritz-Carlton and Coi; Uncle Don not all-in on dishwashers, dishwasher
drawers, JCD dishwasher research, “cheap Kenmore” recommendation; JCD’s “maysure” and
“milk” /mɛlk/ Midwestern pronunciations, JCD not understanding PC Magazine UK editors
1:04:56 British economy “in the tank”, clueless Alistair Darling interview by Jeremy Paxman; deferential US interviewers; JCD on downsides and upsides of coal, US first-generation wind turbines,
methane hysteria; Kleiner Perkins all-in on green technologies because of Gore
1:11:38 ACC investigating shady Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation laboratories in Seattle brewing up
experimental DNA-altering vaccines to test in Africa
1:14:32 Listenership at 130k
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48 How to Survive the Economic Collapse

(2008-09-21)

0:00:26 ACC: “do you feel the bottom yet?”, first episode of Dvorak/Horowitz Unplugged,
fascism and industry-government collusion; ACC buying 12kg gold bars in Amsterdam, “shell
shock” at Fortis Bank Nederland party, negative equity in money market funds, book vs
enterprise values, Resolution Trust Corporation, Richard Branson to buy Gatwick Airport;
Financial Times almost completely devoted to crisis
0:16:16 Corporate media blames short selling, preventing fires by banning matches, blaming homeowners; Sarah Palin the fast-talking Bush 43 talking points clone, didn’t hear Tina Fey skit audio
lie; McCain “fundamentals” talking points; ACC predicts elections postponed, JCD predicts
market will “rocket”, public at large not invested in stock market as with state lotteries
0:29:57 No public outrage over $85bn AIG bailout, JCD: “we could’ve had colonies on Mars for this
kind of money”; metropolitan tent cities, JCD reads novelistic account of homelessness in
Reno, Hands Across America, ACC gives Dutch homeless guy £2 coin, JCD chewed out for
giving money in London; Bush election cancellation meme, Second Amendment “very smart”,
two versions of Constitution; Ron Paul vindicated
0:40:45 Mysterious Hurricane Ike Texas coast NOTAM no-fly zone “to provide a safe environment
for disaster response and relief operations”; beautiful weather in Western Europe after LHC
shutdown, JCD: “do you have a lot of magnets around the house?”, New York Times “Large
Hardon Collider”; Supreme Court Judges and the election, Ruth Bader Ginsburg the communist, JCD on corporate rapist CEOs, article by rogue trader Nick Leeson, Michael Milken and
Michael Jackson; $10T US and $8.3T UK debt, list of non-debtor nations
0:57:21 Gordon Brown “no more boom and bust” promise, “whatever it takes” assurance, JCD on
CVC and family businesses, ACC: “dad, can I join the family business of being grumpy and
cynical as a profession?”, JCD on autonomous cycles, predicts food riots, business categories
that survive downturns: food & entertainment, ACC: “you’ve got your ducks in a row, Dvorak”
1:10:51 New TSA X-ray technology, headquarters “Freedom Center”, TSA goons crying with joy after
receiving badges, JCD message to real cops: “arrest them on the spot and beat them”; ACC
working out with babysitter-stalking cop; JCD on new SFO international terminal’s lack of
signage, ACC on new Dyson hand dryers, the horrors of European train station bathroom,
George Michael caught bathroom cruising, political Shoot the Dog video career suicide
1:26:19 ACC waiting for October 14, Russians all-in
1:28:14 ACC not all-in on this being the “bottom”, JCD calculates value of ACC’s 12kg gold bar:
$380k
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47 Kill Bill

(2008-09-13)

0:00:28 100k listeners milestone passed, uptick in ACC hate mail over vaccines
0:02:32 Flooding in UK, weather cleared up by Large Hadron Collider, wheat crop hit hard; oil
down and gasoline up, high wages for oil rig workers and military contractors; XL Leisure
bankruptcy strands 85k British tourists, Barclays “no more money”, steep CO2 taxes, “eat
less meat” vegan meme, ACC: speech tax
0:11:08 OMB’s Jim Nussle reverses position on having Fannie & Freddy on the books; Paulson: no
Lehman Brothers bailout, author grilled on CNBC over Lehman unanswered questions; ACC
on IMF & World Bank oil price manipulation to bankrupt Middle East and reduce population
0:16:31 ACC drinking prepper freeze dried coffee
0:17:31 Chunnel fire, no mention of terrorism, JCD on phenol’s distinctive odor, reports of explosions
0:22:18 UK fails to convict ringleader of liquid airline bomb plot, Virgin Atlantic calls for end to liquids
rule, court to retry, JCD on double jeopardy workarounds, people packing giant bottles of
shampoo, ACC on Heathrow security theater with separate shoe X-ray, JCD suggests public
shaming for Shoe Bomber, Saddam Hussein hanging and To Hell in a Handbasket reality show
0:32:19 tmz.com videos hounding celebrities but not politicians; Limbaugh vs Maher on Sarah Palin,
Obama’s “lipstick on a pig” and misogynistic fish reference, mean-spirited base dragging
Obama into the mud, celebrity culture; press irked at being surprised by Palin pick
0:48:40 Swedish video of McCain saluting in Hanoi handover, Cindy McCain’s painkiller addiction
0:54:00 Think New Ideas courted by Lehman Brothers, Bear Stearns “fail early”, insurance derivatives
on credit default swaps
0:58:09 Ossetia-Georgia border removed from Google Maps; hyperinflation for paying debts cheaply,
JCD’s high-denomination cruziero note, real estate investment payoff, China most at risk,
Brazilian banks’ interest rate safe haven; Mugabe immune to Zimbabwe elections, JCD looking
for banknote with Mugabe portrait
1:10:46 ECB realizing euro must fall against dollar, JCD on vast US-UK wine price discrepancy
1:13:42 Sotheby’s living artist Damien Hirst auction estimated at £65M; JCD on Persian rug advice:
“whatever you paid for a rug, you paid too much”, ACC’s airplane-buying advice: “if it floats,
flies, or fornicates, you should rent it”
1:18:41 UK considering above-ground fiber, JCD comforted by connection visibility, ACC’s dreadful
bandwidth, Vodafone dongle
1:22:56 Drunk-looking Bill Clinton predicts Obama will win “handily”, sympathy vote “Kill Bill”
theory, possibly still using cocaine; Salman Rushdie and Janeane Garofalo predict Obama
landslide; mystery of who Ron Paul is endorsing; Ralph Nader the truther on Alex Jones
1:34:06 American 77 flight recorder impossibilities, United 93 indestructible hijacker passport, Rumsfeld “shot down the plane over Pennsylvania” slip-up; slipshod TWA 800 investigation; ACC
realization on the existence of evil; absurd NIST report on magnetic property changes to
steel in Building Seven lowering melting point; Rosie O’Donnell’s blog on tower basement
explosions; ACC recommends Zbigniew Brzezinski’s book The Grand Chessboard
1:49:23 Ukrainian Antonovs unloading tanks in Afghanistan bound for Iran
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46 Israel to Bomb Iran Nothing to See Here Folks Just Shooting Moose... (2008-09-06)
0:00:31 JCD obliged to turn off fans, “Atlantic storms” in UK, China & Myanmar earthquakes, Mimi’s
USGS earthquake predictions, Patricia on Carmel CA, ACC: “it’s like Stepford Wives”
0:04:57 Financial Times real estate “gazumping” with last-minute higher offer, “gazundering” for
last-minute discount; JCD on buyers disappearing in buyer’s market, “the bottom could be
yesterday”, Fannie & Freddy bailout to be announced Monday, JCD: “the derivatives thing’s
an issue”, gas prices falling, China considering printing money
0:13:35 Republican National Convention, media dud Hurricane Gustav, UK food shortages, EU recession, ECB €400bn in bank loans, need for interest rate cut; Financial Times vs WSJ
Christmas buying guides, Brookstone “outdoorsy Sharper Image”, Roomba floor washer
0:21:27 New iPods and Large Hadron Collider switch-flip, black hole human rights lawsuits
0:22:49 Sarkozy uses Georgia conflict to push Lisbon Treaty; Cheney in Georgia and Ukraine, pipeline
bypassing Russia; Palin moose hunting distraction, strangely-named kids; mercenaries and
Israeli jets in Georgia, Dutch secret service pulls agents from Iran, Tbilisi to Tehran 550 miles
0:32:24 October 14 “event” all over YouTube, JCD “huh!” reaction to something actually happening
034:53 JCD: “how many guys are in Dutch intelligence?”, ACC on Dutch/Belgian coal/bullet jokes
0:36:38 vpilf.com, Palin’s Midwestern modesty, “Babe-raham Lincoln”, “Kaiser” Karl Rove McCain
speech deconstruction; San Francisco health surcharges on food
0:41:16 Seinfeld and Gates Windows Vista ad, Larry David “commercial about nothing”, JCD on
MSFT: “I’d be heading for the exits”; TWiT getting internet bandwidth metering wrong,
Comcast IPTV, ISP proxy servers
1:02:15 Hillary Clinton 2008 & 2012 long shots, RNC distraction for Bush & Cheney
1:06:11 Ray Nagin evacuates New Orleans for “storm of the century” Hurricane Gustav, Blackwater everywhere, ACC: “they were placing thermite”, Blackwater in medical marijuana raid,
cocaine-filled CIA Gulfstream crash, Whitewater vs Blackwater; Democracy Now’s depressing
Amy Goodman; Blackwater propaganda, Mercenery II game trailer, Green Zone catering;
MPRI & American Systems training Georgian special forces; Dutch wacko Jaap de Hoop
Scheffer running NATO, ACC predicts economic “splat” Monday, “amero” currency like in
Brazil, JCD’s 100k cruzeiro note, Brazilian real pegged to dollar
1:20:38 Clinton-era economic reset button; depression cultural upsides; Brazil’s resilient banking system; Andrew McCain’s recent resignation from Silver State Bank board for “personal reasons”,
JCD proposes starting up a bank; Obama on O’Reilly Factor
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45 Do You Think Believe Feel?

(2008-08-30)

0:00:34 From hot to cold in California; feedback on JCD eating on Show 44
0:02:18 48-hour “stomach flu” going around UK and Europe; CVC’s 18th birthday at Bar Mambo
with 1980s geek theme and band, “we had our first puker around 9:45”, “first legal tattoo”
0:09:38 VPILF possibility with Sarah Palin/Tina Fey, “hot librarian” meme; well-choreographed McCain event; Fox News compares Obama with Lincoln, JCD on racist Democrats; Twitter
“little-known fact”: Palin’s voice can “cut glass”, hot semiauto rifle photo; Karl Rove on
three Republican targets: evengelicals, veterans, and small business; robotic Obama speech
in Beaver PA, celebrity status; Adlai Stephenson the “egghead”
0:28:59 Democratic National Convention: Rage Against the Machine concert, service members handing out flags, free speech zone; body language analysts everywhere, ageists attacking McCain,
funny Kucinich speech
0:36:49 Plunge Protection Team activated
0:38:01 Hurricane Gustav over Jamaica, Fox News “expect five-dollar gas” mantra, JCD: “almost
totally dependent on oil from
” meme, Alaskan oil and Palin, ACC: “you know what, its
beer-drinkin’, gun-totin’ good old boys who are sittin’ around goin’ damn, damn, woman, look
at that!!”, JCD on Democrat “you know what”, ACC on Silicon Valley “right?” suﬀix, “I
believe/think/feel” prefix
0:44:42 ACC’s highly-skilled father-in-law, Marks & Spencer lettuce and re-creation of steakhouse
salad; JCD on high-end Fortnum & Mason eggs, royal stamps of approval
0:50:26 More than 1M job losses expected, 36 years of profits lost by Lehman Brothers in 18 months
0:51:20 ACC’s meeting with the extraterrestrials: yes on liking strawberry ice cream, Alabama October 14 message, Blossom Goodchild prediction, “great day in history” post comment, date
2012 numerology, Nibiru “I call BS” comment, definition of “first contact”
1:04:59 New Marks & Spencer BP Oil Sentry license reader, British tourists feared across Europe
because of less surveillance, Greek mayor: “all they do is vomit, cross dress, and cause fights”,
ACC on British spirits broken by Margaret Thatcher vs Blitzkrieg, police state; JCD on free
speech zones and televising wackos, Murdoch pulling the strings, ACC’s survivor in-laws glued
to mainstream news
1:14:25 Full-page SOS Georgia ad in Financial Times, investigation of slick sosgeorgia.org, “Kremlinordered” DDoS attacks; getting sidetracked on TWiT
1:24:55 ACC’s Rally for the Republic gig falls though due to miscommunication; Limbaugh points
out “it’s not about me” at end of speech full of “I”s, “I am my brother’s keeper” vs Kenyan
brother in mud hut
1:27:29 Italian bankruptcy laws changed for Alitalia, Italian military on the streets, Berluscone statute
of limitations for fraud; pulse energy weapon showing up on drop.io/noagenda; JCD’s passing
train, honking when passing radio station, ACC story: stomping around in men’s bathroom
to get on NOS Nederlandse Omroep Stichting evangelical station
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44 Probably a Super Delegate

(2008-08-23)

0:00:27 Obama chooses Joe Biden as running mate, proposed $1bn in aid for Georgia, busted for lying
about academic credentials in 1987, “not a training ground” ads; Brzezinski behind Obama
and Rothschild behind Hillary
0:06:43 Another dead superdelegate: Rep. Stephanie Tubbs Jones taken off life support after aneurysm,
JCD story: pickup truck careening around bridge
0:15:58 Complaint filed by Philip Berg alleging Obama was born in Kenya, aliases Barry Soetoro &
Barry Dunham, Joe Biden distraction for media instead of mass text messaging
0:23:33 Obama emergency landing in St. Louis, immediate sketchy report from NTSB, plane used
by Clinton campaign, MD-80 crash in Madrid, JCD: “I wonder if there’s any superdelegates
aboard”, preferred CIA method, JCD Obama ruse theory
0:34:19 Intel wireless power demo, Tesla funding, 1970s microwave power satellites
0:36:28 Olympics: Michael Phelps butterfly gold medal controversy, rigged boxing, underage Chinese
athletes, JCD on “chokers” worried about families, track & field pulled hamstring, bronze
medal for falling down, Phelps’ hundredth of a second, Omega “black boxes”, JCD on Phelps
looking like Wallace & Gromit character; hot athletes near-naked, underpaid crappy judges;
JCD on unpaid CES speakers; ACC on New Media Expo speaking slots
0:48:21 UK economy “shuddered to a halt”; repairing shoes, Europeans buying expensive bags in
US because of exchange rate; ACC: hyperinflation on the way; Working Group on Financial
Markets “Plunge Protection Team” market manipulators; CNBC head-scratching, Jim Cramer
warns against Fannie & Freddie
0:58:23 Lackluster WTC Tower Seven report, ACC: “this was clearly, clearly, a pulse energy weapon”,
JCD on 2001 elevator retrofit, truthers handing out DVDs, ACC: “the same thing they used
in Oklahoma City”, ACC meeting Pleiadian, ice crystallization experiments, 57 alien varieties;
Michel Harper’s club 2012 parking lot
1:11:16 JCD’s copy of Legacy of Ashes arrives, ACC’s Uncle Don: all true, How to Read a Book
1:14:22 British Cops reality show busting men soliciting prostitutes; obese children to be put into
protective care, JCD on show with RCMP “rousting drunks”; child pornography and glam
rocker Gary Glitter vs bureaucrats; Lisbon Treaty “rights” vs obesity; JCD on Texas YFZ
Ranch case CPS battle with courts, war on homeschooling; German and Japanese WWII
curricula; CVC seeing through the lies; ACC: Roots could never be aired today; Bill Cosby’s
war on Amos & Andy, ACC: “we’re going to Hell in a handbasket”
1:30:36 JCD trying to resuscitate old-timey euphemisms like “cripes”, “the wreck of the Hesperus”,
“blood on the Moon”, “bunch of crock”
1:34:33 FBI tapping cellphones even when turned off, no iPhone battery removal, AT&T T-1000-like
reintegration after breakup, enormous San Francisco oﬀice “spook central”, Nextel “roving
bug” for organized crime investigation, JCD suggests patch to spam eavesdroppers with It’s
a Small World After All
1:41:27 Small Kansas bank belly-up; ACC on $500T derivatives, China declines Lehman Brothers deal
1:43:32 JCD: FBI a good reason to use burner phones, Google Android phone a likely tracker, Google
web accelerator spyware
1:45:10 Final plans for the Pleiadian meeting, JCD: “have you seen Adam?”
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43 Almost Live From GitmoNation

(2008-08-17)

0:00:16 Gitmo Nation West and Gitmo Nation East; listener on “Dvorak playing Sculley to
Adam’s Mulder”, “even the reptilians, they work for us”
0:02:07 ACC advised not to destroy passport RFID chip, “they know me by now”, M for “match” for
“evil Adam” in Nebraska, JCD: “let’s find him and find out who he is”
0:08:37 NATO-style US-Canada military agreement; Russia-Georgia conflict, bogus Russian passport
story, South Ossetia citrus-growing region, Saakashvili’s bogus ending corruption claim, Dutch
cameraman killed in shelling, BBC video of Saakashvili eating his tie by EU flag, sex maniac
rumors; Pravda headline Is Condoleezza Rice Stupid?; Georgian troops in US camo, Obama
flip-flop to the anti-Russia side, “Russia started it” meme
0:23:45 Fox News cuts off mother and daughter thanking Russa and condemning Saakashvili, ACC
recommends Fox & Friends, Fox staff crying over Republican loss; Fairness Doctrine rumblings,
ISP-sanctioned web site rumor; simultaneous bloodless coup in Mauritania, source of oil &
minerals for China; President George W. Bush Street in Tbilisi; troubles in Nigeria; nukes for
Poland agreement; ACC Russia-China provocation theory
0:35:57 Drunk-looking Bush at Olympics, refused invitation to China from ambassador Bush 41
0:38:09 Dinner at Larkspur Steakhouse, “exaggerated flavor”, Tasting Panel Magazine: tap water is
in, Caimas 2005 Cabernet, cantaloupe sorbet and Calvados
0:48:37 CVC’s trip to Disneyland Paris, winds up at Boissy-Saint-Léger at 1:30 am with dying cell
phone, ACC shouting for French speaker at oﬀice
0:55:01 Not allowed into Virgin Atlantic lounge with Virgin America ticket, international carriers not
legally able to do domestic flights, JCD $50 upgrade to first class; ACC’s disappearing bag,
“some pole dancers, perhaps?”, custom forms for watches and cameras, ACC ponders how
cheap heroin from Afghanistan makes it past border protections
1:06:17 Economic collapse in Spain, rumors of US defaulting on loans, British pound takes a beating
against dollar, “five hundred thousand new flats”
1:11:30 John Edwards’ finance director Fred Barron’s son Andrew producer of Rocketboom
1:14:16 DoJ disclosing more information about evidence against Bruce Ivins, listener feedback on
acetaminophen danger, British duplicate product ban meme
1:16:40 Clinton friend Arkansas Democrat leader Bill Gwatney murdered, Clinton body count, Mena
Arkansas, Gwatney a superdelegate, convention roll call vote, conspiracy theorist “CT mode”,
Lynn Forester de Rothschild all-in on Hillary; feedback on Obama hecklers being booed
1:27:15 ACC erratum: England-Europe land bridge long predated Romans
1:28:32 Four Bill Clinton bodyguards killed in Waco, Hillary staffer taking Waco files
1:31:01 Tom Clancy Ghost Recon 2008 Georgia trailer clip, protests over free Ubisoft America’s Army
as indoctrination, Last Starfighter-style
1:37:07 ACC: “wow, you haven’t called me crackpot once so far, John”, new “nutter” theory
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42 Paris Hilton Does Zero Point Energy

(2008-08-09)

0:00:19 JCD congested in Washington; Olympics opening ceremony with giant footprint fireworks,
JCD unimpressed by volleyball players, ACC on women’s field hockey, pole vaulter’s “thong”;
reporters focusing on smog mist, JCD on Vietnamese clouds, ACC’s friend’s Mongolia photos
0:08:59 ACC headed for another CPB adventure, laptop booting countdown timer joke; White House
falsified WMD documents, whistleblowing on UK surveillance of liquid explosives plotters
0:15:29 ACC’s family home movies transferred from Super 8 to DVD, hot lion sex, Taj Mahal &
Acropolis, Kyoto Three Sisters Inn, ACC: “it has a very high Zapruder kind of vibe to it”,
JCD on DAT tapes and negatives; Ron Suskind’s The Way of the World: A Story of Truth
and Hope in an Age of Extremism on WMD hoax
0:22:04 JCD drinking vanilla Earl Grey; UK grocery store checkout cameras for alcohol purchase
central command, not allowed to buy two products with acetaminophen because of overdoses;
US “free speech zones”; John Edwards’ sex scandal ignored in US, Obama being booed, Paris
Hilton in the mix, ACC: Edwards’ mistress Rielle Hunter “not hot”
0:33:08 White House press conference on evidence for anthrax letter suspect Bruce Ivins
0:35:14 ACC reding about Nikola Tesla and free energy, early investor J.P. Morgan, global conspiracy
to control all energy, JCD on British eccentricity: “do you think it’s maybe like in the water”,
island fever and England-Europe land bridge; “kooky” free energy tinkerers no longer being
killed, JCD recommends “zero point energy” YouTube search, next up: antigravity
0:52:16 Fannie & Freddie, ACC: “the UK is literally bankrupt”, JCD: invest right after elections,
Hillary and the superdelegates, JCD: “I think … the public eventually is going to go has this
guy ever actually held a job?”, “well-spoken” meme, party bragging rights, Hillary nomination
would risk all black voters; staged Jesse Jackson “cut his nuts out” comment
1:05:02 JCD on McCain’s joke writers for talk show circuit, “Obama energy policy” tire pressure gauge
“public service announcement”; Funny or Die Paris Hilton response to McCain energy policy
ad, producer drawing ideas from Bush speech; ACC on small newspapers stealing web content
from the big guys, Scotsman stealing Gamesweasel reviews, papers possessive of headlines,
ACC on missing e-mail subject lines, “from now on every e-mail I send you’s gonna have a
subject Zero Point Energy”
1:18:12 ACC: “No Agenda: we don’t know anything about nothin’”; JCD: “you’ve basically buried
me with the dirt you’ve been throwing out of that hole you’re digging”
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41 Planes Trains and Lyndon LaRouche

(2008-08-03)

0:00:25 Technical problems sorted after software update; crapware with same code and different websites; crappy mobile software download sites; drop.io Twitter spam
0:11:26 New executive order gives DNI Mike McConnell more authority; ACC: “the financial system
in the United States is about to end”, JCD on Buchanan bankrupting government, Civil War
bankrolled by Wall Street, ACC China buying all the oil theory, JCD: “you’re getting weirder
by the week”, Patricia researching schizophrenia; JCD on drop in oil price bringing up dollar,
US 2% vs UK 5% interest rate, JCD: oil storage at capacity, prime mortgage defaults
0:25:31 Desperate UK realtors; Lyndon LaRouche dollar collapse & electronic money, Fannie & Freddie
off-book transactions, JCD: “boom times ahead”, ACC: “we can make more war stuff!”
0:35:04 JCD on 39 mph Amtrak to Seattle, barriers to high-speed rail, bullet train surfing with suction
cups helmet-cam video; JCD’s talking points FAX
0:44:36 Anthrax letter suspect’s suicide via Tylenol, assassination theory, JCD on “fast and painless”
chemicals; Jill Dando assassination; JCD on Dan Rather’s Botox face
0:54:23 MIT “solar revolution” discovery, ACC: “it’s the hydroxy booster”, JCD on diﬀiculty of storing
hydrogen, oil hydrogenation, “rupture-proof” tanks at 10k PSI, hydrogen car “high-pitched
scream”; hydroxy booster feedback from skeptical listeners, re-chipping car computers
1:05:03 Jesse Ventura to speak at Rally for the Republic, JCD requests autographed baseball; Lyndon
LaRouche on Obama as Soros puppet
1:10:41 JCD struggling to adjust ipTV-Daily site, the struggle to re-learn Windows 3.1
1:15:40 Jon Stewart addresses “is Obama too arrogant”; Letterman’s “Annoying Word Of The Day”
talking points rundown with “veepstakes”, “Great Moments in Presidential Speeches”, ACC
on Bush clone, Bush before and after, Star Trek “Patterns of Force” episode, Formula One’s
Max Mosley’s Nazi orgy lawsuit, Marc Dutroux and Isle of Jersey pedophile networks
1:27:01 China unable to remediate air pollution, JCD’s electrostatic precipitator, internet crackdown
1:31:13 Bush family calls in to congratulate Rush Limbaugh on 20th anniversary, Leo’s Russian accent,
contentless TWiT; JCD on Lyndon LaRouche: “there’s a good business in doom”
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40 Hydroxy Booster

(2008-07-27)

0:00:16 JCD recently in Florida; ACC on process of taking Chunnel in car, French customs within
UK; JCD on danger of driving right-hand drive car on right side of the road
0:10:10 Wacky Zwarte Cross Festival meetup on “hydroxy booster” mileage extender; “Euratom”
European Atomic Energy Community legally untouchable by EU
0:23:28 “Postmodern fascism” suggestion and Webster Tarpley video, Project Camelot whistleblower
site, 9/11 holograms, Disney holographic presenter; UFOs and depopulation theory, JCD on
Joe Firmage “any minute now” antigravity talking points, ACC: “we have bases on the Moon”
0:32:42 Two companies claim to have H5N1 vaccines, 1918 Spanish flu soldier inoculation theory, JCD:
“now I know why people love this show!”
0:35:48 News stations being sponsored by McDonald’s; jalapenos now being blamed for salmonella
0:37:24 Obama rock concert in Europe; two-teleprompter setup, Berlin “the poppies in Afghanistan
comes to Berlin” botch, French personal information database, wild applause for “my father
grew up herding goats in Kenya”, alliterative “cars in Boston and factories in Beijing” and
global warming; Banking Committee false claim, relative liberating Auschwitz
0:54:02 JCD: MSNBC “the Obama station”; ageist McCain stereotyping by liberals
0:58:32 EMI bought by Terra Firma for £4bn, Rolling Stones ditch for Universal with back catalog; UK
ISP peer to peer three strikes, one-hit-wonder Feargal Sharkey: “British creative community
is suffering”, ACC “bunch of crock”
1:04:59 ACC’s visit to stepfather Bob, Roger Waters and Pink Floyd lyrics; JCD on innovative concert
technologies; crappy MP3s and earbuds
1:14:05 JCD’s hydroxy booster skepticism, JCD on barriers to implementing innovations, ACC: “at
the end of the day, you can’t deny I had to put less gas in”, early fuel injection systems
1:20:17 ACC not all-in on Nibiru, moon bases vs fake landing, Chinese headed to moon; UFOs and
The X Files; At The Movies ditches thumbs up/down
1:26:44 Aric’s Craigsfindr aggregator; “Bubba” Martin show notes plug
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39 Fascism Today

(2008-07-19)

0:00:20 ACC holiday in South of France, Russians at Nikki Beach, artichoke at Le Club 55, Bastille
Day party at rooftop penthouse; ACC on hundred-person line for iPhone 3G, opting for Nokia
E71, new UK phone number, ACC: “trying to get one that’s not being tapped”
0:14:49 JCD on eﬀiciency of New York Times had copy vs internet, 7500-word transcribed speech,
newspaper marketing and Chinese “best price”, MarketWatch bought by Murdoch
0:24:48 Naomi Klein’s The Shock Doctrine and Hurricane Katrina; oil at $128, Fannie Mae & Freddie
Mac bailout; elimination of double jeopardy in Europe because of DNA advances, ACC:
“another step toward fascism”, need better term to avoid sounding like crackpot
0:37:00 UFOs on Larry King Live, UK police helicopter chases UFO, Disclosure Project on YouTube,
JCD theory: The X Files movie promotion; Viacom vs YouTube, looking for proof of Google’s
awareness of illegal content, ACC on copyright as excuse to turn ISPs into police
0:45:52 Taking suggestions on NWO “fascism” alternative; ACC asked to host Ron Paul Rally for the
Republic for the “reptilian hunters and tinfoil hat wearers” aka “our core base”, JCD recommends Minneapolis museums, ACC story: meeting Prince at party in Minneapolis shooting
Sam Goody ad; product ideas: “Aluminium Hat Company”, inside-cap Faraday cage, JCD’s
wallet, RFID “Geiger counter”; RFID temperature warning pill for Dutch walking marathon
1:03:25 Europe takes Obama win as given; talked out of Brandenberg Gate speech; FISA flip-flop,
JCD: campaign finance reform impossible; JCD: “you’re a crackpot half the time!”; ACC
story: Dutch finance bureaucrat on accounting systems for Afghanistan loans
1:13:24 JCD on “big box” term, modern strip malls requiring year’s rent in advance to keep the little
guys out, ACC on “real food” in France, salmonella outbreak no longer blamed on tomatoes;
JCD on 1989 Chilean grape scare, Codex Alimentarius vs heirloom tomatoes
1:22:45 JCD on Gemco and White Front store run by ex-mobster in witness protection; JCD suggests
“Fascism Today” title
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38 Down the Rabbit Hole

(2008-07-07)

0:00:16 JCD’s “outbreak of hornets”, Independence Day in Port Angeles, legal fireworks sold by Native
Americans at giant stands, ACC on Dutch New Year’s Eve fireworks
0:03:52 JCD publishing recessions book “any minute”, predicts post-election boom; oil price cycle;
ECB rate and VAT hikes, Iran promises cheap oil flood, $400M for Bush covert Iran operations
0:12:06 JCD on graﬀiti-covered Sea-Tac Airport trains, TSA “expert traveler” lines, Diamond SelfSelect Lanes, inspecting driver’s licenses with a loupe
0:19:50 BBC Conspiracy Files to investigate WTC Tower Seven collapse
0:21:43 ACC retracts “lackeys” statement on JCD’s bloggers; Kent Couch cluster balloon flight; articles about dangers of soy taken down, identically-worded Q&As; Codex Alimentarius, supplement bans & limits, Linus Pauling; Monsanto pig patent, JCD recommends Soylent Green
0:32:15 British schoolboys disciplined for refusing to participate in Muslim prayer, photographer
Heathcliff O’Malley, CVC’s friend “Blue”; The Guardian on secret World Bank report on
biofuels’ impact on food prices; Chinese oil demand way up
0:41:30 Listener feedback on Monsanto lawsuits, GMO wheat with built-in pesticide, licensing deal,
Monsanto black helicopters and gatling guns, Cassius Clay’s cannon, ACC: “take the red pill,
man, down the rabbit hole”; murder of Randy Weaver’s wife at Ruby Ridge; Lisbon Treaty
incarceration of children, felony charge for Ebay vote-seller Max Sanders
0:51:34 Obama eschews public funds to raise big donations, flip-flopping on FISA
0:54:47 Shell president: oil should be $80, JCD on nonexistent commute; ACC on Lindsey Williams’
The Energy Non-Crisis video on vast oil reserves under Alaska’s North Slope
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37 Where’s The Beef?

(2008-06-28)

0:00:24 Wildfire smoke in San Francisco; Skype lag making JCD sound thoughtful, ACC pushes ISDN
0:06:18 Nelson Mandela 90th birthday event in Hyde Park, ACC on meeting Will Smith; Mandela
removed from US no-fly list, Amy Winehouse headline; Zimbabwe election and hyperinflation,
bricks of money; ACC’s three years in Uganda, piles of Super 8 footage and artifacts; JCD on
Africa travel addicts; 60M new cell subscribers per month in Africa & India
0:20:47 ACC burned out on Asia travel, all-in on Jamaica, Round Hill Hotel & Villas; JCD gripe:
alleged lack of photos on ACC’s blog, Flickr investigation, Isle of Wight’s Crab & Lobster sign
0:35:10 Listener info on geotagging cameras with compass GPS chips, “Google us” ad sign, Street
View creepiness; listener reads from 1984 on surrender of privacy; Photoshopped photo of
Patricia sitting on Cessna nose
0:46:44 ACC lusting after Cirrus Vision SF50 “The Jet”, strength of fiberglass vs composites, “ballistic
recovery system” parachutes for bad aviator decisions, VLJ revolution
0:57:18 Gazprom CEO asserts future dominance with $1T market cap and $250 per barrel; Andrew
Horowitz and energy price fixing, “Enron loophole” for gas; ACC Daily Source Code interview
with EU “Starfleet Command” Viviane Reding, outrageous roaming and 15€/MB data
fees, JCD’s prepaid burner phones, kids favoring text messaging over voice
1:15:05 Skype dropouts with fast-forward, MP3 encoding rate, podcasts on USB/iPhone-connected
cars vs CDs; JCD on sports talk and right-wing radio, ad tech podcasts; ACC podcast subscription rundown; podcast listening cycles, not listening vs unsubscribing
1:33:21 JCD on 3.5-hour Phil Specter lecture at UC, danger of releasing two crappy singles or shows
in a row; JCD on need to constantly update blogs; importance of headlines and subject lines,
JCD on European magazine covers
1:42:39 Mexican military murder in Phoenix, congressman’s relative kidnapped in Juarez, avoiding
driving a nice-looking car, ruggedized and bulletproof cars in Brazil
1:45:36 Uncle Don in Korea, North Korea removed from Axis of Evil; protests over reversal of ban
on US beef imports, Uncle Don’s NYT op-ed, Korean troops in Iraq “following our invasion
of that country”; tomato salmonella outbreak and untreated wastewater, no country of origin
labeling, JCD coliform testing at Union Oil; Monsanto and WTO Codex Alimentarius; JCD
on overseas bans for Monsanto GMO crops, JCD predicts lawsuits for plants found in the wild
2:01:47 JCD on winning debate by putting a fanatic nut job on the right side
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36 Yahoo+Microsoft=Britney Spears

(2008-06-22)

0:00:27 ACC at David Hill charity dinner in Brighton, looking at real estate there, UK stagflation,
argumentative Irish; Martha Stewart barred from UK
0:12:36 Enron loophole still unpatched for oil futures trading, autonomous City of London and “Balls
Clause”; IPCC global warming report and CO2 taxes, Al Gore presentation SEC disclosure,
massive net worth, An Inconvenient Truth “advertorial”; useless weather forecasts, shoutingdown of alternative thinkers, online carbon calculators; VCR Plus for clueless consumers;
worldwide marketing effort, Gore a true believer, 1992 Earth in the Balance, “trading air”,
JCD: “turn off the lights in San Francisco”; oil companies divvying up Iraq
0:29:36 Lisbon Treaty and ubiquitous California propositions with confusing language, European Citizens’ Initiative and Eurovision Song Contest; MEP on fascist state to ACC: “I wouldn’t go
that far”; Stewart Wheeler lawsuit over ratification without UK referendum, Euro-skepticism;
legal harmonization and information sharing; JCD recommends Roman Polanski: Wanted and
Desired; ACC on procedure for flying into UK
0:46:10 ECB and inflation control; Martha Stewart and visa issue, airlines verifying passenger data,
Soviet Union exit control; Surrey police using Lantern fingerprint readers; credit card companies sending data to US government, JCD on gas and tennis shoes pattern; phone company
immunity in customer privacy
1:03:57 ACC on paying parking tickets to pass Dutch border, San Francisco privatization of parking
enforcement, $.25 for 5 minutes; ACC won Disneyland vacation in raffle
1:14:55 Bill Gates documentary, “farewell tour”, angling for Nobel Peace Prize, JCD on sitting behind
him on flight, believing he invented computer, car inventor “Tommy Toyota”; JCD MarketWatch open letter, ACC proposes “Microsoft + Yahoo = Britney Spears” article; TWiT media
hits, JCD on being constantly misinterpreted by listeners
1:28:16 No interns for Daily Source Code, JCD on radio “combo man”, personal assistant; JCD on
news scan, Rush Limbaugh explanation for Tim Russert obsession, Limbaugh beneficiary of
ditching Fairness Doctrine
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35 Obama and Olbermann

(2008-06-14)

0:00:21 JCD on cold July in San Francisco, ACC on scantily clad Londoners
0:04:06 Irish “no” vote on Lisbon Treaty, immigration/taxation and European army; ECB and markedup pound notes; Dutch minister: no plan B; coincident football championship distraction
0:18:08 ACC Rotterdam airport meeting with Frans Timmermans and Jan Peter Balkenende; Dutch
football victory; unelected bureaucrats in Brussels, new diesel tax, JCD predicts civil war
0:26:57 JCD in Northern Michigan, Keith Olbermann’s ESPN origins, MSNBC Bush-bashing, McCain
Iraq pullout “that’s not important”; JCD on journalists unwilling to admit being Republicans;
McCain “gaffe” meme; journalists looking for statements like Hillary’s sniper fire lie; candidates’ conference calls with press with talking points
0:39:48 Obama imitating Walter Cronkite or Paul Harvey, listeners angry about “bashing” Obama,
Jann Wenner all-in; Hillary’s cronies in campaign
0:48:14 Tim Russert dead at 58, JCD prussic acid comment; ACC imitates John McLaughlin
0:51:42 JCD on interview with Marilyn Monroe death author, suicidal personality types pairing up
with suicide promoters, ACC: “she wasn’t really all that hot”; JCD story: Amsterdam red light
district “not that hot” comment, hot Croatian women looking like Natalie Wood; “smokin’
hot” Iranian women YouTube video
0:59:26 ACC asks Mohammed Karzai about plan to defeat Taliban, A: we can’t, Taliban foothold in
Pakistan, India’s Cold War dealings with Russia
1:03:47 Enron loophole closed, going short on oil, journalists clueless about Enron scam, ACC recommends Mark Cuban’s The Smartest Guys in the Room, bogus air conditioning story; ACC on
impact of podcast vs radio
1:09:58 Scott McClellan making the NPR rounds; protests planned for Bush UK “farewell tour” visit
1:14:54 Germany & France vs Ireland over referendum
1:16:49 Bush Gitmo defeat in Supreme Court, deliberate jurisdictional ambiguity; UK extension of
incarceration without due process window; Patricia worried about airplane sabotage, ACC
the “annoyance”; suspicious Irish and internet campaigns; football obsession and Olympics,
bread and circuses; Beijing factory shutdown
1:29:28 Big Mevio news coming; JCD’s Washington deli in July 4 parade
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34 200 Dollar Oil

(2008-06-06)

0:00:20 ACC’s switch from O2 to UK Three, voicemail, disappearing text messages
0:04:11 Obama appears to take the lead, Michelle Obama videotape rumor, three gay members of
Chicago church murdered, annoying oration style
0:11:49 Bilderberg Group “drinking club” meeting in Virginia; David Icke reptilian theory
0:15:42 Russia Today on radiation-absorbing mineral; JCD on São Paulo rock shop’s giant geodes;
Vatican PR guy in Korea, Marco Polo’s divorce papers in archive
0:21:51 JCD’s lousy lunch at Cafe at Country, Ted Leonsis’ LIST Magazine and new credit card; The
Independent international edition in hotel lobby; Chinese taking over UK weed trade
0:33:07 Rape of Nanking, Jane Seymour Japan PBS documentary
0:41:48 JCD Fox Business and CNBC tours, CNBC far superior; Brian Williams hitting on Patricia;
CNBC’s high-end audience and production values; BT sells ACC out to spammers with new
ISDN line; JCD on the writing gig contract process, “dummy contract”, 13 up front, Dvorak
contract collection, speaking gig force majeur clause
1:01:09 Lisbon Treaty amendment to original Constitution, Irish referendum, incarceration for those
with communicable disease, ACC question in Parliament; new German surveillance law; €10k
limit on undeclared transfers in or out, airport money-sniﬀing dogs
1:13:34 Microwaving euro and new $20 bill RFID chips, JCD’s Faraday wallet and lack of microwave
1:25:48 Fast Company China-Africa deal article; oil price hearing with Soros, Enron speculation loophole for Goldman Sachs & Morgan Stanley, tanker holding pattern, aiming for $200 a barrel

33 The King of Beers

(2008-05-30)

0:00:17 Schedule reversal; fuel price protests in Europe, upward creep in diesel prices, JCD on TV ads
for railroads, UK truckers block off West End; MP Tim Yeo proposes “carbon ration cards”,
JCD: “I think every cow’s gonna have to have a barcode”
0:10:27 Former Press Secretary Scott McClelland’s new book, ACC theory: protecting his own life,
Clinton body count; new Osmonds world tour; Sharon Stone blames Chinese earthquake on
bad karma; EU considering ban on child labor goods; Newsnight puts fashionistas to work in
Chinese garment industry, Sex and the City film, “get laid chick flick” listener poll
0:27:46 Rep. Marcy Kaptur video explaining NASCO superhighway, Manitoba port for goods coming
into Mexico, Lou Dobbs disparaged for “NAFTA highway”; JCD on journalists working for
CIA, look for Confessions of an Economic Hit Man negative reviews written by spooks;
media hit piece gentleman’s agreement, ACC story: MTV shitstorm over not liking Madonna,
Michael Jackson “King of Pop” re-shoots, JCD on Stallman insisting on “GNU/Linux”
0:45:25 European Commission trying to transition to IPv6 due to IP address shortage
0:49:25 100 countries all-in on cluster bomb ban; EU RSS feed of vast information troves; JCD on
monkey brain hooked up to mechanical arm; rift between Flemish and French Belgian regions;
InBev to buy Anheuser-Busch; licensed Löwenbräu in 1980s; ACC’s budweiser.com work
1:05:16 ACC all-in on TWiT copyright orphan works topic; ACC on “streaming live” meme; Girl with
a One-Track Mind blog; ACC’s father’s radio play sausage making story, JCD: Google OTR
old-time radio keyword, ACC “copy-paste culture” blog post
1:17:16 JCD two-minute videos on location, complaints about geotagging idea
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32 Benefits Supervisor Sleeping

(2008-05-24)

0:00:22 Snow in California, wind in UK; ACC Vodafone Mac dongle, Jajah VoIP service, JCD on
giving speeches to crowd of people hunched over laptops; kids on first-name basis with parents,
French tu & vous, ACC interviewing MPs on Dutch radio
0:15:45 Champions League Final in Moscow, Chelsea player’s mother dying; JCD recommends Iceland
airport wool shop, eating yak, number of distinct Indian cuisines
0:23:13 ACC tries out gamified Google Image Labeler
0:26:20 Financial Times: CDOs rated AAA by Moody’s due to software error, UK £90bn bailout
0:30:05 Hillary mentions Bobby Kennedy’s assassination in reference to Obama, Howard Dean scream;
media all-in on Obama, Michael Eisner to Jann Wenner: we’re backing Obaama; JCD’s
Democrat father and Adlai Stevenson, donation limits, media opposition to campaign finance
reform, crappy Obama/Hillary ads
0:47:51 JCD on automated Rasmussen poll call, ACC on MTV polls; design by public, Homer Simpson
car design; Mondale dull during election but funny after loss on Carson, robotic Hillary &
Obama, campaigns need Boston Legal producer
1:04:42 JCD on wine dye Mega Purple; pharmaceutical patents running out, seeking strategies to
“gouge the public”; copyright extensions, Picasso still in copyright, African art derivatives
1:13:56 Lucian Freud $33.6M nude Benefits Supervisor Sleeping, Patricia’s maximum $5k

31 Truth to Power Ratio

(2008-05-17)

0:00:17 ACC’s instrument flying, VFR vertigo in clouds; JCD on No Agenda “in the meta sense”; ISDN
60ms delay, Skype’s minimal latency, JCD Comcast boost, painful satellite delay; small edits
due to dropped connection, MTV “safety”; dealing with photographers, digital Hasselblad;
phone call edit; Irina Slutsky Cranky Geeks marriage proposal
0:18:08 Belgian listener’s issue with “pooh-poohing”; Bush Knesset “appeasement”, Neville Chamberlain, lame Wikipedia bio, possible Obama label, Obama on talking to Ahmadinejad, Hillary
“obliterate Iran”; Democrat memes “justice, not vengeance”, “gravitas”, “truth to power ratio”
0:35:14 ACC’s tax lawyer and DHS first responder on tainted Chinese toothpaste in sanitation kits
0:39:06 ACC’s AT&T and O2 roaming screwed-up voicemail; JCD defends Mevio on TWiT
0:46:38 JCD on kid wearing helmet to ride kick scooter, nine-year-old ACC skateboarding on Texas
hill, JCD on Gordon Ramsay and self-esteem movement; two kids in Holland’s Got Talent
semifinal, Vaudeville hook and rotten tomatoes
0:57:14 ACC’s jailbroken iPod Touch; JCD all-in on digital cameras geotagging photos on Tech5, ACC
on geotagging Amsterdam sites with museum-like voiceover, weed service; Tracfone & Cessna
1:12:32 ACC’s crappy NTL “NT Hell” internet; Bordeaux in cartons with “sensory straw”; JCD on
re-wearing shirts; The Guardian “suck it and see” headline, patent US6129265 “beverage
container with entertainment features”, Tetra Pak history with centrifuge technologies
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30 Authoritarianism

(2008-05-10)

0:00:22 JCD’s Korea trip: smog floating in from China, Itaewon tailor shops, jewel case shirt pocket;
Bill Gates’ personal computer invention claim; Gina Smith curating ACC’s Wikipedia page
0:10:42 Chinese nationalists going after Carrefour grocery chain, Olympic torch relay protests; JCD
on “pathetic” news correspondents in Beijing smog cloud, deadly hoof and mouth outbreak,
norovirus at Moscone Center JavaOne, gross keyboards
0:21:16 UK’s 4M surveillance cameras involved in only 3% of crimes solved, camera mooning meme,
Dutch radio host urging traﬀic camera vandalism, camera GPS databases, ubiquitous Dutch
traﬀic jams, unused Berkeley bike lanes; rising oil & food prices; AIG’s bogus AAA rating
0:32:40 Skype store at Seoul airport, GSM’s bogus universality; Freesat UK, C Band HD, BBC broadcasting Commodore VIC-20 programs, US ratings down 14%, JCD on constantly-changing
time slots, monetization via DVD; Mevio 110 TV pilot deal; JCD on Sumner Redstone and
SpongeBob’s odd comedy type, CVC “slimed” at Nickelodeon studios
0:52:32 French kissing on the wane among UK boys; sex tapes all the rage; UK CCTV database, The
Get Out Clause music video from FOIA’d CCTV footage, Albert Brooks’ Real Life, ACC’s
John de Mol’s Golden Cage precursor to Big Brother
1:05:01 London public transport open container ban, middle-aged British football hooligans; American
timidity due to perpetual orange terror alert, ACC’s authoritarianism PDF, T.W. Adorno’s
The Authoritarian Personality, JCD on abusive banks; the week’s upcoming activities

29 The Zen “Offer”

(2008-05-03)

0:00:18 New London Mayor TV host Boris Johnson, “not yet” on sleeping with men, “gobsmacked”
0:06:45 ACC back from Netherlands, Heathrow run by Spanish company, infuriating carry-on dimension rule, ACC all-in on easyJet; boozed-up Brits in Amsterdam, Van Gogh and Stedelijk
Museums, Ons’ Lieve Heer op Solder hidden church
0:21:28 ACC Amsterdam food recommendations; JCD on teNeues “cool restaurants” book series
0:26:15 George Carlin on kids not taught to lose and Holland’s Got Talent; BBC BRIC documentary,
68% interest on Brazilian mortgages; Google’s copyrighted Carlin videos
0:35:35 JCD’s library book sale 1940 Toll House cookbook with crab-stuffed grapefruit recipe, JCD
public-domain cookbook collection, household tips, Internet Yellow Pages, JCD on Who’s
Who scam, Whole Earth Catalog, JCD’s MacBASIC preview copy, Century coffee table book
0:57:32 Amazon print-on-demand offerings, JCD on one-off PODs from PDF and Illustrator files,
Amazon-BookSurge deal and possible RICO issue; JCD on MarketWatch stock tips, Fox business vs CNBC; No Agenda tip: short Capital One, JCD: economic collapse “upsets a lot of
people”, easier debt repayment under hyperinflation, ACC land ownership “crackpot theory”
1:12:19 Deflation & stagflation, farmland strategy, JCD predicts October crash with bottom in 2013;
ACC on rich people being courted by banks, kidnapping insurance, “I said you can keep her”,
shareholder lawsuits for exact insured amount
1:23:47 JCD’s raw milk, Dungeness Valley Creamery, ACC on cow-tipping; professional “offers” for
on-farm low-stress butchering, Washington “Zen offer”; Dutch buying meat from Argentina
1:30:37 Lack of US energy policy; candidates’ Iran “saber-rattling”; JCD headed to Korea
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28 The Future of Media

(2008-04-27)

0:00:23 ACC in California; JCD’s 10k Twitter followers in 20 days; DVD rippers, Independent Spirit
Awards, George Carlin the “hyper-curmudgeon”
0:05:56 PodShow’s name change to Mevio, domain name unobtainium, overbroad “user-generated
content”; ducks and spontaneously generated fish in ACC’s backyard pond
0:12:47 JCD’s tea care package from UK, Twining’s Everyday, ACC’s Koi Los Angeles dinner, mistaken for “David the hair stylist”, Hollywood funding, recommends Roy Evans’ The Kid Stays
in the Picture, AMC’s Shootout; Wesley Snipes’ three-year sentence for tax dodge, luxury jails
for celebrities, third-world-esque prison statistics, ACC proposes death row reality show
0:29:16 Green week “buttons, badges, and posters”, vegetarian agenda, Bill Maher anti-meat rant,
cow fart meme; oil price scam, excess profit taxes; Soros’ big loss on Bear Stearns
0:39:09 JCD soymilk warning, canola “Canadian oil, low acid”, hexane oil extraction
0:42:49 $9bn China-Congo infrastructure deal for copper & cobalt
0:46:44 Cancer Council Victoria: masturbation protects against prostate cancer; German high-speed
train derails after hitting herd of sheep; Jim Kunstler “eyesore of the month”, engrish.com,
definition of “working class”, ACC’s rose-sorting job, JCD on California apricot orchards, ACC
on loss of vegetable varieties; JCD story: produce distributers gig and cheapskate Americans;
ACC all-in on polygamist women
1:05:06 Gordon Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares; ACC unable to get into The London NYC restaurant,
JCD story: free concert by plastered Engelbert Humperdink, “New York moments”, Mike
Tyson entourage, Dolf Lundgren two seats away from ACC
1:12:54 Jimmy Iovine new plan: advertising in music videos; MTV Spring Break product placement;
radio’s transition away from drama, BBC’s The Archers; dumbing-down of TV audiences
1:26:33 Funding models, listenership up to 25k; curry.com bandwidth bounce messages, AT&T “internet full” meme; JCD off to Xerox PARC; Holland’s Got Talent live; snack from Patricia

27 China Syndrome

(2008-04-19)

0:00:27 ACC tinkering with SIP protocol, JCD: “the problem is, it doesn’t work”, ACC’s podcasting
setup screencast project, Faderfox MIDI controller, aka.remote app
0:09:50 Time for a new ACC CPB experiment, ACC: “let’s record it this time”
0:13:14 Patricia’s iMac on the fritz; CVC’s Renault Twingo, ACC’s Smart Car; fridge on the fritz
0:18:46 JCD on new $5 bill, “play money”, giant “5” in lavender, expired British non-“E” bills,
variable-size French banknotes; Gordon Brown visit overwhelmed in media by Pope stories
0:25:04 JCD now on Twitter, ollower optimization; JCD vs ACC long hair, friends aging overnight
0:41:44 70k militia hired for Iraq surge; digital & desert camouflage patterns
0:46:12 Mike Caracciolo “The Kid From Brooklyn”
0:48:11 JCD on screwing dollar to mess with China, Beijing Olympics in August, JCD on Chinese
vs Vietnamese artists’ sky paining techniques, Chinese taking over Africa with construction
contracts and grey-market electronics, cutthroat Malaysian Chinese
1:07:10 Dan Rather’s “Red Chinese”, JCD story: 1996 trip to Beijing, looking for Mao jackets, roll of
Mao posters, Vancouver to Shanghai, Hong Kong airport $1.50 Coke vs mainland $0.18
1:13:33 JCD on unfixable crappy MSM: “it’s like good taste, if you don’t have it, you don’t miss it”
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26 Feeling Fat?

(2008-04-12)

0:00:24 Hot weather in California, JCD’s 1975 Corvette; ACC’s coach seat on American, shouldersurfing Skype PR plan, JCD on emergency exit seat for optimal spying; JCD on summer
factory jobs, Grit Magazine, ideal job: inspector, “quitting school” scam, revenge on boss
0:19:35 FAA “called on the carpet by Congress” before going hard-ass on airlines; ACC on aviation
TTLs, maintenance sign-offs
0:27:01 ACC requests CBP team leader at SFO, 1M people wrongly on list, DHS TRIP Traveler
Redress Inquiry Program instructions; ACC hugs tall TSA MILF at JFK, Shaq hug
0:36:16 Listener explains tolerances and environment in accuracy of computer clock crystals, ACC on
resistor tolerance “gold band”; JCD’s Kodak V603 camera with lucky calibrated mic, Union
Oil .5 vs .50 grams of lead per liter; Patricia’s garage door opener fire and Corvette door; JCD
tries to convince ACC his plane is not up to spec
0:53:24 ACC craps out in the middle of dinner at La Folie, “unnecessary crap” with caviar, goat cheese
and frog’s legs, MIA 2003 Château Haut-Marbuzet; JCD on history of Michelin Guide, too
many stars in California, corruption vs competence, JCD: two stars for French Laundry, JCD
gripes about mediocre starred restaurants, Domaine Drouhin Oregon Laurene Pinot Noir
1:17:38 Miss USA 2008: Pennsylvania’s question from Heather Mills on marketing cosmetics to kids,
winner Texas question from Shawne Merriman, JCD: “I think that the whole thing was rigged”,
judge rundown, JCD on the importance of appearing last; website “feeling fat?” weight loss
banner ad; ACC Circus of the Stars “rocket car of death”, Swamp Thing; Shatner on Leno
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25 Grapes the Size of Little Oranges

(2008-04-05)

0:00:25 More snow for Netherlands, JCD: “Al Gore came out of his hole and saw his own shadow”
0:02:08 ACC’s invite to Five Cavendish Square club, 2004 Amarone wine; making dinner plans
0:08:04 Listener call: “Dvorak wins” on crap TV, ACC on inherent untruthfulness of most TV, highly
edited Holland’s Got Talent, honest joy & sorrow, JCD on Amateur Hour and The Gong Show
0:18:37 Early US daylight saving time switch still screwing up scheduling, computer clock drift, “double ender” podcast synchronization; downloads up
0:22:38 JCD’s cheap PG Tips Special Blend box; JCD’s Fresh and Easy agenda, pre-interviews; Veronica Belmont video with cheap Kodak, Frontline digital transition and small camera use
0:29:58 Heathrow Terminal 5 automatic baggage system failure, Naomi Campbell hissy fit over lost
suitcase, Denver “baggage mangling”, JCD on bad terminals around the world, ACC story:
Moscow Music Peace Festival, plastered Ozzie Osbourne wets himself, Hell’s Angels, JCD on
Hotel Mir’s painted-over microphones, hooker corral
0:45:45 KD “Bubba” Martin show notes the inspiration for this project; JCD recommends Van Buren
AR, wine-growing region, muscadine “grapes the size of a small orange”, “they made a cabernet
that was credible”, ACC on weed podcasts; John Dvorak the High Times writer, ACC on
Amsterdam smoking contest; JCD on Memphis visit, Graceland and Bill Gates’ first house
0:58:31 Caller on Clear Channel takeover by private equity; equal-time rule; Level 3 network issues;
ACC Z100 spiel, “theater of the mind”, JCD on Stan Freberg, No Agenda stream idea
1:11:31 ACC tries to talk JCD into using Twitter; the art of the subject line, JCD’s SquirrelMail,
ACC all-in on Gmail, on MX records
1:20:41 Listener message on roasted onions in Danish hot dogs; JCD on similar item in Brazil
1:22:14 Three airlines out of business in last week; California freeway shootings; ACC warns against
Boeing 777, FAA and carriers in bed together; rigid vs flexible wings, helicopter “blade flap”;
ACC’s plan to ask for CBP team leader
1:31:28 BBC to blacklist ISPs doing traﬀic shaping on iPlayer peer-to-peer traﬀic, Comcast 15Mbps
experiment in Minnesota; ACC on Ba Ba Boom game show pilot
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24 Bagging Your Own Reality

(2008-03-29)

0:00:19 Horrible weather in Europe, ACC on aircraft annual inspection in Antwerp
0:01:43 Political correctness, Geert Wilders anti-Islamization film released; JCD on Tesco’s Fresh &
Easy US chain pushing expiration dates forward, dangers of soymilk, British bangers illegal
in US due to bread content, bagging your own food in Europe, plastic bags hanging off trees
in Israel, Midway garbage patch, failed Andronico’s experiment, Central Market in Seattle
0:24:10 Donald Sutherland “we haven’t even left the esophagus yet” sperm joke, Taiwanese esophagus
dish; full-service gas stations required in Oregon; ACC on working retail “till”, NCR & IBM;
Americans not all-in on daily grocery shopping
0:36:24 Sarkozy’s state visit to UK, Carla Bruni “Lady Di of France”, Prince Charles corgi & Camilla
joke; JCD on grits and sel fumée, smoked paprika flying of the Spicer’s shelves
0:44:04 UEFA denies UK Champions League finals over new tax code; ACC recommends The Money
Masters global banking documentary, JCD on Rothschilds like The Good Shepherd character;
no Skull and Bones candidates; ACC on Christopher Buckley pooh-poohing internet; the
death of casual computer programming; JCD on trash sorting patent
0:58:57 Heathrow Terminal 5 a total disaster; JCD gripe: Jose Conseco “second source” meme, idiotic
ban on editing one’s own Wikipedia article; Holland’s Got Talent ratings, ACC recommends
Jerry Springer’s Nothing But the Truth, JCD: “worse than the worst kind of drug”

23 Vasectomies and The Fountain of Youth

(2008-03-23)

0:00:24 Snow in UK, JCD driving Miyata with top down
0:01:30 Federal Reserve hands Bear Stearns over to J.P. Morgan Chase; Canadian vs US dollar
0:06:15 Listener comment: Eliot Spitzer a distraction from resignation of CENTCOM’s William Fallon; JCD gripes about clothes shopping with women; Patricia’s Holland’s Got Talent demo
0:12:45 Phorm advertising-injection company; listeners cut off by ISPs for leaving BitTorrent running
0:15:27 JCD on Democrats unable to listen to Rush Limbaugh, “operation chaos” to get Hillary on
ticket; Obama Reverend Wright potential scandal, Hillary screaming at Secret Service
0:22:06 JCD on UBS troubles: “how does a Swiss bank make this mistake?”, Northern Rock’s high
interest savings accounts
0:25:47 William Fallon and Eliot Spitzer resignations, prostitution taboo; ubiquitousness of porn,
extension of show business; show business and depressions
0:31:59 ACC: “what is the deal with Tibet?”, JCD to the meditators: “why don’t they just will China
out of existence?”, “psychic fair” signs
0:37:46 Listener amused at notion of Steve Case in Flock of Seagulls
0:38:27 JCD tries to decipher his notes, powdered detergents useless, cooking tongue, “glassware mess”
vs all matching glassware, ACC’s Mayflower Hotel glasses, “I have other things on my mind
rather than picking up the pen that’s on the floor”, JCD on professionally decorated friend’s
house, “salad bowl” bathroom sinks and marble eggs; ACC’s AGA stove
0:55:34 JCD battling Argentine ants; abnormally large marine life sightings, 20-pound German rabbit
0:59:56 Dick Cheney “so?” about civilian deaths; ACC on people enjoying JCD stories and topics on
TWiT, JCD: “when I was a kid they didn’t have rocks”
1:02:45 JCD on 1920s book plugging vasectomy for youthful look
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22 Nothing to See Here

(0000-00-00)

0:00:00 There is no No Agenda Show 22 – this is covered toward the beginning of Show 100.

21 Sooty Emissions

(2008-03-15)

0:00:28 “Good weather for ducks” in UK; JCD’s computer dead, looking for Vista discs
0:02:42 ACC on ubiquitous unlocked iPhones in Netherlands; lousy dollar vs euro
0:07:22 JCD stumbles upon Dish Network channel 9645 LF1 interactive Shell short film Clearing the
Air about reducing “sooty emissions” via GTL gas to liquid, “synthetic alternative to diesel”,
trial in Delft, microscopic disclaimers
0:16:14 Corny Skype landing page photo
0:17:39 20% of Silicon Valley has money frozen in auction rate securities market; Bear Stearns in big
trouble, printing money and value dilution as tax, bonuses for CEOs, ACC on bankers as the
strip club type, The Smartest Guys in the Room, JCD spotted Enron scam early on
0:25:08 Eliot Spitzer prostitution scandal, revenge setup by bankers theory
0:32:00 Public broadcasting funding breakdown, JCD on stupid local radio station managers and
program directors; 15-20k listenership estimate, celebrity telethon idea, JCD proposes Clooney,
JCD blackballed over Steve Jobs: Good Riddance article, Microsoft memo forbidding disclosure
to JCD, “spend the night with Bill” events for insiders, ACC’s occasional Steve Jobs e-mails
0:50:03 Sarah Lacy’s disastrous SXSWi Mark Zuckerberg interview; ACC on Portable Media Expo;
Monsanto harassment suit against journalists
0:57:44 UK non-domiciled tax on repatriation of foreign capital gains, “admission fee at the door”,
tech companies leaving for Switzerland; ACC predicts $200 per gallon gas, gold’s jump to over
$1k, industrial uses of gold and diamond, JCD on Melinda Gates’ engagement ring with stone
“the size of a small golf ball”, identifying Silicon Valley types by Rolex and clothing, JCD on
wearing yellow striped shirt to irk Harry Fuller
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20 Never Say No to a Soldier

(2008-03-06)

0:00:20 Ziff-Davis files for Chapter 11; recording on Thursday rather than Friday
0:03:22 Listener message on milk protecting porcelain from thermal shock; JCD on Lipton originating
teabag string, French silk teabags, new plastic mesh; ACC National Insurance Number interviewer leaving UK for Spain, tax increases in response to binge drinking, 24-hour pub hours
and crime decrease, JCD on history of British drinking, CBC’s This Hour Has 22 Minutes
portrayal of British, American view of Netherlands: wooden shoes replaced by hookers &
drugs, nothing made there any more, no more “I want my bicycle back” jokes about Germany
0:20:00 Iceland film song You Can’t Say No to a Soldier; ACC on US vs UK versions of Gordon
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares; 99 Words for Boobs song, JCD: “I’m downloading it now”
0:31:28 EU to approve Google-Doubleclick merger, JCD blog numbers up and AdSense revenue down
since show started, Currys retail outlet; JCD on “screwy” ad numbers; Ask Jeeves’ switch to
Ask, ACC’s pre-IPO investment; JCD’s nonexistent Google thought experiment
0:47:54 Adweek on BRIC Brazil, Russia, India, China fashion industries, ACC at Dutch fashion show
hugging models, divorce faux pas
0:52:11 Feedback from female listener; e-mails on money making strategies; JCD calls for elevator
secret codes; upcoming Apple event, Andrew Horowitz video on similar AOL & Yahoo page
layouts, AOL “rudderless ship” without Steve Case; JCD’s seamless e-mail hosting arrangement with Marc Perkel

19 Show Me the Money!

(2008-03-01)

0:00:28 ACC’s equipment stabilized; ACC well-pampered by Patricia, Ted Baker suit shopping
0:03:54 New two-mile-long Beijing airport terminal; JCD’s travel shopping trip
0:08:02 Rubicon dinner, JCD on testing sommeliers, bullcrap “robust yet fruity” lists, “astonishing”
grappa, 1999 Aux Combottes Domaine Dujac wine, silly wine cradle, Paris bistro Café Procope, 1900 Armagnac
0:20:38 Akamai wins $45.5M in Limelight patent infringement suit, PodShow producer freakout; comScore study on decline in clickthrough rates at Google, CEO blog post after Google’s stock
price plunges; JCD’s lunch with AdSense creator
0:37:38 Listener tea feedback; garbage disposals outlawed in Berkeley; listener question on matching
wine with pasta for under $100, JCD recommends Rosso di Montalcino
0:42:59 Pakistan and YouTube outage, Geert Wilders anti-Koran movie Fitna, ACC on Burj Al Arab
internet filters; CVC’s transition from e-mail to Facebook, MIA SMS messages
0:52:05 Banking write-offs across Europe, UBS down 50%, $2-3T in sovereign wealth funds, Heathrow
partially owned by Spain; listener recommends John Ratzenberger’s Made in America; EADS
£38bn supertanker contract with low dollar, JCD San Francisco traﬀic parallel
1:03:06 Neelie Smit-Kroes the hard-ass; artists suing RIAA, JCD Show Me the Money column
1:06:51 Berkeley up in arms over black cop shooting black woman, “truth to power”, “skin-privileged
white woman” milieu code word; JCD story: PC World copy editor saying “we use spokesperson instead of representative to make it clear that we don’t use sexist language”
1:14:42 Listeners all-in on longer format, JCD on “begging for money” approach, André Rieu approach,
Fabchannel grant money approach, “grantsmanship”; Reddit and Digg media hits
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18 Volvo’s Are Sexy

(2008-02-22)

0:00:27 ACC roll-your-own habit, stairwell meeting space, bubble wrap “gunshot”, JCD story: shooting elephant gun, first use of On the Seventh Day by David Marriott, Jr. as “hold music”,
ACC story: at the Dutch Marines’ firing range in Iraq, JCD’s huge bruise; British gun clubs
0:08:49 ACC’s latest brush with CBP, M for “match” on another Adam Curry, possibly in Nebraska;
luggage cheese trove, aged gouda and Italian parmesan
0:19:24 JCD on strange sugar-milk-tea-water ordering, ACC annoyed by people leaving teabag in tea
0:23:08 JCD on new podcast setup: “phenomenal lash-up”, ACC on creating end mix in real time
0:27:25 JCD on Mevio programmers getting “boisterous” in the afternoon, ACC: Obama check “bundler”
Steve Spinner expects Hillary to drop out soon, not amused by Ron Paul VP suggestion
0:37:00 JCD on 80-year depression and war cycle; auction credit market and New York Port Authority’s new 20% interest rate, UK’s Northern Rock bank nationalized, FOIA exemption
0:43:31 WikiLeaks shut down by judge over Cayman Islands bank leak and reopened in Sweden
0:44:45 Listener message on cutting of undersea cables, dead spy satellite shot down, JCD on Iranian
bourse cut off completely, NOTAM for area in Pacific, meteorite in Washington
0:52:52 Listener on mysterious decline in cotton quality; high-end apparel makers focusing on China;
Gold Toe moving to Mexico, listener on socks being beamed out of dryer; ACC: JCD’s Lexus
“trash pit on wheels”, JCD on diesel Volvos, ACC on diesel trend in aviation
1:05:08 JCD adds fuel to the fire of Leo’s ACC limo joke on Cranky Geeks, radio improv; CVC’s
driving test; London CO2 charge, positive climate change impact on German wine
1:13:05 On the Seventh Day outro music, “Bubba” Martin notes, “Bubba the Love Sponge”

17 Gold Toe Socks

(2008-02-15)

0:00:32 Do-over due to being on “the cutting edge of technology”, Firefox 3 irritations
0:03:13 2.5bn SMS messages sent on Valentine’s Day, ACC at Dancing With the Start arena tour,
JCD on learning to dance in school; Dennis Miller’s political orientation
0:07:34 JCD’s visit to Manhattan Century 21, cashmere Gold Toe socks, made in North Carolina,
box of orphan socks; Marks & Spencer “Marks & Sparks” underwear and wool T-shirts; ACC
story: Gillette marketing oﬀicer “we never, ever, ever, talk about how long our blades last”
0:19:23 Slovenian listener on Ljubljana fast food joint “Hot Horse”, JCD “hot whores”, JCD on
chickens running around in Slovenia, high-quality pastries; JCD recommends Croatia, ACC
considering Turkey, JCD on persistent rug vendors; ACC’s upcoming US re-entry
0:26:25 Technical diﬀiculties with recently-updated Mac; upcoming Cranky Geeks with ACC & Leo
0:35:36 Mobile World Congress, Motorola “rudderless ship”, car radio origin, StarTAC & MicroTAC,
iPhone antenna woes, Andrew Orlowski article on 1995 Nokia model features, Comic Strip
Blogger’s Orlowski biography, “The Register is a dirty tabloid”
0:43:47 Danish ISP refuses to block Pirate Bay; British “three strikes” bill, JCD on cricket: “I think
they make the rules up as they go along”, JCD does Indian and “talking through teeth”
executive Texan accents, ACC all-in on Desi music, CVC’s accent talents; obscure Australian
mogul Kerry Packer, Google game show idea, ACC: “you should send them a card”, JCD
archiving Leno’s Jaywalking segments, “Google showdown”, minus filtering
1:10:22 Outro
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16 Start Using Canteens

(2008-02-10)

0:00:17 JCD able to hear audio via new Mac setup; farting the new problem in California schools
0:05:49 ACC on 800 British government organizations able to order surveillance, JCD: “as soon as
you said the word ECHELON you got disconnected”, Taking Liberties documentary, UK
protesting illegal within a km of Parliament, potential fart protest
0:10:11 Listener message on Natali Del Conte “stripper and/or a hooker”, Del Conte’s new show
0:12:19 Attempts to shut down Amsterdam’s red light districts, ACC on foreign prostitutes and drug
trade, ACC story: embarrassing monkey suit with strap-on incident at Casa Rosso
0:22:18 JCD speech to orthodontists in Las Vegas, ACC suggests book title High-Penetration Marketing Initiatives, JCD unimpressed with L’Atelier De Joël Robuchon, “is he a prick” question;
listener feedback on ubiquity of bottled water, ACC: “it’s like a canteen, isn’t it?”
0:34:04 MSNBC caves to Hillary and suspends David Shuster over “pimping out Chelsea” comment;
BBC turns Camden Market fire into Amy Winehouse smear; JCD on local news “green beat”
0:41:43 American Express Black card, amex-black.com blog, celebrity black card photos, JCD on
Blue card incompatible with European Schlumberger machines; JCD telling stories on TWiT
0:48:57 Listener message: all-in on format; ACC on Z-100 tracking competitors’ commercial breaks;
JCD on rampant privatization to avoid Sarbanes-Oxley
0:55:32 JCD on California superdelegates all-in for Hillary, JCD denied Republican ballot; Ron Paul
campaign scaling back; right-wing talk show guys hate McCain
1:05:10 Outro

15 Hot Horse Meat and Hidden Salami

(2008-02-03)

0:00:19 Sunny in CA, high winds in UK, scantily dressed British girls in winter, high-quality BBC
weather reports, snow in Washington; JCD on direct-from-farm meat buys, heritage turkeys
like pheasant; butchery squeamishness, JCD: “I think they’re forced to listen to Robert Scoble”
0:08:35 Davos “circle jerk” conference scam, “drinking club”; UK to tax offshore capital gains, wealthy
heading to Switzerland, Wesley Snipes’ tax dodge, Will Smith wage garnishment by IRS,
Reagan-era tax simplification schemes
0:23:06 McCain “Bush lite”, JCD: Obama viable in 2012, “I can’t see Hillary running again if she
loses”; outrageously expensive Super Bowl ads
0:32:15 Sarkozy married Carla Bruni, dated Donald Trump, ACC: “dude, we gotta go to Davos”;
video streaming on phones, JCD on woman yelling at TSA guy, tsa.gov/blog, ACC’s latest
US entry story, “were we in jail together?” when recognized; JCD on loading up on food in
New Orleans, salami beaujolais confiscated because “there’s bad meat in Europe”
0:44:27 Venison dinner at Chez Spencer with dodgy-looking exterior, JCD recommends reindeer,
Americans freaked out in Sweden, puﬀin-eating Icelanders, JCD on trying elephant in South
Africa, giant horse steak in Ljubljana; ACC story: pig for breakfast with Thai hill tribe, JCD:
“I didn’t know that sesos was brains”, sweetbreads recipe and search for edible tripe
0:57:18 The Economist story on lingering use of Telex in Europe, jet key transfer system; ACC’s TRS80 Model 100 with build-in modem, Easy Street software, JCD’s “red NEC”, Radio Shack’s
computing history, VIC-20 called VC-20 in Germany because of ficken
1:08:36 Outro
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14 Neelis Kroes Is Hot

(2008-01-27)

0:00:24 Six inches of rain in California, San Francisco Bay Bridge tunnel flood, Goat Island
0:03:41 Listeners all-in in JCD’s notes rundown, JCD “book of book titles”, Seinfeld coffee-table book
about coffee-table books; ACC meeting JCD with giant red green Costco golfing umbrella,
ACC red-green color blindness
0:09:52 Definitions of neoliberal and neocon, JCD fan of “right-wing talk radio” and “left-wing crackpot TV”, Free Speech TV “Gay News” segment outing people; ACC underwhelmed by Tom
Merritt and Molly Wood; podcast lengths and commutes, JCD’s Tech 5 numbers; Rumsfeld
on the need for more US propaganda, JCD on jamming downloads and streaming
0:21:42 ACC story: latest entry into US, “aren’t you that guy from MTV?”, new hack idea: pre-striped
duplicate customs form, “hey John it’s Adam, I’m in Gitmo, man!”, secondary screening “SS”,
“yeah right” to DHS Clear “barker”
0:30:02 JCD’s switch to PG Tips Special Blend; Verbatim archival-grade optical media with gold,
JCD’s 1x SCSI burner, Plextor data recovery drives
0:35:24 Obama South Carolina primary win, JCD predicts Clinton-Obama and McCain-Romney; Ron
Paul unmentioned by press, “going for the gold” fundraising goal, Giuliani’s “mobbed up”
campaign managers; Huckabee stand-up on Leno, Howard Dean’s overly long tie, Huckabee
consumption tax proposal, ACC on VAT black market, JCD on Reagan-era illegal employees
coming to light in confirmation hearings; Ron Paul four-point revitalization plan, Sarbanes–
Oxley repeal
0:49:32 ACC: “on a weekly basis we could do five hours”; In Business podcast with Neelie Kroes“,
Europe the antitrust hawk, Kroes’ ”so to say“, ”Nagra-carrying“ Peter Day ACC interview
0:58:44 Yo Agenda and Ho Agenda podcasts; JCD’s Battlestar Galactica “networked computer” quote,
scathing review rejected by PC Magazine
1:02:57 Outro

13 Turned on by Esther Dyson

(2008-01-19)

0:00:15 Financial Times stories: Gordon Brown trying to export English language to China, UK to
follow US capital gains model, Irish tax haven for artists; ACC Perth documentary
0:06:28 Listener fan mail, “stream of consciousness” vs disorganization vs reading own handwriting;
writing down phone numbers; mysterious “when it comes to politics the internet is like cocaine”
quote; UK discrimination against redheads; voice mail from French listener; JCD tries to
decipher his notes
0:22:48 British Airways 38 Boeing 777 crash at Heathrow, ACC: “something’s fucked up with that
airplane”
0:28:49 Natali Del Conte’s age on TeXtra, lame blogs, ACC all-in on Twitter, schedule posting and
Esther Dyson’s pass at ACC; JCD on History Channel inaccuracies
0:46:00 Washington Post and The Economist the go-to resources; hackers gaining access to power
grids of entire countries; pharmaceutical and security threat release conspiracy theories
0:53:09 Outro
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12 Lawsuit Crazy

(2008-01-12)

0:00:15 ACC’s jaunt in the Cessna, BBC Coast show; JCD in “Lost Wages Nevada”, Video Poker
Tutor software, ACC’s Las Vegas documentaries; CES vs COMDEX, mall cart solicitations,
Canal Street “fake” goods in alleyways, JCD’s knockoff Movado silver-on-silver watch, ACC’s
dirty gold Rolex, JCD tip: ask for room near elevators, Joël Robuchon restaurant
0:17:25 “Racist” comment about lazy French, Sarkozy dating Carla Bruni, perpetual recession; ACC’s
two French listeners
0:22:57 JCD on fat people on airplanes, pinball museum on 3330 Tropicana
30:06 Tesla at CES, ACC on hard landing with Ray Lane due to jammed brake, Tesla Motors event,
Who Killed the Electric Car documentary, JCD on hydrogen car tanks at 10k PSI, compressed
air hybrids
0:40:55 Patricia’s misdiagnosis and appendectomy, Creative Commons lawsuit, no help from EFF on
mtv.com lawsuit, “neither party has any further comment”, JCD’s Hindi accent, “racist” slurs
on Big Brother, “unscripted dramas”, low-paid jobs in TV
0:58:09 JCD on Windows machines hibernating during download; JCD’s PanAm headphones, Koss
electrostats
1:02:12 Comic Strip Blogger’s Yo Agenda show; Czech origin of Dvorak name, no connection to Antonín Dvořák; Dvorak kids’ insane typing speeds; reused password honeypots; approximately
10k listeners per show
1:13:09 Outro

11 8 Pints of Lager please!

(2008-01-04)

0:00:22 JCD dealing with high winds; Skype issues solved by shutting down iTunes
0:03:51 British norovirus plague, BBC “projectile vomiting”, 200k infections per week, outbreak on
Queen Mary 2, fake illness scams; JCD story: chili-eating challenge at Brazilian churrascaria;
ACC vaccine extortion theory, “antidote”
0:14:57 The Genesis of Modern No Agenda: RIAA lawyer quote omitting “shared folder”, JCD:
hard disks not covered by personal use exemption
0:19:16 ACC’s Tourette syndrome and TSA SPOT Screening Passengers by Observation Trchnique,
“behavior detection oﬀicers”, 600-700 arrests; JCD PBS Tourette syndrome special, guy
thrown off plane; guttural grunting, ACC’s relative on PBS show
0:25:27 End-of-year laundry lists and New Year prediction articles; switchover from desktops to laptops
as desktops; JCD’s one laptop per child article
0:30:47 ACC on origin of the name al-Qaeda “the database” of CIA-recruited Mujahideen, training
camp with guys on monkey bars; Adam Curtis documentaries, British binge drinking documentary, “eight pints”, Charles the drunken Londoner; JCD on beer for breakfast in Denmark
0:45:44 Commercial airline jets to be outfitted with shoulder-fired missile jamming equipment, TWA
800 conspiracy theories
0:49:44 Iowa presidential caucus process vs smoke-filled rooms, JCD: “it’s rigged”, Hillary-Obama
ticket and McCain win prediction, coked-up John Edwards
0:55:45 Outro
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10 No Agenda 010

(2007-12-29)

0:00:24 ACC’s Netherlands trip; Cliveden House dinner, 1953 Latour plan torpedoed; JCD recommends 1995 Bordeaux
0:05:13 Benazir Bhutto assassination theories
0:09:25 Message from “our listener” on “Ike Turner Beats Tina to Death” headline
0:11:31 Upcoming Apple pen-based tablet, light pen Newton-era patent
0:13:41 Columbus police entrap firefighter with topless sunbather in park, 300 arrests by transit police
leaving valuables in stations, ACC: “I’ll be seeing him at secondary screening”; JCD on football
pass interference “entrapment”, “pre-crime”; ACC NYC first responders 9/11 theory
0:23:43 JCD traces nautical term “by and large” to 1866; JCD Skype woes, possible daily show, ACC
“fuck” drinking game, reverse-chronological snippet stream, “participation broadcasting”
0:41:15 ACC’s Ron Paul endorsement video on Dutch TV
0:41:51 Upcoming British airlines strikes; Letterman cuts deal with writers for restart
0:43:48 JCD on son’s phony Ron Paul theory, Mimi “hates” him, predicts McCain; crazy Bush martial
law theories, Nixon emperor theories, ACC on people “jacked into the matrix”
0:51:47 ACC predicts Paris Hilton crash over reaction to Barron Hilton charity announcement, JCD:
“this sounds like a theme for the show, to track down the BS behind this whole thing and
what the truth is”
0:55:52 Outro

9 No Agenda 009

(2007-12-22)

0:00:17 JCD on last-minute Christmas shopping “travelers”, ACC enlists CVC’s spying prowess, Mimi
“edict” on used & handmade gifts, JCD’s house interior “eclectic”
0:03:50 Steven Brill’s Verified ID contractor for TSA CLEAR program, ACC: “my wife doesn’t want
me to talk about this stuff any more”, JCD proposes “you want my autograph” experiment;
ACC reading Confessions of an Economic Hit Man; 9/11 truthers at KGO handing out DVDs,
WTC 7, nutty Alex Jones, pilotsfor911truth.org black box FOIA altimeter discrepancy; J.
Orlin Grabbe on Clinton body count assassination via plane crash, disappeared from internet
0:19:56 Election disinformation campaign beginning, Rush Limbaugh’s “the Huckster”, McCain-Giuliani
ticket vs “flu-like” bug, McCain getting “cocky”, JCD: next president Republican
0:29:32 Filibuster over telecom amnesty in new FISA law
0:33:01 JCD’s folded printout note-taking regimen, “a million people probably already sent you this”
notes, JCD on calling in car accidents
0:36:58 Kissinger on unwinnability of Iraq and Asian “saving face”, $1T sovereign fund for Saudi
Arabian infrastructure, Waterworld “go juice”; JCD “French → IBM” note; sexual harassment
and unpublishability of oﬀice romance book, freedom of speech issue
0:46:28 Best of Show with Fred Willard, handicapped skateboarder joke, ACC story: insulted by
Martin Mull at CableACE “ditch digger” awards
0:50:55 In search of an opposite to Rush Limbaugh, Oxy deafness; JCD on summer factory jobs
0:55:57 FBI to build $1bn biometric database
0:58:21 JCD’s Christmas in Washington; Google feed comparison; Patricia fooled by Yorkshire Tea
1:03:50 Outro
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8 No Agenda 008

(2007-12-15)

0:00:19 Cold in UK, foggy in California; ACC on both making tea, “perfect married gay couple”; JCD
irked by “up and about” and Carly Fiorina’s “by and large”
0:03:09 BBC’s Global Business with “Nagra-carrying” Peter Day interview with Tony Perkins
0:04:30 Jonathan Coulton Podsafe Christmas “Adam Curry, Skyping in from a helicopter flying somewhere above your golden palace”, If Every Day Were Christmas; music lawyer Alan Grubman
0:09:54 National Geographic “Super Ship Saturday”, Cunard refuses to allow JCD on board Queen
Mary 2, too wide for Panama Canal
0:15:11 ACC’s DHS hassles continue, “lookout list” generated ATS Automatic Targeting System from
Department of Treasury, 40-year data retention, the death of “welcome home”, “why would
today be any different?”, Soviet-style secondary room, stuttering interrogator, met by CBP
at the jetway in Chicago, 2003 trip to Iraq, ACC: “or maybe just because I keep saying on my
show skullfuck the rotting corpse of the TSA?”
0:28:14 Idiotic TSA CLEAR biometric program, confiscating expensive perfume, no journalists infiltrating, electronics get bag never gets opened
0:33:13 Central banks put up month-long $10bn loan blind auction, JCD: “I’m guessing that during
that story that you just told, five to six listeners committed suicide”
0:39:06 Mitt Romney’s Bain Capital to buy Clear Channel, rumors of Bloomberg presidential run,
Ross Perot threatened out of race; political ads on JCD’s blog, Romney and Treat Williams
0:50:16 ACC’s enjoyable flight to the South Coast; JCD on white wine vinegar with tarragon
0:51:50 Barefoot Doctor one-minute holiday tips, JCD one minute computer tips idea; pen-based
Apple tablet insider tip; JCD’s geezer blogger network, humiliatingly low Google Ads revenue
1:06:13 ACC recommends Michael Crichton’s Next; inane autobiographies at airport bookstores
1:07:51 Outro

7 No Agenda 007

(2007-12-07)

0:00:25 ACC at Sequoia Capital dinner at NOLA; JCD runs into former booker at Ritz Carlton, Orson
restaurant predicted to be next big thing; ACC’s dinner at Spruce; Yorkshire Tea for ACC
0:09:58 PodShow UK Christmas party vs Led Zeppelin one-off reunion concert and party; JCD story:
planted screamer at Led Zeppelin concert; JCD on Lifeboat Tea
0:13:53 Eisenhower’s “military industrial complex” speech, 1954 speech on those seeking to abolish
Social Security: “their number is negligible and they are stupid”
0:16:18 storyofstuff.com, planned obsolescence and perceived obsolescence, ACC “Wrong” brand
0:21:06 JCD “disclosure project” with writers’ political and religious aﬀiliations; Silicon Valley innovators trace back to Gold Rush, JCD story: Cynical character at party calling out Silicon
Valley as scam
0:28:47 H.R.1955 thought crime bill passes House, JCD: “I though it was a hoax”, “this is the Roman
Senate”, violent radicalization definition: “process of adopting or promoting an extremist belief
system for the purpose of facilitating ideologically based violence to advance political, religious,
or social change”; 409-to-2 passage of SAFE Securing Adolescents from Exploitation-Online
Act of 2007, ACC: “I’m so going to the slammer, John”, Ron Paul endorsement video
0:40:13 Outro
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6 No Agenda 006

(2007-11-30)

0:00:13 ACC on mobile setup; JCD joke deconstruction podcast idea
0:02:20 ACC’s continued hassling by customs, Costco card as photo ID, DHS’ multitude of lists, ACC
threatened with body cavity search over failed radio deal; JCD on using call cards for long
distance, SBC long distance phone slamming, account passwords in the clear; Mac grudge
0:11:01 JCD all-in on Leopard three-week reboot cycle, Mac recommendations to avoid being the
resident desktop support guy
0:14:08 Anderson Cooper issues apology for Democrat shills at Republican debate
0:15:41 Colorado State meteorology department predicted 17 hurricanes and got one; thousands evacuated in Europe over superstorm that failed to materialize, US media fails to report on anything
European, Mevio’s international crowd
0:19:56 Korean killed by exploding cell phone turns out to be hoax; Nokia battery recall
0:22:10 JCD the air pollution expert, the virtues of coal fireplaces, “alien aroma to Californians”
0:25:29 Comic Strip Blogger’s war with Nokia, PowerPoint “P.S. fuck you Adam Curry”
0:30:19 Listener note on four-year-old trying pendulum retropsychokinesis experiment; JCD on finding
the best-paying video poker machines
0:39:30 Outro

5 No Agenda 005

(2007-11-24)

0:00:19 Dodgy UK internet connections; British government loses personal details of 25M people
0:04:04 Madeline McCann still in the news, competing Natalee Holloway Aruba disappearance story;
JCD on Soledad O’Brien’s The Site on MSNBC cancelled after Diana’s death, ACC recommends The Society of the Spectacle
0:10:07 Listener feedback call; ACC: Nokia N810 “fucking amazing”
0:15:48 ACC on Pakistan mess as excuse to bomb Iran, JCD: “I don’t think they particularly want
to be bombed, seems to me”
0:19:02 UK disqualified for Euro 2008 football match; opera singer Tony Henry Croation anthem “my
penis is a mountain” botch
0:22:28 JCD story: Leo Laporte in ear during Silicon Spin; ACC on Tom Brokaw’s masterful MSNBC
Bill Clinton interview, the art of QVC yakking
0:25:34 Patricia on staged fainting by Marie Osmond: “most cunning woman in Hollywood”
0:27:19 JCD on quantum theory and affecting things merely by looking at them, Oakland black guys
“what’re you lookin’ at”; John Walker retropsychokinesis theory; voicemail jingle
0:32:55 Outro
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4 No Agenda 004

(2007-11-17)

0:00:20 Good feedback on show; PodcastReady thumb drive aggregator
0:01:23 ACC on drinking tea British-style, PG Tips “gold standard”, long-term deals with producers,
complex history of Boston Tea Party; another round of Ron Paul fundraising
0:04:16 Liberty Dollar FBI raid, Ron Paul dollars, ACC: “we’ll be branded as conspiracy theorists”,
minor right-wing talk show personalities turning against Ron Paul, Michael Savage staying
on Paul’s side; Ray Lane lone Republican at Kleiner Perkins, John Doerr looking for ambassadorship, JCD: Vatican best post
0:16:49 Dutch couple jailed by Management and Training Corporation, former chairman involved with
Abu Ghraib; JCD recommends 1975 Rollerball and original Max Headroom movie; JCD on
San Francisco outsourcing parking enforcement, ACC on London Congestion Charge backfire
0:24:58 ACC avoids discussing moon landing, JCD on getting to the Moon ahead of the Chinese
0:25:44 Shirley MacLaine on Larry King Live: Air Force pilots stepping forward on UFOs, Dennis
Kucinich “yeah, I’ve seen a UFO”
0:27:32 Marie Osmond freaks out over Larry King question about son in rehab, ACC on car racing
Donny Osmond, JCD staged Dancing with the Stars fainting theory, Little Richard parallel
0:33:36 I’m a Celebrity…Get Me Out of Here reality show back on in UK, “unscripted dramas”, ACC
on Adam’s Family show and the magic of editing, proposed product placement deal with Mars
Corporation; 30 Rock fake Verizon placement
0:39:53 Daily Show writers explain strike in YouTube video
0:41:41 Outro

3 No Agenda 003

(2007-11-09)

0:00:18 ACC being overworked by PodShow, JCD on insane incoming traﬀic to San Francisco, “Tower
of Death” One Rincon Hill at base of Bay Bridge, stabilizing water tanks at top of building
0:04:06 American dollar now worth less than Canadian dollar, Gisele Bündchen wants to be paid in
euros, ACC on New York City tunnel toll increases, JCD on promises of toll-free Golden Gate
and Bay Bridges, Bill Gates dollar divestiture, GM’s $28bn loss, ACC: “maybe they’re also
part of the subprime problem”, JCD: real news reporting not cost-effective, ACC on ignorant
tech reporters, proposal to leverage writer’s strike after Reuters report on online ad sales, Jack
Myers on nebulousness of online ad pricing, ad agencies’ 15%
0:17:43 Linda Stein bludgeoned to death by assistant with “yoga stick”
0:18:51 ACC reads AOL top stories, “musical code found in Da Vinci painting”, attempts to restore
“The Last Supper”, “The Night’s Watch” slashing at Rijksmuseum, JCD on unprotected Mona
Lisa and Stonehenge in 1973, Blowup guitar scene
0:24:13 GM’s third-quarter losses broken down
0:25:46 JCD’s MarketWatch column on Tom Lantos grilling Yahoo CEO Jerry Yang and giving AT&T
a pass for helping intelligence agencies; Algemeen Dagblad story of Dutch couple with expired
tourist visas jailed for six weeks in Texas, “psychological test which he had answered incorrectly”, “everywhere that American flag, it looks like Nazi Germany”; JCD seeing female
hitchhikers
0:36:43 Outro
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2 No Agenda 002

(2007-11-02)

0:00:00 ACC: “Well, hi everybody, welcome to No Agenda, the show that has no jingles, no theme
song, no commercials, and well actually, no talent and no agenda”
0:00:13 ACC in San Francisco “Curry condo”, JCD in Albany “Dvorak mansion”
0:00:46 JCD: Writers Guild of America strike “huge blunder”, should focus on DVD sales; JCD: Hulu
signup “like joining the Bohemian club”; JCD the union organizer
0:10:13 ACC: Blackwater unknown in Europe, hour-long Charlie Rose interview of Erik Prince, ACC
on Burger King & Pizza Hut in Green Zone, JCD standing in line at post oﬀice with fellow
taxpayers “how many bullets” speculation; Dutch porn businesses, Danni’s Hard Drive
0:21:54 Drought in US vs British floods; ocean “gyre” of microplastic
0:27:36 Sire Records’ Seymour Stein’s ex-wife Linda “the most abrasive woman you could imagine”
found bludgeoned to death in New York City
0:31:02 NBC Universal general counsel Rick Cotton proposes intellectual property crime take precedence over bank robbing and burglary
0:34:31 Outro

1 No Agenda 001

(2007-10-26)

0:00:00 ACC: “Ah, welcome everybody to a brand new program on the PodShow network, which
could be titled a number of things; we chose No Agenda, but it could be the show with no
imaging, no content yet – the only thing it is, is two guys with an idea of putting together a,
what shall we call it, John?”
JCD: “Agenda-less show.”
0:00:25 JCD on interesting conversations with Mimi, ACC with Patricia
0:01:37 ACC’s Ron Paul interview, JCD on “Doctor Ron” and German Herr Doktor, JCD on “long
ass-kissing moment”, democracy-republic question
0:09:29 JCD story: visit to abolitionist Cassius Clay’s mansion, self-defense via personal cannon,
Clay’s diminutive lesbian sister, Muhammad Ali name’s historical precedent
0:14:30 Paul on Second Amendment, ACC’s Japanese machine gun; Paul’s Constitutional position on
right to life; no shot of winning as an independent, Ross Perot’s bizarre exit from race
0:21:02 JCD recommends Confessions of an Economic Hit Man; ACC on phony edited interviews;
JCD on pre-interviews, Larry King’s “guy on the street” approach, Leno pre-interviews; ACC
“scrunch or fold” question
0:27:35 H.R.1955 Violent Radicalization & Homegrown Terrorism Prevention Act thought crime bill
0:30:48 California fires nowhere near JCD’s location; 500k or 1M evacuations
0:33:35 Writers Guild of America strike
0:36:56 ACC: “forty minutes is pretty much the max, I think”
0:37:20 Outro
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(Mostly) Modern Opening Music Sequence, 230
$33.33, 136
$333.33 EP level, 127
$55.10 “Double Nickels on the Dime”, 127
$666.66, 222
$69.69, 217
Ask Adam jingles, 33
Atlas Shrugged by Ayn Rand, 150
Atlas Shrugged, 210
Atlas Shrugged by Ayn Rand, 195
Because Words Do Matter jingle, 60
Biodiversitée jingle, 52
C-SPAN So You Don’t Have To jingle, 148
Climategate jingle, 154
Don’t Be a Denier, 150
Doublespeak of the Week jingle, 102
Douchebag! jingle, 132
Fluoride in My Cup jingle, 142
Hot Pockets jingle, 81
If You See Something, Say Something jingle, 30
In The Morning! rimshot, 134
John C. Dvorak’s Pet Peeve of the Day jingle,
185
Just Take Your Meds jingle, 32
Nap for Humanity jingle, 31
New World Order! jingle, 134
No Agenda Swine Flu Minute, 172
No Agenda Art Generator, 97
No Agenda Minutemen, 126
No Agenda artwork repository, 113
No Agenda iPhone app, 224
No Agenda karma, 138
No Agenda stream, 277
Our National Tray-sure, 102
Science!, 150
Sunday Morning Service jingle, 144
The Distraction of the Week, 150

The Science is In!, 150
Thirty-three, That’s the Magic Number jingle, 11
Trains Good Planes Bad jingle, 102
WTC 7 Won’t Go Away jingle, 130
WTC Seven Won’t Go Away, 177
We Told You So on No Agenda jingle, 132
Zwarte Piet, 47
entremet, 252
it’s what we do, so you don’t have to, C-SPAN
jingle, 134
wat je zegt ben jezelf, 137
KJ6LNG, 48
dvorak.org/na, 234
dvorak.org/na jingle, 30
freehollowbooks.com, 162
irc.zeronode.net, 202
itm.im URL shortener, 36
noagendashow.com, 200
noagendastream.com, 227
“And now back to real news” jingle, 227
“Chiner”, 33
“Chiners”, 7
“Epic Fail” stinger, 65
“I have two words for you: Predator drones —
you will never see it coming — you think
I’m joking”, 109
“I know a lot of people wanna send blankets or
water, just send your cash”, 135
“I want to be very clear” tell, 230
“Joe O’Biden”, 141
“Kill Bill” theory, 259
“Lucy Napolitano”, 46
“MILF!” Jingle, 50
“Massachusnuts”, 32
“Media assassination”, 172
“Noodle Boy”, 21
“Paris of Canada”, 160
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“Starfleet Command”, 269
“Stargate”, 156
“United States of Europe”, 161
“Poop Police!” jingle, 15
“Squirrel!” iso, 17
“ahem bullshit!”, 99
“no service for you!!”, 192
“turn down your speakers!”, 195
“you will obey!”, 194, 195
“be a donor, not a boner”, 51
“before it’s a crime, it’s precrime!”, 32
“blowed up”, 154
“coincidence, I think not!”, 171
“feet in the air”, 9
“hello, kettle, this is the pot calling”, 215
“hit people in the mouth” segment outro, 121
“in the morning” greeting, 141
“jobs, jobs, jobs, and jobs, let’s vote for jobs!”,
198
“jobs, jobs, jobs, and jobs, let’s vote for jobs!”
kids cheering jingle, 191
“look”, 256
“multi-culty girl”, 104
“national tray-sure”, 156
“new human resource”, 46
“not a good product”, 115
“nothing to see here”, 222
“now everyone hug and share a secret!”, 45
“our formula is this: we go out, we hit people in
the mouth”, 180
“random” subscription cancellations, 154
“shadow puppet theater”, 222
“shut up, slave!”, 152, 154
“skip logic”, 185
“spokeshole”, 99
“tell me about the sexuality, it’s in your DNA”,
86
“that’s one mother I’d like to f—” stinger, 58
“the tools”, 156
“veggies”, 167
“we just need cash”, 135
“we throw in the penny” sound effect, 32
“what is the likelihood of another terrorist attempted attack on the homeland in the
next three to six months, high or low?”,
135

“you’ve been de-douched” jingle, 110
“you’ve got karma” jingle, 66
23andMe, 85
97 percent, 151
ACC from the future, 162
ACC mimics Dutch English, 74
ACCPPotD jingle, 118
album art, 240
anal leakage, 116
announce to the aﬀiliates, 96
Aric the Shill, 121
Ask Adam, 34
Associate Executive Producer, 161
Atomic Rod Adams, 171
Bar, 239
baronies, 45
bat signal, 116
birthday jingle, 120
Black Knights, 125
boots on the ground, 55
Buzz-Kill, 241
California “three-state solution”, 226
ceremony and certificate, 219
challenge coins, 86
Chantix, 141
chatroom, 234
clip, 263
clip of the day, 178
clips from JCD, 223
controversy, 232
consult the Book of Knowledge, 18
crackpot, 267
Crackpot and Buzz-Kill, 238
dead in closed hot tub, 84
death row reality show, 275
Democrats running Fox News, 176
donation, 235
donation numerology, 225
Donation Segment, 225
double credit, 19
douchebag callout, 131
Dr. Kiki Sanford, 120
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drunk Diane Sawyer, 31
Dutch stolen bicycles joke, 219

jingle requests, 47
jingles, 236
jobs karma, 123
John Steck, 192
journalism license, 99

End of show clip, 152
end-of-show jingle, 103
end-of-show song, 32
executive producer, 169
first episode of Dvorak/Horowitz Unplugged, 258
fractal, 250
fractal jingle, 220
Geoff Smith “it’s Crackpot and Buzzkill” and “In
the Morning” jingles, 235
Geoff Smith Beatles-style Donation Segment jingle, 115
Gitmo Nation Down Under, 157
Gitmo Nation East, 263
Gitmo Nation Lowlands, 163
Gitmo Nation West, 263
Haiku Herman, 118
Haiti Earthquake, 140
ham license, 57
Hit in the Mouth + NWO + Shut Up, Slave, 134
hookers and blow, 178
Hot Pockets, 141
Hot Pockets Across America Tour, 73
human resources, 98
I recorded a Family Guy for you, where Brian
becomes a DJ, 239
if you see something say something, 46
in the morning, 238
Intro Music Part 1, 233
Intro Music Part 2, 232
Israeli moon bases, 165
It’s Crackpot and Buzzkill in the morning!, 237
ITM, 129
JCD “that’s a great question” pet peeve, 199
JCD analyzes Miss America pageant, 136
JCD clips, 227
JCD duck call, 160
JCD LIFO, 125
JCD Thanksgiving origin story, 183
JCD’s music show The Dvorak Interlude, 222

kick in the penny, 129
Knight rings, 129
knighthoods, 219
knighting ceremony, 166
knighting ceremony “hookers and blow”, 130
Koch Brothers, 76
LGBTQIA, 127
live stream, 243
Lost Wages, 284
mac & cheese, 120
massage, 142
modern knighting ceremony theme, 82
Monsanto jingle, 193
Ms. Micky, 206
multilingual “In the Morning”, 102
mutton, 122
national treasure, 174
Newsletter, 134
Nick the Rat, 39
Nigel Farage, 223
Obama stammer, 224
Obama-bots, 254
ODD oppositional defiant disorder, 58
Opening quote, 196
opening with jingles, 234
parts unknown, 240
PayPal, 236
Pedobear, 132
podcast licenses, 17
potholes, 169
pre-crime, 226
Presidential proclamation, 101
Producer Segment, 168
producers, 219
puker, 223
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quad-niner donation, 55
Rachel Madcow, 74
random number theory, 220
Red Book, 23
rent boys and chardonnay, 38
second half of the show, 45
service bell, 65
severed foot, 74
ShadowStats, 14
ships at sea, 107
show number club, 47
Silicon Valley “right?” suﬀix, 261
Sir Geoff Smith’s Gitmo Nation National Anthem, 63
sponsorship, underwriting, advertising, call it whatever you want, 175
techno-experts, 22
telescreens, 46
The Genesis of Modern No Agenda, 284
they always die in threes, 243
Thom Hartmann, 147
three-name shooter, 36
Thursday & Sunday schedule, 236
two Obamas theory, 239
two-to-the-head sound effect, 160
under-$50 anonymous donations, 110
Value for Value, 128
we would only have cap, 151
Wes Clark Seven, 14
you can take that to the bank, 155
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